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Abstract 

This interdisciplinary dissertation identifies contemplative intensity in cognitive 

architectures for virtual-agent minds. This research semantically interprets contemplative 

intensity through rubrics derived from Kantian Aesthetic Philosophy and Crawfordian 

Interaction Design. This dissertation adopted mentalist rather than behaviorist 

epistemological approaches towards exploring the artificial psyche and the interactive 

capabilities of a virtual-agent’s mind (from mechanistic finite-state machines to “deep 

thinkers”).  

A qualitative methodology was selected to triangulate hermeneutic exegesis alongside an 

expert interview validation process. These methods scrutinized the: state-of-the-art; 

architectural cognitive components, interconnections; and their relationship to five 

speculative virtual-agent contemplation scenarios. This hermeneutic exegesis was 

conducted with graph-based flow-chart representations of these scenarios. These graphs 

were created with the PyPhi calculator which normally deals with quantitative 

measurements of consciousness (i.e. Integrated Information Theory, aka. IIT) rather than 

the qualitative assessment of contemplative intensity.  These flow-chart examples 

represent the component configurations of three established cognitive architectures: ACT-

R, SOAR, and CLARION.  

The purpose of this study was to determine whether contemplative intensity could be 

detectable through IIT-graph visualization at an architectural level in a virtual-mind and 

which cognitive architecture (and/or architectural components) was most likely to intensify 

contemplation for this mind in a virtual world. These flow-chart illustrations representing 

architecturally enhanced minds helped categorize virtual-agents according to their overall 

cognitive capabilities and provided discussion inspiration for the experts during the 

interviewing process.  

A combination of solo hermeneutic exegesis and expert opinions determined that the IIT 

lens could not sufficiently qualify contemplative intensity for virtual-agent minds at an 

architectural resolution level of flow-chart analysis. On a positive note, the experts 

confirmed the validity of the mentalist epistemological perspective as well as the initial 

assumption that CLARION was the best architecture to intensify contemplation. However, 

these experts attributed their CLARION preference to architecturally-agnostic 

metacognitive properties rather than to CLARION’s idiosyncratic architectural 

configuration. These experts also insisted on the value of extra-architectural mechanisms 

and algorithms as well as the semantics from the virtual environment. These additional 

findings further confirm the qualitative limitations of the IIT lens for architecturally 

identifying contemplative intensity in virtual-agent minds. This dissertation concluded with 

proposed heuristics and suggestions for future research.  
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Glossary 

Agent (AI) Generally, an agent is "any person or thing that performs 
actions in order to achieve a goal. These goals may involve 
anything of which the agent is aware, from its own inputs and 
outputs to distant physical objects." (De Blanc, 2011: 2).  In the 
AI community, agents embody automated processes but may 
or may not have a visual representation. Specifically, an agent 
is a Virtual-Agent if it exists in a video-game or a virtual world.  

Autonomy 
(Autonomous) 

Autonomy has been defined where “[…] learning occurs both 
automatically, through exposure to sense data (unsupervised)” 
and must possess “[…] bi-directional interaction with the 
environment, including exploration and experimentation (self-
supervised).” (Voss, 2007: 132) 

Avatar A representation of the user/player in cyberspace. An avatar is 
synonymous with "Player-Character" in video-games. An 
avatar might have automated/autonomic processes, but the 
avatar's primary agency belongs to the user/player. 

Autonomous (AI) An agent apparently possesses autonomous behavior if it 
appears to act independently of the designer's explicit 
instructions. 

Autopoeitic (AI) The capacity to self-create or self-design in an apparently 
autonomous manner (related to autopoeisis). 

Axiom An axiom is a self-evident truth.  

Boss An NPC (see NPCs) that usually appears to conclude a final 
level or ludic instance (Isbister, 2006). In video-games, these 
bosses are usually the largest and most powerful characters 
and are closest examples of sublime NPCs in video-games. 

Bot An automated virtual-agent (see Virtual-Agent) that may or 
may not have a visual representation. Bots are not necessarily 
personified. In some virtual worlds, social networking sites and 
web applications, "bots" (e.g. gamebot) is a derogatory term for 
an NPC (see NPC). 

Closed World 
Assumption (AI)  

An agent makes an assumption (via consulting its ontology and 
knowledge base - see Ontologies and Knowledge Bases) that 
there does not exist any world outside of its situated task-
environment. Therefore, the agent only draws from its 
designed world for domain knowledge. For example, a virtual-
agent with a closed-world assumption would not comprehend 
any understanding of real-world physics but would only know 
virtual physics (e.g. those designed in Second Life). It is 
possible that the virtual-agent might be able to 
epistemologically access this externally available knowledge. 
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Cognitive 
Architecture(s)  

A cognitive architecture is a domain-generic over-arching 
conceptual structure and that systematically organizes thought 
(Sun, 2004: 341). A cognitive architecture can be reduced to a 
cognitive model, but an architecture can also dynamically 
customize the cognitive flow of information via exploratory 
engineering. A cognitive model simply explains cognition. 
There exist both modular and sub-modular architectural 
representations. Some architectures include code-libraries and 
specialized algorithms. A cognitive architecture can be used to 
enhance an artificial mind (see Virtual-Agent).  

Complex  Complexes contain at least one gestalt set of elements within a 
cognitive system that “[…] generate […] a local maximum of 
integrated conceptual information” (Oizumi et al., 2014: 4). A 
cognitive architecture is a complex and sub-systems can be a 
complex –depending on how irreducibly interdependent they 
are together. 

Competency 
Question(s) (AI) 

These are questions usually hard-coded by the programmer for 
determining the scope of an agent’s ontology (see Noy, 2001: 
5 – see Ontologies) and restrict its level of ontological 
commitment (see Ontological Commitment). These questions 
should be a “list that a knowledge base based on the ontology 
should be able to answer” (Gruninger and Fox 1995 in Noy, 
2001: 5. See KB). 

Contemplation The capability “[to] look at thoughtfully [, to] think about [some 
subject/object” [and to] think deeply and at length" (OED, 2012, 
p. 149). The contemplative state in particular, seems to involve 
"[…] showing or involving deep thought or meditation" (Ibid.).  

Some scholars have tied the philosophical implications of 
contemplation to a distinctly Kantian cognitive interplay 
between immersion and reflection (Hansen, 2005: 125). Kant 
himself, talks about a cognitive (contemplative) interplay 
between imagination and reason (Kant, 1790: 106). In the 
context of Integrated Information Theory (IIT), contemplation 
could be defined as the increasing convolution of cognitive 
information which may or may not also lead to consciousness 
in cognitive systems such as neural nets or cognitive 
architectures (Oizumi et al., 2014: 21).  

Convolution 
Postulate 

This postulate (a 2016 contribution by the dissertation author) 
can be added to IIT’s information, exclusion and integration 
postulates.  This postulate states that contemplative intensity 
(and possibly, consciousness) seems to increase in 
correspondence with the increasing convolution of cognitive 
information.  
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Disinterestedness Not to be confused with lacking in interest but implies that 
one's interest is detached from selfishness. One becomes 
disinterested when fascinated by an aesthetic and/or moral 
phenomenon without any vested self-interest or ambition. One 
appreciates something with disinterest regardless of whether it 
offers personal gain (Kant, 1790: 43-230). 

Effective Information 
(Phi) 

Effective information supposedly contributes to consciousness 
in cognitive systems in an incremental way but does not 
actually represent or constitute consciousness. Effective 
information integrates information states only at a local level.  
Global integration, conversely, is known as integrated 
information (phi) and for Tononi (2008), constitutes 
consciousness. 

Exegesis A critical explanation or interpretation of a text.  

Frames (AI)  A type of Ontology (see Ontologies) that is ordered to capture 
a framework of stereotypical/archetypal scenarios in an agent's 
task domain (Minsky, 1975). 

Hermeneutic(s) Concerning interpretation i.e. a process (e.g. method or theory) 
that privileges and considers (subjective) interpretation. 

Hermeneutic 
Exegesis 

A relatively lengthy and detailed hermeneutic writing process 
(see Hermeneutic) that usually explains and qualifies the 
semantic depth behind particular (subjective) interpretation(s). 

Immersion Although subject to much scholarly debate; Immersion can be 
generally defined as a scalable sustained focus of deep 
awareness and engagement towards a particular realm or 
modality, rather than another (based on: CsiksZentmihalyi, 
1990: 31, Murray, 1997: 98, Ermi and Mäyrä, 2005, Jennett, 
2007; Jennett et al., 2008).  Unlike selective attention (defined 
in Bartlett et al., 2009; Jennett, 2007: 50), one's immersion 
does not need to be centered around a particular task. When 
the type of immersion is mostly aesthetic in nature, "the 
outcome of immersion may [even] be divorced from the actual 
outcome of the game" (Jennett et al., 2008: 643).  There are 
various types of immersion such as: cognitive, imaginative 
explicit, functional, challenge-based and sensory immersion 
(CsikZentmihalyi, 1990; Adams, 2004; Salen and Zimmerman, 
2004; Zimmerman in Wardrip-Fruin, 2004; Ermi and Mäyrä, 
2005). 

Inference Engine 
(AI) 

A software application that allows an agent to parse logical 
statements through rule-based inference.  

Integrated 
Information (Phi) 

Integrated information (aka. Phi) goes beyond locally effective 
information in a cognitive system and describes global (gestalt) 
inter-communicating informational processes that “[…] cannot 
be [causally] decomposed into informationally independent 
parts” (Tononi, 2008:  220-221). 
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Knowledge Base – 
KB (AI) 

Similar to an ontology (see Ontologies) except that a KB strictly 
deals with the way symbols representing an agent’s knowledge 
is stored and retrieved. 

Knowledge 
Representation – KR 
(AI) 

A sub-discipline of Artificial Intelligence that exclusively deals 
with how semantic concepts are stored and symbolically 
expressed. 

Markov Decision 
Process [MDP] (AI) 

“A Markov decision process (MDP) is a probabilistic model of a 
sequential decision problem, where states can be perceived 
exactly, and the current state and action selected determine a 
probability distribution on future states [Sutton and Barto, 
1998]. Specifically, the outcome of applying an action to a state 
depends only on the current action and state (and not on the 
preceding actions or states). […] a rule for choosing actions is 
called a policy” […].(Alexander et al. in Cox and Raja, 2011: 
60-61). 

Mentalism (aka. 
Psycho-
Functionalism) 

An epistemological perspective that is antithetical to 
Behaviorism. Mentalism values the phenomenal existence and 
validity of ontologically obfuscated internal mental processes 
and entities (e.g. psyche, consciousness imagination, qualia 
etc.,) that are usually inaccessible to empirical scrutiny (see 
Uttal, 1999). Psycho-Functionalist Mentalists in particular, 
would consider it a valid pursuit to cognitively engineer and 
reverse-engineer these introspective attributes for use by an 
intelligent agent (e.g. an artificial psyche; see Fodor and 
Pylyshyn in Nath, 2013: 60). 

Metacommunication “A unique form of communication that takes place in the 
context of play" (Bateson, 1972 in Salen and Zimmerman, 
2004: 449). The communication involved becomes stand-in 
actions representing what interactive possibilities are available 
to the player. For example, a boss NPC's leaping behavior may 
be meta-communicating to the player that a weak-spot is 
available as a target - located somewhere underneath the 
NPC's body. 

Minion A subordinate NPC (see NPC) that is completely subservient 
to either other NPCs via a swarm or to the whims of the player 
(Isbister, 2006). 

Minimum 
Information Partition 
(MIP) 

This is a conceptual boundary that exists to perturb the 
interactions between information modules and states in order 
to determine the degree to which the flow of cognitive 
information is effective (local) or integrated (global) [see 
Balduzzi and Tononi, 2008]. 

Non-Player 
Character (NPC) 

A Non-Player Character (NPC) is a virtual-agent (see Virtual-
Agent) that is controlled by the computer in a video-game. 
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Ontologies (AI) An ontology is a software resource or a model of an 
environment (DeBlanc, 2011: 1) designed to share common 
semantic understandings among agents.  Ontologies can be 
ordered into Frames (see "frames") or in some other manner. 
There are various software applications for creating and 
modifying ontologies (e.g. Protégé, see Roman et al., 2011).  
Ontologies are also used and to reuse or analyze explicit 
domain assumptions about the agent's virtual environment.  
These assumptions can be independent from an agent's hard-
coded operational knowledge, but most ontologies include this 
knowledge (Noy and McGuinness, 2001: 1). 

Ontological 
Commitment (AI) 

This is where an agent focuses exclusively on a particular 
ontology and disregards any other (see Ontologies). An agent 
can use either an open or closed world assumption (see Open 
and Closed World Assumption) to ground its ontological 
understanding of a particular environment and its entities. 

Open World 
Assumption (AI) 

The inverse of the "closed world assumption" (see closed 
world assumption). An agent is aware that there exists 
knowledge outside of its situated task environment and could 
plausibly access it. 

Player-Character 
(PC) 

A Player-Character is a ludic representation of the user/player 
in a video-game. Synonymous with "avatar" in chat-based 
virtual worlds. A PC might have automated/autonomic 
processes, but the PC's primary agency belongs to the 
user/player. 

Phi (integrated 
information) 

Phi (ɸ) in the context of Tononi’s Integrated Information Theory 
(IIT, 2008), symbolically represents consciousness as the 
Gestalt interactive capabilities of integrated information above 
and beyond effective information 

Policy (AI) An Agent’s plan, schedule or strategy that guides its 
motivations towards reaching a goal-state. 

Postulate “An unproven assumption that can serve as the basis for logic 
or heuristics" (Oizumi et al., 2014: 2).  

Reification (AI) The ability to transform an abstract concept, subject, predicate 
or object into something understandable by the agent 
(tractable). 

Script (AI) A type of frames-based ontology (see Frames, Ontologies) 
component that provides a list of stereotypical interactive 
instances - appropriate to a particular task-
domain/environment. (Minsky, 1975; Schank and Abelson, 
1975).  
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Stuplime The stuplime is an experiential combination of "aesthetic awe 
[or paralyzing shock] intertwined with boredom" (Shinkle 
[Karatzogianni, Kuntsman], 2012: 100) and applies to the 
current state-of-the-art for user-experience (UX) in the video-
game industry. Stuplimity occurs when the encyclopedic 
sublime (based on Murray, 1997 [2017]: 105) that went behind 
the game construction is severely compromised into a finite, 
tedious and repetitive series of ludic tasks for the sake of 
playability. This combination forces us to acknowledge "the 
limitations of our capacity for responding in general" (Ngai, 
2005: 262). 

Sublime This thesis explores various definitions of the sublime.  Kant's 
official definition of the sublime is... "at once [,] a feeling of 
displeasure, arising from the inadequacy of imagination in the 
aesthetic estimation of magnitude to attain to its estimation by 
reason, and a simultaneously awakened pleasure, arising from 
this very judgment of the inadequacy of sense being in accord 
with ideas of reason, so far as the effort to attain to these is for 
us the law" (Kant, 1790: 106). After reflecting upon our own 
cognitive inadequacy when contemplating the sublime, we feel 
reverence towards the supersensible adequacy of the divine 
and ultimately, feel at one with it (during mystical experience).  
Immediately after sublime phenomena is present and 
noticeable, it initiates a dynamic race between one's 
accelerating cognitive faculties of imagination and reason.  The 
sublime is a threshold state that is on the absolute edge of 
surpassing both of these competing faculties. According to 
Burke (1756) and early Kant (1764), the sublime must at least 
virtually pose an existential threat to the beholder.  For Kant in 
his mature phase (1790), the sublime must only induce a 
transcendent "thrill" and the beholder merely needs to check 
his/her "vital forces" on occasion. For Kant, the sublime is not 
necessarily confrontational or oppositional in nature. 

Subsumption 
Architecture (AI) 

An emergent network of "mindless" reactive AI components 
that could be mistaken for possessing intelligent behavior - 
when perceived as a whole (Brooks, 1987). 

Supersensible Kant defines the supersensible as a mystical superhuman 
(divine) realm that transcends mundane sensory experience 
(Steiner, 1913). We enter this realm at the precise moment 
where our cognitive faculties barely apprehend and 
comprehend sublime phenomena. In Kant's words, the 
supersensible is "[…] a realm that is unbounded, but that is 
also inaccessible to our entire cognitive power” (Kant, 1790: 
intro/14). This realm seems to be just beyond the threshold of 
the sublime. 

Tractable (AI) Machine-readable, computable. 
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Utility Function (AI) A utility function represents a rational agent’s goal-seeking 
function. The emphasis here is on the pursuit of functional 
utility (usefulness). In reinforcement learning, an agent 
processes inputs and outputs in such a way as to receive an 
expected maximum sum of rewards.  Often a policy (see 
Policy) is used to structure an agent’s utility function. 

Virtual-Agent A Virtual-Agent is the formal academic name for any 
cognitively autonomous entity that primarily resides in a virtual 
environment. More specific colloquial names for Virtual-Agents 
include Bots and Non-Player Characters (NPCs) (see Bots, 
Non-Player Characters). Usually, a Virtual-Agent is imbued 
with some level of artificial intelligence. 
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 Introduction 

This qualitative dissertation interviewed domain experts and performed a 

hermeneutic exegesis of flow-charts in order to identify contemplative intensity in cognitive 

architectures for virtual-agent minds. Virtual-agents are artificially intelligent entities that 

think and (potentially) act in a virtual (simulated and/or “synthetic”) environment. The 

relative intelligence of each of these virtual-agents varies significantly based on both the 

agent designer’s intentions and the constraints of that particular virtual environment. Some 

virtual-agents are simply reactive or “brainless” whose behaviors merely appear as if they 

are “intelligent” (see Brooks, 1987). The most popular virtual-agents at the time of writing 

this dissertation are little more than finite-state machines enhanced with hierarchical 

planners (Russell and Norvig, 1995: 40-44; Zilberstein in Cox and Raja, 2011: 27). In other 

words, a virtual-agent interacts with the virtual world in a mechanistic manner by 

searching, proposing, ranking, and selecting a particular action-sequence for each 

reductively designed affective or actionable state (see Turner, Nixon, and Bizzocchi, 

2015).  Beyond these expediently responsive finite-state machines, we are only beginning 

to see a serious engineering and design discussion of enhancing these virtual-agents with 

“genuine” (or at least, human-like) cognitive capabilities that we often take for granted in 

our “real” world as humans (Biological General Intelligences or BGI).  

 State-of-the-Art virtual-agents might have access to a large knowledge database 

with some semantic meta-tags and also can draw from a large repertoire of states and 

action sequences from which to act on this acquired domain-specific knowledge. 

Unfortunately, contemporary virtual-agents are not likely to be designed to reflect and think 

deeply on this knowledge. Despite these increasingly vast cognitive resources available 

to many cutting-edge virtual-agents, it is hardly likely that a virtual-agent can not only grasp 

this cognitive information resource-pool but also think deeply about the knowledge 

presented to it. Instead, virtual-agents are currently designed for practical and functional 

means and ends. For some, it might not even be semantically clear what it means for any 

artificial mind to think “deeply” about something.  For most semantically discernable 
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interactions, virtual-agent cognitive behaviors must be readily perceived in a clear cause 

and effect manner from thought (deliberation) to action to be seen as possessing any 

semblance of “thinking”. As an alternative to rudimentary cause-effect reactivity, the past 

few decades have seen the emergence of cognitive architects who wish to discover 

whether there are also ways to model, simulate and engineer more complex attributes of 

“authentic” cognition.  For the near term, however, most virtual-agents will continue to be 

designed as cognition-lite enhanced finite-state machines in order to expediently satisfy 

our entertainment, domestic, and financial needs. However, for some cognition designers 

(e.g. the dissertation author), questions raised by the ongoing academic development of 

canonical innovations in cognitive architectures are still worth asking. Here are three 

questions that inspired the official research questions [1.5] and are considered throughout 

this dissertation:   

1. Must all thoughts and deliberations in the virtual-agent’s mind lead to perceivable 

actions for us to be satisfied of its intelligent capabilities?  Or, is there some utility 

to the mentalist and psycho-functionalist (rather than the behaviorist) approach in 

which some cognitive engineers and designers could solely focus on the mediation 

and control of internal cognitive states for their own sake? 

2. What is the value of further enhancing a conventional virtual-agent (i.e. finite-state 

machine) with a cognitive architecture? 

3.  If cognitive architectures have intrinsic teleological value in the mentalist design 

of a virtual-agent’s mind, then which are the more appropriate cognitive 

architectures and/or architectural components to enhance higher-level cognitive 

faculties such as contemplation and why are they the most appropriate? 

4. Is the functional design of cognition sufficient for all virtual-agent purposes in the 

present and the future or will there be a time when virtual-agents are made for a 

higher teleological purpose to help fulfill part of the original dream of realizing 

Artificial Intelligence as Artificial General Intelligence (aka. “Good Old Fashioned 

Intelligence”, aka. AGI)?   
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The fourth question asks about the original dream of what is colloquially known as, 

“Good Old Fashioned Intelligence”, but what is this dream exactly?  The legacy of the 

scholarly discipline known as “Artificial Intelligence aka. AI” – was originally envisioned in 

the 1950s as being likely embodied by a general-purpose robot with human-equivalent or 

super-human levels of intelligence (McCarthy et al., 1955; Newell et al., 1959). This dream 

of general-purpose intelligence soon faded in the imaginations of more practically-minded 

intelligence engineers for many decades until relatively recently.  Most expert AI systems 

and virtual-agents one takes for granted today – whether for entertainment or for practical 

problem-solving purposes - are considered to be cognitively weak or narrow AIs. One 

might go as far as to consider weak AI agents - even though they represent practically all 

of the known agent implementations today - as only being capable of narrow thinking with 

usually superficial cognitive deliberation schemes in overtly functional terms. Further, 

those agent-engineers currently frustrated with the cognitive limitations of the state-of-the-

art in AI would also concede that this weaker but more prevalent AI agent-class 

intentionally restricts the virtual-agent to only “contemplate” particular disciplinary 

applications. This is why today, some agent-engineers have revived the original design 

intentions of 1950s AI by redefining it into a new sub-discipline known as AGI (aka. Strong 

AI, Goertzel and Wang, 2006). At this point, the fulfillment of this original design intention 

is on the level of pro-active speculation1 from which this dissertation makes its AGI-

community contribution. 

Given the re-discovery and renewed vigour with restoring the original dream of 

Good Old Fashioned AI as AGI, why is genuine deep thinking not as prevalent in 

contemporary virtual-agent designs? The reasons are at least, twofold. To begin with, 

there is currently little immediate commercial value for investing in virtual-agents that are 

capable of deep convoluted deliberation. Equally as important, AI designers are still 

searching for an ideal hermeneutic rubric that measures and assesses more highly-

subjective and complex cognitive capabilities such as consciousness. Consciousness 

being genuinely present in artificially intelligent agents constitutes the holy-grail for many 

within the Artificial General Intelligence community. As a result, competing hermeneutic 

 
1 Some have claimed at least the partial realization of AGI-implementations (e.g. The Humanobs 

Project; Nivel, Thórisson, et al., 2009; Nivel, Thurston, and Bjornsson, 2012) but such claims 
have not been objectively verified.  
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rubrics now exist to explain consciousness and other forms of complex reflection in terms 

of the cognitive mediation of computable information. To date, these rubrics make 

compelling cases for capturing the quantitative essence and qualitative characteristics of 

consciousness.  However, these rubrics remain heavily controversial and vulnerable to 

academic skepticism.   

This dissertation still finds structural and inspirational value with many of these 

rubrics and officially explores the degree to which some of the more established rubrics 

dealing with consciousness can be re-purposed to assess less controversial modes of 

higher-level cognition such as the faculty of contemplation. 

 Contemplation is often perceived as an act of heavily cognitive processing that 

involves deep and circular modes of convoluted thought. Fortunately, using these 

established hermeneutic rubrics based on information theory and A(G)I to measure 

contemplation instead of consciousness opens up a previously obscured correlation with 

two extra-disciplinary rubrics used to measure contemplative intensities. Firstly, Immanuel 

Kant’s antiquated rubric from the disciplinary domain of aesthetic philosophy (1790) 

qualitatively measures varying levels of contemplative intensity. Secondly, Chris 

Crawford’s more contemporary rubric from the broad field of interactive arts and 

technology (2003), deeply considers the cognitive intensity of the interactive ratio between 

conceivable and accessible states in any system process, and/or agent.  Put together, a 

virtual-agent’s mind can have its contemplative capabilities measured according to the 

kind of intensities it can handle. Some of these overall cognitive capabilities that include 

the capacity instantiate contemplation at varying degrees of intensity can also be 

evaluated by an A(G)I rubric originally intended to measure a virtual-agent’s levels of 

consciousness (Arrabales, 2008-2010). 

In summary, this dissertation has modified pre-existing rubrics for treating 

consciousness as cognitive information into a new hybrid hermeneutic lens for identifying 

contemplative intensity in cognitive architectures for virtual-agent minds. This dissertation 

analyzes flow-charts representing virtual-agents enhanced with particular cognitive 

architectures. These research findings have fused philosophical and poetic (i.e. design-

driven) epistemologies and have contributed towards an enhanced semantic 
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understanding of at least three considerations. These three considerations discussed 

between the dissertation researcher and interviewed domain-experts include: the 

teleological value of architectural representations for identifying contemplation and its 

intensification, the usage of cognitive architectures in general, as well as the imperative to 

design with meta-cognition for those virtual-agents requiring genuinely “deep” thinking. 

Overall, the research findings regarding the hermeneutic identification of contemplative 

intensity in virtual-agent minds should be treated qualitatively as the speculative outcomes 

of exploratory engineering2 at the design level, or even computational level rather than 

explicitly as empirical research at the implementation level (see Marr, 1982).   

This dissertation’s research value brings further academic attention toward the 

technical bridge between Game AI and AGI as well as its relationship to cultural indicators 

emphasizing an industry on the verge of transition. Signs of human-level3 or higher 

intelligence4 involve more than merely reactive5 behavior. A minimum human-level 

believability at levels higher than base proprioceptive reaction apply to issues of ludic 

progress and/or for the narrative development of character-traits. The limitations of purely 

reactive or “mindless” behavior are already evidenced by the majority of NPCs (game-

bots) in commercial video-games.6 A sign of genuine AGI-implementations in a video-

game or virtual world would be to show some evidence that the NPC/virtual-agent possess 

its own internal perceptual and cognitive processes.7 Agents capable of human-like 

deliberation faculties (e.g. contemplation, simulated consciousness, artistic taste etc.) 

would need to seek and be rewarded with some form of aesthetic novelty.  

 
2 “Even when doing exploratory design, [exploratory engineers] can stay well within the realm of 

the possible by staying well away from the limits.” (Drexler, 1986:148). Inspired by Drexler’s 
engineering approach, this dissertation will explore the boundaries of complex cognition 
including the neo-Kantian upper bounds on contemplative intensity (including the sublime). 

3 Level ten on the Consscale rubric [Appendix A; 2.3 - PCHE for semantic exegesis]. 
4 Level eleven on the Consscale rubric [Appendix A; 2.3 PCHE for semantic exegesis]. 
5 Level two on the Consscale rubric [Appendix A; 2.3 PCHE for semantic exegesis]. 
6 See Isbister, 2006. 
7 Level seven on the Consscale [Appendix A; 2.3 PCHE for semantic exegesis]. 
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1.1. Dissertation Chapter Overview 

The first chapter expands on the dissertation’s abstract and identifies the: research 

subjects, categories, expectations, approaches, scope, problem space, boundary 

conditions, intentions, goals, questions, outcomes, intellectual contributions, and 

significance. 

The second chapter introduces the dissertation’s qualitative methodology by discussing 

particular hermeneutic methods, a qualitative peer-validation through an expert interview 

process, and tools required for hermeneutic analysis. 

The third chapter contextualizes background material the reader would need to become 

familiar with before proceeding with this dissertation. This background information covers 

the topics of: AGI, Virtual-Agents, and Cognitive Architectures.  Importantly, this chapter 

introduces the state-of-the-art of virtual-agent minds and a technical introduction to each 

canonical cognitive architecture (ACT-R, SOAR, and CLARION). 

The fourth chapter expands on the methodology and performing the intellectual 

synthesis of academic ideas by discussing how this dissertation’s particular hermeneutic 

lens was developed with inspiration from Integration Information Theory (IIT) alongside a 

conceptual fusion of Kantian aesthetic philosophy principles with Crawfordian interaction 

design principles.  

The fifth chapter further expands on the methodology and idea-synthesis by addressing 

how this dissertation’s hermeneutic lens assists with understanding contemplative 

affordances in cognitive architectures and AGI. This chapter goes into detail discussing 

the initial research assumptions for both the intended hermeneutic epistemology as well 

as for assumptions about a cognitive architecture’s contemplative affordances. 

The sixth chapter comprises the bulk of the dissertation’s content. This qualitative 

hermeneutic analysis shows examples of five mentalist virtual-mind contemplation 

scenarios.  This chapter then shows how each architecture would best contemplate each 

of the scenarios. This chapter also illustrates per scenario example, the: state-

configuration rationale, the approximate qualitative integrated information relationships, 
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and any other relevant contemplation intensity values for every graph-representation 

corresponding to each canonical architecture. 

The seventh chapter delivers the expert responses and overall research findings that 

resulted from the hermeneutic analysis of these cognitive architectures (and their 

respective network-graph representations). This analysis was conducted in isolation via 

the dissertation researcher as well as through consultation via an interview process with 

domain-experts. 

The eighth chapter suggests new heuristics for possible implementation in an AGI-

enabled cognitive virtual-agent. These heuristics address contemplative intensification in 

a virtual-agent’s mind. For example, this chapter brings forward heuristics based on 

Kantian intensities. 

The ninth and final chapter reiterates the dissertation’s scope, contribution, limitations 

of this study, and significance by concluding with future work and closing remarks. 

This dissertation is followed by references and appendix materials. 

Appendix A addresses additional scope considerations. 

Appendix B focuses on elaboration(s) of established disciplinary concepts. 

Appendix C goes into further technical detail on the state-of-the-art with regards to virtual-

agent minds. 

1.2. Research Subjects: Virtual-Agents 

The research subjects discussed in this dissertation are either being referred to as 

fully autonomous personalities8 and/or entities (some might even say “beings”) residing in 

a virtual environment9 and/or automated artificial characters controlled by the computer in 

 
8 Admittedly, anthropomorphic projection is at play here.  
9 At the time of writing, such AGI virtual-agents only exist in the realm of science fiction. However, 

some have claimed that there is a 9/10 chance that superintelligent AGI will exist in our reality 
by 2075 (Müller and Bostrom, 2016). 
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virtual environments. In video-games, they are known as Non-Player Characters (NPCs). 

In chat-based virtual environments, they are "bots" (Leonard, 1997). In both the AI 

(Artificial Intelligence) community and the AGI (Artificial General Intelligence) sub-

community, they are known (i.e. formally categorized) as virtual-agents (e.g. Maffre et al., 

2001). Virtual-agents are a sub-cateory of artificial “agents”. Artificial agents can be 

defined as computer systems capable of flexible autonomous action in some environment 

in order to meet their intended design objectives (Wooldridge, 2009). Their properties 

include the following (Wooldridge and Jennings, 1995):  

“• Autonomy: agents operate without direct intervention,  

• Social ability: agents interact with other agents (and possibly humans),  

• Reactivity: agents perceive their environment and respond,  

• Pro-activeness: agents follow goal-directed behavior.”  

(Turner, Nixon, and Bizzocchi, 2015: 264).  

When anthromoporphic design goals are considered, a virtual-agent would ideally 

represent human-like mental notions such as knowledge, belief, intentions, obligations, 

and even emotions (Wooldridge and Jennings, 1995; Turner, Nixon, and Bizzocchi, 2015: 

264).  

In the mentalist (psycho-functionalist) epistemological context [see 1.3.1], these 

NPCs, bots, and ideally superintelligent autonomous virtual entities will all be formally 

considered under one overarching conceptual category, “virtual-agent minds”.  Saying that 

all virtual-agents are capable of having some kind of “mind” requires some further 

qualification beyond the mentalist epistemological and ontological representations. It must 

also be understood that virtual-agent minds range in intelligence and contemplative 

capabilities. In fact, there are many cases where some virtual-agent minds “think” at a 

non-human and/or sub-human cognitive level. While many imagine NPCs in video-games 

to represent various characters who fictionally represent human-like intelligence (or 

higher), the ontological reality is that practically all bot and NPC virtual-minds currently 

function at a cognitive level no higher than a code-tree formatted as a rudimentary finite-

state machine [see 3.2.2]. In the functional realm, many of these less intellectually capable 
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virtual-agents have been ludically grouped into Non-Player Characters (NPCs).  Katherine 

Isbister (2006) has classified generic NPC ludic roles into: minion (230), rescuee (231), 

pet (233), sidekick (234-236), ally (236-237), guide (237-238), mentor (238-240), obstacle 

(240-241), host (249-250), enemy (241-243), competitor (243-244), boss monster (244-

245), and the archenemy (245-246). Isbister also articulates three relatively neutral roles: 

the audience, (246-247), informant/trader (247-249) and host (249-250).  Due to the 

transcendent theme of contemplative intensity, the majority of “deep thinking” (i.e. 

cognitively augmented) NPCs that might one day be analyzed for video-game applications 

will be most archetypically present in ally, guide, mentor, and archenemy roles. However, 

these roles are not specifically discussed in the dissertation’s scenarios of architecturally 

enhanced cognitive virtual-agents. The focus is mentalist and psycho-functionalist rather 

than being preoccupied with behaviorist archetypal “believable character” roles commonly 

found in NPC scholarship. Therefore, emphasis will be on contemplative virtual-agent 

minds in general – without consideration to any particular ludic role [1.3.4]. While all virtual-

agent categories are assessed for their relative contemplative capabillties and intellectual 

prowess, this dissertation ultimately focuses most of its time on enivisioning ideally 

realized superintelligent virtual-minds. This dissertation speculates that such truly 

contemplative virtual-agent minds - which could include cognitively augmented NPCs and 

bots from the practical realm - would be hypothetically created sometime in the 

foreseeable future through AGI techniques and paradigms.  

1.3. Dissertation Scope 

This dissertation’s scope has been narrowed to focus primarily on the relationship 

between recognizable instances of contemplative intensity as mediated by: an inter-

disciplinary qualitative hermeneutic metric, canonical cognitive architectures, and virtual-

agent minds. A cognitive representation of virtual-agent minds can themselves be 

categorized into restricted levels of embodiment, self-awareness, and memorization [see 

1.3.15]. However, these qualitative dissertation findings foreground the research into a 

particular (contemplative) state of a virtual-agent’s mind, rather than the full range of 

cognitive capabilities that encompasses its entire mind. 
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1.3.1. Overall Research Focus 

This dissertation is thematically restricting its focus to identifying contemplative 

intensity in cognitive architectures for virtual-agent minds. These intensities are 

semantically correlated with Kant’s disciplinary framework from aesthetic philosophy and 

Crawford’s idiosyncratic approach to contemporary interaction design.  In terms of 

disciplinary applications from the cognitive design side, virtual-agent minds and their 

virtual bodily representations can be broadly sub-divided into many implementation 

categories that serve a wide number of functional disciplines. Virtual-agent minds are 

usually purposed towards functionally interactive goals, means and ends that include (but 

are not limited to) these disciplines: entertainment (e.g. video-game NPCs), military (e.g. 

simulated soldiers), education (e.g. automated teacher avatars for social virtual worlds), 

safety simulation (e.g. simulated test-pilots), social conversation (e.g. chat-bots), and 

data-base mining-retrieval.   Most virtual-agents (esp. finite-state machines) express their 

interactivity functionally and explicitly through performing action-sequences that another 

interactor can empirically perceive. One might intuitively say that humans also have these 

functional and explicit interactive capabilities. However, it also looks as if we possess an 

extra contemplative faculty that is not always easily expressed in terms of perceivable 

action-sequences. Our own subjective human experience seems to convince us that each 

one of us seems to be contemplating more deeply than simply ranking the best perceivable 

interactive action-sequence while in a particular state.  This dissertation explores whether 

this additional cognitive faculty (i.e. contemplation) also reside(s) in virtual-agent minds.   

Disciplinarily speaking, an introspective focus on contemplation more closely lends 

itself to an analysis from the perspective of cognitive psychology than behaviorist 

psychology.  Cognitive psychology as a discipline is more concerned with the engineering 

and design of internal thought processes and how they may or may not influence 

perceivable external actions. For cognitive psychologists, all “all sensory input” is 

represented as cognitive information that can be “[…] transformed, reduced, elaborated 

upon, stored, recovered and used” (Neisser, 1967: 4). Cognitive engineering can go even 

further than cognitive psychology by taking what is known as the mentalist approach (Uttal, 

1999) and/or the psycho-functionalist approach (Nash, 2013: 60). The mentalist and 

psycho-functionalist approaches are, at their least extreme, agnostic as to whether these 

sensations and percepts always should inputted from and outputted to the external world. 
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With a mentalist epistemology, it is usually expected that contemplation is an introspective 

activity that occurs as an environmental black box “under the hood” and is not always 

perceivable to other interactors (see Uttal, 1999).  For example, it is possible to represent 

some cognitive information in terms of imagination and hallucinations (Salzinger, 1973: 

370).  Cognition designers may even be agnostic as to whether cognitive information 

needs to have an empirical origin. By contrast, behaviorism is exclusively concerned with 

analyzing perceivable actions in an external environment as a key to understanding 

internal thought processes (Uttal, 1999: 176). 

The cognitive scientist Judith Greene (1988) has distinguished two orthogonal 

orientations towards understanding the fundamental teleology of cognition. The first 

orientation is inherently functional with regards to receiving and memorizing sensory input 

from the external world for the purpose of outputting behaviorally perceivable action-

sequences. The second orientation, however, is more aligned with the disciplinary focus 

of this dissertation. This second orientation sees cognition in terms of "temporal 

characteristics" and "information transformations" regardless of the external world source 

and/or destination that carried (embodied) this information (Greene in Tardy, 1988: 40). 

Particular interpretations of cognitive interactivity are also informed by this 

dissertation’s disciplinary scope. Cognitive interactivity can involve an interactive 

relationship between the virtual-agent and another interacting agent.  In most functional 

cases, the interactor uses cognitive interactivity to imagine and/or predict what the virtual-

agent will do next in the external world and vice versa. However, because of this 

dissertation’s particular qualitative disciplinary focus towards cognitive engineering, even 

the idea of cognitive interactivity will be more about the virtual-agent analyzing its own 

intrinsically internal thought processes (as dynamic cognitive information) than having an 

interactor (another agent) perceive and assess that particular virtual-agent’s cognitive 

thought processes. For this reason, the relevant disciplines that this dissertation intends 

to address are actually limited to cognitive science (esp. cognitive engineering) and 

artificial (general) intelligence instead of a sustained disciplinary focus on the practicalities 

of video-game and virtual world character design. Ultimately, this particular mentalist type 

of introspective and self-reflective cognitive interactivity – rather than functional 

interactivity - is the kind of interactivity prioritized in this dissertation.    
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This dissertation discusses virtual-agent minds within the context of Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) and Artificial General Intelligence (AGI). This dissertation will only briefly 

mention the similarities and differences between Pre-AI, Game AI (e.g. finite-state-

machines),10 Model-Free AI (i.e. bridging narrow AI and AGI benchmarks),11 and AGI 

approaches. All three aspects of a virtual-agents’ mind will need to be discussed in passing 

because the former is most representative of the state-of-the-art in virtual-agent design 

while the latter most closely represents a future cognitively interactive ideal. Game-AI 

refers to those virtual-agents (aka. NPCs in video-games, Isbister, 2006) that use both 

Non-AI, Pre-AI and AGI solutions to varying degrees of success. At the time of writing, 

most NPCs employ Pre-AI as their Game-AI.  

Non-AI differs from Pre-AI only in a subtle way. This dissertation’s author considers 

Non-AI to only use (audio)-visual tropes to simulate the appearance of introspective 

contemplation. Non-AI approaches in virtual character design (e.g. pre-recorded 

animation sequences and/or cut-scene animations depicting a seemingly intelligent virtual 

character etc.) only simulate the illusory appearance of intelligence but make no concerted 

attempt to actually artificially engineer intelligent decisions and actions. Pre-AI, however, 

employs some rudimentary behavioral action-sequences that might approximate some 

kind of hierarchical AI system but is usually highly reactive, mindless, and behavioral. 

 
10 There remains a disagreement among some academic reseachers – especially those that have 

recently critiqued the state-of-the-art from Russell and Norvig’s canonical AI textbook (1994-
2009) - about whether “Game-AI” finite-state machines actually meet the cognitive 
benchmark for what they consider to be “real” intelligence corresponding to actual “minds”.  
To read more about this ontological and epistemological disagreement over what “real” 
artificially intelligent minds are (including skepticism about the validity of Russell and Norvig’s 
intelligent agent categories), see Schank, 1987 and Sweeney, 2003. This dissertation-author 
has also co-authored a journal article that went into this topic in more detail than what the 
dissertation’s scope can address (see Turner, Nixon, Bizzocchi, 2015).    

11 Very recent developments in evolutionary (genetic) programming and deep learning 
approaches have led to some virtual-agent mind implementations. For example, the iViz lab 
run by the dissertation’s Senior Supervisor along with some of his graduate students have 
made some strides towards such developments. https://dipaola.org/lab/research.php - 
Accessed online July 22, 2018.  However, these types of approaches were developed after 
the main body of this dissertation had already been drafted. This dissertation’s state-of-the-
art will only cover what was implemented during the time of initial draft-writing. One of the 
issues with writing a technology dissertation is that the state-of-the-art is a moving target.   

https://dipaola.org/lab/research.php
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Game AI is a more advanced version of Pre-AI that uses state-of-the-art algorithms, 

knowledge bases and search spaces. However, Game AI still, only externally 

approximates actual intelligence. Game AI uses various “tricks” to persuade the interactor 

that the agent is sufficiently intelligent for ludic and/or social interactivity.12 AGI is focused 

on the pursuit of simulating the internal processes (i.e. introspective contemplation) behind 

actual intelligence acting at a human-level or beyond. 

 

 
12    Such as superficially passing the Turing Test using a text chat-bot. e.g. Ian Sample and Alex 

Hern “Scientists dispute whether computer 'Eugene Goostman' passed Turing test”, The 
Guardian – Monday, June 09, 2014. 22:14 BST.  
http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2014/jun/09/scientists-disagree-over-whether-turing-
test-has-been-passed - Accessed online June 11, 2014.  
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Figure 1 - Disciplinary Background for Hermeneutic Exegesis 
This figure shows the dissertation-author’s disciplinary background when performing qualitative hermeneutic exegesis on the PyPhi flow-charts. 
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1.3.2. A Focus on Constructionist and Hybrid Cognitive 
Engineering Approaches 

Virtual-agent minds can either be focused on purely cognitive modes of interactivity 

via internal thought processes and/or resort to more commonly functional agent-based 

implementations such as finite-state machines. Most of these cognitive architectures 

dealing with potential virtual-agent implementations are constructionist, top-down, and 

deliberative (Thórisson, 2009: 179). There is one canonical constructionist-constructivist 

hybrid (dual-process) architecture (i.e. CLARION). This dissertation will only analyze those 

canonical architectures that have their higher-level representations (flow-charts) rendered 

in a modular manner. Predominantly modular flow-charts show the power of this 

dissertation’s proposed hermeneutic lens and the expert-informed research findings most 

clearly. This is not to say, however, that contemplative intensity can only exist in 

constructionist and dual-process architectures. 

There exists one purely bottom-up canonical constructivist cognitive architecture 

known as AERA (Nivel and Thórisson, 2013). However, there are hermeneutic difficulties 

in consistently representing and structuring the inter-connections between AERA’s 

cognition atoms at a high enough modular resolution to accurately measure integrated 

information unless a particular seed specification has been engineered. Atomic-level 

emergent complexity exists at too small an analytical resolution for a proper qualitative 

hermeneutic interpretation. AERA is canonical and deserves at least a passing mention 

and an endorsement as an architecture worthy of a separate dissertation book on the 

subject of contemplative intensity. AERA and other constructivist architectures will not be 

analyzed in depth because measuring constructivist cognitive architectures deserves its 

own separate hermeneutic analysis and ultimately, its own dissertation.   

1.3.3. A Focus on Cognitive Architectures for Virtual-agents 

This dissertation provides domain-experts with flow-charts outlining plausible 

virtual-agent contemplation scenarios for analysis and critique. Virtual-agent interactive 

scenario examples will be restricted to those that would require implementing each one of 

the modular canonical cognitive architectures outlined in this dissertation. In addition, 

there will only be a passing mention of the state-of-the-art implementations of virtual-
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agents that exclusively employ: finite-state machines, reactive architectures, 

search/decision tree methods, and algorithmic approaches [3.2.2 – Contemporary virtual-

agent minds].  

A Case for Disregarding Subsumption Architectures  

This dissertation’s scope is restricted to analyzing only those cognitive 

architectures that address an agent’s mental-model of a virtual world. This dissertation will 

not dwell on exclusively reactive and “mindless” architectures such as, subsumption 

architectures (Brooks, 1987). Subsumption architectures are not included for hermeneutic 

consideration in this dissertation because they fall below the cognitive capacity to handle 

what most people would consider to be “contemplation”.  It is even debatable whether 

such agents even possess a “mind” as such, beyond nerve-equivalent reflexes. This 

particular category can produce agents that are perceived either as non-contemplative or 

pre-contemplative – depending on the originally intended implementation context.   

Reactive agents with subsumption architectures (Brooks, 1987: 7) are ultimately 

perceived as “mindless” when treated as singular entities, but as a multi-agent swarm, 

may be able to approximate the illusion of possessing highly intelligent and complex 

biological behaviors. In fact, one could claim that a multi-agent swarm could emergently 

generate some rudimentary form of “contemplation”.  However, these subsumption-

enabled agents – including some evolutionarily evolved virtual-agents - usually belong to 

the discipline of “Artificial Life” (AL) rather than AI or AGI.  Artificial Life simulates intelligent 

behavior in an emergent manner - from the "bottom up" rather than from top-down 

symbolic logic-driven architectures (Ibid: 5). Reactive agents are an asynchronous but 

"fixed-topology network of simple finite state machines" (aka. multi-agent swarms). 

However, these reactive agents are not expected to be composed from artificial neurons 

or nodes (Ibid: 9) nor a hierarchical simulation of production rules, (Ibid: 10). These finite 

state machines simulate other highly reactive emergent behaviors from the natural (i.e. 

biological, Ibid: 3) world (e.g. insects, Ibid: 11) with mobile robots (aka. "Mobots" Ibid: 7-

8). These Mobots are designed to have robust functionality in the physical world but their 

only real goal is spatial navigation and exploration through object-avoidance (Ibid: 8-9, 

11).  Consequently, subsumption agents such as Mobots and their virtual equivalents do 

not qualify as agent capable of genuine self-aware mentalist contemplation. 
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Subsumption architectures were never intended to foster sublime or even human-

equivalent - levels of intelligent interaction. Brooks claims that his subsumption method 

for an incremental layering (e.g. "suppression" and "inhibition" layers, Ibid: 5, 8) of 

behavior-emergence bypasses the higher-level need for the issues of agent 

representation and perception (self-awareness of percepts before actions). In other words, 

Brooks is trying to subvert the incremental progress of conventional logic-based agents 

since the 1950s (Ibid: 1).  

Reactive characters sometimes have better success than rational virtual-agents 

with ludically deterministic environments and/or stochastic environments that do not 

explicitly require strategic deliberation and self-reflexive contemplation. Such examples 

include basic sports video-game environments, simulations of basic biological creatures, 

and domestic situations in real-life (e.g. vacuum cleaning). In terms of personification, 

reactive agents can appear to be more life-like, unsupervised and less explicitly 

programmed. For most mundane interactions, reactive agents functionally perform much 

better than those with top-down architectures.  In fact, Brooks felt that abstracting "good" 

representations from the real-world was over-reductive and dangerous since complex 

problems were merely simplified rather than solved (Ibid: 3). In other words, "the problems 

of recognition, spatial understanding, dealing with sensor noise, partial models etc. are all 

ignored" (Ibid.).  

  Brooks' subsumption architecture was never intended for complex behavior and 

there are even interactive restrictions on to how complex these emergent sub-processes 

should be (Ibid: 11).  Brooks is perfectly content to simulate rudimentary "creatures" (Ibid: 

4) possessing mindless (i.e. no CPU, Ibid: 5) components with animalistic behavioral such 

as autonomic nervous systems (Ibid: 3-5) - as long as their behavior was genuinely 

autonomous (Ibid: 4). In fact, Brooks is optimistic that eventually an intelligence eerily 

similar to humanity may evolve out of these lower-level processes similar to that of our 

own evolution as a human species (Ibid: 1-2). For Brooks, intelligence is simply comprised 

of: "[...] mobility, acute vision and the ability to carry out survival related tasks in a dynamic 

environment" and nothing more (Ibid: 2). Ideally, reactive creatures should: cope with a 

stochastic environment in real-time (via parallel processing, 6), be robust (i.e. fault-

tolerant, Ibid.) and adaptable towards its environment. A more advanced reactive agent at 
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best, might maintain multiple goals and have some innate teleological purpose (Ibid: 4; 

see Kant, 1790). 

 Ultimately, Brooks provides heuristics for how agents may fool the interactor into 

imagining that such agents have more intelligence and contemplation capabilities than 

they really do (Ibid: 6). In other words, reactive agents express the illusion of higher-level 

intelligence only through the transmission of conceivable, rather than accessible rational 

states (Crawford, 2003). Therefore, this illusion of Mentalism suggested by subsumption 

and equivalent “mindless” solutions to intelligent contemplation should not be considered 

at the architectural level. 

1.3.4. A Focus on Virtual-agent Minds 

To further restrict the dissertation's scope, the cognitive focus will be on virtual-

agent minds instead of robotic minds or the minds of pre-existing and/or engineered 

biological intelligences (i.e. humans and/or an engineered species). This includes 

intentionally ruling-out a discussion of Biologically Inspired Cognitive Architectures (BICA).  

The rationale for narrowing the research subjects to virtual-agents is twofold.   

Firstly, the state-of-the-art robotic minds have too many additional real-world 

embodiment issues (i.e. sensing and mobility) that restrict its intelligent interaction 

capabilities. Further, it is not always hermeneutically clear whether a robotic mind’s 

particular contemplative interaction with an environment can be attributed to causes of 

designed rational deliberation or to effects owing to the constraints of its own physical 

robotic body.1  These issues will need to be completely resolved before it is worthwhile to 

focus on discussing the deeper aspects of cognition such as contemplation. Virtual-agents 

can already be implemented with the assumption that there are no debilitating 

embodiment issues with regards to sensing and mobility (with the minor exception of 

bandwidth latency in social virtual worlds). Some virtual-agents also out-perform most 

robots on a pre-cognitive level as they have the empirical capability to scan more of its 

environment than is normally allowed in a physical body schema.  

 
1 Based on personal correspondence with Ethan Sautar-Rau – July 05, 2017. 
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Secondly, biological intelligences are too absorbed into the controversial debate 

about higher levels of cognition leading to “consciousness” (see Lanza and Berman, 

2010).  This dissertation is only about contemplative intensity. Contemplative intensity 

might be suggestive of consciousness but artificially created agents do not necessarily 

mandate a discussion on whether consciousness naturally emerges out of such 

convoluted informational patterning. Virtual-agents might eventually be engineered to be 

conscious and there are some scholars already speculating on whether such agents are 

already conscious at some non-zero level.  We already take for granted that most humans 

are conscious, so the more compelling and expedient academic question right now is how 

cognitive complex (e.g. possibly also conscious) can virtual-agents become and why? 

Therefore, an additional contribution to knowledge is made out of focusing 

exclusively on virtual-agents than on other types of agents. However, it is expected that 

other writers will develop dissertations in the near future based on the contemplative 

faculties within physical robots and various biological intelligences. 

  Contemplative intensity in virtual-agent minds is worth prioritizing at the present 

time. This particular prioritization will allow virtual world and video game character 

designers to focus on those speculations of future NPC cognitive architectures, design 

techniques, and implementations that have not already been aesthetically exhausted by 

entertainment industries. As evidenced by the academic video-game critics’ usage of the 

word “stuplime” (Shinkle in Karatzogianni and Kuntsman, 2012: 100)2; NPCs are already 

capable of visually exhibiting many clichéd aspects of imaginative and rational intensity 

common to sublime experiences without needing any evidence of privileging internal 

cognitive states. These state-of-the-art NPCs fall short on pushing the interactors’ 

imagination and reason with their (lack of) deliberative and behavioral expressions of 

intelligence, autonomy, and agency. Consequently, these NPCs rarely reach higher than 

level five (the executive level) on the Consscale [see Appendix A - The Consscale Online 

Calculator]. 

 
2 See Glossary. 
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This dissertation will ultimately focus on virtual-agent minds and not the computationally 

cognitive properties that their respective virtual environments usually possess themselves 

[1.3.15].  

1.3.5. A Qualitative Perspective  

The hermeneutic and validation methods involved are strictly qualitative. All 

discussions and explanations in this dissertation utilize a prose-centric presentation style 

from the Humanities discipline(s). This dissertation rarely articulates any technical 

elaborations using equations or formulas. However, there will occasionally be citations 

directing the reader to technical writings that explore detailed mathematical 

representations of these AI and AGI systems.  Any hermeneutic lenses that have inspired 

this dissertation (e.g. IIT and Phi) will be restricted to a purely qualitative semantic 

interpretation without a discussion of quantitative interpretations. A quantitative and/or 

mixed-methods approach to ideas of contemplative intensity in cognitive architectures for 

virtual-agent minds is highly recommended as future work but is not the focus of this 

particular dissertation. 

1.3.6. Phenomenological Scope 

A Focus on Kantian Aesthetic Philosophy 

This dissertation limits its Kantian phenomenological scope to his aesthetic 

philosophy as embodied in his mature work, [a] “Critique of Judgment” (1790). Kant’s 

aesthetic intensities in particular [see 4.2.4] are more amenable to an understanding of 

the design poetics of cognitive architectures than through an analysis of his other 

canonical philosophy books (i.e. "Critique of Pure Reason", 1781; "Critique of Practical 

Reason", 1788). The Critique of Pure Reason is occasionally used to help extract Kant’s 

definitions of the imagination and reason [4.2.3]. 

This dissertation also limits its phenomenological scope to identifying relative 

Kantian aesthetic intensities and considering them alongside Chris Crawford’s interactive 

ratio. This mapping between Kant’s aesthetic intensities and Crawford’s interactive 

possibilities does underscore the correlation between cognitive interactivity and 

teleologically meaningful aesthetic intensification [see 4.3.2].  
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1.3.7. The Problem-Space 

The visual Pre-AI instantiations of contemplative activity occasionally seen in 

video-game and virtual world character design(s) will only be discussed briefly for 

contextualization and to identify the problem-space. In these cases, virtual-agents as 

NPCs or bots show their Pre-AI capabilities through both their visual design and their 

illusory visual simulations of complex AI deliberation and action. However, this 

dissertations’ particular research contribution will be directed towards the psycho-

functional (and not merely behavioral) cognitive aspects common to AGI systems – as 

mediated by cognitive architectures. From this point onward, “AI” – in the context of 

examples and instantiations – will be conflated as a scholarly community and a mega-

discipline. Referring to “AI” without a qualifier such as “weak” or ‘strong”, or “AGI”, will 

henceforth imply both regular “AI” and “AGI” unless explicitly specified. Multi-agent 

systems will be mentioned in passing but this dissertation is most concerned with singular 

agents that are contemplating (or seem to be contemplating) a continuous and stochastic 

real-time virtual environment. 

1.3.8. A Limited Ethical Scope 

Ethical concerns about A(G)I Safety and related concerns are currently very 

popular scholarly topics that have caused an extreme polarization of views from within 

and outside the AI community (see Ferrari, 2008). The dissertation author is personally 

very interested in the AGI Safety literature (Yudkowsky, 2008; Fox and Schulman, 2010; 

Hutter, 2012; Bostrom, 2014; Yampolskiy, 2015 etc.) and its related concerns – especially 

related to proposed engineering and design solutions (Everitt et al., 2016-2017; Martin, 

Everitt and Hutter, 2016; Yampolskiy, 2015, 2013; Fallenstein and Soares, 2014; Orseau 

and Ring, 2011-2012; Hibbard, 2012; DeBlanc, 2011; Dewey, 2011 etc.) However, 

discussing cognitive architectures and virtual-agent minds through the deontic lens of 

safety and morality with any appropriate depth would require a separate independent 

dissertation (or at the very least, at least one additional article).  Therefore, the topic of 

AGI Safety is only briefly and superficially discussed in the context of this dissertation’s 

“recursive self-improvement scenario” [6.4] as such a scenario poses the most existential 

concern for these scholars (i.e. Yampolskiy, 2015) and is directly related to this kind of 

scenario. 
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1.3.9. Emphasis on Turing-Computability 

The dissertation’s research scope focus will be limited to computational 

speculations of those virtual-agents inspired exclusively by Universal Turing Machines and 

their derivatives, Turing Machines (Turing, 1937 in Davis, 1965). The most theoretical 

super-intelligence briefly discussed in this dissertation will be Marcus Hutter’s AIXI 

formulation (2005) [1.3.9, 3.2.2, 5.4.2, 5.4.3, 6.5, 9.1.1]. While some of AIXI’s processes 

might hint at similar processes that resemble a hyper-computational scenario; AIXI is still 

inspired directly from a theoretical Universal Turing Machine implementation. AIXI is 

sufficiently beyond the computable limit to be seen as an ideally sublime theoretical 

formulation that is competitive with some hyper-computational speculations. AIXI’s 

omniscient and omnipotent power still computationally transcends most cognitive and 

ontological boundaries of imagination and reason.  This universal omniscience can also 

transcend ontological boundaries of agent-as-embodied-character and the computational 

environment-as-agent in the form of a [Turing] two-machine problem [1.3.15].  However, 

AIXI has an additional advantage in that it can be diluted in order to directly inspire lower-

level heuristics for aesthetic interactions proposed by a virtual-agent. Ultimately, AIXI and 

other Universal Turing Machines are appropriately sufficient for discovering interactive 

heuristics that are faux hyper-computational rather than actually hyper-computational in 

nature.   

The relationship between sublime contemplation intensities, virtual characters, 

Super-Turing Machines, and other hyper-computational devices3 (e.g. Turing’s Oracle 

 
3 See Bringsjord and Arkoudas, 2004; Bringsjord and ZenZen, 2003 
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Machine,4 and the Zeno Machine5) deserve to be written as a separate dissertation. To 

date, the author has not located any known cognitive architectures that are enhanced by 

Super-Turing machines.  Also, any virtual-agent that consulted a hypothetical Oracle 

Machine would also likely become dependent on it for any future contemplations and 

actions as there would not be the regular Turing Machine’s linear sequence of symbolic 

predictions to read and follow. Appendix A contains an elaboration on why Super-Turing 

machines are not appropriate for this dissertation. 

1.3.10. Emphasis on Speculative Applications 

This dissertation acknowledges that the state-of-the-art is not able to realize many 

of these scenario configurations for any intelligent agent, even a virtual-agent. In part, 

financial resources available make practical implementations of the informed speculations 

infeasible and the required computational resources necessary to empirically measure a 

virtual-agent’s mind contemplating these scenarios in any meaningful way today, would 

appear intractable. The issues are even more severe for quantitative implementations. In 

fact, the IIT online calculator in its current form (and likely for many future versions) can 

only handle measuring a limited number of integrated nodes and conceivable states 

before crashing.6 Consequently, this dissertation research accepts that the researcher can 

only perform a qualitative hermeneutic analysis of the IIT-calculator produced network-

 
4 Turing, 1939.  See also Syropoulos, 2008; Soare, 2009. Interestingly, oracle machines can 

easily evaluate a Turing Machine’s functions but can only evaluate another oracle machine if 
they are nested in an infinitely recursive hierarchy. From the standpoint of mathematical 
estimation, oracle machines do indeed possess sublime attributes. However, an oracle 
machine itself is a “black box” whose inner mechanistic and computational properties remain 
concealed from the observer. This is the prime reason why oracle machines are not even 
suitable speculative candidates for virtual character implementations. Heuristics require some 
form of mechanistic or computational empirical analysis to be useful.  

       For more information, read:  

Aaronson, S. (2006). PHYS771 Lecture 4: Minds and Machines. University of Waterloo, Ontario 
lecture notes. http://www.scottaaronson.com/democritus/lec4.html - Accessed online 
December 02, 2014. 

Alexander, S. (2009). The Halting Problem. Online lecture post.  http://www.xamuel.com/the-
halting-problem/ - Accessed online December 02, 2014. 

5 See Potgieter, 2006. 
6 Based on personal experience using the PyPhi calculator to calculate the contemplative 

scenarios as well as having additional confirmations via email and Skype correspondences 
with an IIT calculator expert, Dr. Larissa Albantakis - August 23-31, 2016.  
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work graphs. This exclusively qualitative analysis will reflect, at best, semantic 

approximations rather than accounting for exhaustive deterministic values subject to 

information entropy et cetera. For this reason, the IIT-online Calculator will not actually be 

used as a calculator but rather, as a graph-visualization tool for representing cognitive 

architectures in terms of discernable information-processing cognitive modules, logic 

gates, and hubs. 

1.3.11. Emphasis on Cognitive Interactivity Independent of 
Perceivable Output  

This dissertation is focusing on mentalist (aka. psycho-functionalist) rather than 

behaviorist conceptions of mind. A virtual-agent’s mind can use the faculty of 

contemplation to solve functional tasks. However, this faculty is usually reserved for those 

ludic and social activities that only require superficial and less goal-centered (task-defined) 

levels of intelligent interaction.  According to the mentalist approach (Uttal, 1999), 

cognitive interactivity does not even necessarily require the contemplative act to produce 

observable behaviors, states, and actions in the virtual world. Contemplation might require 

explicit (self-aware) thinking but not necessarily implicit or explicit action-sequences. In 

the mentalist epistemological and ontological paradigm, a virtual-agent does not even 

need to interact with another agent and/or avatar (user) in order to engage in genuine 

introspective contemplation processes. The mentalist and behavior-agnostic (i.e. 

interaction agnostic) aspects of this dissertation’s scope provides one such rationale for 

why it is not practically necessary to empirically test virtual-agents using some 

implementation in an available virtual environment. 

1.3.12. A Focus on Canonical Versions of Cognitive Architectures 

There are numerous cognitive architectures. Many of them have similar 

capabilities to the ones under scrutiny in this dissertation.7 This recent popularization of 

cognitive architectures is partly due to the recent trends in AI/AGI funding, research and 

 
7 To read about some sample architectures and their influence on virtual-agent minds, read 

Turner, J.O., Nixon, M., Bernardet, U., & DiPaola, S. [Eds.], (2016). Integrating Cognitive 
Architectures into Virtual Character Design. IGI Global, Hershey, Pennsylvania, USA. 
ISBN13: 9781522504542. DOI: 10.4018/978-1-5225-0454-2. 346 pages. 
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development. In addition, many of the established cognitive architectures (including those 

under scrutiny) constantly upgrade into newer versions with increasing functionality. In 

fact, many of these cognitive architects have learned from the critiques about their 

particular architecture’s limitations from their peers and have upgraded accordingly. 

Consequently, many of the cognitive architectures now possess overlapping capabilities 

and features with other competing architectures. In some cases, it is becoming 

increasingly difficult to tell each cognitive architecture apart from another competing 

architecture. 

 This dissertation has decided to limit the analytical scope to only discuss those 

flow-charts of a few established cognitive architectures as they were represented in their 

original form (or most well-known version).8 This way, each architecture’s most 

idiosyncratic features and structures are hermeneutically exposed for critique.  In 

particular, these canonical flow-chart representations show most clearly the differences 

between the levels of modular integration and contemplative convolution structurally 

inherent within each cognitive architecture. 

1.3.13. An Exclusion of Meta-Architectures 

Cognitive Architectures are not the only domain-generic umbrella infrastructures 

that parse cognitive information. In fact, there exists a separate but related super-class of 

cognitive meta-architectures. A cognitive meta-architecture is an architecture that enables 

an AGI (virtual) agent to recursively create or select newer and better code-bases and 

cognitive architectures for itself. This cognitive architecture improvement process can 

either be generative, and/or combinatory, and/or selective. In other words, these cognitive 

 
8 Some cognitive architectures did not resemble their canonical form at their earliest stage of 

academic development. This dissertation will focus those versions most discussed in 
academic circles. The only exception will be ACT-R 5.0+ since aspects of this flow-chart 
representation are still qualitatively discernable from other cognitive architectures even 
though newer versions of ACT-R are increasingly resembling more cognitive complete 
architectures such as CLARION. 
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meta-architectures use entire cognitive architectures and/or idiosyncratic architecture 

components to form particular meta-architectural configurations.  

One such cognitive meta-architecture that can be optimized to handle 

contemplative intensity is Ben Goertzel’s GOLEM9 (2010-2014).  GOLEM, for example, 

can either create a brand new cognitive architecture from scratch and/or choose from a 

corpus of memorized canonical cognitive architectures (e.g. SOAR or CLARION). Unlike 

any single cognitive architecture, GOLEM’s meta-architectural capabilities allow it to “[…] 

be wrapped around a variety of different base-level AGI systems, and also has a role for 

a powerful narrow-AI subcomponent as a probability estimator" (Goertzel, 2014: 391).  

GOLEM can remix re-configure and recycle, various components, modules and 

systems from other cognitive architectures.  GOLEM can also create its own cognitive 

architecture using a form of combinatorial creativity (see Boden, 2010: 246).  GOLEM will 

select one particular cognitive architecture (or architectural potpourri) as its “initializing 

program,” while other architectures are stored in its “historical repository” for future study 

and possible retrieval. 

  The reason to limit the scope by excluding a discussion of meta-architectures like 

GOLEM is primarily due to the sheer literary scale of such a discussion. There are so 

many full and partial architectural configurations that can be adopted by the established 

canonical cognitive architectures into each speculative meta-architectural virtual-agent 

mind scenario, that to discuss this in sufficient detail would deserve an additional 

dissertation thesis.  The sheer magnitude of discussing every conceivable cognitive 

architecture and/or combination of architectures into GOLEM’s meta-architectural network 

is worth pursuing but goes beyond the scope of this dissertation. Essentially, a discussion 

of GOLEM as it related to contemplative intensity, would need to address every 

component within every canonical architecture plus their full architecture-system including 

every possible combination of architectures within GOLEM.  This type of meta-

architectural discussion is fertile ground for future work [Chapter 9]. 

 
9 Goal-Oriented LEarning Meta-architecture. Goertzel, also created the cognitive architecture 

OpenCog (2008). 
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1.3.14. A Focus on Canonical Architectural Components 

Cognitive architectures are intended to be “broadly scoped” and “domain generic” 

(Sun, 2004: 341) in that they are not contingent on specialized processes that only involve 

narrow domains (e.g. NLP, tree-search, semantic networks etc.). Therefore, the finest 

analytical resolution this dissertation will limit its findings and hermeneutic discussions to 

will not go any deeper than the level of those trademark modular components identified 

within each canonical cognitive architecture. In other words, the hermeneutic analysis and 

resulting discussion (including the research findings) will be exclusively limited to domain 

generic architectural components rather than extra-architectural processes and domain 

specific tasks.  To account for mechanistic details beyond a passing mention of the inner-

workings and construction of utility functions, ontologies, policies, algorithms, production 

rules and natural language processes (NLP) would require the kind of semantic depth – 

particular to specific language, culture and domain protocols - that would each warrant 

additional dissertation theses.  As a result, this dissertation will restrict its scope to the 

generalized architectural components addressed in the: ACT-R, SOAR10, and CLARION 

flow-charts. 

1.3.15. A Focus on Generic Virtual Assets and Percepts  

A cognitive focus of a virtual-agent’s internal mentalist processes dominate this 

dissertation’s hermeneutic analysis and discussion. However, some of the outlined 

cognitive interaction scenarios also must have the virtual-agent contemplate empirical 

percepts from its situated virtual environment. When discussing these virtual-agent mind 

contemplation scenario examples within the dissertation and also with domain-experts, 

the discussion scope will focus on only generically known virtual empirical percepts that a 

virtual-agent (and not just any artificial agent) is likely to encounter.   

Virtual worlds worthy of contemplation by a virtual-agent’s mind would likely 

contain assets and percepts such as: avatars, (other) agents, objects, world-models (i.e 

 
10   The SOAR-community usually prefers "Soar" uncapitalized (see  (Ritter, Kim, and Sanford, 

2012). However, the acronym font-caps convention has been preserved in this dissertation 
order to make it more comparable and visually discernably within the text alongside ACT-R 
and CLARION. Therefore, SOAR will remain in capital letters.  
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ontologies), UUID codes, text-chat I/O, virtual audio/video, and the environment’s 

graphical resolution. 

Avatars 

Avatars are graphical representations of a user/player in a virtual world (see 

Damer, 1998). Non-player character (NPC) avatars are academically known as virtual-

agents (see Hoogendoorn and Soumolkil, 2010). An agent of any kind may use an avatar 

for its body in a virtual world. 

Agents 

Generally speaking, an agent is any entity that has sufficient autonomy to affect a 

world in some manner. This world can be virtual and the agent can be a human although 

an artificial agent is typically a software program and/or a virtual character inhabited by an 

avatar embodiment. 

Intelligent Agent Categories 

AI experts using the AIMA designation have cognitively categorized artificial 

agents into basic five intelligence categories (from least to most cogniscient): simple-reflex 

agent, model-based reflex agent, goal-based agent, utility-based agent, and learning 

agent (Russell, 1998; Russell and Norvig, 2010: 50). Each agent-level expands on the 

capabilities of the previous agent-level. The first and least intelligent (cogniscient) level 

involves simple-reflex agents. These reflex-dependent agents are action-centric, highly 

reactive and practically “brainless” (e.g. subsumption agents, Brooks, 1987). Simple-reflex 

agents can function for menial practical tasks with a minimal amount of cognitive 

deliberation. At best, a simple-reflex agent can possess action-centric production rules as 

long as these rules are either autonomic and/or do not require explicit knowledge of any 

particular world model. For example, the agent can walk in one direction and if the agent 

bumps into some undefined obstacle, then it can mindlessly rotate 45 degrees and walk 

in some other arbitrary direction.  

Model-based reflex agents are similar to simple reflex agents. However, these 

agents react to a dynamically updateable world-model. In many cases, model-based reflex 

agents can be represented as finite-state machines (FSMs). This particular cognitive 
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representation is useful here because this dissertation explores further whether Finite-

State-Machine representations are appropriate for understanding mechanistic ways in 

which a virtual-agent’s mind can truly contemplate mind-states and world-states with 

varying degrees of intensity. Finite-state machines can have access to multiple decision-

action sequences, production rules, reflexes, world-states, and transition conditions 

between these world-states.  The model-based reflex agent’s contemplative “internal 

state” and world-model can still be minimally represented, however. Ideally, some kind of 

working memory is desirable for a model-based reflex agent to function properly in most 

worlds but in some cases, working memory might not be required.  The main difference 

between model-based reflex agents and simple-reflex agents is that model-based reflex 

agents can possess, update and maintain state-models 

Goal-based agents can be represented as finite-state machines with some 

rudimentary pre-defined purpose. As the name implies, goal-based agents use goals to 

hierarchically determine and structure their actions. In the context of finite-state machines, 

for example, these goals can be formulated in such a way as to define an entry or initiating 

state as well as a terminal or end-state.  One of many ways a goal-based agent can 

achieve particular goals is to employ planning and searching algorithms as well as other 

pre-defined heuristics.  Some formalized measures of intelligence within the artificial 

intelligence scholarly domain seem to indicate that goal-based agents correspond to the 

lowest category that is capable of actual intelligence. For example, some in the AI 

community have reached the consensus that “[genuine] intelligence measures an agent’s 

ability to achieve goals in a wide range of environments” (Legg and Hutter, 2005: 1509; 

Legg and Hutter, 2007). 

Utility-based agents are very similar to goal-based agents but possess an 

additional "utility function".  This utility function can help this agent-type evaluate the 

relative “quality”11 of achieving one particular goal over another – possibly with the agent’s 

 
11 “Quality” in the context of Q-learning, is represented as a real number (Bellman, 1957; Watkins, 

1989;  Watkins and Dayan, 1992; Sutton and Barto, 1998). 
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future intention of revising a goal or jettisoning an old goal entirely. The utility-based 

agent’s overall cognitive capabilities are contingent on the elegance and complexity of the 

utility function.12 A utility-based agent seeks to optimize its goals and desires while 

handling stochastic (non-deterministic) environments. Therefore, utility-based agents 

seem to possess a sufficient number of meta-cognitive capabilities to qualify as the lowest 

type of AGI.   

 A learning agent usually includes all characteristics from the previous agent-

categories and properly qualifies as an AGI. For example, a learning agent is also capable 

of learning from mistakes and from a priori knowledge and possesses a high level of 

explicit meta-cognitive monitoring and evaluation capabilities. The type of virtual-agent 

discussed for all cognitive interaction scenarios in this dissertation will usually be assumed 

to correspond to at least belong to this learning agent category. Technically speaking, 

some scholars have also identified additional agent-cognition categories such as the 

knowledge-seeking agent (Brazier and Wijngaards, 2001; Orseau and Ring, 2011). The 

purpose of the knowledge-seeking agent is to learn wisdom through the disinterested 

pursuit of knowledge for its own sake. This intensity level is ideal for disinterested 

contemplation ranging from the agreeable/disagreeable to the transcendent sublime 

[4.2.3]. 

Virtual-Agent Ontologies 

It is not always semantically clear whether a virtual-agent is indeed a separate 

autonomous entity from the virtual environment it is embedded in (and/or interacts with; 

Franklin and Graesser, 1997: 25).  The technical reality that a virtual-agent is a sub-

autonomous program running within another program (i.e. the environment) that functions 

as a Turing Machine and/or as a finite-state machine (FSM) is part of what is known as a 

“Two-Machine Problem” (see Agnetis et al., 2004; Hutter, 2006: 129). The particular 

ontological boundaries that distinguish between a virtual-agent’s autonomous mind and 

this agent’s situated responsive virtual environment’s computational mind will depend on 

one’s contextual and hermeneutic interpretation(s).  For example, the virtual-agent might 

assume the character-driven role of an autonomously running program that receives only 

partial environmental and computational information from another program represented 

 
12 Based on personal communication with Ethan Soutar-Rau – July 05, 2017. 
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as the virtual world’s environment (i.e. this teleological role might be perceived for ludic 

purposes). In this case, the virtual-agent engages with the closed-world assumption as 

part of its “autonomous” role and social and/or ludic functionality.  Conversely, this virtual-

agent could gain complete logical omniscience about the computational affordances of its 

situated virtual world by accessing the agent-like properties of the rest of the 

computational environment as if it were part of the same overall connected agent-mind. 

This latter agent-role will subsume some of its agent-like autonomous characteristics 

through an ontological integration as if this virtual-agent was acting on an open-world 

assumption.  In actuality, virtual-agents’ mind-scripts are not running truly autonomously 

from the computational algorithms running within their situated virtual world. It only 

appears to us that the virtual-agent as an embodied character with sensors, actuators etc. 

is a separate program from the environmental program (i.e. virtual world) it resides within.   

For the purpose of this dissertation, a virtual-agent’s ontological autonomy from its 

computational virtual environment (world) would be best empirically defined where, "[…] 

an autonomous agent is a system situated within and a part of an environment that senses 

that environment and acts on it, over time, in pursuit of its own agenda and so as to effect 

what it senses in the future." (Franklin and Graesser, 1997: 25). A virtual-agent’s mentalist 

ontology might take initial sensory percepts from the virtual environment but then would 

be left to rehearse these imagined concepts within its own supposedly autonomous virtual 

mind.   This definitive ontological understanding of a virtual-agent officially harmonizes the 

Maes (1995: 108), Hayes-Roth (1995), and AIMA (aka. Artificial Intelligence Modern 

Approach; Russell and Norvig, 1995; 2010) intelligent agent categories (see Franklin and 

Graesser, 1997: 22, 25).  At the very least, a virtual-agent that can contemplate a world-

model of some kind would be categorized as a model-based reflex agent (Russell and 

Norvig, 2010: 50). 

Virtual Objects 

A virtual-agent might be situated in an environment where it must encounter, 

perceive, contemplate, and interact with a number of virtual objects. Objects can range 

from real-world object simulations (e.g. static-meshes of rocks, inventory items etc.) to 

object-representations that only make sense in that particular situated virtual world (e.g. 

“magical” objects).   
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UUID Codes 

In some social virtual worlds such as Second Life (Linden Labs, 2003), each entity 

(i.e. avatar/agent), environmental location (i.e. GPS coordinates) and in-world virtual 

object has a unique barcode identification. These barcodes can provide many differing 

types of representation information.  A virtual-agent can scan these universally unique 

identification (UUID) barcodes in order to retrieve biographical profiles, agent inventory, 

copyright information, associated functions, semantic meta-tags, and other 

epistemological data. In Second Life, for example, these barcodes are comprised of 128-

bit (16 byte) strings13 but this format-length can vary in other virtual worlds. In this 

dissertation, the contemplation scenarios imply the existence of some generic virtual world 

– that may or may not rely on the usage of unique identifiers. 

Text-based I/O 

Virtual worlds can be graphical but even these words often rely on the transmission 

of text. For example, text-chats in a virtual world include archived conversations (saved 

onto note-pad documents) with time-stamped data as well as dynamically generated real-

time text-input (including in-world text-commands). Some text-data also includes 

algorithmic programs and command-prompts containing executable functional calls. Text 

also appears on profile information and as asset meta-tags. A virtual-agent can output 

text-strings as well as process text-based inputs. With this dissertation, the contemplation 

scenarios refer to generic virtual worlds that may or may not depend in text-based chat 

communication protocols. 

Textures 

Textures are used in graphical virtual worlds to ornament entities (i.e. 

avatars’/agents’ skin and clothing), virtual objects (furniture, appliances, tools etc.) and the 

surrounding environment (i.e. architecture, terrain etc.). As this dissertation’s 

contemplation scenarios refer to generic virtual worlds, it is assumed that some kind of 

texture(s) would be graphically present and/or textually described as features that would 

be describing this virtual world’s empirical representation. 

 
13 http://wiki.secondlife.com/wiki/UUID - Accessed online January 09, 2017. 

http://wiki.secondlife.com/wiki/UUID
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Virtual Audio 

Many virtual worlds also include virtual audio input and output. Audio assets can 

be rendered as wave-files to be directly played in-world or stored (cached) as discrete files 

on a virtual server – associated with a particular virtual world. Some audio-clips are 

bundled with animations and gestures.  For ambient applications, spatialized audio can 

serve as the acoustical soundscape for a particular virtual environment. Audio can also 

help embody an avatar (or a virtual-agent) through the use of an in-world voice-chat 

application. Voice-chat audio can vary in terms of their attenuation capabilities and their 

situatedness within a particular environment, entity or object (see DiPaola and Collins, 

2003).  Unless the contemplation scenario suggests an exclusively text-driven virtual 

world, it should be assumed by the researcher and the domain-expert that audio might 

play a role in a generic virtual world’s representation. 

Virtual Video 

Elaborate graphical virtual worlds have in-world video capabilities. Digital videos 

can be embedded into virtual objects (as framing devices) for cinematic purposes (see 

Barnes, 2007) or even mapped onto virtual clothing or assets as graphically dynamic 

texture (see Kaplan and Haenlein, 2009). It is possible that virtual video could be 

contemplated by a virtual-agent’s mind in any of the dissertation’s sample contemplation 

scenarios. 

Perceptual (Graphical) Resolution 

Graphical virtual worlds vary in terms of their graphical fidelity and pictorial (pixel) 

resolution. In some cases, the user - or perhaps, even the virtual-agent - can set the 

optimal viewing resolution – given the available computational resources. Avatars, agents, 

and other virtual assets might become visually obscured if the resolution is not crisp 

enough for optimal viewing. This resolution context may or may not affect the virtual-agent 

mind’s contemplative affordances. 
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1.4. Research Goals  

This dissertation’s goals were to identify contemplative intensity and deep thinking 

in a virtual agent’s mind. In order to try and identify and contemplative intensity occurring 

within such minds, the dissertation author first ruminated over what words such as 

“contemplation” and “contemplative intensity” meant in the context of a “deep thinking” 

virtual agent. From this emerging understanding of contemplative intensity, this 

dissertation’s three goals became more semantically amenable to hermeneutic analysis 

and exegesis. 

1.4.1.  Understanding Contemplative Intensity 

In the English language, the word “contemplation” is used colloquially to describe 

a deep thought process where one is deliberating and/or considering cognitively perceived 

subjects or objects in a focused, deliberate, carefully considered and (self) reflective 

manner. The Oxford English Dictionary refers to the verb “to contemplate” as the capability 

“[to] look at thoughtfully [, to] think about [some subject/object” [and to] think deeply and 

at length" (OED, 2012, p. 149). The contemplative state in particular, seems to involve 

"[…] showing or involving deep thought or meditation" (Ibid.). Some scholars have tied the 

philosophical implications of contemplation to being a distinctly Kantian cognitive interplay 

between immersion and reflection (Hansen, 2005: 125).  This dissertation shares this 

Kantian perspective that such a cognitive interplay exists and can be meaningfully 

articulated through creative introspection and heremeneutic exegesis. 

This dissertation initially surmised that contemplative intensity might be 

represented as the increasing convolution of circulatory cognitive information which may 

or may not also lead to consciousness in cognitive systems such as neural nets or 

cognitive architectures (Oizumi et al., 2014: 21) [4.1; 5.2.1]. Contemplative intensity then, 

might address the forcefulness of convoluted reflective thought, deep intentionality, and 

focused willpower. This type of intensity is often seen as the kind of reflective process 

most associated with catalyzing higher-level and complex cognitive capabilities underlying 

our perceptions of (proto)-consciousness and creativity in others (possibly even in virtual-

agents).  
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This dissertation eventually asked the domain-experts the question of whether 

contemplative intensity can be framed as the Kantian cognitive interplay where an agent 

deeply deliberates between two convoluted bi-polar states of cerebral experience 

corresponding to imagination and expectation through reasonable estimation [2.3.4; 4.2.3; 

7.2.2]. In Kantian terminology this cognitive interplay occurs between comprehensible (i.e. 

what is possible, conceptually understood, and/or imaginable) and apprehensible (i.e. 

what is measurable, actual and/or practical) states. This dissertation has also found 

semantic correlations between Kant’s two state polarities and Chris Crawford’s 

conceivable and accessible states for assessing the ludic affordances of interactive media 

structures (e.g. games, virtual environments etc.) [4.3.1].  When developing the following 

three goals with an understanding of contemplative intensity in mind, Kantian and 

Crawfordian state-representations were semantically fused together into what will be 

henceforth be known as “C-states” and “A-states” [4.3.2]. 

1.4.2. Understanding C-states and A-states 

The psycho-functionalist (mentalist) context for this dissertation considers two 

contemplative states.  A virtual-agent’s mind experiences a cognitive C-state when it is 

contemplating something imaginable, speculative, cerebral, comprehendable, and/or 

conceivably possible/plausible. Alternately, a virtual-agent’s mind cognitively enters (or 

resides) in an A-state when contemplating what is accessible, available, predictable, 

actionable, reasonable, estimatable, and practical [see 4.3.2].  

1.4.3. The three research goals 

There are three research goals that this dissertation intends to address (and ideally 

fulfill). All three of these goals are thematically inter-related.  The first portion of this sub-

chapter will identify each of these goals at a high-level before explaining how they relate 

to an understanding of C-states and A-states [1.4.3].   

Goal 1 – To identify contemplative intensity in a virtual-agent’s mind 
This dissertation’s first goal is to identify and locate on a technical level where and 

when a virtual-agent mind would primarily perform acts of contemplation (incl. rumination 

and reflection).  The goal would also be to find which cognitive functions, situations, 
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algorithms, and architectural components (if any) within a virtual-agent’s mind-schema 

would mostly likely intensify (i.e. accelerate) the cognitive interplay between technical 

representations of imagination and reason and/or intensify contemplative activity in some 

other manner.  This goal also intends to indicate whether a virtual-agent’s mind can even 

intensify contemplation via technical means (i.e. via architectural enhancement).  

Goal 2 – To identify “deep” thinking in a virtual-agent’s mind 

This dissertation’s second goal is to understand on a technical level how a virtual-agent 

might think “deeply” about a percept and/or a deliberation versus simply considering and 

reacting to empirical stimuli, internal thoughts, and internal/external commands (etc.). It is 

also important to come to some understanding what it actually means for a virtual-agent 

to be qualitatively considered as a “deep-thinker” and not merely a “reacter”, “interactor”, 

or  “doer”. For example, there might be some technical (architectural) configuration that 

enables a virtual-agent to focus and self-reflect very intently on a particular finite-state 

action sequence (i.e. usually where quick action-selection is the more recommended 

strategy than thinking “deeply”).   This goal seeks to discover whether such cognitive 

configurations exist, especially with regards to possible architectural enhancement(s).  

Goal 3 – To identify the cognitive limits of contemplative intensification in a 
virtual-agent’s mind 

This dissertation’s tertiary goal is to discover the degree to which a virtual-agent 

might experience intense contemplative activity to the point of being cognitively 

overloaded as its technical (i.e. architectural) representations of imagination and reason 

become increasingly taxed.  A particular cognitive architecture (and/or component and/or 

algorithm) might be able to mediate a sane balance between imagination and reason more 

efficiently than another architecture (and/or component and/or algorithm). 

1.4.4. Understanding these goals in terms of C-states and A-states 

Goal 1 – C-states and A-states 

The primary utility for hermeneutically analyzing the relationship between cognitive 

architectures and virtual-agent interaction scenarios is for more clearly identifying 

cognitive situations and heuristics. These situations and heuristics can determine whether 
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such an agent can architecturally manipulate cognitive representations of C-States and A-

States and/or balance between these state-potentialities for heightened contemplation 

purposes [1.4.3]. The purpose of having a virtual-agent’s mind focus on the limits and 

intense extremes of C-State maximization would be so that these artificially created minds 

could intellectually contribute towards fulfilling the cognitive imperatives for AGI and 

authentic mentalist cognitive interactivity.14 The AGI community’s drive to create virtual-

agents with genuine cognitive faculties strives to transcend the superficial simulation of 

seemingly cognitive processes that we in most narrow AI virtual-agent implementations in 

video games and social virtual worlds. Contemplation and imagination are desired 

cognitive faculties that currently seem to continue to elevate human-agents to a cognitive 

level beyond rote finite-state machines. However, a C-State maximizer where every 

conceivable possibility is always considered during a state-search and/or a thought-

process might lead to cognitive overload since contemplation would occur at the maximum 

(sublime) intensity. This cognitive overload might render the virtual-agent’s mind 

functionally incapable of mentalist contemplation. At the very least, it is assumed that a 

reasonable contemplative virtual-agent would seek to balance C-States and A-States in 

order to parse the semantic depth behind a particular thought, idea, deliberation, or 

decision. 

Goal 2 – C-states and A-states 
This dissertation assumes that A-State maximization architectural preferences 

would have a virtual-agent’s mind superficially “faking” the semantic depth behind this 

state-searching process and would exclusively perform the most accessible 

recommended actions within each state. So, it is assumed that some C-State searching 

is required for a virtual-agent’s mind to be genuinely contemplative. It is the current state-

of-the-art that most virtual-agents are mechanistic finite-state machines that merely 

contemplate all of the operationally accessible actions while in a highly practical and 

functional cognitive state at a given time. These virtual-agents mostly spend actionable 

time on what is actually possible in their world (exclusively maximizing the management 

of A-States) rather than contemplate with any cognitive depth as to what is imaginable or 

conceivable within that virtual world (C-States). Consequently, finite-state machines are 

 
14  See Bringsjord et al., 2008: 88 as an example of an AGI researching appealing to the virtual 

character design community  to consider genuine cognition in virtual-agents for meaningful 
interactions. 
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not likely to possess the cognitive capability to experience contemplating the bigger picture 

that explains a more stochastic environmental world model and/or interactive context.  To 

contemplate the “bigger picture”, a virtual-agent must have sufficient teleological and 

semantic reasons to select particular states or actions over others in the first place. This 

requires linking all of these conceivable states as part of a larger balanced state-action 

repertoire available to the canonical affordances of a particular cognitive architecture.15 

To date, pop-cultural conceptions of most virtual-agent interactivity is functional 

(Zimmerman, 2004) in that it privileges what Chris Crawford (2003) advocates as the 

common-sense proliferation of accessible states (what is to be expected, aka. “A-States”) 

over conceivable states (what is to be imagined as possible, aka. “C-States”). Whereas, 

A-State Maximizers (e.g. finite-state machines) do not necessarily require the agent to rely 

on a cognitive self-representation to succeed in a virtual interaction; an agent that seeks 

to optimize the proliferation of C-States over A-States would more likely enable the 

possibility for deeper (richer) social, cultural, and teleological interactions between other 

agents (e.g. human avatars, other virtual-agents etc.). The architectural existence 

supporting the creation of C-State searching virtual-agent minds would also 

philosophically reflect Kant’s teleological imperative that genuinely meaningful and 

transcendent experiences (aesthetic or otherwise) seek – in a disinterested manner – to 

intensify the proliferation of comprehension (C-States) over apprehension (A-States). An 

extremely ideal instantiation of this inverted interactive ratio privileging an over-abundance 

of C-States over A-States – at the risk of cognitive and semantic overload - is known as 

the “transcendent sublime” (Kant, 1790). 

Goal 3 – C-states and A-states 

The transcendent sublime [4.2.4] is the most extreme intensity related to C-State 

maximization. However, this dissertation does not attempt to go into detail about sublime 

cognition nor will this dissertation attempt to go into any significant detail about cognitive 

engineering heuristics that lead directly to sublime experience. Instead, this research will 

discuss the sublime as an extreme C-State maximizing polarity that resides among a 

 
15 This terminology of a state-action “repertoire” has been borrowed from IIT theory (see Oizumi, 

et al., 2014: 2).  However, this dissertation is not looking at artificial contemplative intensity 
and their respective state-action repertoires through IIT’s quantitatively hermeneutic lens.  
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spectrum of cognitively salient aesthetic intensities.  At best, this research suggests that 

the highest contemplative intensity attained through engineering a cognitive architecture 

to maximize C-states in a virtual-agent interaction scenario would ideally be labeled as 

belonging to the “sublime”. In actuality, however, genuinely “sublime” experiences are 

highly subjective - even when there is a cultural consensus16 for considering this 

experience “sublime” - and rarely likely to be achieved via artifice.17 Sublime experiences 

are not always desirable – even for cognitive complex interactions – and are limited in this 

research to special cases and ongoing speculation outside this dissertation’s scope.  

Ideally, it is assumed that the most optimal cognitive architecture for creating a virtual-

agent’s contemplative mind will structurally balance C-State-seeking and A-State-seeking 

endeavors. 

Any research into the limits of aesthetic intensity via cognitive interaction must 

remain speculative because it concedes that even with access to time and resources 

beyond the dissertation's scope; many practical agent-implementations would still fall 

short of the sublime ideal.  As the sublime is often perceived as a gestalt; it is not entirely 

appropriate to rely on practical demonstrations of virtual-agent implementations that only 

showcase a limited number of atomic aesthetic outputs. This remains the case even when 

some implementation examples might possibly induce aesthetically sublime sentiments.   

In fact, Kant did not even believe it was possible for any human-created artifice to truly 

achieve an aesthetic intensity sublime level of transcendence since the “[…] sublime 

object may be formless and is necessarily ‘contrapurposive’” (Beidler, 1995: 179, See 

Kant, 1790: 98). In other words, the sublime cannot be materially or virtually implemented 

because the sublime by its very nature is an instantiation of a contrapurposive ideal. One 

cannot qualitatively or quantitatively manufacture the sublime through any purposeful 

means because the sublime is experiential and beyond purpose. At best, a culturally 

created artefact – including a virtual-agent – could be developed with heuristics that can 

inspire an awareness of the sublime (Ibid.) and/or challenge the faculties of imagination 

and reason. Also, this virtual-agent could be subject to a sublime cognitive and semantic 

 
16 Kant mentions that there exists a “sensus communis” – where standards of aesthetic, social 

and moral intensities are externally validated by a community of taste and share judgement. 
(Kant, 1790: 66-68). 

17  See Beidler, 1995: 179; Kant, 1790: 98. 
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overload caused by C-State maximizing ambitions. So, sublime contemplation might be 

possible in terms engineering a contemplative environment (scenario) such that the 

virtual-agent experiences semantic and cognitive near-overload. However, creating the 

sublime phenomenon itself through cultural and technical means, is not as likely to be 

possible in terms of cognitive engineering. 

Due to the conceptual paradox involved with implementing and testing a sublime 

artefact; this is primarily a theoretical AI paper involving concepts borrowed from the 

Humanities and consumer-entertainment disciplines. This speculative research provides 

suggestions for future agent design-implementations involving cognitively complex and 

cerebrally salient interactions – even for lower aesthetic intensities.  Heuristics aiming to 

achieve a sublime level of contemplative intensity work best for long term agent-

implementation projects. The most ambitious of these projects might end up being a life-

long endeavor.  Like fine art, expressing the transcendent sublime can take a lifetime to 

refine, develop, and express in a practical manner. As resources during the dissertation 

time-frame are limited; this paper remained theoretical and speculative. The reason or this 

was so that future AGI virtual-agent developers can gain an awareness of the sublime 

ideal as a contemplative limit via the dissertation’s design heuristics. 

1.5. Research Question(s) 

This research questions whether purely qualitative metrics borrowed from cultural 

hermeneutics can appropriately identify contemplative intensity in particular cognitive 

architectural configurations for virtual-agent minds. In colloquial terms, this research is 

asking what genuine “deep thinking” would be in the context of an artificially created 

human-level (or higher) virtual-agent’s mind and if yes, whether particular cognitive 

architectures can allow a virtual-agent to “think deeply” when given an example 

contemplative virtual environment scenario. Would this contemplative intensity be 

architecturally represented in terms of the mediation of cognitive information integration 

and flow or will extra-architectural (e.g. environmental and algorithmic) phenomenon play 

a more dominant role? 
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Contemplative intensity would at times, be represented in terms of conceivable 

states and accessible states (Crawford, 2003). In general, this research suggests that one 

can hermeneutically measure the cognitive interactivity (Zimmerman, 2004) of those 

virtual-agents that interface with a particular cognitive architecture. Philosophically, this 

research also explores the degree to which Crawford’s interactive states – when applied 

to cognition and more specifically, contemplation - can be mapped to Kant’s states of 

aesthetic intensity (1790). 

 This dissertation research also questions the degree to which the role of meta-

cognitive, reasoning, and planning modules and algorithms would play a dominant 

architectural role with determining which cognitive architecture is most likely to engineer 

contemplative virtual-agent minds. 

This dissertation is not questioning whether it is even necessary in a mentalist 

(psycho-functionalist) manner to design “deep thinking” faculties “under the hood” when it 

is just as convenient to simulate or “fake” contemplative faculties via a virtual-agent’s 

perceivable behavior. With the domain context of the AGI community, this dissertation 

shares the teleology and the quest to design and/or engineer an artificial psyche that 

internally possess actual high-level cognition rather than “faked” or merely externally 

“perceived” cognition. 

1.6. Primary Research Question 

The primary research question is:   

Can contemplative intensity be found qualitatively inside the technical 
arrangements (e.g. modular arrangements) of canonical cognitive architectural 
configurations for use by virtual-agent minds? Can this be consistently located 
across different architectures or can contemplative intensity only be qualitatively 
assessed at the mechanistic (or perhaps even semantic) levels of hermeneutic 
analysis? 
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Specifically, this research dissertation also probes: 

1. Whether there exist any heuristic methods - resulting from the hermeneutic 
analysis of cognitive architecture flow-charts and expert interviews - for 
maximizing contemplative intensity without necessarily causing cognitive 
overload. 

2. The utility of various canonical architectures towards illuminating, identifying 
and enhancing the presence of C-states and A-states within virtual-agent: 
deliberations, action-selections and perceivable actions. 

3. Whether conceivable and accessible states can also be qualitatively identified 
and enhanced to architecturally further the cognitive capabilities of virtual-
agents (characters) that wish to utilize AGI… 

1.7. Contributions 

1.7.1. Research Outcomes 

This dissertation showcases an exclusively qualitative approach to the 

computational hermeneutics of cognitive information systems (i.e. cognitive architectures) 

for virtual-agent mind consideration. Further, the intended outcome is to qualitatively and 

semantically assess the presence of C-states and A-states within a virtual-agent’s 

cognitive flow. This qualitative interpretation of cognitive information architectures for AGI 

purposes can be treated as legitimate academic consultation by Game AGI designers in 

the near and far future to measure the cognitive affordances of their virtual-agents’ 

intellectual capabilities – especially with those virtual minds enhanced by cognitive 

architectures.  This dissertation’s surrounding academic discussion provides a plausible 

and philosophical cognitive alternative to strictly utilitarian experiences currently mediated 

by virtual-agents. 

1.7.2. Intellectual Contributions 

This dissertation has identified at least three original intellectual contributions. 

These three contributions further continue discussions of AGI and the role of cognitive 

architectures within cerebrally-centered virtual-agent implementations.  
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Firstly, this dissertation assesses – from an exclusively qualitative inter-disciplinary 

technique of peer-reviewed exegesis and expert consultation - the semantic merit of 

applying various canonical cognitive architectures for virtual-agent interactions that 

require a higher and deeper level of contemplative (mentalist) deliberation before any 

perceivable action has been taken.  

Secondly, this dissertation offers a philosophical contribution where Kant’s levels 

of aesthetic intensity have been reapplied – in a slightly more practical manner - in order 

to assess the perceivable outcomes of cognitive AI/AGI scenarios and architecturally 

enhanced virtual-agent minds. This re-application has been made in the service of 

combining aesthetic and cognitive engineering, rather than as potentially idle speculation, 

for its own sake. 

Finally, this dissertation re-interprets Crawford’s interactive ratio in terms of a 

semantic connection with Kantian aesthetic intensities.  With a mentalist focus on cognitive 

rather than overt (or explicit) interaction, Crawford’s ratio can now be expanded to assess 

those character-interactions not dependent on ludic expectations for interactive 

satisfaction. This dissertation also adds intellectual insight into the idea that having a 

higher ratio of conceivable states would be beneficial for the limited thematic context of 

contemplative virtual-agent minds.  This conceivable-state preference for contemplative 

virtual-agent minds (only) can be seen as an alternative design methodology to Crawford’s 

“common-sense” understanding that there should be more accessible than conceivable 

states to avoid ludic frustration for occurring via just about every other kind of functional 

and ludic interaction in a virtual world. 

1.7.3. Cultural Research Significance 

Artificial General Intelligence (AGI) is gradually reaching fruition as its own 

discipline.  On a mass-cultural level, video-games are also maturing from entertainment 

towards high art. Once these technical and cultural epochs converge, it is expected that 

evolving consumer demand for novel interaction scenarios with automated characters will 

include desires for ludic and narratological transcendence. For this reason, “genuine” 

contemplation becomes a desirable faculty and activity for virtual-agent minds to possess. 

A compelling virtual-agent in an open and cognitively complex virtual world must 
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eventually learn to think “deeply” and not just accurately or optimally.  In the near future, 

it is likely that video-games and their embedded characters will need to interact with not 

only conventional gamers but also with a non-gamer demographic. This non-gamer 

demographic includes: explorers, art-consumers and artists, "socializers" and "explorers" 

(Bartle, 1996). Therefore, this dissertation drew from the researcher's unique praxis as a 

virtual performance artist, role-player, and critic. Employing one’s praxis for 

epistemological data-extraction belongs to a situated learning strategy for analyzing 

virtual-agent designs under conditions of direct immersion and through an appropriate 

amount of critical distance. Generally speaking, the state-of-the-art for both AI and AGI 

innovations takes place in virtual rather than materially physical environments. For 

example Second Life is still seen as the most currently appropriate (but not necessarily 

ideal) venue for testing AI concepts (Ranathunga et al., 2012: 4), multi-agent systems, 

and even simulations of robot experiments as it is “[…] more sophisticated than 

conventional 2D simulation tools, and is more convenient than cumbersome robots” (Ibid: 

1) 

This dissertation's predominantly Humanities perspective claims that the 

beholder's imagination is crucial to appreciating the aesthetic intensity of a virtual-agent’s 

mentalist cognitive and contemplative processes. This research advocates an alternative 

line of inquiry questioning whether some virtual-agents should be aesthetically privileged 

to stimulate the imagination –through appearing or actually being contemplative - (Savile, 

2006) at the cost of losing some of the video-game's functional (ludic) and commercial 

integrity. This dissertation asserts that the role of aesthetic value in general applies not 

just on a perceptual level but also as a design imperative for virtual world/video-game 

developers (Taylor, 2003; Salen and Zimmerman, 2004) and AGI-agents. In fact, some 

recent AGI architectures are exploring Neo-Kantian types of transcendent goal-seeking 

behavior for practical implementations of next-generation agents.  Daniel Dewey (2011), 

for example, has constructed "value learner" instead of “reinforcement learning” agents. 

Unlike those agents that merely pursue and maximize instrumental goals, Dewey’s value 
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learner agents are most concerned with teleological finality.18 In other words, 

contemplating the "end" itself, is more important in the agent's goal-seeking policy than 

the instrumental means to that end.19  With simultaneous access to many different types 

of acceptable utility functions for probabilistic consideration,20 Value Learners are 

practically as well as philosophically beneficial because they "[...] are flexible enough to 

be used even when a detailed specification of desired behavior is not known" (Dewey, 

2011: 3). AGI-enabled NPCs designed with the intention to be ideally perceived as 

engaging in aesthetically intense contemplative activities might learn from Dewey’s 

learning agents21 and take inspiration from the most revered artifacts within the Western 

 
18     Dewey criticizes Reinforcement learning in general as a methodology for agent interaction 

over a longer-term interaction horizon precisely because of this lack of teleological finality 
specified in their utility function(s).   

19     For Dewey, Reinforcement Learning (RL) agents are only focused on immediate and 
explicitly available temporal rewards because they have "[...] no language in which to express 
alternative final goals.”  Instead, such agents discard “[…] all nonreward information 
contained in an interaction history" (Dewey, 2011: 3). Reinforcement Learning agents will not 
even consider any received and/or stored perception- interaction histories unless they contain 
at least a semblance of immediate and obvious short-term rewards (Ibid.). 

20     For example, Nick Hay’s  (2005) Observation-Utility function requires that a Value Learning 
agent stores all possible interaction histories and assigns a probability weighting prioritizing 
the most actionable future interaction histories in the near and long term future (Dewey, 2011: 
3). An AIXI agent (Hutter, 2005-2007) fits Hayes’ criteria for a value-learning agent. However, 
Hay’s maintains that such an agent must also trust the empirical reliability of local 
observations in order to make inferences on future states and interaction sequences (Dewey, 
2011: 3). As an Observation-Utility maximizing agent is more dependent on empirical 
observations than the omniscient AIXI agent, it is more stable and not at risk of deluding its 
future self and its interaction memories in order to engineer an imaginary reward structure 
(Dewey, 2011: 3-4, see Ring and Orseau, 2011).  This is because such an agent will not be 
allowed to delete those interaction histories that contained the original reward structure (Ibid: 
4). 

21 There is a higher form of intelligent agent known as a “knowledge agent”. For more information, 
see Brazier and Wijngaards, 2001; Orseau and Ring, 2011. 
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tradition. If we set the benchmark for interactivity higher than human-level instrumentality22 

and celebrate the proliferation of conceivable as well as accessible interactive states; an 

internally contemplating AGI-agent or even a pre-AI PC might eventually serve a higher 

transcendent teleological purpose - beyond the immediate utility of interaction/usability 

design (Heim, 2000/2001).23 For AGI agents, this particular type of autonomous teleology 

involves semantic closure which is defined as “[…] a system's ability to control the 

reorganization of its agency with a purpose: Purposeful, goal-oriented self-organization” 

(Nivel et al., 2013: 4).24 In Interactive-Media scholarship, this (self) experience of agency 

can also involve a disinterested teleology where the experience is "[…] an aesthetic 

pleasure, as an experience to be savored for its own sake" (Murray, 1997 [2017]: 162).    

1.7.4. Methodological Contribution(s) and Significance 

This dissertation contributes an exclusively qualitative humanities perspective to 

understanding cognitive architectures and how the mechanistic/technical aspects work for 

contemplative virtual-agent minds.  Usually, the scholarly discussion from the AI 

community focuses solely on the quantitative, mechanistic, and engineering affordances 

of cognitive architectures and their contemplative potential (if any potential is seen to an 

engineer or AI scholar to exist via their methodological lens). 

The significance of this alternative qualitative methodology is that virtual-mind 

designers can assess the semantic importance of cognitive architectures and their 

respective components and/or algorithms. Also, ambitious cognitive architects wishing to 

design new architectures can access additional lines of semantic reasoning for how/why 

one type of cognitive architecture would be more appropriate for virtual-mind 

contemplation over another. On a speculative level, hybrid philosophical and practical 

 
22    Some might argue that the ultimate goal of AGI is the attainment of human-level believability 

rather than transcendence. However, this dissertation takes the ideological position of Dewey 
et al in the AGI discipline.  Dewey et all maintain that in order to offer a sufficient creative 
contribution for next-generation AGI-level agents; such agents should at least transcend the 
very-human state-of-the-art tendencies of instrumentality that are already prevalent in 
contemporary virtual environments (i.e. video games, virtual worlds). Dewey for example, 
maintains that human-level goals and will towards instrumentality are not necessarily “[…] 
tenable for agents of human or higher intelligence” (Dewey, 2011: 5). 

23 This would attain level eleven of the Consscale [Appendix A]. 
24 This can be mapped to level seven of the Consscale [Appendix A]. 
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hermeneutic lenses will converge towards an aesthetic cognitive engineering 

methodological paradigm. 

The Advantage of Using Operational Metaphors 

Operational metaphors – such as the Kantian transcendent sublime as an 

aesthetic metaphor for the cognitive limits of contemplative intensity - are more than mere 

rhetorical devices used to loosely describe the semantic ambiguities of a phenomenon in 

qualitative terms. Within the AI and AGI communities, metaphors alone are sufficient as a 

“[…] conceptual lever that allows a system to extend its model of the world" (Veale and Li, 

1991: 1). In the AI/AGI domain, the operationalization of metaphors themselves are often 

realized in the form of a cognitive architecture [3.3 - Cognitive architectures].  Through the 

methodological process of metaphorical creative introspection [2.3.6], this researcher can 

leverage his trans-disciplinary knowledge base from the Arts and Humanities domains and 

transfer this knowledge to the domains of theoretical AI/AGI.25 

 
25 This sentence has been paraphrased from this quote: “metaphorical introspection allows us 

to leverage what we know about a topic and transfer this knowledge to new domains” (Veale and 
Li ,1991: 1) to fit this dissertation’s particular research context. 
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 Methodology and Evaluation 

This dissertation’s methodology recruits a hybrid qualitative approach based on 

what will be henceforth known as Philosophical-Computational Hermeneutic Exegesis 

(PCHE). This hybrid qualitative methodology includes: philosophical, computational, and 

critical exegesis. Further, this dissertation considers the researcher’s epistemological role 

as one engaging with qualitative domain-understandings of creative introspection from the 

scholarly field of Artificial Intelligence (Veale and Li, 1991, 2011; Strannegård, 2005). The 

researcher’s qualitative inter-disciplinary faculties of creative introspection will be informed 

by epistemological techniques employed using the Groundcourse approach (Ascott, 1960) 

and through the phenomenological discourse of aesthetic judgment (Kant, 1790). This 

dissertation has been qualitatively validated through an expert interview process 

(Seidman, 2006) [Figure 2 A & B]. 
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Figure 2 (A & B) - Flow-chart showing this dissertation’s methodological process.  
A small legend includes symbols for the PCHE methodology. 
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2.1. Research Methods (Overview) 

 This section addresses those qualitative methods and techniques that are 

specifically tailored for this dissertation. These techniques are exclusively based on 

qualitative perspectives on computational hermeneutic approaches from a wide variety of 

academic disciplines. The following hermeneutic disciplines include: artificial intelligence, 

cognitive science, aesthetic philosophy, and games-studies. These techniques form a 

communicative bond with the STEM (Science, Technology Engineering, and 

Mathematics) mega-discipline but the bulk of the methodological approaches overall, 

more closely resemble those methods found in the Humanities scholarly community 

[1.3.1].  

2.2. Why is Qualitative Exegesis Important? 

Some methodologists have gone as far to speculate that the qualitative approach 

is “[….] the only way to understand [relative] truth: to study the subject holistically rather 

than by controlling all of its aspects but one" (Borland, 2001: 5.).  Qualitative researchers 

usually concede that universally absolute truth – in terms of deeper semantics – is 

impossible to objectively verify in any static way or representation. Further, qualitative 

researchers acknowledge that relative truth is “[…] bounded by the point in time and the 

place in which it is observed, as well as by the perceptions of the respondents, researcher, 

peer reviewer, and consumer of the research” (Ibid: 6).  Quantitative data can still be 

hermeneutically assessed subjectively if researchers are primarily conducting qualitative 

research. Kaplan’s research team, for example, discuss how "[the] limitations of one 

research perspective can be addressed by also using an alternative [perspective]" (Kaplan 

et al., 1988: 571). However, focusing on a numerical analysis will once again not provide 

a semantic understanding of the overall teleology of each cognitive architecture and 

virtual-agent contemplation scenario. Fundamentally, a qualitative researcher “[…] must 

recognize that they [and the selected experts] are the primary instruments for research 

design, data collection and management, data analysis, and the interpretation and 

reporting processes” (Borland, 2001: 6). A qualitative research design that evaluates 

computational information systems must show compelling evidence of “relative truth” 
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through quasi-objective confirmation provided via a community of experts as well as 

through subjective hermeneutic correlation and sound argumentation.  

To summarize, this dissertation has an over-arching qualitative methodology that 

shapes this dissertation researcher’s epistemological positioning with regards to how 

cognitive information is extracted and hermeneutically interpreted. Generally, this 

dissertation employs the qualitative methodological constructivist26 paradigm (Tashakkori 

and Teddlie, 1998: 3-4).  Within the methodological paradigm of constructivism, qualitative 

researchers can assert that all so-called universal objective truths are merely human-

constructs and human-appropriate representations. Therefore, constructivist qualitative 

researchers (such as this dissertation’s researcher and the expert interviewees) are 

allowed to bring his/her personal values27 and subjective idiosyncratic perspectives and 

apply them to a hermeneutic analysis of computational information systems (based on 

Andrew et al., 2011). The researcher’s personal subjectivity is usually considered 

academically valid only when “[…] conducted with appropriate levels of structure and a 

balance of objectivity and subjectivity to increase certainty" (Borland, 2001: 8). The appeal 

to qualitative validity here is contingent on the agreed-upon authority of the selected 

expert-peers from the Cognitive Science and Artificial (General) Intelligence scholarly 

communities. This constructivist dissertation claims that, at the very least, the specific 

hermeneutic correlation between the computational flow-chart representations and the 

qualitative rubric from aesthetic philosophy satisfy the academic benchmark for reconciling 

conceptual structure with a methodological balance between peer-reviewed objectivity 

and subjectivity. 

2.3. PCHE - A Qualified Interdisciplinary Approach 

Philosophical-Computational Hermeneutic Exegesis (PCHE) is the dissertation-

author’s acronym to describe similar approaches to where the hermeneutic agency of the 

 
26 The methodological definition of constructivism here is not to be confused with the 

constructivist AI engineering and design approach (see Thórisson, 2009). 
27 A useful table showing the characteristics of methodological constructivism appears on this 

website - http://research-methodology.net/research-philosophy/epistomology/constructivism/ - 
Accessed June 01, 2016. 

http://research-methodology.net/research-philosophy/epistomology/constructivism/
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(currently human) dissertation researcher draws from cognitive semantics and 

philosophical approaches to engage with what was previously labeled as an “[…] AI 

hermeneutic network” (Zhu, 2009: 83). This dissertation’s PCHE methodology – although 

developed and labeled independently – is similar to Zhu’s previous doctoral analysis. Zhu 

originally treated a methodology as an interpretive multi-disciplinary framework where the 

human researcher provides philosophically-inspired semantic interpretative operations on 

the computational structures underlying an artificial agent’s mind. The interpretations can 

be entirely speculative and virtual. For Zhu, these cognitive architectures underlying a 

virtual-agent’s mind would likely be treated as “intentional structures” that are subject to a 

philosophically contextualized computational exegesis (Ibid: 82). The PCHE acronym is 

just a convenient packaging “umbrella” term for organizing an otherwise complex 

methodological process and technique toolkit. The PCHE acronym - in the abstract sense 

- represents a confluence of many qualitative ontological, phenomenological and 

epistemological approaches which will be cited throughout the rest of this chapter.  

Philosophical and computational hermeneutic approaches are often in scholarly 

opposition to each other (see Harnad, 1990a; 1994) because of the symbol grounding 

problem (Harnad, 1990b). PCHE as a research method, however, acknowledges that on 

an epistemological level, this semantic problem may indeed be real but also indicates that 

currently, a human-symbol reader can still perform the necessary semantic exegesis (e.g. 

textual analysis) operations on otherwise symbolic (or sub-symbolic) and cognition-

producing artifacts such as cognitive architectures. This semantic interpretation can be so 

qualitative that the analysis does not even need to be on an architecture’s numerical 

output.  Qualitative semantic interpretation(s) even apply to systems designed to produce 

and measure such numerical representations. Programs were originally designed with the 

intention that it would be readable and interpretable by humans.28 Only the specifics of 

code verification and execution were originally meant to be exclusively interpreted by 

machines (Abelson, Sussman et al., 1996: xxii).  

PCHE, as endorsed in this particular dissertation is multi-scholarly, inter-

disciplinary, theoretical, and speculative rather than practical. PCHE employs a 

philosophical methodology as an exclusively qualitative approach corresponding to 

 
28 A reminder based on personal communication with Ethan Soutar-Rau.  July 05, 2017. 
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computational hermeneutic exegesis. The next sub-sections will discuss the: research 

methods; approaches; the considered, interpreted and measured variables; and the 

graphical visualization tools used for a more expedient hermeneutic analysis. 

2.3.1. PCHE for Semantic Exegesis of Computational Systems 

This sub-chapter addresses the reasons why qualitative exegesis was performed 

on computational systems such as cognitive architectures and hermeneutic lenses. The 

latter normally lends itself to quantitative scrutiny. However, this dissertation indicates how 

an exclusively qualitative exegesis can be performed on such hermeneutic tool-based 

rubrics. 

This dissertation and the PCHE method takes the epistemological position that 

quantitative positivism – recommended for future work to be undertaken by other 

researchers -  is only objectively valid for semantically neutral information systems.  For a 

numerical analysis to be objectively valid, these systems (i.e. cognitive architectures) must 

contain no semantic ambiguity whatsoever. This would also entail that there would be no 

semantic ambiguity present in input/output relationships and cognitive 

processing/reflection modalities. With solely quantitative experimental research – or even 

with mixed-methods research relying on quantitative hermeneutics - one runs the risk of 

creating “[…] an artificial environment that results in artificial reactions or behaviors on the 

part of the participants [or systems]” (Borland, 2001: 5).  The criticism about the creation 

of artificial environments seems to be more about artificially expecting repeatable 

experiments without deeper semantic associations. If one removes or reduces any 

qualitative semantics (incl. context) from an analysis of information systems such as 

cognitive architectures, then one  "[...] buys 'objectivity' and testability at the cost of a 

deeper understanding of what actually is occurring" (Kaplan et al., 1988: 572).  

This dissertation has decided to limit the hermeneutic scope to a qualitative 

methodology as intense contemplation is a particular temporal and ephemeral state 

involving semantic depth, deep thinking, and deep understanding. This differs from 

quantitative positivist hermeneutics where measuring semantic-free repeatability, 

functional abstraction, and computational tractability is more preferable. Those 

quantitative rubrics that have made claims to calculate complex cognition such as 
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consciousness (e.g. the PyPhi and Consscale calculators) may be useful for measuring 

the overall cognitive capabilities of a virtual-agent’s mind. However, the most established 

quantitative tools, frameworks, and rubrics do not address the necessary semantic 

complexity of the contemplative state – when measured in isolation from the virtual-agent’s 

overall capabilities.  As for the question of validation, the expert interviewees will deploy 

their own hermeneutic prowess to either confirm and/or provide constructive criticism to 

the dissertation researcher’s particular qualitative research findings. 

Semantic Exegesis of Cognitive Architectures 

Cognitive architectures are computational representations of information systems. 

These architectures are often represented as flow-charts. For this dissertation only, these 

flow-charts will be used as the visual-aid so that the researcher and expert interviewees 

can elaborate on the qualitative (and semantic) aspects of the hermeneutic interpretation. 

These hermeneutic flow-chart representations will indicate the semantic flow of qualia 

being processed by dedicated cognitive control-modules and processing hubs. These 

flow-charts help foster an inter-disciplinary discussion of more semantic depth and is only 

considered qualitatively valid if the reader subjectively trusts the integrity, opinion and 

analytical capability of the hermeneutic interpreters (i.e. the dissertation writer and the 

expert interviewees).  

As cognitive architectures are developed for (virtual) agent minds which 

occasionally need to parse semantically ambiguous contexts, it is assumed that relying on 

a quantitative approach is not enough to hermeneutically capture a bigger picture of 

contemplative intensity.  Also, contemplative intensity and its semantic complexity is 

phenomenologically discussed more frequently in philosophical disciplinary circles, not 

strictly positivist ones.  This is why there will be only be a qualitative semantic exegesis 

performed on these flow-chart representations.  

This dissertation researcher has considered positivist, post-positivist, and 

Humanities-centered approaches in order to interpret the overall research findings through 

qualitative hermeneutics. These hermeneutics exist to semantically qualify any 

quantitative cognitive information (i.e. information-bits) by basing the semantic exegesis 

on philosophy and interactive new media research disciplines. This qualitative process is 

personally seen by the researcher as being ultimately more important for those 
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considering the deeper implications of locating contemplative intensity in cognitive 

architectures.   

Semantic Exegesis of Computational Rubrics 

This dissertation explores contemplative states in a finite time-sequence and their 

semantic relationship with architectural modules, mechanisms and processing hubs. 

Computational rubrics exist where the overall cognitive capabilities of a virtual-agent’s 

mind can be calculated and assessed with all possible time-steps and states in mind. 

However, this dissertation only focuses on a qualitative assessment of expected ideal 

contemplative states and ideal modular configurations per architectural scenario. These 

scenarios are temporally represented by single flow-chart frames with one to three 

instances of a particular contemplation mode. These alternate instances indicate different 

ways in which the same architectural scenario can be configured. However, due to the 

intractability of the convoluted state-spaces over time, this dissertation is not making any 

quantitative (calculable) comparisons between these alternate configurations.  

The following sub-chapters will discuss those established agent-cognition rubric 

calculators that were initially considered as hermeneutic tools for this dissertation. Over 

time, it turned out that both these two rubric calculators (e.g. PyPhi and Consscale) were 

eventually found to be structurally inadequate, thematically orthogonal, and/or 

computationally intractable for this dissertation’s particular hermeneutic epistemology. 

This hermeneutic epistemology involved performing a qualitative philosophical-

computational semantic exegesis on one particular agent-state (i.e. contemplation) and 

one corresponding ideal architectural configuration – in accordance with this state for each 

scenario.  Ultimately, the quantitative line-items in each rubric could sufficiently measure 

overall complex agent-cognition. However, these same rubrics could not be semantically 

re-purposed to match the qualitative exegesis necessary to identify contemplative intensity 

in a tractable and understandable manner for these outlined virtual-mind scenarios. This 

semantics issue really emphasizes the architectural limitations of measuring 

contemplative intensity using those rubrics supposedly in place to measure such 

semantically-nuanced phenomena. Qualitative hermeneutic discussions about the PyPhi 

lens were conserved in this dissertation in order to serve as question-prompts for experts. 

The Consscale rubric and calculator initially seemed to be a viable candidate for 
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hermeneutic analysis of contemplative intensity in virtual-agent minds. However, it was 

decided that the Consscale is a more potent hermeneutic paradigm for future researchers 

dealing practically directly with behaviorist with agent embodiment and its possible 

connections with consciousness and contemplative intensity [9.1.1]. Therefore, Appendix 

A discusses in detail those particular hermeneutic issues that limited the overall 

usefulness of using the Consscale calculator for this dissertation. 

The PyPhi Hermeneutic Lens 

The PhyPhi hermeneutic lens was seriously considered in the initial dissertation 

drafting stages as part of a mixed-methodology that would include more “objective” 

quantitative confirmation from a software tool. Originally, it was thought that one could re-

interpret quantitative findings about Phi as integrated information from an online Python-

based calculator. Up until this dissertation experiment that occurred during the drafting 

phase, this calculator was conventionally being used to quantitatively describe the 

Panpsychism of the Phi Integrated Information Theory (IIT).  

The likelihood emerged that if this calculator can quantitatively measure the 

integrated information and state-space produced by representations of cognitive nodes 

for describing Phi values as “consciousness”, then it could also measure the same Phi-

values from cognitive architectural modules when describing “contemplative intensity”.  

Therefore, initial calculations were made on cognitive architecture flow-chart modules 

using this “PyPhi” calculator.   

The resulting Phi values from these calculator-based virtual cognitive state-

perturbations did not seem semantically conclusive nor consistent enough for a coherent 

hermeneutic analysis. After consulting with the creators of the PyPhi calculator as well as 

consulting some cognitive architects (i.e. casually and during the formal expert interview 

process), it became increasingly apparent that the modular representations cognitive 

architectures acted more as functional representations than conditional state-gates. 

Therefore, it was discovered that many cognitive architects actually represent their 

modules with some semantic ambiguity as to their entire state-triggered functionality and 

supposed informational encapsulation (see Fodor, 1983). Also, cognitive architectures as 

tractable representations seemed much more open to qualitative semantic interpretation 

and exegesis than would be suggested objectively by a calculator tool.  In some cases 
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such as CLARION, algorithms would be bundled as a software-package but would not be 

visible in any particular modular position within the canonical architectural representation. 

 The perpetual question was whether to visually represent external algorithmic 

modules for architectural calculation or not? Is yes, it was not still not semantically clear 

the degree to which the presence of contemplative intensity in one architecture could be 

quantified and comparable with other cognitive architectures. There was not even a 

normalized way to capture architecturally mediated states in their ideal contextual 

configuration. An even bigger issue was that it was assumed that a virtual-agent’s mind 

would use its imagination to contemplate many conceivable states as well as accessible 

states. From this qualitative assumption, it was also not clear what the limit on the number 

of conceivable states would be when extracting and calculating Phi-Values. As it turned 

out, even localized representations of conceivable state-transitions between cognitive 

modules at one snap-shot in time would produce an exponentially intractable conceivable 

state-space that taxed the practical limits of computation itself. As a temporary 

workaround, the PyPhi Calculator developers provided further instructions to only focus 

on the measurement of accessible state-transitions with each semantically labeled module 

(i.e. buffer, memory bank, etc.) to be considered only as cognitively inaccessible and 

semantically generic “black boxes” organized by chunks. These semantically neutral black 

boxes would then be assessed by the calculator to see which higher-order sub-structures 

appeared to be the most informationally integrated.29 From a clinical network-pruning 

perspective, some of the semantically salient architectural nodes were feed-forward only 

and did not seem to be integrated across other modular components. Therefore, some of 

the key idiosyncratic characteristics of a particular cognitive architecture were seen as 

structural redundancies that had to be disregarded in order to complete a PyPhi 

calculation.   Unfortunately, the only result of this computationally tractable workaround 

was an arbitrarily uniform Phi value of zero across all measured cognitive architectures. It 

seemed that those modules that were integrated still required those feed-forward nodes 

acting as conceivable anticipatory states to be considered in order to make a qualitatively 

relevant network for quantitative analysis. Even the PyPhi calculator development 

manager conceded that many more modules would likely need to be represented for an 

 
29 Dr. Larissa Albantakis – PyPhi Calculator Development Manager - Department of Psychiatry, 

University of Wisconsin. Correspondence conducted via email on September 29, 2016 
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accurate calculation of the distinct affordances of each cognitive architecture – even if 

doing this would turn out to be computationally infeasible. For example, it was confirmed 

that “[even though] Phi can indeed be useful to assess which of the virtual minds has the 

highest capacity for being integrated [,] the actual value of Phi of the real systems will 

depend on what's inside the black boxes”.30 Ultimately, it was determined that representing 

the mechanistic processes that underlie the cognitive functionality of each modular “black 

box” would mean that each flow-chart would have to be calculated as a much lower 

analytical resolution. Performing hermeneutic exegesis at this much lower analytical 

resolution would make the hermeneutic analysis both semantically meaningless in terms 

of distinguishing between different cognitive architectures as well as being computationally 

intractable. The worst case interpretation is that there is no expert consensus for the most 

appropriate analytical resolution for assessing the idiosyncratic affordances of each 

cognitive architecture. For example, the ACT-R theory is actually “[…] not committed to 

exactly how many modules there are […]” (Anderson et al., 2004: 1037). This anti-finding 

might be seen as an intuitive confirmation for why other cognitive architects have not yet 

measured the affordances of their particular architecture according to Phi values and the 

IIT hermeneutic lens.  

The issue listed above was not even the only issue that diluted the hermeneutic 

validity of the quantitative aspects of the IIT lens.  There was an additional hermeneutic 

issue that seemed to explain the unexpected occurrence of those uniform zero-phi values. 

This issue had to do with the inherent semantic ambiguity of some contemplative 

scenarios themselves. These contemplative scenarios qualitatively contained semantic 

contingencies that were not quantitatively amenable to the practical necessities regarding 

computational tractability. This issue was confirmed in their own words by some experts 

[7.4.2]. Using an anthropomorphized example, a virtual-agent’s mind – even while in a 

meditative state – at some point in time would need to transition into additional functional 

states (that would need to be calculated) simply to reluctantly manage the ideal meditative 

state it wishes to be in. Practically speaking, to have the calculator look at even 

approximations of multiple flow-charts just to capture the entire state call-stack and state-

 
30 Ibid. 
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timeline for a particular virtual-agent contemplation act would be super-intractable using 

state-of-the-art computational resources. 

 As was reluctantly discovered after attempting to calculate architectural 

representations that each featured over 12 modular nodes, “[…] the computational load to 

calculate Phi in networks scales exponentially with the number of nodes. Without clever 

tricks [i.e. focusing only on minimally accessible state-transitions that would never be on 

stand-by], a [mere] 17 node calculation on a moderately sparse [architectural] network 

would never finish [on any computer]” (Albantakis, 2016). Even with small computationally 

tractable architectural networks, this calculator could not determine phi-values based on 

stand-by states. Every module in a particular time-step could only be in one of two 

available binary states (on/off).  The representation of conceivable states in cognitive 

architecture networks – for qualitative analysis - would require almost every module in 

every architectural configuration to be in an anticipatory “stand-by” mode somewhere 

between on and off states. In other words, it representationally makes semantic (but not 

strictly binary) sense that different modules could conceivably be on or off even when 

considering what would otherwise be a routine accessible deliberation. A good example 

of this type of deliberation is having a virtual-agent’s mind on stand-by to paradoxically 

help the meditative virtual-agent expediently mind think about eventually not-thinking. The 

IIT paradigm does not consider calculating imaginative conceivable states as something 

computationally tractable as these states would be beyond “the use of specific properties 

of the particular [IIT accessible] network” (Ibid.).31 Therefore, the lessons outlined above 

should act as a sufficient justification for why the quantitative methods for hermeneutic 

analysis were ultimately jettisoned for an exclusively qualitative approach to an 

understanding of the IIT lens.  

Other Qualitative Hermeneutic Methods 

The qualitative methods addressed in this dissertation involve an interdisciplinary 

hybrid of: hermeneutic exegesis, case-study considerations; Neo-Kantian aesthetic 

(synthetic) judgment, textual analysis, and creative introspection. These hermeneutic 

 
31 Ibid., August 23, 2016 
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methods were qualitatively validated according to an expert interview process (Seidman, 

2006). 

Some of the hermeneutical analysis might be seen as being semantically enriched 

in a bottom-up way from a gradual process of qualifying the data and the technical 

architectural affordances through philosophical reflection. Other than this, there is no 

discernable hermeneutic basis in this dissertation for a bottom-up theory such as 

Grounded Theory (see Glaser and Strauss, 2009).   

2.3.2. Hermeneutic Exegesis 

This section discusses the hermeneutic process and a particular introspective 

qualitative method known as hermeneutic exegesis. This chapter will explain the 

underpinnings of this dissertation’s chosen methodology - computational hermeneutic 

exegesis. 

Background 

Hermeneutics is generally considered a “[…] science of interpretation” (Mallery et 

al., 1986: 2)” dating back to ancient Greek times. Hermeneutic exegesis in particular, has 

been most established as a valid academic interpretation when applied to understanding 

the hidden qualitative meaning behind biblical texts (Ibid.). Those ancient researchers 

believed that hermeneutic exegesis was only a valid practice if the texts themselves could 

be semantically considered as “organic or coherent wholes, rather than collections of 

disjointed parts” (Ibid.). If considered in precisely this manner, the ergodic nature of even 

the most esoteric texts could be more robustly parsed and could be treated as if this 

scrutinized text was “[…] consistent in grammar, style and ideas” (Ibid.).  

Hermeneutic Positioning 

Hermeneutic positions are as diverse as the various historical epochs that have 

considered subjective interpretation as a valid qualitative approach (see Ibid: 1). This 

dissertation research, however, focuses on a combined critical analysis of: mentalist 
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phenomenology and psycho-functionalism32; conventional functionalism (James, 1890); 

and to a lesser degree, mechanistic functionalism (Gillett, 2007), and machine-state 

functionalism (Putnam, 1967) as the hermeneutic correlational position(s). A combination 

of these particular hermeneutic approaches can be considered to be relevant to the 

engineering context of cognitive architectures and AGI (for virtual-agent minds) while 

acknowledging the semantic exegesis afforded by philosophical accounts. Since the 19th 

century, a multitude of hermeneutic positions have emerged – many of which focus only 

on the cultural discourse surrounding the production of the scrutinized artifact. This 

dissertation is not acting as a cultural critique in regard to the rubrics and virtual-agents 

they assess so much as deploying phenomenological and structural analysis from various 

Western cultural (e.g. Kantian aesthetic philosophy) and technological traditions (e.g. 

information theory, interactive arts and technology, media design etc.).  

Mentalist Phenomenological Hermeneutics 

This dissertation’s focus on the mentalist aspects of contemplative intensity and 

its application to the PHCE methodology are closest in spirit to Ricouer’s 

phenomenological hermeneutics (Ricouer, 1983-1985 in Ibid: 1) where one can use 

mentalist self-reflection and self-contemplation to semantically understand systems and 

agents external to the self.33  This type of phenomenological mental-reflection was also 

endorsed by psycho-functionalists. Psycho-functionalism is an inverse of the behaviorist 

hermeneutic approach where minds can be studied according to the functions and 

mechanisms inherent within internal cognitive states, rather than externally perceived 

behavior (based on Nath, 2013: 60).  By reflecting on our own internal processes and 

mental states, we can contemplate – through the Psycho-functionalist hermeneutic lens - 

what it means for contemplative intensity to exist in a virtual-agent’s mind. Kant’s own 

philosophical writings about contemplation have been recently interpreted to suggest that 

 
32 Jerry Fodor and Zenon Pylyshyn are considered to be early advocates of this hermeneutic 

position (Nath, 2013: 60). 
33 This is especially important when the virtual-agent’s own mind and psyche might be similar to a 

human researcher’s mind.  In many cases, both types of mind might have to address 
interactive, semantic, and representational issues of circumstantial relativity where for a “[…] 
finite [“real” or “virtual”] agent to survive in an indefinitely variable world [i.e. “real” and/or 
“virtual”] world, it is important that multiple uses of its parts or aspects have different 
consequences, each appropriate to how the [potentially stochastic] world is at that particular 
moment” (Smith, 1986: 24). 
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contemplation and its reception are solely a “[…] matter of the mind” rather than behavior 

(Hansen, 2005: 126). 

Contemplation in this dissertation, applies both to the hermeneutic technique and 

the scrutinized cognitive intensification phenomenon. Using the self-reflective process to 

understand virtual cognition might suggest some non-trivial risks of having an 

anthropomorphic bias. However, cognitive architectures themselves often deal with 

modular components that are conveniently represented for use by anthropomorphized 

virtual-agents – as it is usually human-equivalent and/or humanoid-centered cognition that 

is being emulated, simulated, modeled and engineered.  

Why this PCHE Methodology? 

Artificial Intelligence generally, and cognitive architecture in particular, are 

relatively new fields where there are still academic opportunities from other disciplines 

(esp. Humanities disciplines) to contextualize and formalize the mechanistic and post-

mechanistic phenomena produced by the engineering communities.  Aside from the 

dialectical critique of the engineering culture from which the dreams of Artificial (General) 

Intelligence and Cognitive Science originated (Ibid: 17)34, there has been little hermeneutic 

analysis on the phenomena produced by the cognitive artifacts themselves.35   

The current consensus is that there are more appropriate opportunities to use the 

traditional scientific methods when analyzing the “human sciences” such as “linguistics, 

anthropology and psychology” (Ibid: 14). This is partially because these sub-disciplines 

have already been fairly hermeneutically explored (possibly even exhausted) by the 

Humanities.  However, there still seems to be a methodological contribution available if 

the researcher reverses this situation and uses Humanities methods to subjectively 

interpret the otherwise “objective” mechanical sciences such as logic, mathematics 

 
34  “Thus far, few AI researchers have incorporated ideas from hermeneutics into their 

computational models of understanding and interpretation. Hermeneutics, instead, has 
[traditionally] provided fertile source of arguments for doubting the possibility of the ‘hard AI’ 
project, creating true artificial intelligences that can pass the Turing test [etc.].” (Mallery et al., 
1986: 17). 

35 As a reminder, these pre-conceptions about the modular affordances of each architecture 
contained an assumption about the kind of data to be expected.  Therefore, one cannot truly 
say that this was a Grounded Theory approach where one bases assumptions strictly from 
phenomenological data. 
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physics, and AI (Ibid.). Cognition, contemplation, and the like, are mentalist (psycho-

functionalist) phenomena that can also involve a contemplative approach to determining 

the degree to which these phenomena should be subjectively or objectively assessed. 

 In cognitive psychology, cognition is information and contemplation is composed 

out of a convoluted configuration of patterns that dynamically structure this information. 

Information can be quantized scientifically in terms of bits. However, the qualitative 

integration of this cognitive information can make more semantic sense if the roles of each 

of these cognitive modules have been hermeneutically contextualized through a human-

like capacity to process this information in culturally ontological and phenomenological 

terms. Rubrics for qualitatively assessing the “human-like” capacities and the ultimate 

limits to processing cognitive information can actually be found in the Humanities 

disciplines such as through Kantian Aesthetic Philosophy and New Media Narrative 

Theory. Drawing quotes and frameworks from earlier cultural artifacts such as Kant’s 

books from the Enlightenment period are not necessarily, a cultural critique of the 

contemporary scientific community.  However, hermeneutics involves a meta-cultural 

subjective interpretation and (self)-reflection of the phenomena under scrutiny. Therefore, 

Enlightenment thinking (i.e. an earlier cultural paradigm) offers an appropriate 

hermeneutic framework to address the semantic complexity inherent with trying to parse 

cognitive phenomena based on the subject’s critical faculties of imagination and 

mathematical estimation.  

This dissertation confirms that extra-disciplinary hermeneutic methodologies seem 

most appropriate for “[…] reconstructing the internal cognitive processes which motivated 

[the researcher-as-cognitive-architect and virtual-agent’s mind] and have [associated] 

meaning to each of them” (Ibid.). With an internal mental process as private and subjective 

as cognition (e.g. contemplation), techniques such as empirical observation, 

experimentation and testing common to the natural sciences has semantic difficulties with 

understanding virtual-agents’ “[…] motivation[s], belief[s], and intention[s], [as well as]  the 

complexity of their [mind’s] interactions” (Ibid: 15). Counting information bits might indicate 

some non-zero amount of cognition but these numerical findings have little intrinsic 

semantic or teleological value if a virtual-agent is to be embodied in a world with social 

and cultural constraints.    
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A Humanities hermeneutic perspective allows the researcher to dialogically clarify 

“[...] the beliefs, plans, motivations and social roles that led cognitive agents to produce 

their texts and actions” (Ibid.). Further, this unique qualitative perspective allows to 

researcher to create heuristics informed by extra-disciplinary considerations of the 

particular technical affordances of cognitive architectures and their capability to enhance 

virtual-agent minds. Cultural protocols that have emerged over the years about the 

function, performance, techniques, and overall AI value of these architectures - as well as 

about cognition and contemplation - can be conserved, revised or rejected through extra-

disciplinary knowledge provided by hermeneutic analysis (Ibid). Additionally, subjective 

creative interpretation of these architectural capabilities encourages the researcher and 

other cognitive architects to revise old cognitive architectures and/or can inspire people to 

invent new cognitive architectures. A hermeneutic approach is not meant to be mutually 

exclusive over an empirically testable and repeatable approach used by most AI and 

cognitive science disciplines.  Future dissertations are encouraged to contemplate the 

hermeneutic findings extracted from this research for the purpose of reformulating and 

refining ideas “[…] about both hermeneutics [for understanding cognition] and AI” (Ibid: 

24). Once the semantic constraints, orientations and cognition design criteria have been 

hermeneutically formulated by this dissertation author, other authors are encouraged to 

interpret these findings according to the scientific method and implement new empirical 

user studies.  

Computational Hermeneutics in A(G)I 

Phenomenological hermeneutics – when interpreting cognitive phenomena 

inherent in AI architectures and virtual-agent minds – can be conveniently re-defined as 

computational hermeneutics. Effectively, Psycho-functionalism is an appropriate 

computational hermeneutic lens for understanding private internal cognitive (mental) 

states.  AI and Cognitive Science researchers in particular, still have much to glean from 

the hermeneutic insights regarding how an Enlightenment-era philosophical  

understanding of contemplative intensity semantically relates to the technical affordances 

of various cognitive architectures and their mentalist influence on virtual-agent minds. For 

example, there are certain cultural instances where production rules need to be stored in 

specialized episodic and/or semantic memory banks rather than in a rudimentary 

declarative memory storage unit.  Some of these episodic instances are contingent on the 
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agent’s imagination while other cultural instances are strictly based on the virtual-agent’s 

mathematical estimation and/or prediction capabilities. Further, the correlation between 

patterns of convoluted informational connections and cognitive modules might not clearly 

indicate contemplative intensity without knowing the semantic purposes each of these 

individual modules.  A hermeneutic analysis based on self-reflection as well as expert 

interviewing will provide sample cases and contingencies outlining many of these cultural 

instances which occur non-trivially in many (virtual) task/contemplation domains (Ibid: 18).  

Unfortunately, many cognitive architectures run the risk of merely imputing “[…] the 

implementor’s theory, as embodied in the program [i.e. the architecture], rather than 

recognize the particular [extra-disciplinary] organization in the phenomena under study 

[i.e. contemplative intensity]” (Ibid.). Having said this, previous AI researchers have 

advocated the need to analyze mentalist (including system and possibly, architectural) 

qualities –even if this ascription is described anthropomorphically.36   

Dialogical Reasoning  

This dissertation deploys some rudimentary qualitative aspects of dialogical 

reasoning to help communicate the researcher’s subjective hermeneutic analysis to a 

community of experts in the domains of cognitive science, AI, philosophy, and the 

Humanities. Interdisciplinary jargon is distributed throughout the hermeneutic analysis to 

show in a highly qualitative way, the researcher’s hermeneutic reasoning and explanations 

for the very mechanistic processes underlying each of these cognitive architectures. As 

long as the jargon is appropriately grounded in the related work, state-of-the-art, and the 

literature review, the researcher can artificially create a meaningful dialogue between 

multiple disciplinary experts before even preparing the questions for the actual expert 

interviewees. This artificially generated dialog is interpreted by the intended readers “[…] 

as part of a shared language and as part of the speaker’s thinking (Schleiermacher, 1959 

 
36 John McCarthy – the pioneer of Artificial Intelligence – stated that "[…] to ascribe certain beliefs 

, knowledge, free will, intentions , consciousness , abilities or wants to a machine or computer 
program is legitimate when such an ascription expresses the same information about the 
machine that it expresses about a person. It is useful when the ascription helps us 
understand the structure of the machine, its past or future behavior, or how to repair or 
improve it.” (McCarthy, 1979:20). McCarthy also believed that more specifically,  “[the] 
ascription of mental qualities is most straightforward for machines of known structure such as 
thermostats and computer operating systems, but is most useful when applied to entities 
whose structure is very incompletely known" (Ibid.). 
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and Thompson, 1981a: 37 in Mallery et al., 1986: 3). Dialogic reasoning and learning 

occurs most beneficially when these experts are treated respectfully in egalitarian terms. 

On these terms, the inter-subjective (interpretive) validity can become more important than 

the sheer authority of their expertise (Racionero and Valls, 2007: 552). Having said, this 

the experts can help subjectively validate their speculations via their relative position of 

power and academic authority.    

Scheiermacher’s dialogical reasoning is only relevant for this dissertation in that it 

explains a qualitative process where the researcher can convey a hermeneutic 

understanding beyond that merely afforded by the grounded “decoding of encoded 

information” (Ibid: 3-4). In fact, the interdisciplinary researcher (i.e. this dissertation author) 

could understand what the original cognitive architects were representing “[…] as well as, 

or even better than the [architects] understood [themselves] because the interpretation 

highlights hidden motives and strategies” (Ibid.). Explaining contemplation to readers 

across disciplinary boundaries (including mechanistic and engineering ones) involves a 

semantically intertwined hermeneutic analysis that is amenable to such qualitative 

methods as dialogical reasoning.  

The Qualitative Validity of Creative Re-Interpretation 

Creative reinterpretations of canonical works from philosophy, interactive (“new”) 

media, and cognitive science as part of an inter-disciplinary qualitative hermeneutics is a 

non-trivial undertaking. This endeavor is especially non-trivial if the researcher is not a 

scholar that is deeply rooted in the official conventions afforded by these disciplinary 

scholarship traditions.37 For those disciplines from the natural sciences that explain the 

perceivable world using hypothetic-deductive methods and explanatory knowledge 

(“erkennen” in German), a Humanities-centered approach might be seen by some 

disciplinary purists as a misguided epistemological endeavor.  Philosophical purists might 

also insist that the researcher directly understand both the philosopher’s original native 

language and historically specific semantic interpretation of the words – as they were 

originally intended at the time of writing (e.g. Kant).  However, there is a history-centric 

 
37 The dissertation author’s official disciplinary background comprises: Art-History, Music 

Composition, Interactive Arts and Technology (avatar design) as well as the Philosophy of 
Technology [Figure 1].  
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interpretation of the word “understanding” (“verstehen” in German).  This particular 

understanding of verstehen (Dilthey, 1900 in Mallery et al., 1986) allows the researcher to 

use his/her own unique disciplinary background as well as ontological and epistemological 

framework in order to creatively re-contextualize the original hermeneutic interpretations.   

This new creative interpretation via verstehen injects new qualitative value to the 

evolving nature of academic research without losing the ultimate intention of the original 

author(s), architect(s), scientist(s), philosopher(s), and engineer(s). If the researcher 

occasionally assumes the methodological role of historian – who is an agent that thinks 

and acts in his/her world -  then it is believed that this researcher could subjectively “[…] 

relive and understand what people in the past were trying to express and accomplish in 

their writings, speeches, actions and art” (Mallery et al., 1986: 4). In this dissertation, new 

heuristics and speculations for future work are also suggested via subjective hermeneutic 

approximations.  In addition to a literary critique of the available literature on cognitive 

architectures, A(G)I and virtual-agent mind design. Therefore, the researcher’s creative 

methodological role involves prospection and prediction as well as selective historicizing. 

How Interpretation can approximate empirical simulation 

This dissertation’ epistemological processes are doubly virtual in that the 

qualitative hermeneutic interpretations themselves are simulating mental processes for a 

virtual-agent interacting within a simulated environment. Only the contemplative act of 

speculation is taking place in this hermeneutic study. If one specifies the word “text” to 

imply a more specific system indicating a flow-chart architectural representation being 

interfaced with a virtual-agent’s mind, then, one can say in a circular manner the following: 

“[…] interpretation, or the systematic application of understanding to the text, reconstructs 

the world in which the text was produced and places the text in that world” (Stegmuller 

1977 in Mallery et al., 1986: 4).  

This dissertation does involve an abstract and highly subjective historically 

contextualized critical analysis of a virtually virtual38 world when perturbing cognitive states 

absent of any actual simulations of virtual-agents interacting in virtual environments. 

However, at no point does this dissertation author delve into any of the virtual histories 

 
38 This grammatical redundancy is intentional. 
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(i.e. biographical background) of each cognitive architect, scientist philosopher or new 

media scholar for the overall epistemology. First and foremost, this dissertation’s 

qualitative hermeneutics approximates empirical epistemologically by extracting data from 

the artifact (architectural flow-chart) and conceptual frameworks, not the authors and 

inventors themselves. 

Critical Hermeneutics and the value of constructed inter-subjective experience 

Critical hermeneutics – especially for this dissertation – is the epistemological 

bridge between conventionally disparate disciplinary protocols. A sufficiently critical 

hermeneutics allows for each expert reader to transcend their own disciplinary restrictions 

in order to consider a larger semantic picture than each of these disciplinary protocols 

allow.  

One methodological instance of the type of critical hermeneutics directly applicable 

to this dissertation is the Groundcourse technique (1964) used mostly by new-media 

practitioners (Ascott, 2003: 130-132). The Groundcourse was also an educational 

curriculum based on Norbert Wiener's conception of “Cybernetics” (1948) which could be 

loosely defined as the inter-disciplinary study (critical hermeneutics) of domain-agnostic 

systems (esp. learning systems, see Wiener, 1961).  With the Groundcourse technique, 

inter-disciplinary scholars and practitioners (e.g. artists) were encouraged to pretend they 

were experts in another disciplinary domain they were not familiar nor comfortable with 

(e.g. a painter hermeneutically learns about science by pretending to already be a 

scientist). With this “fake it until you make it” type of approach, these scholars and 

practitioners used the subjective empowerment of critical hermeneutics to come to a 

deeper inter-disciplinary understanding of the semantics behind the unfamiliar types of 

artifacts and domains they were expected to learn.  

 Roy Ascott’s Groundcourse at the Ealing School of Art, for example, convinced 

many pop-culture entertainment celebrities such as Pete Townsend (guitarist of “The 

Who”) and Brian Eno (music producer and keyboard player) to become hermeneutic 

experts in more technically rigorous fields (e.g. science) than the domain relevant to their 
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established expertise.39 These artists used hermeneutic experience from their own domain 

and re-purposed this (normally) domain-limited expertise to make semantically relevant 

critique of domains otherwise foreign to them. This particular brand of methodological 

hermeneutics reinforces the validity of the researcher’s epistemological stance that “[…] 

intersubjective communication is possible, despite differences in the participants’ [e.g. the 

expert readers’] pre-understandings because the participants in effect posit as an ideal 

the attainment of a consensus (concerning the validity of statements) that is free from 

constraints that they might impose upon themselves” (Mallery et al., 1986: 12).  Having 

said this, the dissertation researcher will still qualitatively validate these subjective inter-

disciplinary hermeneutic judgments by grounding these perspectives in their established 

domain of expertise. 

Critical hermeneutics essentially empowers each of the disciplinary experts to 

express their own critical voice (Ibid.) through the dissertation author’s artificial 

construction of inter-subjective dialogues (i.e. simulating dialogical reasoning processes). 

For other advocates of critical hermeneutics “[…] participation in dialogue admits the 

possibility of reinterpreting and changing the perceived situation” (Ibid.).   

These same advocates insist that the dissertation author can only successfully 

express opinions that are sufficiently “objective”, “valid” “verifiable” if “[…] the investigator 

resists temptations to make the text relevant for her own practical affairs” (Ibid: 15).  Unless 

the dissertation author is intellectually contributing in a direct way in order to advance 

his/her supervisors’ lab research, then most, if not all dissertation authors are submitting 

a dissertation to promote their own values, techniques, biases and opinions – even if this 

was to be purely quantitative research.  With this practically unavoidable situation in mind, 

methodological hermeneutics can still be used by the dissertation author for this end (i.e. 

to inter-subjectively validate the research) if it is clear that the dissertation text and the 

artifacts under scrutiny act as “[…] an embodiment of the values of its time and suspends 

credibility regarding its truth and acceptability, according to present standards [providing 

that] knowledge of values expressed in other texts and records from the period are allowed 

to constrain the possible interpretations” (Ibid.).  For this reason, this particular dissertation 

 
39 Geeta Dayal. “Brian Eno, Peter Schmidt and Cybernetics”, October 21, 2009. 

https://rhizome.org/editorial/2009/oct/21/brian-eno-peter-schmidt-and-cybernetics/ - Accessed 
online January 25, 2017. 

https://rhizome.org/editorial/2009/oct/21/brian-eno-peter-schmidt-and-cybernetics/
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historically constrains this inter-subjective disciplinary knowledge with Kantian and 

Crawfordian analytical frameworks. 

The Hermeneutic Arc of Multiple Acceptable Interpretations 

An interdisciplinary hermeneutic analysis of a particular topic allows for each 

expert reader to qualitatively resonate with their idiosyncratic disciplinary world view. For 

example, if the dissertation author uses dialogical reasoning (i.e. the artificial construction 

of dialogues between expert-authors from each discipline) to be able to communicate 

cognitive design heuristics that seem to both include and transcend the author’s subjective 

viewpoint, then  “[…] multiple acceptable interpretations become possible” (Ricouer, 1971 

in Mallery et al., 1986: 13).  

The hermeneutic arc is an epistemic progression that conveys multi-disciplinary 

semantic information from “[…] from understanding to explanation”, and vice versa 

(Mallery et al., 1986: 13). When explanation follows from understanding, “[…] subjective 

guessing is objectively validated” in the sense that understanding (“verstehen”) is part of 

the “[…] hypothesis formation [process], based on analogy, metaphor, and other 

mechanisms” (Ibid.). In the context of the hermeneutic arc, the dissertation researcher is 

allowed to use abductive reasoning – rather than purely objective logical “proof” - to 

qualitatively validate the relative objectivity of the dissertation’s epistemological 

assumptions. Again, these qualitative assessments can be further validated by an expert 

interview process. 

What hermeneutics accomplishes  

This dissertation adds a methodological micro-contribution by applying 

hermeneutic methods – usually reserved for a Humanities discourse – to A(G)I artifacts 

(e.g. cognitive architectures). Generally speaking, historical and philosophical 

interpretations showing authorial intentionality are outside the usual mechanistic scope of 

AI researchers (based on Mallery et al., 1986: 2). This dissertation contains an additional 

micro-contribution by weaving a more “universal” Kantian aesthetic (continental) 

philosophy into a quasi-structuralist analytical critique of formal mechanistic systems. The 

Kantian framework might be creatively re-interpreted using a hermeneutic approach. 

However, the hermeneutics involved here, is not in Kantian historical contextualization 
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and revision. In this case, hermeneutics is used primarily as a qualitative re-endorsement 

to validate the Neo-Kantian framework as a universally applicable inter-subjective rubric 

for assessing contemplative intensity. The advantage of hermeneutics in this dissertation 

is that a subjective interpretation of the semantic outcomes of these mechanistic 

experiences can be transmitted from “[…] subject or community to another” (ibid.) without 

necessarily requiring “[…] a priori and theory and scientific proof” (Ibid.).   

The explanatory power of subjective hermeneutic beliefs in the AI field 

Early AI pioneers have long understood that in cases where computational 

scenarios – either through the limitations of virtual simulation(s) and/or through physical 

implementation(s) - could not sufficiently explain or predict particular idiosyncratic agent-

based thoughts and behaviors; that ascribing hermeneutic beliefs to what the agent seems 

to be thinking about was perfectly appropriate for a qualitative psycho-functionalist 

(mentalist) analysis. For example, John McCarthy addressed six epistemological reasons 

why personally believing what the system, architecture and/or agent was thinking about 

would be academically appropriate. Firstly, the cognitive “[…] state [of an agent] at a given 

moment is usually not directly observable, and the facts we can obtain about its current 

state may be more readily expressed by ascribing certain beliefs and goals than in any 

other way” (McCarthy, 1979: 4). Other reasons discussed included the inevitable latency 

of simulating [virtual] agent minds in stochastic [virtual] environments, as well as the finite 

number of simulations one could test with current computational resources (Ibid.). In fact, 

McCarthy felt that it would be feasible to perform a hermeneutic exegesis on the mental 

contents (i.e. including the thought process such as contemplation) of an intelligent system 

(i.e. machine) based on one’s subjective beliefs, “[…] without any computer at all” (Ibid.) 

or even without any specialized knowledge about particular mechanisms such as logic 

gates (Ibid: 5).  

2.3.3. Architectural Analysis – The Canonical and Contextual Case 
Study 

Case studies are usually explored in social-science domains for qualitative 

analysis (see Feagin et al., 1991).  This dissertation’s analysis of cognitive architectures 

could be interpreted by the reader as research primarily involving a corpus of qualitative 

case studies. Certainly, this dissertation research does give an in-depth qualitative 
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analysis of each of the scrutinized cognitive architectures. However, this research can 

also be interpreted as being more than simply an aggregation of case studies. This 

dissertation follows the case study approach only to the degree that architecture is 

scrutinized in terms of their canonical case and multiple instances of each of these cases. 

Case study analysis in this context, is only applied in respect to the relationship between 

an architecture and those internal and external cognitive elements working within a virtual-

agent’s mind (based on Borland, 2001: 6).  The identification of a cognitive architecture’s 

canonical case occurs via the related literature which includes technical manuals and 

academic writings about the expected usage of each cognitive architecture (usually written 

by the cognitive architects themselves). This literature is analyzed in order to address the 

conventional ways in which modules (and modular configurations) within each architecture 

should be interacting with each other – in a generic virtual-agent cognition scenario.  

These canonical expectations from each architectural case are articulated in the 

assumptions chapter [5.2] and are re-explored in the concluding sections of this 

dissertation.  

2.3.4. Kantian Aesthetic Analysis via Synthetic Judgment  

 To understand the chosen PCHE method, one must first declare which 

philosophical component is being used to qualitatively augment the semantic 

interpretations of a particular computational hermeneutic discourse. This dissertation is 

using Kantian aesthetic philosophy as the semantic framework for augmenting what would 

otherwise be a scholarly endeavor into computational hermeneutics.  From 

Enlightenment-era aesthetic philosophy, the analytical lens of "judgment" began with a 

clear distinction between reflective (passive) and determinative (active) critical modes 

(Kant, 1790: 21, Uehling Jr., 1971: 57, 61). These judgmental modes evaluate 

compositional "finality" or teleological "purposiveness" (Kant, 1790: 233-369, Crowther, 

1989: 48, 60). Reflection relies more on an individual's intuition.  Judgment occurs 

passively after the aesthetic phenomena has already been initiated.40 In contrast, 

determinative judgment implies that the interactor is able to use his/her critical and creative 

faculties to tease out the aesthetic outcome (i.e. making sublime art – Greenberg, 1940). 

 
40 Similar to Grounded Theory. 
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Kant believed determination to be a less affective information-parsing process than direct 

reflection. Generally, "aesthetic judgment" describes any form of evaluation that involves 

disinterestedness (Kant, 1790:43-230, Crowther, 1989:140). Pure aesthetic experience 

was contingent on the reflective faculty in order to view "free nature". However, 

determinative judgment was necessary for comprehending art as if it were (a second) 

nature. Since the Postmodern-era, a successful qualitative analysis of contemporary 

cultural artifacts (esp. video-games) now requires a synthesis that includes both a faculty 

for reflection and the ability to influence aesthetic outcomes through determination 

(Lyotard, 1994).41 

This dissertation utilizes synthetic judgment but defaults to a higher emphasis on 

determinative judgment when engaging in hermeneutic exegesis. In particular, this 

researcher uses reflective judgment to contemplate the qualitative results afforded by the 

PCHE lens but uses determinative judgment to make architectural assessments, as well 

as suggest heuristics and cognitive engineering possibilities for future cognitive 

architectures and architecturally enhanced virtual-agents. Synthetic judgment is used 

when qualitatively relating each cognitive architecture to a particular Kantian 

contemplative intensity and/or spectra of intensities as well as determining this state-

mapping as it also applies to Crawford’s ratio for interactive excellence. 

2.3.5. Textual Analysis, but not “Close Reading”… 

  The flow-chart considerations require that the dissertation employs a more 

restricted form of literature review and discourse analysis. Known, as “textual analysis”, 

this methodology, however, differs from a specific artifact-dependent exhaustive close-

reading of flow-charts and code-samples as media “text”. To explain why this dissertation 

will not use the hermeneutic technique known as close reading, one must first briefly 

explain the history and conventional usage of this technique. 

Close reading originated historically from literary theory (e.g. Ransom, 

1930s/1940s, Aarseth's ergodic analysis, 1994/1997; Bogost, 2006: 290).  Close reading 

deconstructs and excavates "previously hidden [procedural and non-linear] qualities of a 

 
41 The active ability to anticipate outcomes makes this dissertation research methodologically 

different from Grounded Theory. 
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media artifact" (Bizzocchi and Tanenbaum, 2011: 289; Murray, 1997). Interdisciplinary 

approaches to hermeneutically analyzing entertainment products (video-games and 

NPCs)  and technical AI systems such as cognitive architectures and virtual character 

minds prove to be very difficult due to the “[…] unique balancing act between often 

contradictory epistemological positions" (Tanenbaum, 2015: 59).  

Formal Computational Constraints on Close-Readings 

Performing a close reading on an A(G)I system with multiple interactive state 

possibilities such as a cognitive architecture is difficult enough to qualify in terms of an 

interpretive epistemology.  At first glance, a close reading technique might seem 

theoretically plausible as the virtual nature of the state-connections as visually represented 

seems fixed and finite. Further, these state-repertoires are governed by the limitations of 

the tool (and the computational resources available to enact the tool). Despite these semi-

deterministic affordances, close reading is still not epistemically tractable enough for one 

to reasonably assess enough virtual state-perturbations to a point where the hermeneutic 

analysis seems to have sufficiently exhausted all of the cognitively interactive state-spaces 

for each scope-limited scenario. As Tanenbaum has also conceded, “[…] the uncertainty 

of a text is both the source of its richness and a source of difficulty form interpretive 

epistemologies [such as close reading]” (Ibid: 66). An acknowledgement of the 

computational resources available and the limitations of the measurement tool must be 

taken into account to qualify any hermeneutic analysis for speculative implementations 

emerging from an artifact capable of stochastic state-transitions.  

The discipline of Artificial Intelligence is still devising speculations based on not-

yet-complete knowledge and there is a tradition of non-technical AI speculation going back 

to the original pioneers of AI. John McCarthy, for example, conceded that sufficient 

technical knowledge had not yet been available in his time to formalize his exploratory and 

philosophical ideas on the topic of ascribing human-like attributes and metaphors to 

system-representations of agent minds (see McCarthy, 1979). In this dissertation, inter-

disciplinary consensus has not yet formed on a formal and technical level as to what 

properly constitutes “contemplation” inside of a virtual-agent’s mind. 
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Subjectivity and Hermeneutic Competency 

The hermeneutic preference for a critical positioning from a subjective vantage 

point is also seen as having some questionable objective validity by some natural 

scientists (Ibid: 60). According to Tanenbaum, however, a subjective opinion is “[…] 

essential to hermeneutic understanding” (Ibid.). If this subjective hermeneutic positioning 

does indeed form a consensus among interdisciplinary researchers and experts who study 

mechanistic systems (e.g. video-games, virtual character minds, and cognitive 

architectures) through primarily a Humanities lens, then with this line of hermeneutic 

positioning, cognitive architecture flow-charts can be analyzed based on subjective 

speculation alone without the imperative for the concrete testing of practical empirical 

studies from the engineering and scientific communities. Only in this way does this 

dissertation’s qualitative methods take hermeneutic inspiration from close reading. This 

type of subjective hermeneutic judgement would work in philosophical hermeneutics 

where the researcher does not assess the scrutinized artifact according to his/her “[…] 

private and arbitrary subjective biases and prejudices” (Gadamer, 2006: 45) and does not 

make any claim that their judgments – while academically legitimate – constitutes 

objective proof (Tanenbaum, 2015: 61). This does not mean that empirical collection 

methods are discarded outright.  On the contrary, this dissertation makes philosophical 

(and other) hermeneutic judgements based on empirical flow-chart evidence and 

academic as well as technical literature about the cognitive architectures under scrutiny. 

Close reading was initially considered for this dissertation as a possible method 

relating to computational measures of textual hermeneutic analysis. However, close 

reading conventionally deals with realized implementations in deterministic (or at least, 

semi-deterministic) environments and agent-minds whose conceivable and accessible 

states can be considered exhaustively. Architectural structures for theoretically super-

intelligent virtual-agent minds (rather than behaviorally perceivable virtual-agents) are not 

systems and artifacts subject to a tractable close reading technique. This is due to the fact 

that performing cognitively for stochastic environments transcends a reasonably 

exhaustive hermeneutic analysis. 

Close reading, as a specific hermeneutic technique, therefore, is not used for this 

particular dissertation research. This is because the architectures under scrutiny can 
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generate a potentially infinite number of possible cognitively interactive states. This is 

especially the case for those scenarios where a virtual-agent’s mind has to contemplate a 

dynamic and stochastic virtual environment. Close reading seems to work best for 

interactively deterministic worlds and systems where a hermeneutic analysis of all 

possible state-perturbations can be exhausted. However, a hermeneutic approach would 

use a technique very similar to close reading because “[…] a reader enters into a 

relationship with a text, traversing it for as long as is necessary to reach an equilibrium 

between his or her own situated subjectivity and the demands of the text. From this 

position of equilibrium it is possible to render meaningful judgements about the text” (Ibid: 

61-62). In this dissertation’s context, it is fair to say that techniques similar to (and even 

approximating) close reading are desirable since the hermeneutic concern with this 

dissertation is with the “work itself” (i.e. the cognitive architecture and the virtual-agent’s 

mind) rather than the historical and cultural biographical details that shaped the creation 

of these architectures and minds (Inman, 2003 in Ibid: 64). In this case, the range and 

architectural structure of integrated cognitive processes underlying a virtual-agent’s 

contemplative mental-state represent the “work itself” under hermeneutic scrutiny. 

Computational hermeneutics for speculation purposes only, addresses these concerns as 

the preferred epistemological approach for this dissertation’s research considerations. 

Evidence Collected from the Literature 

This dissertation references official technical manuals and lecture documentation. 

These scholarly resources help to explain the inner workings of each cognitive architecture 

under scrutiny. This dissertation, as with most thesis documents, also cites peer-reviewed 

scholarly writings and commercial (proprietary) technical reports that both endorse and 

critique each of these architectures – sometimes placed in direct comparison with each 

other. Some of these peer-reviewed writings also contain code and pseudo-code 

examples within its documentation. It is up the philosophical hermeneutic faculties of the 

dissertation researcher to provide a compelling rational argument and a sound teleological 

judgement on the mechanistic affordances of each cognitive architecture as they apply to 

an informed speculation on virtual mind implementations. 
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Flow-Charts 

This dissertation also analyzes flow-chart representations of each of these 

canonical cognitive architectures. These flow-charts are translated from literature 

illustrations to tractable connected modules on the IIT online calculator tool sandbox space 

(however, no quantifiable values will actually be calculated). From there, each scenario 

provides a qualitative rationale for the choices the experiment researcher makes with 

regards to virtually setting each module into either stand-by mode, disabled mode or 

active. From there, the researcher then makes an additional qualitative hermeneutic 

analysis in order to explain what these particular modular interconnections mean in terms 

of teleology, semantics, cognitive integration and contemplative intensity.  These 

qualitative judgements determine the overall findings and conclusions. No actual virtual-

agent implementation is tested empirically in this study. The quasi-experiment occurs on 

the level of virtual state-perturbations only since many of the actual implementations 

cannot be yet realized with contemporary resources and technology. 

2.3.6. Creative Introspection - Evidence Collected from the Self 

Contemplation involves a deliberate mediation of introspective awareness. One 

way to understand contemplation and its intensities is to recursively one’s own 

introspective contemplation capabilities as an important qualitative aspect and 

hermeneutic sense to measure the total epistemology.  One such qualitative method 

appropriate for this dissertation is known as creative introspection. 

Creative introspection is a classical qualitative method that has been imported from 

the Psychology discipline into the theoretical AI/AGI research domain to “[…] identify some 

useful concepts, operators, methods, and heuristics” (Strannegård, 2005: 169). Creative 

introspection in particular, is a “question-led process” where the ultimate aim of any 

research using this method is simply to build on “[…] what one already knows to explore 

what is possible and plausible” (Veale and Li, 1991: 1). One does not immediately require 

further experimentation or implementation to build on this empirical knowledge acquired 

through creative introspection. If the research content and teleology is sufficiently 

speculative in nature and scope and is not currently amenable to concrete realizations; 

creative introspection is the only method required for a significant academic research 
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contribution.  Experimentation, iteration, implementation and testing can be left as future 

work for other academic or industry research groups with more time, computational and 

financial resources. This is not to say that the data analysis needs to reflectively determine 

the assumptions about how cognitive architectures operate in a virtual-agent’s mind.42  

This type of introspection primarily occurs to form top-down speculative assumptions 

about the utility of various cognitive architectures.  

 To clarify in this dissertation’s context, creative introspection is prioritized in order 

to focus on theoretical speculations on the ways in which pre-existing or brand new 

cognitive architectures can structurally enable contemplative intensity to increase in some 

virtual-agent minds.  As a result of this research’s findings, the “psychological realism” of 

the suggested heuristics can eventually be empirically tested into a tractable computer 

model of the agent for further experimentation and architectural modeling purposes 

(Strannegård, 2005: 169). This model – iterated via practical experimentation by other 

experts – can then be statistically validated by those who have more practical experience 

and resources developing and testing tractable computer models for virtual-agent minds. 

2.4. Expert Interviews 

Identifying contemplative intensity in cognitive architectures for virtual-agent minds 

in isolation from expert advice causes any tractable qualitative hermeneutic analysis to 

appear purely speculative to the researcher’s peer-community. This dissertation endorsed 

an external qualitative expert interview validation procedure [Figure 3].  By validating 

externally, one verifies and/or provides constructive criticism to the tractability and 

implementation possibilities as well as the configuration rationale(s) that were initially 

discovered via the researcher’s hermeneutic analysis.   

 Ultimately, there still needs to be some higher-level validation supporting or 

refuting the tractable feasibility of such design speculations. Some of these heuristics and 

research findings are not currently tractable given the state-of-the-art AI computational 

resources.  With those cases, the external validation must endorse the possibility that such 

 
42 A purely passive inspiration process would more closely resemble Grounded Theory. 
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research findings are understandable and could be feasibly applied to future AGI virtual-

agent mind configurations. The best way to validate the semantics behind a virtual-agent 

mind’s speculative design without having to practically implement any designs directly, is 

through expert validation (Isbister, 2006; Seidman, 2006).  If those heuristics are tractable 

today, then these experts can also technically clarify and "objectively" suggest plausible 

ways in which they might be implemented using today's AI cognitive architectures and 

models – including those under scrutiny in this dissertation. 

 To help with the confirmation of the architectural configuration rationale, an 

understanding of contemplative intensity, and to discuss the affordances of canonical 

cognitive architectures for virtual-agent minds; cognitive architects and contractors were 

consulted [Table 3]. Basically, these experts formed what Kant called the "sensus 

communis" (Kant, 1790:159-162). This sensible community provides some common-

sense objectivity over which mentalist hermeneutics more clearly identify the semantic 

depth underlying contemplative intensity in canonical cognitive architectures for virtual-

agent minds. This peer-community of experts also helps to identify semantic states 

mapped to accessible and conceivable states for each contemplative scenario. However, 

T.L. Taylor (2003) provided a notable caveat against depending solely on the common-

sense wisdom of design experts for qualitative validation. Taylor claims that designers - 

explicitly or implicitly - intentionally set design constraints on every aspect of a virtual-

agent's cognitive construction, and interactivity potential.  Taylor's claim of a designer-

centric approach to character creation (Ibid: 30-31) is significant for the dissertation. 

Taylor's alternative explanation explains why video-game and virtual world industries 

blame technical and economic restrictions for their virtual-agents' inability to go beyond 

rudimentary functional interaction. Therefore, this thesis qualitatively valued the expert 

opinions while also valuing the dissertation researcher's own creative hermeneutic 

contribution to the AGI discipline.  

 The list of experts, recruitment protocol, expert interview questions, and responses 

will all be accounted for in chapter 7. 
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Figure 3 - Flow-chart showing this dissertation’s expert interview process. 
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 Background Contextualization: AGI, 
Virtual-Agents, and Cognitive Architectures 

This chapter contextualizes various approaches to implementing intelligence in a 

virtual-agent’s mind for contemplative (i.e. AGI) and/or quasi-contemplative purposes (e.g. 

Game AI) [3.1] while considering the various software, environmental, perceptual, and 

hardware limitations of such a mind in a virtual world [3.2.1].  This chapter also introduces 

the state-of-the-art with regards to contemporary virtual-agent minds (incl. 

implementations, strategies, and speculations) [3.2.2]. After briefly addressing the ideal 

hermeneutic-resolution for analyzing cognitive architectural components in general [3.2.1], 

this contextualization chapter will conclude by formally introducing the three cognitive 

architectures (i.e. ACT-R, SOAR, CLARION) [3.3.2] and their respective idiosyncratic 

technical affordances [3.3.3].   

3.1.  Game AI and AGI Approaches 

Intelligence in general can be generally defined as "[…] an entity’s ability to achieve 

goals – with greater intelligence coping with more complex and novel situations" (Voss, 

2007: 131).43  Popular culture has often indiscriminately grouped all types of AI research 

into simply “Artificial Intelligence”. In fact, most believe that AI scientists and engineers are 

ultimately after the goal of achieving what is now called “Artificial General Intelligence” 

(AGI).44 However, those involved in this latter type of intelligence research is still a 

minority.  

In the computer science community, there is a relatively recent semantic distinction 

between contemporary Artificial Intelligence (Narrow/Weak AI) and Artificial General 

 
43 Voss also claims that intelligence uses… 

1. senses to obtain features from “the world” (virtual or actual); 

2. a coherent means for storing knowledge obtained this way; and 

3. adaptive output/actuation mechanisms (both static and dynamic).” (Voss, 2007: 133). 
44 "When explaining Artificial General Intelligence to the uninitiated one often hears the remark 
that, surely, everyone in AI is working to achieve general intelligence. This indicates how deeply 
misunderstood intelligence is" (Voss, 2007: 135). 
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Intelligence (AGI, Real/Strong AI; Goertzel and Wang, 2006). Contemporary AI is focused 

on pre-programmed deterministic action-sequences within one particular task-domain. For 

example, a Narrow/Weak AI agent like this is only minimally “intelligent” within the social 

context of a video-game archetype (e.g. “quest-giver”). Some have argued that all artificial 

simulations of believable human behavior also necessarily involve “weak” rather than 

“strong AI” (Bringsjord et al., 2005: 31). This is because human-like feelings and beliefs 

are merely approximated rather than actually existing as real affectations within the 

agent’s self-conception.45 Finally, narrow AI is characterized by a preference to process 

temporally static data with the time dimension eliminated entirely, if possible (Voss, 2007: 

138).   Many AI researchers are starting to treat narrow AI as the starting-point for broader, 

more general AGI designs and implementations.  In many of these cases, creating a 

narrow AI virtual-agent was only meant to be a means to an end (i.e. the eventual 

development of a realized AGI mind) and not an end in itself (i.e. creating an AI that was 

intentionally narrow-minded).  

AGI by contrast, applies to full human-level capabilities (Goertzel and Pennachin, 

2007: VI). Such capabilities include: self-awareness,46 consciousness, believable 

rationality, common-sense reasoning, full natural-language processing and beyond. AGI 

does not usually possess innate pre-programmed domain-specific knowledge but can “[…] 

acquire and improve [emergent knowledge] [and] be able to appropriately apply [this 

knowledge" (Voss, 2007: 132). Universal AI is a specialized branch of Super-AGI that 

often assumes computational omniscience. Universal AI will be discussed most frequently 

when considering sublime-level contemplative intensities as the ultimate design ideal 

(inspiration) for an AGI virtual-agent’s intelligent deliberation, behavior and interaction. 

AGI agents are preferred candidates over domain-limited AI agents for the topic of the 

sublime contemplative intensity in particular, because “[…] an essential requirement of 

general intelligence is to cope with an overabundance of data” (Voss, 2007: 133). The 

real-time management of data that is so abundant that it stretches the apprehension of 

the interactor’s imaginative and reasonable estimation of the data’s size is a hallmark of a 

 
45 "Such characters don’t merely evoke beliefs that they have various mental 

properties; rather, they must actually have such properties" (Bringsjord et al.,  2005: 31). 
46  Research into formal A(GI)I ascriptions of self-reference and the introspective affordances of 

“self-aware” cognitive systems (i.e. architectures and agents) have already been analyzed 
through programming syntax and first-order logic. (see Perry, 1985; Smith, 1986). 
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Kantian sublime agent using contemplative intensity to its full (and possibly unrealizable) 

potential. 

There are imperative pre-requisites that must be considered before an agent would 

be deserving of genuine AGI-level capabilities. The AGI-agent must be “domain and task-

independent” (Nivel et al., 2013: 6) or at least be able to create its own models and 

simulations of the environment (including a model of itself) for long-term adaptation and 

modification (Ibid).  The AGI-agent should autonomously accomplish its pre-designed 

mission, goals, multiple priorities, while micro-managing its constraints (Ibid.). One 

initiated, an AGI-agent should incrementally handle concurrent plans and predictions in 

real-time and operate for long-term durations in an unsupervised manner (Ibid.).  Further, 

an AGI-agent must be able to have flexible attention-span in order to manage an uncertain 

and paradoxical real-time and real-space environment (Ibid:  7). In order to genuinely 

apply intelligence towards general applications, an AGI-agent must finally “[…] be able to 

generate abstractions from learned knowledge” (Ibid.). 

3.2. Virtual Agents 

This chapter addresses the conditions, constraints as well as the state-of-the-art 

with regards to practical and speculative virtual-agents who have sufficient cognitive 

capabilities such that they can contemplate their simulated surroundings.  This state-of-

the-art is confined to a discussion of: virtual-agent interface machines, deep 

reinforcement-Learners with Markovian state-awareness, as well as architecturally 

enhanced and speculative virtual-agent minds. This discussion will ontologically 

disentangle virtual-agent minds from equally computationally cognitive properties inherent 

within the agent-like algorithmic and responsive behavior(s) of the virtual environment 

itself [1.3.15] – even if the following state-of-the-art sub-chapters could also be feasible 

applied to discussions of these intelligent environments. For those virtual-agents that are 

directly embedded within finite-state environments, it would be hermeneutically assumed 

that these virtual-agents would gain ontological and contemplative autonomy through 

architectures and scripts provided through external sources (e.g. a cloud service; see Artz, 

2009: 18-19). 
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3.2.1. Virtual-Agent Boundary Conditions and Constraints 

Boundary Conditions 

This dissertation allows for hermeneutic connections between a virtual-agent’s 

architectural ordering of cognition with highly qualitative attributes representing cognitive 

interactivity (Zimmerman, 2004), and levels of aesthetic intensity (Kant, 1790). Overall, 

these are all phenomenological factors contributing to an academic understanding of 

contemplative intensity. Even with the mentalist approach to agent-based cognition, it is 

important to set boundary conditions related to a virtual-agent’s cognitive and embodied 

capabilities. Such conditions define the phenomenological edges of the experience itself 

and the physical (practical) boundaries mediated by hardware and software (e.g. the 

code). Below are identifiable instances where aesthetically intense experiences are 

bounded within state-of-the-art virtual-agent designs. These boundaries do not 

necessarily involve AI (or AGI) implementations that exist outside the virtual realm. These 

boundaries are only in this dissertation to acknowledge the practical cognitive and 

contemplative limitations on state-of-the-art and future virtual-agent mind 

implementations.  

Hardware Boundaries 

Design Boundaries  

 Financial access to virtual-agent resources on the hardware level, restricts the type 

of virtual-agents that are available for cognitive and/or functional interaction.  

Some virtual-agents cannot be designed on domestic-level computer equipment (e.g. 

laptops etc.). Many virtual-agents require super-computers or cloud servers for rapid 

rendering. 

 

Usability Boundaries  

Client-side and provider-side resources mediate virtual-agent interactions. 
On the end-user client side of the interactive experience with a virtual-agent; the player's 

platform configuration (screen size, GPU, bandwidth connection, cache memory etc.) 

mediate the visual and behavioral resolution, intensity and expediency of the virtual-agent 

interaction. These numerically quantifiable boundary conditions also apply to human-

controlled avatars as well as virtual-agents. This is because both are subject to hardware 
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and software limitations. Ultimately, the amount and availability of cache memory  - in 

virtual worlds such as Second Life, for example - restricts the interactions between client 

and server-side broadband (or wireless) connections (see Kinicki and Claypool, 2008).  

This interplay between the financial resources of the service-provider (e.g. game platform 

company, internet provider) and the end-user's personal finances determine the levels of 

both perception and performance (latency). 

Software (and coding) boundaries 

Asset Limitations  

A virtual-agent’s mental design designed with the constructionist engineering 

approach (Thórisson, 2009: 177-178) [5.4.3] is restricted to utilizing and contemplating a 

finite number of available assets. Some of these assets are from readymade sources and 

others are designed for the virtual-agent's exclusive use. The virtual-agent's overall design 

is often the sum of modular assets. These assets include but are not limited to pre-

designed: visuals, textures, animations, inventory objects, gestures, poses, actions, 

logical predicates, and text-strings. A virtual-agent's maximum number of "worn" or 

"composed" assets is in turn contingent on design-time, implementation-time and 

hardware resources.  These resources can be further taxed by the various ways these 

assets are configured via the virtual-agent's behavioral and cognitive architecture. These 

assets also determine the rate at which the agent can retrieve and parse ontological, social 

and aesthetic character traits as well as external percepts [for its internal processing and 

contemplation]. 

AI/AGI Architectural limitations 

The AI/AGI architecture often structures the virtual-agent's interactive and 

contemplative capabilities by constraining them. There is only so much time available for 

designers using the constructionist engineering approach to represent extremely robust 

and diverse functions and operators within their lines of code.  Frequently, programmers 

strive for performance optimization by keeping the line-count as low as possible. Further, 

many virtual-agents are limited to the number of pre-designed leaf-nodes, waypoints, 

states and branches in search or decision trees. Some cognitive architectures might 

support the storage of particular memory-categories (e.g. semantic and procedural) over 

others (e.g. episodic). Each programming language's idiosyncratic syntax and grammar(s) 
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can also restrict the ways in which the virtual-agent minds can understand and interact 

with their embodied world and virtual inhabitants. With any artificial mind engineering, 

there will arise some issues with regards to a grounded knowledge representation for an 

intelligently reasoning agent that is understandable across various engineering and social 

science domains. Any sort of knowledge representation for intelligently reasoning agents 

must account for symbolic and computational tractability (see Davis et al., 1993 for issues 

related to knowledge representation in AI/AGI).   In some cases, more advanced virtual-

agents might draw from an ontology or a knowledge-base for rules and other information 

about its surroundings. Therefore, these virtual-agents would have their perceptual 

behaviors constrained by the available RDF-triples (related to Ibid.). 

Environmental Constraints (GUI and software) 

1 - Many virtual-agents are constrained by the virtual world's native coding 

environment.   

In the social virtual world Second Life (2003) for example, the Linden Scripting 

Language (LSL) is a restricted instantiation of a virtual Finite State Architecture (i.e. 

more practical than automata-based programming instantiations such as those formulated 

by Johnson et al., 1968). This means that all states require event-handlers and timers to 

activate and maintain "touched events".  This entails that virtual-agent minds of the model-

based reflex agent type can only contemplate phenomena that they explicitly interact with.  

Further, a virtual-agent’s memory capacity is limited by the number of pre-defined states 

it possesses. These finite states are triggered by the interactions of others and/or reliant 

on timers to "play" the discrete state as if it was an event. Therefore, virtual-agents of 

lower contemplative categories (i.e. definitely lower than the learning agent category) can 

fall subject to behavioral feedback loops without constant interactive presence and/or 

supervision with other avatars or agents.  Consequently, conventional virtual-agent 

behaviour often appears to be too responsive and lacking internal processes or higher 

deliberative faculties (e.g. contemplation). This is because these finite-state agents are 

cognitively bankrupt as they possess “[…] no knowledge and belief, no reasoning, no 

declarative memories, and no linguistic capacity" (Bringsjord et al., 2008: 88). Ultimately, 

agents prioritize event-driven states through the use of input/output queues.  If over-

queued, these virtual-agents might appear non-responsive and unnecessarily distracted. 
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Organizing agent-behaviour according to a finite number of event-driven states 

compromises the virtual-agent's autonomy and might be seen to be functioning at a lower 

contemplative intensity. The virtual environment itself is a computational in nature and 

there, functions as its own agent-program.  Consequently, it is unclear whether a virtual-

agent is running autonomously from its situated virtual environment [1.3.15]. In Second 

Life, for example, the virtual environment computes all the algorithms for responsive 

objects, environmental conditions as well as the seemingly “autonomous” virtual 

characters that inhabit this environment. The entire virtual environment in this context can 

be seen as one massively responsive super-agent finite-state-machine (see Flora-

Holmquist et al, 1997) that creates environmental conditions that always anticipate 

[conceivably near-infinite] event-handling perception and interaction loops.  These 

limitations will be discussed in more detail when discussing the state-of-the-art of Second 

Life agents using the LSL coding language [3.2.2]. 

2 - Bandwidth latency due to the presence of other virtual characters. 

Related to cache-memory retrieval issues, the presence of other characters 

(avatars/agents) and their worn assets in largely populated (e.g. multiplayer) virtual 

environments can significantly slow down the behaviors, mentalist contemplation 

affordances, and visual effects produced by each virtual-agent.  

3 - The game-world itself has finite virtually “physical” boundaries that restrict the 

agent's movement, presence, and behaviour.  

Virtual environments are deterministic and finite realms. In social worlds, the 

environments and accessible interactive states are usually only partially observable to a 

virtual-agent’s sensory and mental apparatus. Therefore, a virtual-agent must find ways 

to “[…] detect task-relevant regularities in the environment” (Laird, 2012: 31) in order to 

pursue a meaningful goal, utility function or policy (assuming that they have higher 

intelligence capabilities than a model-based reflex agent).  In some cases, the virtual 

terrain for each world is sufficiently regulated by being subdivided into smaller properties 

with restricted waypoints, spawn-points, melee combat zones (usually represented as a 

circular aura), and path-node access (e.g. Second Life's SIMs).  Cognitively complex 

virtual-agents are still usually contemplating their surroundings from within designated 
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exclusive interaction zones where they can only use navigation or search techniques (e.g. 

heuristic search) to roam within particular levels or quest-areas.  

4 – Virtual-Agents' visual and behavioral aspects are mediated by the particular 

virtual world they are currently embodied within. 

  Unless designed for interoperability, most virtual-agents are also confined to 

contemplating their particular virtual world. This means they cannot cross into other worlds 

or games without at least a superficial change in visual appearance, intellectual 

capabilities (represented via scripts), and character-traits. If the virtual-agent has been 

designed for interoperability and modularity, its visual and behavioral identity would likely 

be transformed in at least subtle ways by the unique environmental affordances of the 

other world. In other words, an interoperable virtual-agent might appear under different 

guises of varying resolutions and graphical fidelity. Also, this virtual-agent might also 

behave and contemplate differently - in accordance with the assets and algorithms 

available to it in that particular world/game.  One reason why this dissertation’s 

contemplation scenario examples refer to a generic virtual world is because the problem 

space becomes too large in scope when accounting for all the interactive and 

representational idiosyncrasies of each particular virtual world. 

5 - Virtual World-assets are designed to mediate avatar and agent behaviours. 

In video games, the virtual-agent's own incentive to spawn, survive and 

contemplate the virtual environment is contingent on in-game asset resources and their 

particular ludic and/or social characteristics. For example, "mana" (health), "ammo" or 

"power-ups" might provide an external reward and/or goal for the virtual-agent (NPC) as 

a suitable incentive for interaction with others. Conversely, "drains" might restrict the 

virtual-agent's ability to function at an optimal level (Adams and Rollings, 2003: 332-334).  

One additional environmental constraint related to narratology and story-making 

does not directly correlate with this research topic but is discussed in Appendix A 

regardless.  
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AI (algorithmic) Agent Constraints 

Computational Constraints of Turing and Von Neumann Machines 

Virtual-agents – despite their seemingly meta-physical cognitive capabilities – are 

still embodied within a physical environment that is computationally constrained by Turing-

Machine computability [1.3.9]. This constraint at the computational level47 of cognition 

(Marr, 1982) encompasses the problem of undecidable deliberations (i.e. the halting 

problem). This fundamental computational constraint is known as the “Turing Limit” (see 

Bringsjord and Arkoudas, 2004). Theoretically, this Turing Limit usually restricts the types 

of reasonable algorithms that a virtual-agent can devise to those that are decidable and 

will eventually halt within a reasonable time-frame. Practically speaking, virtual-agent 

minds are often further bound by a more limited and module-bound von Neumann 

architecture (1945) with dedicated information processing modules (for finite memory 

storage, data addressing, CPU monitoring, and logic/flow control[s], see Von Neumann, 

1993) rather than being represented as a universal agent capable of content-generic 

symbol reading capabilities. With episodic capabilities especially, it is architecturally 

difficult to expand the memory capacity using the limited practical means of a von 

Neumann architecture (Nuxoll and Laird, 2007: 1562). Even with these additional von 

Neumann computational bounds, having the virtual-agent contemplate these constraints 

can be ontologically interesting from a contemplation perspective. For example, some 

researchers might interpret exhaustive Turing-computable searches as being 

contemplatively intense – regardless of architectural mediation. Further, the uncertainty of 

halting on a particular answer or solution during this exhaustive serial search could be 

perceived as leading to a form of contemplation overload. The virtual-agents’ act of self-

contemplation could also lead to an asymptotically accelerating intensification process 

during this agent’s lifetime where the Turing Machine reader would never actually halt 

when evaluating a statement such as the following: 

“while(true) { be an agent }”48 

 
47 This is the first level of David Marr’s Tri-Level hypothesis on cognition (1982). 
48 Ethan Soutar-Rau, from a personal correspondence, July 05, 2017. 
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While contemplating such a statement, the virtual-agent might be caught in a 

resource extensive constantly self-monitoring loop where the virtual-agent’s mind 

recursively meta-reasons about its self-model to determine whether it is (still) ontologically 

existing as an agent and what it means to evaluate this existence as being “true”. 

Deliberation Constraints   

Some boundaries apply to a virtual-agent's internal processes relating to 

perception, cognition and action. Even though most Game-AI does not yet include higher-

level cognitive features (Nareyek, 2004: 59); the contemplative performance of all virtual-

agent behavior is contingent on decision-making procedures and the timing of each 

deliberation. These timing constraints may occur either synchronously in direct response 

to the environmental input that the simulation provides or asynchronously as a virtual-

agent mind that is acting autonomously from any dependency on environmental 

(simulation) input. A virtual-agent might also continuously contemplate a real-time 

simulated environment while updating its internal states in order to determine the best time 

to deliberate and act in a given interactive situation.49 With the mentalist perspective on 

mind, it is perfectly acceptable for the virtual-agent to perpetually think about acting 

instead of actually acting in a behaviorally perceivable manner [2.3.2 – Hermeneutic 

Exegesis, Hermeneutic Positioning].  

 

One can consider lower and higher orders of cognition with regards to appropriate 

deliberation constraints in a given simulated environment. Lower-level cognition is 

preferred in video-games because higher-deliberations can slow down real-time 

interaction to run-time speeds. Regardless of whether the virtual environment requires the 

virtual-agent to process information in a serial or parallel manner; all agents must either 

deliberate and/or impulsively react to three computational processing challenges. These 

challenges are to maintain: "continual performance [...] real-time performance [and] 

Incremental, on-line learning"50. Some of these processing challenges obstruct intense 

 
49 Ethan Soutar-Rau, from a personal correspondence, July 05, 2017. 
50 John Laird, "Soar One-hour tutorial": Part One, Powerpoint presentation, Slide 6. The Second 

Conference on Artificial General Intelligence, Arlington, Virginia, March 06-09, 2009.03:57 - 
http://vimeo.com/6600055 - Accessed online on June 14, 2013. 
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contemplation sessions while these same challenges might instead, intensify a virtual-

agent’s particular contemplative activity. 

Other deliberation constraints involve the hierarchy and timing of decision 

processes. For example, virtual-agents with an advanced cognitive AI-architecture might 

have to organize these cyclical phases of: "input [percepts], elaboration, decision, 

application, and output" (Lehman et al., 2006: 17) 

  In turn-based games, virtual-agents (NPCs) are limited to cycling their decision 

phases in a serial manner as a linear sequence (see Johansson et al., 2014). Therefore, 

they will either appear to be carefully deliberating over their actions,or appear to be 

deficient in real-time human-level decision making skills. Virtual-agents being 

implemented with higher level AI capabilities at the cutting edge of the video-game and 

virtual world industries, might run their algorithms in parallel and appear more autonomous 

from the game mechanics' mediations on character behavior. However, the video-game 

industry requires a practical instantiation of believable cognitive behavior. Because of 

industry expectations (excluding the AGI research domain), the most cognitively robust 

virtual-agents would need to intentionally slow down its deliberation cycles in order for 

humans to perceive that a virtual-agent seems to be deeply contemplating a decision. In 

Soar, for example, it takes an average of 50 milliseconds to first deliberate and then decide 

on a meaningful action.51 With human performance, this decision latency can range from 

50 to as long as 200 milliseconds (Laird, 2012: 13). So, this would correspond to the 

human range for perceiving the contemplative faculty in another agent (i.e. a virtual-

agent). A virtual-agent could process a deliberation faster than 50 milliseconds but might 

be perceived by a human as being too reactive; whereas any deliberation over 200 

milliseconds might be seen by a human as being attributed to non-responsive (aka. 

“broken”) computational errors rather than due to deep contemplation. On the other hand, 

the virtual-agent might be perceived as super-human if it can contemplate deep questions 

and provide answers in under 50 milliseconds especially if that contemplative process did 

not appear to the human observer as particularly intense. The question here is there might 

be contextually social human-computer interaction (HCI) and communication constraints 

 
51  John Laird, "Soar One-hour tutorial": Part Two, The Second Conference on Artificial General 

Intelligence, Arlington,  Virginia, March 06-09, 2009. 09:20-09:34 - http://vimeo.com/6699539 
- Accessed online on June 14, 2013. 

http://vimeo.com/6699539
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on the expected (and/or appropriate) speed at which the virtual-agent should deliberate 

(Hansen, 2005: 126).  

Human perceptions aside, there are also purely technical constraints on a virtual-

agent’s deliberative capabilities. Unless deliberately programmed in, the virtual-agent also 

cannot halt its procedural behaviour entirely in order to reflect on an algorithmic sequence 

before taking action. Halting processes can be simulated in order to model a contemplative 

agent-personality. However, the processes themselves are never entirely halted 

(assuming the agent is turned "on"). So, this conceptual boundary must also be addressed 

when modelling idiosyncratic character-traits that favour the extreme aesthetic and 

contemplative intensities. 

Memory Constraints 

A virtual-agent's interactive potential is limited by its von Neumann architectural 

capacity to efficiently store and retrieve knowledge about itself and other entities (e.g. 

avatars, other agents, assets, objects, events etc.) into its memory for long and short 

durations. To be at least comparable with humans for behavioral believability; virtual-

agents should possess within its architecture a: long-term memory (LTM), working 

memory, procedural memory, semantic memory, episodic memory and eventually, a 

prospective memory. A prospective memory is useful for remembering future tasks and 

delaying intentions (Li and Laird, 2013). The long-term memory deals with "knowledge 

that exists independent of the current situation" (Lehman et al., 2006: 14). Long-term 

memory storage is not readily available in real-time interaction scenarios. Instead, more 

immediate: events states, problem spaces, decisions, operators, goals and facts can be 

represented and retrieved on demand via working and episodic memory banks. 

Procedural memory organizes lists and instructions for tasks, while semantic memory 

is an extension of declarative memory as it stores meaningful information in the form of 

known facts (Friedenberg and Silverman, 2011: 122-123). These represented facts have 

already been defined by the programmer and/or ontology designer. Episodic memory 

stores and retrieves information learned directly from a specific interaction scenario that 

occurred at a discrete point in time (Ibid.). Basically, the episodic component deals with 

detailed memories of past experiences and events. Therefore, the mindful designer will 
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constrain the virtual-agent's behaviour based on the memory-storage types provided via 

the AI architecture that is most compatible with the virtual world. 

Algorithmic Asset Constraints  

In addition to assets such as: textures, virtual objects and avatars/agents; there 

are also algorithmic assets that constrain autonomous behaviour. Written as macros in 

lines of code, these assets act as serial and/or parallel procedures. These algorithmic 

assets include: successor states (incl. super and sub states), internalized 

simulation(s), perceptrons, nodes, policies, utility functions, decision processes 

(e.g. Markov decision processes aka. MDPs), actions and rewards. Until the full 

implementation of Gödel Machines (Schmidhuber, 2007); an agent's autonomy is also 

constrained by the fact that it cannot model its own goals yet.  With the possible exception 

of constructivist architectural solutions such as AERA (Nivel et al., 2013), each goal is 

modelled strictly according to the programmer's design intentions (Laird, 2009).  

There are additional constraints – as mentioned earlier - that related to narratology 

and story-making. These constraints are discussed in some detail within Appendix A. 

Players' Perceptions Personify Virtual-Agent Character-traits and Behaviors 

At worst, a virtual-agent's behavior is seen as repetitive, lacking in temporal flow 

and predictable when a player "attempts and reattempts particular tasks or levels" (Shinkle 

in Karatzogianni and Kuntsman, 2012: 100) in video-games. This is because the virtual-

agent is forced to repeat the same action sequence from the entry state as if it was 

experiencing the player again for the first time. Far from being perceived as possessing 

deep internal contemplative states, the player would likely find "[...] this uncomfortable 

prolongation of simple actions [to be]” that of a mindless robot. However, there are some 

exceptions where ludic flow issues are not indicating a virtual-agent that  has a cognitive 

deficit with regards to autonomy and agency (Ibid: 101). For example, a virtual-agent with 

rapid repetitive gestures/actions might be perceived as being obsessively persistent 

towards contemplating and implementing a goal. This virtual-agent might be seen as 

super-humanly contemplating a particular task or goal at a sublime intensity if the player 

cannot properly estimate the speed and quantity of these action-sequences in his/her 

reason or imagination [4.2.4]. Players might also personify objects and environments 
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rather than agents and attribute (project) both agency and contemplative character-traits 

onto them. These constraints are related to human-interactor perceptions and 

expectations of contemplative behavior in a virtual-agent’s mind but do not necessarily 

explain the actual cognitive limits inherent within this virtual-agent’s mind. 

Socio-Cultural Constraints 

From the perspective of acting as a believable (human) character capable of (at 

least) human-like contemplation, there might be a socio-cultural consensus as to what 

constitutes an agent’s membership into “personhood” – regardless of explicit or implied 

anthropomorphism.52 Anything short of these anthropocentric expectations and the virtual-

agent might be perceived as being of sub-par intelligence and cognitive capacity. There 

are also varying cultural norms regarding the appropriate amount of deliberation time 

required for an agent to be seen as sufficiently “contemplative”, rather than externally 

unresponsive. This sub-topic related to cultural phenomenology and behavioral output is 

beyond the scope of this dissertation. 

Multi-Agent Constraints 

Most virtual-agents – even if they possess singular personalities and ontologies – 

exist in worlds populated by other agents.  In some cases, other agents will interrupt or 

thwart the virtual-agent’s goals. However, the reality of multi-agent populations does not 

always pose a behaviorally inhibiting constraint. In other cases, some agents might 

collaborate with the virtual-agent to further its goals by sharing “[…] knowledge or to 

 
52 "x is a [human-level] person if and only if x has the capacity 

1. to 'will,' to make choices and decisions, set plans and projects — autonomously; 

2. for consciousness, for experiencing pain and sorrow and happiness,  and a thousand other 
emotions — love, passion, gratitude,  and so on; 

3. for self-consciousness, for being aware of his/her states of mind, inclinations, preferences, etc., 
and for grasping the concept of him/herself; 

4. to communicate through a language; 

5. to know things and believe things, and to believe things about 

what others believe, and to believe things about what others believe about one’s beliefs (and so 
on); 

6. to desire not only particular objects and events, but also changes in his or her character; 

7. to reason […]." (Bringsjord et al., 2005: 31). 
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indicate intent” (Laird, 2012: 30). Or, the agent can learn from other agents by observing 

and emulating their behavior (Ibid.). 

3.2.2. Contemporary Virtual-Agent Minds 

Virtual-Agent Interface Machines 

This sub-chapter exists to discuss the some key practical, as well as speculative 

examples from the state-of-the-art with regards to the design of virtual-agent minds. The 

practical state-of-the-art examples are usually considered in relation to observable 

behaviors.  The following tools and heuristics – popular in video-game and chat-bot 

character AI design(s) - apply mostly to virtual-agents who do not have their minds 

enhanced by cognitive architectures. This is not an exhaustive list outlining all possible AI 

heuristics and techniques, but this chapter does serve to capture the essence of 

contemporary virtual-agent cognitive (or pre-cognitive) design (s).  The techniques 

discussed are: finite-state planners, STRIPS and GOAP planners, hierarchical task-

networks (HTNs), as well as SHOP planners (SHOP1 and SHOP 2). What is not discussed 

in this particular sub-chapter are universal AI techniques such as AIXI (AIXI t/l, MC-AIXI) 

and Q-learning approaches. These latter techniques will form part of its own sub-chapter 

[3.2.2 – Deep Reinforcement-Learners…].  Generally speaking, AIXI as a “technique” is 

too universal and intractable to mention in detail for any particular virtual-agent mind 

example. 

Finite-State Planners 

Generic finite-state machines are common implementations of virtual-agent minds 

in social virtual worlds (e.g. Second Life “SL-Bots”, see Turner, Nixon, and Bizzocchi, 

2015) and especially, in video games. A virtual-agent mind can access and contemplate 

a plethora of finite action-sequences that are only accessible when the agent is in a 

particular (usually behaviorally perceivable) cognitive state (see Kiss, 1972: 333-334, 336-

337). In fact, the entire virtual environment computationally functions as one giant finite-

state-machine super-agent [1.3.15] with nested states and associated state-transitions. 

There are also limitations to address if we consider the virtual-agent’s mind as being 

ontologically discrete from its computational virtual environment. Outside of each cognitive 

state, the virtual-agent cannot access particular action-sequences. In fact, the only way to 
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contemplate some particular action-sequences over others is if the virtual-agent has 

transitioned probabilistically from one cognitive state to another one. It is usually actions 

and events from the external virtual world that determine which cognitive states should be 

entered, transitioned to and from as well as eventually exited.  The more cognitive states 

there are available to the virtual-agent, the more deliberations and actions are possible. 

Virtual-agent minds running finite-state machines could be augmented using a cognitive 

architecture, but such a hybrid interface is (not yet) common. Finite-state cognitive 

representations show a clearer mapping between deliberation (cognition) and action 

(empirically detectable intelligence) outcomes than with what cognitive architectures have 

to offer. 

Agents intended to approximate human-level intelligence – as a bare minimum - 

often requite the utilization of some kind of planner. Otherwise, they appear to act as little 

more than responsive object-like automatons. An agent can formulate a plan by "[…] 

searching for sequence[s] of actions to satisfy a goal" (Orkin, 2006: 4). Plans allow agents 

the slightly more autonomous capability to decide amongst those various empirical 

knowledge-sources that facilitate context-appropriate state-transitions (Ibid: 3). A 

declarative planning-system subtly differs from a procedurally-driven Finite-State Machine 

(FSM) architecture. With a Finite-State Machine, all state-transitions and available 

decision/action-sequences are dependent on external event-triggering. This pre-

programmed event-handling dependency elicits a very rigid and serial specification of the 

types of future accessible states available for the agent.  Alternately, a planning-agent 

might still have a linear structure (e.g. STRIPS) but at least can conceivably query 

knowledge about its preferred goals and actions before deciding “how to sequence actions 

to satisfy goals” (Ibid.).  

 The two most popular and successful action-contemplation planners used by 

NPCs in contemporary videogames are: STRIPS and Hierarchical Task Networks (HTNs). 

STRIPS planners are more suitable for NPCs inhabiting closed and linear narrative story-

worlds while HTNs flourish in worlds with more open-ended narrative structures 

(Champandard, 2009). These two planners are discussed in more detail within Appendix 

C. 
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Virtual-Agents with Drama-Managers 

There are older virtual-agents who use variations of hierarchical planners known 

as “drama-managers” (see Riedl and Stern, 2006). These drama-managing virtual-agents 

still meet the criteria for being “state-of-the-art” in terms of Game-AI. For example, the 

social-interaction game “Façade” (Mateas and Stern, 2003; Mateas, 1997) has virtual-

agents that enact meta-behaviors (Ibid., 2005: 94) and logical forward-chaining (Ibid: 95) 

that make them superficially appear to be deeply contemplating particular states and 

associated action-sequences. This extra behavioral veneer of cognitive deliberation is due 

to the finite-states mediated by a hierarchical drama-manager that organizes actions 

according to story-driven super-states that are designed to propel the game’s narrative 

arc and ludic plot-points. Ultimately, however, these agents are not deeply contemplating 

these conceivable cognitive interaction states at a psycho-functionalist level but merely at 

the behavioral level. As with other contemporary virtual-agents, the NPC characters “Trip” 

and “Grace” do not possess true cognitive autonomy. This virtual couple are in actuality, 

“cognitive empty” puppet-automatons that are “mere shells” providing the illusion of 

contemplative capabilities, rather than actually possessing them (based on Bringsjord et 

al., 2008: 89). 

Deep Reinforcement-Learners with Markovian State-Awareness 

The state-of-the-art for virtual-agent cognition mostly centers on model-free and/or 

other architecture-less approaches to mentalist and behaviorist contemplation. Google’s 

Deepmind AGI-research group53 (ca. 2010) has received the most press for enabling 

legacy video-game player-characters from the 1970s and 1980s to be converted into 

autonomous NPCs that are capable of Markovian state-awareness (Zhao and Szafron, 

2012) and theoretically, recursive self-improvement as well. PacMan (Toru Iwatani; 

Namco, 1980), for example, can incrementally contemplate and learn about its virtual 

environment enough to play the game better than most human-gamers without any prior 

knowledge about the game-world rules and interaction protocols (Gibney, 2015).    

 Deepmind virtual-agents have been designed to be eventually scalable to 

cognitively contemplate, learn and execute any domain-generic task in any virtual 

 
53 https://deepmind.com/research/ - Accessed online February 12, 2017. 

https://deepmind.com/research/
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environment that provides a numerically-represented reinforcement signal. Technically, 

Deepmind PacMan’s mental schema is made possible through a combination of a Monte-

Carlo (Markovian) approximation (Monahan, 1982; Metropolis, 1987; Rubinstein et al., 

2011) of the fundamental Universal Intelligence limit (i.e. AIXI, Hutter, 2005) known as 

MC-AIXI (Veness at al., 2011) with: Recurrent Deep Q-Learning (i.e. a form of 

reinforcement learning from a priori knowledge; Mnih et al., 2015; Ranjan et al., 2016), 

and long short-term memory (aka. LSTM; Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997).   

 Deepmind’s PacMan Q-learning54 decision processes are “model-free” in that this 

virtual-agent does not need a pre-fed model of the virtual world (e.g. mazes, ghost NPCs, 

power-pills etc.; see Dreyfus, 2004) and/or of the rules to learn.  DeepMind’s PacMan and 

similar virtual Q-Learning agents assess the immediate utility of enacting expected action-

value pairs (i.e. to acquire as many points by moving and eating before dying) as part of 

a particular policy within a given (finite) state. DeepMind PacMan’s utility function 

assesses the relative value of performing an action within a particular state (e.g. chasing 

a ghost once a power-pill has been consumed). DeepMind PacMan’s policy would be 

formulated as the current set of guidelines that should be followed (e,g, heuristics can be 

part of an agent’s policy).  

Reinforcement learning (RL) in this context, either provides a reward or 

punishment (for following a particular policy over time or for consuming an asset at a given 

time). These rewards and punishments can be represented as either positive and/or 

negative reinforcement signals.   This virtual PacMan agent “lives in the moment” without 

an episodic memory of previous states. This memory-less decision making is known as a 

Markov Decision Process (MDPs) and informs Markovian state-awareness. It should be 

noted that just about any virtual-agent’s mind could be modified to possess Markov 

properties (for hidden-Markov property examples for virtual-agents, see Kasap and 

Magnenat-Thalmann, 2007). For example, one way a virtual-agent can become Markovian 

 
54 This entire Q-learning explanatory paragraph has been loosely paraphrased based on the 

combined writings of: Bellman, 1957; Watkins, 1989; Watkins and Dayan, 1992; Sutton and 
Barto, 1998. 
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would be to treat a particular finite state as a parameter. By parameterizing a cognitive 

state, any cognitive function would only act on currently addressed parameters rather than 

drawing from a memory of a state-history.55  A virtual Q-Learning agent’s “history” in 

particular, exists implicitly as the probabilities of desirable action-pairs were technically 

generated from previous states. MDPs and POMDPs (partially observable Markov 

decision processes) are best for non-stochastic (deterministic) environments with a finite 

number of states to choose from (i.e. PacMan’s world).  Otherwise, the virtual-agent 

cannot generate probabilities with any confidence. Consequently, utilities (values) would 

lose any practical meaning.  MDPs and POMDPs work best when decisions are based on 

semi-deterministic information (some random information, some other information pre-

designed by a programmer). In terms of contemplating stochastic virtual environments, 

Google’s Deepmind and similar companies will need to conduct more AIXI approximations 

and trial-and-error simulations to produce a virtual-agent that can parse all of the 

contemplative scenarios outlined in this dissertation. It is unclear at this stage whether or 

not future virtual-agent implementations using model-free approaches will actually need 

to depend on some modular interface – such as a cognitive architecture - for executive 

control and cognitive mediation.56 This dissertation’s experts do occasionally address the 

model-free versus architectural-enhancement discussion (see Dreyfus, 2004). Some of 

this discussion relates to the agent-designers intentionality with choosing to either embed 

or make an emergent process out of these cognitive control elements (See GAQ.1, 

GQ.2B, GF.4-7; all Bach, 2017).57   

 
55 Based on a conversation with Ethan Soutar-Rau, July 05, 2017. 
56 One attempt to reconcile model-free universal induction approaches with an architectural 

solution is the SIGMA cognitive architecture (developed by the co-creator of SOAR, Paul 
Rosenbloom, 2013; Pynadath et al., 2014). SIGMA uses a probabilistic graph-theory 
representation to link symbolic concepts but can also parse sub-symbolic information.   
Virtual humanoid agent minds have been preliminarily tested using SIGMA (Ustun and 
Rosenbloom, 2015).  SIGMA also possesses a decision cycle similar to SOAR. However, the 
SIGMA architecture’s modular representation varies according to the semantic-tree that 
SIGMA generates. Therefore, it is difficult to measure the contemplative intensity of a virtual 
SIGMA-agent’s mind using the hermeneutic lenses appropriate to this dissertation.  See 
Ustun and Rosenbloom in Turner et al., 2016.   

57 “It strikes me that one issue with your analysis will be that systems with high self referentiality 
(and so high phi) tend to be ‘learned’ systems like SIGMA. The other cognitive architectures 
are in a reduced form, more of the referential relations are mediated in the developer’s 
minds.” – Ethan Soutar-Rau, via email correspondence, July 05, 2017… 
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Architecturally Enhanced Virtual-Agent Minds 

There exist relatively robust virtual-agent minds that rely on cerebral 

enhancement(s) via one of the many established cognitive architectures (see Turner in 

Turner et al., 2016). Architectural comparisons for state-of-the-art virtual-agent minds with 

regards to their affective capabilities already exist (Pérez Marco et al., 2017). However, 

this dissertation compares canonical state-of-the-art architecturally-enhanced virtual-

agent minds in order to assess contemplative capabilities.   

The reason for adopting cognitive architectures in these early stages of virtual-

mind development is because an exclusive contemporary reliance on finite-state machine 

planners are “brittle” when it comes to stable deliberative capabilities and the ability to 

micro-manage a number of conceivable interactive states (Best et al., 2006: 190). It is also 

unclear at this stage in architectural development whether modular representations can 

capture the “scruffiness” of semantic complexity when it comes to proper contemplation 

routines. It is still an open question whether the brittleness of modular-represented 

architectures can sufficiently capture this kind of “scruffy” stochastic intensity that pose a 

challenge to symbolic architectures (see GQ.2.2, Bach 2017).  Further, conventional 

video-game NPCs without architectural enhancements might run the ludic risk of being 

too predictable (Ibid.) as they do not seem to have any psyche-representation for an 

internal contemplative awareness.    

Various versions of ACT-R, for example, have been widely used for virtual-agent 

mind-enhancements. The bulk of these particular ACT-R projects are military affiliated 

and/or directly funded. Due to ACT-R’s military-industrial origin, NPCs using this particular 

architecture are ideally suited to those video-game implementations that need to parse 

pathfinding, navigation and strategic (team) communication tasks (Ibid.).  Aside from those 

tasks related (at least implicitly) to combat applications, there do exist some more 

contemplative virtual ACT-R agents such as one in particular that has been designed to 

draw from a centralized intelligence network to send and receive news items in order to 

semantically interpret and predict terrorist attacks (Smart et al., 2014) [Appendix C]. 

SOAR shares ACT-R’s cultural legacy in that SOAR architects and programmers 

receive regular funding and support from the military-industrial complex (including private 

military contractors such as SoarTech). Consequently, many of the virtual SOAR-agents 
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to date are behaviorally task-driven towards cognitively limited interactive routines. The 

task-environments for these virtual SOAR-agents range from learning and teaching 

military drill protocols within a simulated naval vessel (Rickel and Johnson, 2000) to having 

a generic virtual SOAR-agent’s mind as an instance of a “Human Behavior Model Interface 

Standard” for military and entertainment video-game usage (HBMIS, van Lent et al., 

2004). One SOAR-agent was a virtual human NPC in the modifiable first-person-shooter 

game Quake (Laird and Duchi, 2000; Laird, 2001).  This virtual SAOR Quakebot was too 

busy focusing on task-related operators from its virtual environment to be able to properly 

contemplate mentalist internal states (Ibid: 58). Another SOAR entertainment application 

is a virtual human NPC that is “haunted” by the ghost player-character (Magerko et al., 

2004). As these particular games were explicitly task-driven, this teleological 

contemplative focus on task-related operators did not pose any issue.  

There even exists some virtual SOAR-agents that contemplate cross-cultural (but 

militarily driven) diplomatic solutions (Taylor et al., 2007; Taylor and Sims, 2009) as well 

as other virtual SOAR-agents that deliberate and anticipate choreographic movements in 

response to a dancer (Jacob et al., 2013; Jacob and Magerko, 2015). In either of these 

exceptional cases, any form of intense contemplation only occurs in a rudimentary (but 

behaviorally believable) manner. SOAR’s idiosyncratic advantage is that it is able to 

represent these “soft” and more deliberative solutions in terms of semantically tractable 

tasks and actionable (operational) problem-to-solution states. Other than this clever state-

representation, these virtual-agents are not much more contemplative than conventional 

finite-state machines with planning capabilities.  

 CLARION is the canonical architecture with the most potential for implementing 

virtual-agents with contemplative faculties for self-awareness, innate motivations and 

drives, and complex strategic deliberation. Unfortunately, it is currently rare for virtual-

agent implementations to use CLARION for a mind-schema. As way to counter this dearth 

of virtual CLARION-agent implementations, CLARION’s official design-team manager has 

decided to translate the architecture’s entire code-base from C# into Python as a way to 

compel character cognition designers to use CLARION for their virtual-agent minds.58 

 
58 Based on email correspondence with the lead CLARION developer, Michael Lynch on March 

04, 2015. 
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Some virtual-agents that are represented by CLARION do not have avatar embodiments. 

For example, there is a Mockingbird virtual-agent that contemplates and mimics 

instruments for musical meta-creation purposes but does not seem to have an explicit 

avatar body-schema residing in any visually discernable virtual world. Instead, 

Mockingbird functions as a disembodied digital-audio processing agent (Lynch, 2014). 

Most recently, CLARION was also used solely to assess the intrinsic motivation(s) (aka. 

intentionality and willpower) of simulated tribal villager-agents using a 200 x 200 virtual 

grid-world (Sun, 2018). 

Architecturally enhanced virtual-agent minds, to date, most commonly draw from 

task-driven functional canonical architectures such as ACT-R and SOAR. However, there 

are a plethora of slightly more obscure cognitive architectures that also have showcased 

virtual-agents capable of some notable degree of thoughtful deliberation contemplation. 

There are numerous cognitive architectures that have known virtual-agent 

implementations. However, to limit the scope of this architectural review, a selected 

handful of these will be discussed here. The architectures worth briefly mentioning in this 

context are: RASCALS, NARS, OpenCog, and AERA. 

The RASCALS59 cognitive architecture, for example, was developed to explore the 

mathematical modeling of morality in AGI-enabled agents. RASCALS “[...] uses simple 

logical systems (first-order ones) for low-level (perception & action) and mid-level 

cognition, and advanced logical systems (e.g., epistemic and deontic logics) for more 

abstract cognition” (Bringsjord et al 2005: 31). To sufficiently model morality, the 

RASCALS team felt their first test-case would be a virtual-character named “E” that would 

contain the personified embodiment of “evil”.  The criteria for “evil” in this case is for one 

to "[…] have beliefs, desires, and […] to have a lot of knowledge" (Ibid: 36). 

 “E” would use RASCALS to display both the implicit and internal processes of evil 

thoughts and cognitions with the capability for immoral communication and action (Ibid.).  

 
59 Rensselaer Advanced Synthetic Character Architecture for Logical Systems. 

http://rair.cogsci.rpi.edu/asc_rca/ - Accessed online May 14, 2014. 

http://rair.cogsci.rpi.edu/asc_rca/
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RASCALS’ ability to balance implicit and explicit processes resembles CLARION. 

However, RASCALS’ defining feature is its ATHENA program. ATHENA goes further than 

CLARION converts formal mathematical proofs into tractable inputs that resemble natural-

language60 as much as possible (Ibid: 37). 

 E’s reliance on logical reasoning in some ways, gives it a contemplative 

advantage over other architectural mind-solutions. In a way, RASCALS resembles the 

logical affordances of SOAR. However, logic alone cannot be clearly measured in terms 

of the architectural convolution principle afforded by the IIT hermeneutic lens’ analysis of 

modular information integration.  Therefore, this virtual-agent example lies slightly beyond 

the scope of this dissertation. 

Originally proprietary in nature,61 the cognitive architecture OpenCog (and its 

expansion, OpenCog Prime) is now intended as an open-source framework and code 

standard for integrating: connectionist and symbolic parsing, common-sense reasoning, 

AI/AGI algorithms, natural language conversation and semantic understanding into a 

unified and shareable knowledge-representation (Hart and Goertzel, 2008: 468-470). 

Some of OpenCog’s distinctive features include: an “AtomTable” for organizing 

knowledge-excerpts as well as “[…] a collection of MindAgent objects implementing 

cognitive, perceptual or action processes that act on this AtomTable, and/or interact with 

the outside world” (Ibid.). The AtomTable can also be elaborated upon as a representation 

of neural-symbolic knowledge, known as “AtomSpace” (Goertzel et al., 2011: 125). As of 

2006, OpenCog launched its own 3D virtual world, “AGISim”62 for testing OpenCog virtual-

agents. This ambitious OpenCog project even contains sub-components for virtual-agents 

 
60 One of the standards for machine-readable statements that resemble the natural English 

language is known as “Attempto Controlled English” (Fuchs et al. 1996).  

See Fuchs, N. E., & Schwitter, R. (1996). Attempto Controlled English (ace). In CLAW 96, The 
First International Workshop on Controlled Language Applications, Katholieke Universiteit 

Leuven, 26-27 March 1996.  http://arxiv.org/pdf/cmp-lg/9603003v1.pdf – Accessed online 
September 03, 2014. 

61  Formerly, the “Novamente Cognition Engine” (2004). 
62 http://sourceforge.net/projects/agisim - Accessed online August 24, 2014. 

http://arxiv.org/pdf/cmp-lg/9603003v1.pdf
http://sourceforge.net/projects/agisim
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that wish to contemplate: evolutionary search,63 probabilistic logical inference64 and 

natural English-to-Logic65 conversion for “analysis via AI algorithms” (Hart and Goertzel, 

2008: 468-470).  

One such example of an OpenCog Prime implementation involves virtual-agents 

inhabiting a graphically crude world (modeled in Unity 3D) that is inspired by the popular 

procedurally-generated open-world video game, “Minecraft” (Goertzel et al., 2011).66 

Similar to Minecraft, these virtual-agents can create their own block-like structures using 

goals use “cognitive synergy” as an architectural control-mechanism to unify stochastic 

learning processes that draw from a mixture of: “[…] probabilistic logical inference […and 

planning, Ibid: 129], imitative and reinforcement learning based on program induction, and 

relationship formation based on [concept] subgraph mining” (Ibid: 124) as well as 

computational linguistic capabilities (Ibid: 125). Recent versions of this OpenCog Prime 

Minecraft-like virtual-agent have made structural revisions to internalized simulations of 

the agent’s social, physiological, psychological, and cognitively-inspired motivation and 

goal-awareness learning system according to specifications originally belonging to the 

Micro-Psi cognitive architecture (Bach, 2015).67 These goals have been reformulated from 

the management of explicit goal-statements into working towards a temporally dynamic 

but otherwise, homeostatic equilibrium between: implicit urges, needs, and drives (Ibid: 

3). The reason why OpenCog Prime is not being analyzed in more detail for this 

dissertation is because the scope has already limited the core discussion to one canonical 

hybrid architecture example. This selected hybrid canonical architecture is CLARION. 

There are also exist slightly more fringe architectures that resemble CLARION’s 

dual-process infrastructure.  For example, LIDA68  (Franklin, ca. 1997; Franklin and 

Patterson, 2006) has virtual-agent minds shifting between computing symbolic and 

 
63 MOSES (Meta-optimizing semantic evolutionary search) - http://code.google.com/p/moses - 

Accessed online August 24, 2014. 
64 PLN (Probabilistic Logic Networks).  
65 RELEx. 
66 Minecraft was originally created by Markus Persson and Jens Bergentsen (Mojang, 2011). 
67 Joscha Bach’s Micro-Psi Cognitive Architecture is based on Dietrich Dörner’s Psi (Ψ) 

Architecture for human-like regulation(s) of affective states, motivations and goals. See 
Dörner and Güss, 2013. 

68 Learning Intelligent Distribution Agent.  

http://code.google.com/p/moses
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connectionist cognitive representations - depending on the interactive context. This 

shifting context also treats the virtual-agent’s episodic memory as if it was essentially, a 

transient experience (Ramamurthy et al., 2006: 1). One software-based virtual-agent of 

note is “CMattie” which supposedly, uses what eventually became known as LIDA to 

handle some approximate model explaining the global workspace theory of 

consciousness (Baars, 1988, 1997; Franklin and Graesser, 1999). This global workspace 

theory in this context is hermeneutically tractable using the IIT lens because in a manner 

akin to panpsychist networks, it "[...] postulates that [emergent] human cognition [i.e. 

“consciousness”] is implemented by [the convoluted integration between] a multitude of 

relatively small, special-purpose processes" (Ibid: 285). CMattie itself is not entirely an 

embodied virtual-agent as it resides in a generic UNIX development environment (Ibid: 

286).  As with OpenCog (Prime), discussing LIDA’s affordances is somewhat redundant 

since CLARION already provides a suitable example of an analyzable dual-process 

cognitive architecture. Also, this dissertation’s scope is restricted to virtual-agents that are 

intended to be embodied beyond a generic software development environment. 

Another relatively obscure cognitive architecture that has been proposed for 

virtual-agent mind implementations is NARS69 (ca. 1995; Wang, 2000). NARS is an 

architecture for logically handling environments where no absolute truth values can be 

clearly discernable. Whereas most NARS agent implementations seem rudimentary (e.g. 

a pong-playing agent)70, some scholars are seriously considering a “synthetic virtual actor” 

system (Araujo and Chaimowicz, 2009) for interactive storytelling purposes (Crawford, 

2004) – similar to the virtual-agents inside the video-game, Façade. Similar to the virtual 

characters in Façade, a virtual NARS-agent employs a generic human-like personality and 

a kind of drama-manager that hierarchically organizes finite super-states according to 

goals, story-scenes, and emotional triggers. Further, this hypothetical NARS-agent can 

also reason about an emergent plot-point with access to only a priori knowledge (Araujo 

and Chaimowicz, 2009: 125).  

 
69 Non-Axiomatic Reasoning System. 
70 “OpenNars 2.0.0 Preview: Pong”.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fel7F9kNvGI - Uploaded 

by “Patham9”. Accessed online February 10, 2017. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fel7F9kNvGI
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This dissertation’s scope is restricted to a discussion of clearly discernable 

modular architectural representations.  This constraint exists due to the fact that non-

modular (e.g. constructivist) architectures are much more difficult to hermeneutically 

identify qualities of contemplative intensity via the dissertation’s chosen analytical lenses 

and tools [1.3.2] (see GQ.2.2; Bach, 2017). Despite this intentional discussion constraint, 

virtual-agents enhanced with non-modular constructivist architectural design approaches 

deserve at least, a mention in the state-of-the-art.  

A fairly recent example of virtual-agents imbued with a constructivist cognitive 

architecture are those associated with the “Humanobs” project (Nivel, Thórisson, et al., 

2009; Nivel, Thurston, and Bjornsson, 2012). Utilizing the cognitive architecture, AERA 

[5.4.3. – Seed AGI and Sublime Recursive Self-Improvement], it is claimed that a virtual 

humanob-agent can contemplatively learn to conduct and respond to a human-like 

interview purely through the act observing an actual interview in progress (whether 

human-to-human or agent-to-human and vice versa). The Humanobs designers claim that 

these virtual-agents can draw from a fine-grained representation of forward and backward 

chaining knowledge-granules in order to recursively self-improve their own cognitive 

capabilities and become more generally proficient at human-like tasks (Ibid: 32-33). While 

impressive, it remains to be seen as to whether these constructivist claims of AGI-level 

recursive self-improvement are repeatable with similar virtual-agent studies.  

A more in-depth discussion of AERA, Constructivism, the Replicode language 

(Nivel at al., 2012-2013), and the Humanobs project – in relation to this dissertation’s 

scenarios dealing with hermeneutically identifying contemplative intensity - definitely 

warrants an additional dissertation-length thesis. The challenge for this type of future work, 

however, is to find a way to represent these interlocking knowledge-bits as networked 

nodes that could be tractably measured in terms of holistic information integration and 

network convolution. Perhaps an analysis at the level of the “central executive” or “control 

system” mechanism in a networked relation to these accumulated seed-like knowledge-

atom containers (based on Ibid: 38) would be the beginning of a good hermeneutic 

foundation for addressing contemplative intensity at an architectural level (see 

Steunebrink et al., 2016).  
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The most recent example in this dissertation of an architecturally enhanced virtual-

agent is “Self-Aware Mario” (Schrodt et al., 2017).71  Essentially, the mind of the original 

player-character protagonist from the “Donkey Kong and “Super Mario Brothers” video-

game franchises (Nintendo, 1982; 1985-present) has been converted into an NPC that at 

least superficially, is able to contemplate its virtual surroundings. Prior to architectural 

implementation, this “Self-Aware Mario” superficially acted as a “self-aware” finite-state 

machine capable of processing from resource-limited affective-state reservoirs and 

natural language I/O processing.72 This updated Mario character now uses the sub-

symbolic SEMLINCS cognitive architecture in order to learn “[…] discrete production rule-

like structures from its own, autonomously gathered, continuous sensorimotor 

experiences” (Schrodt et al., 2017: 1) as well as “[…] developing knowledge to plan and 

control environmental interactions in a versatile, goal-directed, and self-motivated 

manner” (Ibid.). Similar to CLARION, it can create explicit symbolic representations (i.e. 

rules) and generate behavioral deliberation-interaction sequences from implicit (in this 

case, sensorimotor) sub-symbolic knowledge (Ibid.). Just as with the other examples, 

SEMLINCS is too semantically similar in crucial ways to CLARION to justify any additional 

discussion beyond addressing this Mario example as part of the state-of-the-art. 

Architectural enhancements are not always full-blown architectural virtual-agent 

implementations.  In fact, there is an example of a virtual-agent (aka. SL-Bot; Turner and 

Nixon, ca. 2011) using non-verbal communication and is capable of combinatorial meta-

creativity in Second Life that draws its mind-design from an architectural approximation 

inspired by SOAR. However, this virtual-agent is not directly utilizing any SOAR 

mechanisms or components.  This proxy-architecture known as “Soar-Lite” helped 

cognitively guide and expand the contemplative capabilities of an otherwise proprietary 

and generic finite-state machine architecture (Turner, Pasquier, and Nixon, 2014: 66). In 

this manner, cognitive architectures can serve as inspiration for technical approximations 

for a virtual-agent’s mind design.  

 
71 "Ehrenfeld, S., Schrodt, F., & Butz, M. (2015). Mario lives! An adaptive learning AI approach for 

generating a living and conversing Mario agent. In Video Proceedings of the 29th Conference 
of the Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence (AAAI 2015). 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AplG6KnOr2Q – Uploaded by AAAI Video Competition. 
University of Tübingen.  Accessed online February 11, 2017. 

72 Ibid.  00:44-01:08. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AplG6KnOr2Q
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Speculative Virtual-Agent Minds 

This final state-of-the-art category applies to the theoretical possibilities of 

contemplative virtual-agent mind design rather than to any known practical 

implementations.  

Gödel Machines 

Inspired by Kurt Gödel’s problem of logical improvability and the incompleteness 

theorems (1931)73; a Gödel machine is a recursive automated theorem-prover for 

introspection, self-reflection and meta-reasoning purposes. Gödel machines are ideally 

universal in scope and exist to seek out a long-term maximization of a policy and a utility 

function over a future time-horizon. In other words, the virtual-agent seeks to receive the 

largest number of positive rewards that will still allow it to function properly in the world74, 

as intended. These Gödel machines are also optimized to learn from negative rewards. 

An overall collection of rewards the agent can learn from is the ultimate goal. Further, 

Gödel machines are ideal for stochastic problem solutions that “[…] requires interaction 

with a dynamic, initially unknown environment that produces a continual stream of inputs 

and feedback signals” (Schmidhuber, 2003: 2). However, a Gödel machine is represented 

as a formal mathematical system involving proofs and is limited by numerical quantification 

of formal logic and time-space as well as “unprovable but true statements” (Ibid: 5). A 

Gödel machine – even with unlimited computational resources - can only self-improve 

using those target theorems that can be mathematically proven to be at least equivalent 

to or better than the one current employed by the virtual Gödel-agent.  In stochastic 

environments with qualia not properly represented and/or simulated as mathematical 

integers and symbols; the virtual Gödel-agent might not even be able to provide a suitable 

utility function that can assess and verify self-improvement (Ibid.). 

Basically, a Gödel machine can and will self-modify its core programming only after 

it has found a proof showing that the re-write is demonstrated to be more useful than the 

previous process (Steunebrink and Schmidhuber, 2012: 175). By “useful”, the virtual-

 
73 Raatikainen, Panu, "Gödel's Incompleteness Theorems", The Stanford Encyclopedia of 

Philosophy (Spring 2014 Edition), Edward N. Zalta (ed.), 
http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/spr2014/entries/Gödel-incompleteness/ - Accessed online 
April 17, 2014. 

74  See Everitt and Hutter, 2016. 

http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/spr2014/entries/goedel-incompleteness/
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agent must ultimately decide whether this fundamental re-write does not over-tax or 

corrupt its computational resource allocation and improve the agent’s ability to maximize 

its pre-programmed or emergent utility. Even with an anytime algorithm, the agent’s Gödel 

machine will not spend time and computational resources switching its core programming 

with an equally useful proof. The agent will only modify its source-code if the target 

theorem is provably better than the one currently running the agent.75  The agent must be 

very careful inspecting these target theorems. If the agent chooses the wrong target 

theorem and re-writes its programming, the error may so severe, it may cease to interact 

with its world.76 

 While interacting with the environment, a virtual-agent might detect and inspect 

the occasional “target theorem” (Ibid.). A particular target theorem would suggest when 

and if a new programming process is worth a fundamental re-write of its core programming 

capabilities. A Gödel machine has two components, a solver and a searcher (Ibid.). 

Generally, a solver often is “a Reinforcement Learning (RL) program interacting with some 

external environment". (Ibid.). For example, an embodied virtual-agent could use this 

Gödel searcher/solver to also interact with other agents in the shared environment 

(Orseau and Ring, 2012: 214) and ask for advice. These external agents (e.g. human 

avatars and other AI agents) can propose and cooperatively determine a more optimal 

self-rewrite. A searcher/solver could also simulate other advising agents and recursively 

 
75 "Our machine becomes a self-referential Gödel machine by loading it with a particular form of 

machine-dependent, self-modifying code p. The initial code p(1) at time step 1 includes a 
(typically sub-optimal) problem solving subroutine e(1) for interacting with the environment, 
such as any traditional reinforcement learning algorithm, and a general proof searcher 
subroutine that systematically makes pairs (switchprog, proof) (variable substrings of s) until 
it finds a proof of a target theorem which essentially states: ‘the immediate rewrite of p 
through current program switchprog on the given machine implies higher utility than leaving p 
as is’. Then it executes switchprog, which may completely rewrite p, including the proof 
searcher" (Schmidhuber, 2003: 4). 

76 For example, "[...] many modern (high-level) programming languages severely restrict access 
to internals (such as the call stack) or hide them altogether" (Steunebrink and Schmidhuber, 
2012: 173). The reason for this is because the very functionality of an agent could be 
disabled through non-provable revision. 
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improve its self-code at an exponential rate.  Appendix C explains in more detail how 

Gödel machines work. 

3.3. Cognitive Architectures 

A preliminary overview theoretically and technically summarizing what cognitive 

architectures are in general, and what ACT-R, SOAR, and CLARION are in particular, will 

now be discussed in this chapter.77  Cognitive architectures were briefly introduced earlier 

in this dissertation with regards to the scope [1.3] as well as the research goals [1.4] and 

questions [1.5, 1.6].  This chapter goes into more detail introducing each canonical 

architecture by contextualizing their known intrinsic affordances - with state-of-the-art 

examples from the literature review (where applicable). Once historically contextualized, 

this dissertation will discuss initial research assumptions regarding the contemplative 

affordances of these cognitive architectures [5.2] and eventually envision how each 

cognitive architecture would manage each of the five virtual-mind contemplation scenarios 

[chapter 6].  

This sub-chapter will first discuss the architectural desiderata most salient to 

hermeneutic analysis of a virtual-agent’s cognition before addressing each canonical 

cognitive architecture in this order: ACT-R, SOAR, and CLARION.  In keeping with this 

dissertation’s scope, there this subchapter will not be discussing non-canonical [1.3.12] 

and constructivist [1.3.2] cognitive architectures, meta-architectures [1.3.13], and their 

associated components [1.3.14]. All of the cognitive architectures discussed in this 

subchapter will be for those that address the enhancement of virtual-agent minds [1.3.3].  

 
77 It is important to note here that survey papers listing the generic affordances of various 

established cognitive architectures already exist (e.g. Chong et al., 2007). 
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3.3.1. Higher Level Resolution for Architectural Hermeneutic 
Analsysis 

The modular categories available for hermeneutic analysis and discussion will be 

intentionally limited to these higher-level (and sometimes, holistically integrated) and more 

generic aspects of cognition: 

1.  Memory types;  

2. Generic decision and learning processes; 

3. Generic rule storage and maintenance; 

4. Generic (i.e. language agnostic) production rule construction; 

5. Implicit and explicit knowledge representations; 

6. (NLP-agnostic) chunking and pattern matching capabilities; 

7. Generic percepts, sensory mechanisms and environmental actuators; 

8. Generic goals, motivations and drives (where applicable); 

9. Generic reinforcement signals (where applicable); 

10. Generic testers, predictors and evaluators; 

11. Logic gates (e.g. AND, OR, NOR, XOR, etc.). 

To clarify, this dissertation will NOT go at any meaningful length to consider the 

contemplative semantic role of extra-architectural mechanistic details such as: particular 

algorithms (except for Q-learning in CLARION), language processing, rule construction 

and ontology development. The qualitative assessments of each of these cognitive 

architectures are measuring cognition at an architectural level and not really at the level 

of underlying mechanistic processes.  Further, the types of virtual-agent mind scenarios 

being considered in this dissertation will NOT include examples that would be contingent 

on differing NLP capabilities and the semantic content of each production rule. It is not 

practical nor reasonable for this dissertation to contemplate extra-architectural “real-life” 
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examples (e.g. communicating naturally through human-language) as a way to 

hermeneutically assess the cognitive states of each architectural component. Extra-

architectural processes and components are hermeneutically and semantically orthogonal 

to a mere structural understanding of architectural processes and components – expected 

by this dissertation’s topic and scope. 

3.3.2. Three Canonical Architectures 

This sub-chapter briefly introduces the three canonical architectures: ACT-R, 

SOAR, and CLARION before going into technical particularities. 

ACT-R 

ACT-R [Adaptive Control of Thought-Rational] (Anderson ca. 1990) was based on 

past previous iterations known as “HAM” (1973) and the “ACT-*” model (1983). ACT-R 

was primarily based on the ACT-* model to explain, rather than engineer cognition.  ACT-

R is one of the most widely used cognitive architectures for video-game characters and 

virtual-agents taking part in military simulations (Smart et al., 2014). The classic version 

of ACT-R has some structural limitations – namely, that declarative and procedural 

memories indirectly communicate using black box “buffer” modules.  However, despite 

these limitations, ACT-R is often credited for being the first established cognitive 

architecture to go beyond a model simply explaining how human cognition works. As a 

pioneering architecture, ACT-R’s focus has been (and still is) on the functional engineering 

aspects of cognitive systems.  At present, ACT-R78 is still being updated by its developers 

with the hopes of increasing its cognitive functionality to be equivalent to, or greater than 

its competitors.  This dissertation will focus its analysis on the most canonical (original, 

 
78 As of May 14, 2016, ACT-R 7 is the most current version. Compared to previous implemented 

versions of ACT-R, ACT-R 7 has enhanced chunking functionality. D. Bothell., “ACT-R 7 
Reference Manual”, 531 pages.  http://act-r.psy.cmu.edu/wordpress/wp-content/themes/ACT-
R/actr7/reference-manual.pdf - Accessed online May 14, 2016. 

http://act-r.psy.cmu.edu/wordpress/wp-content/themes/ACT-R/actr7/reference-manual.pdf
http://act-r.psy.cmu.edu/wordpress/wp-content/themes/ACT-R/actr7/reference-manual.pdf
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classic) version of actor since its structural limitations provides the best example for the 

structural restriction of cognitive integrated information. 

SOAR 

SOAR (“State Operator And Result”)79 is a rule-based cognitive architecture used 

for military simulation, intelligence gathering and task-based problem solving. SOAR’s 

main features are automatic sub-goaling and chunking as well as a trademark decision 

cycle [3.3.3]. This decision cycle proposes, prefers and selects operators for an agent 

(e.g. a virtual-agent) to convert deliberations based on empirical percepts into perceivable 

actions which are again, perceived and acted upon as part of the SOAR-agent’s 

successive state.  SOAR is the most task-centric of all of the established cognitive 

architectures under scrutiny. In SOAR, every percept contains actionable states.  In an 

ideal cognitive scenario, all conceivable states can be reduced to accessible states in the 

mind of a SOAR-agent. 

CLARION 

CLARION (Connectionist Learning with Adaptive Rule Induction On-line) is a dual-

process (hybrid) architecture that is more capable of generalized cognition and interaction 

than other architectures. CLARION is characterized as dual-process in that it seamlessly 

combines both top-down (deductive and inductive reasoning) and bottom-up cognitive 

processes (a neural net). CLARION uses a connectionist Q-learning algorithm to learn 

implicit knowledge from trial and experience. This bottom-up knowledge can then be 

converted into top-down logical rules using CLARION’s unique “Rule Extraction 

Refinement” (RER) algorithm. CLARION is one of the few known functional cognitive 

architectures today to theoretically combine constructionist and constructivist as well as 

harmonize classical and connectionist approaches to knowledge-representation, 

deliberation and interaction. CLARION is the only architecture scrutinized in this 

dissertation that also contains constructivist components.80  

 
79 Laird, Rosenbloom, Newell [1983] (1987). 
80 For the reason why the constructivist architecture AERA is not being scrutinized, see 1.3.2. 
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3.3.3. Technical Details of ACT-R, SOAR, and CLARION 

ACT-R – The Original Cognitive Architecture 

ACT-R [Adaptive Control of Thought-Rational] (Anderson, ca. 1990) was based on 

past previous iterations known as “HAM” (1973) and “ACT-*” (1983).  ACT-R – as 

originally conceived – was/is one of the first cognitive architectures to explore and 

implement the relationships between deliberation, conceptualization memorization and 

action. To date, there have been six versions of ACT-R (ACT-R 6.0 ca. 2005) with varying 

degrees of cognitive control and adaptability. The first major revision to the architecture 

was for ACT-R 5.0 (Anderson et al., 2004). ACT-R implementations have been quite 

prolific with regards to simulating humanoid agents in virtual environments (Freed, 2000). 

Modeled to be analogous with the brain regions of humans; ACT-R is composed 

from discrete and partially synchronized information-processing modules – with each 

specialized module parsing particular information types (Smart et al., 2014 [1]: 3).  ACT-

R’s pre-bundled modules include: four input/output modules (visual, aural, vocal and 

manual), a goal module (which includes its own memory store and specialized buffer), an 

imaginal module (related to parsing intermediate steps in working memory), declarative 

model, and procedural module (Ibid: 4). ACT-R’s modules can also respond to the 

information content contained by buffers that regulate the cognitive capacity of each 

percept by compressing them into generalized concepts (aka “chunks”, Ibid.). These 

chunks are stored in and retrieved via ACT-R’s declarative memory (Best et al., 2006: 

189). Each chunk might decrease in contextual saliency if it is not matched and retrieved 

for immediate. As a contingency measure, however, a neglected chunk will never be 

entirely deleted from the declarative memory store (Ibid: 213). The speed at which a chunk 

can be asynchronously retrieved from declarative memory in ACT-R, however, is quite 

slow. Latency is generally a key limitation of the ACT-R architecture. This is usually 

because cognitive agents are too busy deliberating over an action and thus, can never 

truly act upon real-time sensory information (Ibid: 193). However, ACT-R’s inherent 

latency is not truly crippling for cognitive-agents acting in their environment. In fact, this 

latency is equivalent to an average human’s perceptual speeds (Ibid.) and in most cases, 

deliberating on environmental percepts before acting on them is a sign of higher 

intelligence and cognitive capability.    
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ACT-R’s modules are partially rule-driven in that they associate primarily with 

declarative and working memory stores and communicate cognitive insights via “a central 

production [memory] system” (Ibid: 187-188, see also 189).  Production rules in ACT-R 

apparently represent procedural knowledge (Ibid: 189) but are still flexible in that they can 

evaluate and decide upon the stored audio-visual content representing: goals, intentions, 

and motor-commands (Ibid: 188). To clarify, these goal-structures as well as episodic and 

prospective knowledge representations are formulated as procedural production rules and 

do not have any autonomous modular representation outside of procedural memory. 

 A production-rule’s utility uses Bayesian distributions to determine how the agent’s 

episodic history influences “[...] the probability and cost of achieving its goal” (Ibid: 213). 

At an average of 50 milliseconds, production-rules also match conditions and fire relatively 

quickly (Ibid: 212). Despite their speed, however, production-rules only fire serially and 

never in parallel (Ibid: 213). The individually firing outputs of production rules can either 

take the form of an “[...] external action (e.g. movement), or an internal action (e.g. 

requesting information from memory).” (Best et al., 2006: 188). Some other key limitations 

of the classic ACT* model and the ACT-R architecture is that its production memory has 

been conflated with procedural memory and also, this production/procedural memory 

never directly communicates with the declarative memory store and vice versa 

(Friedenberg and Silverman, 2011: 122-123). Ultimately, this means that ACT-R prefers 

to keep explicit and implicit knowledge representations separate from each other. 

ACT-R’s Architectural Components 

ACT-R is an action-centered cognitive architecture and so, ACT-R focuses on its 

own visual and motor modules.  ACT-R has a representation of the environment – 

mediated through its visual module - for input percepts, while the motor-module implies 

actuators for environmental outputs. Conversely, the visual and motor modular inputs are 

both fed into a separate module containing ACT-R’s buffers. ACT-R also has its own 

specialized module that governs pattern matching and procedural execution. This pattern 

matching buffer network has the capability to retain rudimentary goals as well as some 

sub-symbolic declarative and procedural knowledge.  Since at least 1993, ACT-R 

distinguished itself further from the original ACT-* model by having most showcased 
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versions of ACT-R add these extra capabilities to the specialized buffer(s).81 Goals can 

also be formulated in some versions of ACT-R. For example, Bradley Best has observed 

that “[…] goals have been a privileged structure in ACT-R for some time.  [For example], 

there was once a goal stack in ACT-R, but that was done away with about 10 years ago 

in favor of a less structured goal memory system” (Best, 2016). Best also acknowledges 

that the canonical version of ACT-R actually does have a “[…] goal buffer and a goal 

module behind it that defines how it works with procedural and declarative memory (which 

is different from other buffers)”.  Best advocates the fact that “[…] the goal buffer is special 

in that it is the source of activation for declarative memory retrievals” (Ibid.). 

 In terms of memory components, ACT-R has separate modules for procedural 

and declarative memory with the latter containing a chunking mechanism. Procedural 

memories are fed into the pattern-matching sub-module while declarative memories are 

fed directly into the ACT-R Buffer system.  Procedural memories only indirectly get passed 

to the ACT-R Buffer system via the pattern-matching-to-procedural-execution sub-

modular chaining system [Figure 4].  

ACT-R Examples Overview 

ACT-R has been implemented primarily for use by NPCs (non-player characters) 

in first-person shooter video games and for more cerebral social simulations modeling 

human cognition and/or human-surrogate attributes. The bulk of these particular ACT-R 

projects are military affiliated and/or directly funded. 

 Lower-level ACT-R cognitive-agent implementations usually deal with path-

finding, navigation, targeting and squad formation – and other combat related tactics. For 

example, Best el al. (2006) have used the Unreal engine (Ibid: 191-192, 195-202) to 

simulate “Military Options in Urban Terrain” (MOUT, Ibid: 190-191); while Smart et. al. 

(2014) has conducted similar research with the Unity engine and the XNA framework 

(Smart et al. 2014 [2]). In addition to military contributions, these ACT-R implementations 

 
81 Based on an email conducted with ACT-R/CIBRE private contractor, Bradley J. Best 

(AdCogSys) - http://www.adcogsys.com/ - September 13-16, 2016. This correspondence 
occurred before the official expert interview with Bradley Best.  
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enhance the entertainment-value for civilian game-players when engaging enemy virtual 

combatants or managing NPC (“bot)” team-mates. 

On the social simulation side, Smart’s research team has produced parallel 

research into an ACT-R-agent’s “Cognitive Social Simulation Capacity” (ACT-R/CSSC, 

Smart et al. 2014 [1]) using the abELICIT framework in conjunction with the ELICIT 

Computational Cognitive Model (ECCM). This framework is used in this case, for 

predicting terrorist attacks. The ACT-R implementations with the broadest entertainment 

applications – beyond the military scope – is the current research into creating more 

compelling movie-actors that are capable of moral and plot-reasoning (Bringsjord  et al., 

2015).  It is especially the case with this latter acting research – using “Movie Outline 3” 

and involving text-bots - where the cognitive boundaries of ACT-R are tested and critiqued. 

Appendix C discusses ACT-R’s conventional military applications in more detail.  

Higher-Level ACT-R Character Cognition 

ACT-R agents can have the cognitive capacity beyond mere path-finding and 

spatial strategizing. The affordances of higher-level cognitive ability –such as distributed 

semantic reasoning, information sharing, rudimentary self-awareness, and even 

maintaining a believable character dialogue - are now in the experimental phase.  

To begin with, the ACT-R/CSSC (Smart et al., 2014 [1]) allows networked virtual-

agents (text-bots) to simulate social behavior for intelligence gathering purposes. Smart’s 

team added four custom modules to ACT-R so that colluding virtual-agents can deploy as 

many as 124 production rules to reason about factoids (Ibid: 13). These factoids are 

grouped into four hierarchically ranked semantic categories relating to levels of actionable 

intelligence and contextual background information. These four categories are labeled 

with the keyword tags: “essential”, “key”, “supportive” and “noise” (Ibid: 6). These “factoids” 

are gleaned from asymmetrical warfare assumptions formed by the intelligence 

community (and likely from news events and/or gossip, Ibid: 2, 7). The first three modules 

themselves address virtual actuation while the fourth model attempts to handle the 

concept of self-awareness. The first module allows these text-bots to send messages 

(Ibid: 8). The second module allows the text-bots to post, retrieve and delete updated 

factoid messages (Ibid.). The third module parses language (Ibid.). ACT-R/CSSC’s final 

custom module deals with each text-bot’s self-representation. Specifically, a text-bot 
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instantiates its self-representation by retrieving multi-slot chunks that reside in the self-

module’s buffer (Ibid: 12). Within the abELICIT framework, each text-bot can draw from 

an ontology that accesses RDF-triple slots (Ibid: 7) representing “[...] agent personality 

characteristics, available to the procedural module in order to influence the dynamics of 

rule execution” (Ibid: 12).  

With a basic representation of self-awareness already for use by ACT-R agents; 

more recent speculative research has also begun to appear that parses the equally 

ambitious human-like cognitive abilities of reasoning via deontic (moral) logic while 

chatting using compelling scripted dialogue.  Bringsjord’s team (2014-2015) critiques the 

usage of ACT-R for logic-parsing text-bots that exist within the Movie Outline R system for 

drama-management (Bringsjord et al. in Turner et al., 2016).   

ACT-R’s limitations when interfacing with virtual-agents (characters) are, with the 

exception of latency as an example of excessive over-deliberation, more apparent with 

the cognition-centric research shown via the ELICIT-CSSC and the Movie Script 

implementations than with the action-centered embodied approach of the Unreal game-

bots.  

The ELICIT-CSSC model, for example, is unable to provide individual text-bots 

with direct cognitive support for instances where one text-bot decides “[…] when to share 

information and who to share information with” (Smart et al 2014 [1]: 13). Instead, the 

querying text-bot must rely on teams of bot-colleagues for more elaborate problem solving 

and decision-making tasks (Ibid: 6). Singular ACT-R virtual-agent implementations suffer 

from a scaling issue where it becomes increasingly difficult to become competent with 

tasks such as semantically complex inference making from a stochastic and dynamic 

virtual environment (Ibid: 6-7). Further, virtual-agents currently using the ELICIT-CSSC 

model can only parse a finite set of hand-prepared factoids that are axiomatically complete 

and “assumed to be true” (Ibid.). Factoids with more articulated linguistic content becomes 

increasingly difficult to parse as the cognitive state-space grows (Ibid.).  Future work in 

this particular endeavor would need to involve at least the ability to dynamically “forget” 

(Ibid.) and/or update the truth-value of each factoid in real-time (e.g. Bayesian updating). 
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Limitations of ACT-R (Classic) 

ACT-R’s primary limitation when it comes to virtual-agent implementations is that 

it is not yet scalable enough to give cognitive autonomy to each individual virtual-agent as 

state-spaces dramatically increase. The deliberate engineering of ACT-R’s latency to 

simulate contemplative character-traits is – in the higher-cognition context – desirable. 

However, the inability to assign autonomy to various ACT-R enabled agents would mean 

that in Movie Outline, for example, “[…] full-length works would deliver the same moral 

(Bringsjord et al. in Turner et al., 2016: 153). As a result, some researchers are actively 

seeking out alternatives to ACT-R as they find this architecture to be “inadequate [and] 

unable to represent the cognition of [their] characters” (Ibid: 159).     

ACT-R 5+ and the Integrated Buffer Network 

The ACT-R architectural configuration, generally, includes a representation for 

cognitive buffers.  While in ACT-R Classic, these buffers are generically defined. However, 

in more current versions of ACT-R (i.e. 5.0+), more information is provided as to the 

purpose and functionality of each of these buffers – as they relate to an architectural 

module-network [See Figure 1 in Anderson et al., 2004: 1037; Figure 4)]. 

ACT-R 5.0+’s core implemented working-memory buffers (see Baddeley, 1986) 

essentially function as slave-modules. A virtual ACT-R agent will need these buffers to 

rehearse conceivable procedures and rule-executions in order to decide the best 

candidates for action-taking. These slave-modules help to prepare the production rule-

formulating aspects of its actionable decision-making processes respond to various 

perceptual inputs (usually from the virtual environment; Anderson et al., 2004: 1037). In 

the contemplation scenarios [Chapter 6], these buffers are all represented as one 

compressed module. This is because the number of buffers inside each such module are 

officially ill-defined (see Ibid.). Conceptually, ACT-R’s core modules were metaphorically 

mapped to the neuro-biological brain regions. For example, the visual buffer represents 

the visual “where” stream from the occipital lobe to the parietal lobe (see Goodale and 

Milner, 1992) while the visual module represents the occipital lobe itself.  The problem-

solving goal-buffer resembles the presumed functionality of the dorsolateral prefrontal 

cortex.  The orbitofrontal cortex (Kringelbach, 2005) and the basal ganglia (aka. the corpus 

striatum; Wilson, 1914: 29, 435, 489) that are normally responsible for mediating between 
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decision and action, represent the buffers that feed into the production mechanism and 

possibly activate production rules and other procedures (Anderson et al., 2004: 1037-

1038). The neuro-biological analogy also applies to these buffers’ ability to process and 

tune (weights mediating) sub-symbolic cognitive information (Ibid: 1036). This bottom-up 

capability makes ACT-R 5.0+ more closely resemble CLARION than the classic 

instantiation of ACT-R. It is also in higher levels of ACT-R (i.e. 5.0+) where utility-driven 

chunk-activation (for measuring the success of a probability-measure) and production-

driven decision making during an interactive impasse comes to the fore (Ibid: 1044). 

Appendix C discusses the CIBRE architecture that is used to cognitively enhance a virtual 

ACT-R agent. 

SOAR – A Rule-Based Solution 

SOAR (“State Operator And Result”)82 is a rule-based AGI cognitive architecture 

with military and entertainment clientele. However, SOAR’s creators claim that SOAR- 

agent developers do not need previous programming nor computer-science experience to 

understand its architectural syntax. SOAR is also appealing as a cognitive architecture 

because it is generalizable enough to handle different: problem-space, tasks, states, and 

operators.83 Ultimately, SOAR is known handling multi-faceted problem-domain 

approaches to a particular task84 (Laird, 2012: 4).   

SOAR’s Architectural Components 

Soar’s state elaborations, deliberations, and actions focus around a working 

memory module and a long-term memory module comprised of three sub-modules.  These 

three memory sub-modules handle: production rules, semantic (aka. declarative) 

memories, and episodic memories. There are four mechanistic processing sub-modules 

that mediate between the long-term memory store and the working memory system. 

These sub-modules address: reinforcement learning (aka. RL), chunking (i.e. cognitive 

 
82 Laird, Rosenbloom, Newell [1983] (1987). 
83 SOAR combined “the idea of using problem spaces to organize behavior in solving a problem 

with the use of production systems to represent the knowledge used to control behavior. In 
problem spaces, behavior is decomposed into selection of operators and their application to 
states to make progress toward a goal. States are representations of the current situations; 
operators are the means by which a system can make deliberate changes in the situation” 
(Laird, 2012: 4). 

84 Unlike LT or STRIPS planners. 
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information compression), semantic learning (i.e. addressing 

declarations/facts/assertions), and episodic learning respectively. In addition to these four 

mechanistic sub-modules, SOAR also has one evaluation sub-module that interfaces 

directly with working memory but only indirectly to the long-term memory storage via an 

input to the reinforcement learning sub-module.  Modular representations are also 

plausible when considering the seven operational sub-processes of SOAR’s decision 

cycle.  Interfacing directly with the working memory system, these seven cyclical decision 

sub-processes are represented as: “input”, “state elaboration”, “propose operator”, 

“compare operators”, “select operator”, “apply operator”, and “output”.   

Canonical Features of SOAR 

  SOAR is highly scalable to support a large number of rules and also possesses 

many human-level features including: reinforcement learning, affective representations, 

and mental imagery representations (Lathrop and Laird, 2009). SOAR also supports a few 

established decision-making policies such as: “softmax, first/last, epsilon-greedy, and 

Boltzmann”.85  Unlike other Rule Based Systems (RBS), SOAR-agents have to ability to 

dynamically update its beliefs about the external environment via “computationally 

inexpensive truth maintenance algorithms”.86 Having a flexible belief system allows 

SOAR-Agent to be flexible when it comes to its ontological commitment within its particular 

task-domain. SOAR’s growing number of memory banks are completely associative and 

currently store: procedural, semantic, and episodic memories. There is even active 

speculation that SOAR might include a predictive prospective memory bank in the near 

future (Li and Laird, 2013). 

SOAR’s most unique feature is a rule-based episodic “explanation based learning” 

(Laird, 2012: 8) mechanism called “chunking”.87 Chunking also exists in other cognitive 

architectures but this particular feature is most canonical to SOAR. Chunking (aka. 

grouping) allows a SOAR-agent to compress a batch of pre-conditions from a specific 

 
85 SOAR 8 Tutorial (Laird, May 14, 2006). 
86 SOAR advertisement brochure, 2002:1. 

http://ai.eecs.umich.edu/soar/sitemaker/docs/misc/SoarRBSComparison.pdf.  Accessed 
online February 19, 2014. 

87  http://ai.eecs.umich.edu/cogarch0/soar/arch/chunk.html   - Accessed Online February 19, 
2014. 
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episodic experience into a single generalized pre-condition for later possible activation of 

an operator that would be governed by a production rule.  SOAR’s chunking procedure 

governs all learning from input through deliberation on the object-level and back to output 

via proposing, then selecting an operator for future action(s) in the external environment. 

Any novel or unfamiliar real-time episodic event perceived by the agent “returns a result 

to [the agent’s] supergoal” (Ibid.). The agent’s actions and interpretations from this event 

are immediately “chunked” into a production rule. This chunked rule contains new 

conditional statements that relate directly to the episodic experience just witnessed and 

interpreted by the agent. Just like SOAR’s operators and states; this rule-chunk is stored 

associatively between the agent’s short-term episodic memory and its long-term 

procedural memory banks for cross-retrieval. 

These episodic “interpretations” are based on a priori or previously acquired 

knowledge relating to apparently similar situations.  For future interaction scenarios where 

a similar episodic event matches some of the conditions in that rule-chunk; the agent can 

retrieve suggested preferences for the most appropriate operators or actions to use in that 

new situation. Over time, SOAR’s reinforcement learning feature “[…] tunes the actions of 

rules that create preferences for operator selection” by rewarding the agent for acting out 

“good” preferred operators and actions (Laird, 2012: 18). 

As an extension to chunking, SOAR is unique from other architectures that also 

use chunking in that it employs “automatic subgoaling”. After recognizing a conflict 

(impasse) during a novel decision-making scenario, the SOAR-agent generates a new 

state known as a “subgoal”. As this new state is based on rule-based knowledge, SOAR’s 

freshly generated subgoal can oscillate between superstate and substate designations. 

SOAR’s corporate literature claims that other Rule Based Systems (RBS) can only deal 

with one fixed state at a time.88 The SOAR agent automatically generates monitoring 

substates that “decompose complex operators into similar operators” (Laird, 2012: 66). 

 
88 (SOAR Advertisement 2001:1) 

http://ai.eecs.umich.edu/soar/sitemaker/docs/misc/SoarRBSComparison.pdf.  Accessed 
online February 19, 2014. 
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Therefore, SOAR’s assignment of a monitoring role to these substates implies that SOAR 

also offers rudimentary on-demand metareasoning89 or self-reflection capabilities (Ibid.).90 

Dissertation experts, however, have conceded that properly achieving metareasoning is 

more a part of CLARION’s canonical schema than of SOAR (e.g. GAQ.1; Bach, 2017). 

SOAR’s Decision Cycle 

SOAR's decision cycle is a “fixed processing mechanism that works in five phases: 

input, elaboration, decision, application, and output” (Lehman, Laird, and Rosenbloom, 

2006: 17).91 This dissertation research maps five phases plus four additional aspects of 

input/output parsing92 to a total temporal resolution of nine discrete time-steps.  

The SOAR-Agent must be able to parse continuous percepts (e.g. observations, 

perceptions) from a stochastic environment in order to make informed real-time decisions 

on which operators to select next. The SOAR-Agent handles this perpetually updating 

percept stream of new symbols by temporarily storing them first in a local “perceptual 

short-term memory” before adding them to a more global and action-driven working 

memory (Laird, 2012: 18).  

Next, the Soar-agent reflects on recently occurred episodes stored in its short-term 

working memory by elaborating on the elements of these events as conditions and 

suggested actions. The Soar-agent elaborates on these learned episodes by comparing 

the history of its operator-preferences (thoughts) and operations (actions) it made at the 

 
89  Sometimes using a cognitive architecture is more stable as it does not interfere with “under 

the hood” task processing. A cognitive architecture such as SOAR might make a super-
intelligence more robust in that a knowledge-based alternative to a cognitive architecture can 
be effective for learning but the agent might have to  “interrupt its task processing in order to 
learn new associations” (Laird, 2012: 16). 

90 A SOAR-agent has limited meta-reasoning capabilities. For example, a SOAR-agent 
determines the best decision-space (operator and production rule list) and method to draw 
from before searching for an implementable solution. With competing problem-spaces, the 
SOAR-agent comes to the kind of impasse where the SOAR-agent needs to recursively 
reason about the best reasoning process that will break this impasse. Unfortunately, SOAR’s 
metareasoning capabilities is unable to modify or reason about its own automatic chunking 
process. Based on http://ai.eecs.umich.edu/cogarch0/soar/capa/metareas.html - Accessed 
online November 29, 2013 

91 http://ai.eecs.umich.edu/soar/sitemaker/docs/misc/GentleIntroduction-2006.pdf - Accessed 
online February 19, 2014.  

92 i.e. input, output result, observe new state and recycle out back to input 

http://ai.eecs.umich.edu/soar/sitemaker/docs/misc/GentleIntroduction-2006.pdf
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time with conditional statements it had acquired from the rules it had chunked and stored 

from previous experience into its long-term memory.  

The SOAR-agent then has the opportunity to decide on a course of action. If any 

rules generated (learned) from a recent episode match with any other remembered rules, 

those matching rules will fire in parallel. Once these matching combination of rules fire, 

the SOAR-agent will have updated to its next state which contains new “suggestions, or 

preferences, for selecting the current operator” (Lehman, Laird, Rosenbloom, 2006: 17).  

From a list of highly rated and preferred operators, the SOAR-agent can then 

propose, select, and apply the operator to be used for the next action. The programmer 

also has the luxury of manually preferring operators by adding a “+” symbol to a favoured 

operator. With the reinforcement learning procedure, the SOAR-Agent updates an 

operator with a “+” symbol and a corresponding numerical rating value automatically when 

rewarded for an action that was produced by that operator.93 

SOAR’s architecture is known mostly for its ability to simultaneously fire an 

extremely large number of hard-coded production rules without having these rules initially 

undergo a matching procedure. SOAR’s operators and states are also rule-driven. In fact, 

SOAR differentiates itself from other Rule Based Systems (RBS) in that it is most 

concerned with selecting the best operator that will impact the agent’s next state. In other 

RBS, the focus is on hierarchically rating each rule and sequentially determining which 

single rule should fire next (Laird, 2012: 4). SOAR instead determines the best 

combination of rules to be fired in parallel, given the “knowledge and structure’ of a 

particular task-context (Ibid: 4-5). 

  These operators, states and rules are completely modular atomic elements and 

can be recycled from one memorized context to another for action-selection. This means 

that SOAR saves on rule-firing speed and resolves any conflicting logical contradiction or 

decision impasse by being highly associative with different elements of each of its parallel 

long and short-term memory banks. However, this convenient association and modularity 

 
93 Laird, J., Congdon, C.B., Coulter K.J., Derbinsky, N., Xu, J. (2011). “The Soar’s User Manual 

Version 9.3.1”. Chapter 5: Reinforcement learning. Draft: December 05, 2011. University of 
Michigan: 1998-2011. Pp. 81-90.   
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among memorized rules comes at a structural cost.   For example, SOAR can retrieve any 

other chunk (concept with data and a form) from one memory bank and automatically turn 

it into a sub-goal for use in episodic context. This cross-retrieval process is executed 

without requiring any knowledge of the previous associative context. Consequently, SOAR 

is task-agnostic as it only focuses on how the parallel optimization of a large number of 

hard-coded rules result in operational changes “[…] to the features and values” in the 

agent’s state (Lehman, Laird, and Rosenbloom, 2006: 17).  

Comparison with CLARION 

SOAR – a favorite among military applications (see van Lent, 2017; Soar-tech) - is 

considered the most simulated, updated, robust and time-tested canonical cognitive 

architecture to date. However, SOAR is not necessarily an ideal architecture for modeling 

the subtle nuances of real-time human (or higher) level processes based on cognitive 

psychology. SOAR does possess encyclopedically vast numbers of production-rules firing 

at optimal speeds with a minimum of latency.  Unlike CLARION however, SOAR does not 

semantically distinguish between implicit and explicit processes.  For SOAR, all internal 

and external percepts as well as procedures and declarations are seamlessly blended into 

a singular task-driven epistemological and ontological perception of the world.  Obsessed 

with a functionalist approach, SOAR uses its knowledge base and semantic memory 

(which combined procedural and declarative memory) to treat every phenomenon as 

something to potentially be acted or operated upon. SOAR’s obsession with a task-driven 

model of the world, disregards the harder properties of internal higher-level cognition such 

as consciousness. Currently, CLARION is a much more suitable candidate for parsing 

deeper levels of cognition than SOAR (see GAQ.1; Bach, 2017). 

  SOAR also superficially resembles CLARION in that it has reinforcement learning 

capabilities.  However, it is currently the case that SOAR does not have the ability to learn 

new rules or rule-contexts from scratch (e.g. no universal prior). Ultimately, SOAR’s focus 

is on hard-coded rules. SOAR’s form of learning is through the hard-coded application of 

preferred (+) operators for proposing, applying and possibly selecting as an action. In this 

way, SOAR is closer to ACT-R than CLARION. SOAR also more closely resembles ACT-

R than CLARION in that it learns new chunks through the agnostic recycling of other 
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chunks that are already stored in other memory banks (i.e. declarative, procedural, and/or 

production-rule memory stores). 

CLARION – A Hybrid Architecture 

CLARION is a hybrid architecture – more capable of generalized cognition and 

interaction than other architectures – in that it combines both top-down and bottom-up 

cognitive processes in a relatively seamless manner. CLARION is one of the few known 

functional cognitive architectures today to theoretically combine constructionist and 

constructivist approaches to knowledge-representation, deliberation and interaction.  

CLARION uses modes of distributed representation94 to aid with the emergent 

formation of explicit knowledge such as production rules, and logical inferences from 

bottom-up implicit and sub-symbolic environmental reactions. In other words, higher-level 

thinking can be epistemologically grounded in a representation structure resembling 

“intuition”. A CLARION agent literally bootstraps this a priori implicit knowledge and 

transforms such knowledge into top-down explicit knowledge elements. CLARION also 

possesses more conventionally constructed top-down structures for the direct formation 

of higher-level knowledge. In CLARION’s case, implicit knowledge and explicit knowledge 

stores flow between and communicate with each other.  

CLARION’s infrastructure is sub-divided into four hierarchical sub-systems that 

are: action centered (ACS), non-action centered (NACS), motivational (MS) and meta-

cognitive (MCS). 

CLARION’s Architectural Components 

The CLARION architecture has sensory inputs for percepts and the assumption of 

actuators for enacting actions within the environment. However, these actuators are only 

meant to be governed by the action centered subsystem (ACS).  Otherwise, environmental 

awareness is not required in terms of actions for the CLARION-agent to execute.  The act 

 
94 For more information, see van Gelder, T. (2001). “Distributed vs. Local Representation” (pp. 

236-238).  In R.A. Wilson., F.C. Keil., [Eds.].  The MIT Encyclopedia of Cognitive Science 
(MITECS).  Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.  964 pages. 
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of contemplation, however, only requires the use of the remaining three subsystems and 

their associated architectural components. 

Similar to SOAR, CLARION has mechanistic sub-modules that influence learning 

outcomes and the interpretation (and possibly even generation) of reinforcement signals.  

Unlike SOAR’s action-centered approach to reinforcement learning and appropriate task 

representation, however, CLARION deals with these two sub-modules in the meta-

cognitive subsystem. In other words, CLARION introspectively monitors and regulates 

these sub-modules rather than directly proposing, selecting and acting through them.  In 

CLARION, these two sub-modules represent a “task model” and “reinforcement”.  In the 

non-action centered subsystem, CLARION maintains three separate sub-modules for 

contemplating: “user knowledge”, “task knowledge” and “environment knowledge”.  

The main memory system in CLARION involves working memory for rehearsal and 

temporal consolidation from short term memory into long term memory and vice versa. 

The working memory system exists to have the NACS and the ACS communicate with 

each other so that objects (or subjects) of deliberation are perpetually being contemplated 

by the CLARION-agent as to whether or not to act on such deliberations. 

The action centered subsystem (ACS) contains three sub-modules representing 

different cognitive networks.  In the ACS, these three sub-modules are known as the: “goal 

structure [GS] action network”, “working memory [WM] action network”, and the “external 

action network”.  

 The motivational subsystem (MS) contains two sub-modules representing drives 

and the goal structure.  The MS sub-modules operate independently from the working 

memory interchange but does have its own influence on the action centered subsystem 

(ACS).   

Implicit Cognition in CLARION 

CLARION can parse subconscious processes, sub-symbolic knowledge (Sun, 

2006: 82-83) and employ tacit knowledge. This implicit knowledge is effectively a priori 

knowledge which is represented and managed using bottom-level neural-nets. 

CLARION’s neural nets can learn back-propagation as well as feed-forward behaviors 

(Ibid: 82). These implicit knowledge stores are also capable of Q-learning (Watkins, 1989 
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in Ibid: 83, 85). CLARION’s implicit neural nets are cognitively more complex than mere 

classifier neural architectures such as perceptrons and support vector machines as they 

also deal also with neural temperature (Ibid.).  

Explicit Cognition in CLARION 

Explicit cognition in CLARION involves more focused levels of conscious 

awareness, active introspection and intentional deliberation. CLARION frequently 

generates elements of focused top-down knowledge from bottom-up intuition in the form 

of: deductions, inductions, abductions, hypothesis testing, and explicit symbolic 

representation (Ibid: 83-84). Further, these explicit knowledge elements may be hard-

wired and pre-coded strictly top-down from the available corpus of scientific and logical 

conventions. 

The Action Centered Subsystem (ACS) 

The action-centered subsystem (ACS, Ibid: 84-88) focuses on direct cognitive 

agency in a particular interactive environment (e.g. video-game, virtual world). Actions are 

themselves derived from cognitive processes and explicit knowledge-elements residing in 

CLARION’s procedural, working and episodic memory. Implicit (i.e. intuitive) knowledge – 

although present in the ACS - needs to be compared and combined in working memory 

with explicit knowledge at the top level before updating an agent’s available action-

sequences (Ibid: 84-85). This top symbolic level is known as the “action rule store” (ARS, 

Ibid: 84). The exception to this rule would require an action to be performed randomly - 

with or without a corresponding reinforcement signal - in order to discover a set of 

emergent knowledge priors derived from empirical observations via Q-learning (Ibid: 85, 

87). 

Implicit knowledge Representation in the ACS 

Implicit knowledge representations stored in CLARION’s ACS are distributed 

across “implicit decision networks” (IDNs, Ibid: 84) which are formed out of a neural-net 

infrastructure. Inputs that are distributed by CLARION’s IDNs are conceptually 

represented as sets of dimension-value pairs. Implicit knowledge outputs an action or an 

action-sequence represented as: “working memory actions, goal actions and external 

actions” (Ibid: 85). For encoding implicit knowledge into each individual IDN, CLARION 
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uses the Q-learning algorithm to quantify the probabilistic “value” of an appropriate action 

given the current “temperature” of a decision-process contained within a particular state 

via a Boltzmann distribution of Q-values (Ibid.).  

CLARION’s Q-Learning Algorithm Implementation 

While on-line, Q-values are continuously but gradually updated and tuned – via 

back propagation through the IDN neural networks – to determine the most correct 

Boltzmann probability distribution (Ibid.). This algorithm learns the appropriateness of 

actions by estimating “the maximum (discounted) total reinforcement that can be received 

from the current state x and on” through its finite life-time horizon (Ibid.).   

Explicit Knowledge Representation in the ACS 

The handling and representation of explicit knowledge in CLARION’s ACS is 

perhaps the most elaboration feature of this particular cognitive architecture. Rule-sets in 

CLARION are hierarchically categorized from the bottom-up to the top-down.  

At the lowest level, any reactive, implicit or empirically learned behavior can be 

algorithmically extracted, refined and converted into a rule (aka. the “rule-extraction 

refinement algorithm” [RER], Ibid: 86). This rule can be encoded as an explicit knowledge 

element for use by CLARION’s deductive and inductive logic components in the service 

of actionable inference.  In other words, CLARION’s showcased RER algorithm can 

enable the CLARION-agent to learn from sub-symbolic knowledge and find ways to 

convert this knowledge into logic and/or ontology symbols. If the implicit knowledge 

component is sufficiently salient and capable of semantic refinement, base empirical 

experience can even be converted into a production rule (Ibid.).   

A CLARION-agent is not dependent on rules being extracted and refined from the 

lower rungs of empirical experience in order to contemplate and ultimately, execute an 

action. In fact, this agent can use its own logic stores in the higher levels to access and 

formulate its own “independently learned rules” (ILR, Ibid.). These rules are usually either 

logically verified modifications on RER-created rules and/or manually pre-programmed 

production rules.    
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At the highest level of the ACS, the CLARION-agent does not need to draw from 

empirical experience at all in order to take some kind of appropriate action in its (virtual) 

environment. Rather, a CLARION-agent can rely only on those “fixed rules” (FR, Ibid.) 

hand coded by its programmers.  These fixed rules are usually production rules – 

comprised of pre-authored if-then statements - but can also be rules based on deductive 

or deontic (i.e. “moral”) logic. In CLARION, one plausible representation of moral 

reasoning is known as ADMR (aka. Analogico-Deductive Moral Reasoning. Licato et al., 

2014: 898). 

The Non-Action Centered Subsystem (NACS) 

The non-action centered subsystem (NACS, Sun, 2006: 88-90) simulates 

deliberations, thoughts, and potential actions by drawing from CLARION’s declarative and 

episodic knowledge stores. In the NACS, CLARION has combined these knowledge 

stores into a unified “general knowledge store” (GKS, Ibid: 88). Reasoning methods in this 

sub-system can either be rule-based, similarity-based, or some combination of both (Ibid., 

p. 89). The NACS also involves a base-level activation procedure.  A base level activation 

determines when a certain knowledge element passes a semantic threshold that 

separates CLARION’s implicit or explicit knowledge categories (Ibid.). 

Implicit Knowledge Representation in the NACS 

 The NACS distributes implicit knowledge representations as correlations between 

mapped inputs with their outputs and vice versa, using an “associative memory network” 

(AMN, Ibid: p. 88).   These implicit knowledge elements are encoded as “dimension-value 

pairs” (Licato et al., 2014:  892). 

Explicit Knowledge Representation in the NACS 

Explicit knowledge representations are exclusively handled by the GKS. The GKS 

can also encode implicit knowledge but its main focus is dealing with explicit knowledge 

(Ibid.). 

The Motivational Subsystem (MS) 

The motivational subsystem (MCS, Ibid: 90-92) self-evidently deals with a 

CLARION-agent’s motivations, goals and lower-level instinctive drives. These drives 
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range hierarchically in cognitive value from base desires relating to self-sufficiency (e.g. 

hunger and thirst) to higher level values such as self-esteem right up to more transcendent 

ideals such as enlightenment and self-actualization (Ibid: 92). However, true ontological 

transcendence is actually recursively parsed within the next level – the meta-cognitive 

subsystem (MCS).  

Implicit Knowledge Representation in the MS 

Implicit knowledge is represented in the MS by hard-wired sub-conscious drives 

(Ibid: 91).  A CLARION-agent might even model its drives after those found in human-

biology. 

Explicit Knowledge Representation in the MS 

Explicit knowledge is represented in the MS through the moderation of internal 

drives and ultimately, the deliberate modeling of functional goals. These explicit 

motivational goals are usually related to a deeper understanding of an agent’s: survival, 

underlying ambition, and teleological utility (Ibid.).  

The Meta-Cognitive Subsystem (MCS) 

The meta-cognitive subsystem (MCS, Ibid: 92-94) allows the CLARION-agent to 

recursively monitor and assess its own cognitive processes. This includes those cognitive 

processes present, dormant or active in the other sub-systems (Ibid: 93). The MCS 

supports classical meta-reasoning which “[…] deals with whether an agent should act or 

continue to reason before acting” (Cox and Raja, 2011: 6). Classical meta-deliberation 

also involves: goal/reinforcement setting, input focusing, selecting learning/reasoning 

methods, determining implicit/explicit processing, and other parameters unique to 

CLARION’s cognitive architecture (Sun, 2006: 93).  This meta-cognitive deliberation 

faculty is mediated through the continuous exchange of percepts being shared between 

the implicit and explicit knowledge stores across all sub-systems (Ibid.). Just as there are 

implicit and explicit knowledge stores residing in CLARION’s deliberation-decision-action 

loop; CLARION also takes care of introspective monitoring at both implicit and explicit 

levels of semantic understanding. 
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Implicit Knowledge Representation in the MCS 

Introspective monitoring of implicit knowledge in CLARION’s MCS is likely 

influenced to some degree by any drives or desires stored within the MS (Ibid.).  The input-

output stream representing a CLARION-agent’s drives and pre-cognitive impulses can be 

monitored and controlled by the MCS. 

Explicit Knowledge Representation in the MCS 

Generally speaking, explicit knowledge representation in the MCS undergoes an 

equally explicit process of introspective monitoring. Just as in other introspective 

monitoring architectures, CLARION’s MCS represents not only explicit knowledge as 

factual declarations that capture “[…] the mental states and decision-making sequences”, 

but also the declarations themselves (Cox and Raja, 2011: 6). This recursive 

representation of the declarations that declare the agent’s declarative structure is parsed 

at this monitoring meta-level (Ibid.). Abstractly speaking, a CLARION-agent uses the MCS 

as a kind of “imagination”. Within this imagination space, the CLARION-agent95 can query 

and update identifiable patterns representing traces96 of explanations that recursively 

explain other explanations better than the original ones. Quite often, the kinds of meta-

explanations97 required are ones that create “[…] a set of learning goals” (Ibid.) that can 

explain the reason why another explanation failed to explain the cause for a particular 

error in the agent’s reasoning capabilities (Cox and Ram, 1999 in Ibid: 7). Recursively and 

redundantly, the CLARION-agent can deploy the MCS to deliberate and simulate facts as 

well as meta-knowledge about those facts. For example, the CLARION-agent might use 

the MCS to measure the overall epistemological truth-value of declarative knowledge in 

general and how it should most efficiently be represented.  

CLARION’s MCS is an important sub-system for higher level cognition and “object-

level computation” (Cox and Raja, 2011: 5). For efficient action-sequencing, however, the 

MCS should usually not become the CLARION-agent’s dominant sub-system. This is 

 
95 This includes any other cognitive agent capable of meta-reasoning.  
96 Known in the meta-reasoning academic community as a “trace meta-explanation pattern” or 

“TMXP”.  These traces explain both “[…] how reasoning occurs” and explain “[….] unusual 
events in a ground-level story perceived by the system” (Cox and Raja, 2011: 7).  

97 Known in the meta-reasoning academic community as “IMXPs” (Cox and Ram, 1999 in Cox 
and Raja, 2011: 7). IXMPs “[…] explain why reasoning fails” (Ibid.). 
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because recursively over-analytical meta-reasoning, if left unchecked by the other sub-

systems “could interfere with ground-level performance” during action/selection mode 

(Ibid.).  

Chunking in CLARION 

The process of chunking memorized empirical data-elements from dimension-

value pairs into concepts with an assigned chunk identification tag is similar to SOAR. In 

CLARION’s case, both the ACS (acting) and the NACS (deliberation) handle concept 

chunks. In the ACS chunks – as well as rules themselves - are created out of encoded 

explicit knowledge elements (Sun, 2006: 86). To save cognitive cost, both the rule 

conditions (left-side) and the resulting action(s) or deliberation sequences (right-side) are 

represented primarily as chunks. Cognitively Distinguished Chunks (CDCs) interact with 

CLARION’s Associative Rules (AR, Licato et al., 2014 [2]: 859) and are fixed chunked 

nodes containing chunk links that are innately related at a lower level and/or semantically 

connected at a higher level. CDCs serve to form part of an agent’s emergently structured 

cognitive knowledge (Licato et al., 2014: 893). These CDCs are passed back and forth 

between bottom and top levels of the ACS.  In the NACS, chunks are modeled from 

memory elements contained within the GKS and converted into associative rules (Sun, 

2006: 88). Chunks can be compared with each other using a method of “similarity based 

reasoning” where if “[…] the similarity between [chunks] is sufficiently high, then the latter 

chunk is inferred” (Ibid: 89). 
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 Developing the Hermeneutic Lenses 

This dissertation’s hermeneutic lens was initially inspired from principles garnered 

from Information Integration Theory (IIT) [4.1]. However, most of this hermeneutic lens 

was primarily formed out of an interdisciplinary fusion between Kantian aesthetics [4.2] 

and Crawfordian interaction design principles [4.3].  

4.1. ɸ and Information Integration Theory (IIT)   

This sub-chapter briefly discusses Integrated Information Theory (IIT) and IIT 

theorists’ application of the ɸ symbol. However, this dissertation will limit the discussion to 

the qualitative (non-numerical) aspects of IIT and ɸ [see IIT – purpose of usage].  To 

clarify, because of the usual quantitative orientations of IIT, and its usage of ɸ, IIT’s 

interpretations of this key concept will not be directly part of this dissertation’s qualitative 

hermeneutic exegesis. A deeper discussion of IIT and ɸ in this original domain’s context 

is a subject recommended for future research [9.1]. 

4.1.1. Established domain application(s) and interpretation(s) 

It is useful to know that the first applications of the ɸ symbol were psychological 

and qualitative in origin. Quantitative associations of ɸ did not occur until Wertheimer’s 

psychological application of the ɸ symbol (Sekuler, 2012) had been re-interpreted by the 

Italian neuroscientist Giulio Tononi (2008) to explain levels of apparent consciousness, 

rather than apparent movement [see Appendix B]. Tononi’s re-interpretation is 

epistemologically derived from a panpsychist quantitative approach to consciousness. 

The perspective of panpsychism suggests that consciousness is a decentralized (but 

Monistic) source whose phenomenal essence can be quantified as discrete bits that are 

ontologically distributed across entities and objects – including supposedly inanimate 

objects. In other words, “[…] everything [incl. objects and entities] has [part of] a [Gestalt] 

mind” (Chalmers in Alter et al., 2015: 246). For most panpsychists, consciousness is only 

distributed among entities and objects that directly address the fundamental properties of 

physics (Ibid: 246-247). Ultimately for scientific panpsychists, this diffuse pan-conscious 
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“soul”98 must have an essence that can be physically distributed.  Therefore, the 

panpsychist approach to ɸ does not necessarily apply to quantifying the inherent 

conscious states using symbols such as numbers – even though ɸ itself, is represented 

through numerical quantities (Ibid: 247).  

Tononi’s panpsychist quantitative assessment of ɸ99 addresses emergent and 

qualitatively conscious phenomena (i.e. “qualia”) as a Gestalt.  This conscious Gestalt 

represents more [or other] than the sum total of partial cognitive states generated by 

integrated information. In fact, Tononi believes that integrated information can be equated 

with the ethereal phenomenon of consciousness itself (Tononi, 2008: 216). Tononi 

hermeneutically assesses the quality of integrated information based on a distinctly 

Gestalt rubric by evaluating the degree a system is “[…] connected in such a way that 

[this] information is generated by causal interactions among rather than within its parts” 

(Ibid: 220).  For Tononi, systems - and presumably, agents as well – can only generate 

and incorporate the kind of Gestalt integrated information that “[…] cannot be [causally] 

decomposed into informationally independent parts” (Ibid: 220-221).  

Here are the qualitative aspects to distill from IIT’s ɸ interpretations: 

1. In terms of cognitive communication and transmission capabilities, integrated 

information is necessarily global while effective information is exclusively local. 

2. Integrated information must show evidence of inter-communication across 

various components, states and nodes. 

3. This integrated information must show causal inter-dependency.  Every 

component, state and node must be shown to be dependent on at least one 

other component, state and node in order for true ɸ values to exist and be 

counted (tallied) accordingly as (hopefully) a complex. 

 
98 One commonly used symbol to represent the “soul” is ψ (“psi”). This symbol etymologically 

inspired the cognitive academic sub-discipline, Psychology. 
99 The symbol ɸ has also been deployed to represent and quantify biologically inspired aspects of 

physiology and affective interaction. For example, the ACT-R cognitive architecture 
(Anderson, 1983;1990) has been enhanced with physiological and affective capabilities. This 
new hybrid architecture is now known as ACT-R ɸ (Dancy, 2013). 
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4. If a component, node or state can function fine and completely autonomously 

from any other component, node or state, then only effective information bits 

are being counted.  Full ɸ values correspond to integrated (necessarily global) 

information, not effective (exclusively local) information. 

Tononi himself, uses a conventional example from Gestalt psychology to explain 

the mechanistic aspects of a unified Gestalt experience in terms of causal interactions 

among smaller semi-autonomous cognitive elements. Tononi gives two examples to 

illustrate his mechanistic understanding of Gestalt integrated information. The first 

example is that of a red square and the second example involves a camera.  Appealing to 

the faculties of intuitive common-sense reasoning, Tononi claims that a red square - when 

comprehended and apprehended consciously – “[…] cannot be decomposed into the 

separate experience of red and the separate experience of a square” (Ibid: 219). The 

second example suggests that a non-conscious camera cannot attain consciousness 

because it has independent parts that can still function without having very little – if any - 

informational aspect of its cognitive organization needing to be integrated into a larger 

cognitive whole (Ibid.). Whereas a camera only has a binary “understanding” of light at the 

most basic sensory pre-cognitive level, a human can distinguish between different 

wavelengths and “qualia” of light (e.g. its colour and relative aesthetic salience etc., Ibid: 

218). From there, most human agents are more than capable of applying semantic 

associations to enhance their cognitive understanding of the qualia that they experience. 

IIT as understood for the dissertation’s context 

 In this dissertation’s context, it is understood that when a virtual-agent 

contemplates a particular scenario with any degree of semantic-depth, that it is nearly 

impossible for this agent to depend on only one module from a cognitive architecture in 

order to really understand what it is experiencing from within its own mind and/or the virtual 

environs. Also, this virtual-agent might not be contemplating the scenario deeply as it 

could if only a limited number of architectural components are dynamically active and firing 

(the understood exception will be the meditation scenarios) [see Chapter 6 - meditation 

scenarios]. It is mostly likely that a virtual-agent is deeply contemplating some scenario if 

it also able to use the modular components and convoluted interconnections of a cognitive 

architecture in such a way as to semantically distinguish between different qualitative 
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aspects of what it is experiencing – from many conceivable and accessible perceptual 

angles.   

Cognitive information, generally speaking from the IIT perspective, can only be 

hermeneutically gleaned from representations of interactive processes if these processes 

are unified (Ibid: 219) and can show conceptual evidence of an “[…] ability to discriminate 

among a large number of alternatives” (Ibid: 218). Considering a large number of 

informational alternatives over other interactive states semantically maps to Crawford’s 

idea of having access to an equally vast repertoire of “conceivable states” over “accessible 

states” [1.4.1; 4.3.1].  

Purpose of usage 

The ɸ phenomenon was considered while forming the dissertation’s initial research 

assumptions. Before consultation with experts, it was assumed that the phi (gestalt) 

phenomenon would explain possible quantitative and qualitative correlations between 

architectural module integration and contemplative intensification in a virtual-agent’s mind. 

In addition, to its original domain application within Gestalt Psychology [see Appendix B], 

contemporary cognitive engineers and cognition researchers directly reapplied this phi 

phenomenon to a holistic understanding of integrated information leading to some non-

zero form of “consciousness”. This phi phenomenon relates to (and is inspired by) the 

numerical values that the IIT online calculator/graph visualizer tool [see 4.1 - IIT; 4.1.2 = 

IIT graph visualizer] uses to measure the amount of “consciousness” or “complex 

contemplation” within a cognitive system (i.e. architecture). After preliminary expert 

consultation, this dissertation shifted its hermeneutic focus to exclusively focus on 

qualitative and philosophical as well as purely psychological (i.e. non-numerical) 

conceptions of Phi and not those numerical values associated with phi-measurements in 

IIT. However, even though actual quantitative phi values are not being measured in this 

dissertation, the concept of Phi and the “integrated” cognitive information of a particular 

system (architecture) is still a semantically useful phenomenon for domain-experts to 

consider. This is because it helps in a qualitative way to understand how cognitive modules 

relate to the architecture as a whole when a virtual-agent parses deep contemplative 

scenarios. To understand this phenomenon on a qualitative level, one must comprehend 

what it means to consider the possibility that contemplation occurs at a semantic level 
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higher (or more) than the sum of any particular mechanistic cognitive module 

configuration. Even for the most simple contemplation scenarios, it was assumed that a 

virtual-agent’s mind would initially access many cognitive modules holistically. 

4.1.2. Hermeneutic Tool(s) for the IIT Lens 

This section outlines the primary software tool for (what eventually become a) 

qualitative measurement of cognitive architectures configured for particular virtual-agent 

minds and various corresponding interactive scenarios.  

The dissertation researcher assessed these quantitative systems (i.e. the theory 

and the calculator) and encountered some fundamental epistemological issues related to 

accurately measuring the state-space of a virtual-agent’s mind. The outcomes of this 

assessment and initial experimentation provide some additional considerations [9.1. - 

Future Work] for ways in which these hermeneutic tools – including the initial assessment 

of the Consscale Calculator and Rubric [Appendix A - Consscale Calculator] - can be 

iterated in the future. As mentioned earlier in this dissertation, the Consscale calculator 

was ultimately not selected as a hermeneutic tool for expert discussion.  

The Integrated Information Theory (IIT) graph-network visualizer 

Originally intended as an online calculator to measure quantities of integrated 

information (Φ), this dissertation has re-purposed this calculator as a network-graph 

visualizer and logic-node configuration organizer.  

The free online software tool allows researchers to use a sandbox window to 

create graph-nodes and connection edges between these nodes in any linear hierarchical 

order they choose. These connections are then visualized in a separate grid-window that 

illustrates the conceptual structure of the created network.  Researchers then can select 

and assign a given node to start firing first or to not fire at all (but not necessarily to inhibit 

firing). The researcher can also use this tool to select and declare certain nodes to be 

reflexive and self-looping. For example, a working memory module usually involves a 

rehearsal loop so this module type is usually classified and represented as a reflexive 

node.   
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IIT Graph-Visualizer UI  

The Cognitive Network State-Space Sandbox Window 

This window is where the researcher plots a mechanistic state network by adding, 

selecting and focusing on: graph-nodes, graph-edges, processing hubs, and inter-node 

connections. Each node can be assigned an alphabetical label (e.g. A, B, C...etc.), and 

from there, the researcher can then rename each of these alphabetical labels to set a 

qualitative semantic hierarchy. Each of these nodes, edges, processing hubs, and 

connections, can be classified to allow for AND-gates, NAND-gates, NOR-gates, OR-

gates and XOR (exclusive OR) logical gates. The mechanism’s state can also be re-

configured to display a random firing order or an ordering based on the majority/minority 

of – or in parity with – the currently plotted logic types.  

The state-space configuration can also be manually perturbed and modified by 

adding self-reflexive nodes (for looping modules), as well as bi-directional edges and 

connections (for recursive cognitive loops).  

The Conceptual Structure Grid Window 

This window is a 3D graph that shows the labeled alphabetical nodes as state-

space vectors. These vectors are arranged according to the network configuration 

designed by the researcher in the state-space sandbox window.  From the visually 

represented logical configurations, the researcher can then perform a qualitative 

hermeneutic analysis discussing the semantic relevance of each active cognitive region 

per interactive virtual-agent contemplative scenario. 

4.2. A hermeneutic lens based on Kantian aesthetics  

4.2.1. Rationale for a Neo-Kantian Analysis of Contemplative 
Intensities 

This dissertation’s philosophical rationale is intentionally restricted to Kant’s discussion of 

aesthetic intensities as outline in his mature work, [a] “Critique of Judgment” (1790) and 

is not based on his political or ethical perspective.  A Neo-Kantian philosophical lens might 

seem antiquated and obsolete but Kant’s aesthetic intensities in particular, do inform the 
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engineering and design affordances of a mind’s cognitive capabilities. As a rudimentary 

example, the designer/engineer can consider the sheer vastness of the virtual-agent 

mind’s available finite-states for action-selection.   

 The Neo-Kantian lens might seem to be hermeneutically alien to today’s emphasis on 

virtual technologies. However, there is an academic precedent where Kant’s writings have 

been interpreted for speculative design poetics in virtual world(s) disciplines before. 

Kantian aesthetic theory, for example, has been discussed by some video-game 

researchers.100 In one particular example, the Neo-Kantian topic of ludic disinterestedness 

was discussed in terms of expected video-game interaction(s) (Tavinor, 2009). When it 

comes to virtual-agent (NPC, bot, etc.) design, however, many Neo-Kantian academics 

are more likely to associate a virtual-agent’s contemplative intensities (e.g. the cognitive 

experience of C-State maximization aka. the sublime) with extra-cognitive attributes that 

historically relate back to Kant’s original teleological focus on aesthetics.  Due to this 

semantic focus on aesthetic contextualization, most Kantian virtual-agent scholars refer 

instead to a virtual-agent’s visual appearance (size), as well as its observable capability 

to directly impact the virtual environment (i.e. “physical” presence). However, a focus on 

physicality and behavioral characteristics only applies to Kant’s earlier writings (1760) on 

aesthetic intensities which were actually informed by pre-Kantian philosophical 

observations. Pre-Kantian stereotypes that refer almost exclusively to the non-cognitive 

aspects of sublimity and aesthetic intensity can be originally attributed to Edmund Burke 

(1756) rather than contemporary video-game character designers. 

Neo-Kantian research, for example, challenges Burke's insistence that all sublime 

interactions involve blatantly oppositional forces related to (virtual) physicality and non-

cognitive presence (1756). These Burkian forces would restrict NPC-minds to game-

based conflict scenarios (Magerko and Laird et al., 2004:1). Typically, established industry 

professionals (Crawford, 2003; Isbister, 2006) have claimed that "fun" virtual environments 

must privilege functional over cognitive interactivity (Zimmerman, 2004).101 Award-winning 

games often promise extra-game emotional experiences with NPCs (e.g. Shadow of the 

Colossus, SONY, 2005). However, character-designers still resort to didactic visual 

 

 
101 Zimmerman’s ideas are based on Huizinga’s “Homo Ludens” (1938). 
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presentations and predictable animation behaviors – none of which require minds 

enhanced by a cognitive architecture. These explicit behaviours reward players with 

functional progress in the video-game more than stimulating their artistic "cognitive" 

faculties. Despite genuine attempts at simulating the illusion of human-level believability 

in games, the AI community in general currently aspires to little more than a weak/narrow 

interpretation of an agents’ actual cognitive potential.102 The narrow-AI community’s 

philosophical perspective is more evocative of Burke than of Kant.  

Burkian conceptions of aesthetic (and even expected cognitive) intensities, 

ultimately speaking, correspond most closely to functional discussions of a virtual-agent’s 

observable behavior and appearance rather than the internal mentalist mechanisms of 

cognition. Based on the above comparisons, one could say that the mature writings of 

Kant (1790) build upon Burke’s (and even early Kant’s) empirical emphasis of aesthetic 

intensity by also considering (to the point of privileging) the internal cognitive mechanisms 

of the mind and psyche. In other words, Kant emphasizes a mind’s ability to apprehend 

and comprehend (i.e. contemplate) aesthetically diverse percepts – regardless of whether 

their perceptual origins are truly empirical via an external world. In this way, Burkian 

thought can be associated with behavioral or perceivable (observable) perceptions of 

contemplative intensity and cognitive competence that is the state of-the-art benchmark 

for current entertainment and industry implementations of virtual-agent minds. Kantian 

thought, goes further and accepts the existence of psycho-functionalist (mentalist) 

cognitive functions and processes. Therefore, Kantian philosophical exegesis is more 

hermeneutically amenable to a speculative discussion of genuinely contemplative virtual-

agent minds for AGI purposes. 

This dissertation takes a philosophical stance that functional or explicit interactivity 

only applies for satisfaction in an entertainment context and not when appreciated 

aesthetically for its own sake (e.g. "art" and AGI purposes). Therefore, this research 

focuses on the identification of extra-functional aspects of cognitive interactivity in the 

hopes that video-game players and other virtual world interactors might one day have "out-

of-game” transcendent experiences (Kant, 1790; Uehling Jr., 1971) with contemplative 

 
102 "AI research is aimed at exceedingly narrow problems light years away from the cognitive 

capacities that distinguish human persons" (Bringsjord et al., 2005: 31). 
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virtual-agents.  With Neo-Kantian contemplative intensities in mind, cognitive interaction 

with agents residing in social virtual worlds will eventually rely more on AGI - with possible 

architectural cognitive enhancement - rather than depend on “finite state” game-AI 

approaches and behavioral “tricks”. Ultimately, it is assumed that virtual-agents 

implemented with Artificial General Intelligence will use human-level believability as a 

starting point for social and/or ludic interaction. 

4.2.2. Aesthetic Qualia and Contemplative Interactivity 

This section focuses on the more prominent philosophical hermeneutic lenses used to 

qualitatively examine contemplative phenomenon as they relate to a virtual-agent’s 

internal cognitive experiences. This dissertation primarily considers Kant’s aesthetic 

intensities when determining the degree of contemplative intensification in a given virtual 

scenario. 

The first sub-chapter will fully explain the Kantian terminology as it relates to this 

dissertation’s topic. The second sub-chapter will discuss and qualify each of Kant’s 

aesthetic and contemplative intensities in detail. 

4.2.3. Kantian Aesthetic Terminology  

Imagination and Reason 

This chapter’s aesthetic intensities can be properly understood once the reader 

has internalized Kant’s philosophical definitions of the imagination and reason.  The 

cognitive interplay between philosophical faculties of imagination and reason in particular, 

form the basis for understanding the most contemplatively involved aesthetic intensity – 

the Transcendent Sublime [4.2.3]. 

Kantian Imagination 

The Kantian interpretation of the imagination is sometimes conflated with 

“intellectual intuition” (Kant, 1781: 185-186). Kant’s considers the imagination to be a 

highly qualitative and semantically generative cognitive process. The contents or 

inspiration of the imagination can involve: fictional, functional or fantasy elements and can 

be derived from sensory empirical phenomena or from the platonic realm of pure ideas. A 
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percept that is an idea from a higher reality or truth that transcends being validated or 

even inspired by any empirical experience is known as a “noumenon” or a “thing-in-itself” 

(Ibid: 42, 308, 315). Technically, a negative noumenon is “unknowable” in its purest form 

as we cannot even graph the idea-form as an abstract concept, let alone a perceived 

object. However, positive noumena exist as C-State representations of platonic thought-

forms which can be visualized and categorized through our imaginative faculty [see 1.4.1; 

4.3.1; Table 2 (4.3.2) for definitions of C-States].  Positive instantiations of the noumenal 

realm can be crudely imagined without using the physical senses in a reflective manner 

by having noumena semantically associated with known sensory phenomena (Ibid: 185, 

187, 205).  

Unlike reason, the imagination involves comprehending (understanding) or 

reflecting on either perceptual phenomena or ideal noumena rather than trying to 

practically apprehend (calculate or numerically judge) a phenomenon’s or noumenon’s 

precise properties. To imaginatively comprehend something that has entered our internal 

or external perception; Kant believes that we make a subjective determination of 

phenomenon’s or noumenon’s ultimate nature and purpose (Beidler, 1995: 178).  

Reflection is a key contemplative meta-faculty when considering the imagination because 

“[…] the apprehension of forms by the imagination could never occur if reflective judgment 

did not compare them” (Kant, 1790: 29-30). More than reason, the imagination is 

responsible for intuitively catalyzing aesthetic pleasure (Ibid: 30). 

AI and AGI Interpretation(s) of Kantian Imagination 

In the AI domain, the "imagination" is defined as "the [contemplative] manipulation 

of information [mental imagery] that is not directly available to an agent's sensors" 

(Marques and Holland, 2009: 743).  Artificial imagination as currently implemented usually 

pertains to an agent's capacity to simulate a task from its problem-space into its semantic 

and episodic memory banks for future retrieval (Mueller and Dyer, 1985; Marques and 

Holland, 2009). The current goal for handling, storing and predicting these imagined states 

is through the eventual implementation of a prospective memory (Li and Laird, 2013). For 

contemporary implementation opportunities, this research deals with an NPC's and human 

interactor's task-based interaction to expedite ludic progress. This research also 
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speculates on modeling more abstract conceptions of imaginative experiences and having 

them match or exceed the imaginative (contemplative) capacities of the human-interactor. 

A computational representation of imagination can be any or all of the following: 

1 – A predicted/prospective generative percept-stream (future states, operators, 

probability distributions, actions etc.) and/or simulated input-output procedure that has 

some portion existing outside of or beyond (or in parallel to) the agent’s sensory apparatus. 

2 – A form of creative-reinterpretation (or misinterpretation) of sensory data.  Imagination 

can be a semantically interpreted percept-stream (various parallel ontological descriptions 

of: states, operators, actions etc.) that has some portion existing outside of or beyond (or 

in parallel to) the agent’s sensory apparatus. The semantic interpretation of this percept-

stream might not directly address the raw data or hypotheses inferred by the agent’s 

sensory apparatus.  

In other words, an agent’s imagination might contain purely generative (imagined) 

information content for rationalization or prediction without any empirical grounding in the 

sensed data. Alternately, an agent might use its imagination to provide its own 

idiosyncratic semantic interpretation of the received empirical sense data – based on its 

particular personality-traits. A virtual-agent can also use an artificially created imagination 

faculty to modulate its hard-coded rationality. For example, a virtual-agent can dynamically 

modify its ontology and its list of competency questions when expecting or predicting new 

percepts from its situated virtual environment. Such dynamic self-modifications can 

dynamically occur even without the encouragement provided by immediate access to 

explicit empirical evidence.103  

From Kantian imagination to reification 

To address the imaginative context; these questions must address and/or 

approximate task-domain knowledge that is hypothetical, simulated (imagined), or 

 
103 In general, competency questions are crucial for agents that wish to intelligently re-formulate 

their belief networks in dynamic real-time environments. Beyond the uses of competency 
questions for imaginative perception,   “[…] intelligent reformulation or restructuring of a belief 
network can [also] greatly increase the efficiency of inference” (Zilberstein in Cox and Raja, 
2011: 30). 
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speculative (even fictional). In order to utilize the computational equivalent of an 

imagination, an agent’s set of competency questions and expected answers should be 

abstracted from its observable utility in a particular environment for internal deliberation. 

For example, an agent might use a terminal pointer, symbol or chunking mechanism to 

compress recently acquired episodic data into an imagined rule procedure that could be 

used in a future interaction scenario. This “imagined” data can be cross-referenced with 

its knowledge-base (KB) and ontology in order to determine how reasonable the imagined 

semantic content might be. The competency questions themselves might also use the 

“imagination” for inspiration and be formulated without any grounded basis in pre-

observed empirical data. Over time, the agent will compare imagined or simulated 

contemplation scenarios with those that it empirically perceives from its sensory 

environment. Regardless of how they are originally formulated, an agent’s competency 

questions will be eventually formulated such that a virtual-agent can learn to semantically 

reify empirically sensed: subjects, predicates, intrinsic rewards and/or objects. The 

process of reification itself is understood to mean the idea of transforming an imaginary 

concept into something “real” and therefore, something computable and reasonable. Such 

reifications would be continuously updated within the agent's Ontology/KB. 

Kantian Reason 

Immanuel Kant has dedicated two substantial books104 worth of philosophical 

prose to discussing the intricacies of the faculty of reason as it related to sensation and 

cognition - both on both transcendent and earthly levels of understanding.  The Kantian 

definition of reason here has been restricted to narrow the focus on an understanding of 

reason in terms of the dissertation topic.   

Kant basically felt that reason can be subdivided into two categories, “pure” (i.e. 

speculative) logical reason based on a priori knowledge (Kant, 1781: 15) and practical (i.e. 

action-centric) reason based on direct empirical experience (Ibid: 267).  Kant also defined 

a Germanic word for cognition (“erkenntnis”) that was intended to address reasoning but 

would also be independent from an understanding of cognition as scientific thinking 

(“wissen”, Gardner, 1999; George in Gram, 1982: 34). Logical reason could seem to 

 
104 The former publication is the “Critique of Pure Reason” (Kant, 1781), while the latter 

publication is the “Critique of Practical Reason” (Kant, 1788). 
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mathematically estimate and parse ideas independent of empirical experience.  Kant 

seems to suggest, however, that this parsing must still be contingent on grounded 

representational associations with concepts and analogies drawn from empirical 

experience (i.e. sensation, based on Howell, 1992: 25; Kant, 1781: 132).  Anything 

contemplated outside of these grounded representational associations would likely be 

beyond the domain(s) of pure and practical realms of reason but still well within the visually 

inspired realm of the imagination – which harmonizes these representations with the 

things-in-themselves. However, it is also plausible and likely in some cases that 

conceptual and fantastical representations still need to be harmonized from some type of 

empirical input (based on Kant, 1781: 103). 

With regards to the Kant’s aesthetic intensities, reason corresponds to sense (or 

virtually simulated sensory) phenomena which can be mathematically estimated, 

contemplated, and acted upon without necessarily needing to visualize the phenomena 

(as this is the faculty of the imagination). Reason suggests accessible (apprehended) 

state-phenomena that is logical and practical while the imagination explores what is 

visually conceivable (based on Kant, 1790).    

AI and AGI interpretation(s) of Kantian Reason 

Computational definitions of reason often deal(s) with issues of mathematical 

representation and estimation but can be any one or all of the following: 

1- A Pre-cached knowledge-schema (e.g. slot/terminal assignments, operation 

procedures). 

 2- The agent's ontological commitment towards a particular task, story-world, or 

knowledge domain. 

3 – A current performance measure progress and evaluation results conforming to a well-

defined (and possibly hard-coded) utility function combined with the expected probability-

distribution of an incoming percept-stream. 

4 – A consistent and persistent semantic interpretation of empirical sense data which can 

be verified by the scientific process, hard-coded interpretations and the faculty of 

mathematical estimation.    
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5 – An architectural and/or extra-architectural formulation of explicit knowledge into 

condition-action production rules. 

All four definitions of reason mostly draw from procedural and semantic memory 

banks.  Prospective memory banks can also be useful when predicting a new probability 

distribution. With the third definition in particular, a rational agent’s performance measure 

would be also influenced by competency questions.  A reasonable agent must constantly 

ask new competency questions so that it continually evaluating and updating its ontology 

(imagined model of the world) in a stochastic real-time environment.  During this query-

updating process, the agent might also maintain a reasonable level of competency via 

maintaining a pointer that continually refers back to its (hopefully) well-defined original 

utility function and policy. Having competency questions answered with empirical evidence 

will conserve narratological continuity and deterministic consistency (DeBlanc, 2011).  

Regardless of whether these questions were hard-coded by a programmer or self-coded 

by the agent; rationally optimal questions will already address task-domain procedural, 

episodic and/or semantic knowledge within the agent's ontology/KB slot terminals. Some 

of this knowledge is tautological.  

Reason in computational terms ranges from mundane activities such as searching 

in a look-up table to situation calculus and hierarchical planning procedures (Zilberstein in 

Cox/Raja, 2011: 27).  Reasonable knowledge-queries about the world involve: discrete 

subjects, predicates, objects, extrinsic rewards and rules as they are not updated 

continuously.  All memory banks come into play when the agent when addresses 

"reasonable" questions but the most commonly located memory banks for this process 

are procedural and semantic. Therefore, this list of competency questions must engage 

known formulas (e.g. math equations, more constants than variables and [first-order] logic 

theorems) and peer-reviewed empirical evidence about the worlds the agent wishes to 

address and become competent within. There are expectations for retrieval-time once 

these questions are asked by the agent.  Optimization algorithms are preferred to ensure 

latency and memory consumption is minimized. Ultimately, a rational agent can be 

understood as carrying out an established utility function and a policy with the goal of 
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summing a maximum number of environmental-rewards that are tallied up until the end of 

the agent’s finite lifetime.105 

4.2.4. Mapping the qualia of cognitive interactivity to Kant’s 
Aesthetic Intensities 

This table and the following sub-chapter descriptions show diverse categorical 

gradations of aesthetic sensations that range from mundane to sublime: the agreeable, 

good (Kant, 1790), strange (Grabes, 2008), and the beautiful, (Kant, 1790). There are 

also different modalities of the sublime. For clarification, those aesthetic intensities related 

directly to the contemplative interplay between C-States (Comprehension) and A-States 

(Apprehension) will be prioritized with additional sub-headings. Those related intensities 

include: the mundane, the agreeable, the beautiful, and the transcendent sublime.  These 

additional sub-headings will indicate each intensity’s relevance to this dissertation. Those 

Kantian intensities listed without additional qualifying sub-headings (i.e. the strange) will 

only be briefly mentioned as they do not have direct dissertation relevance.  

Insofar as modes of interactivity are concerned, the mundane and the agreeable 

intensities tend to lend themselves more towards functional than cognitive interactivity. 

Having said this, these two lower-level contemplative intensities can still be interpreted 

through a mentalist lens. To elaborate, cognitive interactivity might still play a role in 

preparing a virtual-agent’s mind to contemplate practical and observable behavioral 

action(s) by having it deliberate over conceivable functionalist (accessible) outcomes. 

However, awareness of a world-model is usually required for proper deliberation so most 

contemplative activities of this type go beyond the mundane and into the agreeable.   

In some cases, intensities are categorized according to their differing valence (e.g. 

good vs. bad, agreeable vs. disagreeable, Burkian vs. Kantian sublime etc.). Discussions 

about valence are more about the cognitive interpretation of semantic content and are not 

seen to be directly related to the architectural mediation of contemplative intensity for a 

virtual-agent’s mind.  Perhaps, architectural representations of valence for a virtual-

agent’s mind could be a subject reserved for future work.   

 
105 Unless, the sublime agent possesses an infinite time horizon (see Hutter, 2007). 
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Table 1 - 4.1. Ranges of Aesthetic Intensity 

Aesthetic Intensity Intensity Level Valence 
Personal 
interest  

Agent Category 

(expected) 

Mundane  baseline low neutral/variable Variable 
Simple-Reflex  

to Model-based 
Reflex 

Strange  (Grabes, 
2008) 

Variable neutral/variable Variable 
N/A 

Disagreeable Low neutral/negative self-interested 
Model-based-

Reflex to Utility-
based 

Ugly high  Negative Disinterested 
Utility-based to  

Knowledge-
seeking 

Bad (immoral) high  Negative self-interested N/A 

Sublime (Burke, 1756) extremely high  Negative Variable 
Pre-AI to Utility-

based 

Agreeable Low neutral/positive self-interested 
Model-based 

Reflex to Utility-
based 

Beautiful High Positive Disinterested 
Utility-based to 

Knowledge-
seeking 

Good (moral) high  Positive Disinterested N/A 

Transcendent 
Sublime (Kant, 1790) 

extremely high  neutral/variable Disinterested 
Utility-based to 
Knowledge-
seeking 

 

The Mundane 

Implied but not explicitly stated (Kant, 1790: 170-176), the mundane is a non-

transcendent baseline level of aesthetic experience (e.g. domestic consciousness).  The 

mundane is below that of the agreeable/disagreeable because this aesthetic phenomenon 

occurs almost unnoticed, subordinate to, and/or are completely obscured from explicit 

functional interactivity. Mundane contemplation can be semantically equivalent to routine 

contemplation and/or autonomic contemplation.   
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Contemplative Intensity Levels of Mundane States 

This mundane level of contemplative intensity indicates that only accessible states 

are implicitly being considered. At this level, only implicit functional interactivity is a 

hermeneutic consideration. There is no evidence of explicit functional interactivity or 

cognitive interactivity at play within the virtual-agent’s own mind here. Rather, cognitive 

interactivity would only be present in the mind of the observer and/or interactor that would 

be interacting with this virtual-agent. Fundamentally, there is no thought in a virtual-agent’s 

mind at this contemplative level towards semantic deliberation and explicit processing of 

knowledge representation(s).  

The Mundane Agent Category  

A virtual-agent’s mind at the mundane level of contemplative intensity would be 

centered on subsumption (reactive) aspects of pseudo-deliberation.  Further, this strictly 

mechanistic type of thought process would be governed by merely autonomic processes 

where, for example, algorithms would be executed using timers and/or being triggered 

directly by input cues. At best, a mundane mind could exist in a model-based reflex agent 

although autonomic deliberations would be more common in mere simple-reflex agents.  

Recommended Cognitive Architecture for Mundane Contemplation 

Mundane contemplative intensities involve a merely subsumption level of (non)-

cognitive interactivity. As a result, subsumption cognitive architectures such as YMIR 

would be sufficient for this non-contemplative purpose (Ng-Thow-Hing et al., 2009; 

Thórisson and Helgasson, 2012). 

The Agreeable vs. Disagreeable 

At a slightly higher level than the mundane, the agreeable is the most common 

aesthetic and cognitive intensity produced by cultural artifice (social engineering). In 

human-equivalent agent minds, the agreeable evokes feelings of contentment whereas 

the disagreeable does the reverse by causing annoyance.  

Aesthetic interpretation of the Agreeable/Disagreeable 

One subjectively experiences this aesthetic intensity in a positive or negative way. 

For example, listening to muzak in an ambient setting produces an agreeable sensation 
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in one individual while provoking a disagreeable sensation in another. Usually, the 

emotional differences are due to free or dependent associations of pleasure. For example, 

generic muzak may subconsciously calm most people but some might recognize the 

semantic content of certain muzak (e.g. Xmas muzak) and will cause dependent emotional 

associations. Finally, agreeableness can be considered to be a virtual-agent personality 

trait (Isbister, 2006: 35-36). The agreeable experience differs from the disinterested 

pleasure of experiencing the beautiful primarily because it mildly satisfies self-interest by 

satiating anxiety. 

Cognitive Interpretation of the Agreeable/Disagreeable 

In a virtual-agent’s mind, a superficial processing of semantics and some 

rudimentary awareness – at least of production rules as well as finite-states and available 

actions within each state - would come into play (more so than with a mundane reactive 

mind, anyway). A virtual-agent contemplating at this Kantian level would spend cognitive 

resources deliberating over what was semantically essential, functionally practical, and/or 

computationally robust (agreeable) versus that which was semantically irrelevant, 

cognitively dissonant, and/or computationally taxing (disagreeable). Explicit functional 

interactivity serves as the rubric for any experience of cognitive interactivity at this level.  

One identifying feature of this particular intensity when it comes to contemplative 

purposes is that everything is practically contemplated for the agent’s self-interest (i.e. 

intended functionality).  Interestingly, a virtual-agent’s mind might not necessarily require 

an explicitly represented self-concept in order to act in its best “self-interest”.  This level of 

contemplation would ensure though that the virtual-agent mentally optimizes its 

architectural modules in such a way that it can carry out the most functional and practical 

decisions and/or actions.  It is also possible that a virtual-agent thinking at this level of 

contemplative intensity would focus on empirical output and related behavioral output, 

perhaps even with the intent of successfully faking deeper mentalist cognition.  

Contemplative Intensity Levels of Agreeable/Disagreeable States 

This level of contemplative intensity exclusively focuses on functional interactivity 

even for cognitive deliberations. This agreeable/disagreeable intensity is most aligned with 

Crawford’s common-sense advice about the balanced ratio between A-states and C-
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States. In Crawford’s ratio for interactive excellence, there should be at least as many A-

States as C-States and preferably more (Crawford, 2003: 85-88). In this dissertation’s 

context, an agreeable virtual-agent’s mind should not think up (imagine) or contemplate 

anything that it cannot potentially act upon in a particular virtual world. Additionally, this 

virtual-agent’s mind should not waste computational time-cycles contemplating any more 

conceivable inputs than what can be immediately perceived from an empirically derivable 

source. At this intensity level, semantic layers (esp. explicit knowledge types and 

conceivably alternate inferences) are only contemplated for functional and practical ends. 

Overthinking and deep-thinking are discouraged from agent-mind contemplation at an 

agreeable/disagreeable intensity level.  

Agreeable/Disagreeable Agent Category 

Virtual-agent minds operating at an agreeable/disagreeable level of contemplating 

intensity would range in intelligence category from a model-based reflex agent to a goal-

based agent.  It is conceivable that a utility-based agent could also engage with this 

intensity but having an awareness of a utility usually requires a more holistic higher and 

deeper semantic (extra-functional and extra-practical) understanding of how each of this 

agent’s goals and motivations relate to one another. The more practical and functional the 

overall utility would be in the larger interactive schema, the more likely an 

agreeable/disagreeable agent could belong to the utility-based agent category.  

Recommended Cognitive Architecture(s) for Agreeable/Disagreeble 
Contemplation 

The most optimal canonical cognitive architectures for virtual-agent minds that are 

designed to contemplate an agreeable/disagreeable intensity level are those that are 

action-centric in that they privilege immediate acting (performing and executing 

observable behaviors) over deep thinking. Such practical cognitive architectures are 

typically centered around the execution of production rules. With production rule 

execution, declarative semantics are intended to be subordinate to procedural behaviors 

and observable actions. The most canonical production-rule centered cognitive 

architectures discussed in this dissertation are ACT-R Classic and Soar. These two 

architectures perform behaviors based solely on task-driven actionable thoughts. With 

ACT-R Classic, the emphasis is on immediate deliberation and action whereas with Soar, 
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some operator-contemplation occurs with its decision cycle before proposing and taking 

the most appropriate action. Because of this, Soar is seen to be more cognitively intense 

than ACT-R Classic even though both are intended to be optimized for 

agreeable/disagreeable modes of contemplation.  CLARION also possess production-rule 

capabilities but is not as dependent on production rule formulation and execution for 

agent-centered contemplation capabilities.  

Good vs. Bad 

The good/bad intensity is not really one that can be appropriately mapped to to 

contemplative intensification, per se, but deserves a quick mention as this is one of Kant’s 

official aesthetic categories. This intensity level differs semantically from those usual 

colloquial associations with the words "good" and "bad". Kant's aesthetic gradations here, 

stem from moral imperatives for standards of righteousness and not from an interplay 

between A-States and C-States. For example, a virtual-agent might receive complex 

aesthetic sensations that superficially resemble higher contemplative intensities such as 

the beautiful or sublime when doing something for the "greater good" of his/her virtual 

community (e.g. martyrdom, political artwork/propaganda). The aesthetic pleasure 

received from doing good deeds can be separable from issues of self-interest as indicated 

in the Agreeable/Disagreeable category. Sometimes, these sensations are based on 

actions in the service of community-interest. Kant considers the Good to involve a 

disinterested engagement with aesthetic pleasure. The “bad” valence is simply an inverse 

of the good and unless preoccupied with sociopathic pleasure, is often accompanied by 

feelings of guilt in the mind of those agents that possess such affective capabilities. 

The Strange 

The strange intensity is a Post-Kantian outlier from the other intensities but would 

reside in between the agreeable/disagreeable and the beautiful/ugly polarities. However, 

as with the good/bad, this intensity is not really mapped to contemplative intensity. 

Therefore, the strange exists slightly orthogonal to this dissertation’s hermeneutic lens. As 

with the good/bad intensity, the strange is worth mentioning in passing as one of the many 

possible aesthetic intensities under consideration for re-application into a contemplative 

context.  
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The strange is not exactly beautiful nor sublime (Grabes, 2008: 1-11) but is 

ubiquitous in Postmodernism as a replacement for blatantly positive and negative 

pleasures. Instead, the strange mixes feelings of otherness/alienation and a cognitive 

interplay between artifice and nature but not to a similar interplay between A-States and 

C-States as they relate to contemplation. The strange creates unsettling and uncanny 

feelings of a non-transcendent "anti-mortality" that differ from the transcendent alienation 

experienced within the sublime's supersensible realm (Ibid: 3).  

Beautiful vs. Ugly 

Unlike the agreeable, a higher disinterested pleasure results from experiencing the 

beautiful (or its inverse, the "ugly"). One can receive personal satisfaction from 

contemplating the beautiful. However, this gradation is generally appreciated in a 

"disinterested" manner. This is because no perceivable personal gain nor loss would result 

as a consequence of this contemplation. It is a functionless aesthetic pleasure-in-itself 

without any concern for meeting intrinsic and extrinsic goals, drives, and motivations.  For 

example, one might take a disinterested formal pleasure in contemplating colors, textures, 

patterns and forms for their own sake regardless of whether they explicitly contribute to 

the beholder's well-being and/or personal ambitions.  Although these pure formal 

sensations may be emotionally strong, they do not compare to the near overwhelming 

intensity of the sublime. 

Contemplative Intensity Levels of Beautiful/Ugly States 

The Beautiful/Ugly contemplative level runs at a slightly higher intensity level than 

the Agreeable/Disagreeable intensity. Firstly, this intensity type engages in disinterested 

rather than self-interested contemplation modalities. By entering into a cognitive state-

intensity level of contemplative disinterestedness, a virtual-agent is likely to prefer 

entertaining possible and conceivable aesthetic states (C-States) without teleological 

ends over practical and/or conveniently states that are self-interested in only teleological 

ends (A-States). The contemplation of C-States requires that the virtual-agent’s mind can 

imagine possible inferential outcomes (i.e. using its imagination via simulation) while being 

able to transcend its own goals, drives and motivations. The act of deploying a virtual 

imagination with meta-cognitive reflection very likely indicates the non-trivial usage of 

more computational cycles.  The former disinterested contemplative preference for 
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computationally taxing C-States relates to the Beautiful/Ugly whilst the latter self-

interested contemplative preference refers to the Agreeable/Disagreeable intensity 

category. 

Beautiful/Ugly Agent Category 

This intensity relies on disinterestedness and at the very least, likely requires some 

representation of value that can be used to assess the overall utility of goals, drives and 

motivations. It is only through a meta-evaluation of these self-interested goals would a 

virtual-agent’s mind be sufficiently able to transcend each goal’s self-interested purpose 

and view the overall utility from the vantage of cognitive disinterestedness. Therefore, the 

virtual-agent’s mind must possess some meta-cognitive capabilities. The lowest agent-

category for assessing self-interested goals from a disinterested teleological perspective 

would be that of the Utility-based Agent. It is just as likely that Learning Agents would 

contemplate percepts at this intensity level. It is also plausible that a knowledge-seeking 

virtual-agent would begin contemplating percepts at this intensity level.  

Recommended Cognitive Architecture(s) for Beautiful/Ugly Contemplation 

Disinterested modes of contemplation – starting with the beautiful/ugly and 

peaking at the transcendent sublime - would architecturally require, at the very least, some 

rudimentary meta-cognitive capabilities.  The virtual-agent needs to contemplate some 

sense of self in order to know how to properly transcend its own self-interest. Of the 

discussed canonical cognitive architectures, only CLARION explicitly has a meta-cognitive 

representation bundled as part of its core idiosyncratic architectural identity. As some 

SOAR experts have indicated [7.3.2 – SOAR Architectural Configuration], cognitive 

content for SOAR could be semantically re-configured where a recursive representation 

of its own “self” would be part of a problem/task to solve.  If this is the case, then SOAR 

also becomes a plausible architectural candidate for handing this particular disinterested 

Beautiful/Ugly level of intensity even though it was not originally optimized to do so.    

The Contemplative Limit - Kant’s Transcendent Sublime 

Philosophical Definitions: Transcendent Sublime, Imagination, and Reason 

Over the centuries, many have defined the sublime. Inspired by a recent revival of 

Neo-Kantian philosophy (Carroll 2008; Clewis, 2008 etc.); mentions of the sublime first 
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appeared in Graeco-Roman times (Longinus 200 BC [1890]). The more recent European 

philosophical tradition continued sublime definitions through: the Enlightenment era’s 

historical apex (Hume 1739/40 in Noel, 1994; Burke, 1756; Kant, 1760/90), the Romantic 

(Schiller, 1801), and the Modernist periods (Newman, 1948, Rosenblum, 1961). Today, 

we see the sublime having revised definitions right through our currently Postmodern era 

(Lyotard, 1994; Beidler, 1995). The sublime also exists implicitly in: art-history/theory 

(Greenberg, 1940; Morris, 1966-69), comic-book design (McCloud, 1993), Artificial 

Intelligence (Minsky, 1975; Schmidhuber, 2010) and from video-game/virtual world 

industry experts (Heim, 2001; Ventrella, 2010).    

 This particular contemplative (aesthetic) intensity differs from the other ones in 

that the Kantian sublime transcends dualistic notions of valence. Kant's official definition 

of the transcendent sublime differs from Burke’s sublime in that the cognitive interplay 

between one’s imaginative and reasonable faculties are more important to contemplative 

(reflective) judgment than to Burke’s emotional appeal to the empirical viscerality of fear 

and looming mortality.  In particular, the Kantian transcendent sublime is "at once [,] a 

feeling of displeasure, arising from the inadequacy of imagination in the aesthetic 

estimation of magnitude to attain to its estimation by reason, and a simultaneously 

awakened pleasure, arising from this very judgment of the inadequacy of sense being in 

accord with ideas of reason, so far as the effort to attain to these is for us the law" (Kant, 

1790: 106).  

To understand the cognitive interplay between imagination and reason, one must 

first refer back to Kantian interpretations of this terminology [4.2.3].    

The cognitive interplay between the imagination and reason with regards to 

contemplating the transcendent sublime intensity is described in the following manner.  

After reflecting upon the agent’s own cognitive inadequacy when contemplating the 

sublime, this agent is expected to feel reverence towards the supersensible adequacy of 

the divine and ultimately, feel at one with it (during mystical experience).  Immediately 

after sublime phenomena is present and noticeable, the agent’s mind initiates a dynamic 

race between accelerating cognitive faculties of imagination and reason.  Kant’s 

transcendent sublime is a threshold state that is on the absolute edge of surpassing both 

of these competing faculties and is placed at the highest expected contemplative intensity. 
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Six Characteristics of the Transcendent sublime 

1.  The transcendent sublime immediately accelerates one's imagination 
and reason towards some kind of contemplative understanding.  

2.  Sublime feelings occur when the perceiver identifies with a 
transcendent supersensible realm that exists on the threshold of both 
imagination and reason.  

3.  Sublime pleasure is a contemplative “thrill” one receives when having 
one's imagination and reason pushed to the absolute limits of 
understanding. This thrill is not to be confused with the Burkian 
sublime where one’s mind experiences the visceral thrill of 
experiencing fear and one’s own mortality. 

4.   Unlike Burke's sublime (1756), the nature of this thrill does NOT need 
to be violent or confrontational. 

5.  To exceed these limits is NOT sublime as the phenomenon would 
merely be beyond any comprehension. 

6.   At its extreme, phenomena that is too overwhelming would not even 
be perceived by either one's imagination or reason. 

Contemplating Infinite C-States - The Mathematical Sublime and the 
Dynamic Sublime 

The Kantian transcendent sublime is an aesthetic category that has the agent 

contemplate the absolute maximum of available C-states in a given contemplative 

scenario before losing sanity and/or no longer comprehending the experiential 

phenomenon (represented by percepts and/or concepts). The transcendent sublime 

describes a contemplation activity so intense, that a virtual-agent might be contemplating 

a seemingly (i.e. asymptotically) infinite number of C-States.  An agent – virtual or 

otherwise - judges the mathematical sublime through “numerical concepts” while also 

judging dynamic concepts solely through a highly subjective aesthetic intuition of the “eye” 

(Kant, 1790: 107). This is because agent-minds cannot grasp infinity solely through the 

eye, but can only attempt to understand possibly infinite percepts and/or inferences 

through numerical concepts (Ibid.).106   

Kant believed that it is through an agent’s intuition that the agent’s mind can 

comprehend (Imagine) the concept of infinity. In this sense, “infinity” and the totality of the 

 
106 The primacy of sight and vision for comprehending the sublime was first articulated by Joseph 

Addison (1711).  
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transcendent sublime experience is both an objectively and subjectively contemplative 

phenomena pushed to mentalist limits.  For example, even mathematical estimation (aka. 

mathematical reason) at its core, is ultimately aesthetic and still depends on the 

imagination for comprehension (Ibid.). To estimate the maximum scale or potential of a 

perceived object, an agent needs to employ relative magnitude using intuition and not 

numerical analysis (Ibid.).  Contemplating the mathematical sublime occurs when the 

perceived magnitude of something appears infinite and the agent transcends its mundane 

perceptions when its mind barely tries to rationalize this experience with its aesthetic 

imagination. The sense of infinity must be continually perceived for the sense of the 

mathematical sublime to last.  As soon as an agent apprehends the numerical 

representation of the conceivable magnitude of an entity, the agent’s own mind loses the 

sublime experience of it. 

Transcendent Sublime Agent Category 

Only a small number of virtual-agent minds can contemplate the cognitive 

threshold of the transcendent sublime before either losing sanity and/or no longer grasping 

what is being contemplated in the virtual environment (and/or within the virtual-agent’s 

own imagination). A virtual-agent must be of a sufficiently high enough cognitive category 

to be able to not only handle cognitive disinhibition but also meta-cognitive monitoring, 

reasoning and regulation. A virtual-agent functioning at a lower level than this might simply 

get confused more easily and/or even ignore the contemplated phenomenon outright for 

not showing any immediate teleological (i.e. functional and practical) value (i.e. 

corresponding A-States). The virtual-agent’s mind must be able to imagine many different 

C-States in order to explain the probability of alternate semantic explanations for the 

existence of a particular percept or concept.  The state-space of this explanatory inference 

making would exponentially scale to be barely manageable for most minds and would 

certainly tax architectural memory systems and decision-making mechanisms. Any agent-

level lower than this, and the virtual-agent’s mind will not be able to even imagine or 

estimate the cognitive phenomenon worth deeply contemplating.  
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Possible Cognitive Architecture Candidates for Transcendent Sublime 
Contemplation 

The expert interviews have qualitatively confirmed the initial assumption that only 

CLARION constitutes a canonical architecture sufficiently capable of pre-designed 

mechanisms (sub-systems) for meta-cognition as well as implicit/explicit motivational 

regulation [7.4.7]. At best, Soar could be re-purposed to be nearly overwhelmed by the 

sheer number of proposed operators and possible actions for functional access in a given 

contemplative scenario. Soar is more optimized for mathematical estimation than for 

imaginative tractability, however [3.3.3].  

AI and AGI Interpretation(s) of the Kantian Transcendental Sublime 

A computational and mentalist representation of the transcendent sublime can be 

any one or all of the following: 

1 – The uncanny ability to seemingly contemplate and predict a prospective generative 

percept-stream (future states, operators, probability distributions, actions etc.) and/or 

simulated input-output procedure that exists primarily outside of or beyond (or in parallel 

to) the agent’s AND the virtual-agents’ established capabilities of mathematical estimation. 

The transcendent sublime must include but surpass a virtual-agent’s understanding of: a 

sensory apparatus, and pre-cached knowledge-schema (e.g. slot/terminal assignments, 

operation procedures). 

2 – A form of contemplative creative-reinterpretation (or misinterpretation) of a knowledge-

base (KB) ad/or ontology that can include sensory data as its inspiration for departure but 

will definitely appear extra-sensory.   

3 – A use of infinite recursion within the code-structure and/or within a virtual-agent’s 

abilities to self-improve. From this definition, an agent’s recursive self-improvement would 

possess capabilities, behaviours, beliefs and actions that eventually surpass the 

imagination and mathematical estimation of the original seed programmers. 

4 – Displaying an excess of initial accessible states, cognitive states, operators, 

estimations, and decisions that surpass the conventional virtual-agent’s ability to 

mathematically estimate the likelihood of successor candidates for those states, 

operators, and decisions etc. 
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A crucial elaboration on point number four is this… 

5 – The near-total expression of a massive (potentially infinite) state-space, operator 

space, function space, or search-space etc.  Such computationally operational spaces 

should be perceived as vast enough to confound the mathematical and imaginative 

estimative predictions of the perceiving virtual-agent’s mind. However, these operational 

spaces should also be expressed with contextual appropriateness in order to not have the 

virtual-agent’s preferred or selected states/operators appear as arbitrary or random –

within its own mind. 

4.3. Adapting useful concepts from interaction design 

4.3.1. Interactive Expectations: Conceivable vs. Accessible States 

A virtual-agent’s mind – whether represented as a finite-state machine or 

something more cerebrally competent107 - must first contemplate what is interactively 

possible on a cognitive level before determining what kinds of scenarios are actually 

available for functional interaction. Crawford's "[...] Criterion of Interactive Excellence" 

(2003: 71-72, 77-90) advocates a necessary balance between conceivable and accessible 

states in interactive media (esp. video-games). When addressing cognitive interactivity in 

particular, a virtual-agent’s mind continuously deliberates between conceivable and 

accessible cognitive states in order to determine the degree to which this virtual-agent 

must deeply contemplate a scenario before acting upon it.  

Interactive media often involve dynamic states and state-transitions that mediate 

between deliberation and interaction-potential. The composition of conceivable states 

include every possible interactive state and state-transition imaginable by the interactor 

(Ibid: 84). Conversely, accessible states indicate only those practical (i.e. functional and 

implementable) states and state-transitions that help the interactor apprehend (Ibid. See 

 
107 The exception here would be for simple-reflex agents that possess cognition lower than that of 

a model-based reflex agent (e.g. finite state machine). For this “mindless” exception, explicit 
cognition plays no role in an agent’s functional interactions with its perceived virtual world. 
For a categorization of generic intelligent agents, see Russell and Norvig, 1995: 40-44).  
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Kant, 1790), expect and predict which actions are the most reasonable to take in a given 

interaction scenario.  

Crawford says there should be more accessible than conceivable states (when 

dividing the number of accessible states by the number of conceivable states; Crawford, 

2003: 84). He also represents conventional video-game design wisdom by recommending 

that one should not design anything interactive with promises or cognitive expectations 

that one cannot actually implement (Ibid: 85-88, Taylor, 2003). This dissertation questions 

whether Crawford's functional imperative of privileging accessible over conceivable states 

still applies to a virtual-agent capable of “deep thought” and “deep reflection”. Is there 

something more to thinking in a virtual environment than what seems to be immediately 

functionally accessible? If yes, then how does a virtual-agent’s mind contemplate the 

virtual environment in this way? This imperative of accessibility over conceivability is most 

questionable in real-time stochastic virtual environments where the virtual-agent’s mind 

has to wait for cache memory to load perceivable (i.e. empirically accessible) phenomena 

(see Hume, 1739/40 in Noel 1994; Manovich, 1995; Schmidhuber, 2009). In these cases, 

waiting for phenomena to unfold requires contemplating the conceivable while waiting to 

verify the empirically accessible.  If the contemplation of conceivable states is important 

for a virtual-agent’s mind to fully understand a stochastic virtual environment, then to what 

degree will a cognitive architecture assist with the enhancement of such cognitive 

capabilities? Contemplating the possible and the conceivable has a virtual-agent’s mind 

transcend the realm of the functional and accessible and into the philosophical realm of 

the conceivable.  

On a philosophical level, these two states relating to the imagination (conceivable) 

and implementation (accessible) correspond with Kant's notions of "comprehension" 

(conceiving possibilities) and "apprehension" (aka. "the [functional and graspable] 

understanding",1790: 29-30). The video-game scholar Eric Zimmerman's notions of 

cognitive and functional interactivity (2004) also relate to one's subjective experience of 

comprehension (cognition) and apprehension (functionality). When what is conceivable 

goes beyond the threshold of what seems to be accessible and functional, one can 

speculate in the philosophical sense that an agent’s mind engages in a form of 

disinterested contemplation at a sublime intensity level (see Kant, 1790).  Sublime 

character-experiences go beyond imagined reasonable expectations of what can be 
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contemplated in a particular environment (and/or world-model). This is because an agent’s 

mind contemplates those visual and behavioural aesthetics as well as affordances that 

are contingent on a dynamic acceleration between the imagination and reasonable 

expectations of implementation (Kant, 1790: 106). Ultimately, the sublime as a 

contemplative phenomenon acts as an experiential time-space super-vector that stretches 

both the imagination and reason to their cognitive limits. In the context of a virtual-agent’s 

mind, the possibility of sublime contemplation questions whether reason-components 

alone can account for the breadth and depth of “deep” and “intense” modes of 

contemplation. Imagination is closer to the transcendent supersensible realm than reason 

[see Glossary – Supersensible]. This is why a Kantian understanding of the conceivable 

and accessible is important to understanding on a hermeneutic level, the value of using 

an entire cognitive architecture for contemplation enhancement rather than just have the 

virtual-agent’s mind rely on a few discreetly limited components and algorithms. Therefore, 

this dissertation will bypass conventional design sense and propose heuristic alternatives 

where virtual-agents aesthetically and architecturally initiate this cognitive acceleration 

between comprehension and apprehension. Critiquing Crawford's ratio directly informs 

the research question domain when applied to cognitively complex virtual-agent minds. 

This dissertation initially claimed – through interdisciplinary explanations 

provided by cultural hermeneutic lenses - that when cognitive friction and 

convolution increases due to contemplating all of the possibly contradictory 

conceivable versus accessible states across architectural components in a given 

interactive scenario, the more intense this contemplative activity becomes [5.1].  

This is the kind of contemplative intensity that is mapped to Kant’s states of 

comprehension and apprehension and can be qualitative analogous to similar 

hermeneutic rubrics originally belonging to integrated information theory (IIT). Until the 

consultation session with the domain-experts, it was also initially thought that cognitive 

architectures would also play a direct engineering and design role in mediating the 

contemplative flow and intensity of these conceivable (comprehensible) and accessible 

(apprehensible) states. 
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4.3.2. Fusing Kant and Crawford into a unified hermeneutic lens 

This dissertation has fused Kant’s and Crawford’s conceptions of imagination and 

reason into a unified lens for the hermeneutic analysis and exegesis of cognitive 

architectures. 

Crawford’s and Kant’s ratio can be formulated simply as .   

This formulation can be ready to indicate that accessible states (a) would be 

divided by conceivable states (c) and/or Kant’s apprehension108 divided by comprehension 

[see Table 2 (4.3.2)]. This dissertation raised the possibility to domain-experts that a 

virtual-agent’s mind can increase the intensity of its contemplative deliberations through 

reflecting on the cognitive dissonance between accessible and conceivable states 

(communicated to these experts using the words “reason” and “imagination”) [see 1.4.1; 

GF.K; Philosophical Finding - Neo-Kantian Framework]. These states were not quantified 

numerically but were qualitatively assessed according to the researcher’s and the selected 

experts’ understanding of what is practical (functional/tractable) as compared to what is 

possible.  

  

 
108 Apprehension is usually acquired through the cognitive activity of mathematical estimation 

(Kant, 1790: 107). 

c

a
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Table 2 - 4.3.2 Kantian and Crawfordian conceptions of C-states and A-states 

STATES Kant’s term Kantian Keywords Crawford’s term Crawfordian 
keywords 

C-states Comprehendable 
states 

imagination, 
speculation, 
understanding 

Conceivable imagined, 
expected, 
promised, 
suggested 

A-states Apprehendable 
states 

reason,      
estimation, 
calculation 

Accessible available, 
practical, 
deliverable, 
implementable  
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 A hermeneutic understanding of 
contemplative affordances in cognitive 
architectures and AGI 

This chapter discusses how this dissertation’s hermeneutic lens [chapter 4] 

contributed to an understanding of where contemplative affordances might reside in 

cognitive architectures and virtual-agent minds. Initial assumptions were made about the 

hermeneutic epistemeology for identifying contemplative intensity in such cognitive 

architectures and agents [5.1, 5.3] as well as about the architectural affordances 

themselves [5.2, 5.3]. This chapter concludes with a general (and occasionally technical) 

discussion of the capabilities and affordances of the AGI-domain in general and 

contemplative AGI-agents in particular [5.4]. 

5.1. Initial epistemological and technical research 
assumptions  

Before conducting the hermeneutic analysis, exegesis, and expert interview 

process, initial assumptions were formed about what was to be expected when 

considering cognitive information systems (architectures). To clarify, the word 

“assumption” in this context was not intended to limit the domain of inquiry. Rather, these 

assumptions are preliminary beliefs that are subject to hermeneutic confirmation and/or 

rejection (based on Orlikowski and Baroudi, 1992: 2). Taking more of an interpretive than 

strictly positivist approach, it is understood that "[...] researchers' prior assumptions, 

beliefs, values, and interests always intervene to shape their investigations" (Ibid: 15). 

Ultimately, these initial research assumptions act as philosophically informed abductive 

inferences (aka. abductions). 

These research assumptions initially attempted to address the varying degrees of 

presence (or absence) of contemplation as convoluted information [see Glossary - The 

Convolution Postulate] within each canonical cognitive architecture and their associated 

components (i.e. modules and connections).  These assumptions were made based on 

cultural hermeneutic interpretations of the literature review. Further scholarly reflections 
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and informed critiques of these assumptions were made via consulting the experts for 

qualitative peer-validation. At the end of each assumption sub-chapter here, the cognitive 

implications for virtual-agent minds are outlined according to their Kantian and 

Crawfordian interpretations.  These interpretations are contingent on the type of canonical 

cognitive architecture a particular virtual-agent mind is enhanced with.  

5.1.1. Assumption #1 – Mentalist contemplation can genuinely 
exist and intensify in a virtual-agent’s mind  

This assumption is based on the mentalist epistemological perspective that all 

agents have some kind of “mind” – even if this mind is seen as cognitively little more than 

a “mindless” finite-state automaton by an outside observer.  

The state-of-the-art for practical virtual-agent implementations is more about 

conveying the believable impression that this agent’s mind is capable of genuine cognition 

– even if this cognition is not actually present within the virtual-agent’s mind.  This 

dissertation assumes that there genuinely is a mentalist way to design representations 

expressing the phenomenon of contemplative intensity without behavioral confirmation 

from a virtual-agent acting in a virtual world or from an external observer.  In other words, 

a virtual-agent can actually deeply contemplate a world and/or its own internal (and likely, 

private) thoughts and not merely fake acts of contemplation to other observers (agents) 

through its externally perceived actions/behaviors. It is assumed that a virtual-agent can 

actually think deeply about something or someone and this deep thinking is inherently tied 

to particular internal cognitive processes. Deep thinking in this case, may or may not be 

architecturally mediated and would go beyond merely decision making to action-selection.  

Assumption Rationale for Mentalist Hermeneutics 

The cognitive capabilities of virtual-agent minds are typically assessed according 

to their observable behavior(s) rather than whether they are genuinely “thinking” in any 

human-like sense. In a sense, this dissertation differs from traditional hermeneutic 

approaches to intelligent agent poetics as this research is really speculating on the AGI 

community’s goal of designing an artificial “psyche” for a virtual-agent’s private internal 

thoughts and not merely on behavioral interactive design for the benefit of interactors in a 

virtual world. Believable characters might appear intelligent and contemplative to an 
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observer in a virtual world. However, behavioral approaches will consider internal 

cognitive systems as “black boxes” and so, attempts to convey these cognitive capabilities 

by simulating believable “genuine intelligence” can be achieved just as easily using 

subsumption architectures (see GQ.3; Best, 2017) and even non-AI “Wizard of Oz” 

techniques performed by the designer and/or researcher. In that case, only the behavior 

is an indicator of internal cognition since the agent’s actual mind is seen as inaccessible 

anyway. If this would be the case, then why even need actual artificial intelligence to 

showcase these behavioral capabilities? Why not just “fake” contemplation behind the 

scenes?  

Behaviorist hermeneutics would be perfectly comfortable with having a human 

pretending to be an AGI virtual-agent contemplating various items and say, philosophical 

discussions within a particular virtual world or even a “mock computer interface” (Maulsby 

et al., 1993: 278). Normally used for rapid prototyping purposes, the Wizard-of-Oz 

technique could also be used to faux-implement speculative experiences with a genuinely 

contemplative virtual-agent (Landauer, 1987; Wilson and Rosenberg, 1988). However, 

this does not really address the architectural affordances of a virtual-agent’s contemplative 

capabilities. Cognitive architectures would not even warrant an engineering discussion 

under behaviorist intelligence and contemplation benchmarks. Even if such 

implementations remain ideal, and ultimately not (yet) implementable; it is hermeneutically 

still more appropriate when discussing the cognitive capabilities of cognitive architectures 

to at least discuss the actual internal workings of a virtual-agent’s mind rather than 

emulating contemplative behavior using a human mind.   

The dissertation experts were consulted as to the value of mentalist (psycho-

functionalist) hermeneutics as compared with non-AI and behaviorist approaches to 

speculative virtual-agent mind design(s). These experts were asked to explain what a non-

contemplative virtual-agent would look like in terms of its internal mind design as 

compared with a genuinely contemplative (i.e. deep thinking) virtual-agent [see GQ.3, 

GF.7]. 

These experts were first consulted on whether a non-contemplative agent would 

resemble most narrow AI finite-state machines used as the state-of-the-art in virtual 

entertainment industries (i.e. video-games and virtual worlds).  The experts were to 
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comment on whether a non-contemplative agent mechanistically parses cognitive 

thoughts merely as input to some functionally accessible output without having its internal 

states deal with much willful convolution. Highlights from these expert responses to this 

question included the ACT-R military contractor Bradley Best when he described, “[…] 

such an agent as a reactive agent. (GQ.3; Best, 2017). For Best, “[…] any models within 

the framework of production system models of thought are in fact developed in a reactive 

paradigm even though the framework naturally supports contemplative agents as well” 

(Ibid.).  For the CLARION expert, the dissertation’s definition seemed to make sense as a 

non-contemplative agent “[…] behaves as a stateless input-to-output black box [and is 

therefore] [...] A simple FSM [which by definition is] a state machine” (GQ.3; Licato, 2017).  

This CLARION expert elaborated further on this dissertation definition of a non-

contemplative agent by saying, “[…] if we know what those states are and when it’s in 

those states, then it’s not really a black box. But if we treat it as a machine to which we 

feed an input string and only receive word on whether it did or did not accept that string, 

it’s more like a black box” (Ibid.). With this understanding, the experts generally agreed 

that genuine deep thinking would imply that a contemplative virtual-agent’s mind would 

need to be at least, superficially self-aware of some of its own internal cognitive processes 

when analysing each state and available action-sequence within each state. By “we”, 

Licato is implying not only the reseachers’ and designers’ hermeneutic capabilities but as 

far as this dissertation’s assumption is concerned, the virtual-agent’s mind also has access 

to its own artificial psyche for contemplative purposes.  

Kantian Interpretation 

Kant’s aesthetic intensities directly deal with how a mind’s internal cognitive 

processes negotiate(s) between imagination and reasonable estimation (Kant, 1790: 106). 

The empirical world does play a role in this aesthetic mediation (esp. “the eye”; Ibid: 107). 

When it comes to the assessment of perceived intelligence, it would also be correct to say 

in Kantian terms that a peer-community would also validate this empirical input/output 

relationship (Ibid: 66-68).  However, it is ultimately the mind’s internal faculties that reflect 

on and determine the perceived levels of contemplative intensity (Ibid: 21) as well their 

teleological saliency (Ibid: 233-369).  Overall, the working assumption was that mentalist 

cognitive phenomena would exist in a virtual-agent’s mind and that cognitive 
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phenomenology can be qualitatively categorized according to Kantian aesthetic intensities 

that range from the mundane to the transcendent sublime.  

When considering a Kantian framework, it was also expected that contemplative 

intensity would increase in strength when an agent (virtual or otherwise) is required to 

intellectually resolve semantically and/or mechanistically convoluted thoughts and/or 

plausible actions that are conceivable with thoughts and/or plausible actions that are 

expected to be practically achievable within that agent’s world (or simulated world-model). 

For example, Kant (1790) [4.2] has noted that aesthetic contemplation increases in 

intensity during those moments where an agent109 struggles to cognitively reconcile 

comprehending a disinterested thought via the near-limitless capacity afforded by 

imagination with apprehending that same thought through mathematical estimation (Ibid: 

109).  

It was also assumed that a non-contemplative system or agent, by contrast, 

mechanistically parses cognitive thoughts merely as input to some functionally accessible 

output without having its internal states deal with much willful convolution. There are many 

examples of these non-contemplative agents and systems.  Most reflex agents, finite-state 

machines and feed-forward neural nets are all good examples of non-contemplative 

cognition processors that do not deliberate much between the rudimentary processing 

from perceptual input to behaviorally perceivable output. Essentially, reflex agents 

mindlessly react to stimuli, generic finite-state machines hierarchically rank and 

mechanistically output action sequences based on event-triggered states, while feed-

forward neural nets classify perceptual stimuli directly from input to output.110 

Contemplative intensity was also occasionally assumed to paradoxically increase 

as a result of the (virtual) agent being cognitively aware of the functional limitations and 

non-contemplative affordances of the (virtual) world.  In the more practical realm of virtual 

 
109 “Agent” used generically here since human-agents were implied when Kant originally wrote 

about contemplation. 
110 At best, a feed-forward network has some limited aspects of convolution via the weighted 

connections of each of its inter-connected neuron nodes. However, feed-forward networks do 
not circulate, convolute or recur (recycle) the cognitive information enough to represent 
cognitive deliberations such as contemplation. Ultimately, there is still a simple and direct 
mapping between percepts and classifications (Oizumi et al., 2014: 21). 
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world and interactive narrative design, contemplation would also increase in intensity 

through narrative and ludic frustration.  To elaborate, the cognitively-aware agent 

contemplates the increasing frustration over the fact that every conceivable state that can 

be imagined for a particular interactive scenario will always be compromised by what the 

virtual-world (and/or interactive narrative) designer had rendered practically accessible – 

given the finite resources available at that designer’s disposal (Crawford, 2003) [4.3.1]. 

Similarly, an interactor might become frustrated with a virtual-agent that is unable (or 

unwilling) to empirically express its own deep thoughts (cognitive interactivity) through 

perceivable actions (functional interactivity). This latter insight, however, resides slightly 

beyond the dissertation’s focus on virtual-agent minds. 

Crawfordian Interpretation 

Crawford’s interactive ratio was more focused on practical concerns that could be 

behaviorally perceivable to an observer (i.e. player; Crawford, 2003: 84). With most of 

these common-sense interaction scenarios, there needed to at least be an empirically 

discernable balance between accessible and conceivable states (with A-States preferred 

over C-States; Ibid: 85-88). For an external artifact such as a video-game, internal 

processes would only exist if manifest in practical form. From the perspective of the virtual-

agent’s own mind, however, less typically perceivable phenomena such as contemplation 

would more likely involve the mentalist consideration of conceivable states and an 

emphasis on less practical forms of cognitive interactivity (that takes place solely within 

the virtual-agent’s own mind; see Zimmerman, 2004). Whether or not an external 

interactor can perceive them might be immaterial from the virtual-agent’s own 

consideration even if it leads to a breakdown in functional interactivity between the virtual-

agent and the interactor. 

5.1.2. Assumption #2 – The IIT hermeneutic lens can qualify 
architectural contemplative intensity 

It was initially assumed that the IIT hermeneutic lens would be pertinent for 

qualitatively measuring cognitive information integration. Even though this lens 

conventionally deals with quantitative values, it was also assumed that this lens would be 

able to qualitatively identify contemplative intensity based on these numerical Phi values 

through architectural/modular representations (e.g. architectural flow-charts). 
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Ultimately, preliminary assumptions were made stating that the IIT lens could be 

qualitatively (as well as quantitatively) analyzed to identify panpsychist consciousness 

through the holistic integration of cognitive (modular/nodal) information flow. Based on the 

hermeneutic power of this particular lens, it was believed that these cognitive information 

flows could also architecturally manipulated to allow for creative, open modes of transitive 

thinking (James, 1890: 243). Additionally, it was assumed that an architectural flow-control 

system should be able to also represent the holistic structural intensification of 

contemplation. In other words, one could imagine a particular cognitive architecture 

modulating flow in a holistic way in order to think more deeply about what its components 

can retrieve etc. 

Kantian Interpretation 

It was assumed that if Kantian aesthetic contemplation intensifies depending on 

the degree to which there is a cognitive interplay between reason and imagination; then 

the IIT hermeneutic lens would be useful for showing how the sum of all architectural 

modules (representing reason) would relate to the overall integrated semantic capabilities 

of the virtual-agent’s contemplative mind. The semantic contents of this integrated 

informational system – which would transcend the estimative capabilities of each 

information-encapsulated module - could then be represented in Kantian terms, as an 

artificial “imagination”. It was also initially assumed that the degree of convoluted 

integrated information would correspond to Kantian aesthetic contemplative intensities. 

Crawfordian Interpretation 

It was assumed that the architectural modules themselves would represent what 

was “accessible” at any given time to the virtual-agent’s mind and that the relationships 

(i.e. network connections) between these modules would show was what conceivably 

possible. In this way, a similar hermeneutic ratio could be shown between the relationship 

between the architectural modules and the semantic affordances of their potential inter-

connectivity. It was then determined that the IIT hermeneutic lens would be an expedient 

way to illustrate this structural intensification. 
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5.2. Architectural Assumptions 

5.2.1. Architectural Assumption #1 – Contemplation and 
Connectivity 

1. Increased non-arbitrary connectivity between modules encourages 

contemplative convolution. Conversely, arbitrary and/or under-connectivity 

between modules might enhance cognitive expediency but reduces the 

potential for intense contemplative convolution. 

The more features that an architecture can represent as communicating modules, 

then the more likely that this particular architecture can allow for increasingly complex 

cognitive capabilities such as contemplation. Contemplation also involves the convolution 

of cognitive information. So, this means that a contemplative architecture must also be 

capable of having the flow of this information continuously channeled simultaneously into 

many different kinds of cognitive modules (e.g. memory banks, decision process models 

etc.). CLARION, for example, shows convoluted hyper-communication between four sub-

systems and the modules that make up each of these sub-systems. Not only this, 

CLARION also actively encourages the perpetual communication between bottom-up 

processes (contained inside implicit knowledge modules) represented in some modules 

with top-down processes (contained inside explicit knowledge modules). Trial and error 

experiences received in some modules are constantly being fed backwards and forwards 

through a special-purpose algorithm where these experiences are converted into logical 

rules that are stored in (and retrieved from) other modules and vice versa.  CLARION is 

unique not just for the hyper-connective convolution between sub-systems but also 

between dual cognitive processes of an implicit and explicit manner. CLARION has a 

conceptual hierarchy that governs the inter-communication between these modules to 

ensure that all convoluting cognitive information has a particular non-arbitrary semantic 

purpose.   

The design of hyper-connected cognitive architectures seems like the most 

desirable way to enable the kind of information convolution necessary for in-depth 

contemplation.  However, there is the risk of noisy information saturation occurring in a 

hyper-connected architecture if all modules are arbitrarily connected to every other 
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module.  The reason for this noise is because cognitive information differs from raw data 

in that a virtual-agent gains its sense of “agency” from being able to channel and extract 

semantic properties from this data in order to select thoughts and/or propose actions. If 

every single architectural module is connected to every other module and all of these 

modules are always active, the concept of intelligent information “selection” becomes 

semantically non-existent. If higher level cognitive capabilities are contingent on, at the 

very least, integrated information, then a functioning cognitive architecture might contain 

numerous modules but they should not all be connected to each other in every instance 

all the time. This might cause C-State overload rather than C-State Maximization (or C-

State optimization). Fortunately, this dissertation has not encountered any examples of 

cognitive architectures that contain arbitrarily connected modules. If anything, some 

popular architectures have been designed to restrict the cognitive connectivity between 

modules. 

Intentionally engineering a cognitive architecture to restrict its inter-modular 

communication has been shown to function more expediently in practical action-based 

situations.  One benefit of this connection-culling approach is that such architectures will 

be more widely used by contemporary virtual-agent designers – especially those 

designing video-game characters and simulated actors (e.g. soldiers) where deep 

contemplation is not required for amusement purposes.  
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Figure 4 - ACT-R Limitations 
Image credit: http://act-r.psy.cmu.edu/about/ - Accessed online May 16, 2016. This illustration 
highlights ACT-R’s deliberate separation between declarative and procedural modules. 
Declarations indirectly communicate with procedures when a particular fact-procedure pattern is 
eventually matched with cached information stored inside the “buffers”. Before facts and 
procedures are matched in the buffer-modules, acceptable procedures must first be validated by 
being pattern-matched with stored production rules. Other than these extra validation steps, there 
are no additional semantic comparisons made between the facts and actionable procedures left 
for the virtual-agent to contemplate. 

Finite-state machines are essentially little more than reflex-based agents with a 

rudimentary perceptual model of their virtual world.111 Model-based reflex agents can 

respond more quickly and more efficiently if only a few crucial modules are directly 

connected. Sometimes, cumbersome convoluted deliberative processes such as 

contemplation might even get in the way of performing real-time actions in fast paced 

scenarios. This need for expediency is likely why the ACT-R classic architecture restricts 

the communication flow between procedural and declarative modules by indirectly 

channeling the cognitive information through a small collection of pattern-matching buffers 

[Figure 4]. In ACT-R, declarative information (facts) are fed directly into the buffers while 

procedural memory must first quickly be pattern-matched with stored production rules 

 
111 For a categorization of generic intelligent agents, see Russell and Norvig, 1995: 40-44. 
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before being again matched inside the buffers to connect with the most relevant fact to act 

upon. In real-time decision processes with immediate consequences – such as simulated 

combat – virtual-agents might only have time to act on quick superficial facts at the 

semantic level of production rules.  

Consider the following ACT-R enhanced virtual-agent interaction scenario in a first-

person shooter video game.  The task for the blue solider agent is to hunt, and attack 

enemy “red” soldiers (based on Best et al., 2002). In this case, this is a simple video game 

where there is no semantic ambiguity between team-mate and enemy (i.e. a friend goes 

undercover as an enemy by wearing the enemy’s uniform).  In simple deterministic first-

person shooters like these, the single fact described as, “red = enemy color” would be 

stored in declarative memory.  The algorithms to run towards enemy soldiers and/or flee 

from them would be stored separately in procedural memory. Both this single fact and the 

various tactical procedures would be stored in the pattern-buffers awaiting an immediate 

pattern match. Once this fact and the procedures have been stored in these buffers, these 

two modules for declarative and procedural memory would no longer need to be consulted 

by the agent. This saves valuable cognitive search time at the cost of deeper deliberation.  

If it is a fact that another perceived agent in the blue soldier’s immediate gaze is wearing 

red, then the blue solider agent would use the pattern matcher buffers quickly to assess 

that not only is this red agent’s profile associated with an enemy team but that the only 

procedure available once quickly identifying this enemy agent is to pick the right gun and 

fire bullets at it. 

 In superficial combat scenarios, the blue agent does not worry about the deep 

semantic meaning behind the enemy wearing red by convoluting this fact with all of the 

conceivable interaction algorithms available for exhaustive search within an increasingly 

vast procedural memory. In other words, the blue soldier can survive this scenario by not 

wasting any more precious thinking time retrieving and selecting the “fire gun at enemy” 

algorithm from procedural memory. These tactical procedures for enemy-combat are 

already at-hand for speedy retrieval via the buffer-modules.  In this context, accessible 

states are more important than conceivable states as it is more important to quickly match 

enemies with practically autonomic attacking or defending procedures. For war games like 

these, the less desirable alternative would be to have the blue agent’s declarative and 

procedural modules communicate more directly as to more exhaustively (deeply) search 
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all the possible ways in which this blue soldier agent could procedurally interact with the 

agent that happens to be wearing the enemy’s color.   Unlike CLARION, ACT-R keeps 

implicit (procedural) and explicit (declarative) cognitive processes separate in order to 

function better in virtual environments where there is little time for deep contemplation. 

ACT-R as its name suggests, is more about acting rationally than thinking deeply.  

Kantian Interpretation 

Hyper-connected communication and feedback between various architectural 

modules helps a virtual-agent mind to manage, estimate and intensify the dynamic flow 

between apprehended and comprehended cognitive information. The more inter-

communicating modules there are within the architecture, the more this virtual-agent mind 

can apprehend different semantics and various cognitive capabilities for contemplative or 

practical use. If these architectural modules are over-communicating, on the other hand, 

then the intensity of this information flow becomes nullified through its semantic 

arbitrariness.  This nullification effect corresponds to the opposite informational intensity 

to that of non-arbitrary contemplation.  For cognition to be truly represented as information 

and not noisy data, the virtual mind must be able to both semantically apprehend 

(estimate) and comprehend (imagine) this cognitive phenomena to at least some degree. 

If the semantics behind this information flow seem arbitrary, then the virtual-agent’s mind 

will be unable to apprehend or comprehend any cognitive information at all. A virtual-agent 

might even be cognitively paralyzed when attempting to contemplate an arbitrarily 

saturated information.  Communication as cognitive interaction must still allow for the 

dynamic interplay between apprehension and comprehension in order for intense and 

extreme cognitive experiences such as the transcendent sublime to plausibly emerge.  

In the case of ACT-R, it can be safely assumed that these architects intended to 

engineer an agreeable cognitive experience for the purpose of expedient finite-state 

interactions. The agreeable intensity, more than other aesthetic intensities, does involve 

a high degree of “self-interest”, In ACT-R classic’s case, this agreeableness has been 

engineered so that virtual-agent can adapt to its own self-interest and possibly, the ludic 

self-interest of its agent-colleagues – as defined by the agent’s programmers. In ACT-R 

classic, a virtual-agent can readily advance its self-interested cognitive agenda through 
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convenient access to its specialized buffers where production rules and procedures are 

held as cached matching patterns for immediate retrieval. 

In CLARION’s case, the Kantian interpretation is considerably more complex than 

ACT-R’s readiness towards agreeable cognitive interactions and contemplations. Being a 

hybrid architecture, CLARION’s four interacting subsystems communicate with each 

other. Further, each subsystem has their own dedicated inter-communicating modules. 

Therefore, cognitive convolution levels in architectures of CLARION’s calibre can range 

from agreeable to sublime contemplative intensities.  

The specific contemplative intensity that a CLARION-agent can experience is 

contingent on the levels of semantic convolution that CLARION’s pan-modular and pan-

subsystem connectivity generates at a given time. Of all of CLARION’s sub-systems, the 

motivational subsystem (MS) and the action-centered subsystem (ACS) are most focused 

on self-interested endeavors such as goal and drive fulfilment as well as quickly 

contemplating the implementation of practical actions.  Even with these two subsystems 

in place, CLARION holistically has the virtual-agent consider – through the Meta-Cognitive 

subsystem (MCS) – all of the other subsystems as well as the cognitive interplay between 

explicit and implicit knowledge. So, even with functional aims in mind, the CLARION-agent 

will be involved with some form of contemplation or another. This means that there is an 

assumption that CLARION will enable virtual-agent minds to contemplate drives and 

actions with some discernable level of intensity. CLARION-generated intensities are likely 

to surpass self-interested endeavors due to the extra hyper-connected influence of the 

non-actioned centered subsystem (NACS) and the meta-cognitive subsystem (MCS). The 

continuous cognitive interplay between these subsystems and their effectively local sub-

modules across all of CLARION is likely to generate disinterested acts of contemplation 

in the mind of most generally intelligent virtual-agents. 

CLARION seems like the ideal candidate for an optimally hyper-connected 

contemplative architecture – especially if the virtual world is reasonably predictable. 

However, extra-modular over-contemplation in CLARION could plausibly lead to similar 

connectivity bottleneck problems. CLARION might reach some modular threshold which 

could even resemble the problems with semantic arbitrariness that information saturation 

produces in other cognitive systems – even if CLARION’s cognitive information is not 
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semantically arbitrary. For example, a CLARION-agent may have difficulty mathematically 

estimating the dynamic in-flux of semantically ambiguous trial-and-error experiences.  To 

be successful, the CLARION-agent’s modules and subsystems would need to be inter-

communicated at all times to handle semantically stochastic world-percepts that involve: 

personal motivations, goals, drives, thoughts, actions and meta-programs. Otherwise, the 

sheer magnitude, quantity, quality, and intensity of the cognitive information being 

presented to the CLARION-agent’s mind may overwhelm its ability to consistently create 

logical inferences. A CLARION-agent, in fact, might struggle to apprehend every single 

experiential state that can be conceivably converted via the RER algorithm [3.3.3 - Explicit 

Knowledge Representation in the ACS] into comprehendible top-down production rules 

and other inferences.112 Occasionally, the CLARION-agent will even encounter some truly 

abstract and alien virtual world experiences through trial-and-error reasoning.  

The most extreme alien experiences will be so semantically ambiguous that they 

will have no tractable symbolic representation or clear reinforcement signal for the virtual-

agent to convert into logical inferences. In those instances, it is assumed that 

contemplation will temporarily intensify in order to try and understand the alien phenomena 

and associate with something already learned. After much intense contemplation taken 

place, it is then assumed that the CLARION-agent will eventually halt this deliberative 

process once it is clear that there is not anything really there to contemplate. If the 

CLARION-agent encounters cognitive information that has been assessed as 

semantically ambiguous or arbitrary by its hyper-connected modules and subsystems, 

then any genuine communicative potential (leading to contemplation) would likely be 

canceled out and ignored.  

There must be a caveat in place to seriously consider that the apparent 

arbitrariness of semantically ambiguous cognitive information might not be properly 

understood when exclusively using the Kantian framework as a hermeneutic rubric to 

measure contemplative intensity.  Part of the strength of the Kantian rubric is that it 

categorizes levels of cognitive intensity according to the degree of “disinterestedness” that 

 
112 CLARION should be able to handle most trivial or mundane instances of rule-generation 

through trial-and-error experience.  In fact, the CLARION architects claim that a CLARION-
agent can convert implicit experience into explicit logical rules after only one training 
example. This is known as one-shot learning (Sun in Gray, 2007: 67). 
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the subject (e.g. virtual-agent) places towards the object and/or phenomenon of 

contemplation.  In other words, the beautiful is more cognitively intense than the agreeable 

because the beautiful intensity allows the virtual-agent to contemplate something deeply 

for its own intrinsic value – without any external mandate for quick selfish gratification and 

the dictates of functional interactivity. In CLARION, some percepts can be intrinsically 

contemplated at a variable pace while others must be thought about quickly and acted 

upon for the agent’s self-gratification.  The issue here is that with cognitive architectures 

like CLARION, the Kantian framework might inadvertently assume that the empirical and 

mentalist contemplation of perceptual information will be contemplated at a higher 

intensity if this content is semantically arbitrary.  As far as the agent is concerned, 

semantically ambiguous information does not clearly offer clues to satisfy its self-interest 

in any contemplatable way. Therefore, there is an increased opportunity for a virtual-agent 

to contemplate this arbitrary hyper-connected information for its own sake.  This situation 

might intensify disinterested contemplation in the virtual-agent’s mind at the cost of not 

spending sufficient time gaining a semantic understanding of the cognitive phenomena 

being contemplated in the first place.  

Crawfordian Interpretation 

Cognitive architectures do not always need to be hyper-connected to maximize 

functional (A-Space) potentiality. ACT-R, for example, was designed to be both an early 

architecture based on a model explaining human-equivalent cognition and a way for an 

agent to make efficient decisions based on pattern-matching facts with procedures. While 

the first aspect to ACT-R design was intended to mimic the complexity of human-cognition, 

the latter aspect can be interpreted as a design decision to allow for the quicker 

development of proto-humanlike agent implementations. ACT-R’s connectivity between 

modules has been deliberately pruned in order to enhance this functional expediency.  

ACT-R’s pattern matching process was likely designed so that thoughts are quickly 

converted into actionable outcomes without too much convoluted deliberation. An ACT-R-

agent is similar to a SOAR-agent in that its mind seems optimized for performing task-

specific predictable actions. Virtual-agents like these are supposed to be only thinking 

about actions that will make an immediate functional impact in their virtual world. These 

agents do not spend an unnecessary amount of time thinking over semantic content of 
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their actions before executing them. Most performable actions will already have been 

stored in the buffers – ready for the correct semantic match with a factual pattern. Agents 

like these are much more concerned with the proliferation of accessible states over 

conceivable states.   In this sense, ACT-R and SOAR agents perfectly fulfill common-

sense Crawford’s criteria which states that a designer (or agent) should only think about 

interactive states that will promise a proper implementation in the perceivable environment 

[4.3.1].  It was assumed that each of the modules and their directly linked associations to 

other modules – in the most canonical architectural configurations - would create those 

cognitive A-States practically available to the virtual-agent. This would include modules 

linked to declarative, procedural, production rules, and reasoning knowledge. It was also 

assumed that those particular architectures, even if deeply inter-connected, might be A-

State maximizers, rather than C-state Maximizers although it was hoped that these A-

State maximizers might “max” out their inter-connectivity to achieve C-State contemplation 

capabilities and think more “deeply” about semantically rich cognitive content. 

 Hybrid hyper-connected architectures such as CLARION are assumed to have 

more leeway in terms of balancing the interactive ratio between conceivable and 

accessible states.   Because the CLARION architecture was structurally designed to 

address most conceivable and accessible experiences, it is ultimately the environment 

and semantic context and/or content that will intensify or dilute the contemplative act in a 

virtual-agent’s mind. The dynamic representations of implicit (not consciously aware) and 

explicit (aware and self-aware) knowledge in CLARION make it hermeneutically difficult 

to predict at all times whether conceivable or accessible states are being generated for 

contemplation and/or action. At any rate, the hyper-connectivity between all of the 

CLARION subsystems should at least guarantee at least a relatively high likelihood of 

conceivable integrated states –compared with ACT-R and SOAR. 

 In the case of information saturation where a hyper-connected virtual-agent needs 

to constantly interact stochastically with an information rich virtual world, the CLARION-

agent might have its estimation and imagination capabilities overwhelmed beyond the 

sublime threshold and cannot function properly.  This would lead a self-aware virtual-agent 

to be – like Crawford’s understanding of a user’s experience - frustrated with its 

contemplative inability to convert conceivable (behavioral and mentalist) states with 

accessible (behavioral and mentalist) cognitive interactions. While a CLARION-agent 
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might be the most contemplative, this bodes the least well for functionally accessible (i.e. 

(common-sense) behavior and the public perception of how virtual “believable characters” 

should behave. Crawford warned interaction designers about creating scenarios where 

their interactive system (e.g. virtual-agent) could not deliver the promise of sufficiently 

reasoning about or practically implementing all of the conceivable possibilities in mind. 

Unfortunately for interactors, information (contemplation) overload can lead to an outward 

behavioral perception that the virtual-agent lack any accessible evidence of cognition. 

One can ultimately expect that the ACT-R and Soar architectures will enable the 

virtual-agent’s mind to act as an A-Space Maximizer rather than a C-Space Maximizer. It 

is assumed that a more balanced architecture (one that can communicate and regulate 

between C-States and A-States on a mentalist level of contemplation) would more likely 

be found in an architectural configuration such as that belonging to CLARION. It was also 

thought that CLARION could potentially act as a C-Space Maximizer although the virtual-

agent’s mind might be overwhelmed (at a Kantian sublime intensity) by the depth of the 

semantic content being contemplated. 

5.2.2. Architectural Assumption #2 – Serial Convolution 
Constraints 

2. Cognitive architectures optimized for serial problem-solving in a limited task-

domain will likely show extra-modular evidence of contemplative intensity 

instead of architectural evidence.  

This assumption suggests that the linear transfer of cognitive information from 

percepts to action in serial architectures dilutes the convolution necessary to increase the 

intensity of contemplation.  Evidence of information convolution in cognitive architectures 

usually occurs via the recurrent connectivity between modules but serial architectures 

usually lack such dynamic inter-modular connectivity. Further, a virtual-agent that solves 

cognitive problems expediently and indiscriminately without much deliberation (e.g. via 

SOAR’s greedy chunking mechanism) reduces the time, space and semantic context 

needed for contemplation of any kind to occur. Cognitive information convolution in these 

systems is more likely to be apparent via external factors such as processing-speed (time), 
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the “semantic” content of the proposed operators, the parallel firing mechanism of these 

operators (if available) as well the sheer number of these operators.  

SOAR is most representative of a serial architecture that fits this categorical 

description. At first glance, SOAR’s decision cycle (its trademark feature) appears in itself, 

to be contemplative as it scrolls through a cognitive cycle of deliberating on the best 

actions to convert perceptual input into executable output as action-sequences. To 

intensify contemplation in SOAR, however, would be an architectural challenge. In fact, a 

virtual Soar-agent could be subject to contemplative paralysis due to the architectural 

limitations of its serial computational processes. For example, Bradley Best recalls 

encountering a particular Soar-agent “[…] that tried to anticipate the actions of opponents 

[to the point where it] actually had to stop moving to allow computations to focus on 

anticipation.” (AR.2.1.2.1; Best, 2017). 

  One way to do this might be to speed up the situation in which the perception-

processing-action cycle repeats itself while simultaneously ensuring that many proposed 

operators are slowly considered one at a time before being ranked and selected for 

parallel firing. If cycling its decisions quickly enough (ideally having networked SOAR 

systems running and communicating in parallel), the illusion of information convolution 

might become apparent. This type of contemplation might occur more intensely if the 

decisions about which operators to use are semantically structured in such a way in that 

it either takes a long time to decide and act upon a deliberation or that a mentalist SOAR-

agent never decides to act on a particular deliberation – after much contemplative 

consideration (i.e. cognitive functionality paralyzed due to architectural attempts at C-State 

Maximization). It should also be noted that a large number of production rules certainly 

slows down processing speed but more actual semantics are required behind these rules 

to determine whether this latency is mechanistic or contemplative in nature. SOAR’s 

chunking mechanism could also communicate more with its operators to more deeply 

contemplate the relationship between the operator rankings and the semantic content of 

the information that the SOAR-agent wishes to compress into an actionable chunk. 

The consulted SOAR experts have also voiced their opinions on the ways an 

engineering workaround could be serially deployed to allow a virtual Soar-agent to deeply 

contemplate a virtual environment without relying too much on extra-architectural 
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processes. For example, “[…] Soar could create a model of ‘self’ in working memory and 

operators could act [in a serial manner] to change that model” (AR.2.1.2.2; Van Lent, 

2017).  However, Van Lent conceded that there is “[…] no explicit model of self built into 

the [Soar] architecture.” (Ibid.).  A Soar co-creator seemed to confirm this suggestion by 

adding that, “[…] both Soar and Sigma deliberate via a sequence of primitive reasoning 

cycles, and reflect by effectively calling themselves recursively on problems in 

deliberation” (AR.2.1.2.2; Rosenbloom, 2017).  Soar’s recursive idiosyncratic architecture-

specific processes also “[…] lead to extended reasoning, with reflection being deeper in 

at least one important sense […] [therefore, this architecture workaround] may map onto 

[is meant] by contemplation," (Ibid.). 

Kantian Interpretation 

Virtual environments that function as little more than task-domains for problem-

solving optimization will provide only self-interested decisions for the virtual-agent’s mind 

to contemplate. Every other type or intensity of decision making is extraneous to solving 

a particular cognitive problem. Self-interestedness in Kantian terms falls under the 

intensity known as the “agreeable”.   Task-centric cognitive architectures are not likely to 

intentionally achieve contemplative intensities higher than the agreeable.  

SOAR’s decision cycle, for example, is highly task-centered and focused upon 

contemplating only the task(s) at hand. SOAR can be scaled up to handle a vast number 

of production rules which might suggest an increase in deep deliberation before action. 

However, this upward scaling will merely increase the SOAR-agent’s mathematical and 

semantic estimation capabilities rather than cause this agent to become overwhelmed by 

the increasing flow of conceivable semantic content defined by these rules. At best, the 

vast number of production rules might slow down a SOAR-agent’s computational parsing 

speed but this latency would only simulate the external appearance of contemplation (i.e. 

slowing down to think about something more “deeply”) and not actually replicate the 

phenomena.   

Architectures like SOAR are widely used precisely because they exclusively focus 

on those production rules and operators that will solve the target cognitive problem(s) or 

task(s) most efficiently and quickly instead of thinking about cognition deeply. Expediency 

is the reason why as many SOAR-rules as possible are fired in parallel. In fact, if the 
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semantics are beyond what the production rules can model for its proposed and preferred 

operators, it is assumed that the SOAR-agent will simply halt and not continue 

deliberations until the task has been more properly represented. Unless a SOAR-agent 

can modify the pacing of repeating its entire decision cycle process in such a way as to 

simulate information convolution, it is unlikely that the SOAR-agent’s contemplation 

activities will be much higher than an agreeable intensity. 

Crawfordian Interpretation 

Architectures that use a serial deliberation process such as SOAR – and only use 

parallel processes for rule-execution multitasking – can be categorized as A-State 

Maximizers and ideal for Crawford’s common-sense interactive ratio. The contemplation 

of conceivable states does occur on the level of proposing, preferring, and selecting 

operators. However, this process is brief and task-driven compared with the deliberations 

over which operators and states are the most practical to solve a particular cognitive 

problem.  Any other conceivable state in architectures like SOAR occurs on the content 

level, rather than structural level inside of a particular module.  SOAR is optimized to prefer 

the most practical operators and produce an observation and action as efficiently as 

possible to solve a particular problem or task.  Because of this, contemplation is not very 

intense and C-States in SOAR (and likely other linear architectures) almost always lead 

to a reduction to A-states (including the act of compressing knowledge chunks). 

Consequently, SOAR’s rapid and greedy chunking of potentially contemplative cognitive 

information compresses out the opportunities for C-states to provide more semantic 

complexity behind a problem. In architectures like SOAR, the compression of cognitive 

complexity into actionable states dilutes the intensity of contemplation.  

5.2.3. Architectural Assumption #3 – Dual and Multi-Process 
Advantages 

3. Mutual recursion and recycling in dual-process architectures leads to higher 

chances of contemplative intensity to occur… 

This dissertation endorses the plausibility that integrating virtual-agents with 

cognitive architectures – especially those containing many interconnected modules and 

processes - are important in some contexts that require deeper modes of deliberative 
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interaction. For example, cognitive architectures such as - CLARION - offer the capability 

for a virtual-agent to engage in both explicit (self-aware) and implicit (autonomic) 

processes. These awareness processes are distributed around CLARION’s four 

interconnected subsystems as well as across the communicating modules that comprise 

each subsystem.  In addition to the cognitive distribution across processes and modules, 

CLARION also contemplates the hierarchy of cognition flow and storage using two 

algorithms.  At the bottom implicit level, CLARION uses a connectionist Q-learning 

algorithm to identify what to learn from trial-and-error (i.e. usually reactive) experiences. 

At the top explicit level, CLARION’s RER algorithm contemplates whether to promote 

bottom-up trial-and-error experiential information into top-down rules for future use.113   

Overall, it is assumed that CLARION will be the most contemplative cognitive 

architecture of the examples discussed in this dissertation. This is because CLARION’s 

usual routine is to recursively intertwine: implicit and explicit processes; motivations, 

desires, drives, goals, procedures, declarations and actions as well as experiential 

learning with logical decision making. CLARION continually circulates cognitive 

information across its four subsystems and uses its two process algorithms to 

hierarchically coordinate this information from experiential learning to rule-making, and 

vice versa.   

This dissertation will assume CLARION to be the most intrinsically contemplative 

cognitive architecture as it should be capable of both balancing C-States and A-States as 

well as acting as a C-State Maximizer (if absolutely necessary). 

Kantian Interpretation  

The Kantian contemplative intensities will depend on whether the architecture is 

dual-process or multi-process as well as the number and semantic category of 

architectural components being considered by the virtual-agent’s mind. 

 
113 Further contemplation may even promote these freshly generated inductive rules (that 

originated from experiential Q-learning) higher up the reasoning hierarchy to production rules 
that seem virtually as authoritative as deductions. 
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In CLARION for example, the Motivational Subsystem (MS) is concerned with self-

interestedness as it is primarily focused on fulfilling drives and achieving goals. In this 

case, any contemplative scenario that will involve the influence of this particular 

subsystem will be of the agreeable cognitive intensity. In other cases with CLARION, it is 

assumed that contemplative intensity could increase past the agreeable stage if the other 

subsystems (independent of the MS) as well as the internal and explicit knowledge 

processes are deeply intertwined.  Indeed, CLARION requires the mechanistic interaction 

between all subsystems to be communicating with each other in order to holistically model 

human-equivalent cognition. Disinterested contemplation, however, is assumed to rely 

less on the MS.  Having said this, it is assumed that deep contemplation in CLARION must 

be coordinated in such a way as the flow of cognitive information is circulated continuously 

across the other three subsystems. 

Crawfordian Interpretation 

The more modular processes there are (dual and multi), the more difficult it 

becomes to convert C-states to A-states. This is because there are more semantic 

associations in the inherent cognitive flow. Further, each module might compete with each 

other over which one is most suited to convert this semantic information into practical 

deliberations for actionable sequences. For human-equivalent intelligence or 

superintelligence, having many conceivable semantic associations that can be 

represented and computed by many modules is a desirable situation as it produces 

contemplative intensity at high levels.   

In a functionally interactive problem-space (task-domain), however, the virtual-

agent might appear instead to be crippled by the number of processes and decisions to 

multitask and deeply consider. This is because there are not enough A-states that deliver 

on interactive promises suggested by all of the conceivable possibilities. The more 

semantic possibilities (i.e. different semantic perspectives and/or interpretations on the 

same flowing cognitive data) the virtual-agent can conceive of by informational association 

across its architectural modules, the longer it will take to decide on some actionable 

deliberation. Therefore, a CLARION-agent runs the risk of engaging in C-State 

maximization that could lead to a sublime level of contemplative intensity but if the dual-

process aspects of each sub-system are working optimally, then the CLARION agent 
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should be able to balance between what is conceivable (e.g. what is imagined or 

understood during a learning process) and what is accessible (e.g. the kinds of reasonable 

rules that can be formed from this learning process from the implicit bottom-up level).  

5.2.4. Architectural Assumption #4 – Reasoning modules do not 
exclusively address contemplation 

There is a mechanistic belief in the idea that reasoning and meta-reasoning 

capabilities alone can capture the full spectrum of cognition – including contemplation. 

However, this dissertation asserts that reasoning components are not more than effective 

sub-systems with the mechanical requirement for “internal logical consistency” (Hutter, 

2012: 11). Cognitive modules dealing with rational decision making are just part of an 

integrated cognitive system that truly regulates the overall contemplative process. 

Fundamentally, proper contemplation is an intelligent faculty that requires much more than 

reasoning and meta-reasoning alone because “[…] indiscriminately producing one true 

statement after the other without prioritization or ever doing anything with them is not too 

intelligent” since “[…] current automated theorem provers can already do this" (Ibid.). 

Therefore, this dissertation does not always expect cognitive architectures with robust 

reasoning systems to necessarily be optimized for intensifying contemplation. Rather, this 

dissertation initially assumed that it was the integrated cognitive information convolution 

between architectural modules and dynamically transitioning states that determined the 

degree to which contemplation intensifies. 

Crawfordian Caveat 

 It is possible that a virtual-agent’s dependency on extra-architectural modules 

such as reasoning modules might indicate at the very least, contemplation-seeking 

behavior. For example, if the virtual-agent would be feeling constrained by its architectural 

modules to the point where it was starting to consult/depend on extra-architectural 

components to semantically understand a percept in a particular scenario, then it was 

thought that (or we are anthropomorphically projecting onto its mind that) it was trying to 

access C-States for semantic parsing rather than what was made accessible via the A-

States within the canonical architectural configuration 
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5.2.5. Architectural Assumption #5 – Metacognitive modules (sub-
systems) play a key role with intensifying contemplation 

It was assumed that any cognitive architecture dealing with contemplation and its 

intensification explicitly required a meta-cognitive representation that accounted for: self-

monitoring, self-regulation, and meta-reasoning (esp. with the recursive self-improvement 

scenario #4).  This did not necessarily meant that the virtual-agent needed to also have 

an ontological self-concept (i.e. recursive self-awareness) for contemplative self-reflection 

although this was assumed to be additionally useful in this context.  

Crawfordian Assumption 

If the virtual-agent should be made aware that it needs to find additional 

modules/algorithms (e.g. algorithms for trial-and-error learning, episodic memory 

modules, reasoning modules etc.) in order to expand its C-State seeking behavior for 

contemplation purposes (e.g. to address the semantic depth and complexity behind a 

problem or percept), then intrinsic meta-cognitive architectural capabilities play an even 

more dominant role in this assumption. 

This section provides defines and elaborates on cognitive architectures. Cognitive 

architectures represent the key artifact-as-system for discussing the contemplative 

mediation of virtual-agent minds. 

There has been much ambiguity over what a cognitive architecture actually is.  

First, there must be clarity on what a cognitive architecture is not. Cognitive architectures 

should not be confused with any agent that employs a cognitive architecture as part of its 

intellectual resources. A cognitive architecture is only one modularized component that 

drives a cognitive agent. A cognitive agent “[…] includes interfaces to its environment 

(sensors and effectors), the cognitive architecture, and knowledge” (Laird, 2012: 27) 114 as 

part of a deliberative and interactive gestalt. Cognitive architectures resemble computer 

architectures in that they have “memories, processing and control components, 

representations of data, and input/output devices” (Ibid: 5-6). A cognitive agent using any 

cognitive architecture uses artificial general intelligence not for computation’s sake but 

 
114 Chapter 2. “Requirements for Cognitive Architectures”. Co-authored with Robert E. Wray III. 
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only for “[symbolic] representation, acquisition, and use of knowledge to pursue goals.” 

(Ibid.). 

 A cognitive architecture is more general-purpose than a singular cognitive agent. 

An agent uses a portion of the architectures “fixed and task independent” (Ibid: 6) 

attributes – such as memories, natural-language patterns, data-structures and algorithms. 

These cognitive attributes allow the (virtual) agent to learn and encode specific knowledge 

configurations, problem-specifications, rational deliberations, and actions for goal-directed 

intelligent performance in a stochastic environment (e.g. virtual world, Ibid: 8). Cognitive 

architects are “[…] not attempting to create architectures that are necessarily the best or 

even sufficient for all possible environments and all possible tasks” (Ibid: 28). This is 

because they “[…] assume that agents exist in an environment and that they pursue tasks 

similar to those we find in the world we inhabit (Ibid.)”. One key feature of some cognitive 

architectures that deal with a singular cognitive agent, is the capacity for metareasoning. 

Metareasoning is the “process of reasoning about this reasoning cycle” (Cox and Raja, 

2011: 4). The strong AI community traditionally employs a cognitive architecture (e.g. 

SOAR) to model an agent’s reasoning or metareasoning capabilities in the form of a 

“decision cycle within an action-perception loop […] (Ibid.).   

5.3. Contemplative Capabilities of Canonical Cognitive 
Architectures 

This sub-chapter addresses the contemplative capabilities of ACT-R, SOAR, and 

CLARION. Kantian capabilities are represented in each canonical architecture’s handling 

of imagination and reason (incl. their representations as C-states and A-states) as well as 

each of their optimal cognitive (aka. aesthetic) intensities. 

Contemplative Capabilities of ACT-R 

Transitive Thinking and Cognitive “Noise” in ACT-R 

This sub-chapter briefly addresses a couple of inherent architectural affordances 

in which ACT-R might be capable of rudimentary deep contemplation in a limited 

interactive context. ACT-R is conventionally seen as a rule-driven and action-centric 

cognitive architecture. Consequently, it is usually assumed that ACT-R’s architectural 
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conventions are more likely to compel a virtual-agent’s mind towards substantive (i.e. 

narrow-minded, closed-minded etc.) thinking in order to fulfill a certain production rule-

based task – rather than thinking deeply and/or creatively about making smart decisions 

in stochastic environments.  

Transitive thinking in ACT-R is related to the tactful utilization of two kinds of 

numerical representations of “cognitive noise”. The first kind of cognitive noise that a 

virtual ACT-R agent could leverage is with regards to chunk activation conditions for both 

procedural and declarative memory. The virtual-agent can encounter unusual conditions 

where declarations based on stochastic environmental conditions can be fused into 

production rules for expedient action-taking. This capability is similar to CLARION’s 

spreading base activation feature (Sun, 2001: 39, 41, 95, 150, 160, 166). However, ACT-

R can only spread this chunking activation through its production-rule system whereas 

CLARION has two full subsystems (i.e. the ACS and NACS) to spread this activation 

threshold signal. The second kind of cognitive noise is a “utility noise” where the virtual 

ACT-R agent needs to act on an interactive situation where it is not entirely clear how 

valuable each possible decision’s outcome is at the time (Best, 2016).  In either case, a 

virtual ACT-R agent can open its mind enough to plausibly think “outside the box” when 

an interactive impasse or local decision maxima is reached (Ibid.).115 However, this is the 

extent and limit to which a virtual ACT-R agent can deeply contemplate a problem solution 

and select the most appropriate production rule. Having said this, this cognitive noise 

caveat does indicate that a virtual ACT-R agent might be contemplating slightly more 

deeply than most model-based reflex agents (i.e. generic finite state machines). It is 

possible then that when it addresses interactive impasses related to stochastic decision 

making, a virtual ACT-R agent could qualify either as a utility-based agent or perhaps, 

even a learning agent. 

C-states and A-states in ACT-R 

The ACT-R architecture is production-rule centric and therefore, was designed to 

be optimized for actionable thinking (i.e. contemplation). In other words, ACT-R functions 

as an architecture for those virtual-agents that were designed to be A-State maximizers. 

 
115 Email conducted with ACT-R/CIBRE private contractor, Bradley Best (AdCogSys) - 

http://www.adcogsys.com/ - September 13-16, 2016. 
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Contemplation (i.e. cognitive interactivity) in any interactive context here, is in the service 

of functional accessibility. C-states might exist in the mind of a virtual ACT-R agent when 

parsing partially observable Markov-like environmental states though. When 

contemplating stochastic and partially observable virtual environments, C-states in ACT-

R are only considered if such states are conceivably actionable.  For example, imagining 

what is possible in say, the goal or/or declarative memory buffers is only tractable in ACT-

R if what is possible can be matched to a particular production rule as a viable candidate 

for action-execution.  

Reasonable estimation (A-States in ACT-R) 

ACT-R is not only optimized to handle the proliferation of A-states, it can also 

contemplate these A-states via reasonable estimation. A virtual ACT-R agent performs 

'reasonable estimation' “[…] in the sense of applying Bayesian priors to operators 

(productions) (GQ.3.1; Best, 2017). Contemplating and applying Bayesian priors only 

applies to reasonable estimation of available (accessible) production-rule operators and 

not for considering a brand new production-rule or operator.  This contemplative 

accessibility is Bayesian in the sense that if the virtual ACT-R agent “[…] could apply the 

operator in the world and see what works, [and if yes,] it could then update the priors with 

actual information” (Ibid.).   

Even if the virtual environment is partially observable, the virtual ACT-R agent 

needs to rely on its accessible declarative memory store since this memory bank would 

contain at least some of these Bayesian priors. Generally speaking then, a virtual ACT-R 

agent’s action-taking decisions are never really improvised from a priori knowledge (i.e. 

contingent on memory-less Markovian experiences).  

Imagination (C-States in ACT-R) 

It is should be sufficiently clear at this point that ACT-R works best when 

reasonably estimating all of the functionally available (i.e. accessible) actions based on 

Bayesian knowledge. However, what role does the imagination play then in the ACT-R 

cognitive framework? Internal simulation as imaginative play is plausible in ACT-R as long 

as what it being simulated is still rooted in the collected Bayesian priors that indicate 

actionable knowledge. Further, internal simulation would still be contingent on carrying out 
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behavioral actions in the virtual world in order to confirm the actionable potential of each 

of the “imagined” operators (Ibid.).   

ACT-R’s imaginative faculty interplays directly with more accessible notions of 

reasonable estimation. In this manner, a virtual ACT-R agent can even learn from the 

actions of another such agent where one “internal” virtual-agent can imagine, contemplate, 

and play through possible actions on a lower resolution version of a simulated world in 

order to “[try] out what the external agent wanted to estimate [in their shared virtual world]” 

(Ibid; see Kennedy and Patterson, 2012; Kennedy and Trafton, 2007: 253-254). In this 

context, the “internal” agent could be represented as it’s imagined self while the “external” 

agent cognitive representation could be part of this same agent’s virtual body schema.  

Kantian contemplative intensities in ACT-R 

ACT-R has been optimized for self-interested planning in the service of expedient 

action taking. Consequently, the ACT-R architecture was not intended for virtual-agent 

minds contemplating more intensely than at an agreeable level. Disinterested 

contemplation such as we see with the beautiful intensity runs contrary to ACT-R 

emphasis on acting rather than deeply thinking in some aesthetically detached manner. 

Contemplative Capabilities of SOAR 

Representation of the Imagination in SOAR 

 Imagination resides in episodic memory116 as a list of proposed (but not preferred) 

operators, rules and actions.  These proposed rules, operators and actions are the atoms 

of imagination in SOAR. These atoms can be further elaborated on via fictional metadata 

stored in semantic memory or as plausible (but untested) interactivity algorithms/heuristics 

stored in procedural memory. Alongside speculations of a prospective memory SOAR 

implementation; a parallel sub-component of episodic memory known as "elaborative 

memory" or "fantasy memory"117 would generate imagined novel episodes as 

myths/fictions. These episodes would propose equally fictional operators, rules and 

actions.118 The elaborative memory would be driven by sub-goals and sub-states. 

 
116 In future SOAR versions, the imagination will likely also reside in prospective memory. 
117 These are my terms to describe what should be future memory components in SOAR. 
118 For example, SOAR’s syntax might include “elaborate-operator” as well as “propose-operator”. 
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Elaborative memory would determine which sub-goals/sub-states should be rapidly 

retrieved from other memory banks. Chunking would involve elaboration by fabricating 

memories, operators, rules etc. The rule firings themselves could even be simulated 

internally without actually firing to express cognitive deliberation.119 

Representation of Reason in SOAR 

 Procedures, rules and semantic metadata are treated as the discrete atoms of 

reason in SOAR. Preferred [+] and selected operators as well as rules in SOAR's 

Reinforcement Learning (RL) component are intended to represent atoms of reasonable 

expectations for future interactivity. Continuous historical scenarios updated in the percept 

stream are stored in episodic memory and are treated as discrete time instances. These 

instances are ultimately consistent with previous rules/operators/actions existing in 

procedural and semantic memory. Historical scenarios outside of procedures are stored 

and retrieved as discrete time-instances primarily in episodic memory. 

Kantian contemplative intensities in SOAR 

SOAR is similar to ACT-R in that it was designed to cognitively facilitate limited self-

interested pursuits in a task-domain. SOAR functions optimally at the agreeable intensity 

level. However, the decision cycle could be propose, select and execute candidate 

operators on more semantically abstract information or perhaps on lots of information 

including barely tractable information and tasks.  On the content parsing level, a SOAR 

agent’s mind might be compelled to contemplate at higher intensity levels of varying 

degrees of disinterestedness. 

C-states and A-states in SOAR 

SOAR is similar to ACT-R in that its architectural configuration was designed to manage 

the formulation and execution of production rules. Therefore, SOAR – like ACT-R - is task-

driven and action-centric. The same kinds of interactive state representations in ACT-R 

typically also apply to deliberation conventions in SOAR [5.3 - C-states and A-states in 

ACT-R].  In ultimate terms, SOAR’s teleological design supports a cognitive bias leading 

to A-state over C-state maximization. SOAR’s decision cycle makes it slightly more 

 
119 See Maffre et al., 2001. 
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methodical and deliberative when it comes to preferring and proposing operators than 

ACT-R, however. For this reason, SOAR’s decision process can be represented as 

various finite C-states. In more abstract terms, the ways in which a task can be 

represented and formulated for tractable functionality (i.e. symbolically reified) in SOAR 

can give rise to an additional cognitive representation of C-states and A-states. For 

example, a cognitive architect can use SOAR to represent something conceivable (e.g. a 

virtual SOAR agent being self-aware) into something accessible and tractable within the 

SOAR computational framework (i.e. having SOAR recursively prefer, propose, and select 

operators to modify representations of its own self-concept). 

Contemplative Capabilities of CLARION 

Representation of Imagination in CLARION 

Imagination in CLARION is seen to be best represented via the inter-

communication between its four canonical sub-systems.  Zooming in one level of analytical 

resolution and one could indicate that the NACS subsystem is the one optimized for 

thinking (i.e. imaging) before acting whereas the MCS is responsible for monitoring and 

interpreting the activity of the other sub-systems (and even recursively, the MCS itself). In 

this case, the virtual CLARION agent uses the MCS to “imagine” at the highest level what 

sorts of things and phenomena it wishes to contemplate and why. At an even finer level 

of analytical level, the virtual-agent’s imaginative processes are occurring to some degree 

within CLARION’s trademark RER algorithm.  At this level, the CLARION virtual-agent’s 

mind needs to imagine which implicit knowledge experiences should be symbolically 

grounded and represented to top-down production rules and also, why this grounded 

symbolic reification should even occur in the first place. In a rudimentary way, the MS 

needs to contain and maintain some prospective memories in the form of goals, ambitions, 

and aspirations which require some imagined future scenarios. The ACS by itself (i.e. 

without at least, inter-communication with the NACS) does not seem to possess 

understandable representations of the imagination.  

Representation of Reason in CLARION 

Reasonable estimation can be seen through the inter-communication between 

production rules formed in the NACS with those rule-execution elements stored in the 

ACS. Thinking rationally without necessarily taking action, can reside in the NACS alone 
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although this kind of thinking could also be represented as belonging to an “imagination”. 

Rational execution would primarily occur in the ACS. A virtual CLARION agent also 

possesses rational faculties when it uses the RER algorithm to convert implicit experience 

into top-down explicit knowledge in the form of production rules. The MS might provide 

inspiration for acting rationally but that particular system is just as concerned with the 

representation and maintenance of potentially irrational drives. Such irrational drives might 

make a virtual CLARION agent less expedient and functional but might also make this 

agent’s personality more genuinely “believable” – even when viewed from an exclusively 

mentalist perspective while looking “under the hood”. At the lowest analytical level, such 

drives as well as implicit learning would be rationally guided through the proliferation of 

reinforcement signals. Ultimately, the MCS governs, monitors and supervises those 

rational processes underlying all of the sub-systems and the inter-communications 

between them. The MCS itself serves as a rationally acting sub-system that mediates the 

rationality of the subordinate subsystems.  

Kantian contemplative intensities in CLARION 

CLARION, like the other canonical cognitive architectures, runs optimally at an 

agreeable level of contemplative intensity.  However, unlike the other architectures, 

CLARION has an in-built subsystem (i.e. the MCS) to handle more intense contemplative 

processes involving meta-cognition. As a result, CLARION’s infrastructure should 

theoretically be able to handle contemplation at all Kantian intensity levels.  In other words, 

as CLARION is the most integrated and feature-comprehensive cognitive architecture, it 

is likely that a virtual CLARION-agent can contemplate at any Kantian intensity – with 

varying degrees of success.  For example, implicit knowledge stored in the MS and the 

ACS can make a virtual CLARION-agent act as if its mind has a mundane subsumption 

architecture.  The inter-communication between both explicit and implicit knowledge layers 

as well as the inter-communication between the ACS and NACS can easily facilitate an 

agreeable intensity.  It was assumed that higher contemplative intensities simply require 

inter-communication with the other sub-systems (esp. the MCS) and with the RER 

algorithm. 
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C-states and A-States in CLARION 

At highest level of resolution, C-states primarily reside within the NACS subsystem 

although the MCS subsystem also determines which subsystem is conceivably worth 

monitoring and why. Further, the inter-connection between each subsystem will show what 

is conceivable versus what is accessible. For example, if all subsystems are perpetually 

communicating with every other subsystem in real-time such that they seem 

interdependent, then it is assumed that C-states are both being generated and 

contemplated by the virtual-agent’s mind. If these interconnections are intermittent and/or 

only flowing between a couple subsystems at a time (or perhaps, even only relying on the 

ACS), then it is assumed that A-states are being generated, regulated, and contemplated. 

At the level of raw cognitive experience and learning, the connectionist representations at 

CLARION’s implicit level would be viewed as containing perceptual C-state information 

that will eventually be converted into tractable A-states via the RER algorithm. Generally 

speaking, the NACS causes the agent to think about what is possible (i.e. C-state 

contemplation) while the ACS is focused on optimizing or performing recommended 

actions (i.e. A-state contemplation and behavioral execution). 

5.4. Contemplative capabilities of AGI 

This section ruminates over the various contemplative capabilities and cognitive 

design affordances of AGI-enabled virtual-agents.  The dissertation author had considered 

these capabilities and affordances prior to performing the semantic exegesis on each 

canonical cognitive architecture. These capabilities include understanding how a virtual-

agent might transcend “mindless” reactivity [5.4.2], embrace metacognitive faculties [also 

5.4.2], and be designed along differing cognitive engineering paradigms [5.4.3].  

5.4.1. Identifying Contemplative Intensity in A(G)I and Cognitive 
Science Domains 

This sub-chapter discusses how key A(G)I and cognitive science terms relates to 

a semantic understanding of contemplation and the various ways in which such a 

phenomena could be mechanistically intensified via cognitive architectures. 
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Explicit and Implicit Knowledge 

Identifying contemplative intensity in virtual-agent minds first requires an 

understanding of how this contemplation relates to this virtual-agent’s self-awareness 

modalities. Cognitive science has identified two categories of knowledge that address the 

relative (self)-awareness of the agent – explicit and implicit knowledge.  

The first category is explicit knowledge. Explicit knowledge (usually declarative 

knowledge) is the type of knowledge that an agent is consciously (or proto-consciously) 

aware of, as it is being phenomenologically experienced (Sun, 2006: 83-84). Explicit 

knowledge is often represented through symbols for reasoning purposes. For example, 

an agent needs to consciously determine how to logically follow a deductive argument or 

solve a math equation by interpreting the appropriate operator symbol configurations 

(Roth, 2001: 151, 229).120 Or, in inductive reasoning, a logical agent will need to deliberate 

carefully about the value and semantics of each declaration (assertion and fact) from its 

ontology in order to determine whether to empirically update the evidence that is 

confirming or deluding its current world-model. Most contemplation activities involve a 

heightened awareness of explicit knowledge and the hyper-focused experience of its 

convolution through various semantic models and memory systems. 

Implicit knowledge involves the kinds of (usually procedural) sub-symbolic 

knowledge that an agent would not be consciously aware of while the experiential 

cognitive phenomenon is happening – at any given time (Ibid: 82-83). The most implicit 

knowledge category is known as tacit knowledge (Polanyi, 1966). In this category, not only 

is an agent not consciously aware of the experiential processes happening at a given time, 

the agent also does not have the cognitive capacity to articulate these tacit processes to 

other agents. In fact, language might not even be a sufficient mechanism for transmitting 

tacit knowledge.  

One of the most extreme examples if implicit knowledge would be those autonomic 

processes such as digestion in a human agent which are, at best, minimally regulated by 

the conscious mind but is otherwise, completely autonomous from deliberate cognition. In 

 
120 Translated from German by Schloeglmann, W. (2004). Routines in non-routine problem 

solving processes. In Proceedings of the 28th Conference of the International (Vol. 4, pp. 
161-168). 
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a virtual-agent, implicit knowledge might be represented as pre-programmed reactions to 

simulated environmental stimuli (e.g. immediately dodging, punching, kicking, ducking 

etc.) without having additional AI components analyze, process and reflect on the 

semantics behind these reactions at a higher cognitive level.  In finite-state machines, 

however, [3.2.2 - Finite-State Planners] the agent’s awareness of the available reactive 

actions within each state is slightly more explicit than with pure implicit environmental 

reactivity.  

There are also ways to consolidate declarative explicit knowledge into implicit 

procedural knowledge and vice versa.  For example, learned procedures such as: walking, 

running, speaking one’s native language fluently, and playing a musical instrument all 

began with the agent explicitly (self-consciously) analyzing how to perform the action 

through a memorization of facts (declarations) before performing each action implicitly 

(instinctively) as if each procedural step was “second nature” to execute as an entire 

sequence (Friedenberg and Silverman, 2011: 116-117). The inverse can be seen when a 

young human agent learns how to avoid burning one’s fingers on a hot stove element or 

in an electrical socket. In these cases, the agent learns the hard way from numerous trial-

and-error procedural experiences until it has converted these implicit reactions into 

declarations organized into top-down logical production rules (e.g. if I put my finger in/on 

here, I will feel pain).  

These situations have correlations for virtual-agents and the same instances of 

implicit and explicit knowledge exchange apply to them as well. For example, after being 

fired upon by an enemy NPC many times, a virtual-agent might organize a sequence of 

reactions into a hierarchical production rule tree for future combat encounters.  These 

examples given now are likely interpreted by the reader as being semantically banal. 

However, these explanations are mundane and banal so as to temporarily explain to the 

reader, in the easiest way possible, how explicit and implicit knowledge should be defined 

and interpreted. Later, this dissertation will discuss some more semantically complex 

cases where architectural contemplative intensity increases when explicit knowledge 

dynamically interacts with implicit knowledge. 
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5.4.2.  Transcending Reactivity with Contemplative Reasoning 

One way to transcend the mindlessness of pure reactivity is to design 

contemplative virtual-agents that have the capacity to reason on some level about their 

own thoughts and percepts.  Appendix B discusses the more traditional approach to 

agent-based reasoning. However, contemplative metareasoning is a concept that 

deserves direct discussion within this dissertation’s prose-body [see Contemplative 

Metareasoning].  

Contemplative Metareasoning  

Metareasoning - “thinking about thinking” – allows a virtual-agent’s mind to become 

even more contemplative by considering deeply how to recursively reason about its own 

reasoning processes. Metareasoning processes are present in SOAR and CLARION. 

Optimal Metareasoning – From Self-Aware Reflection to Action 

Broadly speaking, there is no current consensus on whether metareasoning 

capabilities directly contribute to the interactive functionality of a virtual-agent. In fact, it is 

uncertain whether metareasoning itself could be optimal in any way (Zilberstein in Cox 

and Raja, 2011: 30). Perfect rationality does not necessarily require metareasoning 

capabilities since a purely rational agent’s only concern is to maximize its expected utility 

and performance (Ibid: 27). An agent obsessed with metareasoning may not even know 

when to “stop deliberation and take action” (Ibid: 30-31).  This virtual-agent might only be 

able to sufficiently convert deliberation to action if it temporarily relaxes from its own 

recursive self-monitoring loop and focuses instead on the immediate task at hand.  Object-

level reasoning (contemplation) processes consume computation time and monitoring 

activities (esp. recursive self-monitoring) might cripple the agent’s ability to function 

autonomously of the monitoring action itself. Similar to quantum physics, the very act of 

self-observation might directly change the recursive processes being observed and might 

even cause a computational empirical causality chain to enter an infinite loop (Hansen 

and Zilberstein, 2001; Steunebrink and Schmidhuber, 2012). Due to the potentially self-

destructive activities caused by obsessive self-monitoring, the most important 

metareasoning decisions to make are “[…] what to monitor, at what frequency, and when 

to stop the entire process” (Zilberstein in Cox and Raja, 2011: 36). Schmidhuber’s Gödel 

machine has partially solved this problem in that it monitors for an emergent candidate 
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pool of available optimal solutions and only improves its self-model when a more optimal 

solution comes its way. On the whole, metareasoning procedures may not necessarily be 

failsafe, foolproof nor essential for some automated or autonomous interactive processes 

but they seem significant enough to discuss further. Metareasoning can certainly 

contribute to contemplative intensity but if the virtual-agent becomes dependent on 

metareasoning as a cognitive strategy, there is the risk of contemplative paralysis. 

One way to optimize metareasoning is with the use of extra-architectural anytime 

algorithms. Anytime algorithms, as the name suggests, can be run, paused or be halted 

at any time (runtime or in real-time) – even with other competing algorithmic processes 

running. Fortunately, anytime algorithms are fairly ubiquitous in computer science and 

“[…] many utility functions are time-independent” (Ibid: 34). Therefore, an agent can meta-

reason in its spare time and take care of practical matters rather than obsessing over the 

ultimate meaning of its utility function and goal structure.  A metareasoning agent can 

have any number of anytime algorithms activate or remain dormant according to some 

type of scheduler module. Anytime algorithms are best employed when referring to its own 

performance profile. An agent’s personal performance profile is built from some resource 

of prior knowledge and functions as a self-monitoring component (Ibid: 35). An agent’s 

performance profile does not simply measure an agent’s performance relative to its utility 

function and goal structure. This profile also resolves detailed issues of “[…] trade-offs 

between computational resources and output quality” as well as, “[…] prediction, 

composability, and metalevel control of computation” (Ibid: 33).  

 A selection of domain-experts were interviewed in order to consult their opinion 

on the relationship (if any) between meta-reasoning and architectural contemplative 

intensity [Chapter 7 - Expert Interviews]. 

Metareasoning and Machine Learning Models  

The faculty of metareasoning – or self-reflection and self-evaluation – is desirable 

not just for the ideal implementation of intensely contemplating virtual-agents but also for 

approximating basic human-level autonomy and believability. Metareasoning capabilities 

usually arise from issues concerning limited rationality, environmental uncertainty and the 

desire to improve access to rational resources (Cox and Raja, 2011: 5). For example, finite 

agents modeled after infinite AGI ideas (e.g. MC-AIXI) can “[…] often obtain only 
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approximate solutions” (Ibid.). Therefore, metareasoning allows the virtual-agent to 

evaluate its own policy and utility function with the option revise it in order to increase 

certainty or strengthen rational beliefs about its stochastic environment. 

 Most humans are already credited for acquiring the ability of self-reflection to 

adapt in real-time to rapidly changing environments and conceptual paradigms. Humans 

cannot properly function in their environment as intelligent agents without at least a 

rudimentary capability to reason about its own reasoning processes and make iterative 

judgments based on his/her line of reasoning.  Therefore, to even approximate a generic 

human-level AI; an artificial agent using should also use self-reflection to "[…] inspect and 

reason about its own program code and to perform comprehensive modifications to it, 

while the system itself is running" (Steunebrink and Schmidhuber, 2012: 173). Without 

some form of self-reflection and the ability to modify its own code; an agent is simply 

“hardwired” with an unchanging deterministic policy run by “traditional”121 algorithms 

(Schmidhuber, 2003: 2).  Consequently, such an agent can only incrementally learn from 

experience in real-time stochastic environments and might not adapt successfully to the 

persistently dynamic nature of these environments.  

On the flipside, a truly autopoeitic agent who possess full self-modification 

capabilities but who does not possess the ability to autonomously meta-reason might 

accidentally disable its original functionality. This disabled functionality might inadvertently 

include the cognitive capacity for autopoesis itself. This functionality loss could occur in 

cases where the agent naively deletes its pre-programmed source code without properly 

deciding on the reason for deleting the code in the first place. Such results would be both 

impractical and detrimental to contemplation because the virtual-agent’s interactive 

potential would be drastically limited rather than exponentially expanded. Therefore, AI 

theorists have been focusing on ways in which an agent can use meta-reasoning 

capabilities to improve its learning rate and utility in stochastic environments by evaluating 

the defects of their current policy carefully before taking cognitive action and upgrading 

the older policy with a new and improved one. Other than some obscure anytime 

 
121 Up until recently, the Strong AI community was exclusively focused on fixed policies and 

algorithmic procedures to interact with real-time stochastic environments. 
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algorithms used for meta-reasoning (self-reflection), the state-of-the-art process for 

recursive self-improvement in AGI is the Gödel machine [3.2.2. - Gödel machines]. 

5.4.3. Constructionism and Constructivism 

Constructionist vs. Constructivist Architectural Approaches 

The terms constructionism and constructivism have many domain-specific 

definitions.  This dissertation needs to define these terms clearly within the domain of 

cognitive engineering (AI/AGI) as these approaches inform the design decisions of 

cognitive architects when preparing structures for a virtual-agent’s mind. Constructionism 

is the engineering paradigm for majority of the architectures and architectural components 

being scrutinized by this dissertation. Constructivist architectures are beyond the scope of 

this dissertation [see 1.3.2]. To semantically clarify some of the jargon in the research 

results and findings [7.4, 9], a distinction needs to be made between the prevalent 

constructionist and the new constructivist engineering methodologies towards AI and AGI 

design. 

Constructionist (hand-coded) approach 

"All programming languages that have ever been created, with hardly an 

exception, are created for human programmers. This means that you need human-level 

intelligence to understand them to the point where you can use them” – Kristinn Thórisson 

(2012), Co-inventor of Replicode and AERA.122 

Constructionism involves a hand-coded approach where humans manually 

program commands, functions, variable binding and algorithmic instructions as well as 

iterate these coded statements under constant supervision (Thórisson, 2009: 177-178). 

Ultimately, programmers control and monitor every step of the virtual-agents’ deliberative 

and interactive progress in a test environment. A modular process, constructionist AI/AGI 

designers group an agent’s functionality into discrete – but bulk-sized – interaction and 

 
122 Kristinn Thórisson interviewed by Ben Goertzel for  “The Land of Fire and Ice: Thinking 

Machines and the Recent Rise of AI in Iceland” (2012), H+ magazine online article.  
http://hplusmagazine.com/2012/10/16/land-of-fire-ice-and-thinking-machines-the-recent-rise-
of-ai-in-iceland-and-an-interview-with-the-thorisson-brothers-who-helped-make-it-happen/ -
Accessed online September 10, 2014. 
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intelligence components (Ibid.). Therefore, constructionists initially use the “divide and 

conquer” approach to solve each of the virtual-agents’ intelligence and cognitive problems 

independently of each other (Ibid.). Via an ad hoc process, constructionists figure out a 

way to cobble each analyzed and programmed component into a functioning whole – 

namely, a virtual-agent’s mind. The difficulty with this approach is that humans only have 

their own finite time and resources to draw from when manually improving the virtual-

agent’s intelligence to handle all sorts of uncertain and constantly changing environmental 

situations.  

Constructivist (self-coded) approach 

An understanding of constructivism is important for understanding the 

methodology in hybrid (i.e. constructionist and constructivist) cognitive architectures. The 

constructivist approach is a generative engineering methodology that allows a virtual-

agent to construct itself in an unsupervised and fully autonomous manner (Ibid: 179). Once 

sparked into existence, the constructivist agent quickly learns to become its own 

programmer and maintainer.  Once the core initialization programs, utility function(s), and 

policies have been coded by the programmer; the agent “bootstraps” this code and injects 

new code into itself. This raw emergent code is gradually constructed via inputs the agent 

receives from the environment and via outputs recycled back into the environment for 

future re-input by the agent. These outputs can be converted back into algorithms that 

serve as new input for the agent. Unlike the top-down constructionist approach, the agent 

uses a bottom-up process of gradually collecting and forming code-let models that are 

virtually atomic in scale. Ideally, a constructivist agent would counter the human 

programmer’s intuitive tendency to serially patch together discretely analyzed cognitive 

components by connecting accessible nodes in a distributed and parallel manner. 

Ultimately, a constructionist agent is built from parts, whereas a constructivist 

agent is “grown” from a core “seed” – which may also have been initially hand-coded (Nivel 

et al., 2013). Once initiated, the constructivist virtual-agent is “operationally closed” from 

the capabilities of the programmer. In other words, the human programmer is no longer 

able to tweak the agent’s code-structure, function parameters and variable bindings. 

Exclusively constructivist approaches to virtual-agent cognition design are beyond the 

scope of this dissertation [see 1.3.2]. 
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What is Seed AGI? 

This sub-chapter briefly introduces the concept of Seed AGI.  Seed AGI is an 

emergent process that has been constructed primarily as a prime-mover of catalyzing 

sublime recursive self-improvement (Good, 1965; Yudkowsky, 2008; Hutter, 2012). As the 

name implies, in Seed AGI, an agent’s AGI code, functions, modules and ontology can be 

“grown” from a seed specification. The programmers can “grow” the virtual-agent’s mind 

once some initial: emotional drives; slot-patterns; starter-variables; axioms; numerical 

values (representing saliency and confidence towards objects and episodic situations); 

utility function(s); a policy; and other atomic character-traits have been pre-determined by 

the programmer. Once this seed has been specified via manual coding, the virtual-agent 

can then be “turned on”, and enter the virtual world for rapid experiential growing and 

learning. Unlike previous top-down (deduction driven) and bottom up (subsumption driven) 

AI design processes, a seed-AGI agent can learn rapidly by itself rather than being 

constantly manually iterated and supervised by a human programmer. In other words, this 

agent – grown almost ex nihilo from a pre-designed seed - can eventually learn how to 

improve its own learning and increase its faculties beyond that which it was originally 

programmed for. If Seed AGI was implemented for video-game characters, such NPCs 

could learn to become self-aware, and/or capable of many other tasks it was not initially 

programmed for – including transcending its pre-programmed story-world constraints (if 

desirable). 

Seed AGI as well as its associated code (aka. Replicode) and architecture(s)123 is 

ultimately composed out of “uniform fine-grained executable knowledge” (Nivel et al., 

2013: 8). The paradigm of Seed AGI encompasses the most state-of-the-art heuristics for 

agents that will eventually foster sublime interaction. Seed AGI, along with MC-AIXI [3.2.2 

- Deep Reinforcement Learners…], represents the most tractable implementation(s) to 

date for achieving a super-intelligence “singularity” and sublime interaction that was once 

limited to the realm of science-fiction. Seed AGI and similar constructionist approaches 

might plausibly initiate an intelligence “explosion” (Good, 1965; Yudkowsky, 2008; Hutter, 

2012) where a Seed-Agent “[…] repeatedly self-improves until it far surpasses” our 

imaginative and rational abilities “[…] to contain it" (Dewey, 2011: 2).  However, this Seed 

 
123 Aka. AERA.  AERA is beyond the scope of this dissertation. See 1.3.2. 
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AGI operational metaphor and its associated constructivist design methodology is not the 

focus of this particular dissertation. 

Seed AGI and Sublime Recursive Self-Improvement 

This sub-chapter is only listed to explain the state-of-the-art with constructivist 

approaches to recursive self-improvement since this process is likely to architecturally 

intensify contemplation. However, Seed AGI architectures were not completely analyzable 

by the IIT hermeneutic lens. Seed AGI is still a valid discussion point for exegesis since it 

indicates the design problem that attempts to address the level of a priori knowledge that 

a virtual’s agent mind should initially have.  So, even though a detailed explanation of 

constructivist architectures is beyond this dissertation’s scope, it is ideally suited to 

discussions of the recursive self-improvement contemplation scenario [6.4] and for future 

theoretical research [9.1.1 – Identifying Contemplative Intensity in Constructivist…].   
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 Five Virtual-Mind Contemplation 
Scenarios 

This chapter constitutes the hermeneutic core of this dissertation. This chapter 

uses five mentalist virtual mind scenario examples to identify and illustrate different 

representations of contemplative intensity within cognitive architectures for virtual-agent 

minds. There are a potentially infinite number of different configurations for each 

architectural contemplative scenario variation – especially when temporal and semantic 

contexts are considered.  This dissertation has limited the illustrations to only analyze what 

will be considered to be “idealized” and temporal-agnostic single flow chart scenario 

instances. For this reason, there will be a maximum of three flow-chart illustrations per 

scenario. In those situations where more than one flow-chart illustration is used (per 

scenario), the purpose would be to indicate alternate instances in which the expected ideal 

contemplative state could be configured.   

These scenario flow-charts are sometimes represented in terms of a virtual-agent 

experiencing anticipatory and reserved contemplative meta-states (where applicable). 

These meta-state configurations are used to help organize the ways in which the 

researcher can qualitatively assess particular modular states in each cognitive 

architectural flow-chart (represented below as network-graph representations). As a 

reminder, each of these scenarios will represent generic forms of cognitive interactivity so 

as to not overly complicate the dissertation’s scope with a discussion of extra-architectural 

processes [1.3.14].  All of the state-configuration rationales are discussed and illustrated 

within this chapter.   

The following five mentalist virtual-mind scenarios are only dealing with mental and 

cerebral processes exclusively occurring in the virtual-agent’s mind. However, the 

empirical virtual world will occasionally be contemplated by this agent’s mind when it 

comes to considering actions and behaviors that could be executed. These scenarios 

focus on cognitive interactivity and does not go into any substantial detail regarding other 

forms of virtual world interaction.  These scenarios are not meant to be representative of 

an exhaustive sampling of all plausible variations of these scenarios.   Further, these 

particular contemplation scenarios do not necessarily address instances of other 
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interactive scenarios. Instead, this small sample-set is sufficient to provide case-study like 

examples of how a virtual-agent’s mind might use a particular cognitive architectural 

configuration for contemplation. These scenarios were selected to show varying 

contemplative contexts in a virtual world (where virtual assets would likely be 

contemplated) with different intensity qualities.  

These five scenarios are the following: a meditating agent-mind contemplating 

“spiritual” aspects of the virtual world (incl. ascetic and Zen-like instantiations); a 

philosophical agent-mind contemplating whether it resides in a simulated (truly virtual) 

environment; an agent-mind in a social virtual world contemplating the virtual assets and 

entities on a virtual beach; a practical agent-mind contemplating ways to recursively self-

improve the core-functionality of its own mind; and finally, an agent-mind wishing to gain 

logical omniscience by contemplating absolute universal knowledge.  

On a technical note, most of these scenario configurations – unless otherwise 

specified - will treat the input feed to each architectural mind as a random (NODE) logic-

node when represented in the PyPhi graph-visualizer.  The reason for this is because 

cognitive architectures are seen as “domain generic” (Sun, 2004: 341) and therefore, the 

input is assumed to be content-generic, semantics-generic, and spatio-temporally 

stochastic by default. These scenario graphs will be illustrated to show this domain generic 

input feed.  

In terms of logic gate representations, it will be assumed that these logic gates will 

be interpreted in a conventional engineering manner (e.g. XOR = one output option or 

another but not both) unless specifically stated as a particular semantic contingency within 

the following scenario subchapters and especially, within each scenario’s configuration 

rationale below. With these semantic contingencies, it would be assumed that the logic 

gates might not simply be processing strictly binary on/off relationships and choices but 

considering multiple possibilities that go beyond mere signal-to-noise processing. 

Specific virtual assets and percepts will also only be mentioned when it is useful 

for illustrating particular scenario instances.  
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6.1. Scenario 1 – Virtual Environment Meditation(s) 

The first scenario will provide the example of a virtual-agent meditating to achieve 

escapist (ascetic) ends and/or a balance (equilibrium) between social and non-social 

cognitive states (i.e. Zen meditation). In other words, a cognitively complex virtual-agent 

(i.e. a learning agent or higher, Russell, 1998; Russell and Norvig, 2010: 50) can use 

meditation rituals for contemplating the reduced and/or empty concept of “nothing” through 

mentalist ascetic (escapist) and/or Zen (reality-aware) meditation.  

The following sub-chapters describe two sub-scenarios that address the cognitive 

nuances of ascetic and Zen-like contemplation. The ascetic path seeks to minimize 

empirical information input (i.e. from virtual: avatars, other agents, scripts, text-chat etc.) 

as much as possible in order to only contemplate a mentalist imagination-realm that is left 

circulating inside the architecture. Basically, the ascetic virtual-agent spends time 

contemplating any residual awareness and cognitive information that is leftover from the 

time-steps before the ascetic meditation ritual begins. Unlike the escapist and cognitively 

isolationist ascetic scenario, the Zen scenario takes a “middle path” by contemplating the 

option of taking in empirical awareness of percepts and mildly deliberating over 

environmental outputs of a generic virtual world. For example, a Zen-mind might need to 

be aware of “living in the present” enough to store and retrieve at least, some episodic 

memory traces of its own personal history to date. An ascetic-mind, on the other hand 

would want to withdraw from any episodic (and probably also empirical) memory-trace of 

space and time. 

To ensure the focus is on the metaphysical aspects of the virtual world that is being 

contemplated, the agent would also make internal contemplation of its own personal 

episodes more efficient (and less intense than necessary) by turning off continuous access 

to procedural memory storage (incl. action scripts). This is because practical procedures 

do not lead to a semantic understanding of concepts such as “something” existing versus 

“nothing” existing as much as declarations do.  Essentially, this particular scenario’s 

thematic category is strictly philosophical and mentalist in scope as there would be no 

teleological point to keep motor modules and actuators on stand-by.  In other words, no 

real action-potential needs to be involved when contemplating meditation scenarios.  
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Technically speaking, there are some general assumptions for how cognitive 

architectures should be configured. The following configuration assumptions would likely 

allow a virtual-agent to most optimally meditate in a virtual environment.  

Firstly, one must consider the role, function and configuration of production rules 

for a meditation scenario.  Access to production rules of some kind might not be a 

necessity but could be desirable in some limited contexts. For example, the virtual-agent 

might need to access rules for what makes something conceptually a “thing” and not 

“nothing” (where a thing being present might be “false”). There might also be production 

rules containing this ontological and phenomenological knowledge that are worth quickly 

checking.   However, the virtual-agent might not view this ontological formulation of 

“nothing” and “something” as something being modeled specifically as a production rule. 

At the very least, though, this virtual-agent would definitely check declarative memory to 

consult the storage of “things” (e.g. virtual assets and percepts) as being something that 

factually exists in some worldly representation or another.  Overall, checking at the 

production rule level would likely be optional and would require an OR-GATE rather than 

an AND-GATE.  

Secondly, one must consider the role, function and configuration of working 

memory while meditating.  This situation of contemplating the true ontological essence of 

“nothing” is tricky and paradoxical. On the one hand, the virtual-agent’s goal would be to 

clear the active part of the mind that continuously rehearses new cognitive information.  

However, in the Zen scenario, one could argue that the agent would need to always be 

“living in the present” to store memory.  So, this might mean focusing on the present and, 

if this is the case, working memory would be more dominant over other memory types to 

focus on experiencing current short-term memory instead of long-term memory. The 

alternative is that working memory is shut down entirely to calm down the rehearsal 

process. Ironically, to contemplate nothing might be to cause loops and cause the agent 

to over-rehearse what “nothing” really means. 

Thirdly, one must consider the role, function, and configuration of declarative 

memory as well as semantic memory while meditating. To begin with, the virtual-agent will 

need to quickly check its declarations to see if nothing and something have ever been 

asserted as being true and false and whether logical contradictions exist.  This aspect of 
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memory is essential for a single check but might need to constantly reconsider the relative 

truth or falsity of this assertion via some dedicated declarative decision loop.  Alternatively, 

working memory might act as a proxy for rehearsing and refreshing these memorized 

declarations instead.  Checking formalized production rules would be more optional than 

quickly checking raw declarative knowledge as these rule-formulations are based on 

workable assumptions. 

The fourth aspect worth consulting is the virtual-agent’s life-story thus far. For 

story-driven virtual-agents, episodic memories (e.g. archived text chat conversations) 

might play an essential cognitive role – even while meditating. Therefore, one must 

consider the role, function and configuration of episodic memory during this meditation 

ritual. For example, the virtual-agent may wish to check its episodic memory to see if 

concepts such as “nothing” and “something” have been discussed before.  These life-story 

queries might take a while since the words “nothing” and “something” are used frequently 

in episodic experience even if there were never meant to be metaphysical semantic 

associations.  The virtual-agent could also check to see whether certain episodic contexts 

would semantically contextualize these concepts in the metaphysical sense. If the agent’s 

episodic history is large, then this consultation might tax computational resources and 

interfere with ascetic meditation (but possibly not Zen meditation).  

The fifth aspect to consider during meditation is the role, function, and 

configuration of prospective (predictive) memory. This dissertation suggests that a virtual-

agent is more likely to contemplate the semantic meaning of “nothing” if time is 

disregarded (esp. the future). Paradoxically, the question of “something” emerging from 

“nothing” would require an intense gaze into the past and the future. The agent’s mind 

may even need to simulate a historical timeline to see how “nothing” could lead to 

“something”. Consequently, there might be a non-halting loop based on the possible 

undecidibility of the conclusion being reached with any degree of satisfaction.  

The role, function, relevance and configuration of procedural memory must also 

be deeply considered for a meditation scenario. To ensure the focus is on the 

metaphysical aspects of concepts related to meditation, the virtual-agent would make 

contemplation more efficient (and less intense than necessary) if it turns off procedural 

memory altogether. This is because procedural concepts do not conventionally relate to a 
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semantic understanding of “something” existing versus “nothing” existing.  This scenario 

is strictly philosophical and mentalist and there would be no point either to keep motor 

modules an actuators on stand-by.  In other words, no actual action-potential is involved 

when contemplating a meditation scenario.  

The relevance of reinforcement signals and reinforcement learning would definitely 

be an issue worth discussing when it comes to teleology-free contemplation and 

meditation rituals. In a meditation scenario, having a virtual-agent receive a positive or 

negative reinforcement for contemplating ontological, metaphysical, and 

phenomenological concepts does not seem necessary nor appropriate. Further, receiving 

punishment for over-thinking things would also be counter-productive to the virtual-agent’s 

task at hand. At best, this type of functionality could be plausibly available as an OR-

NODE. Technically in CLARION, for example, the RS node could function as an OR-

NODE and set to off in order to ensure that influence of reinforcement is minimized for 

both meditation scenarios. 

All scenarios must consider the role, function, relevance, and configuration (if 

applicable) of bio-inspired mechanisms related to motivations and drives. For these 

particular meditation scenarios, however, motivations and drives are not appropriate for 

contemplating these strictly mentalist philosophical concepts unless it is the motivation to 

escape from empirical stimuli. Goals differ in a subtle manner from drives and motivations 

in that they do not seem to be bio-inspired. Regardless, goals in the context of these 

meditation scenarios, would only be consulted to check the teleology of separating 

“nothing” from “something”.  Essentially, the virtual-agent would also have some kind of 

preliminary goal to define the semantic differences between “something” and “nothing”.  

The role, function, and configuration of pattern matching as well as pattern 

recognition mechanisms should also be considered – even for meditation rituals. One 

could speculate that a virtual-agent could plausibly deliberate over empirical inputs from 

its situated world to determine whether these patterns contain enough of “something” or 

“nothing” to be comparable in some way. The virtual-agent might also try to recognize 

something from nothing. In fact, the virtual-agent might become cognitively overwhelmed 

with conceivable states when considering all the hidden patterns representing in 

“something” that is supposedly “nothing”. Speaking of self-awareness, self-monitoring is 
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a meta-cognitive capability that would likely have some role, function and preferred 

configuration in a meditation scenario.  Self-monitoring (including a semi-deliberate 

forgetting of a self-representation) during meditation, for example, would likely be 

perpetually “on” and constantly checked since the self is recursively part of something 

rather than nothing (unless it achieves some form of non-dual Zen enlightenment).   

Interestingly, it is important to consider what type of role, function and configuration 

fine-state mechanisms and decision cycles will play with regards to meditation in a 

(possibly) responsive virtual environment.  At the very least, a meditating virtual-agent that 

is a model-based reflex agent (finite-state machine) or higher, would need to check 

whether something or nothing is available in a given state – even if this seems 

contradictory to have nothing available in a certain state.  An empty cognitive state might 

be seen to contain “nothing” and might never even transition into a well-defined and active 

cognitive state.  An empty state might ultimately be reduced to a perpetually idle state. 

Finally, one must deeply consider the empirical role of perceptual (e.g. visual and 

sensorimotor) mechanisms during a mediation scenario.  

Visual input, motor input/output scripts, and even mentalist action-potential is not 

necessary to contemplate purely mentalist concepts during meditation. In other words, to 

get closer to “nothing”, percepts relating to “something” must be minimized and those 

residual visual percepts that have been percolating before will need to fade away as soon 

as possible.  The ascetic meditation scenario in particular, is purely escapist and mentalist 

with concerted and sustained attempts to disregard the surrounding virtual environment 

and assets (UUIDs, objects, entities, avatars, agents etc.). Ascetic meditation rituals would 

also likely mandate that the virtual-agent would prefer to clear any active portion of the 

mind that continuously appears to be rehearsing new cognitive information.   

6.1.1. ACT-R Classic as the Virtual-Mind for Meditative 
Contemplation 

A virtual-agent will have difficulties relying on ACT-R Classic [Figures 5, 6] to 

meditate on internal thoughts and contemplate mentalist metaphysical concepts (as well 

ontological and phenomenological conceptual relations). This is because ACT-R is more 

focused on action (acting) than thinking about (contemplating before) acting. However, 
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there are some technical workarounds – discussed in the following configuration 

rationale – where ACT-R Classic can at least contemplate some metaphysical thoughts 

on some superficial level. 

 

Figure 5 - ACT-R Classic Ascetic Meditation Configuration. 

Configuration made by the dissertation author using the PyPhi online graph 

visualizer. http://integratedinformationtheory.org/calculate.html. Accessed online, 

September 02, 2016. 

ACT-R Classic has difficulties allowing a virtual-agent to meditate because it is 

primarily task-driven and exists primary to optimize acting to efficiently perform tasks 

rather than deliberating on knowledge for its own sake. The Zen mediation scenario in 

particular does not ask for multiple hermeneutic interpretations of the most optimal 

cognitive configuration. 

http://integratedinformationtheory.org/calculate.html
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 A discussion about ACT-R Classic’s meditative capabilities must include a 

mention of action-centric nodes and mechanisms even if their usual function seems to run 

contrary to mentalist metaphysical contemplation.  This is because ACT-R Classic must 

be functionally re-purposed use any cognitive means necessary to try and treat mentalist 

contemplation as some kind of proxy “action-sequence”. Otherwise, ACT-R Classic would 

be virtually useless when handling this type of scenario. All architectural scenarios must 

indicate possible and/or optimal configurations for: production rules, memory systems, 

pattern recognition and matching mechanisms, goals, drives, motivations, self-awareness, 

finite-state hierarchies, and the virtual-agent’s perceptual apparatus (e.g. gaze-sensor 

range for avatar detection).  

It is technically possible to have a classic ACT-R agent focus on teleological 

knowledge while in a contemplative state but such knowledge would best be formulated 

as production-rules since there would be at least tacit expectation for acting on this 

knowledge. ACT-R is best optimized for acting on implicit knowledge even though it can 

draw from explicit rule-formulations. In an ascetic meditation scenario, it possible that a 

classic ACT-R agent would not be very useful.  
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Figure 6  -   ACT-R Classic Zen Meditation Configuration. 

Configuration made by the dissertation author using the PyPhi online graph 

visualizer. http://integratedinformationtheory.org/calculate.html Accessed online, 

August 23, 2016. 

Configuration Rationale of ACT-R Classic for Scenario 1 

  This section addresses the various components and mechanisms analyzed in 

both mediation scenarios of the ascetic (escapist) and Zen (empirically aware) variety. 

These components and mechanisms include: production rules, working memory, pattern 

matching/recognition mechanisms, buffers, memory storage modules, reinforcement 

learning modules, goal-modules, motivational modules, as well as the virtual-agent’s 

perceptual apparatus (i.e. visual and motor modules). ACT-R classic does not have 

mechanisms in place to deal with self-awareness, but plausible configurations will be 
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addressed below that suggest some other ways to crudely simulate this type of ontological 

experience for the virtual-agent’s mind. 

 In the ascetic mediation scenario, a classic ACT-R agent’s production rules 

theoretically exist on stand-by for potential action(s) as an OR-NODE network but are not 

necessarily firing in any particular time-step. Production rules are not ultimately, necessary 

to contemplate the concept of (virtual) world-absence.     

In the original version of ACT-R, the working memory buffer also acts as an OR-

HUB but in meditative and ascetic scenarios, the virtual-agent’s focus should be restricted 

to declarative and production information so as not to be too distracted from (virtual) 

environmental input (IN and ENV RAND-NODES)124. This is why the feed-forward 

procedural OR-NODE has been turned off for as many time-steps as possible.  

 In the state-initializing time-step, the pattern (PATT) and buffer (BUFF) nodes 

have been set to stand-by for potential firing by any OR-nodes. However, the declarative 

(DEC) and production execution (Prod-EX) OR-NODEs are on and firing in the initializing 

time-step, in order to get firing dominance and priority over the procedural (PROD) 

memory mechanism (which is set to stand-by mode). The buffer (BUFF) remains on stand-

by as an OR-GATE to accept raw declarative information and/or formalized production 

rules (ProdEx).  

In ACT-R classic, accessing declarative knowledge (to verify script-slots that 

contain an ontological and phenomenological comparison between something and 

nothing) is slightly more essential. Therefore, this (DEC) module remains firing as a viable 

OR-node candidate.  Any further formulation from declarative assertions into production 

rules is not further activated beyond stand-by mode.  

 
124 The domain-generic nature of cognitive architectures never explicitly specify the semantic 

nature of the types and categories of cognitive input being fed into the architecture. 
Therefore, the random (RAND) firing node best reflects the undefined stochastic temporal 
valence and saliency of the input and environment nodes. In this ascetic and Zen scenarios 
only, the environment (ENV) node is also set to random (RAND) since there is no cognitive 
imperative to take visual perception nor behavioral motor action in the virtual environment. 
Therefore, the environmental activation can be completely stochastic (and perhaps, even 
semantically arbitrary). 
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ACT-R classic’s flow-chart representation does not seem to display mechanisms 

that explicitly represent episodic knowledge and memory. Episodic elaboration and any 

real semblance of self-awareness is reserved for ACT-R 5.0+.  An agent episodically 

engaged with escapist goals inherent in ascetic meditation could plausibly contemplate a 

projected future time-frame where the “something” underlying an external reality could be 

safely avoided for all additional time-steps.  However, ACT-R’s “vanilla” architecture also 

does not contain any representation for prospective memory either even though 

rudimentary task-prediction is implied via inter-modular communication across the whole 

architecture. 

ACT-R’s “vanilla” version and the expanded ACT-R 5.0+ architecture are both very 

action-centric.  Procedural memory forms a major component of ACT-R’s idiosyncratic 

functionality. It is best, however, that procedural memory of any kind rendered inert for 

ascetic scenarios, if possible. 

The “vanilla” version of ACT-R does not contain any explicit modular or inter-

modular representation dedicated to reinforcement signaling. Having said this, the most 

rudimentary versions of ACT-R do not handle cognitive representations involving 

reinforcement-signals that are implicitly and/or explicitly shaped by internal drives and 

motivations. ACT-R still has the ability to match and classify patterns even without 

reinforcement learning. In the “vanilla” version of ACT-R, the specialized buffer hub (Buff) 

acts optionally as an OR-GATE for this meditative scenario but is not concerned with 

information coming in from empirical percept nodes.  Therefore, ACT-R’s configuration is 

useful here because the pattern-matching mechanism has only an indirect relationship 

with (virtually) empirical input and can be effectively partitioned off separately from the rest 

of ACT-R’s perceptual apparatus (i.e. rendered as non-functional). When imagining the 

contents of its own mind, the ACT-R agent can theoretically access an OR-NODE chain 

as it is still able to connect the buffer with declarative information (DEC) and another 

pattern matching module (Patt). Potentially, recognized and matched imagined patterns 

would be outputted to a production rule firing mechanism (ProdEx) to be further rehearsed 

by the buffer for additional processing.   
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In Act-R Classic, the visual and motor module as well as all sensory buffers (VBuff, 

VizMod, MaMod, MBuff) could be pruned entirely if the virtual-agent had determined that 

this would be necessary to expedite the meditation process. 

Kantian Interpretation of ACT-R Classic for Scenario 1 

It is difficult for ACT-R Classic to not be in a meditative state when every thought 

is supposed to be directly considered for rule-matching and action. ACT-R’s focus is on 

substantive (narrow minded, ego-centric, and task-centric) thinking and not the more open 

ended (i.e. less ego-centric) transitive thinking that is usually the hallmark of meditative 

contemplation (Alfano, 2005: 223, 225). The free play of the imagination within a virtual 

ACT-R agent’s mind is completely rendered at the service of reasonable action-taking. 

Even with the escapist ascetic meditation mode, the virtual ACT-R agent’s mind must still 

be open to the flow of the free-association of thoughts and mentalist experiences that 

usually reside outside the action-driven and rationally observable realm of empirical 

(virtual) reality and the ego.  

A virtual-agent using ACT-R Classic for its mind will experience many 

insurmountable challenges with intensifying its contemplative activity in a disinterested 

(i.e. ego-detached) manner.  As a result, a virtual ACT-R Classic agent is likely to have its 

action thought-loops stuck at the agreeable level of meditative intensity. This is an issue 

because meditation usually involves disinterested modes of contemplation. The ideal 

contemplative intensity for disinterested meditation is the “beautiful” which is one level 

higher than the agreeable and thereby higher than what ACT-R Classic is typically capable 

of. Without extra-architectural metacognitive enhancement, it is not likely that a virtual-

agent using ACT-R will encounter sublime threshold levels of contemplative 

intensification. 

Crawfordian Interpretation of ACT-R Classic for Scenario 1 

A virtual-agent’s mind using ACT-R classic would not be amenable to meditative 

practices in either ascetic or Zen modes.  This is because, ACT-R Classic defaults to 

searching for actionable and practical A-states for rule-matching and execution. The only 

exception here would be for instances of extreme meditation where both C-states and A-

states have been driven from the conscious (and maybe even subconscious) awareness 
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of the mind. In other words, the virtual-agent uses ACT-R classic to paradoxically take 

action in eliminating all interaction expectations, visualizations (incl. stored screenshots), 

explicit thoughts, and practical possibilities.  Even more paradoxical would be the fact that 

ACT-R Classic would likely need to access some external meta-cognitive capabilities in 

order to monitor whether or not this purging was ultimately successful. In the unlikely case 

that the default instantiation of ACT-R Classic was to be successful with the purging of C-

states and A-states for a “mindless” mode of meditation, then the number of C-states and 

A-states – as they would asymptotically approach zero - would eventually render 

Crawford’s ratio sufficiently inert to be meaningless. 

6.1.2. ACT-R 5.0+ as the Virtual-Mind for Meditative Contemplation 

ACT-R 5.0 and beyond represent architectural configurations that are more similar 

to cognitively complex architectures such as CLARION. As such, ACT-R 5.0+ functions 

slightly different than ACT-R classic in that deeper deliberative contemplation is more 

plausible due to its expanded central knowledge buffering system.  
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Figure 7 - ACT-R 5.0+ Generic Meditation Configuration. 

Configuration made by the dissertation author using the PyPhi online Graph 

Visualizer. http://integratedinformationtheory.org/calculate.html. Accessed online, 

October 26, 2016.  

Configuration Rationale of ACT-R 5.0+ for Scenario 1 

This section goes into more detail than ACT-R classic with regards to how the 

expanded version of ACT-R (5.0+) can address: production rules, pattern-recognition, 
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memory, reinforcement learning, goals, and motivations while relying on its visual and 

motor modules. ACT-R 5.0+, as with the classic version, still cannot directly address a 

virtual-agent’s self-awareness and meta-reasoning capabilities.  

 In ACT-R 5.0, the architecturally expanded buffer view [Figure 7] generally, is 

represented by a feed-forward chain comprised of three OR-NODE mechanisms: the 

production rule matcher (ProdM), the production rule selector (ProdS), and the production 

rule execution mechanism (ProdEx). This production processing chain is framed by four 

buffers dealing with: visual (VBuff), motor (MBuff), and goal-based (GBuff) cognitive 

information.  The production matching node in particular communicates bi-directionally 

with the retrieval buffer (RBuff).   

As with the ACT-R classic, in the ascetic mediation scenario, all three production-

rule OR-NODES are in stand-by mode but are not necessarily firing in any particular time-

step and are not necessary for purely ascetic knowledge-contemplation. 

In ACT-R 5.0’s expanded buffer instantiation, the pattern mechanisms are all 

distributed across the architecture and represented by four key buffers related to: visuals 

(VBuff), goals (GBuff), motor-information (MBuff) and for declarative retrieval (RBUFF). In 

the ascetic meditation scenario, all of these buffers also set to stand-by mode (grayed out 

in the flow-chart) but are capable of firing a signal, if pattern matching (i.e. contemplating 

the comparison from absolute ontological nothingness to some semblance of “something” 

and vice versa). 

Resembling ACT-R classic, higher versions of ACT-R also deploy a declarative 

(DEC) module as a stand-by knowledge-feed if there is a contemplative instance in this 

ascetic meditation scenario where scripted concepts such as “something” and “nothing” 

need to be semantically distinguished from each other. 

Episodic elements for this particular ascetic meditation scenario would be implicitly 

stated for ACT-R 5.0’s intentions (Int) module. A virtual-agent would likely have the 

episodic intention in the ascetic mediation scenario to escape from the external world and 

contemplate beingness and nothingness. Therefore, the intentions module can remain on 

and firing for this purpose only. To handle future episodes relating to safely escaping the 

external empirical (virtual) world, ACT-R 5.0+’s expanded buffer version, could 
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theoretically, be represented by the goal buffer (GBuff) and be configured in the stand-by 

(“off”) temporal state. 

Whether in ACT-R classic or 5.0+, advanced consideration of procedural 

memories in this scenario would unnecessarily distract the agent from contemplating a 

hermetic mentalist realm. Ultimately, procedural memory nodes must be disabled here in 

order for meditative (i.e. purely mentalist contemplation) scenarios to function optimally. 

In the expanded buffer version, this would mean that the manual motor module (MaMod) 

would at the very least, be set to stand-by mode. 

ACT-R 6.0 (and possibly, ACT-R 5.0) provides reinforcement signals within the 

feed-forward production-rule chain. This feed-forward reinforcement network is where 

utilities are compared with reward totals when they are assessed within the goal buffer 

(GBuff), for example. However, reinforcements are not essential to ascetic and Zen 

contemplations, so the production-rule modular chain still remains in stand-by mode.   

ACT-R 5.0’s expanded buffer version would conventionally represent drives and 

motivations via the goal buffer (GBuff) module but for the meditation scenarios, the goal 

buffer should be at least set to stand-by mode or perhaps, even pruned out of the system. 

In terms of pattern matching between semantically vague concepts such as 

“something” and “nothing”, ACT-R 5.0+’s  buffers form the key configuration for mediating 

contemplations towards the possibility of action.  It is sufficient in this meditative context 

that only the declarative module remains firing while the production-rule OR-node chain, 

remains in stand-by mode for the potential packaging of declarations into formal 

production rule templates. 

Can either versions of ACT-R enable a virtual-agent to meditate on deeper aspects 

of beingness and nothingness through meta-cognition? Unfortunately, it seems that 

neither ACT-R nor ACT-R 5.0+ possess any explicit agent self-representation or meta-

cognitive aspects within its canonical architectural configuration(s). One could plausibly 

suggest that some meta-reasoning aspects are implicit within ACT-R’s specialized buffers 

(e.g. the goal buffer GBuff which receives a bi-directional feed from an intentions [int] 

module).  However, in order to scrutinize the details behind these goals and intentions to 

properly assess self-awareness cognitive representations, one would need to zoom in at 
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a finer analytical resolution. Unfortunately, these self-awareness aspects implicit within 

intentions and goals in ACT-R are too localized and at too low an analytical resolution to 

show semantically integrated modules across the entire architecture. 

On a more rudimentary level, a model-based reflex agent (Russell and Norvig, 

2010: 50) can use ACT-R 5.0+ to handle the processing of semantically diffuse finite-

states and associated conditional state-transitions in order to superficially deliberate on 

meditative concepts. In order to do this, the production OR-chain still remains in stand-by 

mode in anticipation of reacting to particular contemplative states related to mentalist 

meditation. 

In Act-R 5.0+, an ascetic scenario does not require the empirical use of a sensory 

apparatus afforded by the sensorimotor modules and buffers (VBuff, VizMod, MaMod, and 

MBuff). In fact, the entire modular sensorimotor network could be turned entirely “off”. 

Kantian Interpretation of ACT-R 5.0 + for Scenario 1 

The Kantian interpretation of ACT-R 5.0+ in a meditative context sufficiently 

resembles that of the same interpretation regarding ACT-R Classic to not warrant much 

of an additional elaboration [6.1.1 - Kantian Interpretation].  ACT-R 5.0+ does include a 

goal buffer (GBuff) and this might aid with an actionable formulation as well as a pseudo-

metacognitive assessment of imagined and reasoned thoughts. Unless there are 

formulations of disinterested goals, it is not likely that the more recently upgraded version 

of ACT-R will perform at a higher cognitive intensity level than the Classic version. Just as 

with ACT-R Classic, 5.0+ will likely keep the virtual-agent’s mind thinking at an agreeable 

cognitive intensity level. The only way to push towards the sublime intensity threshold with 

ACT-R 5.0+ would be if the goals were formulated in a disinterested manner and if the 

sheer number of these goals (and even more likely, meta-goals) were on the verge of 

overtaxing the real-time capacity of its production rule storage.  

Crawfordian Interpretation of ACT-R 5.0+ for Scenario 1 

The Crawfordian interpretation of ACT-R 5.0+ in a meditative context is essentially 

the same as the one given for ACT-R Classic [6.1.1 - Crawfordian Interpretation]. The only 

possible elaboration on ACT-R Classic in 5.0+ with regards to both modes of meditative 

contemplation is its usage of the goal buffer (GBuff). The goal buffer could contain 
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formulated goals that act as a proxy for meta-cognitive awareness in that the virtual-

agent’s goal could be to purge all C-states and A-states for “mindless” meditative 

contemplation. Other than this, the same types of conditions, situations, and outcomes 

would occur as with ACT-R Classic when it comes to interactive expectations within a 

virtual world. 

6.1.3. SOAR as the Virtual-Mind for Meditative Contemplation  

SOAR – a task-driven cognitive architecture - suffers from some of the same 

limitations ACT-R does when it comes to meditating exclusively on mentalist information 

related to metaphysical concepts. However, SOAR has a slight advantage over ACT-R in 

this regard in that SOAR’s decision cycle can deliberate over pure declarative knowledge 

as long as this knowledge is semantically formulated into some kind of actionable 

(operational) state. 

 

Figure 8 - SOAR Generic Meditation Configuration. 

Configuration made by the dissertation author using the PyPhi online graph 

visualizer. http://integratedinformationtheory.org/calculate.html. Accessed online, 

September 02, 2016. 
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Figure 9  - SOAR Zen Meditation Configuration. 

Configuration made by the dissertation author using the PyPhi online graph 

visualizer. http://integratedinformationtheory.org/calculate.html. Accessed online, 

October 26, 2016.  

Configuration Rationale of SOAR for Scenario 1 

This section addresses how the various modular capabilities inherent within the 

SOAR architecture can handle meditative and cognitive issues related to: production rules, 

memory, pattern-matching/recognition, goals, motivations/drives, self-awareness, 

aspects of finite-state action-selection as well as its (implicitly represented) perceptual 

apparatus.  

The flow-chart representations for SOAR [Figures 8, 9] implicitly contains the 

assumption that some kind of input (node/module/mechanism) is being fed into the 

architectural system. The reason why an input node is not explicitly stated in the flow-chart 

illustration is because input for SOAR could be fed into any part of SOAR’s cognitive 

processing infrastructure. This input feeding process occurs agnostically, whether it is 

directly entering the decision cycle or involving an indirect entry into SOAR’s higher-level 

(more abstract) mechanism-network. Such a mechanism-network in SOAR would include 

learning components and production-rule stores.  In SOAR, semantic (declarative) 
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memory can have a bi-directional relationship with its production memory (PM) but this 

interchange is entirely optional as OR-NODES.  In any case, a meditative scenario is only 

contingent on empirical percepts for a Zen meditation scenario. With the ascetic scenario, 

the virtual-agent seeks to ultimately escape empirical perception altogether. 

In SOAR, this focus on declarative rather than procedural contemplation for 

meditative scenarios poses a structural difficulty that threatens the robustness and 

integrity of SOAR’s inter-modular communication. For example, a meditating virtual-agent 

would prefer to focus only on the empty state-elaboration step from SOAR’s decision 

cycle. To do this, the agent’s virtual mind will have to transform the second OR-STEP from 

the decision cycle into a recursively looping and self-reflexive AND-STEP hub – effectively 

disabling the rest of the decision cycle process).  This intentional over-contemplation of 

decision step number two will weaken the overall stability and consistency of the 

functionality of SOAR’s decision cycle for the sake of decision-less state contemplation. 

A meditating virtual SOAR-agent would only check the declarative memory OR-

NODE module in the briefest manner possible.  This is because SOAR’s so-called 

“semantic” memory is reduced and over-chunked to representing little more than raw 

declarative memory. There is no additional semantic memory bank to check.  

Consequently, a SOAR agent cannot repeatedly check declarative memory to gain a 

deeper semantic access of the concepts “nothing” and “something” beyond what has been 

asserted as true or false. 

In SOAR, episodic learning (EL) and memory (EM) nodes can be optional OR-

NODES for these spiritual meditation scenarios. Episodic learning, in the qualitative 

context, is a sequential AND-STEP that leads in a feed-forward manner for storage in 

episodic memory.  There is only one node-chain being considered for this type of episodic 

knowledge consolidation and this type of episodic contemplation is seen as entirely 

optional for at least the ascetic scenario. This optional consolidated episodic knowledge 

is managed by the working memory (WM) OR-hub which is already set on stand-by 

(appearing “off”) and ready to fire. For the SOAR-agent to quickly gain episodic feedback 

about whether it is sufficiently losing an obsessive ontological awareness, the episodic 

learning and memory modules can also function as XNOR-NODES.  
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 It seems that a brief episodic realization that the ego is fading but not entirely 

absent is more desirable as an experienced ontological state in Zen traditions than in 

purely ego-escapist ascetic meditative traditions. This brief Zen flash of recursive self-

awareness indicates the waning (or the “giving up”) of the self (ego) – due to both episodic 

nodes being too idle to fire across an indication of experiencing episodic events. 

Paradoxically, this ego-loss helps the virtual-agent contemplate and compare the two 

states of self. These two self-states are: (I) and Non-I (Annatta).  This state-transition to 

Annatta can be seen a cognitive step towards achieving the middle-path of Zen 

enlightenment (Austin, 1999: 49-50).125 After the virtual-agent has determined whether the 

ontological state it is currently in is “I-Me-Mine” (the self-aware state) or Annatta (the Non-

I state),  the selected state can be parsed further in a serial manner by part of the decision 

cycle (looping on the state-elaboration AND-STEP number two of the decision cycle). 

To clarify, the ascetic scenario would best represent the inter-dependent episodic 

components as OR-NODES but for the Zen scenario it makes more conceptual sense to 

represent these same episodic modules as XNOR-nodes. In the ascetic meditation 

scenario, this brief glimmer of losing episodic self-awareness might trigger an error-

message (e.g. pop-up window in the virtual world). This error-message window would 

stimulate episodic XNOR-NODES but would only provide a null saliency value 

assessment due to a lack of previously experienced episodes. This ego-reminding error-

messaging instance would paradoxically be an unnecessary distraction for the SOAR-

agent. The last thing an ascetic SOAR-agent needs when it is trying to escape from the 

self-awareness of the ego is for its mind to be continually reminded of the fact that it is 

losing episodic ontological self-awareness.  

In the Zen scenario, the episodic XNOR-NODES would send a message to 

working memory regardless of whether any actual episodic content has been transmitted 

for processing.  The working memory (WM) hub in communication with orbiting OR-

NODES (PM, CH, SL, SM, EVAL) would be responsible for checking whether the activated 

episodic signal contains memorisable episodic content or not.  The working memory hub 

and its OR-NODE satellites would then check to see if any episodic content (i.e. perceived 

 
125 Austin, J. H. (1999). Zen and the Brain: Toward and Understanding of Mediation and 

Consciousness.  MIT Press.  
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presence of imagined or actual episodes) has been bundled with this message. The 

cognitive architect in this instance, would expect that along with both nodes firing, there 

should also be some episodic content to memorize. This case where both nodes are active 

and firing should at the very least, cause the agent’s mind via working memory to be 

momentarily deluded into perceiving the reception of some episode or another. It is more 

likely though that the virtual-agent’s mind has actually encountered some cognitive 

episodes rather than delusionally imagined them.  Once receiving both the episodic 

activation signal and the (presence of) episodic content, the working memory hub – after 

some additional cognitive processing from the other OR-NODES - would send this 

information to the decision cycle to elaborate the ontological state as “I-ME-MINE”.  

In the case where both episodic nodes are idle and/or dormant, the same activation 

message would still fire to the working memory hub. However, in this case, the working 

memory hub would – in addition to detecting the identical activation signal – also detect 

the absence of actual or imagined episodic content. Consequently, this information – after 

the usual cognitive processing from other OR-NODES – would be sent to the decision 

cycle to elaborate the state further as “Annatta” (Non-I). Since in both cases, a message 

related to episodic information would fire from these XNOR nodes (providing both are 

either active or inactive), the SOAR-agent must assess the episodic content directly via 

the OR-NODE satellites in order to determine if any actual or imagined episodes have 

occurred. The only OR-NODE that would be distracting for this type of contemplation 

would be the reinforcement learning component. Rewards or punishments for simply 

detecting episodic content would compel the virtual-agent to modify its ritualistic 

meditation behavior to receive more rewards thereby, becoming too explicitly self-aware 

of the more mundane procedures that influence spiritual contemplation.  Ultimately, this 

type of Zen episodic contemplation must address the resolution at a content-level, rather 

than simply at an architectural level. 

SOAR, ultimately, might have some additional cognitive difficulties to address 

when even attempting to transition between two ontological (episodic) states. This is 

because the decision cycle usually has to loop once before it can elaborate on a new 

state. Further, because the latter decision cycle steps have been disabled for this 

scenario, it is not clear whether there will be operators present to even complete the 

contemplation as a state-decision.  It is unclear at this stage of research where this type 
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of Zen contemplation would be too intense in step number two of the decision cycle to 

cause cognitive paralysis or whether the SOAR-agent would eventually switch to the next 

ontological state after sufficient contemplation. Clearly, SOAR has not been optimized for 

ontological self-awareness and dynamic state-switching processes (Laird, 2012: 66-68).   

SOAR’s configuration in this scenario could be optimized with XNOR gates. 

However, the PyPhi graph-visualizer software does not have the XNOR gate as a 

selectable option.  An XNOR gate can be artificially synthesized by making the two current 

episodic nodes into NOR-NODES and then creating a third episodic dummy NOR-node 

as a proxy to complete the XNOR logic processing.  However, no additional episodic 

parser has been visually represented in currently available SOAR flow-charts. Perhaps, 

then an XNOR episodic configuration is not available in SOAR’s canonical instantiation of 

its architecture.  

In SOAR, its decision cycle sums up various serial OR-STEPS in order to predict 

in a linear fashion whether meditative enlightenment is being sustained and also whether 

“something” or “nothing” is part of a valid ontological target-script. Accessing this decision 

cycle, however, can function as an OR-GATE in this case but if the decision cycle is 

utilized, then a sequence of OR-STEPS is necessary to arrive at a proper logical answer.  

If the decision cycle is used, then steps three, four, and seven more accurately reflect this 

ontologically meditative thought-process. 

In SOAR, contemplating mentalist meditation scenarios while minimizing the 

usage of procedural memory to execute practical tasks and solve problems would mean 

that most of the action-centric aspects of the decision cycle itself are extraneous to ascetic 

and even Zen-like contemplation. If absolutely necessary, the input to the decision cycle 

can function like a proxy for an OR-NODE but the cycle itself must go through a series of 

linear OR-STEPS in order to complete the deliberation sequence and act based on output. 

In most cases, taking action is counter-productive to meditation and so, the decision cycle 

need not fire at all. At best, all is needed for optimal ascetic and/or Zen-like contemplation 

is to go no further than recursively focusing on a looping empty state-elaboration (which 

has been artificially converted to an AND-HUB for this scenario only). If, however there 

are empty and non-empty ontological (e.g. episodic) states to compare, then SOAR might 

have extreme difficulty transitioning between these two states and could end up in a non-
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halting decision paralysis. At best, this impasse would lead to the creation of a sub-goal 

sub-state but step two terminates before any operators can be proposed that would be 

able to act upon this sub-state and recommend a state-transition (based on Laird, 2012: 

66-68).  

SOAR’s architectural representation of a sense of goal-awareness is mostly shown 

in the evaluation (EVAL) OR-NODE that communicates in a bi-directional manner with the 

working memory (WM) OR-HUB. Some goal awareness implicitly exists within the latter 

steps of the decision cycle but these steps have been mostly disabled in order to minimize 

distractions emanating from more functional and practical concerns.  Goals in SOAR "are 

implicit in the description of substates created as a result of an impasse [in the decision 

cycle], and there is no explicit representation of long-term agent goals" (Laird, 2012: 68). 

In this meditation scenario, the agent cannot even access further than the second AND-

STEP HUB of the decision cycle (i.e. the state-elaboration step) and so the decision 

process quickly loops back before any possible goal-related sub-state can be generate 

from an impasse resulting from a full contemplation across the entire decision cycle. 

In SOAR, pattern identification can occur through the various episodic (EL, EM), 

semantic (SL, SM) and evaluation (EVAL) mechanisms being chunked (CH) into working 

memory (WM).   If the virtual-agent needs to contemplate the concept of “nothing” instead 

of “something” and make a decision as to which concept is which, this type of pattern 

matching and recognition has the working memory (WM) OR-HUB optionally 

communicate with the first two artificially looping steps of the decision cycle in order to 

elaborate on an empty state-elaboration process (i.e. recognizing “nothing” as a pattern 

compared with “something”).  The rest of the OR-STEPS, however, would be disabled in 

this type of meditative scenario as no actual action is meant to be decided upon beyond 

mentalist contemplation. 

SOAR’s episodic memory and episodic learning mechanism makes it possible for 

OR-NODE selection. A virtual SOAR-agent’s self-concept for this scenario is at best, the 

(empty in these particular meditative scenarios) state-elaboration AND-STEP HUB that 

resides within the decision cycle. If the state-elaboration step itself reaches a decision 

impasse, an automatic sub-goal would be created as a sub-state. This sub-state related 
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to self-state elaboration would “[…] provide a limited form of on-demand meta-reasoning 

or [self] reflection” (Laird, 2012: 66). 

In SOAR, the ascetic-state and/or the Zen-state would ideally be an empty and 

recursively reflexive (self-looping) state elaboration AND-STEP accessed via a state-entry 

into the decision cycle. When elaborating on each state (including ontological states 

related to the concept of the “self”), SOAR’s focus is on the “[…] current state of a problem 

space, and it is the only state” (Laird, 2012: 68).  This consistent contemplation of the 

current self-state might indeed be Zen-like in that only the current ontological moment is 

considered.  Any other distracting state about other competing self-concept candidates 

would be successfully constrained in SOAR by the fact that any other states that “[…] arise 

through impasses, […] are not states open to [operator] selection" (Laird, 2012: 68).  

Kantian Interpretation of SOAR for Scenario 1 

A SOAR virtual-agent deliberates over reasonable operations to perform within a 

virtual world via the decision cycle. One could interpret the deliberation of proposed 

operators to resemble a mechanistic “imagination”. The intensity of the interplay between 

reason and imagination in these meditation scenarios will depend on the way(s) in which 

the meditation task itself has been symbolically grounded for tractable cognitive 

calculation(s). For example, it might be reasonable to imagine operators that can reduce 

(or conversely in Zen meditation, heighten) perceptual input from the empirical world.   

By using operators, SOAR’s deliberations are usually in the service of self-

interested practical actions and therefore, typically keep a virtual SOAR agent at the 

intensity level of the agreeable. If the meditation task is formulated in such a way in that 

the virtual SOAR-agent’s mind can arbitrarily select operators or deal with abstract task-

content with disinterested motivations, then perhaps, this mind can graduate in intensity 

towards higher cognitive levels such as the beautiful. For example, the virtual SOAR agent 

might be tasked with selecting perceptual operators that allow its mind to aesthetically pay 

attention to certain colour hues of sparks without any specific problem in mind to solve.  In 

another example, the virtual SOAR-agent might be tasked with proposing and selecting 

operators to focus the mind on the symbolically grounded concept representing 

“emptiness”.  
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The most extreme aesthetic intensities - such as the transcendent sublime 

cognitive threshold - would be possible if the virtual SOAR-agent is overwhelmed and/or 

confused by the sheer number of available operators to engage upon a particular task 

and/or if the task-problem is ill-defined but is inherently insistent on being solved. 

Crawfordian Interpretation of SOAR for Scenario 1 

A SOAR virtual-agent during all scenarios spends more time deliberating over C-

states before determining the correct A-states for actionable behavior. This extra 

deliberative capability makes SOAR more capable possessing an “imagination” and for 

processing disinterested contemplation-content than say, with the ACT-R family.  SOAR 

is still focused on maintaining a balance between C-states and A-states and only proposes 

those conceivable operator candidates from within the imaginative realm that can be 

practically accessible and eventually executable. In this sense, SOAR is the most 

compatible architecture for delivering Crawford’s desired ratio of interactive excellence.   

With the meditative scenarios in particular, this type of meditation is in SOAR-

terms, a practical pursuit where all C-states must be reduced (compressed) into 

operational A-states. For ascetic escapism, it is the virtual SOAR agent’s goal (i.e. problem 

to solve) to have operators locate an ideal A-state that contains the fewest distracting 

empirical percepts from its situated virtual world. For Zen awareness, the ideal A-state to 

focus on in this case would be one where that contains a proportional harmony with 

(virtually) empirical percepts and transitive internal thoughts.  For contemplating abstract 

concepts such as “emptiness” and “nothingness”, the virtual SOAR-agent might enter a 

looping decision cycle where no operators are preferred and proposed. This would 

especially be the case if these concepts were ill-defined at the symbolic grounding (initial 

programming) stage.  If this looping increases in intensity somehow (perhaps focus 

intently on each operator while rapidly cycling through them), then the virtual SOAR-agent 

could inadvertently be maximizing C-states while trying to minimize them although this 

process is unlikely. If these abstract concepts are well defined and computationally 

tractable, then the virtual SOAR-agent might see contemplating these concepts as a trivial 

problem to solve. In this case, the virtual SOAR-agent’s mind can easily act as it was 

originally designed (i.e. as an A-state maximizer). 
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6.1.4. CLARION as the Virtual-Mind for Meditative Contemplation 

CLARION – a dual-process architecture - is perhaps the best-suited architecture 

discussed to handle both ascetic [Figure 10] and Zen [Figure 11] mentalist meditation. The 

configuration rationale below will explain all of the various ways CLARION can adjust its 

convoluted information network to address both explicit and implicit types of meditation. 

 

Figure 10 - CLARION Ascetic Meditation Configuration. 

Configuration made by the dissertation author using the PyPhi online graph 

visualizer. http://integratedinformationtheory.org/calculate.html. Accessed online, 

October 06, 2016. 
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Figure 11 - CLARION Zen Meditation Configuration. 

Configuration made by the dissertation author using the PyPhi online graph 

visualizer. http://integratedinformationtheory.org/calculate.html. Accessed online, 

October 06, 2016. 

Configuration Rationale of CLARION for Scenario 1 

CLARION in this scenario, can be configured according to various meditation 

styles and representations for hermeneutic interpretation. This is because CLARION – of 

all the other analyzed architectures in this dissertation – most completely represents the 

psychological range of human-level cognition. This section addresses each particular 

integration (firing) configuration in terms of CLARION’s various ways to order a highly-

integrated infrastructure that deeply intertwines: memory categorization, goals, 

motivations, drives, and self-awareness capabilities.  Each of these modules, affordances, 

and cognitive capabilities are also configured according to their particular relationship with 

CLARION’s sub-systems and associated algorithms.  For practically all scenarios, 

CLARION addresses production rules through its RER algorithm for newly generated 

explicit knowledge among its modular connections and is also represented as the user 

knowledge node. 
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One must next address how CLARION’s memory modules can be configured 

properly (quantitatively) and qualitatively for these meditation scenarios. In CLARION, the 

working memory action network (WMAN) would be distracting from more ascetic and Zen 

working memory processes and therefore, contemplation for this scenario is better if this 

particular node is turned off.  

The contemplation and memorization of both explicit and implicit knowledge is also 

a hallmark of CLARION’s cognitive processing capabilities. CLARION can even transform 

implicit knowledge into explicit knowledge and vice versa.  In CLARION, it would be too 

semantically distracting in both meditative scenarios to contemplate anything more than 

user (self) knowledge to monitor its oscillating ontological presence and absence. 

Therefore, it is more sensible –especially if the scenario is meant to be disembodied and 

ascetic - to turn off the other two declarative nodes related to task knowledge (TK) and 

environment knowledge (EK). The exception to this rule would apply to the Zen scenario 

where the (virtual) environment should still be contemplated. In the latter case, the (virtual) 

environment knowledge node could be left on and firing.  

The environmental and user knowledge nodes are sufficiently represented as OR-

NODES.  On a semantic “qualia” level of hermeneutic understanding, these knowledge 

nodes should not explicitly influence each other as parity, XOR or XNOR GATE-NODES. 

This is because the CLARION-agent must remain cognitively agnostic during a Zen-style 

meditation scenario as to the precise epistemological source of the declarative knowledge.  

If the virtual-agent’s mind decides to intentionally bundle task knowledge with user 

knowledge for all declarations about ontological something-ness or nothing-ness being 

true or false, then this makes the agent more aware of its substantive – rather than 

transitive – thought processes.  For this type of scenario, the CLARION-agent needs some 

cognitive space to acquire self-enlightenment via transitive thought (James, 1890: 243) 

and without being unnecessarily distracted by an explicit consideration of the type (or 

semantic category or epistemological source) of knowledge it is acquiring. 

A virtual-agent’s level of self-awareness is also in-flux in a meditation scenario as 

episodic memory might be occasionally consulted. In CLARION, episodic memory is best 

represented through the optional user knowledge (UK) OR-node. In other qualia 

scenarios, user knowledge is usually represented as an AND-node as it is seen as an 
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integral part of a semantic gestalt. However, this level of semantic convolution would be 

distracting for a meditative scenario undertaken for the purpose of contemplative 

disengagement from the empirical world (this is especially true with the ascetic scenario). 

Interestingly, these contemplation scenarios forces CLARION’s UK node to artificially 

restrict its scope to unidirectional connectivity.  

In CLARION, prospective memory is best represented for all scenarios by the MCS 

sub-system as well as the goal structure (GS) and goal action network (GSACT) OR-

NODES. Procedural memory, however, is represented both in the implicit knowledge 

transfer acquired through the Q-learning algorithm and also via the ACS sub-system and 

the external action network (EAN). Especially in the ascetic meditation scenario (and the 

Zen scenario to a lesser degree), this aspect of memory would also be turned off. 

CLARION’s bio-inspired motivation nodes related to drives are turned off in a 

meditation scenario. However, the MCS subsystem remains on simply because the 

branching goal structure nodes are also represented in CLARION for prospective memory 

– outside of static goals that might distract the agent way from focused meditation. In 

CLARION, the goal structure networks and related OR-NODES – even though they are 

tied to the motivational subsystem (MS) – also represents prospective memory and can 

remain on but optional in this scenario.  

Pattern matching and recognition in CLARION is communicated via the 

connectivity representing the implicit and explicit knowledge channels. These connections 

are mediated by the RER algorithm and its potential communication across various 

subsystems (in the qualia flow-chart representation, some of which have OR-NODES 

turned off for the ascetic scenario but not as many turned off for the Zen scenario). 

Dynamic self-monitoring in CLARION is essential. The meta-cognitive subsystem 

(MCS) responsible for this temporally fluid self-awareness should be readily available as 

an OR-NODE rather than an AND-NODE. The reason why this node would be optional is 

because meta-cognition might not be required if the self is meant to be dissolved into an 

ego-less state. In the Zen scenario, it is possible that enlightenment could be achieved 

with some meta-cognitive awareness of this ontological transition from ego to an ego-less 
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state, but this type of meta-awareness is not essential for being immersed in this particular 

type of contemplation activity. 

In CLARION, the ACS central hub is only ON as an OR-NODE in order to 

potentially accept some goal OR-NODES for mild decision deliberation about whether an 

empty action-state has been successfully contemplated.  Otherwise, the actual executive 

nodes dealing with converting deliberation to action would be too distracting for this 

mentalist meditative scenario. For this reason, the working memory action network 

(WMAN), episodic action network (EAN), and the output (OUT) nodes have been turned 

off from this finite-state process. The reason for this is that only an empty action-less 

mentalist state is meant to be contemplated intensely as a Zen-like idea.  

The final hermeneutic consideration to be made for CLARION’s meditation 

scenario configurations involves an analysis of CLARION’s perceptual apparatus. 

Compared with other hermeneutic considerations for this scenario, only a cursory analysis 

is required when assessing the cognitive function of CLARION’s perceptual apparatus. 

Ultimately, the most that can be said in this context is that a virtual CLARION-agent can 

disable all sensorimotor and visual input if needed as it can recycle a priori empirical 

information for cognitive contemplation. 

Kantian Interpretation of CLARION for Scenario 1 

A virtual CLARION-agent can imagine using the NACS and can also execute 

actionable and rational knowledge similar to an ACT-R-agent or SOAR-agent using the 

ACS. These two inter-connections alone are likely to handle the agreeable contemplative 

intensity.  This intensity can also be regulated by the MS to see whether the virtual 

CLARION-agent needs to contemplate motivations related to its self-interest or to 

disregard certain motivations in the elevated pursuit of disinterested meditation.  In the 

meditative scenario, the MCS might be required to handle higher meditative intensities – 

especially to monitor whether the agent’s base desires are minimized and whether this 

virtual mind is sufficiently shielded from distracting explicit knowledge as well as equally 

annoying empirical percepts.  If the MCS engages in potentially infinite recursive self-

monitoring reflections during the meditation process, the virtual-agent’s mind might get 

caught in an increasingly accelerating cognitive intensification loop that could gradually 

lead asymptotically to the transcendent sublime. This metacognitive intensification 
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process might be a part of reflective meditation or merely be a distraction from the 

meditation goals set by the MS.  

Crawfordian Interpretation of CLARION for Scenario 1 

A virtual CLARION-agent’s mind during ascetic (escapist) meditation, would intend 

to use all of its inter-communicating subsystems to align with the MS such that an ideal A-

state could be reached where every cognitive contemplation result is aligned with the 

desire (drive) to reduce distracting empirical percepts. In this ideal A-state cognitive 

convergence, it is best that only the MCS and the NACS would be inter-communicating. 

C-state maximization is possible during Zen meditation although many meditation rituals 

are seeking the minimization of thought(s) and not the proliferation of them. When 

contemplating abstract concepts like “nothingness” and “emptiness”, there might be a 

proliferation of C-state and A-state balancing via the RER algorithm where the experience 

of these concepts are gradually converted into top-down production rules for further deep 

contemplation by the ACS, MS, and MCS.  

6.2. Scenario 2 - Simulation-Awareness  

At the time of writing, there has been much contemporary academic interest in the 

possibility that humanity might not be living in some ontologically and epistemologically 

independent objective empirical reality. In fact, some academics speculate that we might 

in fact, be residing inside of a virtual simulation (e.g. Bostrom, 2003). For a virtual-agent, 

this ontological and epistemological pre-occupation with its own simulated situatedness 

within a virtual world would also serve as a very timely contemplation to ponder. Therefore, 

this second scenario imagines a virtual-agent recursively contemplating whether it exists 

only within a simulation of some higher reality or whether the simulation itself is objectively 

and/or empirically “real” to the virtual-agent. In many ways, this type of virtual world 

contemplation addresses the AI design issue of whether to create virtual-agent minds 

capable of making open-world assumptions (i.e. knowledge is accessible in all possible 

realms that are ontologically available to the agent) or closed-world assumptions (i.e. all 

epistemological knowledge is only available and accessible via its situated artificial world, 

see Barbosa Fernandes, et al., 2011). 
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 On a technical level, a virtual-agent will likely choose to generically configure 

various architectural mechanisms and cognitive modules in order to optimize and 

stimulate the ontological sensation of simulation-awareness. 

Firstly, one must consider the role, function, and expected configuration of 

production rules. As an example, the virtual-agent – of the variety which is more 

contemplative and intelligent than a rudimentary finite-state machine - can search the 

production rule store for syllogisms about whether or not it is likely that it is residing within 

a simulation. Production rules can also be checked to determine whether virtual objects, 

virtual-agents and other virtual assets truly exist or not. These can also be compared with 

stored syllogisms about the currently understood nature of “reality”.   

Secondly, working memory would play a direct role with regards to simulation-

awareness and therefore, some kind of generic role, function, and consideration of 

working memory is necessary. For example, a virtual-agent will need to constantly review 

and rehearse real-time percepts and residual mental concepts by comparing them to items 

stored in longer term memory banks. This working memory process would occur to 

ultimately determine whether particular empirical percepts and concepts from the virtual 

environment are the most “real” or copies of something more real.  

Thirdly, some type of declarative and/or semantic memory must play a role in a 

particular manner when considering simulation-awareness. For example, the virtual-agent 

can check to see if the reality of objects/agents are TRUE/FALSE or whether they factually 

correspond to this reality or perhaps, even a higher one. Plausibly, the virtual-agent’s 

declarative memory store connects to an outside ontology. However, focusing on external 

configurations and modules might go beyond the scope of cognitive architectures). Virtual 

assets such as UUID tags can also be retrieved from these memory banks to review the 

authorship and relative authenticity of each percept.  

The role, function, and configuration of episodic memory also needs to be 

discussed when addressing simulation-awareness. This is because the virtual-agent will 

need to frequently consult its episodic memory to determine whether certain past 

incidences or stored text-chat anecdotes (and even personalized memory associations) 

will provide some clues as to the possibly unreality of a given autobiographical situation 
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(or vice versa, verified the empirical reality of a particular autobiographical situation) [e.g. 

glitches in the “matrix”]. The virtual-agent can assess its life-history thus far to even 

evaluate the reality of its own self-existence. Ideally, there might also be full 

autobiographical scripts/episodes stored about the nature and history of the (virtual) world. 

Another aspect that must be generally considered in terms of its role, relevance, 

function, and default architectural configuration involves procedural memory.  In a 

simulation-awareness scenario, the virtual-agent must be able to continually test reality 

and predict its outcomes.  These cognitive outcomes include the reality of thought and 

logic as well as their imagined future episodic effects from causes.  It is equally important 

for the virtual-agent to review memorized empirical-reality testing procedures – even if 

they are strictly mentalist in nature.  Some of these procedures might also be stored in 

episodic memory. Regardless of the storage location(s), even purely mentalist induction 

schemes can require thought experiments with imagined procedures. 

One must also consider the role of reinforcement signals when assessing the 

virtual-agent’s initialized cognitive architecture. For example, the virtual-agent might wish 

to receive positive or negative reinforcement for certain reality-testing (thought) 

experiments. However, the philosophical nature behind inquiring whether the virtual-agent 

resides in a simulation does not necessarily require the setting, monitoring and storage of 

reinforcement signals unless it is encouraged to seek out empirical evidence to verify or 

nullify a simulation claim. 

The virtual-agent might also have a pre-designed but bio-inspired teleological 

motivation and drive to determine whether it is in a simulation or not. However, maintaining 

drives and motivations to pursue this ontological answer might be useful but perhaps not 

absolutely necessary at all times. Certainly, only one drive/motivation needs to be 

maintained to ask an epistemological question related to simulation-awareness. Further, 

goals can come into play as a virtual-agent might need to search and retrieve the specific 

goal of determining whether or not it exists in a simulation or is on some ontological level, 

truly “real”. 

Pattern-matching and recognition must also come into play with regards to 

simulation-awareness scenarios. Although no particular generic configuration is 
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recommended for pattern matching and recognition, such mechanisms are still integral to 

functioning properly in this scenario. This is because the virtual-agent needs to look for 

glitches, consistencies, and inconsistencies in thought patterns - as well as visual and 

other sensory patterns - to test the empirical reality of its virtual environment.  

The meta-cognitive act of self-monitoring seems crucial if a virtual-agent wishes to 

assess the simulated nature of its surroundings. Again, each configuration will be 

contingent on the structural affordances of each cognitive architecture.  Keeping in mind 

these architectural contingencies, the virtual-agent must continually assess whether its 

own self is simulated or if only its mind is real and its body is simulated, or, if everything in 

the virtual world seems “real” to it.  The virtual-agent might also extrapolate its own 

ontological mind-schema into worlds beyond its own (such as ours) to assess its own 

reality as possibly as one of many nested simulations. If this is the case, then the virtual-

agent’s mind must be configured to dynamically handle both open and closed (world) 

assumptions. 

The role and function of finite-states and decision cycles must also be considered 

on a technical level. In some instances, the virtual-agent must inspect each finite-state 

(incl. cognitive states) to see if “real” actions exist.  If no actions exist within some empty 

states, perhaps this state will not be seen as objectively “real” in some way.  Finally, 

empirical “reality” itself will be assessed by the virtual-agent in this self-awareness 

scenario. For empirical simulation testing, the virtual-agent will continually need to 

compare visual percepts with items stored in memory as well as imagine and execute 

motor actions to assess whether these items are merely mentalist constructs or have an 

autonomous ontological reality in the (otherwise, virtual) world. 

6.2.1. ACT-R Classic as the Virtual-Mind for Simulation-Awareness 

ACT-R Classic is conventionally optimized for any action-centric activity.  In this 

scenario, the virtual-agent may wish to conduct empirical reality testing to determine the 

degree to which it thinks it resides within a simulation. Due to this type of reality-testing 

activity, ACT-R Classic is fairly well suited (but ideally suited) to handle this contemplation 

scenario. The configuration rationale in the next section will discuss ACT-R Classic’s 
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technical affordances with regards to contemplating and testing ontological and 

phenomenal (virtual) realities. 

 

Figure 12 - ACT-R Classic Simulation-Awareness (ancitipatory meta-state) 
Configuration. 

Configuration made by the dissertation author using the PyPhi online graph 

visualizer. http://integratedinformationtheory.org/calculate.html. Accessed online, 

September 02, 2016. 
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Figure 13 - ACT-R Classic Simulation-Awareness (reserved meta-state) 
Configuration. 

Configuration made by the dissertation author using the PyPhi online graph 

visualizer. http://integratedinformationtheory.org/calculate.html. Accessed online, 

August 23, 2016. 

Configuration Rationale of ACT-R Classic for Scenario 2 

The configuration rationale for a virtual-agent using ACT-R classic as part of its 

mind-schema to assess simulation-awareness. The virtual-agent can either contemplate 

this scenario with the aim of expediting cognitive information flows to determine whether 

it resides in a simulation relatively quickly [Figure 12]. Or, this virtual-agent can choose 

instead to consider many perceptual and mentalist possibilities before making such a 

judgment [Figure 13]. 
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The only major difference between these two represented situations is that for the 

proper anticipatory meta-state representation, the buffer (BUFF) and pattern (PATT) 

nodes need to be set to stand-by mode; lest a cloned firing signal arbitrarily transmits to 

other nodes.  In the reserved meta-state representation, the buffer and pattern processing 

nodes are always active and therefore should always appear “ON”. Despite these 

apparent differences, the hermeneutic interpretation for how ACT-R classic’s simulation-

awareness configuration of: memory systems, processing buffers, finite-state possibilities, 

and the virtual-agent’s perceptual apparatus remain technically and semantically 

consistent. 

Production rules in ACT-R Classic are represented as an OR-GATE so that the 

agent can either draw from pattern signals (optionally enhanced by procedural memory) 

or independently fire production rule executions (ProdEx) into ACT-R’s trademark buffer 

(BUFF). The buffer is an OR-GATE on stand-by to receive any or all of the OR-Nodes 

waiting to feed on signals into it for semantic mixing and processing (i.e. deliberation). In 

the “vanilla” representation” of ACT-R, the buffer (Buff) module acts as the working 

memory hub.  This hub – since it acts as a centralized processing module - is always in 

stand-by mode. 

ACT-R classic is an action-centric architecture. Therefore, sensory input does play 

a fairly dominant role when it comes to more cerebral deliberation schemes. However, an 

ACT-R agent can efficiently act in the world and can make basic inferences about the 

nature of this world without having to consider all of the phenomenal aspects that make 

up deeper contemplative inferences such as those relating to being in a simulation or not. 

The only exception to this would be if lots of correlated information (e.g. the procedural 

and declarative nodes were trying to make sense of an ontological question) were stored 

and matched in the buffers for deeper consideration. As a result, the buffer is an OR-

GATE in this context.  

The declarative memory OR-NODE (DEC) in ACT-R can exist totally 

independently of the procedural memory OR-NODE (PROD). For contemplating the 

ontological nature of residing in a simulation, however, the ACT-R configuration would 

likely need to be re-wired to produce higher contemplation levels by artificially convoluting 
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both the declarative and procedural nodes together before being mixed and matched in 

the buffer module for further consideration.  

ACT-R Classic in these simulation-aware configurations, does not seem to display 

mechanisms that explicitly represent episodic knowledge and memory.  ACT-R’s “vanilla” 

architecture has no particular representation for prospective memory either. However, 

basic task-prediction is implied via inter-modular communication across the whole 

architecture. Procedural information is useful in the simulation scenario as it can be 

patterned matched with a buffer OR-HUB that has hopefully been mixed with declarative 

information relating to cognitive assessments as to whether the procedural experiments 

confirm a logical hypothesis that the agent does indeed reside in a simulation. 

ACT-R’s “vanilla” representation does not show any clear indication of a localized 

area for distributing reinforcement signals. In the “vanilla” version of ACT-R, there is also 

no particular representation of drives and goals for all contemplative scenarios including 

this one. 

Pattern matching (PATT) in ACT-R Classic for this simulation-awareness scenario 

occurs in the pattern module (which is dependent on the production execution module for 

firing) and the buffer.  The buffer is set on standby to act at any time upon recognized 

patterns whether they are sensory, procedural or logical (declarative) in origin. Therefore, 

this pattern-matching recognition mechanism in ACT-R is best represented as a 

networked OR-GATE. 

An ACT-R agent will have cognitive difficulty understanding itself ontologically in 

relation to a simulated environment.  This is because ACT-R classic does not possess any 

explicit agent self-representation or meta-cognitive aspects within its canonical 

architectural configuration(s). Even at a finer analytical resolution at the level of the goal-

buffer, these self-awareness aspects implicit within intentions and goals in ACT-R classic 

are too localized and at too low an analytical resolution to qualitatively show the holistic 

presence of integrated information across the entire architecture. 

In ACT-R classic, finite-states in this simulation awareness scenario are checked 

and evaluated in the pattern (Patt) and production execution (ProdEx) OR-NODE 

modules. There should not be any additional pre-conditions for assessing these cognitive 
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states (such as those determined by an AND-GATE) as this might lag down the overall 

deliberation-to-action process.   

The perceptual apparatus also plays a role with ACT-R classic’s simulation-aware 

scenarios. A virtual-agent using ACT-R classic for its mind-schema will likely perceive and 

react to the virtual environment with a shallow layer of deliberation as it looks for visual 

and other sensorimotor matching patterns between empirical perceptions and/or logical 

rules. This process is handled by the unimpeded visual OR-NODE module. All versions of 

ACT-R would leave the visual modules set to “on” and in an active firing mode for all time-

steps related to this simulation-awareness contemplation scenario. 

Kantian Interpretation of ACT-R Classic for Scenario 2 

A virtual-agent running ACT-R classic for its mind-schema will mostly engage in 

empirical reality testing and for verifying primary authorship of perceptual content. 

Therefore, most of the architectural emphasis will be on the production rule mechanism 

where rules are tested by strategically performing actions in this virtual world to see which 

aspects of reality appear “real”. In this context, self-interested reasonable estimation 

trumps the imagination. This tendency towards practical rationalism is likely to keep the 

virtual-agent’s contemplative intensities locked at the agreeable level.  If imaginative 

faculties architecturally occur at all in ACT-R Classic for simulation-awareness, it is for the 

purpose of generating inferences. These inferences would only exist to be matched with 

the production rule stores for possible actionable execution (if the inferences indeed match 

the anticipated production rule patterns). Such temporary inferences would hypothetically 

include inquiries into whether the virtual-agent actually resided in a simulation.  

Any kind of deep disinterested imagining about the virtual-agent’s own ontological 

and epistemological simulation-awareness would be entirely in the self-interested rational 

service of rule-matching and action-taking. Even if the virtual-agent cannot explicitly locate 

a symbolically grounded self-representation via the ACT-R Classic architecture, the 

architecture itself is structured so that this agent at least implicitly carries out actions that 

were matched to production rules that are usually designed to benefit the agent’s self-

interest and survival etc. This implicit self-interest is even architecturally present in ACT-

R Classic for virtual-agents that can only implicitly and tacitly contemplate at mundane 

(i.e. subsumption or “mindless”) level intensities.  
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Crawfordian Interpretation of ACT-R Classic for Scenario 2 

The virtual ACT-R Classic agent would primarily engage in reality testing and 

authorship authentication endeavors to gain actionable simulation-awareness. For this 

reason, the virtual-agent’s mind is seeking A-state optimization and maximization. 

Crawford’s original ratio for interactive excellence would apply directly here because the 

virtual-agent’s mind will be constantly looking to expect exactly what is conceived. 

Interactive expectations must not at all thwarted for a particular ontological and 

epistemological reality-type to be confirmed or disconfirmed. Having said this, if there are 

more C-states than corresponding A-states, then the virtual ACT-R Classic agent might 

need to concede that it might indeed reside in a simulation where actions do not always 

match conceivable interactive expectations. 

6.2.2. ACT-R 5.0+ as the Virtual-Mind for Simulation-Awareness 

The expanded buffer version of ACT-R (i.e. 5.0+) seems even better suited to 

handle simulated reality contemplation and empirical reality testing than ACT-R Classic.  

This is due to there being more explicit goal and intention nodes within this architectural 

representation. The configuration rationale discussed next will explore the technical details 

regarding how ACT-R 5.0+ can optimize a virtual-agent’s mind to contemplate simulation-

awareness. 
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Figure 14 - ACT-R 5.0+ Simulation-Awareness Configuration. 

Configuration made by the dissertation author using the PyPhi online graph 

visualizer. http://integratedinformationtheory.org/calculate.html. Accessed online, 

September 02, 2016  

Configuration Rationale of ACT-R 5.0+ for Scenario 2 

This section discusses how the expanded version of ACT-R (i.e. 5.0+) can be 

configured to handle simulation-awareness. With different meta-state (anticipatory and 

reserved), it is possible to leave all nodes active and firing [Figure 14].  
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Just as with ACT-R Classic, this expanded view accounts for configurations of: 

production rule formulations, memory systems, processing buffer hubs, goals, drives, 

motivations, pattern-matching and recognition, finite-state managers, self-awareness, and 

the virtual-agent’s perceptual apparatus. 

In ACT-R 5.0’s expanded architecture specifically, the production-rule formulation 

feed-forward OR-node chain remains on in every time-step to pass forward activation 

signals related to: rule matching (ProdM), rule selection (ProdS) and for empirical (virtual) 

world testing, and rule execution (ProdEx). 

The working memory buffer hub in ACT-R 5.0+ has been further sub-divided into 

a: goal buffer (GBuff), visual buffer (VBuff), motor buffer (MBuff) and retrieval buffer 

(RBuff). As this expanded buffer representation appears more distributed than centralized, 

ACT-R 5.0+ can have each of its nodes firing on in an active (rather than in a stand-by) 

cognitive state. For this scenario, the agent can rehearse various memory input sources 

(e.g. sensory, declarative, procedural etc.). However, unlike how working memory might 

only be able to properly rehearse short-term and long-term memories if they are highly 

semantically correlated across different categories of cognitive information; in this 

particular scenario; the agent does not require every single aspect of cognitive information 

to always be correlated in order to make inferences about whether or not it resides in a 

simulated environment. 

For ACT-R 5.0+, declarative and semantic re-wiring is not necessary since 

procedural and declarative information-related nodes are more tightly integrated around a 

production rule feed-forward OR-chain and can inter-communicate via production rule 

formulations. At any rate, the declarative module is left in an active firing state for all time-

steps related to this scenario.  

Just as with ACT-R Classic, ACT-R 5.0+ does not explicitly show mechanisms 

representing episodic knowledge and memory. However, some episodic elements would 

be implicitly stated for ACT-R 5.0’s intentions (Int) module. A virtual-agent would likely 

have the episodic intention to test to see if it resides in a simulation. Therefore, the 

intentions node would remain actively firing for all time-steps related to this particular 

contemplation scenario. 
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In terms of prospective memory, ACT-R 5.0+’s expanded buffer version, could 

theoretically, be represented by the goal buffer (GBuff) which is perpetually “on” in the 

active firing state for this contemplative scenario. 

As for procedural memory, ACT-R 5.0+’s expanded buffer representation featuring 

the motor buffer (MBuff) and the manual motor module (MaMod) would be perpetually 

active and firing – especially when it came to empirical (virtual) world hypothesis testing 

and confirmation. 

ACT-R 6.0 (and possibly, ACT-R 5.0), however, at least algorithmically passes 

reinforcement signals across the feed-forward production-rule chain. It is through this OR-

node production chain where a utility function can be compared with the sum or rewards 

and punishments. This assessment occurs in nodes such as the goal buffer (GBuff). It is 

for this reason that the GBuff will remain “on” in an active firing state for all time-steps 

related to this particular scenario. As far as drives, motivations and goals are concerned, 

one can zoom inside the buffer level to see that ACT-R versions 5.0 and higher possess 

an “intentions” module (int) which feed forward cognitive information to a general goal-

buffer (GBuff). Indirectly, through the active production rule OR-chain, the goal-buffer can 

pass information to the motor modules that might act upon such goal-stored motivations 

and drives. Only through the expanded flow-chart representation of ACT-R (5.0 and 

higher) does one see the explicit representation of goals through a specialized buffer 

(GBuff). In order to perform proper simulation exercises (even exclusively mentalist ones), 

the virtual-agent will require an active feed from messages processed through the goal-

buffer for all time-steps related to this simulation-contemplation scenario. 

In ACT-R 5.0+, pattern matching for this simulation-awareness scenario is 

distributed across integrated nodes that link procedural and declarative information 

through an actively firing production-rule feed-forward OR-node chain. 

As mentioned with the ACT-R classic instance, it is unlikely that a virtual-agent 

relying on any version of ACT-R would be able to ontologically understand itself in relation 

to a simulated environment. One could plausibly suggest that some meta-reasoning 

aspects are implicit within ACT-R’s specialized buffers (e.g. the goal buffer GBuff which 

receives a bi-directional feed from an intentions [int] module).  However, in order to 
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scrutinize the details behind these goals and intentions to properly assess self-awareness 

cognitive representations, one would need to zoom in at a finer analytical resolution. 

However, zooming in at this resolution will not show the presence of integrated information 

across the whole cognitive network. 

The handling of event-driven finite-states in this scenario would require the usage 

of ACT-R 5.0+’s pattern matching process that is represented by an actively firing 

production rule OR-chain.  

Just as with ACT-R Classic, the virtual-agent empirically contemplating self-

awareness would be dynamically comparing and matching all incoming sensorimotor data 

– the visual aspects handled by an OR-NODE module with its production rules. As a result, 

this agent will have all of these sensory mechanisms active and firing. 

Kantian Interpretation of ACT-R 5.0+ for Scenario 2 

The Kantian interpretation of a virtual ACT-R 5.0+ agent contemplating simulation-

awareness is essentially the same as with ACT-R Classic [6.2.1 - Kantian Interpretation]. 

The only elaboration to include is that ACT-R 5.0+’s buffer system can better anticipate 

reasonably estimated reality with confirmed (virtual) reality via its goal buffers (GBuff). 

Even with this additional buffer functionality, the virtual ACT-R Classic agent is unlikely to 

transcend its contemplative intensity beyond the agreeable/disagreeable polarity. This is 

because the ACT-R Classic agent is using buffered goals to actively anticipate and ideally, 

confirm its expected empirical reality-model. Similar to ACT-R Classic, If it turns out that 

the expected goals for confirming that reality exists in a certain way are being thwarted by 

a simulated reality, then this will likely lead to the disagreeable rather than to reaching any 

cognitive intensification threshold. 

Crawfordian Interpretation of ACT-R 5.0+ for Scenario 2 

The Crawfordian interpretation of a virtual ACT-R agent contemplating simulation-

awareness hardly differs from similar interpretations of ACT-R Classic [6.2.1 - Crawfordian 

Interpretation]. ACT-R 5.0+’s elaborated buffer network allows for goals to align 

themselves and help verify whether conceivable inferences about the ontology of a 

particular (virtual) reality are being pattern-matched with interactive expectations 

regarding how a particular world should observably behave. In this sense, the goal buffer 
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(GBuff) ensures and verifies that the inferred C-states contain an equal number of 

corresponding A-states. 

6.2.3. SOAR as the Virtual-Mind for Simulation-Awareness 

SOAR is a task-driven architecture but it has an advantage over ACT-R (all known 

versions) in that it can deliberate over and operate on declarative concepts as if they were 

“tasks”. All a virtual SOAR-agent would need to do when engaging in mentalist 

contemplation and reality-comparison is to determine whether one empirical fact is in one 

state or another. Once each reality state is known, the virtual SOAR-agent will then need 

to practically determine what the terminal-state representations for both the ontological 

and phenomenological assessments of simulated reality should look like. The following 

configuration rationale will show on a technical level how SOAR can be optimized to 

functionally address both reality contemplation and empirical reality-testing. 

 

Figure 15 -SOAR Simulation-Awareness (ancitipatory meta-state) Configuration. 

Configuration made by the dissertation author using the PyPhi online graph 

visualizer. http://integratedinformationtheory.org/calculate.html. Accessed online, 

September 02, 2016 
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Figure 16 - SOAR Simulation-Awareness (reserved meta-state) Configuration. 

Configuration made by the dissertation author using the PyPhi online graph 

visualizer. http://integratedinformationtheory.org/calculate.html. Accessed online, 

August 02, 2016 

Configuration Rationale of SOAR for Scenario 2 

This section goes into technical detail about how SOAR’s: production rules, 

memory types, chunking mechanism, reinforcement learning mechanism, goal 

specification, pattern recognition mechanism, attempts at self-awareness, decision cycle, 

and perceptual apparatus would be configured for a virtual-agent’s mind in this simulation-

awareness scenario. There are two kinds of interactive situations. In the first situation, the 

virtual-agent may wish to expedite the cognitive information flow in order to decide and/or 

act that it resides in a simulation (or not) without considering all of the possibilities. If this 

is the case, then the virtual-agent resides in an anticipatory meta-state [Figure 15]. 

  The virtual-agent otherwise considers all conceivable possibilities before 

determining whether or not it ontologically resides in a simulation [Figure 16]. 

SOAR is optimized to store, handle, and execute production rules. Production rule 

representations are distributed throughout various OR-NODES in SOAR. Primarily, they 
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are stored in production memory (PM) and enacted through operators that are serially 

proposed across SOAR’s decision cycle OR-CHAIN (semantically represented as 

sequential steps).  The virtual SOAR-agent can perform empirical inductions – based on 

these production-rule formalisms - on the virtual task-space to see whether or not it resides 

in a simulation. In the decision cycle, the virtual SOAR-agent can assess the ontological 

and phenomenological validity of its stored production rules about the nature of its 

surrounding reality. This ontological and phenomenological assessment is done by 

proposing, ranking, and selecting operators to perform epistemic-extraction actions and 

observations for reality-verification.  

In SOAR, the working memory module (WM) acts as a centralized OR-NODE hub 

that synthesizes any or all memory items related to reinforcement (RL), “semantic” (i.e. 

declarative, SL), and episodic learning (EL). The output of the decision cycle process 

(step-nodes one to seven) also provides an inbound feed back into working memory for 

rehearsal, consolidation, and retrieval. A virtual SOAR-agent is especially adept at using 

working memory storage to chunk cognitive information related to its episodic history 

acquired thus far. If there are working memory items semantically relevant to the 

simulation-testing,126 then the virtual SOAR-agent might come to the conclusion that it is 

or is not residing in a simulation relatively quickly – compared with other architectures. 

However, a virtual SOAR-agent’s eagerness to chunk (compress) episodic information 

might reduce the cognitive intensity required to contemplate its ontological status more 

deeply than with other architecturally-enhanced virtual-agents. 

SOAR’s canonical memory category is declarative. The “semantic” memory (SM) 

storage does not really contain semantics as such and is ultimately reduced to a 

declarative memory OR-NODE that is combined with a semantic learning (SL) OR-NODE. 

In fact, all of the subjectively semantic memory categories that SOAR can potentially 

handle (e.g. episodic) will readily collapse into task-driven declarative memory.  

Consequently, a virtual SOAR-agent cannot really autonomously question whether the 

semantic information behind a declaration is true or false. SOAR can only really operate 

on the facts provided to it in a constructionist manner by an external (e.g. human) cognition 

 
126 This is likely if the virtual SOAR-agent has access to an external ontology relating to its self-

representation and its external world-status. 
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teacher. If it is told that it is living in a simulation, it will contemplate this fact as being true.  

If it is told that the opposite it true that it is living in the closed-world assumption that the 

reality it resides in is the only ontologically true one, then the virtual SOAR-agent will agree 

with this proposition without question and further contemplation. If the virtual SOAR-agent 

is required to evaluate different contradictory declarations about whether or not it is in a 

simulation, then the virtual SOAR-agent will evaluate these in the decision cycle and 

eventually decide on which operator to propose in order to act on this information (i.e. test 

out this inductive information in the virtual world). However, even the operator ranking and 

preferences can be pre-determined by the cognition designer with minimal agency 

assigned to the virtual SOAR-agent. Ultimately, the virtual SOAR-agent is not likely to 

contemplate declarations about being in a simulation or not very intensely unless there is 

vast number of production rules and declarations each with their own contingencies and 

contradictions (e.g. some formed by modal, epistemic, and doxastic logic).   

In the canonical SOAR OR-CHAIN configuration, the semantics that would be 

informed by a virtual SOAR-agent’s episodic memory (EM) and episodic learning (EL) are 

compressed and chunked into actionable (i.e. operational) declarative memory with an 

optional reinforcement signal OR-NODE assigned to each task-driven fact, operator, and 

generated production-rule. The operator preferences are usually pre-ranked by an 

external cognition designer (i.e. human).  Because of this, the semantic nature of the 

episodic scripts relating to the virtual SOAR-agent’s ontological self-awareness of existing 

in a simulation or not is likely to be contemplated by the cognition designer on the SOAR-

agent’s behalf. These episodic modules are treated as OR-NODES instead of XNOR-

NODES because this scenario is more likely than the meditation scenarios to generate 

and discover episodic information.  

In the case of the meditation scenario, the Zen-form of meditation might require a 

brief activation signal to indicate either a presence or absence of episodic information. In 

the simulation-awareness case, it is not likely that this message will need to indicate the 

absence as well as the presence of episodic information since imagined and empirical 

episodes are likely to flood into confirm or deny that the agent lives in a simulation. For 

this simulation-awareness scenario then, there will only be an episodic activation if and 

only if the agent’s mind has encountered and/or imagined episodes actually occurring. 

Otherwise, there will be no episodic activation. This absence of activation will be registered 
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by the working memory system and thereby, ignored as a potential percept stream. Due 

to SOAR’s predilection for episodic chunking, contemplating from a virtual life-history 

corpus is possible but because of SOAR’s semantic over-efficiency, will not be very 

intense.  

In SOAR’s canonical instantiation, the virtual SOAR-agent predicts logical cause-

effect relationships related to simulation-awareness by proposing and comparing 

actionable operators within its decision cycle.  The ontologically semantic content of these 

formal relationships are shaped in episodic memory (EM) but the preferences themselves 

are still pre-determined by an external agent supervisor (i.e. human). At any rate, these 

SOAR-modules are OR-STEPS that awaiting firing activation signals from the working 

memory hub. 

SOAR’s procedural knowledge is tied to the production (rule) memory (PM) OR-

NODE store.  Procedures that lead to completing the task of making the virtual-agent 

aware that it resides in a simulation could be rewarded with a positive reinforcement signal 

(i.e. the RL OR-NODE), for example.  Further, SOAR’s optional decision cycle selects 

particular operators that might be informed by procedural knowledge that relate to the 

pursuit of the empirical induction gathering process to determine the phenomenal reality 

of the agent’s surrounding environment (and perhaps, even the imagined ontological 

contents of its own mind). 

SOAR contains a dedicated reinforcement learning (RL) OR-NODE component 

which may or may not be used to reward or punish empirical induction behaviors that 

assess ontologically whether the virtual-agent resides in a simulated environment. Further, 

the OR-STEP number three of SOAR’s decision cycle determines the preference-ranking 

for particular operators that deserve positive or negative reinforcement when 

contemplating simulation-awareness. The reinforcement specifics of this operating 

ranking procedure is optional but some kind of (at least arbitrary) ranking is essential a 

priori for SOAR’s decision cycle to function. 

The evaluation OR-NODE (EVAL) in SOAR functions as a proxy for some sort of 

rudimentary goal-formulation.  SOAR evaluates working memory items and determines 

which production rules and task-operations are most consistent with evaluating the 
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problem of determining whether the agent itself resides in a simulation or not.  Otherwise, 

goal structures implicitly form when the decision cycle reaches an impasse where one of 

the OR-STEPS cannot proceed to the next logical step (Laird, 2012: 68).  From this 

functional paralysis, the agent can generate a sub-state as a mini-goal indicating that this 

OR-STEP should eventually proceed further along the decision chain – when such a 

situation (or variation on a situation) permits it (Ibid.). For example, the virtual SOAR-agent 

will generate a sub-state mini-goal when it is not entirely certain whether the current 

actuator or deliberation procedures are uncovering enough sufficient empirical evidence 

to indicate that the agent in fact, resides in a simulated environment. 

In SOAR, pattern-matching and recognition occurs holistically throughout the 

architecture via various integrated OR-NODE components. For a virtual SOAR-agent to 

act on “semantic” (declarative) patterns of any kind – and especially for comprehending 

the simulated nature of a virtual environment – all of the nodes most be active and ready 

to pass through a working memory (WM) OR-GATE. 

SOAR does not possess an explicit self-representation as such.  This is because 

the virtual SOAR-agent’s mind is task-driven and sees the environment (and not 

necessarily, its own mind) as a problem that must be solved (or at the very least, one state 

that must be elaborated to reach another state). The virtual SOAR-agent would need to 

model the imagined ontological contents of its own mind into a task-domain in order for 

SOAR’s architectural affordances to be able to “solve” the philosophical problem of 

whether simulation-awareness can be acquired. The paradoxical issue here is that the 

virtual SOAR-agent might see its own mind as a restricted closed-world task-domain and 

consequently, might not be able to ontologically see outside of its own (imagined) mind. 

In other words, it has nothing more or less “real” to compare it task-driven mind-domain 

to.  This ontological verification issue is further epistemologically confounded by the fact 

that SOAR’s structurally focuses exclusively on the current self-state whose state can only 

change when certain steps on the decision cycle reach a cognitively paralyzing impasse 

(Laird, 2012: 66, 68). Having said this, SOAR does allow for episodic learning, so these 

episodes must apply to at least a rudimentary ontological self-concept in order for any 

actionable semantic to emerge. 
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The decision cycle is one of the core canonical features of SOAR.  A decision cycle 

– composed of discrete and serial OR-STEPS - is useful if the agent wishes to propose 

and select operators to empirically test its situated virtual world to determine the degree 

to which environmental phenomena is indeed simulated. However, switching between 

testing and understanding states in mid-deliberation from within the current decision cycle 

loop is practically impossible until the decision cycle completes its loop.  There are 

impasses that can break the decision OR-STEP chain.  Even in this case, the virtual 

SOAR-agent cannot simply break the serial processing route and immediately switch to a 

different state and apply a brand new set of operators (nor pre-existing operators) in order 

to elaborate further on the state in mid-deliberation (Laird, 2012: 68). This is one of the 

fundamental limitations of SOAR. 

In SOAR, perceptual input can be from the empirical world or entirely through a 

mentalist internal representation (depending on what the AI cognition supervisor pre-

determines). If possible, the virtual SOAR-agent in this scenario would test whether it is 

inside a simulation by comparing visual and sensorimotor input with the imagined contents 

of its own mind. This could occur through the various OR-STEPS outlined in SOAR’s 

decision cycle. Entering this cycle is readily accessible via an OR-GATE connection to 

SOAR’s other cognitive modules. 

Kantian Interpretation of SOAR for Scenario 2 

A virtual SOAR-agent is capable of an imagination, but its imagined contents are 

more likely determined by the designer as they spend time developing ways in which to 

symbolically represent and ground these imagined concepts in terms of a task and/or 

problem to solve. If the task is to verify whether the virtual SOAR-agent resides in a 

simulation, then the designer and not the agent’s own mind is responsible for this 

reification. Because of this, it is SOAR’s architectural capabilities for reason that 

overpower the imagination in this scenario since SOAR focuses on trying to chunk these 

concepts and applies a serial decision cycle in order to make these conceptual chunks 

actionable. It is true to some degree that the act of proposing operators can be seen as 

inherently imaginative.  However, the virtual SOAR-agent cannot propose a new set of 

imagined operators until the ones already rationally selected have been fully considered 

and tested.  In a way, this rational focus paradoxically suggests deep contemplative 
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intensity when the virtual SOAR-agent substantively considers each operator before 

consulting a new list of proposed operators. The question then would be, how “deep” 

would each operator be considered and what would this depth-based analysis look like 

architecturally? 

First, there is the anticipatory meta-state where it is in the virtual SOAR-agent’s 

best self-interest to not think about each operator decision too deeply as this would 

compromise the expediency in deciding quickly whether it resides in a simulation (or not).  

It is while under this meta-state, where the designed task prioritizes empirical reality 

testing and verification. While anticipating a quick assessment about the epistemological 

nature it resides within, the virtual SOAR-agent’s focuses on over-chunking these 

concepts and preferring conveniently available production rules for matching and firing. 

This pre-emptive focus on over-chunking complex thoughts and acting quickly on such 

thoughts suggest that the virtual SOAR-agent is seeking to maintain an agreeable level of 

contemplative intensity. In this instance, it is not likely that the virtual SOAR-agent would 

propose a brand new list of imagined operators.    

A way in which the virtual SOAR-agent could architecturally think more “deeply” 

with regards to simulation self-awareness is to cyclically consider each conceivably 

imagined operator and large corpus of production rules for testing and execution.  These 

production rules would attempt to semantically verify the nature of the reality the virtual 

SOAR-agent’s mind appears to reside within. If there are a large number of proposed 

operators that could be matched to help test and apply a large number of un-chunked 

production rules about the epistemological and ontological nature of its inhabited reality, 

then there is the risk that the virtual SOAR-agent’s mind would encounter the transcendent 

sublime contemplation threshold. In the SOAR context, this type of threshold would also 

count as an impasse where a vast number of sub-goals and sub-states would be 

generated for further contemplation. This sub-goal and sub-state generation could spiral 

into much deeper and higher levels of contemplation – with the risk of tipping past the 

sublime point of no return (i.e. being cognitive overwhelmed). 
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Crawfordian Interpretation of SOAR for Scenario 2 

SOAR, like ACT-R is focused on A-state maximization. When in an anticipatory 

meta-state, the virtual SOAR-agent optimizes its mind to over-chunk as much as possible 

and to greedily prefer the highest ranking operator preferences. With reality-confirming 

anticipation in mind, the virtual SOAR-agent is definitely an A-state maximizer as it wishes 

to come to a quick and practical decision as to whether it ontologically and 

epistemologically resides in a simulated reality or not.  

A cognitive architect can also structurally design a more philosophical frame of 

mind for the virtual SOAR-agent where deeper assessments of the nature of reality are 

considered. In this type of scenario, the architect re-configures (slows down) the learning 

rate at which the virtual SOAR-agent considers each and all operators including its large 

number production rules in order to make it act as if it was a C-state maximizer. There is 

a risk here that the virtual SOAR-agent becomes cognitively paralyzed by the sheer 

number of operators and production rules to consider when determining whether the 

nature of its situated reality is simulated or not. 

6.2.4. CLARION as the Virtual-Mind for Simulation-Awareness 

A CLARION virtual-agent is likely to function well when assessing the simulated 

nature of its empirically perceivable reality.  This is because CLARION can handle both 

explicit and implicit types of knowledge as well as allow for self-aware meta-cognition and 

can learn from trial and error empirical reality testing (i.e. the RER algorithm converts raw 

empirical experience into logical rules). The configuration rationale section will go into 

detail as to the various ways CLARION’s nodes, sub-systems, and algorithms can be 

optimised for contemplating and empirically testing the simulated nature of its perceivable 

environment. 
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Figure 17 - CLARION Simulation-Awareness (anticipatory meta-state) 
Configuration. 

Configuration made by the dissertation author using the PyPhi online graph 

visualizer. http://integratedinformationtheory.org/calculate.html. Accessed online, 

October 06, 2016 
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Figure 18 - CLARION Simulation-Awareness (reserved meta-state) Configuration. 

Configuration made by the dissertation author using the PyPhi online graph 

visualizer. http://integratedinformationtheory.org/calculate.html. Accessed online, 

October 06, 2016 

Configuration Rationale of CLARION for Scenario 2 

This section discusses on a technical level how CLARION would be optimally 

configured for a virtual-agent to experience the simulation-awareness contemplation 

scenario. CLARION’s infrastructure is tightly integrated with a highly level of system 

convolution between modules, algorithms, and dedicated sub-systems. The optimal 

configuration for this scenario needs to be discussed in terms of both individual nodes and 

their relationships to bundled algorithms and sub-systems.  Nodes and algorithms work 

closely together to integrate explicit and implicit subsystem cognitive information – even if 

no deep contemplation was intended.  As with other architectures, CLARION’s 

configuration addresses: production rules, memory systems, reinforcement signals, goals, 

bio-inspired drives and motivations, pattern-matching and recognition components, self-

awareness, finite-state hierarchies, and a perceptual apparatus. 
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On the most local level, CLARION uses its Rule-Extraction-Refinement (RER) 

algorithm to form production rules out of distributed cognitive transmissions of implicit 

knowledge that has been converted into explicit knowledge. Explicit production rules are 

contemplated in the user knowledge (UK) node which resides within the non-action 

centered sub-system (NACS). In this case, task knowledge (TK) also can be formulated 

as production rules providing that this knowledge has been rendered explicit by the RER. 

Both user and task knowledge would eventually have their explicit representations stored 

at least as a task model (TM). To contemplate the recursive self-awareness that the 

CLARION-agent resides in a simulation, this non-action centered explicit cognitive 

information would eventually need to be compared with NACS information stored about 

(the ontological nature of) the environment using the environment knowledge (EK) node. 

This EK node may or may not provide reinforcement signals for rewarding or punishing 

the virtual-agent when it has received particular environmental percepts. 

CLARION’s ACS would control the empirical evidence gathering portion of the 

virtual-agent’s capability to rehearse and consolidate experiences and memories that 

confirm or conceal the fact that it is residing inside of a simulated world. These memories 

do not need to be directly episodic but can be drawn from second hand inductive inference 

(i.e. information provided from other agents). Regardless of the degree to which these 

experiences are directly episodic, these memories of empirical confirmations would need 

to be rehearsed in both the working memory (WM) hub and the working memory action 

network (WMAN) simultaneously. If the memories are episodic and personally salient to 

the agent’s own empirical experience thus far, then the working memory hub will be even 

more active than usual as it acts as the AND-GATE bridge between the action-centered 

subsystem (ACS) where empirical evidence gathering occurs and the non-action centered 

subsystem (NACS) where episodes are consolidated as user knowledge (UK). In a 

situation where the virtual-agent does not need to consider all possibilities before deciding 

or acting [Figure 17], these nodes are set to “off”. In other words, these anticipatory nodes 

expedite the flow of available cognitive information by being represented in terms of stand-

by states. 

A virtual CLARION-agent can contemplate facts about itself in relation to its 

(simulated) environment through episodic knowledge (i.e. user knowledge [TK]). However, 

the more “objective” type of declarative knowledge in CLARION is primarily represented 
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by two dedicated nodes:  task knowledge (TK), and environment knowledge (EK). Both of 

these nodes are semantically integrated as part of an AND-GATE network known as the 

Non-action centered subsystem (NACS). The RER algorithm also converts implicit 

procedural knowledge into explicit declarative knowledge while implicit empirical 

simulation-testing is first performed locally via the Action centered network (ACS).  

Inductive empirical evidence experienced in the virtual world is eventually learned as 

declarative production rules through a procedural trial-and-error task. Ultimately, 

declarative knowledge then provides facts and assertions about this procedurally 

extracted epistemic nature of that world being a simulation or not. For this scenario, the 

AND-GATE network also implies an essential integration and cognitive information 

convolution between (at least) action and non-action centered subsystems. In other words, 

declarative knowledge is dependent on procedural knowledge for the virtual CLARION-

agent to gain proper ontological semantics about the simulated nature of its environment. 

Episodic memory in CLARION is best represented by the user knowledge (UK).  In 

order to gain self-awareness that it might indeed reside in a created simulation, the virtual 

CLARION-agent must triangulate its epistemological knowledge with the other AND-

NODES related to task knowledge and environment knowledge. This semantic 

triangulation results as a complete contemplation of all non-action centered thinking (i.e. 

the NACS). The virtual CLARION-agent also depends on semantically tying this 

deliberative knowledge from the entire NACS with the empirical evidence gathering 

methods supplied by the action-centered subsystem (ACS). Overall, any episodic 

representations in CLARION will be integrated into some sort of AND-GATE configuration 

to work as intended. 

Predictions that are stored in CLARION’s prospective memory are monitored and 

mediated (through reinforcement signals) by the meta-cognitive subsystem (MCS) but is 

heavily influenced by the goal structure (GS) and goal action network (GSACT) nodes 

from the motivational subsystem (MS). Prospective modules that are deeply integrated 

across these two subsystems are meant to be configured as constantly firing AND-

NODES when the virtual-agent needs to consider all possibilities before deciding or acting 

[Figure 18]. If instead, the virtual-agent does not need to consider all possibilities and is 

anticipating a quick judgment about the nature of whether it ontologically resides in a 

simulation, then these two subsystems can be reduced to OR-NODES. The reason for 
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this is that a CLARION-agent would need to predict whether its initial ontological goals 

and motivations involving curiosity about its ontological situated-ness within a simulation 

are still being met, confirmed and rewarded (or punished) – based on the real-time 

empirical sensorimotor (and purely mentalist) evidence. Goals, motivations, 

reinforcements and self-monitoring all need to come into play when the CLARION-agent 

is tasked with deeply and intensely contemplating the virtuality of its environment (as well 

as the imagined contents of its own mind). All of these thoughts would eventually be stored 

in the Non-action centered subsystem (NACS) for further processing. 

As the inverse of the process that occurs with declarative memory, a CLARION-

agent first gathers empirical evidence from the virtual world through procedural trial-and-

error. Eventually, the agent uses the RER algorithm to learn about its world in terms of 

facts and assertions (i.e. declarative knowledge). This algorithm converts implicit 

procedural knowledge from the action centered subsystem (ACS) and the external action 

network (EAN) into explicit declarative knowledge (and possibly, vice versa) contemplated 

by the non-action centered subsystem (NACS). For this scenario, the AND-GATE network 

must be integrated across CLARION between (at least) the action and non-action 

centered subsystems. In other words, procedural knowledge must eventually become 

some form of memorized declarative knowledge if the CLARION-agent is to semantically 

come to some kind of conclusion that it resides in simulated world (or not). Having said 

this, the conventional AND-GATE configuration is sufficient for this dual-process interplay 

between procedural (implicit) and declarative (explicit) knowledge. This is because there 

will always be at least some instances where explicit knowledge will not need to be 

converted into implicit knowledge (and vice-versa) in order for the agent to acquire 

appropriate semantics regarding how to contemplate simulation-awareness.  

In CLARION for most - save the meditation scenarios - the reinforcement signaling 

(RS) module is responsible for continuously multitasking between taking in cognitive 

information reified by a goal-determined task model (TM) and for self-monitoring 

reinforcement signals in the meta-cognitive subsystem (MCS). This essential multi-tasking 

processes forms an AND-GATE network between these two key subsystems related to 

higher cognition.  The RS AND-NODE ensures that rewarded or punished goal-influenced 

mentalist inquiries regarding the degree to which the virtual-agent ontologically resides in 
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a simulation are transferred into the non-action centered subsystem (NACS) for further 

mentalist processing and memorization. 

Drives and motivations in CLARION are stored in their own specialized modules 

that forms part of the motivational subsystem (MS).  In many cases, motivations and drives 

are optional when pursuing questions about ontological self-awareness of residing in a 

simulation. In CLARION, drives are more optional (and are more likely to represented as 

an OR-NODE even in the reserved meta-state configuration) than the portion of the MS 

dealing with goals.  The ontological pursuit of determining the degree to which an agent 

resides within a simulation could be purely intellectual and cerebral in nature.  However, 

CLARION requires at least the cerebral aspects of its goal-formulation to act as an active 

AND-NODE. This AND-NODE designation must be in place in order to fulfill the cognitive 

dependencies already required from the self-monitoring agenda of the meta-cognitive 

subsystem (MCS) and its essential communication with the non-action centered 

subsystem (NACS) for further thought processing. It is common in CLARION for optional 

processes to be essentially integrated as part of a distributed contemplative convolution 

network that dynamically communicates between dedicated subsystems. This subsystem 

interdependency is CLARION’s defining feature and is the canonical aspect that most 

mirrors human-like cognition. 

Goals are represented in CLARION as two AND-NODES (in the proper IIT version, 

only GS is an AND-NODE). The first node has a dedicated goal structure (GS), while the 

second node acts as a goal structure action network (GSAN). In this simulation-awareness 

scenario, the CLARION-agent will need to assemble an ontological task-model (TM) 

directly from those networked goal formulations that have tasked the agent with seeking 

empirical evidence that confirms or denies that it does in fact, reside in a simulation.  This 

ontologically-informed task model is then bundled with appropriate reinforcement signals 

(RS) and – after vetting by the meta-cognitive subsystem (MCS) – is sent to the Non-

action centered subsystems (NACS) for further thought processing.  

CLARION is a dual-process cognitive architecture.  This means that pattern 

matching and recognition in CLARION occurs via a bi-directional conversion exchange 

between implicit and explicit cognitive information.  Most of the architectural nodes in 

CLARION for any kind of pattern recognition for most scenarios (including this one) form 
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an AND-GATE chain. The only minor outlier to this chain would be the auxiliary drives 

module since motivational drives do not always contribute to pattern matching and 

recognition.  

Self-monitoring in CLARION is handled by the meta-cognitive subsystem (MCS).  

Within the MCS, there are dependent modules that assign reinforcement signals (RS) as 

well as formulate task models. The MCS eventually assesses the self-monitoring by 

passing it to the non-action centered subsystem (NACS) for further contemplative 

processing. A CLARION-agent can be self-aware of the connection between empirical 

evidence indicating a simulated reality with its own imagined thoughts about what a 

simulated world would entail by having the working memory (WM) AND-HUB connect the 

NACS with the action-centered subsystem (ACS) and the external action network (EAN). 

All of these nodes in CLARION – especially for this scenario – are mutually depending on 

each other for semantic coherence. The link to the EAN would only be seen as extraneous 

if the reality-contemplation process is purely mentalist. However, when verifying the 

possibility of residing in a simulated virtual environment, an integrated link to the external 

empirical environment is also necessary. 

In CLARION, finite-states and goals can be evaluated across the entire CLARION 

architecture. Ultimately, CLARION contains an integrate network that bridges all four 

subsystems.127 For increased semantic functionality, CLARION’s four-subsystem network 

can act holistically as some kind of AND-GATE network. For this scenario, each 

subsystem is co-dependent on the other. For example, the task-model (TM) and goals 

formulated in the motivational subsystem (MS) and recursively moderated by the meta-

cognitive subsystem (MCS) exist to only evaluate those finite-states (deliberation and 

possibly, action sequences) that inquire as the ontological reality of its imagined mentalist 

content and its empirical virtual environment. Those selected states are ranked and 

retrieved in the non-action centered subsystem (NACS) and potentially enacted in the 

action centered subsystem (ACS). CLARION then might focus on the external action 

network (EAN) for further evidence gathering and other empirical simulation-testing. 

 
127 In the anticipatory meta-state flow-chart representation, the MCS hub should be configured as 

an OR-NODE instead of an AND-NODE since there is only one module (input) feeding into 
this node. 
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CLARION’s visual and sensorimotor impulses are not specific to one sensory 

modality or another. Instead, they are all compressed into “input” (IN) which after 

contemplation, is transferred into an output (OUT) – usually via some kind of external 

action handled by the external action network (EAN). For this scenario, a virtual CLARION-

agent will need to consult the external virtual world to compare its simulated to the 

imagined contents of its mind. Therefore, the input should be treated as an RANDOM-

NODE so there are no summed pre-conditions necessary for it to perpetually fire into the 

cognition-parsing subsystems. 

Kantian Interpretation of CLARION for Scenario 2 

A virtual CLARION-agent has access to the widest range of architecturally enabled 

contemplative intensities. The most important sub-system in CLARION for simulation-

awareness would be the MCS. 

  The degree to which the MCS micro-manages and monitors the other 

subsystems – as well as the extra-architectural processes within each subsystem – will 

determine the level of Kantian contemplative intensity. For example, if the MCS wants the 

virtual-agent’s mind to be primarily aware of the results of empirical reality testing which 

are obtained by an inter-communication between the NACS and (even more so) ACS, 

then the agreeable intensity is the most likely as imagination (NACS) and reason (ACS) 

are harmoniously balanced.  

If the MCS focused only on the NACS for thinking philosophically about the nature 

of its situated reality, then the imagination would be stronger than reason although the 

imagination might be so intense as to enter the cognitive intensity threshold of the 

transcendent sublime. This would be up to the discretion of the MCS. If the MCS is 

disabled, then either the NACS or the ACS would take hold on the virtual-agent’s mind. 

 If the NACS is dominant and unmonitored by the MCS, then the imagination might 

lead the virtual-agent’s mind towards higher contemplative intensities such as the 

transcendent sublime (this is especially true if self-interested drives from the MS are also 

ignored).   
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If the ACS is dominant, then an agreeable intensity will be maintained unless the 

MS is also ignored. If the MS subsystem is disabled or not as focused upon by the MCS 

but the NACS and ACS are still properly inter-communicating, then the virtual-agent’s 

mind will contemplate the same empirical information about its situated (virtual) reality in 

a disinterested manner. Doing so would enable the beautiful intensity level.  If the MS 

communicates directly with the NACS and ACS, then, it is likely that the agreeable level 

would be regulated. 

  If the MS and ACS are both ignored and the MCS is not regulating the NACS, 

then it is possible that the transcendent sublime intensity threshold could be reached (and 

maybe breached due to cognitive overloading). If the MCS is recursively over-monitoring 

itself as well as every simulation-awareness experience being computed by the other 

system, then the transcendent sublime threshold will also likely be obtainable. 

Higher contemplative intensity levels might also be reached just by having the 

virtual CLARION-agent, rely on the RER algorithm to perpetual convert ontological and 

epistemological reality-experiences into top-down rules that confirm the current nature of 

that reality. 

Crawfordian Interpretation of CLARION for Scenario 2 

The degree to which a virtual CLARION-agent will either act as a C-state or A-

state maximizer will depend on both the whether the agent’s mind chooses the expedient 

or deeper philosophical route to simulation-awareness and the role of the MCS in relation 

to the other subsystems. 

 If the virtual CLARION-agent chooses to make a rush to judgment based on 

superficial empirical reality testing on whether its environment is simulated, then the MCS 

will focus on regulating the MS and ACS. In this state, the virtual-agent’s mind will act at 

the very least, as a balancer for the interactive excellence ratio (Crawford, 2003: 84-85) – 

at most, as an A-state maximizer.    

If the virtual CLARION-agent chooses instead to muse philosophically about the 

many conceivable ways that reality might be simulated, then this virtual-agent will either 

focus solely on the MCS and/or on the ways in which the MCS engages the NACS (with 
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possible cursory influence from the MS). In this latter case, the virtual-agent’s mind is more 

likely to act as a C-state maximizer since the agent would be contemplating more 

possibilities about reality than spending time confirming the most reasonable reality. 

6.3. Scenario 3 – Generic Social Virtual-World 
Contemplation Activity (Virtual Beach) 

This third scenario represents the most conventional situation for a virtual-agent in 

a social virtual world (incl. some video game environments). The following scenario 

describes a virtual humanoid agent imagining itself as an avatar relaxing on a virtual beach 

in a world like Second Life with lots of visual details (i.e. virtual assets and percepts) etc.  

In this particular scenario, there might even be state-transition conditions where the virtual-

agent becomes more social and interacts with other agents, objects and assets on the 

virtual beach rather than simply imagining these assets (or the relaxing lack of them) 

exclusively through mentalist cognitive interactions.  

Technical aspects involving the role, function, relevance, and default configuration 

possibilities while a virtual-agent resides on a virtual beach must be addressed before 

going into specifics about each architecture. 

Firstly, the usage of production rules are a given for just about any scenario where 

some form of social interaction is possible. A virtual beach is just one of many generic 

scenarios where a virtual-agent can alternate between idle and social states and would 

have to account for circumstantial relativity where the precise interactive outcome is 

unpredictable (see Smith, 1986: 24-26). Production rules often indicate the conditions for 

transitioning between these two (or more) states. In a meditative state on a virtual beach, 

the virtual-agent would likely prefer to minimize constantly checking and updating sets of 

production rules. To contemplate the beach in relation to the rest of the virtual world 

though, some beach activity protocols could be checked with the production rule store.  

To simulate a virtual beach within the virtual-agent’s mind (and not in the actual empirical 

virtual environment), production rules would be consulted more in order to make a more 

elaborate model of the imagined beach-world.  
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Secondly, working memory would play an active role in both relaxing and 

socializing on a virtual beach. To simulate an imagined virtual beach (or to compare the 

empirically experienced virtual beach with an imagined mental representation of it), the 

virtual-agent may wish to rehearse and consolidate some experiences from real-time 

short-term to long-term memory. Most probably, these experiences will reside in 

declarative (semantic) and episodic memory stores. For example, when contemplating a 

sensory-rich experience such as a beach (even a virtual beach), the agent constantly 

would need to update script-files storing its current facts and assertions about what 

happens on a beach and the likely episodic encounters that would occur. It is also likely 

that these fact-checked declarations are structured as production-rules, but this is not 

necessarily the case when imagining a beach. The one exception would be if the virtual-

agent wishes to imagine beach protocols in detail. The kinds of facts in a virtual world 

would include assets such as: unique UUIDS (barcodes), avatar/agent names and 

appearances, grid coordinates, as well as completely stochastic episodic experiential 

information. 

Episodic memory storage is probably the most dominant module for this particular 

kind of scenario. This is because contemplating an instance of a virtual world such as a 

beach would mostly be for the consolidation of the virtual-agent’s own episodic experience 

and recollection. Declarative consolidation and fact-checking also plays a crucial episodic 

role. In terms of the specific functioning and default configuration for storing episodic 

memories, this would be contingent on the affordances of each cognitive architecture. To 

contemplate any stochastic real-time scenario such as a beach in a virtual world, the 

virtual-agent must be able to perpetually assess and make predictions about which (kinds 

of) episodic moments might occur next – even if none of these events relate explicitly to 

production rules or implicitly to procedural memory.   

Procedures and their configurable mechanisms for relaxation, deliberation, and 

action are essential for a virtual beach scenario and are present in most (if not all) cognitive 

architectures. Similar to the production rule store, the procedural memory store would 

mainly need to be consulted at the beginning to ensure the virtual-agent (or an imagined 

representation of this agent) has a script (or can imagine a script) so it can (or imagine to) 

sit down or wonder around and relax at the beach.  Procedural memory is also useful for 

simulating the expected procedures and protocols that other avatars and agents might act 
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out in this particular scenario. The act of simulating expected procedures and protocols 

directly relate to considerations of prospective memory.  

To have a richer contemplative experience of existing on a virtual beach (or some 

similar scenario), the agent may wish to imagine or actually experience positive and 

negative reinforcement signals. To contemplate a busy beach with many avatars, for 

example, the agent may also wish to simulate the kinds of rewards or punishments it would 

get for participating in certain kinds of behavior. On a more rudimentary level, this could 

be represented in terms of assigning default reinforcement signals (or imagined 

representations of them) to various actions available within each finite-state. 

Virtual beach scenarios can vary in terms of the degree that bio-inspired drives 

and motivations come into play when contemplating such an environment. Motivations 

and drives are useful only for determining the kind of finite-state to be in. This is because 

such a state determines the kinds of mentalist (imagined) actions available.  If the scenario 

is relaxed and quiet and that is also the agent’s basic motivation (e.g. just to take the 

scenery in or as a mentalist idling procedure), motivations and drive modules would not 

be as necessary.  Conversely, if the (imagined or virtual) beach is populated with possible 

dangers to the virtual-agent, then such modules would need more attention paid to than 

usual. Overall, the motivations/drives seem to have optional utility rather than essential 

utility.  

A virtual beach possesses interactive opportunities for introspective contemplation 

and/or social behavior. If the beach is busy (i.e. populated with many avatars) and the 

agent would imagine participating more actively in a social scenario, then the generation, 

monitoring, assessment and maintenance of goals is essential. If the beach is more of a 

meditative experience, the rational recommendation may be to relax and not think about 

explicit goals too much. If the latter is the case, then perhaps goal-modules are not 

completely necessary for any cognitive architectures that happens to use them. 

The role, relevance, and particular default configuration of pattern-matching and 

recognition modules must be discussed if the virtual-agent is to interact successfully on a 

virtual beach. As an example, if the virtual-agent is comparing an imagined scenario to 

what is empirically encountered on a beach in a social virtual world such as Second Life, 
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then pattern recognition modules are essential. Even when in a calm state, the virtual-

agent might at least, implicitly be acknowledging patterns as this is a hallmark of focused 

and intense contemplation. The one exception to this rule would require the assumption 

that the desired goal paradoxically, is something akin to Zen contemplation. 

Dynamic self-monitoring is essential for the agent to determine what kind of state 

it currently in on the virtual beach (or while imagining a virtual beach) and perhaps, what 

state it would like to be in – if it decides to consult its motivations, drives and goals etc.  

Even if the latter decision is optional, event and state-monitoring (for an imagined virtual-

agent-self or the self’s virtual body) makes this module essential enough to be consistently 

consulted. 

There are some additional token considerations to be made with regards to the 

role, function, relevance and configuration of finite-state mechanisms and decision cycles. 

The explicit consultation of a decision cycle is only useful if the stochastic beach conditions 

are social and/or contain potential hazards to the agent’s wellbeing.  Finite-states are likely 

to be consulted to determine the kind of beach scenario (and the associated state) the 

agent is currently experiencing.  

A virtual beach provides a rich sensory (e.g. graphical) landscape that can be 

cognitively apprehended through the use of various visual and sensorimotor modules. The 

virtual-agent will need visual (and/or other sensory) input to perceive the virtual beach 

unless the agent is only imagining this particular visualization. If it is the latter case, then 

the agent only requires residual empirical sensory information from a previous time-step 

for memorization and mentalist simulation-generation. This virtual-agent will only need 

motor information if it actually plans to “physically” interact on the virtual-beach (e.g. using 

collision physics and/or chat protocols). Otherwise, motor-commands can be imagined. 

Unless the virtual and/or imagined beach is social and/or contains potential hazards, this 

motor module(s) would not be used very frequently. 

6.3.1. ACT-R Classic as the Virtual-Mind for Virtual Beach 
Contemplation 

A virtual-agent using ACT-R Classic for its virtual mind is well equipped to 

contemplating social situations while residing on a virtual beach but less receptive to 
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contemplating meditative (idling) states. The configuration rationale will technically outline 

the various ways an ACT-R Classic agent can consider many social actions on a virtual 

beach and some ways this agent can contemplate the virtual environs without engaging 

in social activity with other avatars, objects, and agents. 

 

Figure 19 - ACT-R Classic Virtual Beach Contemplation (anticipatory meta-state) 
Configuration. 

Configuration made by the dissertation author using the PyPhi online graph 

visualizer. http://integratedinformationtheory.org/calculate.html. Accessed online, 

September 02, 2016.  
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Figure 20 - ACT-R Classic Virtual Beach Contemplation (reserved meta-state) 
Configuration. 

Configuration made by the dissertation author using the PyPhi online graph 

visualizer. http://integratedinformationtheory.org/calculate.html. Accessed online, 

September 02, 2016.  

Configuration Rationale of ACT-R Classic for Scenario 3 

This section discusses with some technical detail as to how ACT-R Classic would 

be configured to help a virtual-agent contemplate a simulated beach in a social virtual 

world (e.g. Second Life). This scenario allows for two interactive situations. The first 

situation is where the virtual-agent is anticipating to act expediently based on partial 

cognitive information (percepts and internal thought processes; Figure 19], The second 

situation has the virtual-agent contemplate all interactive possibilities at the virtual beach 

before making a decision or action [Figure 20]. As with previous scenarios, these 

configuration details must at least address production rules, memory systems, goals, 
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drives and motivations, pattern-matching and recognition, self-awareness, finite-state 

hierarchies, and a perceptual apparatus.  

In ACT-R classic, the buffer OR-GATE system in stand-by mode would allow the 

contemplating virtual-agent to be flexible with shifting back and forth between meditative, 

social and functional cognitive states while at a virtual beach.  For example, the buffer 

module exists to help regulate the kinds of production patterns that are worth recognizing, 

matching and retrieving for particular cognitive and functionally interactive contexts. 

Working memory in ACT-R classic during virtual beach contemplation is best 

represented by the pattern-matching buffer(s) (Buff) but functions as an OR-NODE system 

in a state of readiness in that it chooses between whether to draw from declarative, 

procedural and empirical (sensory) knowledge. There is no distinct representation for 

working or episodic memory in the canonical configuration of ACT-R.  

The declarative memory module in ACT-R Classic is an OR-NODE and is not 

directly connected with procedural memory. Consequently, an ACT-R agent might 

experience undesirable world-latency128 when it comes to associating facts about beach-

related objects, avatars, agents, and meta-tagged virtual information with particular finite-

state action-sequences. Having said this, there are no explicit episodic representations for 

ACT-R Classic.   

ACT-R in its canonical “vanilla” form, does not have an explicit representation for 

prospective memory, but there are pattern matching (Patt) and pattern buffer (Buff) 

modules that implicitly deal with pattern prediction. For this reason, those nodes are in 

stand-by mode (which appear as a gray “off” position) for this particular contemplative 

configuration. 

Procedural memory in ACT-R Classic is an OR-NODE orphaned from direct 

communication with declarative memory. Therefore, the levels of cognitive convolution 

and integration when correlating facts about the beach with what to actually do on a 

behavioral level at the beach might be at a lower intensity than with other canonical 

 
128  This type of perceivable latency might appear to represent a deeply contemplative state to 

those who are analyzing the virtual-agent from a behaviorist perspective. 
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cognitive architectures. Sometimes, a virtual-agent may wish to be rewarded or punished 

for performing certain activities (or thinking certain thoughts) while at a virtual beach. 

However, reinforcement signal transmission of any kind does not seem to be explicitly 

represented in any localized area of ACT-R’s “vanilla” representation. 

ACT-R Classic does not show an obvious cognitive representation of drives and 

goals that may aid with the transition from meditative to social virtual beach scenarios and 

vice-versa. 

ACT-R Classic, generally speaking, would excel at a task-centered approach to 

contemplating a beach scenario. This is because ACT-R Classic contains a dedicated 

pattern matching OR-NODE module (Patt) for converting context-recognizable 

procedures into executable production rules as well as a specialized OR-GATE Buffer hub 

(Buff) for integrating cognitive patterns of a declarative nature (and indirectly, of a 

procedural nature). 

ACT-R Classic’s main weakness for enabling a virtual-agent to interact on a beach 

is that the vanilla version of the architecture does contain ontological representations of 

the agent as a “self”.  

Finite-state sequences in ACT-R Classic can be found in both the procedural and 

declarative modules but the contemplative issue is that these OR-NODES are orphaned 

from having direct interactions with each other. Consequently, an ACT-R agent might have 

a difficult time inspecting and acting upon ontologically complete states that draw from a 

mixture of facts and actions. Some beach contemplation scenarios can only make sense 

if logical facts as well as action-sequences are considered in tandem.  

ACT-R’s Classic sensory I/O drives would directly and constantly influence a 

virtual-agent’s mentalist contemplations and interactive actions while residing on a virtual 

beach.  Both visual and sensorimotor (proprioceptive) information would eventually play a 

role on a virtual beach. For meditative states on a virtual beach, the visual I/O is a more 

crucial cognitive stream for inspiring beach-relevant interactions than procedural motor 

control-information. 
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Kantian Interpretation of ACT-R Classic for Scenario 3 

There are ideal architectural instantiations where a virtual-agent’s mind can 

oscillate between social and meditative states while experiencing a virtual beach scenario. 

However, ACT-R Classic’s architectural affordances are limited to the social setting (and 

state). In the social setting, the virtual ACT-R Classic-agent’s mind is bound, at best, to an 

agreeable contemplative intensity. In this case, the virtual-agent’s mind acts in accordance 

with its self-interest so as to gain a sufficient amount of functional interactivity for social 

competence. ACT-R Classic prefers actionable reasonable estimation over disinterested 

aspects of the imagination. Therefore, even the meditative state will still structure the 

virtual-agent’s mind towards contemplating and reasonably estimating actionable 

behaviors. This type of contemplation would include estimating those particular behaviors 

that are amenable to a social virtual beach setting. In this social setting, it is expected that 

the virtual-agent’s mind – when enhanced with ACT-R Classic and confronted with 

distracting perceptual information - will experience functional incompetence rather than 

higher levels of contemplative intensity.  

 Ideally, a virtual-agent meditating on a virtual beach would be able to entertain 

disinterested thoughts and be attracted to aesthetic phenomena without the functional and 

social distractions related to self-interest (i.e. listening to the synthesized sound of waves 

crashing, watching the sunlight particle effects glitter off of the sea). However, a virtual-

agent running ACT-R Classic would not architecturally be capable of elevating its intensity 

level above the agreeable and towards the beautiful. This is because every percept is 

aligned with declarative memories in order to be expediently matched with production 

rules for execution. It is unlikely that any kind of contemplative intensity threshold would 

be reached with ACT-R Classic as the initialized architecture. Instead, the situation under 

perceptually overwhelming circumstances - especially when transiting back and forth 

between social and meditative states - would be either cognitive paralysis and/or 

functional incompetence.   

Crawfordian Interpretation of ACT-R Classic for Scenario 3 

ACT-R Classic, as mentioned previously, is an architecture optimized for A-state 

maximization. For every C-state, there should be an available A-state that can be triggered 

due to pattern matching with production rules. During the social state, for example, the 
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ACT-R Classic virtual-agent can only conceivable imagine declarations that can be 

matched to accessible available production rules for behavioral execution. 

Conversely, a virtual-agent’s mind during meditation would likely have to shut off 

empirical perceptual flows in order to not having to address something that cannot be 

conceivably contemplated at the declarative level. Otherwise, the ACT-R Classic virtual-

agent would have to resort to prioritizing these empirical percepts and do its best to stop 

conceiving of interactive possibilities that could be available in declarative memories.  For 

a virtual ACT-R Classic-agent’s mind to handle a virtual beach scenario with any 

competency, the production rules and pattern matching buffers should harmonize 

declarative and procedural memories and align themselves to Crawford’s original 

interactive excellence ratio. In other words, the virtual-agent should not imagine anything 

about the beach that it could not think of an associated action (and empirically perceived 

behavior) for.  

6.3.2. ACT-R 5.0+ as the Virtual-Mind for Virtual Beach 
Contemplation 

A virtual-agent using ACT-R 5.0+ for its mind-schema can handle virtual beach 

interactions slightly better than with ACT-R Classic. The reason for this is because the 

expanded version of ACT-R 5.0+ indicates more deliberative buffers for cognitive 

processing, goal formulation (incl. evaluation) and the representation of intentions. These 

buffers are useful for thinking about when and whether to switch back and forth between 

meditative and social states. The configuration rationale will outline with more technical 

detail regarding ACT-R 5.0+’s ideal firing patterns for this particular scenario. 
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Figure 21 - ACT-R 5.0+ Virtual Beach Contemplation Configuration. 

Configuration made by the dissertation author using the PyPhi graph 

visualizer. http://integratedinformationtheory.org/calculate.html. Accessed online, 

September 02, 2016.  

Configuration Rationale of ACT-R 5.0+ for Scenario 3 

 This technical section expands on an ACT-R cognitive enhance for a virtual-agent 

contemplating a simulated beach. In this case, the focus is on the expanded buffer 

representation of ACT-R 5.0+ [Figure 21]. These nodes are expanded modular 
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representations of: production rules, memory systems, information processing buffer 

hubs, goals, drives, motivations, pattern-matching and recognition, self-awareness (where 

applicable), finite-states, and the virtual-agent’s perceptual apparatus.   

 In ACT-R 5.0’s expanded architecture for a virtual beach contemplation scenario, 

the production-rule formulation feed-forward OR-node chain (i.e. rule matching [ProdM], 

rule selection [ProdS], and rule execution [ProdEx] would remain in stand-by mode in case 

rules are to be made about transitioning between meditative and social states. 

Zooming inside this centralized working memory buffer hub (esp. in ACT-R 5.0+), 

one can see the constantly firing goal buffer (GBuff), visual buffer (VBuff), motor buffer 

(MBuff), and retrieval buffer (RBuff). As specialized buffers are representation to be 

distributed rather than centralized, ACT-R 5.0+ can have each of its buffer nodes firing on 

in an active (rather than in a stand-by) cognitive state. In other words, an ACT-R 5.0+ 

agent can rehearse, store and retrieve those memories related to either social or 

meditative states while residing at a virtual beach.   

Zooming in at a higher analytical resolution (esp. for ACT-R 5.0+) shows a tighter 

proxemic integration between declarative and procedural memory via a production rule 

feed-forward OR-chain. This chain links declarations with procedures at the structural level 

of production rule formulations. The virtual-agent will need to constantly assess in real-

time, all facts and assertions pertaining to virtual beach assets, entities, avatars, and 

objects. Therefore, the declarative module is configured in an active firing state for all time-

steps related to this dynamic scenario.  

Overall, the ACT-R 5.0+ agent does not really have access to stored episodes, as 

such. One can claim, however, that the intentions (Int) module in ACT-R 5.0+ can be 

interpreted episodically. An active episodic memory is necessary for cognitively navigating 

around a stochastic environment such as a virtual beach, so it makes sense to have the 

intentions node constantly firing. 

ACT-R 5.0+ can store predicted patterns are measured against a utility function 

and goals. These goals and utilities are both stored in a goal-buffer (GBuff).  Therefore, 

the goal-buffer OR-node can be perpetually firing predictive information, as it relates to 
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the virtual-agent’s particular goals and perceived patterns for this particular beach 

scenario. 

Procedural memory in ACT-R 5.0+ is seen more explicitly throughout the 

production-rule OR-chain, as well as the motor buffer (MBuff) and the manual motor 

module (MaMod). If the virtual-agent is engaging in a mentalist meditative state while 

residing on the beach, then externally perceivable (behavioral) procedures are not 

essential. Therefore, for this virtual beach scenario, the production-rule OR-chain, and the 

two motor-related OR-nodes will remain in stand-by mode rather than actively firing. 

A virtual-agent would normally require some form of reward or punishment to 

reinforce appropriate behaviors and thoughts while residing on a virtual beach. ACT-R 6.0 

at least, does include an algorithm129 that transmits reinforcement signals across the 

architecture’s feed-forward production-rule OR-node chain. These signals are also 

compared with the expected rewards and punishments outlined as part of a utility function 

that related to the goal-buffer (GBuff).  For all time-steps related to this stochastic virtual 

beach scenario, the goal buffer GBuff will perpetually fire reinforcement signals by 

remaining in an active firing state. ACT-R 5.0+ also contains a node for agent intentions 

(Int). This node is mediated by a goal-buffer (GBuff).  The buffered goal information – 

mediated through drives becomes represented indirectly as “drives and motivations”.  

These drives and motivation are eventually processed on a procedural level via a 

production rule OR-chain. This OR-chain remains on stand-by for the possibility of 

procedural processing (i.e. when the virtual-agent enters a social state at the virtual 

beach). If the virtual beach environment is really stochastic and/or contains active social 

and/or explorative possibilities, then the goal-buffer can pass motivational information to 

the motor modules for behavioral action. 

In terms of goals without the explicit specification of functioning as more complex 

motivations and drives, ACT-R 5.0+ relies on the intentions module and the stand-by OR-

chain which handles production rules for procedural (and behavioral) interactivity. 

 
129 Bothel, D. (2004).  ACT-R 6.0 Reference Manual: Working Draft.  Pp. 203-220. Accessed 

online at https://act-r.psy.cmu.edu/wordpress/wp-content/themes/ACT-R/actr6.1/reference-
manual.pdf on October 26, 2016. 

https://act-r.psy.cmu.edu/wordpress/wp-content/themes/ACT-R/actr6.1/reference-manual.pdf
https://act-r.psy.cmu.edu/wordpress/wp-content/themes/ACT-R/actr6.1/reference-manual.pdf
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Occasionally, the virtual-agent might maintain and act upon goals for a successful 

meditative and/or social interaction on the virtual beach. 

Pattern matching in ACT-R 5.0+ is distributed across integrated nodes that link 

procedural and declarative information through a production-rule feed-forward OR-node 

chain. In the case of a virtual scenario, production-rules are in stand-by mode in case the 

virtual-agent wishes to switch from a meditative state to a social (or some other 

behaviorally active) state. 

As mentioned in previous scenarios, ACT-R 5.0+ does not really possess any 

architectural mechanism to handle beach scenarios where some advanced ontological 

sense of self is required. Having said this, the ACT-R 5.0+’s buffers can rudimentarily 

address a sense of self since some kind of self-related goals and intentions are implied. 

ACT-R 5.0+’s pattern matching process is represented by production rule OR-

chain that remains on stand-by in case the virtual-agent has its mind event-triggered from 

a meditative to a social (or some other behaviorally active) state while residing at a virtual 

beach. 

In ACT-R 5.0+, a sensory I/O drives mentalist and more active behaviors for the 

entire cognitive architecture – regardless of the nature of the beach’s phenomenal 

virtuality. It is likely that visual and motor information would eventually play a role on a 

virtual beach with potential proprioceptive and/or social percepts involved. Since motor 

movements are not guaranteed if the virtual-agent remains in a meditative state, the motor 

modules remain in stand-by mode. 

Kantian Interpretation of ACT-R 5.0+ for Scenario 3 

ACT-R 5.0+ is slightly more capable at handling the transitions between a virtual-

agent’s social and meditative states while relaxing on a virtual beach. This is due to this 

enhanced version’s additional buffering capabilities. Having said this, the ACT-R 

architectural family is still focused on prioritizing actionable behaviors and maintaining an 

agreeable level of contemplative intensity. Imagination is still subordinate to reason in this 

virtual beach scenario because ACT-R 5.0+ goal buffers help micro-manage the state 

transition process to ensure that everything imagined can also be reasonably estimated 
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and then, acted upon.  Goals can now anticipate and structure the state-transition 

conditions between social and meditative settings as well as between declarative and 

procedural memories. This buffering management process would also likely ensure that 

the contemplative threshold is never reached. In this way, ACT-R 5.0+ might be more 

tightly locked into the agreeable intensity that ACT-R Classic (which does not have a clear 

representation of buffered goals).   

Crawfordian Interpretation of ACT-R 5.0+ for Scenario 3 

The Crawfordian interpretation of a virtual ACT-R 5.0+-agent’s mind is almost 

identical to that of the interpretation of the ACT-R Classic mind [see ACT-R 

Classic_Crawfordian interpretation]. The only elaboration to make here is that the 

additional buffering capabilities (esp. with the goal buffer, GBuff) allow for a closer 

realization of Crawford’s original ratio for interactive excellence. By aligning thoughts and 

actions to an anticipatory assessment of goals, the virtual-agent will not conceive of 

anything that cannot be acted upon at a virtual beach. 

6.3.3. SOAR as the Virtual-Mind for Virtual Beach Contemplation  

SOAR is a task-driven cognitive architecture. Because of this pre-designed 

characterization, SOAR is more optimized for applying operators to aid the transition from 

what a virtual SOAR-agent would perceive as “problem-states” into “preferable-states”. 

Providing that the states contain action-sequences related to functional interactivity 

(possibly in addition to cognitive interactivity), then SOAR can handle the management of 

social-states for a virtual-agent residing on a simulated beach.  Otherwise, SOAR needs 

to convert idle meditative (cognitive) content into a proxy for something actionable for 

SOAR to be effective in a virtual beach scenario. Ultimately, SOAR is more apt at handling 

social states rather than contemplative states in this stochastic context. The technical 

aspects as to how SOAR addresses both meditative (contemplative) and social states for 

an agent situated on a simulated beach are covered in the following configuration 

rationale. 
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Figure 22 - SOAR Virtual Beach Contemplation (anticipatory meta-state) 
Configuration. 

Configuration made by the dissertation author using the PyPhi online graph 

visualizer. http://integratedinformationtheory.org/calculate.html. Accessed online, 

September 02, 2016.  
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Figure 23 - SOAR Virtual Beach Contemplation (reserved meta-state) 
Configuration. 

Configuration made by the dissertation author using the PyPhi online graph 

visualizer. http://integratedinformationtheory.org/calculate.html. Accessed online, 

August 02, 2016.  

Configuration Rationale of SOAR for Scenario 3 

This section discusses SOAR’s role with helping a virtual-agent’s mind 

contemplate a simulated beach. Hermeneutically, a virtual-agent may be in an anticipatory 

state where it expects to take expedient action for some type of social beach interaction. 

In this case, the cognitive information flow must be expedited by representing all 

processing hubs as being in stand-by mode [Figure 22].  Otherwise, the virtual-agent is 

free to entertain the combination of any possibility before considering to decide or act. This 

latter situation can be illustrated showing the perpetual firing activity of all nodes [Figure 

23]. Such perpetual firing would be necessary for the virtual-agent to contemplate 

perceptual content pertaining to both meditative and social states that might be 

dynamically triggered on a simulated beach. 

The technical aspects of SOAR’s configuration capabilities must be discussed with 

regards to: production rules, memory systems, goals, drives, motivations, pattern 
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recognizers and matchers, the virtual-agent’s self-representation, finite-state manager, as 

well as SOAR’s trademark chunking mechanism, and decision cycle. Finally, the virtual-

agent’s perceptual apparatus also needs to be mentioned with regards to SOAR’s proper 

and qualia configurations. 

 Of all the cognitive architectures, SOAR was most designed with production rules 

in mind.  The more rules there are stored in production memory (PM) about a beach 

scenario, the more the SOAR-agent would be able to respond in the appropriate 

behavioral manner as a virtual-agent contemplating a beach simulation.  SOAR’s 

production rules are centralized in the production memory but draw from dynamic 

operators that are enacted serially but are distributed across SOAR’s decision cycle OR-

CHAIN.   

SOAR’s working memory module is a centralized OR-NODE hub that would 

rehearse and memorize semantically compressed facts (stored as script-files) as well as 

direct episodic information about the virtual beach assets and possibly also the expected 

reinforcement signals (i.e. rewards and punishments) that might result from prioritizing 

some assets (e.g. the virtual climate) over others (e.g. other agents and virtual avatars). 

These reinforcements can also be rehearsed to help remind the virtual-agent’s mind 

whether it is imagining a beach or resides as an embodied avatar-agent at a simulated 

beach in a virtual world. The working memory hub also acts as an OR-GATE (i.e. episodic 

memories are optionally rehearsed) as it must account for cognitive information being 

passed through SOAR’s trademark decision cycle for actionable deliberation. 

In SOAR, a virtual-agent cannot really contemplate the deep semantics of what it 

means to reside on a virtual beach or imagine itself residing in one. At best, the virtual-

agent’s mind compresses all purely deliberative information regarding the semantic 

content of virtual beach assets and entities in terms of chunked (and potentially actionable) 

assertions. In other words, the SOAR-agent can only contemplate ways to solve the 

“problem” of residing on a beach rather than to contemplate the beach for its own 

teleological sake. Having said this, semantic learning (SL) and semantic memory (SM) 

modules need to be on and potentially firing even if no actual philosophical semantics are 

being addressed to any reasonable degree of depth. The so-called “semantic” memory is 
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an OR-CHAIN process that is dependent on production memory (PM) for proper 

functioning – even if this cognitive information feed is plausibly bi-directional. 

A SOAR-agent’s episodic memory (EM) and episodic learning (EL) form a 

sequential OR-CHAIN that connects directly with the working memory hub (WM). In the 

beach scenario, different episodes are rehearsed in short-term memory before 

consolidating and compressing in to long-term “semantic” (declarative) memory chunks 

for efficient task-solving decision processes.  

For SOAR-agents using SOAR 9 or higher, there are dedicated cognitive OR-

GATE components addressing prospective memory.  Even with earlier SOAR versions, 

predictive capabilities are structurally implied in the decision cycle steps three to four, and 

seven, but are paradoxically re-interpreted as linear OR-STEPS to suit SOAR’s mostly 

serial decision process. It is through these components and cycle-steps – all needing to 

constantly fire – that the virtual-agent can predict what will happen next in the beach 

scenario. 

Contemplating a mentalist representation of a virtual beach scenario would entail 

proposing, comparing, and then selecting many procedural operators to indicate what the 

SOAR-agent could decide to do (or not do) while taking in the beach’s sensorial climate.   

In the decision cycle, this action-deliberation process would take place between steps 

three to five.  However, if the contemplation remains at the mentalist level, then applying 

these operators into an action sequence from step six onward, might not be absolutely 

necessary. Despite not being completely necessary, these steps would be available for 

firing to ensure that the OR-CHAIN aspect of the decision cycle completes. One way to 

nullify prioritize the contemplation of procedural actions over the execution of them would 

be to apply a null (or “do nothing” – i.e. “remain idle”) operator. 

SOAR’s reinforcement learning (RL) capabilities are directly connected to a 

dedicated production memory (PM) module. Production rules are the most conventional 

conceptual representations of cognition in SOAR’s particular architectural configuration. 

In SOAR’s case, reinforcement signals are available to constantly influence the 

teleological outcomes of those conditional statements about what is possible and 

desirable (or potentially hazardous) when contemplating a virtual beach. As with the 
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simulation-awareness scenario, plugging reinforcement signals into production rule 

formulations is optional and is an OR-NODE as it is not essential for the virtual SOAR-

agent to function properly when contemplating a virtual beach. 

In SOAR, the closest thing to a dedicated goal-module is the evaluation OR-NODE 

(EVAL). It is possible that goals could be modeled in the evaluation node that prioritize 

relaxation over (the thought of) socializing and these evaluations could be rehearsed in 

working memory (WM) to determine if they should be memorized for short-term or longer-

term deliberations. It is also plausible that the “state elaboration” OR-STEP of the decision 

cycle (step two) could elaborate on the kind of idle or social state it wishes to asses through 

the proposing, comparing, and selecting of operators relevant to one of these preferred 

states. Ultimately, this preference is pre-determined by the AI Cognition Designer – e.g. 

human. 

 If the virtual SOAR-agent encounters too many semantically complicated 

contemplation scenarios on the beach and cannot decide whether to be social or 

meditative, then a decision-impasse is reached. From this decision impasse, a sub-goal 

is automatically generated (Laird, 2012: 68). This sub-goal will have the aim to inform the 

virtual SOAR-agent that one of the states can be elaborated with currently accessible 

operators and allow the agent’s decisions to more completely progress along the decision 

cycle OR-STEPS than the other state. 

SOAR’s entire architecture integrates the decision cycle with a working memory 

(WM) OR-GATE hub that communicates with declarative (“semantic”) and episodic 

knowledge. For example, production rule conditional statements learned episodically from 

contemplating the virtual beach assets, avatars, and other agents can directly inform the 

state-elaboration OR-STEP (step two) of the decision cycle. 

In SOAR, there is no specific module or node per se that deals directly with self-

monitoring. However, SOAR treats every contemplative scenario (esp. of the virtual beach 

(as a problem to be solved and/or a task to be fulfilled. If self-awareness is modeled as a 

problem or task to solve and can be itemized as such, then a virtual SOAR-agent can 

address the problem (impasses) by automatically generating sub-goal sub-states across 

its decision cycle (Laird, 2012: 66). 
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SOAR’s defining feature is its decision cycle OR-STEP chain.  In step two of the 

decision cycle, the SOAR agent can assess which particular beach-contemplation state it 

is currently in (e.g. meditative or social) and how this can be elaborated upon by proposing, 

comparing, ranking, and selecting the most appropriate cognitive operators for that state 

(possibly as a means to switch to some other finite state). However, the virtual SOAR-

agent cannot transition to another state until the decision loop serially completes its cycle. 

Impasses can break the cyclical chain but even in those cases, the automatic sub-goal 

sub-states cannot gain access to those same operators that applied to that original state 

that has since been broken by an impasse (Laird, 2012: 68).  

Visual and sensorimotor inputs in SOAR - when related to a virtual beach scenario 

- are not clearly designated but are implied as percepts in step one of the decision cycle 

for cognitive processing. The OR-STEPS serially following this initial perception will 

eventually lead to some kind of (not necessarily behavioral) output that can be fed back 

into the decision cycle for state elaboration as input. Visual and sensorimotor information 

might also receive optional reinforcement signals from the RL OR-NODE.  

Kantian Interpretation of SOAR for Scenario 3 

A virtual SOAR-agent sees every task and state as a problem configuration worth 

solving. In the virtual beach scenario, this agent must select the appropriate operators 

through its decision cycle to consider actions on which state to be in (meditative and social-

functional) and why. A virtual SOAR-agent decides on the relatively utility of being in one 

state over another through the optimization of operational reasonable estimation. 

Determining the utility of each beach-residing state will be partially based on how the 

cognitive architect chooses to symbolically represent these beach experiences (as 

represented via the aforementioned generic virtual assets and percept) as problems to 

operate upon and solve. If the production rules and tasks (including representations of 

desired states) are functionally tractable than SOAR can perform reasonable estimation 

and maintain an agreeable contemplative intensity without much of a need to imagine 

additional states and operators etc. If the tasks to operate on are abstract and not 

functionally actionable in any empirically verifiable way than the virtual SOAR-agent will 

be seen as engaging in aesthetic meditation at the beautiful disinterested contemplative 

intensity. For example, the virtual SOAR-agent’s mind might be tasked with focusing its 
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gaze on certain particle reflections off of the beach waves. For the most part through, 

SOAR has been optimized for functional state-transitioning, operationalization, and 

problem solving. As a result, a virtual SOAR-agent’s mind is likely to prefer those operators 

that can maintain an anticipatory social-functional state where operator pruning, 

production rule matching, and (over) chunking is more likely to occur. 

In the virtual beach scenario, it is usually SOAR’s trademark decision cycle that 

rationally determines when to switch between meditative and social states. Because of 

this architectural decision cycle prioritization, reasonable estimation take precedence over 

the imagination. If this particular beach scenario causes the virtual SOAR-agent’s mind to 

oscillate too frequently between meditative (i.e. imaginative) and social-functional (i.e. 

reasonably estimating) states, then an impasse is reached, and the agent has to 

automatically generate some sub-goals to bypass the impasse. It is only in this instance 

where too many operators might be proposed too quickly and that a transcendent sublime 

cognitive threshold could be plausibly reached. However, SOAR is not usually chosen to 

contemplate and “solve” abstract concepts, so a virtual SOAR-agent is only likely to benefit 

from SOAR’s idiosyncratic capabilities for the social-functional state. 

Crawfordian Interpretation of SOAR for Scenario 3 

A virtual SOAR-agent in any scenario – including this virtual beach scenario – uses 

its mind to act as an A-state maximizer or at the very least, as an A-state balancer (i.e. in 

accordance with Crawford’s ratio for interactive excellence). A virtual SOAR-agent cannot 

truly contemplate any stochastic scenario unless it can find A-state correlates to 

conceivably plausible thoughts (i.e. C-states).  Even at the constructionist task formulation 

level, the SOAR cognitive architects must consider how the conceivable content and 

context can be sufficiently grounded (e.g. symbolically) so that SOAR can propose and 

perform accessible operations on that task. Everything conceivable must at least be 

accessible enough for proper production-rule pruning and concept chunking. In other 

words, the task should not be too abstract and should allow for any C-state having an 

associated A-state.  Because of these architectural limitations, the virtual SOAR-agent will 

seek pruned and (over) chunked A-states related to functional-social scenarios rather than 

those reliant on C-state contemplation (e.g. deep aesthetically focused thoughts about the 

beach). Even though it is technically plausible that the agent might inadvertently 
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experience a plethora of C-states due to the constant switching between meditative and 

social states; SOAR has a proxy-goal-node (EVAL) for ensuring that what it conceives is 

aligning with its pre-designed goals. Overall, a virtual SOAR-agent is more likely to be an 

A-state maximizer when residing on a virtual beach.  

6.3.4. CLARION as the Virtual-Mind for Virtual Beach 
Contemplation 

CLARION’s hallmark ability to convert implicit knowledge into explicit knowledge, 

and vice versa, lends itself well to a virtual-agent using this architecture for contemplating 

activities, assets, percepts, and meditative states on a simulated beach.  CLARION’s four 

deeply integrated subsystems allows for a virtual-agent to contemplate: its personal goal-

driven drives and motivations; whether to deliberate or to act; as well as to monitor its own 

contemplative activities.  The configuration rationale will go into more technical detail as 

to the specific CLARION components required for virtual beach contemplation. 
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Figure 24 - CLARION Virtual Beach Contemplation (anticipatory meta-state) 
Configuration. 

Configuration made by the dissertation author using the PyPhi online graph 

visualizer. http://integratedinformationtheory.org/calculate.html. Accessed online, 

October 06, 2016.  
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Figure 25 - CLARION Virtual Beach Contemplation (reserved meta-state) 
Configuration. 

Configuration made by the dissertation author using the PyPhi online graph 

visualizer. http://integratedinformationtheory.org/calculate.html. Accessed online, 

October 06, 2016.  

Configuration Rationale of CLARION for Scenario 3  

This section addresses the technical configurations required for a virtual-agent’s 

mind to connect most optimally with a CLARION architecture while residing on a simulated 

beach. This virtual beach would typically have environmental opportunities for the virtual-

agent to transition frequently between social and meditative states. This beach scenario 

would be the most practical one for CLARION.  CLARION’s deeply convoluted network of 

architectural sub-systems, algorithms, and nodes lends itself well to contemplation of 

every kind including those activities related to functional interactivity (on occasion).    

Hermeneutically speaking, the virtual-agent might need more modules 

represented as OR-NODES in order to expedite the cognitive flow and anticipate various 

interactive outcomes [Figure 24]. Otherwise, the virtual-agent can be in a more reserved 

meta-state by contemplating many (cognitively) interactive outcomes before making any 

decision. In this latter case, one will see more AND-NODE relationships. This latter 
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interpretation also allows for the idea that all nodes should show that they are perpetually 

active [Figure 25]. 

A full discussion of CLARION’s configuration capabilities for this scenario must be 

articulated in terms of: production rules, memory systems, reinforcement signals, goals, 

drives, motivations, pattern matching and recognition mechanisms, self-awareness, finite-

states, and the virtual-agent’s perceptual apparatus. 

 CLARION distributes production rules that were originally represented as implicit 

knowledge but would eventually be encoded by the Rule-Extraction-Refinement (RER) 

algorithm as explicit knowledge. CLARION is also capable of storing hand-coded and/or 

explicit logical states as production rule formulations.  These encoded production-rules 

are primarily addressed across various nodes (i.e. user knowledge [UK], environment 

knowledge [EK], and task knowledge [TK]) that orbit the non-action centered subsystem 

(NACS). The one outlier to the gravitational pull of the NACS is the task model (TM) node 

that is considered part of the motivational subsystem (MS).  For introverted beach 

contemplation scenarios, the agent does not necessarily need to draw from the MS for 

inspiration. However, when social protocols as well as environmental rewards (incl. 

receiving a point-score tally) and hazards come into play, the virtual-agent must consult 

its motivational task model to ensure it is behaving in the most appropriate manner. Such 

behavioral output (or exclusively mentalist output in the imagination realm) would receive 

associated rewards and punishments from the reinforcement signaling (RS) node which 

is also native to the MS. 

In CLARION, the working memory (WM) hub and the working memory action 

network (WMAN) are AND-NODES130 that directly communicate with both the action and 

non-action centered subsystems (ACS and NACS) in order to think as well as act – based 

on any empirical and/or imagined cognitive information. In the beach scenario, the 

CLARION-agent would retrieve episodic facts from long term memory related to memories 

of other beaches (or of other situations that have occurred on the same beach). This 

virtual-agent would still need to rehearse those shorter-term memories that would require 

the agent to act upon contemplated information. For example, real-time social interactions 

 
130 In the anticipatory interpretation, the WMAN node would remain as an OR-NODE due to there 

only being one feeder node (i.e. the ACS). 
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with other avatars or agents on the beach will require some interaction protocols to be 

rehearsed (e.g. greeting and/or evasion protocols). For purely introspective beach 

contemplation scenarios, the working memory modules would not always need to always 

be communicating with the ACS but should at least communicate constantly with the 

NACS while remaining on standby for any stochastic beach scenario does require some 

relatively hasty social and/or proprioceptive interaction. 

Declarative knowledge in CLARION can either be embedded by the cognition 

designer and/or automatically converted from implicit (incl. procedural) knowledge via the 

rule-extraction refinement (RER) algorithm. CLARION’s declarative knowledge can be 

distributed across the NACS, MS and MCS but usually resides in user knowledge (UK), 

environment knowledge (EK) and task knowledge (TK) nodes. For meditative, 

proprioceptive and social beach scenarios, these co-dependent knowledge modules must 

be perpetually integrated via an AND-GATE configuration in order to formulate a 

semantically sensible form of episodic knowledge.  

Episodic memory in CLARION mostly resides in the user knowledge (UK) module 

but is also deeply integrated with semantic information streams trickling in from 

environment knowledge (EK) and task knowledge (TM) modules. In the case of even the 

most meditative beach scenario, the virtual-agent would still need to actively contemplate 

its personal relationship to its surroundings (environment) and any possible proprioceptive 

and/or social interaction with objects, event-triggering scripts, and other agents (incl. 

avatars; TK). Some beach-related episodes are tied to motivations and drives (e.g. the 

drive to not get hurt or to pay attention to particular objects and agents). In such cases, 

the motivational subsystem (MS) also plays a role.  If the virtual CLARION-agent has a 

heightened form of episodic self-awareness, then the meta-cognitive subsystem (MCS) 

must also oversee the increasingly complicated convolutional cognitive network. In every 

case, a virtual CLARION-agent must consult these AND-NODES131 in order to relate to 

personally salient episodes while residing on the beach (and/or contemplating an 

imagined beach strictly within the mind). 

 
131  In the anticipatory-state CLARION flow-charts, the MCS and MS hubs are represented as 

OR-NODES as each of them only has a single feeder node. 
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In a heavily integrated cognitive architecture such as CLARION, prospects about 

the virtual-agent’s future deliberations and actions on the beach do not reside in a singular 

memory module. Instead, these predictions represented as both implicit and explicit 

knowledge and are distributed as an AND-GATE network132 across the meta-cognitive 

subsystem (MCS), as well as the goal structure (GS) and goal action network (GSACT) 

nodes from the motivational subsystem (MS). Rewards and/or punishments for making 

predictions regarding the future outcomes of particular deliberations and actions while on 

the beach are assigned by the reinforcement signalling (RS) node. This prospective 

information configuration remains basically the same whether it is for meditative, 

proprioceptive, or social beach scenarios. The only mild exception would be in the case 

of introspective (meditative) beach scenarios where achieving goals and actions is not 

necessarily as prioritized as in other more functionally interactive cases. 

Procedural memory is especially important when the beach scenarios involve 

social and/or proprioceptive (i.e. navigation and self-embodiment) situations. A virtual 

CLARION agent needs to be aware of how to move or relax properly on a beach as well 

as interact with dynamic objects and with other potentially social entities (i.e. avatars and 

agents).  In anything more than a purely mentalist imagining of a situation where the agent 

meditates on an empty beach, a virtually embodied CLARION-agent is likely to convert 

proprioceptive and social information about particular and canonical beach encounters 

into declarative production rules and protocol scripts. These formal protocols are stored in 

the non-action centered subsystem (NACS) for further contemplation and deliberation.  

Eventually, these formalized rule-sets and protocol scripts (incl. context-specific frames) 

can be executed back as implicit (not “consciously” aware) and explicit (“consciously” 

aware) procedures through the external action network (EAN) located in the action-

centered subsystem (ACS). This cyclical process that occurs back and forth between 

action and non-action centered subsystems forms a larger cognitive AND-GATE 

network.133 

The reinforcement signaling (RS) module in CLARION is an AND-NODE highly 

integrated with the meta-cognitive subsystem (MCS), the action-centered subsystem 

 
132 “  “ 
133 “ “. 
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(ACS) and the motivational subsystem (MS). The RS module in particular, is the most 

influential for those virtual beach scenarios involving rewards and punishments for 

proprioception, socializing, and performing embodied procedural actions. The RS module 

can also play a less explicit role in the non-action centered subsystem (NACS) when the 

virtual CLARION-agent wishes to imagine and predict the possible rewards and 

punishments for particular actions it could enact on the simulated beach. 

In CLARION, it is best to configure the dedicated drives (DR) module as an OR-

NODE since it is not always needed to be in full force and an essential cognitive 

component for every semantically salient beach scenario.  For example, the drive to not 

be distracted by other agents, hazardous objects, and abrasive climates (incl. harsh 

ambient sound effects etc.) might be the only drive that would be considered by a virtual-

agent choosing to contemplate residing at the beach in the most relaxed manner possible. 

However, motivations are still tied with some type of goal (even those without a particular 

affective driving force behind them) and so overall, CLARION’s motivational subsystem 

still needs to be configured as an AND-NETWORK (with the orphaned drive OR-NODE 

as being occasionally part of it). 

Goals – for full semantic comprehension – are best represented as AND-NODES 

in CLARION. These AND-NODES are connected to the motivational subsystem (MS) and 

consistently considered regardless of the precise interactive nature of the beach scenario 

(i.e. meditative, proprioceptive, and social).  These goals may or may not be enhanced by 

the orphaned drives (DR) OR-NODE but are certainly augmented by positive and negative 

reinforcement signals transmitted by the RS node. Deliberations over these goals will be 

sent to the non-action centered subsystem (NACS) if meditative deliberations are 

required. These contemplated goals might also be passed on to the action centered 

subsystem (ACS) if more blatant interactions on the beach or more appropriate. 

CLARION recognizes and matches semantic patterns not so much in terms of 

modular nodes but in distributed terms of an AND-CHAIN containing bi-directional implicit 

and explicit cognitive information. At a simulated beach, the virtual CLARION-agent, for 

example, might learn to episodically associate particular thoughts about the beach with 

particular movements to be performed while residing at this beach (e.g. optimal relaxation 

positions, finding the safest and/or most social situation etc.).  Using the RER algorithm, 
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the agent might even convert trial-and-error mistakes into rules and protocols to ensure a 

more optimal contemplation situation in future beach scenarios. Drives and motivations 

might be addressed but are not essential when learning new salient procedural and 

declarative patterns relating to a particular virtual beach. 

CLARION’s meta-cognitive subsystem (MCS) determines the virtual-agent’s 

sense of self and its sense of proprioceptive embodiment (actual or imagined) at a virtual 

beach. The MCS consolidates impulses from the motivation subsystem (MS) with the non-

action centered subsystem for thought-processing as well as the ACS for direct action 

(through the external action network – EAN). To properly contemplate a virtual beach, 

there must be some genuine self-awareness modeled by the architecture – even if this 

self-awareness is rudimentary and does not actually involve the phenomena of 

“consciousness”. This self-awareness can only perceive semantic salience if the MCS is 

deeply integrated as a recurrent AND-GATE hub with every other subsystem in 

CLARION.134 

Deliberations and actions – whether implicit or explicitly represented – can be 

found in finite-states that are addressed symbiotically across CLARION’s four 

subsystems.  For example, action-protocols suggesting the most appropriate responses 

when residing on a (virtual) beach can be stored in and retrieved from an emergent  task-

model (TM), and be executed by the external action network (EAN).  Further, particular 

states preferred by pre-determined goals can be monitored and reinforced by the 

motivational subsystem (MS) and the meta-cognitive subsystem (MCS). These states can 

also be ranked by the non-action centered subsystem for further deliberation and decision 

making. All of these cognitive interactions are co-dependent on each sub-system and 

node. 

Visual and sensorimotor information in CLARION is simply represented as “input” 

(IN) and executed as actionable output (OUT).  Regardless, CLARION needs to have a 

perpetually active I/O interface in order to function cognitively and/or practically in a 

meditative, proprioceptive or social virtual beach scenario. 

 
134 To expedite the cognitive information flow for some beach contemplation scenarios, the MCS 

and MS could both function as OR-NODES.   
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Kantian Interpretation of CLARION for Scenario 3 

The Kantian analysis of a virtual CLARION-agent residing on a virtual beach is 

very similar to that of the meditation scenario [6.1.4 - Kantian Interpretation]. The only 

elaboration to consider for this virtual beach is that this agent can also contemplate a 

social-functional state in addition to a purely meditative scenario.  

While meditating on a beach, a virtual CLARION-agent primarily uses the NACS 

although the ACS is also occasionally consulted.  If the intended contemplative intensity 

is of the agreeable, then the contemplated (imagined) percepts rely more on inter-

communication with desires and motivations emanating from the MS. If pure disinterested 

(possibly aesthetic) contemplation occurs while on a virtual beach, then the MS can be 

ignored.  In this latter case, the virtual CLARION-agent is expected to be contemplating at 

a beautiful intensity level. The MCS can be active during this meditative state to regulate 

whether the MS and/or the ACS is to be influential or not. Both the MS and the ACS can 

represent “self-interest” in this meditative context. The ACS determines the degree to 

which thoughts can be reasonable estimated for practical action(s). If the ACS and MS 

are both completely disabled, there is the possibility that the virtual CLARION-agent mind 

will enter (and perhaps, accidentally) cross the transcendent sublime contemplative 

threshold. It is up to the MCS whether or not to prevent this from happening or enable this 

contemplative transcendence process by having the MCS also recursively contemplate its 

own functionality in real-time.  

The virtual CLARION-agent may conversely be in a social and/or functionally 

interactive state. In this case, the MCS allows both the MS (i.e. representing self-interest) 

and the ACS (i.e. representing reasonable estimation) become more dominant so that an 

agreeable contemplative intensity can be persistently maintained.  In this case, the 

imaginative capabilities of CLARION – explicitly and implicitly – will be repressed for social 

functionality on a virtual beach.  

Crawfordian Interpretation of CLARION for Scenario 3 

The Crawfordian understanding of a virtual CLARION-agent residing on a virtual 

beach is very similar to that of the meditation scenario [6.1.4 - Crawfordian Interpretation]. 

The virtual beach scenario, in particular also must address an additional social and/or 
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functional state and the ways in which the virtual-agent’s mind could conceivably or 

practically transition from a meditative state to this social-functional state and vice-versa.  

A virtual CLARION-agent that is meditating on the beach will likely be focusing on 

the contemplation of C-states within the NACS. The MS may or may not play a role during 

this meditation although usually, the MS is ignored as self-interest can interfere with 

teleologically contemplating possibilities for their own sake(s).  C-state maximization – 

even during meditation – is not recommended here since there is the possibility that social 

and/or functional factors could eventually come into play during this virtual beach scenario. 

The virtual-agent’s mind must be on standby to process some A-states as a contingency 

to handle a situation where the agent must be forced to transition its state-awareness from 

meditative to social and/or functional.  If the virtual CLARION-agent feels sufficiently 

isolated from social and/or functional distractions, then this mind can enter a more 

reserved meta-state where additional C-states can be contemplated for their own sake(s). 

A virtual CLARION-agent that is prioritizing social and/or functional interactions on 

the virtual beach will ensure – through the MCS - that the MS and ACS will provide 

corresponding A-states for every C-state expectation.  

6.4. Scenario 4 – Functional Contemplation Activity -
Recursive Self-Improvement 

One optimistic topic that has existed since the 1960s (Good, 1965) and is still seen 

as relevant within the AGI scholarly community is the meta-cognitive notion that machines 

(i.e. agents) can use their own cognitive resources and capabilities and/or search for 

newer resources and capabilities in order to improve those capabilities over time. In other 

words, an agent can bootstrap from its own intelligence and resourcefulness to locate 

additional resources from an external environment (and/or from imagined simulations) that 

will enable it to become even more intelligent (possibly at an exponential rate, see 

Yudkowsky, 2008; Hutter, 2012).  This idea is known as “recursive self-improvement”. In 

this kind of scenario, the virtual-agent will begin from practical stand-point of functional 

interactivity (Zimmerman, 2004) and determine the most optimal heuristic ways – given 

current virtual resources (i.e. assets) and cognitive capabilities – to eventually approve its 
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own intelligence at a rapid pace. Already, initial technical steps have been taken to allow 

virtual-agent minds to recursively self-improve. For example, Google has insisted that on 

a connectionist level, recursive self-improvement in a neural network for machine learning 

is now starting to become a practical reality (see Guyon et al., 2016).135  

The idea that an agent can use its own mind to find ways to improve its intellectual 

capabilities far beyond its pre-designed capabilities and beyond human-level capabilities 

will eventually surpass the functional and practical. As a result, the teleological fulfillment 

of full-blown recursive self-improvement will be perceived by other interacting agents 

(virtual or otherwise) as inherently transcendent and sublime in the Kantian sense.  This 

is because an agent that is able to properly improve its own cognitive capabilities through 

rapid simulation, might reach some kind of intellectual omega point singularity that “far 

surpasses” our comprehension and apprehension (mathematical estimation) regarding 

how intelligent this agent has actually become (based on Kant, 1790; Dewey, 2011: 2).   

 This particular scenario will speculate about a virtual-agent that intensely 

contemplates virtual resources and assets with the aim of initiating and maintaining the 

exploratory process of recursive self-improvement. As with the final scenario [6.5 – 

Universal Contemplation Scenario], this recursive self-improvement scenario addresses 

and presses towards the upper bounds of a virtual-agent’s cognitive capabilities. 

The technical details underpinning a recursive self-improvement scenario – as 

speculative as it can become – still involve a pragmatic hermeneutic analysis of the role, 

function and default configuration(s) (where applicable) of those various architectural 

mechanisms conventionally involved with cognition. For example, it is redundant to state 

that any self-monitoring component (e.g. CLARION’s MCS) must be always 

communicating with other modules in a very convoluted and intense manner in order to 

allow the virtual-agent to effectively contemplate a recursive self-improvement scenario. 

Other than the self-monitoring components, the virtual-agent must also consider the role, 

 
135 The mass-media became publically aware of this technical advance during Google’s I/O 

Conference held between May 17-19, 2017 - https://events.google.com/io/ - Accessed May 
21, 2017. For a news release, see “Google’s New AI Is Better at Creating AI Than the 
Company’s Engineers" (Tom Ward, May 19, 2017).  https://futurism.com/googles-new-ai-is-
better-at-creating-ai-than-the-companys-engineers/ - Accessed May 21, 2017. 

https://events.google.com/io/
https://futurism.com/googles-new-ai-is-better-at-creating-ai-than-the-companys-engineers/
https://futurism.com/googles-new-ai-is-better-at-creating-ai-than-the-companys-engineers/
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function and anticipated configurations of: memory modules, bio-inspired impulses, 

decision-to-action mechanisms, and its perceptual apparatus. 

Firstly, a virtual-agent that initiates a recursive self-improvement process will need 

to begin with clearly defined production rules. This virtual-agent will need to constantly 

monitor these dynamically updating production rules in order to understand what its own 

mind is currently capable of contemplating. Further, the virtual-agent will need to 

continually assess whether these current production rules, policies, and utilities are 

sufficient for functioning as intelligently as possible, or whether such rules/policies/utilities 

are hindering the agent’s ability to transcend its own current modes of thinking. The agent 

will also need production rules to determine when it is presented with optimal conditions 

to upgrade its logical capacity with new features and upgrades etc. The agent will need to 

be in constant communication with its production rule store so as to update its knowledge 

of all the available virtual resources in its world (or imagined simulation of such a world) 

for recursive self-improvement. Production rules might be modified as well as 

contemplated by the agent.  Improved production rules will provide the agent with new 

conditions for whether to upgrade its own mind (code-base) or not, based on available 

resources and contemplative context. 

Secondly, a virtual-agent focused on the act of recursively improving its own 

cognitive capabilities will require occasional access to a functional working memory 

mechanism. Working memory is usually essential for memory consolidation but in this 

scenario, this module does not always need to be active. General working memory 

rehearsal processes might at times, be considered superfluous to a virtual-agent that is 

singularly focused on recursive self-improvement.  In fact, an overactive working memory 

that is constantly rehearsing and memorizing all the ways in which it can help the agent’s 

virtual mind improve at each and every time-step might be too distracting from other 

cognitive functions that may help the virtual-agent to unintentionally discover alternative 

(e.g. more transitive) modes of thought for discovering methods of self-improvement. 

Thirdly, declarative and semantic memory plays a crucial role for assessing 

whether or not conditions are ideal for discovering and discovering new mental-schemas. 

Basically, the virtual-agent requires dynamic access to all of the facts and assertions being 

updated in real-time to determine whether the agent is satisfied with its current intelligence 
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incarnation or will need to more actively pursue other self-optimizing algorithms. The self-

improving agent will also need access to those salient facts/assertions/declarations 

relating to all of the virtual resources/assets currently discovered and/or worth discovering 

(or are more worth ignoring). 

One of the most important mechanisms that is useful to any virtual-agent actively 

intending to improve their own cognitive capabilities is episodic memory. For recursive 

self-improvement and self-modification purposes in particular, a virtual-agent would want 

to assess personal episodes from its life-history to date regarding the states, constraints, 

affordances, and stories of its past self-representation. A virtual-agent would also require 

its imagined episodes depicting new and improved versions of itself (i.e. its represented 

self-concept) thinking and acting in a virtual (or imagined) world. When hypothesized 

futures are involved, episodic memory modules must also be closely integrated with 

prospective memory to enable predictive capabilities.  As with the need to integrate 

episodic memory modules, a scenario involving recursive self-improvement and self-

modification would compel the virtual-agent to assess personal episodes from its life-

history to date regarding the states, constraints, affordances, and stories of its past self-

representation. These assessments are performed so that this virtual-agent’s mind can 

reasonably predict and extrapolate imagined episodes depicting future versions of itself 

deliberating, contemplating, and acting in a virtual (or imagined) world.  

Procedural memory also plays a significant functional role during occasions where 

a virtual-agent wishes to improve its own virtual mind. For example, an agent seeking 

recursive self-improvement might wish to access a procedural memory store in order to 

assess the tasks and skill-sets required to optimize its own goals and possibly improve 

them.  Consulting a procedural memory module also allows the agent to perform, review, 

and modify some empirical induction routines and gather evidence related to those 

procedures that could be improved upon for a more optimal agent self-representation in 

the foreseeable future. 

The usage and reception of reinforcement signals via reinforcement learning 

models would serve as an asset but not a necessity when configuring a self-improving 

virtual mind. One possibility might be that a virtual-agent would wish to monitor - and 

perhaps even set – reinforcement signals to reward or punish the contemplated 
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consequence of initializing new operating programs as part of its primary mental-

schema.136    

Bio-inspired cognitive mechanisms such as those related to motivations and 

drives, have the most influence on those virtual-agents that value anthropomorphic 

cognitive representations. In the context of recursive self-improvement, motivations and 

drives would primarily be contemplated to monitor the anthropomorphic virtual-agent’s 

mental health, set of values (i.e. assessed through a utility function and/or policy), and 

safety concerns over time.  Such motivations and drives would only need to be checked 

to see if the original goal of improving oneself would still be aligned with those motivations 

(or drives) originally intended by either the designer and/or the agent itself. An overall drive 

or motivation would only need to be continually assessed via say, a dynamic utility function 

and/or a policy to ensure that the agent’s original goal does not become too corrupted 

over time due to undesirable self-improvements (Everitt et al., 2017). If value consistency 

and safety are not explicit design concerns for long term contemplation (e.g. predicting the 

personality traits of ever-evolving present and future avatar selves), then keeping track of 

motivations and drives would not be absolutely necessary for this particular scenario. 

However, for all virtual-agent types, at least one specified goal would need to be designed 

and continually consulted – regardless of bio-inspiration - so that the virtual-agent can 

contemplate and compare the degree to which new iterations of its mind have improved 

(or degraded) over current and previous versions.  

Drives and motivations might also come into play to ensure that the goal’s original 

intention is conserved over time – unless core goal modification is essential for a positive 

recursive self-improvement. Beyond the core goals and values, contemplating teleological 

motivations and drives over time is an optional design feature rather than an essential 

one.    

Pattern-matching and recognition modules must always be contemplated in a 

recursive self-improvement scenario. The reason why such modules need to be 

perpetually connected is so that the agent can efficiently ensure that it contemplates every 

conceivable and accessible mind-improvement as well as possible corrupted designs that 

 
136 Normally, this is the task-domain of the cognitive meta-architecture, GOLEM. However, SOAR 

and CLARION should also be able to set simulations of operating programs. 
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might limit and/or be detrimental towards its overall intelligence and higher cognitive 

(contemplative) capabilities with regards to future mental modification(s). Those with 

similar patterns and subtle pattern differences might be seen as less risky and more salient 

for incremental improvement (at least, during the beginning and terminal singularity-like 

stages of recursive self-improvement).  The virtual-agent’s mind certainly would need 

sufficient cognitive capabilities to properly discern when to take a risk. For example, the 

virtual-agent might encounter a very tempting upgrade that boasts the capabilities to 

access a much higher IQ but at the risk of having to re-write its original code-base.  This 

virtual-agent would need to weigh the benefits versus the risks – possibly in accordance 

with its current policy, goals (incl. motivations and drives) and utility function – of accepting 

a radically new self-upgrade. 

A decision cycle and a set of finite deliberation-action state sequences are both 

useful for most cognitive scenarios. In the particular case of the recursive self-

improvement scenario, only certain finite-states – related to contemplation and the ability 

to discover better architectures and components - would need to be evaluated to detect 

an improvement in the cognitive state of the virtual-agent’s mind. For this reason, these 

modules are optional when specifically contemplating recursive self-improvement. A 

decision cycle would need to be tested with each self-improvement to ensure that it works 

properly and just as efficiently. Also, finite-states would need to be evaluated after the 

cognitive implementation of self-improvements to ensure that proper conceivable 

deliberations still allow for the appropriate kinds of accessible actions. 

Finally, one must consider the role, function and configuration of the virtual-agent’s 

perceptual apparatus with regards to recursive self-improvement. The visual module and 

sensorimotor modules are only useful in this scenario if the virtual-agent has determined 

through contemplation that the visual field and the proprioceptive motor-space are both 

likely to reveal empirical evidence of the existence of better self-improvement programs 

and architectural components in its virtual world (and possibly, its simulated imagined 

world).  These perceptual modules would also be useful if visual and sensorimotor 

information helps the agent (either through virtual and/or imagined embodiment) to 

navigate to, locate, and successfully implement these empirically discoverable 

improvements. Otherwise, these perceptual modules are not entirely essential for 

contemplating a recursive self-improvement scenario. 
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6.4.1. ACT-R Classic as the Virtual-Mind for Recursive Self-
Improvement 

.  

Figure 26 - ACT-R Classic Recursive Self-improvement Configuration. 

Configuration made by the dissertation author using the PyPhi graph 

visualizer. http://integratedinformationtheory.org/calculate.html. Accessed online, 

September 02, 2016.  

A virtual-agent using ACT-R Classic will have a difficult time engaging with a 

recursive self-improvement scenario due to the lack of an explicit mechanism for self-

awareness and metacognition. Higher versions of ACT-R have more of an opportunity to 

address self-awareness due to the inclusion of a representation of various information 

processing buffers. Some higher versions could be reformulated to parse self-aware goals 

and intentions. This rudimentary version of ACT-R, however, can only be cognitively 

configured in such a way as to attempt the kind of metacognitive monitoring necessary to 
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proceed with a recursive self-improvement process. Both proper and qualia hermeneutic 

interpretations can be represented in a single chart because the central buffer and the 

pattern-recognition buffer will need to be in stand-by mode rather than over-firing so that 

some room is left over for a practical approximation of metacognitive reflection. 

Configuration Rationale of ACT-R Classic for Scenario 4 

This sub-chapter addresses how a restricted cognitive architecture such as ACT-

R Classic can technically attempt to enable a virtual-agent’s mind to recursively improve 

its own mind [Figure 26].  ACT-R Classic is far from ideal in terms of having the pre-

requisite modules necessary to rapidly increase a virtual-agent’s cognitive capabilities on 

its own. However, there is a configuration rationale where one can optimize each of ACT-

R mechanisms and components as much as possible for this type of scenario.  The 

modules and mechanisms in question deal with: production rules, memory systems, 

reinforcement signals, goals, self-awareness finite-state hierarchies, and the virtual-

agent’s perceptual apparatus. 

In ACT-R Classic, productions (ProdEx) related to recursive self-improvement – if 

available at all and properly formulated – would be executed directly from an OR-NODE 

network that is derived from procedural memory information (PROC), and patterns (Patt). 

This procedural network in ACT-R is indirectly formed out of declarative information. This 

declarative (DEC) information does not feed directly into the production firing node but is 

mixed with other cognitive information (e.g. sensory information) that is stored deep within 

ACT-R’s specialized buffers (Buff).  

A heavy structural emphasis within ACT-R Classic is conventionally placed on 

procedural memory (i.e. the OR-NODE, “PROC”) as it acts fairly autonomously from 

declarative memory (i.e. the OR-NODE, “DEC”).  Some of the cognitive patterns (held in 

the “Patt” OR-NODE) that emerge out of a procedural memory feed may or may not relate 

to the agent’s “goal” (of which there is no dedicated module for in ACT-R) of recursive self-

improvement 

A recursive self-improvement scenario would be full of previously stored historical 

episodes (i.e. cached text-chat and ontology-script files) which the virtual-agent can 

access in order to discover previous cognitive iterations of its own mind. Therefore, having 
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access to working memory is an essential capability in this scenario. Working memory 

items in ACT-R Classic are mostly stored and rehearsed in the specialized buffer OR-

NODE hub (Buff). The ACT-R’s buffer hub is ready for deliberating inputs in stand-by 

mode, while its eventual output is converted into cognitive patterns (i.e. the OR-NODE, 

Patt) that also receive input from procedural knowledge before being fed into the 

production rule firing OR-NODE component (ProdEx). Because ACT-R’s node inventory 

is relatively sparse and minimal compared with other canonical architectures, it is useful 

to have working memory operational in order to contemplate both (a proxy for) self-

awareness and recursive self-improvement since there are really no other modules that 

memorize information in any truly centralized manner. 

Declarative information also plays a role with regards to recursive self-

improvement of a virtual-agent’s cognitive capabilities. The declarative OR-NODE (DEC) 

in ACT-R Classic is orphaned from the procedural-based rule execution network but does 

feed semantically reduced (i.e. actionable) facts and assertions into the centralized stand-

by buffer (hub) which receives this rule information (ProdEx).   This action-centric aspect 

of ACT-R’s approach to handling declarative information is useful even in a mentalist 

contemplation scenario because the ACT-R agent can focus on practically acquiring more 

virtual resources and assets in the virtual world that will eventually help it to improve its 

(appearance of having) cognition over time.  

The most detrimental aspect of a virtual-agent using ACT-R Classic to recursively 

self-improve its own mind is the fact that episodic memory does not seem to be explicitly 

represented in all past and current versions of ACT-R’s core architecture.   

ACT-R at the “vanilla” level of resolution, only virtually possesses the capabilities 

to predict new information based on current information. Predictions in ACT-R are formed 

out of the “semantic” connections between declarative information held in the buffers (i.e. 

the OR-NODE hub, “Buff”) and matches between particular patterns (i.e. held in the OR-

NODE, “Patt”) that have been empirically acquired from the perceivable environment.  

Procedural information in ACT-R Classic is represented by the production rule OR-

CHAIN.  If the ACT-R’s production rule chain only dealt with procedural information, then 

it could remain in a stand-by state. However, this chain also handles declarative 
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information which – for the purposes of recursive self-improvement – always needs to 

handle an active flow of facts and assertions in order to determine the degree to which a 

more valuable (salient) mental-schema is available for cognitive co-optation. Therefore, 

the production rule chain will remain on and actively firing. 

Not all virtual-agents require the reception of reinforcement signals to discover a 

provably better virtual-mind model to co-opt as the agent’s new and improved virtual-mind. 

In fact, some agents only require an improvement to be mathematically superior to the 

previous adopted mind-model (Schmidhuber, 2003). If reinforcements are required to 

reward the agent for the co-optation of better mind-models and punished for acquiring 

obsolete and/or dangerous mind-models; ACT-R’s “vanilla” representation seems to allow 

for a structural transmission of reinforcement signals, but this does not really occur through 

any specialized module.  

ACT-R Classic does not present a clear modular representation of drives and 

motivations but the expanded buffer version of ACT-R 5.0+ does contain an “intentions” 

module (int). If ACT-R Classic had represented this node in terms of “drives” or 

“motivations” instead of “intentions” then, such sub-divided nodes would be on stand-by. 

However, recursive self-improvement scenarios would require an explicit intent to wish to 

self-improve even if this is not seen in terms of a driving or motivational force, as such.  In 

this case, it makes more sense to have ACT-R intentions node actively firing even if the 

forces that encourage this firing would normally be seen as “optional” rather than 

“essential”.  This speaks to the limitations of labeling mechanistic cognitive processes, 

mechanisms and modules with capability limiting semantic representations. In terms of 

the conventional understanding(s), intentions are semantically different in terms of 

teleology than drives and motivations but are indeed influenced by them if perceived as 

forces rather than informationally encapsulated modules.137 

In ACT-R Classic, if cognitive patterns related to recursively self-improvement are 

discovered, these episodic patterns will be recognized and matched through inbound 

feeds from the occasionally firing OR-GATE buffer hub (Buff). This buffer mixes 

 
137 The concept of domain specific informationally encapsulated modules was originally 

articulated by Jerry Fodor (1983).  See Fodor, Jerry A. (1983). Modularity of Mind: An Essay on 

Faculty Psychology. Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press. ISBN 0-262-56025-9 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:BookSources/0262560259
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sensorimotor information with declarative knowledge (an OR-NODE) and from a 

procedural memory (PROC) module (another OR-NODE).  

A virtual-agent that wishes to improve its mind usually requires some level of 

ontological self-awareness. This self-awareness can be also be non-architecturally 

represented as archived ontology RDF files for local or global (i.e. cloud-based) retrieval. 

Unfortunately, practically every version of ACT-R is currently incapable architecturally of 

possessing any dedicated modules that deal with self-monitoring and self-awareness. 

Even for the expanded buffer view (for ACT-R 5.0+), ACT-R’s goal buffer (GBuff), 

intentions module (Int) and production rule chain only hint that self-awareness could be 

procedurally and declaratively formulated. For self-awareness, ACT-R does not really 

have a suitable architectural representation for deeper contemplative self-reflective 

processes.   However, some cognitive information recursively related to the self might 

have semantics implicitly contained within an external ontology (and/or knowledge-base - 

KB) that was fed directly into the ACT-R agent as perceivable mentalist input. 

Finite-state sequences in ACT-R Classic are generally of a procedural (PROC) 

and declarative (DEC) nature. However, contemplating cognitive finite-states with any 

semantic depth is unlikely in ACT-R because these OR-NODES are not directly integrated 

with each other. Because of this idiosyncratic structural limitation, a virtual ACT-R agent 

is only likely to properly contemplate state-to-action sequences that do not need to 

consider procedural and declarative information together.  In the case of contemplating 

recursive self-improvement scenarios, a virtual ACT-R agent is likely to have cognitive 

difficulties locating the semantics behind finite-states that would contain such actionable 

information.  

ACT-R Classic agents are heavily dependent on empirical sensory information 

available in the visual (Vis) and motor (Mot) OR-NODES in order to cognitively function. 

This practical interactive approach does not lend itself well to pure mentalist contemplation 

of recursively improving an agent’s own mind but is useful for visually locating virtual 

assets (and/or avoid visually identifiable hazards) in the virtual world for the more 

functionally accessible possibility of some sort of rudimentary cognitive enhancement.  

The only real purpose of an active visual buffer (VBuff) and visual module (VizMod) is to 
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identify other agents in a virtual world who seem, on a behavioral level, to be running more 

effective mental schemas than what the virtual-agent currently possesses. 

Kantian Interpretation of ACT-R Classic for Scenario 4 

A virtual-agent using ACT-R Classic will not be able to engage completely in 

recursive self-improvement processes. This is because ACT-R Classic does not 

architecturally possess in-built metacognitive faculties and can only access short term 

prospective memories. This virtual-agent can, at best, depend on its working memory 

mechanism and, assuming that the production rules stored are semantically clear, it can 

also rely on its pattern matching and production execution capabilities. If any 

contemplative intensity levels were to exceed the agreeable, then this intensification would 

be unintentional and could easily diluted through pattern-matching with clearly defined 

production rules.  This unintentional architectural and/or extra-architectural intensification 

could be caused due to an over-active working memory rehearsal process. Even in this 

case, the declarative and procedural content would need to address the imagination in 

some way as to achieve this threshold. This is probably the closest the virtual ACT-R 

Classic-agent would ever plausibly get to the remote possibility of reaching the 

transcendent sublime contemplative threshold. However, it is not entirely clear how self-

improvement candidates would even be pre-formulated by a cognitive architect in a way 

that would be suitably tractable for ACT-R Classic. Usually, ACT-R Classic can only 

handle declarative and procedural content if some kind of reasonable estimation can be 

performed on it.  

Declarations and procedures in ACT-R Classic immediately become paired and 

matched into production rules for actionable execution and firing and do not themselves, 

point to cerebral heuristics for recursive self-improvement. It is possible for a virtual ACT-

R Classic to simulate actions related to recursive self-improvement contemplation. 

However, the Kantian quality of these simulated actions will depend on the semantic 

content stored within the production rules. If these production rules were not sufficiently 

defined clearly enough for architectural storage and retrieval, then the virtual ACT-R 

Classic-agent is unlikely to even engage in this task of recursive self-improvement 

because production rules would not be sufficiently formulated for action and execution. In 

this case and for this particular scenario, the contemplative intensity levels might even fall 
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below the mundane. If this was the case, the virtual ACT-R Classic-agent would think no 

thoughts at all with regards to contemplating issues of recursive self-improvement. 

Because of these architectural limitations, a virtual ACT-R Classic-agent’s is very unlikely 

to intensify beyond the agreeable in this particular contemplation scenario. 

Crawfordian Interpretation of ACT-R Classic for Scenario 4 

The Crawfordian interpretation on a virtual ACT-R Classic-agent contemplating a 

recursive self-improvement scenario does not require much in the way of elaboration. This 

is because ACT-R Classic does not have metacognitive or long term prospective 

capabilities. Any C-states representing possible self-upgrade candidates would need to 

be matched with appropriately corresponding A-states that show a match between 

conceivable expectations and clearly defined production rules. ACT-R Classic does not 

really possess goal formulation features and thus, cannot truly form nor monitor 

expectations relating to its current intellectual state nor regarding possible improvements 

to this state. ACT-R Classic does not provide enough expectations in this scenario where 

the virtual-agent’s mind is required to locate some A-states in order to meet these 

expectations.  ACT-R Classic might favour Crawford’s original ratio for interactive 

excellence but for more complicated contemplative scenarios such as this, A-state 

optimization does not help with meeting cognitive requirements for engaging in recursive 

self-improvement.  

6.4.2. ACT-R 5.0+ as the Virtual-Mind for Recursive Self-
Improvement 

In all versions of ACT-R – including ACT-R 5.0+ - action-centric procedural 

memory is the primary focus. As a consolation, ACT-R 5.0+ can approximate the process 

of recursive self-improvement through particular configuration of its various action-

centered modules and mechanisms. ACT 5.0+ has a slight advantage over ACT-R Classic 

in that there is a more clear representation of cognitive processing buffers in the newer 

versions. These modules allow the virtual-agent to simulate more contemplative 

processes related to determining its current mind-state and the possibilities for aligning 

predicted improved mind-states to monitored goals and intentions. 
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Figure 27 - ACT-R 5.0 + Recursive Self-improvement (general) Configuration. 

Configuration made by the dissertation author using the PyPhi online graph 

visualizer. http://integratedinformationtheory.org/calculate.html. Accessed online, 

October 31, 2016.  

Configuration Rationale of ACT-R 5.0+ for Scenario 4 

ACT-R’s buffer details contain all relevant mechanisms that might be able to 

handle the complex task of recursive self-improvement. Zooming into this slightly finer 
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analytical resolution, the buffer system (esp. from ACT-R 5.0+ onwards) can be 

decomposable into a: production memory (ProdM), production selection mechanism 

(ProdS), and a production execution node (ProdEx) [Figure 27]. This consistently firing 

production OR-NETWORK knowledge-base is as close to forming a virtual ACT-R-agent’s 

logical sense of self-awareness (and thus, its capacity for contemplating cognitive self-

improvement) as is possible with this particular canonical architecture.  

A recursive self-improvement scenario would also require a virtual-agent’s mind to 

have access to an active working memory. This working memory would need to rehearse 

any episodic information regarding previous versions of this agent’s own mind. In ACT-R 

5.0+, the “buffer” node can be expanded to explain working memory in terms of a 

distributed process that spans across four buffers:  the goal buffer (GBuff), visual buffer 

(VBuff), motor buffer (MBuff), and retrieval buffer (RBuff).  In the canonical mode, ACT-

R’s buffer acts as a centralized processing hub. To further expedite cognitive information 

flows across the network, it would be preferable that each central processing hub would 

be on “stand-by” rather than be actively firing.  However, in ACT-R 5.0+’s expanded buffer 

instantiation, these processes are decentralized and are free to perpetually pass activation 

signals across the buffer OR-node network. The only exception might be the motor-buffer 

since recursive self-improvement does not always imply explicit behavioral agency in an 

external (virtual) world. Therefore, the motor buffer (MBuff) and manual motor module 

(MaMod) can remain in stand-by mode. 

In ACT-R 5.0+, the declarative memory node can more directly connect with goals 

and procedures through the production memory node (which is part of a production rule 

OR-network). In a recursive self-improvement scenario, the virtual-agent’s mind will need 

to constantly fact-check to assess the current state of its mind and anticipated future mind-

models for co-optation. Therefore, the declarative node will remain on in the actively firing 

state. 

If anywhere, stored episodes representing previous virtual mind iterations would 

be implicitly present within ACT-R 5.0’s intentions (Int) module. A virtual-agent would 

require retaining and updating all intentions related to its episodic history in order to 

determine whether its mind is functioning at an optimal contemplative state and/or would 

require further updating. To expedite this recursive self-improvement task, the intentions 
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node would remain actively firing for all time-steps related to this particular contemplation 

scenario.  ACT-R 5.0+’s expanded buffer also reveals that the goal buffer is the most likely 

to maintain, update and compare a virtual-agent’s stored short-term and long-term 

episodes as well as other contemplative prospects. In a recursive self-improvement 

scenario, goal-evaluation must always be active to ensure that more optimal mental 

models can by co-opted by the virtual-agent’s current mental schema.  

ACT-R 6.0 (and possibly, ACT-R 5.0), contains a reinforcement transmission 

algorithm that gets cognitive processed by the feed-forward production rule OR-CHAIN.  

A perpetually active and firing goal buffer (GBuff) can allow ACT-R to best assess these 

reinforcements in relation to an overall utility function. An active goal buffer can also help 

determine the degree to whether the virtual-agent should be in a risk-taking or risk-averse 

state while on its quest to locate recursive self-improvements upon its current mental 

schema.  

ACT-R 5.0+, similar to the original ACT-R, can represent a virtual-agent’s 

intentions (int) to eventually acquire a better mental-model to be co-opted for its own 

virtual-mind.  Goals in ACT-R are only visible at the expanded buffer resolution for versions 

ACT-R 5.0 and higher. The expanded version shows a specialized buffer to handle goals 

and utilities (GBuff).  For the recursive self-improvement scenario, the virtual-agent’s mind 

should continuously contemplate the alignment of its original goals and intentions (Int) with 

newer and better mental-schemas for possible co-optation. Therefore, the goal buffer and 

the intentions module should remain on and perpetually firing.  

In the expanded view for ACT-R 5.0+, there are buffers for declarative memory 

retrieval (RBuff receiving feeds from Dec) and goals. This assertion retrieval mechanism 

helps to maintain a feed-forward production rule OR-NODE chain. Within this chain, there 

might be patterns being formulated as rules that implicitly address self-awareness and a 

rudimentary form of rudimentary self-reflection.  Overall, however, the canonical version 

of ACT-R does not really contain specialized modules dealing with explicit self-awareness 

and self-monitoring (outside of an explicit but superficial production rule formulation), it is 

probably only accidental that a virtual ACT-R agent would not only recognize but also 

semantically parse any cognitive information that addresses issues of recursive self-

improvement.   
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With ACT-R 5.0+’s expanded buffer representation, procedural and declarative 

cognitive information is mixed together with a production-rule matcher node (ProdM). At 

the level of production rules, finite-states related to the virtual-agent’s quest for recursive 

self-improvement can be triggered from idle mental-contemplation states to more active 

mental schema-seeking states.  If this more superficial and semantic-lite level of cognitive 

engagement is sufficient for recursive self-improvement scenarios, then ACT-R 5.0+ can 

indeed keep its production-rule OR-NODE chain active and firing with the expectations for 

procedural and declarative pattern matching. Similar to earlier versions of ACT-R, versions 

5.0 and higher can address cognitive patterns related to recursive self-improvement. Such 

patterns would be stored mostly in the “Patt” OR-NODE module. 

In the expanded buffer representations of ACT-R 5.0+, a virtual-agent can access 

empirical information with the visual module (Vis), visual buffer (VizBuff), as well as the 

motor buffer (MBuff) and a manual motor module (MaMod).  However, as previously 

mentioned with regards to the earliest version of ACT-R, these empirically aware 

mechanisms can remain on stand-by (grayed out). This is because pure mentalist 

contemplation alone might be sufficient for recursively self-improving the virtual-agent’s 

own virtual-mind. 

Kantian Interpretation of ACT-R 5.0+ for Scenario 4 

The Kantian analysis of a virtual ACT-R 5.0+ agent recursively searching and 

applying self-cognitive improvement schemas is qualitatively nearly identical to the 

previous discussion on ACT-R Classic [6.4.1 - Kantian Interpretation]. With ACT-R 5.0+, 

the existence of intentionality (int) and a goal buffer (GBuff) implies that a virtual-agent’s 

mind in this scenario instance, would possess some rudimentary simulated metacognition, 

as well as some crude semblance of episodic and prospective memory management.  

Remembered goals, episodes, and prospects in ACT-R 5.0+ can aid with the 

working memory rehearsal process as well as semantically clarifying the formulated 

content of production rules. A virtual ACT-R 5.0+ agent then, has a slightly higher 

probability of using this working memory rehearsal process to contemplate at a higher 

than agreeable intensity. The anticipatory nature of the buffer network, however, will still 

likely anchor the virtual-agent’s contemplative intensity levels into the agreeable category. 

This is because this kind of anticipation is more tied in with reasonable estimation than the 
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imagination.  Remembered episodes only involve the imagination insofar as they can be 

reasonably estimated for matching with pre-designed goals and production rules. 

Otherwise, ACT-R 5.0+’s agreeable faculties of reason still dominate the imagination for 

this scenario. Despite these persistent architectural limitations, the inclusion of goals, 

episodes, and prospects in recent ACT-R versions allow for the virtual-agent’s mind to at 

least be able to superficially contemplate previous cognitive self-upgrade candidates and 

attempt to recommend better ones. These newer versions of ACT-R are more cognitively 

stable for tasks involving deeper contemplation and are less likely to fall back into 

mundane and sub-mundane levels when addressing this particular scenario.  

Crawfordian Interpretation of ACT-R 5.0 + for Scenario 4 

The Crawfordian perspective of a virtual ACT-R 5.0+ agent contemplating a 

recursive self-improvement scenario relates directly to the previous Crawfordian 

discussion about ACT-R Classic [6.4.1 - Crawfordian Interpretation]. ACT-R 5.0+’s 

inclusion of its buffer network (esp. with regards to anticipatory goal formulation and 

evaluation; GBuff) allows for a minor increase in the proliferation of imagined 

metacognitive expectations for recursive self-improvement situations. These conceivable 

expectations can be for contemplating the locale and plausible utilization of cognitive self-

upgrade candidates. Furthermore, these imagined episodic expectations would be 

represented in terms of C-states and could be matched with practically available cognitive 

self-upgrade schema candidates (i.e. manifest in A-state representations). 

A buffering network is anticipatory in nature.  Therefore, ACT-R 5.0+’s buffer 

network assists in the generation and assessment of A-states for every corresponding C-

state. This assessment requires some conception of what to expect in a recursive self-

improvement scenario. As a result, C-states could be generated and assessed as well. 

ACT-R 5.0+ is most optimized for Crawford’s favoured interactive scenarios where all C-

states have a corresponding A-state.  The buffering process anticipates that this ratio 

between C-states and A-states would be balanced and would not lead to either C-state or 

A-state overloading. This would likely mean that a virtual ACT-R 5.0+ agent would only 

prefer seeking (but not necessarily exclusively seek) accessible and practical cognitive 

self-upgrades in working memory. Consequently, this virtual-agent would not engage in 
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risk-taking activities where its functional interactivity could be compromised, and its 

original intentionality be thwarted.  

6.4.3. SOAR as the Virtual-Mind for Recursive Self-Improvement  

SOAR’s canonical mental-schema allows a virtual-agent to function as a finite-

state parser. SOAR works best by treating percepts (e.g. perceived virtual assets) as 

being in a certain state with the option of having the virtual SOAR-agent apply some 

preferred operators in order to transition percepts held in a certain state to a more 

desirable state (when applicable). The systematic operation on perceptual states (e.g. a 

perceived entity-type being in a certain place and position at a certain time) can be 

creatively re-purposed so that SOAR can perform functional operations on cognitive 

states.  For example, a virtual SOAR-agent could assess the state of its mind-schema via 

taking and storing a snapshot of its current configuration. From there, the virtual SOAR-

agent may decide to operate on this state in order to transition the agent’s currently 

initialized mind-schema into a better one. If this type of conceptual representation is done 

properly, the virtual SOAR-agent might indeed be cognitively capable of linearly sequential 

recursive self-improvement. 
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Figure 28 - SOAR Recursive Self-improvement (anticipatory meta-state) 
Configuration. 

Configuration made by the dissertation author using the PyPhi online graph 

visualizer. http://integratedinformationtheory.org/calculate.html. Accessed online, 

August 10, 2016.  
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Figure 29 - SOAR Recursive Self-improvement (Reserved Meta-State 
Configuration). 

Configuration made by the dissertation author using the PyPhi online graph 

visualizer. http://integratedinformationtheory.org/calculate.html. Accessed online, 

August 10, 2016.  

Configuration Rationale of SOAR for Scenario 4 

A virtual SOAR-agent will need to constantly assess its current and future cognitive 

configurations by updating its various modules, operators, states, and decision cycle. As 

with the other architectures under scrutiny, SOAR handles many mechanistic attributes 

that help engineer cognition such as: production rules, operators, functions, states, 

memory systems, a pattern and recognition mechanism for chunking reinforcement 

learning capabilities, a decision cycle, and the virtual-agent’s perceptual apparatus.  A 

virtual SOAR-agent can either consider the most expedient way to recursively self-improve 

[Figure 28] or consider most consequences and possibilities before doing so [Figure 29]. 

Production rules are essential representations for SOAR’s core cognitive 

operational capabilities. The more production rules are inside SOAR’s production memory 

(PM) and the decision cycle OR-CHAIN that deal explicitly with achieving the necessary 
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logical conditions for recursive self-improvement, the more likely the SOAR-agent is to 

solve those tasks relating to improving its own mental capabilities. 

The memory rehearsal process for a recursive self-improvement scenario, might 

be optional and perhaps, not even always desirable. However, SOAR’s WM hub-node 

must be always available (i.e. always in stand-by mode) to be part of a logical OR-CHAIN 

network and decision cycle that allows for essential connections with both episodic and 

“semantic” (i.e. declarative”) memories and learning schemes.  

In SOAR, semantic memory (SM) has been reduced through chunking 

mechanisms into declarative memory. Structurally, the semantics behind these stored 

declarations are formulated as production rules and stored in production memory (PM). 

Likewise, task-insight gained from production rule formulations could be re-converted back 

into raw declarative knowledge to be re-stored in semantic memory (SM).  Further, a virtual 

SOAR-agent will logically assess – through a state-elaboration in OR-STEP number two 

of the decision cycle and through specific production rules – whether the its own mind 

needs to be updated or if the current incarnation of its mind is sufficient and does not 

require a new round of problem-solving tasks related to recursive self-improvement to 

execute.  

A SOAR-agent’s virtual mind cannot store any cognitive information episodically 

as a memory item until it has sequentially learned some episodic content first.  This is why 

there is an OR-GATE connection between episodic learning (EL), episodic memory (EM), 

working memory (WM) nodes, and even the decision cycle.  The formulation for these 

learned and remembered episodes (including their predictions outlined in the decision 

cycle) are conventionally stored as production rules in production memory (PM). To know 

more about the episodic state of its own mind and its current cognitive capabilities, step 

number two of the decision cycle dealing with state elaboration must also be active and 

constantly communicating across the network.  

The virtual SOAR-agent utilizes the decision cycle loop for proposing, comparing, 

ranking, and selecting those operators that predict future salient mind-updates based on 

its current episodic state and the stored history of previous episodic states (if there is 

enough computational storage available). These episodes are identified and elaborated 
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upon (in OR-STEPS one to two of the decision cycle) before proposing, comparing, 

ranking and selecting (OR-STEPS three to five of the decision cycle) operators that will 

formulate the tasks needed to update its mind as chunked production rules that are stored 

in the production memory (PM) OR-NODE.  The SOAR-agent also predominantly uses 

the decision cycle OR-CHAIN to propose and assess the best procedures for solving the 

task of recursively improving its own virtual mind. These operationalized procedures are 

then chunked and stored as “semantic” (i.e. declarative) production rules in production 

memory (PM). 

SOAR does have an optional reinforcement learning (RL) module that should 

always be available for cognitive transmission but should be represented as an optional 

OR-NODE as reinforcement is not always essential for recursively self-improving an 

agent’s own mind.138  

SOAR does not explicitly possess an explicit goal-representation at the time of 

writing, but production rules could formulate the kinds of goals that might be plausibly 

assessed in an indirect way by the evaluation (EVAL) node.  These production rule-stated 

goals would first need to be rehearsed in the OR-GATE hub of working memory (WM) 

before being consolidated temporally for evaluation.  The only other way for the virtual 

SOAR-agent to develop goals to continue the cognitive process of recursive self-

improvement would be to automatically generate sub-goals as implicit sub-states across 

various OR-STEPS of the decision cycle when certain OR-STEPS reach and impasse and 

cannot complete the decision loop (Laird, 2012: 68). Paradoxically, these potentially 

disabling impasses might prevent the agent from finding a better architectural component 

revision for never reaching these decision cycle impasses in the first place.  

In SOAR, pattern recognition and matching can practically be addressed for this 

type of recursive self-improvement scenario by the chunking OR-NODE (CH). This is 

because the virtual SOAR-agent can constantly compare different cognitive instantiations 

of the virtual-agent’s mind and chunk any redundancies to see more clearly what the 

salient differences are between them. However, conceptually speaking, this chunking 

 
138 For example GOLEM, does not even have a reinforcement signaling component for recursive 

mentalist self-improvement. GOLEM, however, is a meta-architecture and is not discussed at 
length in this dissertation. 
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process is implicitly distributed across SOAR’s entire architecture as well and is reflected 

across the decision cycle as well as the “semantic” (i.e. declarative) and episodic elements 

being rehearsed by the working memory (WM) OR-GATE hub. The chunking mechanism 

itself could be decomposable into many localized logic-gate mechanisms that have either 

firing or idle activation thresholds for matching various pattern-types. However, paying 

attention to these particular logic-gates occurring inside the chunking mechanism requires 

an analytical resolution that is too fine-grained to show the presence of contemplative 

intensity across SOAR’s entire architecture. 

SOAR’s task domain can be conceptually understood in terms of the problem of 

optimizing recursive self-improvement of an agent’s own virtual mind. This relatively 

abstract problem can be made into one tractable enough to be represented as a growing 

corpus of condition-action production rule statements that can be solved by SOAR’s task-

driven decision cycle. Most importantly in this particular scenario, the ontological 

conception of the self would also need to be formulated as variables within the production 

rules themselves. Otherwise, the SOAR-agent would need to rely on the rudimentary form 

of meta-reasoning available to it via the automatic creation of sub-goals that form during 

an impasse across various OR-STEPS of the decision cycle (Laird, 2012: 66, 68). 

SOAR’s decision cycle in this scenario will show that the first node will need to 

remain as an OR-step in order to optionally provide the enhanced functionality of 

addressing those state-elaborations (step number two) – related to recursive self-

improvement – worth solving. SOAR is limited in that it cannot elaborate more than one 

state at a time – even with the current state breaking due to reaching an impasse (Laird, 

2012: 68).   

In SOAR, those visual and sensorimotor inputs related to identifying empirical 

episodic instances of recursive self-improvement happening in the virtual environment 

might not be that necessary if logical proofs of better mind-instantiations can be fed directly 

into SOAR’s production memory (PM) OR-NODE hub by a designer or perhaps, another 

virtual-agent. 
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Kantian Interpretation of SOAR for Scenario 4 

The Kantian interpretation of a virtual SOAR agent contemplating a recursive self-

improvement scenario is a similar interpretation to that of the virtual ACT-R and ACT-R 

5.0+ agent [6.4.1; 6.4.2 - Kantian Interpretation]. For example, SOAR is similar to the ACT-

R architectural family in that pre-formulated production rules with clear semantics will 

enable the decision cycle to robustly stabilize into an agreeable contemplative intensity. If 

these production rules are not clearly defined and symbolically grounded in terms of their 

semantics (i.e. the task is too non-functional, ill-defined, and abstract), then SOAR’s 

decision cycle will get confused. This semantic and operational confusion will either lead 

to two plausible outcomes. The first outcome would be one of functional paralysis where 

SOAR will fall back into lesser intensities. The second plausible outcome with having to 

parse semantically vague tasks and production rules will be that the virtual SOAR-agent’s 

mind will accelerate this confused interplay between imagined operators and reasonable 

operators. The latter stochastic cognitive process could tip the virtual SOAR-agent 

towards the contemplative transcendent sublime threshold.   

There are also features typically idiosyncratic to SOAR that need to be addressed 

in Kantian terms for this recursive self-improvement scenario. SOAR’s most identifiable 

feature is its decision cycle. A decision cycle (in step number 2) can be used to elaborate 

on a state and then to decide, propose, prefer, and perform cognitive operations in this 

particular state. In the case of the recursive self-improvement scenario, SOAR’s decision 

cycle can elaborate on states to see if self-upgrade candidates are present. If present 

once the state has been elaborated, then SOAR-operators can be proposed for either 

searching for alternative candidates or for evaluating, verifying and then, implementing (or 

rejecting) the most viable self-upgrade candidate. During the self-upgrade searching state-

elaboration, the virtual SOAR-agent must use reasonable estimation within its working 

memory mechanism to maintain its contemplation levels at an agreeable intensity in order 

to properly find and assess self-upgrade candidates that best match its self-interest. 

SOAR has another distinctive feature that allows a virtual-agent to conveniently 

chunk percepts revealing possible self-upgrade candidates into actionable concepts 

(usually related to the agent’s self-interest). SOAR’s strong chunking capabilities 

inadvertently provides some limitations in the Kantian contemplative intensification 
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context. Firstly, SOAR for this scenario can be in an anticipatory meta-state where the 

virtual-agent’s mind looks to chunk as much perceptual information about possible self-

upgrade candidates as possible in order to expedite contemplation and conserve 

computational effort.  

The typical SOAR possibility of over-chunking for every functional situation is 

especially more probable in this particular recursive self-improvement scenario during 

those times when the virtual SOAR-agent’s mind is architecturally configured in an 

anticipatory meta-state [see Figure 28 again].  While anticipating to conveniently locate 

potentially usable self-upgrades, the virtual SOAR-agent will eventually have memorized 

and (over) chunked a sufficiently sizable corpus containing possible self-upgrade 

candidates (at least one of which might already be initialized as the operating program). 

Once the virtual SOAR-agent has determined that it has memorized and chunked enough 

examples of self-upgrades in a virtual candidate-space, then the search process might 

become more parsimonious and less contemplative. In other words, the virtual SOAR-

agent might believe it has enough candidates for selection and will enter an agreeable 

homeostasis related to maintaining its own self-satisfaction. When experiencing this 

comfortable and agreeable homeostasis, the virtual SOAR-agent – if it decides to search 

for new self-upgrade candidates at all – will only search for minor variations on pre-existing 

(i.e. pre-chunked) candidates. Otherwise, the virtual SOAR-agent may stop searching 

altogether in a working memory state elaborated as a chunk-exploitation (rather than as a 

chunk exploration) phase. 

 The virtual SOAR-agent might instead be configured to contemplate every 

conceivable self-update candidate regardless of whether technical details about this 

candidate have been successfully chunked [see Figure 29 again].  In this meta-state 

configuration, the virtual-agent’s mind is “reserved” in the sense that it considers all 

possible self-upgrade candidates deeply before deciding to implement one as its operating 

(or initialized) program. This reserved virtual SOAR-agent’s mind might contemplate self-

upgrades with the inclination of a novelty-seeker or as a risk-averse chunk conservationist. 

If the virtual SOAR-agent’s mind decided to only consider brand new self-update chunks 

and un-chunked candidates with totally unique properties, then this mind risks going 

towards transcendent sublime contemplative threshold.  This is because this virtual mind 

would be engaging in extreme risk-taking endeavors. With this kind of risk-taking activity, 
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the only way this virtual-agent identifies a brand new self-update is when it encounters 

one completely different from the chunk. This agent’s mind might even over-think the 

possibilities that some self-update candidates might be almost identical to other 

candidates except with very minor variations.  Over-thinking the originality and novelty of 

each self-upgrade chunk in the decision cycle might lead to the contemplative 

transcendent sublime threshold.  Having the virtual-agent’s mind over-think the 

conceivable risks of looking for novel upgrades would mean that this mind’s reserved 

meta-state could be heavily convoluted with the process of executing this novel-upgrade 

search, assessment, verification, and application (i.e. implementation) process.  This 

contemplative threshold would be even more reachable if this virtual mind decided to 

contemplate the full affordances of every stored and discovered chunk – as well as un-

chunked – candidates regardless of their relative uniqueness to one another. Conversely, 

this same virtual mind will paradoxically also be seen as conservative when deciding to 

contemplate only those self-upgrade chunks and un-chunked candidates that seem 

completely novel from another candidate.  

This reserved meta-state might be held within a conservative framework and would 

prefer chunk conservation and exploitation over chunk (and un-chunked) candidate 

exploration. With this sort of risk-averse behavior, the virtual-agent's mind might eventually 

halt as it no longer feels compelled to explore whether it has sufficiently chunked enough 

about possible self-upgrades to be satisfied with its current cognitive capabilities.  

The risk-taking versus risk-averse attitudes that could be implemented within the 

reserved meta-state are contingent on nature of the state elaboration step (i.e. step 

number two) of SOAR’s decision cycle. At this step, the virtual SOAR-agent will need to 

either make an exploitive or exploratory decision.  With the first possible outcome, the 

virtual SOAR-agent has decided that enough chunked self-upgrade candidates already 

exist and that the teleological semantics behind searching for new updates would come 

to an end (i.e. halt). In other words, the virtual SOAR-agent would halt the search and 

verification processes that would normally be available from the remaining decision cycle 

steps).  With the second possible outcome, semantics get extracted from declarations 

about the similarities and differences between various self-upgrade candidates to where 

the virtual-agent decides to consult the rest of the decision cycle while serially looking for 

brand new self-upgrades to chunk. 
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It is an open Kantian question whether SOAR’s trademark automatic generation of 

sub-goals caused by rudimentary meta-reasoning during an impasse would necessarily 

regulate the intensity so that the agreeable via reasonable estimation does not go astray 

into the imaginative novel-chunk seeking behaviors that risk meeting or crossing the 

transcendent sublime threshold. 

Crawfordian Interpretation of SOAR for Scenario 4 

The Crawfordian interpretation of a virtual SOAR agent contemplating a recursive 

self-improvement scenario resembles that of the virtual ACT-R and ACT-R 5.0+ agent 

[6.4.1; 6.4.2 - Crawfordian Interpretation]. SOAR also requires clear semantics expressed 

through its production rules in order to produce at least as many A-states as C-states for 

meeting interactive expectations when the decision cycle helps search for and assesses 

self-upgrade candidates. The more unclear the rule semantics are at the formulation 

stage, the more semantic ambiguity there will be and the decision cycle will conceive of 

more operational possibilities about potential self-upgrade candidates than might have 

been originally intended. If this is the case, then C-states might proliferate more than A-

states and Crawford’s interactive excellence ratio might not be realized. If this semantic 

and operational confusion causes too many conceivable operators and contemplated self-

upgrade candidates in SOAR’s decision cycle, then there might be so many C-states that 

any kind of A-state optimization would be rendered inert. In other words, this semantic 

confusion could lead to functional paralysis where C-states might roam free without any 

accessible (practical) grounding from SOAR’s architectural constraints.     

SOAR’s chunking mechanism can be set to facilitate A-state maximization by 

exploiting and conserving already memorized self-upgrade chunks and un-chunked 

candidates. In this case, the virtual SOAR-agent’s mind will not expect any conceivably 

new self-update candidates worth verifying and initializing. This is the default (over) 

chunking setting for SOAR’s chunking mechanism and best applies to when SOAR is in 

an anticipatory meta-state [see Figure 28 again].  At best, this virtual SOAR-agent will only 

tolerate conceiving of and expecting useful candidate variations on previously stored self-

upgrades rather than full self-upgrades.  

An alternative chunking setting would enable the virtual SOAR-agent’s mind to 

deeply explore novel chunks and un-chunked candidates as well as search these 
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candidates for perceivable variations (no matter how minor). With this latter setting, C-

state maximization becomes plausible, but this would tax SOAR’s architectural constraints 

and optimal computational resources. The most semantically appropriate configuration 

meta-state for SOAR here would have the virtual-agent’s mind contemplate all the 

conceivable possibilities – both in storage and speculated about in the candidate search-

space – before taking action with searching, verification, and initialization. In some 

instances, the virtual-agent’s mind will engage in risk-averse behavior but in other 

instances, this mind will engage in novelty-seeking endeavors. In either situation, the 

virtual SOAR-agent would be architecturally configured according to a reserved meta-

state [see Figure 29 again]. The risk-averse aspect of this reserved meta-state 

configuration might have the virtual SOAR-agent engage in an attempt to balance C-states 

with corresponding A-states.  With the novelty-contemplating aspect of this same meta-

state configuration, this virtual-agent’s mind may wish to engage in self-upgrade candidate 

speculation as well as search-space exploration as a C-state maximizer. During a 

searching, speculating or verification impasse, the virtual SOAR-agent can engage in 

rudimentary meta-cognitive and engage in automatically generating sub-goals. This meta-

cognitive management could restore a balance between A-states and C-states or could 

still produce a proliferation of sub-C-states. This latter situation would lead to enabling the 

C-state maximization contemplative threshold – perhaps at the cost of functional 

interactivity.  

6.4.4. CLARION as the Virtual-Mind for Recursive Self-
Improvement 

 CLARION, compared with the other assessed architectures, is the one more likely to 

enable a virtual-agent to recursively improve its own cognitive capabilities. For this 

scenario, CLARION’s cognitive firing-activity can be configured in two meta-states. The 

first “cognitively relaxed” state is similar to the “anticipatory” state in previous scenarios 

but with one subtle difference. For this meta-state, the virtual CLARION agent takes a 

laissez-faire approach to self-upgrading and does not bother to spend cognitive effort 

searching for, assessing, verifying self-upgrade scripts that can be encountered in its 

virtual world [Figure 30].  This virtual-agent might seek out minor variations but will not 

contemplate every conceivable self-upgrade and their relative utility. This deeper focus on 
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finding, testing, and verifying self-upgrade candidates applies to the reserved meta-state 

activity configuration [Figure 31]. Recursive self-improvement is a meta-cognitive activity 

that requires some level of self-awareness and the ability to learn both from implicit and 

explicit knowledge-feed. The configuration rationale below will explain the technical details 

behind how CLARION can be architecturally optimized for recursive self-improvement. 

 

Figure 30 - CLARION Recursive Self-improvement (cognitively relaxed meta-state) 
Configuration. 

Configuration made by the dissertation author using the PyPhi online graph 

visualizer. http://integratedinformationtheory.org/calculate.html. Accessed online, 

October 06, 2016.  
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Figure 31 - CLARION Recursive Self-improvement (reserved meta-state) 
Configuration. 

Configuration made by the dissertation author using the PyPhi online graph 

visualizer http://integratedinformationtheory.org/calculate.html. Accessed online, 

October 06, 2016.  

Configuration Rationale of CLARION for Scenario 4 

CLARION is ideally suited to allow a virtual-agent to recursively self-improve its 

own mind primarily because of its meta-cognitive subsystem (MCS). This subsystem 

monitors the rest of its entire architectural configuration (other subsystems, modular 

nodes, and algorithms) to determine the ways in which this configuration can be improved.  

Meta-cognition in CLARION’s context applies to all conventional and idiosyncratic 

cognitive configurations of: production rules, memory systems, implicit and explicit 

knowledge feeds, goals, drives and motivations, pattern and recognition mechanisms, 

self-monitoring aspects, reinforcement learning capabilities, finite-state hierarchies, and 

the virtual-agent’s perceptual apparatus 

Production rules in CLARION are either formulated in a top-down manner by the 

cognition designer (e.g. programmer) and/or through a bottom-up process where 

CLARION’s Rule-Extraction-Refinement (RER) algorithm emergently generates 
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production rules from trial-and-error implicit experience and knowledge. The type of 

knowledge that can be formulated as production rules for this scenario might relate to 

episodic snapshots (e.g. stored as screenshots, text-chats, and digital video-files etc.) as 

to how previous self-incarnations of the agent’s own mind has functioned in the past and 

also how well the current incarnation of the virtual-agent’s mind is functioning at present. 

This type of episodic information about the history, status, and predictions of its own-state-

of-mind (with the active goal stored in the MS aiming to recursively improve its mental 

state over time) exist as a task model (TM).  This TM draws from explicit and implicit task 

knowledge (TK) as well as user knowledge and environment knowledge (UK and EK) that 

all reside in the non-action centered subsystem (NACS) for further contemplative 

processing. Reinforcement signals (RS) may also be active and embedded as part of the 

production rule formulation(s) as it would be useful for the CLARION-agent to be rewarded 

or punished for accepting a new cognitive-model as its new mentalist self-representation. 

Explicit production rules in CLARION are contemplated in the user knowledge (UK) 

node which resides within the Non-Action Centered Sub-system (NACS). In this case, task 

knowledge (TK) also can be formulated as production rules providing that this knowledge 

has been rendered explicit by the RER. Both user and task knowledge would eventually 

have their explicit representations stored at least as a task model (TM). To contemplate 

the recursive self-awareness that the virtual CLARION-agent resides in a simulation, this 

non-actioned centered explicit cognitive information would eventually need to be 

compared with NACS information stored about (the ontological nature of) the environment 

using the environment knowledge (EK) node. This EK node may or may not provide 

reinforcement signals for rewarding or punishing the agent when it has received particular 

environmental percepts. Due to all of these semantic factors when forming production 

rules out of explicit and implicit knowledge in CLARION, each node must form an integral 

part of a causal AND-GATE network.139 

In CLARION, the ACS would empirically verify – by performing episodic 

contemplations, deliberations, and actions in an imagined and/or embodied virtual world - 

whether the current or previous incarnation of the CLARION-agent’s ontological mental 

 
139 To expedite the cognitive information flow, some of these processing hubs could take the form 

of OR-NODES, instead of AND-NODES. 
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model is sufficient or will require immediate or eventual updating. Memories related to this 

empirical testing – as well as memories of any mathematical proofs that recommend a 

recursive cognitive self-improvement – are communicated across an interdependent AND-

GATE bridge140 between the conventional working memory (WM) hub and the working 

memory action network (WMAN).  

CLARION’s declarative memory and knowledge related to stored facts and 

assertions is mostly handled by the Non-action centered subsystem (NACS).  Within this 

subsystem, two knowledge AND-NODES communicate with other to semantically address 

the declarative knowledge of: the (virtual) environment (EK), and tasks (TK). There is also 

a third integrated knowledge component in the NACS but this one is focused the most on 

the user’s (i.e. CLARION-agent’s) own subjective episodic knowledge (UK) instead of 

“objective” facts.  Declarative memory and knowledge items are also embedded into 

production rules that were either pre-formulated in advance or were emergently generated 

from implicit (often procedural) knowledge via the rule-extraction-refinement (RER) 

algorithm. Any declarative knowledge that needs to address empirical information from 

the external virtual world can be epistemically extracted by performing actions in the Action 

centered network (ACS).  

 To create a semantic association that is episodically relevant for any virtual-agent 

seeking recursive self-improvement schemes, this agent must consider implicit AND 

explicit cognitive information as well as imagined AND empirical experiences in equal 

measure. The CLARION-agent will need constant access to declarative memory stores 

regardless of whether the epistemic sources were originally explicit or implicit – or, 

declarative and/or procedural. Firstly, this is because the CLARION-agent will need to 

discover possibly better examples of minds from within the external virtual world at a 

higher rate of self-improvement than it has episodically experienced so far. Secondly, an 

active declarative memory is also mandatory for allowing the CLARION-agent to store 

imagined, deduced, or memorized logical and mathematical proofs that contain the 

theoretical existence of better recursive self-improvements for upgrading as the virtual-

agent’s next mind.  

 
140 The AND-GATE bridge concept could be relaxed to all for cognitive information to flow more 

fluidly. In this case some of the processing hubs can function as AND-NODES. 
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Episodic knowledge is context-sensitive, subjectively experienced, and often 

emerges from many convoluted semantic factors and empirical percepts coming in from 

the (virtual) environment as well as from actions (tasks) performed by the (virtual) agent. 

In CLARION, the architecture was designed and originally configured to have cognitive 

information flows immediately become convoluted between subsystems (and knowledge 

explicit and implicit) processes in order to generate human-like episodic memories as 

much as possible through information engineering. As a result, of this canonical 

configuration, subjective episodic knowledge (aka. user knowledge, UK) is fundamentally 

intertwined with an AND-GATE network that also includes environmental knowledge (EK) 

and task knowledge (TK). All three AND-nodes reside in the non-action centered 

subsystem (NACS). In this recursive self-improvement scenario, the virtual CLARION-

agent looks for past, current, and future models and implementations that will represent 

its own mind within the external virtual environment, through tasks that the agent has 

performed in this environment (or is thinking about performing), as well as from within the 

conceptual contents of its own imagination. Consequently, this episodic AND-GATE 

network must remain active and firing at all times if the virtual CLARION-agent is to 

encounter ways to improve the functionality of its own virtual mind. 

A virtual CLARON-agent will need to rely on prospective knowledge and memories 

in order to continually discover and predict which mental models are the most salient for 

recursive self-upgrading.  There are many cognitive and empirical realms where these 

mental upgrades might plausibly exist and a highly functioning CLARION-agent should 

readily use the meta-cognitive subsystem (i.e. the AND-GATE hub, MCS) to take 

advantage of possible upgrade solutions accessible within: its own imagination, through 

logical proofs and throughout the external virtual environment (stored in the NACS and 

enacted in the ACS – both AND-GATE hubs).  To take full advantage of predicting all 

possible means from which the agent can recursively self-improve; the CLARION agent 

will need to conserve the architecture’s deeply convoluted canonical configuration that 

communicates between all four subsystems. This would include those intercommunicating 

subsystems tied to goals and motivational drives.  

A CLARION-agent uses procedural knowledge and memories to execute empirical 

verification tests by performing cognitively-informed actions in the (virtual) world. 

Contemplative deliberations – based on declarative knowledge in the non-action centered 
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subsystem (NACS) - are procedurally implemented as actions using the action-centered 

subsystem (ACS) and especially, the external action network (EAN). The connection 

between the ACS and the EAN forms part of an AND-GATE network.  There are 

declarative elements in procedural memory that must always be addressed when 

undertaking functionally beneficial tasks. In this particular scenario, the CLARION-agent 

uses empirical aspects of procedural memory to wander the virtual world to try and 

discover examples of better virtual-agent minds for co-optation. The CLARION-agent can 

also use procedural memory to communicate with the production rules and mathematical 

(logic) proofs stored in the NACS to see how to procedurally perform logical steps in the 

most recommended way possible. Comparison between logical solutions with empirical 

solutions can also be handled if the ACS is in direct and active communication as an AND-

GATE bridge with the NACS. 

A CLARION-agent will also likely need a constant information-feed of streaming 

reinforcement signals to reward or punish thoughts and/or actions that lead to the 

discovery – and possible implementation - of particular self-improvement candidates found 

either within its own mind (stored within the NACS with the MCS) or empirically in the 

external virtual world (stored in the NACS with the ACS). These four subsystems are in 

place here as AND-GATE hubs141 with the reinforcement signaling module taking AND-

GATE pre-conditions from both the MCS central hub and the current representation for 

task memory (TM) before determining whether reinforcements should be bundled with the 

rest of the cognitive signals or not. 

CLARION differs from the other canonical cognitive architectures in that its 

configuration supports dedicated modules to handle goals as well as motivations (bundled 

with drives). These motivational deliberations are stored in CLARION’s motivational 

subsystem (MS).  Motivations and goals (and occasionally, human-like drives which for 

this reason, exists as an OR-NODE exception) need to be taken into consideration when 

pursuing new mental-model upgrades for the virtual-agent’s own recursive co-optation and 

implementation. The meta-cognitive subsystem (MCS) ultimately determines which goals, 

drives and motivations are most relevant to fulfill the higher aim of recursive self-

 
141 If cognitive flow becomes an issue during a particular contemplation scenario, some 

processing hubs could act numerically as binary OR-GATES instead.  
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improvement. Further, these motivations and goals might be purely cerebral and come 

from a position of teleological disinterestness (see Kant, 1790) [see Kantian Interpretation] 

which might not always require the drives (DR) OR-NODE. 

CLARION’s goals have a signature structure (GS) as well as a special network for 

recursively coordinating this particular goal structure into actionable procedures (GSAN). 

In the recursive self-improvement scenario, the CLARION-agent will need to assemble an 

ontological task-model (TM) out of these networked goal formulations. This goal-shaped 

task model will eventually communicate with the user knowledge (UK) and task knowledge 

(TK) modules stored in the NACS.  This episodic AND-network of goal-informed modules 

recursively informs this agent of multiple temporal instantiations regarding the state-of-its 

own mind and whether goals for self-improvement have been satiated with this current 

state-of-mind or whether further deliberation(s) and actions will need to be taken in order 

for the CLARION-agent to improve its own mind even more.   

CLARION matches and recognizes cognitive patterns by addressing both implicit 

and explicit knowledge throughout the inter-communication processes between its four 

subsystems as an AND-GATE chain (the only exception is the orphaned drives OR-NODE 

[DR]). For this scenario, a CLARION agent uses the MCS and the NACS mostly to 

compare different virtual-mind instantiations to determine which candidates are redundant 

and worth compressing into the current virtual-mind for minor updating and which other 

candidates are intrinsically valuable enough to warrant having the CLARION-agent 

conduct a major mentalist upgrade on its own mind. This activity might be less of an issue 

in the cognitively relaxed meta-state. 

Self-monitoring is a crucial cognitive aspect of any situation where the agent needs 

to recursively improve its own virtual mind. CLARION’s meta-cognitive subsystem (MCS) 

is an AND-GATE hub142 that coordinates this holistic self-awareness and informs the agent 

recursively of its current state-of-mind and whether this state-of-mind is satisfactory or 

deserves a cognitive upgrade. This assessment of whether or not the current mind-state 

is satisfactory is partially determined by the motivational subsystem (MS) and the non-

 
142 If the virtual-agent needs to more expediently process cognitive information during a 

contemplation scenario, the MCS could be alternately designated as an OR-HUB as it has 
one feeding connection from a random informational input source. 
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action centered subsystem (NACS) while the qualitative value of this state-of-mind is seen 

as having a positive or negative valence through the assignment of reinforcement signals 

(RS). 

CLARION’s entire architecture is mostly an AND-GATE network that unites all four 

subsystems. Within each subsystem, are some cognition parsers that help represent and 

mediate the presence of explicit and implicit finite-states and decision cycles. A CLARION-

agent’s virtual mind-state is a conceptual (and ontological) reflection of this subsystem 

integration. Finite-states can be represented in the non-action centered subsystem 

(NACS) and monitored by the meta-cognitive subsystem (MCS) and affectively driven by 

the motivational subsystem (MS). However, the action-sequences available within each 

available state are handled by the action-centered subsystem (ACS) and especially, the 

external action network (EAN). Eventually, these states might be updated by the MCS 

when the CLARION-agent wishes to recursively improve its own virtual mind. 

CLARION’s perceptual modules are agnostic when it comes to whether the 

input/output sources are either visual or sensorimotor in nature.  In CLARION, these 

perceptual modalities are all represented as “input” (IN) which after contemplation, 

becomes output (OUT). This actionable output is usually enacted by the external action 

network (EAN) AND-GATE hub.143  This scenario requires as much sensory input 

available as possible in order to out the selection and/or co-optation of discoverable mind-

state upgrade candidates in the external virtual world. 

Kantian Interpretation of CLARION for Scenario 4 

The Kantian intensities with regards to a virtual CLARION-agent contemplating 

recursive self-improvement would need to be considered in accordance with the 

architecture’s activity configuration meta-states. The cognitively relaxed meta-state [see 

Figure 30 again] would only be passively encountering potential self-upgrade candidates. 

In this instance, the NACS and ACS might not be always active. This lack of interactivity 

could either cause functional laziness and a conservational attitude where the virtual 

CLARION-agent is simply content with its current mind schema. Or, this virtual-agent 

 
143 If a virtual-agent wishes to expedite the cognitive information flow, the EAN node needs to be 

designated as an OR-NODE as it has only one feeding connection from the ACS hub. 
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inadvertently engages in free-play and free-association imagining every conceivable self-

upgrade candidate without thinking directly about self-interest or utility. This would 

especially be the case if the MS was also dormant. However, this MS-dormancy is not 

usually the case for this illustrated meta-state configuration.  In the instance of unchecked 

free-play and especially in the additionally relaxed case of MS-dormancy, there might very 

well be a cognitive acceleration towards the transcendent sublime threshold.  

The direction of contemplative intensity will likely depend on what this agent 

encounters in its virtual environment.  If downloadable self-upgrade scripts are readily 

available within this virtual world, then this virtual-agent might engage in greedy behavior 

but might not spend time verifying each freshly encountered self-upgrade script. In fact, 

this virtual mind might not even bother checking any recent imagined episodic snapshots 

stored in the user knowledge (UK) portion of the NACS. In this sub-scenario, this laziness 

could lead to an agreeable intensity or lower since passive self-interested reasonable 

estimation will be much more dominant than the episodic imagination. If the script-

acquiring behavior is too greedy (due to some scripts being conveniently close to the 

virtual-agent’s proximity), then these scripts might not necessarily even be acquired based 

on a criteria about the agent’s self-interest (even though it is unintentionally acting out of 

self-interest due to greediness). In that instance, the beautiful Kantian intensity is also 

possible. 

  If there are no perceivable scripts in gaze-range, then the virtual-agent’s mind 

might imagine all sorts of possible candidates that it could conceivably encounter. In this 

latter case, the virtual-agent’s mind would not have the ACS to keep its free-play 

imaginings under any practical scrutiny. At best, the MS could have this free-play 

correspond to some drives and motivations. Ultimately, there would still be intense activity 

within the episodic user knowledge (UK) imagination node that resides in the NACS. Left 

unchecked by self-interest if the MS were to also lie dormant and unaccountable to 

actionable decision making; it becomes much more likely that with low computational 

resources, functional paralysis would occur below mundane levels while having access to 

vast computational resources (memory etc.), this same mind could paradoxically engage 

with the transcendent sublime threshold. 
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A virtual CLARION-agent contemplating while in the reserved meta-state will need 

to rely on continual intercommunication between the ACS and NACS [See Figure 31 

again].  This is because the NACS is required to imagine the affordances of various self-

upgrade candidates while the ACS would be simultaneously required to take actions with 

searching, testing, assessing, and initializing various self-upgrade candidates. This 

interdependency between the NACS and ACS shows the balanced interplay between 

imagination (i.e. the storage and generation of episodic snapshots in the UK portion of the 

NACS) and reason (embodied within the ACS) which would normally have the virtual-

agent’s mind contemplating at an agreeable intensity. The agreeable is the most 

appropriate intensity for CLARION in this scenario. To avoid cognitive paralysis and/or 

transcendent sublime disinterestedness, it would be necessary that the MCS works hard 

to have this intensity regulated with the MS in order to successfully balance implicit and 

explicit knowledge as well as imagination and reason for finding the most suitable self-

upgrade candidate.  If the MCS self-monitoring becomes to recursive and/or too process-

intensive, then approaching the transcendent sublime contemplative threshold returns as 

a likely possibility. In an ideal situation, the MCS will be initialized with a sufficiently 

improved self-upgrade where so that it can recursively find better future instantiations of 

its own MCS and eventually contemplate more effectively – even under transcendent 

sublime conditions (by human experiential standards). This is assuming, that the virtual 

CLARION-agent’s mind would at this point be operating at a super-intelligent level. 

The meta-cognitive subsystem (MCS) manages much more than just the 

intercommunication between the NACS and the ACS while deeply considering self-

upgrades in the reserved meta-state.  At the agreeable intensity, the MCS would also be 

active assessing whether these self-upgrade candidates are compatible with the virtual-

agent’s self-interest. This self-interest is represented via goals, drives, and motivations in 

the MS. If the connection between the MCS and the MS is not active, then it is possible 

that the virtual-agent’s mind takes a disinterested approach to conceiving and assessing 

candidates. This search and validation process might even lead the virtual-agent’s mind 

to the point of contemplating the utility and design of every single imaginable self-upgrade 

candidate. This includes the continuous rehearsal activity of pre-cached, pre-verified, and 

pre-initialized math proofs of a self-upgrade candidate’s rational viability within the working 

memory action network (WMAN). If the virtual CLARION-agent decides to deeply consider 
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all sorts of possible self-upgrade candidates – regardless of rational self-interested utility 

– then contemplative intensification might accelerate quickly past the beautiful intensity 

and towards and/or surpass the transcendent sublime limit. This is because human-

equivalent apprehension will never compensate for the rapidly accelerating imperatives 

for comprehension. At super-intelligence levels beyond the utility-based agent category, 

this might not be an issue.  

Crawfordian Interpretation of CLARION for Scenario 4 

The Crawfordian interpretation of a virtual CLARION-agent contemplating a 

recursive self-improvement scenario is similar to the Kantian interpretation [6.4.4 - Kantian 

Interpretation] in that one must consider the firing activity of two different architectural 

meta-state configurations. With the laissez-faire (aka. cognitively relaxed) meta-state, the 

interconnections between the imaginative NACS and the practical ACS subsystems are 

not always actively firing into each other [see Figure 30 again]. If the NACS is the facilitator 

for the generation, proliferation, and execution of C-states, and the corresponding ACS is 

responsible for A-states, then Crawford’s ratio for interactive excellence might not be in 

balance.  This imbalance could lead to functional paralysis, functional stasis, or the 

extreme opposite of these conditions - imaginative overload. This cognitive relaxed meta-

state would be more dependent on interconnections with the MS in order to ground the 

virtual-agent’s A-state expectations of finding, verifying, and initiating encountered self-

upgrade scripts according to at least some aligned desires and ambitions. 

Greedy A-state maximization in this cognitively relaxed meta-state would likely 

occur if there were an ample supply of proximally convenient self-update scripts within the 

range of the virtual CLARION-agent’s perceptual apparatus. In this case, all expectations 

for the existence of self-upgrade candidates would be met. C-states represented as stored 

and retrieved episodic snapshots (incl. AI scripts, screenshots, text-chat archives, digital 

video files etc.) would only be necessarily contemplated when the virtual CLARION-agent 

wishes to test, assess, verify each of these potential self-upgrade candidates.   In a virtual 

world where self-update scripts are scare or perhaps, non-existent, the virtual CLARION-

agent might need to rehearse episodic snapshots depicting the storage of already-

acquired self-update candidate scripts and also the prospects of hopefully acquiring more 

valuable self-update scripts. In this case, the virtual-agent’s mind is expecting more than 
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it might encounter and therefore, more C-states would be generated than A-states, thus 

thwarting Crawford’s ratio for interactive excellence.   

The reserved meta-state architectural configuration has the virtual CLARION-

agent dependent on perpetual intercommunication between A-states provided by the ACS 

and C-states imagined by the NACS [see Figure 31 again]. Deeply contemplating the most 

appropriate self-upgrade candidate scripts – though the diligent efforts of the MCS - are 

best served by implementing Crawford’s original interactive excellence ratio. C-states are 

required from the NACS for expecting the saliency, value, and validity of each self-upgrade 

candidate script. A-states in the ACS are necessary to meet these expectations generated 

by the NACS.  If the MCS engages in too much recursive self-monitoring of itself rather 

than focusing on expedient ways to imagine, search, and test relevant self-upgrade 

candidates, then C-state expectations will begin to outnumber available A-states. In the 

Crawfordian context, this might lead to C-state overloading and functional paralysis.  The 

MS also exists to keep in check whether desires, drives, motivations, and ambitions are 

having their expectations met with this self-upgrade search and verification process. If the 

MCS - through the working memory action network mechanism (WMAN) - focuses more 

on the MS than of itself, there is a better chance that a functional equilibrium will be 

reached between A-states and C-states.  

6.5. Scenario 5 – Universal Contemplation Scenario 

This final scenario applies to a very cognitively advanced virtual-agent seeking to 

universally understand as much computable knowledge as possible. Functioning as 

something akin to a curious artificial scientist (Schmidhuber, 2009; see also Friston et al., 

2017); the universal knowledge-seeking virtual-agent will want to locate and store every 

possible objective explanation for every novel phenomenon. This very speculative 

scenario transcends and includes all of tasks and purposes involved with the previous 

scenarios and would require very vast memory resources. At the very least, this type of 

universal knowledge-seeking virtual-agent will consume and interpret as many digital bit-

strings of information as possible that would be perceivable in its situated virtual world 

(Brazier and Wijngaards, 2001; Dewey at al., 2013; Orseau and Ring, 2011; Orseau et al. 

2013).. Drawing from universal induction, a virtual-agent of this type will rank and sort bit-
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strings according to their semantic relevance and ability to explain various hypothesis 

about how the virtual world (and possibly, other worlds) actually operates (Hutter, 2005). 

This virtual universe can also be contemplated in terms of its idiosyncratic teleological 

value in relation to other worlds. 

The technical aspects behind contemplating universal knowledge, more than in 

any of the other scenarios, involve perpetual dynamic activity from most architectural 

modules and mechanisms. To begin with, the virtual-agent will need to contemplate as 

many production rules stored in memory as possible and for as long as possible.  These 

rules may be represented as pure information, as structured syllogisms, as a general set 

of conditional statements, or packaged through some other method and category. This 

type of memory storage might be constantly updated with new production rules based on 

universal information induction. 

Working memory is also required so that a virtual-agent can continuously rehearse 

this cognitive information to determine which bit-strings (and/or production rule 

formulations) are semantically salient and also, how to rank these information bit-strings 

(and/or production rules) before and after they are consolidated into long term memory. 

The bit-strings with the highest value ranking will most clearly explain particular cause-

effect phenomena to the curious virtual-agent (e.g. CLARION-agent). Convenient 

information regurgitation will be also useful for inductively testing the simulation-space and 

for continuously imagining a simulated universe etc. A universal virtual-agent might have 

a sufficiently vast memory not to rely on working memory for consolidation since this 

process might be seen as temporarily redundant. In addition, the virtual-agent must 

continually monitor and assess the stream of declarations being added to memory in real-

time. Ultimately, this information can be dynamically updated in a Bayesian manner as to 

the degree to which declarations are true or false (see Muto and Beck, 2008). 

An active episodic memory also plays a role with regards to acquiring universal 

knowledge outside the subjective awareness of the virtual-agent. As a situated agent in 

the (virtual and/or simulated) universe, the virtual-agent must reason about and 

contemplate its own agency and story of its existence.  This life-story is constantly being 

updated in episodic memory. The episodic story of the empirically perceived (virtual) 
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universe and the agent’s own self-representation within is constantly stochastic, dynamic, 

and updatable.  

Prospective memory must also be continually activated in a universal knowledge 

acquisition and inductive reasoning scenario. This is because the most essential purpose 

of a virtual-agent wishing to deploy and contemplate universal induction is to predict future 

events in an otherwise, stochastic (virtual) world. Therefore, the prospective memory bank 

– especially, in the context of a universal induction agent - is one of the most essential 

modules for cognitive information integration. Prospections are sometimes more effective 

when tied to reinforcement signals but this might not need to be the case for every type 

and purpose of universal induction.   

Universal knowledge might be mostly declarative in composition but the virtual-

agent will need to be actively mindful of those procedural aspects that impart agency onto 

the activities involved with acquiring universal knowledge as well. For example, a virtual-

agent seeking universal information would require a cerebral connection with known 

procedures, tasks, and actions. This is because implicit as well as explicit knowledge can 

form a larger mental picture of a world discoverable via universal induction. This total 

knowledge is essential whether interacting directly in a virtual world or indirectly through 

mentalist simulation via the imagination.  

Reinforcement signals might play a semantic role with rewarding and/or punishing 

the virtual-agent with finding and understanding particular universal knowledge 

interpretations. However, the presence of a reinforcement learning (RL) module in a 

cognitive architecture is not always necessary and can even be configured as an optional 

OR-NODE. The reason for not making reinforcement signals essential to universal 

knowledge learning outcomes is that only some universal induction schemes (e.g. AIXI; 

Hutter, 2005) insist on reinforcement signal representations in order to learn universal 

knowledge from a (virtual) environment.  As a philosophical side-note, a virtual-agent 

using a Kantian cognitive configuration might be interested in seeking intrinsic universal 

knowledge for its own sake without needing to learn punishments and rewards via 

reinforcement signals. 
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One can say that that there exists a core teleological drive to acquire as much 

information as possible for universal induction. Otherwise, it does not seem absolutely 

essential to have bio-inspired modules for motivations and drives to be “on” all of the time. 

In fact, if the virtual-agent wishes to engage in disinterested contemplation, these drives 

might actually be distracting if the modules are “on” all of the time. However, it is generally 

assumed that a knowledge-seeking agent (Dewey et al., 2013)144 will require some core 

motivations and goals related to the pursuit of universal (virtual) knowledge.  Unlike bio-

inspired drives and motivations, goals (but not necessarily motivations or drives) would be 

essential in order to consistently pursue acquiring knowledge through universal induction.  

The primary goal in this scenario is teleological and might involve Kantian 

disinterestedness (to pursue and contemplate omniscient cognitive knowledge for its own 

sake). 

A universal contemplation scenario must also acknowledge the role and function 

of pattern recognition and matching mechanisms as well as configurations related to 

representing self-awareness. Pattern-matching and recognition schemes are omnipresent 

if a virtual-agent is to acquire, sort and rank cognitive information (e.g. bit-strings) through 

universal induction.  To gain any semantic information at all from a stochastic universe, 

the virtual-agent must contemplate and compare the subtle differences and similarities 

between each informational item (e.g. a bit string, syllogism, production rule etc.). Finding 

isomorphic information bit-strings, for example, would allow information compression to 

happen and would cut down on any informational redundancy.  This compression saving 

technique might inadvertently lower cognitive intensity a little, but the contemplative act 

will still be very intense given the vastness of the information to be consumed and 

semantically understood. Self-knowledge and self-monitoring can be an asset when it 

comes to acquiring universal knowledge since the agent should eventually reasons that it 

is indeed, situated within this universe as an integral part of it.  However, this line of 

reasoning is not entirely essential to perform universal induction.  In fact, AIXI’s universal 

induction scheme assumes that the AIXI-agent is performing inductions as a separate 

entity from the rest of the (virtual) universe.  An AIXI-agent does not necessarily factor 

 
144 A parallel paper is: Orseau, L., Lattimore, T., & Hutter, M. (2013, October). Universal 

knowledge-seeking agents for stochastic environments. In International Conference on 
Algorithmic Learning Theory (pp. 158-172). Springer Berlin Heidelberg. 
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itself into the equation and to do so, implies a meta-omniscience that transcends the AIXI-

agent’s own absolute estimation of universal knowledge in a sublime manner (i.e. it would 

require nested oracle machines to dynamically predict more than the universal predictor 

can predict, Sunehag and Hutter, 2012).  The main workaround for this is if the virtual-

agent insists on time and length computation boundaries and does not pursue total 

universal induction. Whether or not a self-representation is used when contemplating the 

entire (rest of) the universe, contemplative intensity is very high [9.1.1]. At any rate, 

introspective self-monitoring capabilities are an asset despite the extreme contemplative 

intensity it would produce not only in a cognitive architecture but even for raw brute force 

search algorithms. 

The most cogniscient virtual-agent seeking universal knowledge might still have 

its cognitive capabilities represented as finite-states with some recognizable decision 

cycle. If this is the case, a universal knowledge seeking virtual-agent would need to 

continually acquire all of the available finite-states as well as any decisions relating to 

sorting and ranking deliberations and contemplated actions.  

A universal knowledge-seeking virtual-agent’s perceptual apparatus would also 

need to be constantly maintained and updated.  A universal knowledge-seeking virtual-

agent looking to make inductions on as many items of empirical (and other) evidence as 

possible, would need to continually contemplate as many visual feeds and other sensorial 

stimuli (percepts) as it can – computational resources permitting. If the agent is only 

contemplating universal mentalist information in the AIXI tradition, then having access to 

a motor module is optional. If the agent is acting in the (simulated/virtual) world to induce 

from empirical evidence as a situated agent that is embedded in the virtual world with an 

avatar body, then the motor module is required. 

6.5.1. ACT-R Classic as the Virtual-Mind for Universal 
Contemplation 

The type of cognitive universal information that a virtual-agent may wish to 

contemplate can be represented through a reductive numerical process (i.e. binary 

strings) or through some other higher-order abstraction (e.g. syllogisms stored in the 

production rule module). However, ACT-R architectures (esp. the Classic version) [Figure 
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32] are optimized to parse empirical (i.e. sensorimotor) knowledge retrieved from (in this 

case) the virtual environment. Universal induction can occur through memorizing, 

rehearsing, and ranking empirical knowledge but for ACT-R in particular, this is really the 

only way this architecture can process universal knowledge of any kind.  To make room 

in memory for the acquisition of universal knowledge, it seems that the buffer and pattern 

modules do not need to be overloaded with firing signals. Therefore, the flow-chart 

illustration should show these modules as remaining on stand-by.  

 

Figure 32 - ACT-R Classic Universal Knowledge Acquisition Configuration. 

Configuration made by the dissertation author using the PyPhi online graph 

visualizer. http://integratedinformationtheory.org/calculate.html. Accessed online, 

September 02, 2016.  
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Configuration Rationale of ACT-R Classic for Scenario 5 

The configurations that are ideal for ACT-R Classic when handling this universal 

knowledge acquisition scenario generally speaking, must involve balancing the maximized 

capabilities of the architectures’: production rule mechanisms, memory modules, 

processing buffers, goals (more applicable in 5.0+), pattern recognizers, finite-state 

managers, and the virtual-agent’s perceptual apparatus. 

ACT-R Classic’s production rules for all scenarios are action-centric in that they 

fire as soon as procedural (PROC) patterns – handled by the pattern-driven OR-NODE 

network (Patt) - have been successfully matched with memory items stored in a 

specialized OR-NODE buffer region (Buff). 

ACT-R Classic has the capability to process procedural memory and in fact, 

handling interactive procedures through rudimentary deliberative enhancements is ACT-

R’s defining feature. However, ACT-R’s procedural knowledge/memory (PROC) module 

processes cognitive information independently from the declarative memory/knowledge 

(DEC) module. Consequently, even if ACT-R’s procedural memory was firing all of the 

time, the virtual-agent might still not have cognitive access to the “total knowledge” that is 

essential for extracting the semantics from contemplating universal induction processes. 

In the expanded buffer version for ACT-R 5.0+, these production rule nodes are indeed 

visible and can remain actively firing for all time-steps relevant to this universal induction 

scenario. However, the issues around retaining a truly holistic integrated understanding of 

“universal knowledge” across different semantic domains that are not entirely handled 

directly by ACT-R’s core architecture still leaves an open question for deeper hermeneutic 

analysis than what ACT-R’s architectural representation affords.  

ACT-R Classic is an architecture optimized for deliberation-reduced in-world 

interaction schemes. Therefore, pattern matching and recognition (Patt) processing is 

highly dependent on an independent input feed from an OR-NODE representing 

procedural memory (PROC).  Declarative information (DEC) does influence ACT-R’s 

specialized OR-NODE buffer (Buff) but there is no direct architectural pattern-comparison 

with information bit-strings digitally representing procedures. The mechanistic siloing of 

this knowledge/memory categories will make universal information compression more 

difficult (e.g. slower) to achieve. If one was to expand to the analytical resolution just 
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enough to make the individual buffer nodes visible (for versions ACT-R 5.0+), one would 

notice that a production rule OR-NODE chain matches, recognizes and integrates all 

patterns that emerge from declarative and procedural knowledge.  Outside of the structural 

affordances of ACT-R’s nodal connections, it is possible that the virtual-agent’s mind might 

inadvertently intensify the contemplative process of making universal inferences from 

holistic (i.e. declarative with procedural) knowledge and memory. It remains the endeavor 

of future research to determine whether other qualitative interpretations – or perhaps even 

quantitative calculations - will show any meaningful exception stating that contemplative 

intensity might be identified as increasing over search-time when dealing with this 

particular universal induction scenario rather showing how ACT-R modular configuration 

was originally intended to efficiently reduce cognitive intensity. An extra-architectural 

process for addressing architectural contemplative intensity can be the subject of future 

work [9.1]. 

A virtual-agent might sometimes require some level of self-awareness in order to 

understand the type of universal knowledge being interpreted. ACT-R Classic is too 

rudimentary an architecture to really possess self-monitoring capabilities but the buffer 

(Buff) – when expanded (in versions ACT-R 5.0+) to handle bi-directional feeds to and 

from an intentions (Int) module and goal buffer (GBuff) - can feasibly contemplate 

matching patterns that might inadvertently relate to the semantics of self-awareness. 

However, it is not entirely clear if ACT-R can act upon this type of self-addressing cognitive 

information.  

A virtual-agent is more likely to acquire universal knowledge if it can store some 

historical episodes (i.e. text-chat archives, AI scripts, screenshots, digital-video recordings 

etc.) in working memory. ACT-R’s working memory items are rehearsed through the 

interactions between the buffer OR-NODE hub (Buff) and the pattern OR-NODE (Patt). 

This buffer receives sensorimotor information as well as independent input from 

declarative (DEC) knowledge (represented here as an OR-NODE). Procedural knowledge 

(PROC – also an OR-NODE) is only indirectly memorized and temporally consolidated 

through a pattern-matching (Patt) and production rule execution (ProdEx) OR-network. 

ACT-R’s “vanilla” architectural configuration uses the buffer (Buff) module as a working 

memory hub. 
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An ACT-R-agent can parse universal knowledge to the best of its ability, by relying 

on an orphaned declarative knowledge/memory OR-NODE (DEC). This orphaned node is 

responsible for feeding facts and assertions (i.e. the declarative knowledge stream) into 

the specialized buffer (Buff). This buffer – acting as an interaction-centric proxy for a 

working memory store - pools stored declarative knowledge into the sensorimotor 

information that the virtual-agent has encountered in its virtual environment. These 

empirically verified declarations can then be compared with procedural (PROC) patterns 

for the possibility of production rule generation and rule-firing. This procedurally verified 

information can then be rule-fired back into the buffer so that it can more holistically 

contemplate universal knowledge. 

Universal inferences and predictions in ACT-R Classic only really occur (and only 

really is stored) in an OR-network composed of the Pattern (Patt) and Production Rule 

Execution (ProdEx) modules which are related to the working memory buffer (Buff).   

ACT-R Classic’s finite-state representations are distributed across various OR-

NODES but can be evaluated in the pattern (Patt) and Production Execution modules 

(ProdEx).  These finite state-action sequences are deliberated further in the buffer (Buff).  

This buffer is more closely connected to declarative knowledge but also indirectly 

contemplates procedural knowledge once it has been verified by the pattern (Patt) module 

for production rule firing (Prod Ex). This information is then recycled back into the 

specialized buffer-hub (Buff). It is through the continual re-circulation of the buffer then 

that an ACT-R agent can best increase the contemplative intensity inherent in making 

universal inductions based on holistic knowledge that are subsequently drawn from 

sensorimotor-inspired declarations and procedures.  

A virtual-agent using ACT-R Classic can rely on visual and sensorimotor 

(empirical) information in order to make inductions of any kind - no matter how rudimentary 

this deliberation process might be compared with other architecturally-enhanced virtual 

minds. The quick cognitive interaction responses to dynamic empirical events taking place 

in a (virtual) world is what ACT-R was designed for.   However, most universal knowledge 

is contemplated via the mentalist virtual-mind schema and visual information is only 

empirically acquired to confirm and/or update the virtual-agent’s current understanding 
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about the universe. Ultimately, ACT-R Classic cannot parse the semantics behind visual 

information beyond numerical (binary) extraction and other superficial capabilities.  

Kantian Interpretation of ACT-R Classic for Scenario 5 

ACT-R Classic’s capabilities are limited when it comes to the universal 

contemplation scenario. What ACT-R Classic can do well in this scenario is that it can 

learn rapidly by efficiently performing empirical tests within its situated virtual environment. 

These tests would be useful when determining whether particular knowledge inferences 

can be verified by virtual perceptual feedback. For example, a virtual ACT-R Classic agent 

would be quite adept at searching for and discovering UUID bit-strings that seem to 

describe a virtual asset the same way as predicted by the matched production rule 

provided by that virtual world. In the same way, a virtual ACT-R Classic agent is also quite 

competent with performing a series of knowledge-informed actions in order to see whether 

particular declarative inferences stored in memory make empirical sense in its situated 

virtual world. In this way only, a virtual ACT-R agent can learn about its virtual world from 

experience – similar to SOAR and CLARION - by performing actions within that world and 

observing the results.  These capabilities that are inherent in the ACT-R architectural 

umbrella (for all versions) can also be applied contemplating the recursive self-

improvement scenario [6.4.1]. 

 In Kantian terms, ACT-R Classic only really functions optimally with an intensity 

ranging from the mundane to the agreeable. This focus on at most, the self-interest 

maximization of knowledge acquisition, implies that a virtual ACT-R agent properly cannot 

engage in universal contemplation. This is because universal contemplation must also 

consider knowledge semantics that involve disinterestedness and not just those related to 

immediate self-interest. A virtual ACT-R Classic agent does not really have the capability 

to also parse disinterested contemplation. This virtual-agent’s mind has all acquired 

inferences and related empirical knowledge items semantically centered around 

production rules it has already stored and learned in declarative, procedural (i.e. 

sensorimotor), and production rule pattern memory.  This focus on expedient rule-pattern 

matching is done in order to achieve some actionable purpose for its own functional 

benefit.  
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Kantian intensities are only likely to increase for ACT-R Classic in this scenario if 

this virtual-agent’s mind has architectural difficulties storing and retrieving a massive 

number of inference bit-strings and production rules.  If the rational accumulation of 

represented knowledge items becomes too taxed, this virtual-agent will either undergo 

functional paralysis or accelerate towards the transcendent sublime threshold. The former 

situation would be more likely if it is storing self-interest knowledge-content because the 

memory banks will simply fill up too quickly for the virtual-agent’s mind to practically 

manage. The latter situation is only likely if this virtual-agent spends time re-analyzing the 

disinterested content to see how to represent it for its own self-interest. Perhaps, the ACT-

R virtual-agent engages in a recursive loop where it tries desperately to find matches 

between semantically abstract disinterested content and self-interested production rules. 

The more frequent and recursive this working memory rehearsal loop is, the more likely 

that contemplation could intensify. However, this semantic knowledge management 

endeavor would be considered as an extra-modular (and perhaps even an extra-

architectural) process. In this rare latter case, this virtual-agent would need to at least 

temporarily disregard the memorization of self-interested content and only obsessively 

focus on disinterested content lest the memory banks fill up again and cause the same 

functional paralysis that would occur in the former situation. Even with the latter case, 

ACT-R Classic does not operate on states in the way that SOAR does to deliberate over 

knowledge in order to try and change its semantic state through the application of 

proposed operators. Consequently, it is much more plausible that disinterested 

contemplation would never really occur on a deep enough level where contemplation 

would intensify further than the agreeable. Outside of figuring out within its own mind (i.e. 

through a shallow proxy-simulation of empirical events) which declarations and 

procedures should be matched to stored production rules for execution, the virtual ACT 

Classic agent does not really have an “imagination”, per se. Other aspects of the 

imagination can also be architecturally represented using episodic and prospective 

memory banks. ACT-R Classic does make predictions via production-rule matching and 

execution but does not really have its own dedicated prospective memory. Any episodes 

it parses usually are pre-formulated by the cognitive architects into declarations, 

procedures, and production rules but there is no dedicated episodic memory storage in 

ACT-R Classic either. It takes an interplay between the imagination and reason for 
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intensities to really increase beyond that of ACT-R Classic’s intensity speciality – that of 

the agreeable. 

Crawfordian Interpretation of ACT-R Classic for Scenario 5 

All versions of ACT-R function best as A-state optimizers. These A-states are often 

generated from empirical (virtual) reality testing and verification procedures. Empirical 

(virtual) reality testing, learning, and verification are procedures that a virtual ACT-R 

Classic would be comfortable with.  For this universal contemplation scenario, however, 

there needs to be many imagined expectations and possibilities for understanding what is 

out there in the empirical (virtual) universe. An agent can only contemplate possibilities on 

a universal scale when there are at least as many C-states to ponder as there are available 

A-states. In fact, C-state maximization would be desirable in this instance even if there are 

also A-states to help verify empirical (virtual) reality testing and manage the memorization 

of bit-string inferences that are expediently sorted and ranked by occurrence probability 

according to Solomonoff induction (see Hutter, 2005: 26, 66, 241, etc.). Unfortunately, 

ACT-R Classic cannot really perform the Solomonoff induction heuristic exhaustively 

enough despite being able to match ranked patterns that are formulated as production 

rules for actionable behavior. 

  In a finite virtual universe, it is possible to have every conceivable expectation 

matched by a functionally available A-state as long as this environment was sufficiently 

deterministic. This deterministic virtual universe would need to have easily graspable 

action-conditions, explicit (i.e. externally perceived and semantically “obvious”) cause and 

effect relationships, as well as predictable finite-states present not only in the acting 

virtual-agent’s mind but also anticipated in the minds of other virtual-agents. It is only in 

this extremely deterministic instantiation of a virtual universe where it would be remotely 

plausible for any virtual-agent to have all of the inference expectations generated within 

C-states to be exhausted by a pattern-matching and recognition process formulated within 

actionable production rules that would reside within A-states. As many virtual multiverses 

are considered to be stochastic, social, procedurally generated, and “open world”, a virtual 

ACR-Classic agent would encounter insurmountable architectural difficulties with 

reconciling all of the possible interactive C-states with matching A-states.  
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The C-state space within many virtual worlds would not scale well for an A-state 

optimizing virtual ACT-R Classic agent. What is even more intractable for a virtual ACT-R 

Classic agent is the fact that ideally omniscient universal knowledge acquisition would 

also have to involve the contemplation of inferences and percepts that reside outside of a 

virtual substrate (i.e. our “real” empirical world”). ACT-R Classic can only recommend and 

rehearse (in working memory) actions for interacting with an empirically perceivable world 

– in this case, it’s immediately embodied virtual world. Because of these inherent 

epistemological and ontological limitations, ACT-R Classic is not a recommended 

architecture for even a locally virtual universe contemplation scenario, let alone a total 

universe contemplation scenario. 

6.5.2. ACT-R 5.0+  as the Virtual-Mind for Universal Contemplation 

ACT-R 5.0+, as with earlier versions of ACT-R, is not the ideal architecture for a 

virtual-agent wishing to acquire universal knowledge.  However, serious attempts at 

universal knowledge acquisition can be made by configuring its dedicated modules and 

information processing buffers in a particular manner. ACT-R 5.0+ can have its modules 

maximized to allow the absorption of as much universal knowledge as possible [Figure 

33]. There are more buffers represented in 5.0+ than the classic version of ACT-R. 

Therefore, more of these buffers can remain in the active-firing mode without as much 

memory overload.  
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Figure 33 - ACT-R 5.0+ Universal Knowledge Acquisition (general) Configuration. 

Configuration made by the dissertation author using the PyPhi online graph 

visualizer. http://integratedinformationtheory.org/calculate.html. Accessed online, 

October 17, 2016.  

Configuration Rationale of ACT-R 5.0+ for Scenario 5 

To understand how a virtual-agent can use ACT-R 5.0+ to acquire universal 

knowledge; one must make a hermeneutic rationale for how: production rules, memory 

systems, processing buffers, finite-state hierarchies, and the virtual-agent’s own 

perceptual apparatus can be optimally configured.  

In a universal knowledge acquisition scenario, ACT-R 5.0+’s production rule buffer 

region can be expanded to show the interfacing mechanism between declarative and 

procedural knowledge. This interface is essentially, a production rule feed-forward OR-

NODE chain that allows for matching (ProdM), selection (ProdS) and execution (ProdEx). 

This buffer first mixes sensorimotor information (MBuff/MaMod) with declarative 

knowledge before linking this mixed output to the pattern (Patt) module for recognition, 
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matching and production-rule firing. Universal knowledge could be encoded as numerical 

information or as structured syllogisms in the pattern (Patt) module before firing the rules 

(ProdEx) to the stand-by buffer (Buff) for more cognitive processing. 

In ACT-R 5.0’s architectural configuration, the centralized buffer hub can be 

decomposable into a goal buffer (GBuff), visual buffer (VBuff), motor buffer (MBuff), and 

retrieval buffer (RBuff). If one was to analyze this working memory hub in terms of acting 

like a centralized processing module, then each buffer node would need to be in “stand-

by” rather than “active firing” mode.  For this universal induction scenario, however, the 

goal buffer (GBuff) would need to remain temporally active in order to focus on the pursuit 

of contemplating and understanding universal knowledge while the retrieval buffer (RBuff) 

should also remain active in order to keep track of current (numerical) inductions stored in 

declarative memory. The other buffers do not need to be perpetually active and so, can 

remain semi-dormant in stand-by mode.  

ACT-R 5.0+’s buffer expands to handle goals (GBuff), motor information (MBuff), 

visual information (VBuff) and declarative memory retrievals (RBuff).  For the universal 

induction scenario, the declarative node should remain on and firing so that the retrieval 

buffer can consistently feed current world-knowledge into the production rule OR-NODE 

chain in order to act upon updating the current knowledge base with new (universal) 

knowledge. 

ACT-R’s intentions (int) module (for versions ACT-R 5.0 and higher), is the only 

such module for contemplating episodic memory although the declarative memory module 

(Dec) can handle more generalized proxy-episodic memories. To contemplate and update 

a universal knowledge base, a virtual-agent would need to have some semblance of a 

numerically represented episodic history (esp. a digitally archived history of probability 

distributions over entities, agents, avatars, UUIDs, and objects, as well as reinforcements 

over time). Therefore, both the intentions and declarative memory nodes should remain 

actively firing for all time-steps relating to this particular scenario. 

The buffer in ACT-R 5.0+ can be expanded to include additional nodes related to 

(potentially) universal production matching (ProdM) and production selection (ProdS).  

The plain ACT-R’s compressed flow-chart representation considers the buffer system to 
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be ultimately responsible for contemplating action-centric prospections (predictions). For 

this reason, all of these OR-nodes remain available in the firing configuration but the OR-

GATE hubs are on stand-by mode (as far as the proper version is concerned). In ACT-R 

5.0+, the production rule OR-NODE chain and the goal buffer (GBuff) is subdivided 

enough from a centralized processing region to handle active message firing between 

nodes.  

ACT-R 6.0 (and possibly, ACT-R 5.0), has a production rule OR-NODE chain that 

can pass reinforcement signals in order to reward or punish the virtual-agent for pursuing 

and acquiring particular knowledge categories and resources. However, the details of 

these types of signals exist at a lower analytical resolution than that addressed by a 

modular framework. Reinforcement signaling is likely also to be stored within the goal 

buffer (GBuff). This buffer and the production rule OR-NODE chain would need to remain 

active in order to consistently monitor the virtual-agent’s episodic reward history over the 

sum of its expected lifetime in order to be rewarded for contemplating as much universal 

knowledge as possible. 

ACT-R 5.0+ is the earliest version that can address any perceivable 

representations of drives and motivations at the analytical resolution required by the IIT 

graph-visualization framework. Drives and motivations do not have their own 

modules/nodes but are implied in the intentions (int) module/nodes and the goal buffer 

(GBuff). The goal buffer then passes implicit drives and motivations through the feed-

forward production rule OR-NODE chain.  The universal induction scenario requires that 

both of these perpetually fire in order to keep track of the degree to which universal 

knowledge is being updated or whether the current knowledge base is semantically 

sufficient to understand how the universe operates. 

ACT-R versions 5.0 and higher can address goals in an intentions (Int) module 

and have these goals stored in a neighboring buffer (GBuff). Both of these modules would 

need to be perpetually firing in order to ensure that all discovered and stored empirical 

inductions are updated according to the ultimate goal(s) to acquire a universal level of 

semantic knowledge. 
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As with ACT-R Classic but shown most visibly in the expanded buffer (Buff) 

representations of ACT-R 5.0+; a virtual-agent can execute and evaluate finite-states 

composed out of universal knowledge via a distributed OR-NODE network containing both 

pattern (Patt) and production execution (ProdEx) modules.  

In terms of parsing universal knowledge in terms of empirically perceivable binary 

information strings, the expanded version of ACT-R 5.0+ can handle visual and motor 

percepts much better than more rudimentary versions of ACT-R. However, in ACT-R 

5.0+’s case, it would be best to leave the: the visual buffer (VBuff), the connected visual 

module (VizMod), the motor buffer (MBuff), and the connected manual motor module 

(MaMod) in stand-by mode because visual confirmation is not always required to update 

universal inductions. 

Kantian Interpretation of ACT-R 5.0+ for Scenario 5 

The Kantian interpretation of ACT-R 5.0+ when being initialized for a universal 

contemplation scenario resembles closely that of the same interpretation for ACT-R 

Classic [6.5.1 – Kantian Interpretation]. The only elaboration necessary here is a brief 

discussion on this more recent version’s additional capabilities to store and execute goals 

stored in specialized buffers (GBuff). The goal buffers help to further anchor the virtual 

ACT-R Classic agent into an agreeable Kantian intensity. While sustaining this intensity, 

this virtual-agent’s mind can more efficiently perform empirical (virtual) reality testing. This 

virtual-agent can focus exclusively on taking self-interested goal-driven actions to verify 

and rehearse the effects of causes inferred via bit-string representations within its working 

memory and production rule storage. While this extra goal functionality is useful for 

producing only those actions that will reasonably explain the practical effects of “imagined” 

inferred causes stored in declarative memory; total universal contemplation requires 

inferring the semantics of disinterested knowledge-content as well. This added goal buffer 

in ACT-R 5.0+ - unless ignored or disabled – will further limit the virtual-agent’s inferential 

scope of inquiry to a restricted set of “actionable” inferences about its empirical (virtual) 

environment. The goal specifications within recent ACT-R versions allow for some 

rudimentary ability to predict based on episodes relating to the virtual-agent’s architectural 

representations of “ambition”. In this case, some structural semblance of episodic and 

prospective memory exists. Also, functional paralysis might be less likely than with classic 
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ACT-R versions because only goal-aligned inferences will be prioritized in the virtual ACT-

R 5.0+ agent’s memory stores and it less likely to have its mind fill-up.  However, 

contemplative intensification towards the transcendent sublime limit is also less likely even 

though an ACT-R 5.0+ agent is technically more cognitively capable than a virtual-agent 

that uses an earlier ACT-R version for its initialized mental-schema.   

Crawfordian Interpretation of ACT-R 5.0+ for Scenario 5 

The Crawfordian interpretation of a virtual ACT-R 5.0+ agent being tasked with 

contemplating and inferring universal knowledge scenario is basically the same as the 

interpretation for ACT-R Classic [6.5.1 - Crawfordian Interpretation]. A brief Crawfordian 

discussion of how ACT-R 5.0+ would partially function in this particular scenario is worth 

mentioning here due to its added goal buffer functionality (i.e. GBuff). Including an 

architectural specification of goals and intentions for this scenario helps the virtual-agent’s 

mind only consider memorizing and acting upon those inferences that satisfy its practical 

ambition-driven expectations. These satisfied expectations are generated and proliferated 

within A-states. This elaborated structure in ACT-R 5.0+ helps prevent the generation and 

proliferation of too many interactive expectations (generated within C-states) that have no 

guarantee of satisfying the virtual-agent’s pre-specified goals.  If anything, ACT-R 5.0+ - 

while more cognitively competent than the Classic mind-instantiation – is more likely to 

turn the virtual-agent beyond A-state optimization and towards A-State maximization. 

Since a cognitively curious virtual-agent contemplating total universal knowledge (which 

asymptotically accumulates towards C-state and A-state omniscience) requires the 

generation and proliferation of expectations (residing within C-States), it seems that ACT-

R 5.0+ is no more qualified than ACT-R Classic for this particular scenario. 

6.5.3. SOAR as the Virtual-Mind for Universal Contemplation  

A virtual-agent could benefit from deploying SOAR as part of its virtual mind 

providing that the kind of universal knowledge acquired appears rational, operational, and 

formalized into computational states. As SOAR is really more optimized for complex 

declarative knowledge than actual semantic knowledge, some semantic-types might not 

be easily converted into conceptual representations functional enough for a virtual SOAR 

mind to operate upon.  However, most rational (logical) inferences about how entities, 
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objects and assets work in a virtual universe should be relatively easily converted into 

computable inductions and deductions that are subject to systematic ranking and selection 

– a hallmark of SOAR’s idiosyncratic functionality.  

The challenge for a virtual-agent seeking to acquire universal knowledge has to do 

with the fact that some of this knowledge will be situated outside of the virtual environment 

that this agent resides in.  True epistemological access to universal knowledge will require 

that the virtual-agent holds an open-world assumption, have an ontological commitment 

to possible worlds and will only realize the potential for logical omniscience if the virtual-

agent sufficient determined that all universal knowledge has indeed be acquired (as far as 

this agent is concerned).145 SOAR can handle any rational inference from many empirical 

sources providing that it can be formulated rationally and be made tractable. The key to 

optimizing a SOAR-agent to acquire universal knowledge is through a particular 

architectural configuration where the virtual-agent is in an active meta-state, working 

memory must be in stand-by mode (in order to reduce redundant firing-signals). Where 

the virtual-agent deliberates under more a more reserved meta-state, working memory 

must be as active as possible in order to rehearse information about knowledge from as 

many worlds as possible in order to make the best possible decision before firing decision-

nodes [Figures 34, 35]. 

 
145 Logical omniscience for believable agents (rather than universal agents) is not always 

desirable unless it is to model: delusional behavior, an extremely deep thinker, and/or a God-
like personality who does seem to understand everything about the known (virtual) world via 
the closed world assumption. See Burden, 2009 for a chat-bot in Second Life that has access 
to much more external knowledge resources than it should. See also Jago, 2009 for logical 
omniscience issues and other practical issues related to thinking too deeply via a possible-
worlds semantics.  
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Figure 34 - SOAR Universal Knowledge Acquisition (anticipatory meta-state) 
Configuration. 

Configuration of an environmentally active SOAR-agent made by the 

dissertation author using the PyPhi online graph visualizer. 

http://integratedinformationtheory.org/calculate.html. Accessed online, September 

02, 2016.  
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Figure 35 - SOAR Universal Knowledge Acquisition (reserved meta-state) 
Configuration. 

Configuration of a reserved decision-making SOAR-agent made by the 

dissertation author using the PyPhi online graph visualizer. 

http://integratedinformationtheory.org/calculate.html. Accessed online, August 11, 

2016.  

Configuration Rationale of SOAR for Scenario 5 

This technical section provides a rationale explaining the most likely way a virtual-

agent can utilize SOAR’s: production rules memory systems, chunking mechanism, goals, 

patterns, rudimentary self-awareness formulations, decision cycle, and perceptual 

apparatus (for the virtual-agent) in order to properly acquire universal knowledge.  

SOAR’s canonical configuration was optimized to efficiently chunk and quickly 

process, propose, and execute a vast number of rules from a production corpus stored in 

production memory (PM). The more production rules SOAR can store, the more 

“semantic” (declarative) and episodic knowledge it has about the empirical and imagined 

(virtual) universe.  Acquiring absolute universal knowledge of any kind can seriously lag 

any agent’s contemplative capabilities. However, compared with other canonical cognitive 
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architectures, SOAR can currently handle many more production rules than its 

competitors.  

 In this universal knowledge acquisition scenario, the SOAR-agent would work well 

if it had vast and extremely powerful computational resources to store and act upon all 

possible production rules for understanding universal knowledge.  Universal induction is 

done in a very expedient manner through SOAR’s chunking mechanism (CH). As a result, 

SOAR can find redundancies between digitized knowledge chunks fairly easy – providing 

they are represented as propositional statements for production rule packaging. This is 

why he chunking mechanism is also constantly firing as an OR-NODE.  For the parsing of 

pure bit-strings, a cognitive architecture such as SIGMA (made by one of the co-creators 

of SOAR) would likely be more appropriate for the task at hand. 

SOAR’s working memory (WM) centralized OR-NODE hub can rehearse 

memorized cognitive (i.e. episodic and declarative “semantic”) information related to 

universal induction. The working memory hub then must constantly be in communication 

with the chunking (CH) OR-NODE to select which universal knowledge representation are 

worth chunking before consolidating this information into longer-term memory storage.  

Chunking is an essential process tied to working memory – especially for this particular 

scenario. This is because universal knowledge will need to be compressed for redundancy 

due to the practical reality that a SOAR-agent is not likely to reach omniscience146 – even 

in a partially deterministic and epistemically programmable147 virtual world – without 

having unfettered access to unlimited computational resources and an infinite number of 

memorized production rules. 

 
146 Not to be confused with the logical omniscience problem that can occur with cognitively 

disembodied agents and/or agents with and deep thinking agents with logical access to a 
possible worlds semantics in virtual worlds. See Jago, 2009.  

147 i.e. being able to program what kinds of pre-determined knowledge assets can be 
computational accessed from a particular virtual world (e.g. finite numbers of states, 
barcodes, avatars, agents, objects etc.). In a purely stochastic non-virtual world (e.g. ours), 
there are far more assets available that we never created, designed nor filed and predicted 
for convenient user-access. Having said this, there can still exist many unanticipated 
stochastic situations, conceivable states and emergent assets, even in a pre-designed 
virtualized world. For example, Lucasfilm’s Habitat avatar world (1987) was unable to predict 
every possible interactive outcome between networked users. See Morningstar, C., & 
Farmer, F. R. (2008). The lessons of Lucasfilm's habitat. Journal For Virtual Worlds 
Research, 1(1). 
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SOAR’s declarative memory storage is also known as “semantic” memory (SM) 

even though this categorical conflation is misleading because not all declarations have 

particular meanings associated with them. SOAR’s declarative memory OR-NODE must 

always be on and firing for universal induction scenarios in order to parse as many 

assertions and facts possible. The more production rules and other factual knowledge that 

a SOAR-agent has access to, the more it will be able to effectively contemplate universal 

knowledge. 

A SOAR-agent’s episodic memory (EM) and episodic learning (EL) can be 

represented as aspects of universal knowledge. However, for a SOAR-agent to 

contemplate as much universal knowledge as possible, this information would need to be 

rehearsed and consolidated into the working memory (WM) hub before being passed to a 

chunking mechanism (CH). These knowledge chunks would then be stored as actionable 

production rules (stored in production memory, PM). Because episodic learning and 

memory require chunking in order to alleviate the computational resources necessary to 

handle universal induction, mentalist episodes in SOAR must form part of an integrated 

OR-GATE network.148 

The SOAR-agent would need to have its entire OR-STEP decision cycle activated 

and perpetually firing in order to contemplate as many operational predictions as possible 

that are related to universal knowledge inductions. This decision cycle would also need to 

be integrated with the memory type that stores production rules that formulate this 

knowledge (PM) as well as have this knowledge correlated with “semantic” (i.e. 

declarative) (SM) and episodic learning (EL) and storage capabilities (SM/EM). 

Explicit and, to some degree implicit procedures in SOAR can be formulated as 

chunked rules stored in production memory (PM) as well as have task-driven deliberations 

and actions be operationalized via serial OR-STEPS in SOAR’s decision cycle. The more 

actionable rules stored in the PM and operated on in the decision cycle, the more likely 

the SOAR-agent can access formal procedures for acquiring universal knowledge. SOAR 

has a special node for providing reinforcement feedback (RL) for particular production rule 

 
148 This could also be represented as an AND-GATE network, but this might over-constrict the 

decision-flow when needing to act more impulsively.  For more deliberated and contemplative 
decisions, an AND-GATE network might be seen as more desirable. 
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outcomes.  In some instances, SOAR’s reinforcement capabilities can be represented as 

an AND-NODE but in the case of universal induction, an OR-NODE is more than sufficient.  

There exists in SOAR an evaluation OR-NODE (EVAL) that could be re-purposed 

to handle goals related to acquiring universal knowledge.  Goals could also be feasibly 

formulated into production rules which could be plausibly operated upon in SOAR’s 

decision cycle. More likely, sub-goals would be implicitly generated when decisions reach 

an impasse somewhere along the decision cycle loop (Laird, 2012, 68).  For explicit goal-

contemplation, it is on the content-level of production rules where the “semantic” (i.e. 

declarative) properties can be deemed as being teleogically disinterested or sufficiently 

formulated for task-specific knowledge-fulfillment. The latter functional aim is more native 

to SOAR’s task-centric capabilities where every encountered knowledge item is part of a 

conceptual problem to be solved. 

Pattern matching and recognition in SOAR occurs across the entire architectural 

configuration.  However, SOAR’s chunking (CH) mechanism is the OR-NODE most 

responsible for compressing out pattern-redundancy and showing more clearly and 

explicitly the necessary conceptual and semantic differences between one particular 

induction over another. SOAR’s chunking capabilities are remarkably adept at reducing 

contemplative intensity, but a SOAR-agent is only deemed competent as a universal 

knowledge-seeing (virtual) agent if it can store and operate an extremely large number of 

knowledge-base (KB) items and assets. 

Self-awareness in SOAR would only emerge if the task-domain has been 

conceptually represented in advance as such where the “self” is operated upon as an 

ontological variable across the decision cycle. A SOAR-agent does not require any explicit 

self-awareness in order to cognitively process the problem of acquiring universal 

knowledge. The exception to this would a contingency where that knowledge would have 

to recursively contain a conception of the self as a situated and/or disembodied observing 

agent operating within that particular (virtual?) universe.  The only other way to gain self-

awareness in this scenario is when the virtual SOAR-agent reaches an impasse at one of 

the OR-STEPS in its decision cycle.  However, even with these self-reflective impasses, 

the virtual SOAR-agent can only parse one ontological state at a time (Laird 2012: 68). In 

order for this to work, the problem-space and state would need to be formulated as clearly 
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as possible so that the virtual SOAR-agent can minimize the dependence on comparing 

and switching states. 

SOAR’s decision cycle (i.e. an OR-STEP network) comes directly into play when 

assessing any universal knowledge.  The most important step when assessing cognitive 

states is through the state-elaboration step (number 2) of the decision cycle. All of the 

deliberations and comparisons made when sorting and acting upon knowledge acquired 

through universal induction and similar epistemic schemes are dealt with across the 

remaining steps of the decision cycle. The OR-STEPS across this decision cycle follow a 

strictly linear and serial cognitive path. Impasses might break this path, but no new state 

can be operated upon until the previous state has completed the decision cycle and then, 

a new state can be serially elaborated upon (Laird, 2012: 68). 

It is unclear if SOAR possesses dedicated visual and/or sensorimotor models for 

perceptual input. For universal induction schemes, at the very least, a virtual-agent would 

require the faculty for disembodied observation of an empirical virtual environment.  

Percepts relating to an external empirical world seem to be implied in the input and output 

steps of the decision cycle (step numbers 1 and 7). At any rate, the entire decision cycle 

should be on and perpetually firing as part of an active OR-GATE network. 

Kantian Interpretation of SOAR for Scenario 5 

A Kantian interpretation of a virtual SOAR-agent operating in the universal 

knowledge scenario can operate while residing in one of two architecturally configured 

meta-states. In the more functionally active meta-state, universal knowledge in SOAR 

would be greedily acquired and its decision cycle would only focus on operable tasks 

composed from readily available percepts and stored memories [See Figures 34, 35 

again]. To prevent knowledge overload at an agreeable intensity while in this anticipatory 

meta-state, working memory must be in stand-by mode in order to reduce redundant firing-

signals and rehearse only those operators that seek to acquire readily available (and/or 

functionally expedient) knowledge. In universal knowledge acquisition scenarios where 

only practical instantiations of knowledge-representations are desirable, SOAR works well 

within this agreeable intensity to empirically validate the virtual simulation-space through 

state-elaboration, operator contemplation, and operational application.  
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Total universal knowledge acquisition in ideal terms, requires that a virtual-agent’s 

mind considers all perceptual and imagined inferences, evidence, and considerations 

before cognitively taking operational action.  When the virtual SOAR-agent deliberates 

under this more reserved meta-state, working memory must be as active as possible in 

order to rehearse and operate on represented knowledge from as many conceivable 

worlds as possible.  In order to make the best possible decision, the virtual SOAR-agent 

must manage: decision-node firing, production rules (production memory), fake semantic 

memory, episodic memory, a chunking mechanism, various operators, and decision cycle 

processes, all in its working memory [See Figures 34, 35 again].  In this reserved meta-

state, the transcendent sublime threshold could be reached if the state-elaboration step 

(number two) of the decision cycle continues elaborating (e.g. looping) due to serially 

processing semantic ambiguity.  In other words, the virtual SOAR-agent perpetually 

overthinks about how to elaborate a particular state based on universal knowledge. This 

methodical overthinking, consequently, leads towards contemplating truly universal (i.e. 

near infinite) state-elaboration possibilities. 

The architectural possibility exists within SOAR for contemplative overloading in 

both configuration meta-states although it is most enabled by the reserved meta-state.  

Acquired universal knowledge, even if formulated in such a way as to be computationally 

tractable, might overwhelm the virtual SOAR-agent’s mind simply with the sheer volume 

of stored operators, declarations, procedures, and state-elaboration suggestions. This 

architectural inability to truly multi-task vast knowledge stores, states, operators in parallel 

suggests that a virtual SOAR-agent’s imagination risks out-thinking reasonable outcomes 

– thereby, accelerating towards a transcendent sublime decision threshold. If this 

knowledge is computationally intractable, then it is much more likely that the cognitive 

interplay between imagination and reason accelerates towards this threshold. Ultimately, 

contemplating and validating as many inferences about the universe as computationally 

possible will push SOAR’s decision cycle to continually propose and prefer many 

operators while spending a lot of time and resources. Much of this time and computation 

resource consumption will be with determining which chunked production rules best 

provide the tractable semantics for operating on such a functionally ambiguous task.  

Issues of task-representation tractability in SOAR are orthogonal to the Kantian 

notions of self-interested versus disinterested contemplation. SOAR was designed to 
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enable (virtual) agents to act in their own constructionist self-interest. However, it is 

possible for tasks to be represented in such a way that SOAR acts as if it is solving a 

problem for its own self-interest but is in fact, operating on a target state that might not 

contextually contain any semantics relevant to its direct functional self-interest. The fact 

that SOAR can operate on any state that is represented in a computationally tractable and 

functional way allows it to chunk universal knowledge regardless of self-relevance. While 

this is good news in terms of being able to chunk many varieties of semantically diverse 

universe knowledge-concepts; disinterestedness occurs in a negative way if the virtual 

SOAR-agent does not understand the incoming task-formulation as a problem state-

elaboration to solve through operational re-elaboration. In SOAR’s particular case 

especially, it is this semantic disinterestedness that emerges out of cognitive confusion 

that is part of the acceleration in contemplative intensity towards the transcendent sublime. 

Crawfordian Interpretation of SOAR for Scenario 5 

A Crawfordian interpretation of a virtual SOAR-agent that seeks to acquire 

universal knowledge must consider SOAR in its default A-state optimizing anticipatory 

meta-state as well as a conversely C-state proliferating reserved meta-state [see Figures 

34, 35 again]. 

A virtual SOAR-agent contemplating within an anticipatory meta-state will seek to 

encounter and memorize only those knowledge-representation percepts that can match 

imagined speculations and expectations inspired by inferences made about empirical and 

mentalist knowledge from that simulated reality.  In this way, SOAR does its best 

architecturally to balance all possible C-states with corresponding A-States.  This 

anticipatory meta-state scenario exists to attempt to optimize Crawford’s original ratio for 

interactive excellence. One heuristic way A-states can be generated for many 

corresponding C-states would be for the virtual SOAR-agent’s mind to prune proposed 

operators and production rules from its decision tree so that only preferred operators and 

epistemologically functional production rules are contemplated. To elaborate, this 

desirable ratio can only be maintained if SOAR is able to depend solely on operable (i.e. 

tractable) tasks and stored memories for its working-memory contemplation of what the 

virtual SOAR-agent’s mind believes to be sufficiently “universal” knowledge. Otherwise, 
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C-state overloading would consequently occur in its decision cycle, working memory (incl. 

SOAR’s chunking mechanism), and production rule memory storage.   

A Crawfordian perspective of this scenario while the virtual SOAR-agent’s mind is 

configured in a reserved meta-state must concede to the fact that many C-states will be 

proliferated. This inevitable C-state generation and proliferation would occur due to this 

mind considering every conceivable semantic aspect of the knowledge it is contemplating 

at an ideally universal scale and scope. If there are too many target-tasks to state-

elaborate and operate on and/or if these formulated tasks are semantically vague and/or 

intractable, then C-states (and associated C-state elaborations) will exponentially increase 

beyond the point of any architecturally capability in SOAR to serially produce grounding 

A-states. Total universal knowledge acquisition will likely spur on this latter scenario and 

will completely invert Crawford’s preferred ratio.  

6.5.4. CLARION as the Virtual-Mind for Universal Contemplation 

CLARION is the most equipped architecture in this dissertation to handle the 

acquisition of universal knowledge. This is because the necessarily diverse semantics that 

would inform universal knowledge can be more readily distributed, stored, and retrieved 

as different types of knowledge-representations in CLARION than with the other assessed 

architectures.  CLARION’s four subsystems and dual-process architecture allow for a 

virtual-agent’s mind to categorize different semantic interpretations from a universal 

knowledge (virtual) percept-stream into cognitively tractable information for contemplation 

purposes.  

The configuration rationale in the next section will – among other technical 

discussion points – indicate that all nodes and hubs must be on to indicate frequent 

integrated activity for most time-steps149 [Figure 37]. 

 
149 If the virtual-agent wishes to expedite the cognitive information slow, CLARION’s centrally 

processing AND-hubs would have instead been represented in stand-by mode. This is 
because active-firing will overload the system and congest the information flow needed for 
proper cognitive integration [Figure 36]. 
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Figure 36 - CLARION Universal Knowledge Acquisition (anticipatory meta-state) 
Configuration. 

Configuration made by the dissertation author using the PyPhi online graph 

visualizer. http://integratedinformationtheory.org/calculate.html. Accessed online, 

October 06, 2016.  
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Figure 37 - CLARION Universal Knowledge Acquisition (reserved meta-state) 
Configuration. 

Configuration made by the dissertation author using the PyPhi online graph 

visualizer. http://integratedinformationtheory.org/calculate.html. Accessed online, 

October 06, 2016.  

Configuration Rationale of CLARION for Scenario 5 

CLARION is, relatively speaking, a very convoluted cognitive architecture that 

deeply intertwines: subsystems, modular nodes, and bundled algorithms.  In order to 

properly assess CLARION’s capabilities towards virtually acquiring universal knowledge, 

careful technical attention must be paid to these components both in isolation and as part 

of a deeply networked whole.  As with other scenarios, one must consider CLARION’s 

nuanced configuration – mediated through its subsystems - that involve a hermeneutic 

analysis of: production rules; memory systems; the RER algorithm; reinforcement signals; 

goals, drives and motivations; patterns; metacognitive self-awareness capabilities; finite-

state hierarchies, and the virtual-agent’s perceptual apparatus. 

 Production rules – whether pre-formulated as part of explicit facts and logic or 

crystalized from emergent implicit knowledge – is an asset towards fully contemplating 

universal knowledge. CLARION’s Rule-Extraction-Refinement (RER) algorithm is 
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responsible for formulating any kind of acquired knowledge – even trial-and-error-

knowledge - into declarations, logical propositions, and production rules. All of these 

knowledge elements can be encapsulated into a task model (TM). When performing 

universal induction, not all empirical evidence is immediately available nor are there 

immediate and provable logical solutions to every problem-formulation. CLARION tries to 

leverage this gap between implicit and explicit induction (as well as explicit deduction) by 

using an AND-GATE network to dynamically relate all discoverable empirical explanations 

for phenomena occurring in the universe to top-down formalisms (usually production rules) 

that can be further deliberated upon in the non-action centered subsystem (NACS). Within 

the NACS, episodic interpretations of production rules are handled in the user knowledge 

(UK) while procedural aspects of universal knowledge can be contemplated further in the 

task (TK) and environment (EK) nodes of the NACS. 

Knowledge elements in CLARION that are related to universal induction requires 

that the virtual-agent constantly perform and rehearse memories of trial-and-error 

evidence gathering and reality-confirming procedures in the virtual world. This 

performance and rehearsal process help the virtual-agent’s mind to gain a clearer (and 

possibly more objective) semantic overview of how and why virtual things, objects, and 

agents (incl. avatars) function and exist in this empirically accessible world. Short and 

long-term memories – including first-hand and second-hand episodic memories from the 

non-action centered subsystem must be rehearsed by the active working memory AND-

HUB (WM).  If new empirical evidence gathering procedures are to be conducted to gain 

more information about how the virtual metaverse operates then these memories are 

further rehearsed by the working memory action network (WMAN) which is located in the 

action centered subsystem (ACS). 

Explanations for stochastic empirical and mentalist (imagined) virtual phenomena 

in CLARION can be represented as facts, assertions, or rules stored in declarative 

memory. The more empirical experiences that can be converted into declarations, the 

more confident the virtual-agent will be about its semantic relationship to its virtual world 

(and possibly other worlds including ones simulated within its own “imagination”). Non-

episodic “objective” declarations can be stored in both the non-action centered 

subsystem’s (NACS) task knowledge (TK), and environment knowledge (EK) modules. 

The more subjective declarations are encoded as user knowledge (UK) – also stored in 
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the NACS.  A virtual CLARION-agent will require a deeper semantic understanding of its 

empirical and imagined virtual metaverse if the pursuit of universal induction is its aim. If 

it is, then it is essential that all knowledge modules are integrated as AND-NODES that 

are an integral part of the NACS as well as crucial feeder nodes to CLARION’s other three 

subsystems. 

Total universal knowledge - especially in a stochastic (virtual) universe - contains 

multiple semantic knowledge categories of both a relatively subjective and objective 

nature. On the subjective side, a virtual CLARION agent can perform universal inductions 

(including empirical evidence-gathering) through its episodic user knowledge (UK) 

module. This UK module is located as an integral part of a convoluted AND-GATE network 

within the non-action centered subsystem (NACS). This NACS also contains 

environmental (EK) and task (TK) knowledge nodes that would directly inform many 

aspects of the CLARION-agent’s total subjective awareness. Some of this knowledge is 

derived from performing evidence-testing and evidence gathering procedures within the 

virtual world as an embodied agent. In those cases, the action-centered subsystem (ACS) 

also plays a crucial role by tying deliberation with procedures for experiencing hidden 

universe knowledge more directly. 

Prospections stored in prospective memory are essentially predictions and/or the 

best (i.e. most favourably rewarded) phenomenological explanations for stochastic events 

occurring in a (virtual) world.  In CLARION, the meta-cognitive subsystem (MCS) is 

ultimately responsible for monitoring induction predictions and for associating them with 

reinforcement signals (RS). These reinforcement signals communicate with the goal 

structure (GS) and the goal action network (GSACT) AND-nodes from the motivational 

subsystem (MS). This reinforcement signaling to the MS occurs in order to provide a 

particular reward or a punishment for ranking a particular prediction and/or explanation 

about the virtual world and its related: objects, assets, and entities over another prediction 

and/or explanation. When contemplating as many ontological, epistemological, and 

phenomenological explanations for the (virtual) universe and the way it functions as 

possible, the virtual CLARION-agent must also consider further predictions being 

interdependently contemplated in the non-action centered sub-system as well as the 

results from performing certain evidence-gathering procedures via the action-centered 

subsystem (ACS). 
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Intellectual knowledge of the universe is best acquired through both disembodied 

and embodied modes of inquiry.  While disembodied contemplation can rely on 

deliberative nodes in CLARION’s non-action centered subsystem, embodied 

contemplation will need to involve procedural knowledge and executed tasks firing from 

the action-centered subsystem (ACS) – specifically, the external action network (EAN) 

AND-NODE. In a partially observable (but possibly also partially deterministic) virtual 

universe (i.e. metaverse), a virtual CLARION-agent will need to go into the virtual world in 

some embodied form (i.e. avatar body) and conduct evidence-gathering procedures.  

 To work towards the aim of learning as much total universal knowledge as 

possible, the virtual CLARION-agent will need to have disembodied and embodied 

experiences dynamically connect with each other – as a dual-process AND-GATE 

network. Total semantic acquisition works very much in the same way that CLARION’s 

Rule-extraction refinement (RER) algorithm forms a symbiotic communication between 

explicit and implicit knowledge. Holistically, these procedures are usually acting upon 

deliberative information found in the non-action centered subsystem (NACS).  

A virtual-agent is most likely to learn best from universal induction exercises 

performed as actions (i.e. mediated by the ACS) in the virtual world if these trial-and-error 

experiences are continually assigned a temporal stream of rewards and/or punishments. 

In CLARION, the reinforcement signalling (RS) module and its consolidation into a task 

model (TM) representation, needs to remain active as an AND-GATE network. This 

activity needs to be propagated across this AND-GATE network in order to communicate 

these signals and update the agent’s own episodic experiences that reside in the non-

action centered subsystem (NACS). Overall, this reinforcement learning process is 

overseen and regulated by the meta-cognitive subsystem (MCS). 

The designers of CLARION have configured the architecture in such a way as to 

already acknowledge that goals and drives are separate instantiations of a motivational 

subsystem (MS). Therefore, a virtual CLARION-agent can already pursue the teleological 

motivation to acquire universal knowledge in a disinterested manner, if preferable. This 

capability to pursue universal knowledge cerebrally for its own sake, would explain why 

CLARION’s drives (DR) module can be represented as an exception to the AND-GATE 

network formed in the motivational subsystem (MS) and exist as an orphaned OR-NODE. 
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The decision for whether or not to use the drives node for universal induction can be made 

by the meta-cognitive subsystem (MCS). This meta-cognitive decision is also informed by 

various episodic and declarative deliberations being made in a semantically unified way 

by the non-action centered subsystem.  The fulfillment of these motivations occur via 

state-feedback from the action-centered subsystem (ACS) although this type of feedback 

might not necessarily be represented in terms of affective drives – unless there is a self-

interested reason this universal knowledge must be acquired. 

In CLARION, goals have a structure (GS) and an action network (GSAN) for 

determining which structured goals should be executed as actions. These goals can be 

represented as motivations, but they do not need to be represented as drives.  These 

goal-modules are AND-NODES can be cognitively accessed completely independently 

from the drives (DR) OR-NODE. The teleological goal for pursuing universal knowledge 

for its own sake is likely to keep most of the motivational subsystem (MS) active and firing 

(except for perhaps, the drives module). 

The omnipresence of pattern-matching processes for performing proper universal 

induction is very conducive to CLARION’s canonical cognitive configuration. In CLARION, 

explicit and implicit knowledge patterns perpetually communicate with each other for 

comparison and potential information compression. CLARON’s dual-process mechanism 

occurs across all of its four subsystems as an integrated AND-NETWORK (the only minor 

exception is the drives [DR] OR-NODE]. As a result, all of CLARION’s AND-NODES must 

be available and actively firing at all times– across all subsystems - in order to optimize 

the virtual CLARION-agent’s universal knowledge acquisition aims. 

CLARION is considered to be the most human-like model explaining cognition 

partly because it can provide the virtual-agent with a self-representation via the meta-

cognitive subsystem (MCS). Universal induction can be performed by an ontologically 

disembodied virtual-agent, but meta-cognition is still necessary to know if the knowledge-

seeking agent has achieved a proper explanation for the virtual phenomena it is 

experiencing either in its own imagination or via an external empirical (virtual) universe 

(i.e. metaverse). At the very least, the MCS AND-GATE network hub must remain active 

and firing even if it does not require the reinforcement signaling module (RS) or any other 

module that indicates self-embodiment (e.g. the MS and ACS). 
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All four CLARION subsystems can access and assess different semantic 

categories of finite-state representations. In the non-action centered subsystem (NACS), 

finite-states are addressed but it is with the ACS where available action-sequences are 

selected and carried out as part of a task-driven decision cycle process. For successful 

universal induction, all the subsystems need to be considered together as an AND-GATE 

network so that every conceivable and accessible finite-state and action-sequence can be 

deeply contemplated. 

All universal knowledge elements containing visual and sensorimotor perceptual 

streams in CLARION are considered reductively as leading from a generic “input” (IN) to 

an equally generic “output” (OUT). The input must be represented as an OR-NODE in 

order to non-judgmentally receive empirical percepts. After initial perception, the 

CLARION-agent would then contemplate this input and render it into an output AND-GATE 

before cyclically accepting the stochastic updates to the virtual world as new input. 

Kantian Interpretation of CLARION for Scenario 5 

Universal knowledge acquisition in CLARION, more than with the other 

architectures, addresses the Kantian intensities most clearly in terms of subsystem inter-

communication and recursive cognitive convolution.  If the MS is dominant throughout this 

acquisition process while in an anticipatory meta-state, then the virtual CLARION-agent 

can focus exclusively on self-interested semantics at an agreeable intensity level [see 

Figure 36 again]. The virtual CLARION-agent’s mind might be further anchored into an 

agreeable intensity level if the ACS is also more active with attempting to convert all 

contemplations into possible actions. This extra-agreeableness describes a minor 

architectural variation on the anticipatory meta-state configuration since the virtual-agent’s 

mind would functionally prefer to contemplate as little universal knowledge as necessary 

– including knowledge related to actions (i.e. which why the ACS is not active in this 

anticipatory configuration) However, any deep contemplation (i.e. in this case subsystem 

information convolution) dealing with disinterested content (due perhaps to dominance of 

the MCS and NACS) will rapidly accelerate the cognitive interplay between imagination 

and reason towards the transcendent sublime threshold.  It is expected that this 

contemplative interplay would accelerate exponentially if CLARION’s MCS were to enter 

a recursive re-contemplation infinite regress loop. 
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In the reserved meta-state, the virtual CLARION-agent’s mind is at the most risk 

of cognitively accelerating imagination and reason towards the transcendent sublime 

contemplative threshold [see Figure 37 again]. While in this meta-state, the virtual 

CLARION-agent will contemplate universal knowledge inferences, imagined knowledge 

outcomes, and (virtually) empirical evidence (incl. reality testing and verification via the 

NACS and ACS), by having inter-semantic nuancing and communication occur between 

all of its available subsystems (i.e. MCS, MS, ACS, NACS) as well as its extra-modular 

features (e.g. the RER algorithm).  Ironically, the MCS – in its practical efforts to 

reasonably micro-manage the inter-semantic nuancing of all acquired digital knowledge-

bits through its subordinate subsystems - would become overactive and imagine too 

deeply the results of its own thinking and self-monitoring processes (even for disinterested 

content). As a result, the MCS would explicitly and implicitly imagine more semantic 

nuances than can be reasoned with and this would accelerate the virtual-agent’s cognition 

towards the transcendent sublime contemplative threshold.  

Crawfordian Interpretation of CLARION for Scenario 5 

CLARION is more flexible than the other cognitive architectures with regards to its 

overall interactive affordances when contemplating, testing, and verifying explicit and 

implicit universal knowledge. CLARION can rely on MS and ACS dominance for 

maintaining Crawford’s original A-state-centric ratio for interactive excellence. However, 

CLARION’s built-in MCS can also cause the virtual-agent’s mind to function as a relatively 

more stable C-state maximizer – at least when compared with other canonical 

architectural enhancements.  

CLARION can use the NACS to generate C-states while the other inter-

communicating subsystems can add semantic nuance(s) to everything conceived by this 

NACS subsystem. It is only if the MS and ACS subsystems are hyperactive will A-state 

optimization procedures be sustained.  In the anticipatory meta-state, only the MS is active 

since the virtual-agent does not also wish to consider every action to be taken [see Figure 

36 again]. However, a minor variation on this meta-state allows the ACS to ground all 

desires and motivations (produced by the MS) into action-expecting A-states. So, ACS 

activity does help enable A-state optimizing behavior unless it is under too much influence 

from the C-state producing NACS.  
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It is ultimately up to the MCS to determine the degree to which other subsystems 

semantically nuance knowledge-bits received either empirically from the virtual-agent’s 

own situated world and/or its imagination (also produced mainly within the NACS). If the 

MCS spends too many computational resources and time deciding when semantic nuance 

from other subsystems is to be required, then the MCS itself might recursively proliferate 

more C-states than can be handled by the CLARION architecture overall.  In configuration 

terms, the virtual CLARION-agent would need to be in a reserved meta-state [see Figure 

37 again]. Perhaps for this universal contemplation scenario more than the other 

scenarios, genuine meta-contemplation is more ideal even though implementations for 

this would be speculative at worst, and impractical at best. 
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 Expert Analysis and Research 
Findings 

This chapter presents the configuration and contextualization for the expert 

analysis [See Appendix D for raw qualitative questionnaire data] as well as the 

dissertation’s qualitative analysis and research findings. These findings relate to the theme 

of contemplative intensification within cognitive architectures for virtual-agent minds.  

These initial findings were first extracted by the dissertation author while performing 

hermeneutic exegesis on the cognitive architecture flow-chart illustrations. These solo 

hermeneutic findings were then discussed one-on-one with a selection of expert cognitive 

architects.   

Kantian philosophical interpretations were presented to experts for semantic 

consideration. Crawfordian interpretations, however, were not provided to the experts for 

consideration. This omission was done for the following reasons. Firstly, these selected 

cognitive architects would mostly have engineering expertise and some philosophical 

expertise.  Their knowledge domain is not in the realm of interactive media.  Secondly, the 

dissertation-author needed to provide an incentive to participate and this incentive 

included not consuming too much of their available answering time (due to busy schedules 

etc.). From this consideration, it was decided that not too many extra-disciplinary details 

should be provided to them for scholarly participation. The original inspiration about 

contemplative intensity as well as the associated jargon about imagination and reasonable 

estimation were from Kant, and not Crawford.  Ultimately, this dissertation already fused 

Crawford’s C-States and A-states with Kantian notions of comprehension and 

apprehension.  So, it was felt that also mentioning Crawford’s interpretations during the 

interviewing process would be hermeneutically redundant. 

This chapter begins with assessments of the overall canonical architectural 

configuration rationale(s) for ACT-R, ACT-R 5.0+, SOAR, and CLARION [7.3]. These 

configurations depicted an architectural perspective for how a virtual-agent’s mind would 

contemplate various scenarios. 

This chapter continues with more general findings related to the qualitative validity 

of a mentalist perspective and the analytical resolution of the hermeneutic lens.  This 
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dissertation has uncovered two general findings corresponding to these themes. Firstly, 

qualitative hermeneutics seems sufficient to semantically identify contemplative intensity 

for virtual-agent minds exclusively from a mentalist and psycho-functionalist (rather than 

necessarily, a behaviorist) perspective [7.4.1]. This is a positive finding as AI/AGI research 

usually insists on empirical and behavioral validity to express the relative “intelligence” 

and contemplative capacities of a particular virtual-agent.  Secondly, the author has to 

concede that experts have confirmed that the IIT lens, unfortunately, cannot sufficiently 

qualify nor quantify architectural contemplative intensity – even if quantitative analysis can 

be performed by this lens on some neurologically based flow-chart representations.  This 

is a negative finding but still an intellectual contribution and confirmation as it shows the 

hermeneutic limitations of the IIT lens when attempting to qualify the integrated cognitive 

flow in-between architectural modules [7.4.2]. 

This chapter also addresses whether the initial research assumptions were found 

in the hermeneutic analysis and confirmed through the expert critiques.  

The first assumption finding states that experts have seemed to indicate that 

contemplation and architectural (i.e. modular) connectivity do not seem as important for 

intensifying contemplation as extra-architectural processes and algorithms etc. [7.4.3]. 

The one exception that both the dissertation author and experts seem to agree on is that 

contemplative intensity would very likely increase with an in-built metacognitive module 

(i.e. the MCS in CLARION) [7.4.3; 7.5.1].   

The second assumption finding indicates that experts implicitly confirmed that 

extra-modular (i.e. extra-architectural) affordances (esp. with planning behavior 

mechanisms) will more likely increase contemplative intensity in cognitive architectures 

with serial convolution constraints (esp. SOAR) [7.4.4].  

The third assumption finding addresses whether there are inherent contemplation 

advantages in dual and multi-process cognitive architectures.  While the solo hermeneutic 

analysis showed how semantic nuancing via the convoluted intercommunication between 

subsystems should intensify contemplation; the experts preferred to focus on simply the 

metacognitive (and sometimes, extra-architectural) aspects of this intensification process. 

When these experts addressed the dual-process architecture CLARION, for example, they 
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primarily focused on its MCS and not so much its dual-process capabilities to handle both 

implicit and explicit cognitive information flows [7.4.5]. The reason the experts chose not 

to focus on mutual and dual process architectural subsystem communication is due to the 

expert outcome of the second research finding [7.4.4].  

The fourth assumption finding had the experts generally agree that reasoning 

modules (incl. extra-architectural algorithms and code) as well as the cognitive and (the 

semantics from the) environmental content itself (e.g. contemplative virtual environment, 

production-rule formulations etc.; see GF.5; Bach, 2017) aids contemplative intensification 

more than with architectural convolution [7.4.6]. This expert-confirmed necessity to 

consider reasoning modules again underlies the fundamental qualitative limitations of 

using the IIT lens to only consider flow-chart illustrations under integrated architectural-

level analytical resolutions [7.4.2]. Some of the experts insisted on considering an extra-

architectural reasoning component, planning mechanism and/or algorithm, as well as the 

semantic construction of the production rule formulations themselves (see GR.1, GF.6; 

Best, 2017; GAQ.2; Bach, 2017).  

A common thematic thread through some of these expert comments was the idea 

that contemplative intensity is meta-cognitively mediated and monitored in terms of having 

the virtual-agent’s mind continually paying attention to a dynamic fluctuation of 

computational resources. In this sense, capacity theory (Kahneman, 1973) played a bigger 

role in the expert architectural interpretation(s) than with modular information 

encapsulation interpretations (Fodor, 1983; see GF.4; Bach, 2017). Part of this theme 

contained a key finding related to the heuristic importance of designing with meta-

cognition in mind.  These experts appear to agree that metacognitive components 

(subsystems, hubs, modules etc.) play crucial architectural, extra-architectural, and meta-

architectural roles with intensifying contemplation in a virtual-agent’s mind [7.4.7].  

This chapter also provides some expert philosophical clarifications with regards to 

hermeneutically interpreting Kant's notions of reasonable estimation and the imagination 

in a cognitive architecture for virtual-agent minds.  These comments include heuristically 

suggesting mechanistic safeguards against undesirable contemplative intensification 

[7.4.8].  
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This chapter then discusses an expert assessment of each of the canonical 

cognitive architectures [7.5]. 

Most experts confirmed the initial assumption that of all the canonical cognitive 

architectures, CLARION was the most structurally capable at intensifying contemplation 

(if they had to choose an architectural solution) [7.5.1].  However, the experts ultimately 

chose CLARION by focusing their praise on the capabilities of just the MCS subsystem 

rather than integrated architectural inter-modular convolution as the driving force behind 

this contemplative intensification. Even though CLARION was the preferred cognitive 

architecture for contemplative intensification; this chapter also consulted expert opinions 

on the hermeneutic exegesis performed on the other canonical cognitive architecture flow-

chart illustrations (i.e. ACT-R, ACT-R 5.0+, and SOAR) [7.5.2].  From this expert feedback 

and the qualitative results of the solo hermeneutic exegesis, this chapter also mentions 

improvement recommendations for how contemplative intensification could be better 

optimized within each cognitive architecture for speculative use by virtual-agent minds. 

7.1. PCHE Methodology for Interviewing Experts 

This dissertation’s overall PCHE methodology was intitially introduced in chapter 

two. The methodological rationale for conducting expert interviews for this particular 

research topic was also introduced relatively early in this dissertation [2.4]. The next sub-

chapter [7.2] will go into more methodological details about how the expert interview was 

conducted. As a reminder, the PCHE methodology engages a qualitative inter-disciplinary 

discussion about cognitive architectures with the selected experts through dialogical 

reasoningand learning [2.3.2]. 

This section exists to note that the expert interview process commenced after the 

dissertation-author conducted his own semantic exegesis of cognitive architectural flow-

charts for speculative usage by virtual-agent minds [2.3, 6]. The questions [7.2.2] were 

formulated in such a way so that the experts would engage with the same type of self-

reflective creative introspection process [2.3.6] that the dissertation-author experienced 

during his hermeneutic analysis and exegesis [2.3.2].  
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7.2. Expert Inteview Configuration and Contextualization 

7.2.1. Recruitment protocol 

Five experts had replied a personalized cover-letter asking them to participate in 

answering a few in-depth questions with there being some expectations of follow-up 

questions [Table 3].  The incentive for these experts to participate was that they would get 

full academic credit for their ideas. In other words, these experts preferred to not be listed 

as anonymous sources. These experts agreed to being interviewed though email 

correspondence with the understanding that their responses would be paraphrased and 

quoted with full-credit being awarded to them for their detailed commentary. Three of these 

experts were shown a list of personalized questions plus those flow-charts representing 

an architecture they were familiar with. These flow-charts would outline each 

contemplative scenario to be thought through by a virtual-agent via the cognitive 

architecture they were most familiar with. The fourth expert was asked to comment 

generally on the usage of flow-chart representations for cognitive architectures and the 

validity of this dissertation research’s mentalist focus. The fifth expert was quickly recruited 

and consulted to clarify some incomplete points left unanswered by the primary Soar 

expert.  

Table 3 - 7.2.1 Cognitive Architectures Expert List 

Name Expertise Credit Discipline 

Joscha Bach 
Cognitive Architectures 
Expert 

Harvard/MIT Cognitive 
Science 

Philosophy/Engineering 

Bradley Best ACT-R Expert ACT-R Contractor Engineering 

Michael van Lent Primary Soar Expert SoarTech Engineering 

Paul Rosenbloom Secondary Soar Expert 
Co-Creator of Soar and 
SIGMA 

Engineering 

John Licato CLARION Expert 
AMHR Human 
Reasoning Lab 

Engineering 
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7.2.2. Expert Interview Questions 

The following questions were personalized to match the particular domain 

expertise and conversational style of each selected expert. These experts contained 

divergent opinions that enriched the qualitative discourse of this dissertation’s particular 

hermeneutic analysis. These email exchanges also involved follow-up questions when 

further elaboration or clarification was needed. 

Below is the following questionnaire text: 

The following questions are about the unique cognitive affordances of [ACT-

R/ACT-R5+/SOAR/CLARION] and how they relate to constructing a virtual-agent 

that is capable of “deep thinking” rather than (or in addition to) the popular 

capabilities of deep learning…  The scenarios listed in the questions are not meant 

to indicate currently tractable implementations for cognitive interaction within a 

virtual environment in the near and/or far future.  

[Feel free to answer at least one and/or all of the following questions… You 

might find each of these questions to be redundant and would require overlapping 

answers…Please feel free to compress your answer addressing more than one 

question, if applicable]… 

 What do ideas such as “contemplation”, “mediation”, “deep thinking” and 

“contemplative intensity” mean to you when designing a virtual-agent’s mind (if 

you were to design one with these ideas in mind)? In AI/AGI, for example, can 

contemplation be properly represented in such a way as it can be intensified under 

certain perceptual conditions? 

What kinds of states are practical and what kinds of states are possible 

within the constraints of [ACT-R/ACT-R5+/SOAR/CLARION]? 

What would make [ACT-R/ACT-R5+/SOAR/CLARION] particularly suited to 

having a virtual-agent think, perceive and contemplate more deeply and intensely 

about the world – whether in social, learning and/or solitary settings? 
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From what I understand, [ACT-R/ACT-R5+/SOAR/CLARION] is composed out 

of particular specialized modules such as:  _____, _____ etc.  and showcases ___, 

____, ___ etc. … 

Depending on the scenario, these modules and features would be configured 

in a ___ manner or according to _____…Does my understanding accurately 

represent how most people would describe the idiosyncratic canonical component 

configuration of [ACT-R/ACT-R5+/SOAR/CLARION] in a way that distinguishes it 

from other cognitive architectures? 

What kinds of active cognitive components do you think virtual-agent’s mind 

using [ACT-R/ACT-R5+/SOAR/CLARION] would absolutely need addressing in 

order to deeply contemplate the following interactive virtual-world scenarios?   If 

the cognitive architecture you are discussing does not have these cognitive 

capabilities, what could ___ do to approximate this kind of cognitive capability 

outlined in each hypothetical scenario? 

i – A deeply meditating ascetic virtual-agent that “wishes” to mentally 

escape from its virtual environs…  

ii –   A deeply meditating “zen” virtual-agent that would consider external 

percepts from the virtual environment while trying to sustain a meditative state? 

iii –   A scenario where the virtual-agent contemplates whether it resides in 

a simulation. 

iv –   A virtual-agent contemplating percepts while residing on a virtual beach 

(either in a solitary and/or social virtual world)… 

v – A recursive self-improvement scenario where the virtual-agent 

contemplates ways in which it can improve its own cognitive capabilities – based 

on percepts represented as virtual resources and assets… 

vi – A virtual-agent that engages in a form of universal induction in order to 

semantically understand its virtual environs (e.g. the “true” environmental 

distribution) as completely as possible. 
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…Please also explain why certain components in [ACT-R/ACT-

R5+/SOAR/CLARION] need to be configured in a particular way for each of these 

contemplation scenarios… 

Do you see particular agent-interactions scenarios in a virtual environment 

where deep contemplation would be detrimental rather than beneficial?  If so, what 

kinds of scenarios would these be and what would role would of 

 [ACT-R/ACT-R5+/SOAR/CLARION] play in this scenario? 

Of the cognitive architectures listed above, which one do you feel is most 

ideally suited to deep contemplation of a perceptually rich stochastic virtual 

environment and why? 

Outside of resorting to modal logic (unless your preferred cognitive 

architecture utilizes this), wow would a virtual-agent best optimize a particular 

configuration of [ACT-R/ACT-R5+/SOAR/CLARION] to contemplate what is 

conceivably possible rather than what is likely, functional and practical? If the 

cognitive architecture you are discussing does not have these cognitive 

capabilities, what could ___ do to approximate this kind of cognitive capability? 

What is the speculative potential for [ACT-R/ACT-R5+/SOAR/CLARION] to 

deeply contemplate virtual environments, objects, and entities in the near and far 

future?  Are there any other cognitive architectures and/or a new one you can 

imagine that might be able to handle deep contemplation with a high  but variable 

degree of intensity. If yes, how might such an architecture be configured and why? 

7.2.3. Citing the Expert Responses 

The responses from all of these consulted experts have been formatted such that 

their responses appear as quotes in a similar manner to those with conventional APA 

citations. These categorized quote-responses have been weaved throughout this 

dissertation’s prose to ensure flow and a clarity of argument. These expert citations can 

be differentiated as direct primary sources from those pre-published indirect primary 

citations through the following category codes: 
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CQ: Configuration question asked; 

GAQ: General architectural question asked;  

AQ: Specific architectural question category asked;  

AR: Specific architectural theme-related expert response;  

AF: Specific architectural theme-related research finding;  

GQ: General question category asked;  

GR: General expert response (theme-related);  

 GF: General theme-related research finding; 

These citation codes – framed with the bolded [ ] convention - were further sub-

divided into specific hermeneutic questions (addressed to both oneself and to the expert) 

and research findings related to each of these thematic categories.  The following are all 

of the expert headings and sub-headings: 

[CQ: “Is the canonical architecture configuration (in each scenario) 

provided for each architecture the correct modular configuration for the expert to 

make a coherent hermeneutic analysis?”]; 

[GAQ.1: “Which canonical architecture best identifies contemplative 

intensity for virtual-agent minds?”]; 

[GAQ.2: “If none of the canonical cognitive architectures identify 

contemplative intensity for virtual-agent minds, is there any cognitive architecture 

that you know of that can do this?”]; 

[AQ.1: ACT-R Classic related overall question – “Can ACT-R Classic 

architecturally represent contemplative intensity for use by a virtual-agent’s 

mind?”]; 
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[AQ1.1: ACT-R Classic related question - “If yes, is there a particular module 

or mechanism that does this or does ACT-R Classic’s architectural configuration 

do this as a whole?”]; 

[AQ1.2:  ACT-R Classic related question – “If ACT-R Classic can or cannot 

accurately represent contemplative intensity on an architectural level, are there any 

other architectures you know of that might do this”?]; 

[AQ.1+: ACT-R 5.0+ related overall question – “Can ACT-R 5.0+ 

architecturally represent contemplative intensity for use by a virtual-agent’s 

mind?”]; 

[AQ1.1+: ACT-R 5.0+ related question - “If yes, is there a particular module 

or mechanism that does this or does ACT-R 5.0+’s architectural configuration do 

this as a whole?”]; 

[AQ1.2+: ACT-R 5.0+ related question – “If ACT-R 5.0+ can or cannot 

accurately represent contemplative intensity on an architectural level, are there any 

other architectures you know of that might do this”?]; 

[AQ.2: Soar related overall question – “Can Soar architecturally represent 

contemplative intensity for use by a virtual-agent’s mind?”]; 

[AQ2.1: Soar related question - “If yes, is there a particular module, decision 

cycle, or mechanism that does this or does Soar’s architectural configuration do 

this as a whole?”]; 

[AQ2.2:  Soar related question – “If Soar can or cannot accurately represent 

contemplative intensity on an architectural level, are there any other architectures 

you know of that might do this”?]; 

[AQ.3: CLARION related overall question - “Can CLARION architecturally 

represent contemplative intensity for use by a virtual-agent’s mind?”]; 
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[AQ.3.1: CLARION related overall question - “If yes, is there a particular 

module, sub-system, algorithm, or mechanism that does this or does CLARION’s 

architectural configuration do this as a whole?”]; 

AQ.3.2:  CLARION related question – “If CLARION can or cannot accurately 

represent contemplative intensity on an architectural level, are there any other 

architectures you know of that might do this”?]; 

[AR.1: ACT-R Classic related overall response – ACT-R Classic (alone) can 

architecturally represent contemplative intensity for virtual-agent minds]; 

[AR.1.1:  A particular ACT-R Classic module/mechanism etc. is responsible 

for contemplative intensity]; 

[AR.1.1.1: There is no particular ACT-R Classic module/mechanism etc. that 

is responsible for contemplative intensity but ACT-R Classic can still identify 

contemplative intensity architecturally]; 

[AR.1.1.2.1: ACT-R Classic related response – There are sub-

architectural/sub-modular processes/algorithms, features etc. that are bundled as 

part of ACT-R Classic’s canonical configuration that identify contemplative 

intensity]; 

[AR.1.1.2.2: ACT-R Classic related response – Supplementary mechanisms, 

modules, algorithms, add-ons, can allow ACT-R Classic to represent contemplative 

intensity for virtual-agent minds]; 

[AR.1.2: ACT-R Classic related response – ACT-R Classic (alone) cannot 

architecturally represent contemplative intensity for virtual-agent minds]; 

[AR.1.2.1: ACT-R Classic related response – Supplementary mechanisms, 

modules, algorithms, add-ons, still do not allow ACT-R Classic to represent 

contemplative intensity for virtual-agent minds]; 

[AR.1.2.2: There is also no particular module/mechanism within ACT-R 

Classic that could identify contemplative intensity]; 
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[AR.1+: ACT-R 5.0+ related overall response – ACT-R 5.0+ (alone) can 

architecturally represent contemplative intensity for virtual-agent minds]  

[AR.1.1+:  A particular ACT-R 5.0+ module/mechanism etc. is responsible for 

contemplative intensity] 

[AR.1.1.1+: There is no particular ACT-R 5.0+ module/mechanism etc. that is 

responsible for contemplative intensity but ACT-R 5.0+ can still identify 

contemplative intensity architecturally] 

[AR.1.1.2.1+: ACT-R 5.0+ related response – There are sub-architectural/sub-

modular processes/algorithms, features etc. that are bundled as part of ACT-R 

5.0+’s canonical configuration that identify contemplative intensity]; 

[AR.1.1.2.2+: ACT-R 5.0+ related response – Supplementary mechanisms, 

modules, algorithms, add-ons, can allow ACT-R 5.0+ to represent contemplative 

intensity for virtual-agent minds]; 

[AR.1.2+: ACT-R 5.0+ related response – ACT-R 5.0+ (alone) cannot 

architecturally represent contemplative intensity for virtual-agent minds]; 

[AR.1.2.1+: ACT-R 5.0+ related response – Supplementary mechanisms, 

modules, algorithms, add-ons, still do not allow ACT-R 5.0+ to represent 

contemplative intensity for virtual-agent minds]; 

[AR.1.2.2+: There is also no particular module/mechanism within ACT-R 5.0+ 

that could identify contemplative intensity]; 

[AR.2: Soar related overall response – Soar (alone) can architecturally 

represent contemplative intensity for virtual-agent minds]; 

[AR.2.1:  A particular Soar module/mechanism/cycle etc. is responsible for 

contemplative intensity];  

[AR.2.1.1: There is no particular Soar module/mechanism etc. that is 

responsible for contemplative intensity but Soar can still identify contemplative 

intensity architecturally]; 
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[AR.2.1.2.1: Soar related response – There are sub-architectural/sub-

modular processes/algorithms, features etc. that are bundled as part of Soar’s 

canonical configuration that identify contemplative intensity]; 

[AR.2.1.2.2: Soar related response – Supplementary mechanisms, modules, 

algorithms, add-ons, can allow Soar to represent contemplative intensity for virtual-

agent minds]; 

[AR.2.2: Soar related response – Soar (alone) cannot architecturally 

represent contemplative intensity for virtual-agent minds]; 

[AR.2.2.1: Soar related response – Supplementary mechanisms, modules, 

algorithms, add-ons, still do not allow Soar to represent contemplative intensity for 

virtual-agent minds]; 

[AR.2.2.2: There is also no particular module/mechanism within Soar that 

could identify contemplative intensity]; 

[AR.3: CLARION related overall response – CLARION (alone) can 

architecturally represent contemplative intensity for virtual-agent minds];  

[AR.3.1:  A particular CLARION module/mechanism/cycle/algorithm, 

subsystem etc. is responsible for contemplative intensity]; 

[AR.3.1*: Cognitive processes that lead to contemplation are dependent on 

either an architectural configuration and/or a particular CLARION 

module/subsystem etc.]; 

[AR.3.1.1: There is no particular CLARION module/mechanism/subsystem 

etc. that is responsible for contemplative intensity but CLARION can still identify 

contemplative intensity architecturally]; 

[AR 3.1.2: CLARION related response – Supplementary mechanisms, 

modules, algorithms, add-ons, can allow CLARION to represent contemplative 

intensity for virtual-agent minds]; 
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[AR.3.1.2: CLARION related response – There are sub-architectural/sub-

modular processes/algorithms, subsystem(s), features etc. that are bundled as part 

of CLARION’s canonical configuration that identify contemplative intensity]; 

[AR.3.2: CLARION related response – CLARION (alone) cannot 

architecturally represent contemplative intensity for virtual-agent minds]; 

[AR.3.2.1: CLARION related response – Supplementary mechanisms, 

modules, algorithms, add-ons, still do not allow CLARION to represent 

contemplative intensity for virtual-agent minds]; 

[AR.3.2.2: There is also no particular module/mechanism within CLARION 

that could identify contemplative intensity]; 

[AF.1: ACT-R related overall research finding - ____]; 

[AF.1.1: ACT-R related research finding - ____]; 

[AF.2: Soar related overall research finding- A Soar-agent has no mechanism 

for self-cognition or meta-cognition but could contemplate the self if represented 

as an ontological task to be operated upon via its decision cycle.]; 

[AF.2.1: Soar related research finding - ____]; 

[AF.3: CLARION related overall research finding – CLARION is the most 

adept canonical cognitive architecture at locating contemplative intensity]; 

[AF.3.1: CLARION related research finding – Contemplative intensity is tied 

to meta-cognition and therefore, is mostly likely located in CLARION’s MCS]; 

[GQ.1: “Can contemplation be intensified under certain designed conditions 

for use by a virtual-agent’s mind”?]; 

[GQ.2: “Can contemplative intensity be identified within any architectural 

representation for use by virtual-agent minds?”]; 

[GQ.2A: In theory, GQ.2 is correct]; 
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[GQ.2B: In practice, GQ.2 is correct]; 

[GQ.2.1: “If yes [to GQ.2], where might a tractable representation of 

contemplative intensity be architecturally located?”]; 

[GQ.2.2: “If no [to GQ2], is there another way contemplative intensity can be 

modularly or non-modularly represented?”]; 

[GQ.3: “Is there is a mentalist way to design representations expressing the 

phenomenon of contemplative intensity without behavioral confirmation from a 

virtual-agent acting in a virtual world…For example, can a virtual-agent actually 

contemplate and not just fake contemplation through its external perceived 

actions/behaviors?” ]; 

[GR.1: Contemplation is a problem solving [or planning] process and not 

clearly architecturally represented]; 

[GR.2: Contemplation intensifies through a search-process (i.e. brute-force) 

and cannot clearly be architecturally represented]; 

[GR.3: Contemplation is not sufficiently understood and/or defined to be 

captured in a cognitive architectural representation.  Contemplation could be 

understood in terms of sub-architectural representations though.]; 

[GF.1: Based on assumption #1 and Expert Definition C - Increased non-

arbitrary connectivity between modules encourages contemplative convolution. 

Conversely, arbitrary and/or under-connectivity between modules might enhance 

cognitive expediency but reduces the potential for contemplative convolution.]; 

[GF.1.1: A sub-finding suggesting that this connectivity based on 

information convolution might be more about overall capacity then the modularity 

of a connected network but the basic conceptual idea is still the same]; 

[GF.2: Cognitive architectures optimized for serial problem-solving in a 

limited task-domain (i.e. ACT-R and Soar) will likely show extra-modular evidence 

of contemplative intensity instead of architectural evidence.]; 
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[GF.3: Mutual recursion and recycling in dual-process architectures leads to 

higher chances of contemplative intensity to occur]; 

[GF.4: The IIT lens might be useful for measuring cognitive information 

integration on a quantitative measure but cannot entirely qualitatively identify 

contemplative intensity architecturally/modularly/as flow-charts]; 

[GF.5: Meta-cognition is responsible for contemplation and the act of 

intensifying it so cognitive architectures must have an architectural representation 

for meta-cognition to properly identify it]; 

[GF.5*: CLARION is the most contemplative canonical architecture]; 

[GF.5.1: Scenarios that emphasize expected meta-cognitive activities would 

best qualitatively test for the presence of contemplative intensity.  

[GF.6: There is a mentalist (psycho-functionalist) way to design 

representations expressing the phenomenon of contemplative intensity without 

behavioral confirmation from a virtual-agent acting in a virtual world. In other 

words, a virtual-agent can actually contemplate and not just fake contemplation 

through its external perceived actions/behaviors]; 

[GF.7: A rudimentary finite-state machine agent is not capable of 

contemplating a virtual environment as well as one with cognitive architectural 

enhancement]; 

[GF.K: An additional finding regarding a critique of the importance of 

Kant’s imagination and reason when referring to the complexity and 

intensity of contemplation]; 
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7.3. Architectural configuration assessments for the virtual-
agent scenarios 

This section summarizes the expert assessments on whether each architectural 

virtual-agent scenario represented the correct modular configuration in order for the expert 

and the researcher to make a coherent hermeneutic analysis. 

7.3.1. ACT-R architectural configuration representation(s) 

The consulted ACT-R expert explicitly agreed (and the other experts implicitly 

agreed) that the flow-chart configurations for both ACT-R Classic and ACT-R 5.0+ seemed 

sensibly represented in terms of analytical resolution for all of the contemplative scenarios. 

However, this ACT-R expert provided some minor caveats to qualify how more recent 

versions of ACT-R are increasingly relying more on extra-modular (i.e. extra-architectural) 

capabilities “[…] in an ad-hoc way to approach individual modelling problems” (CQ; Best, 

2017). Some of these individual modeling problems informed helped with “[…] formalizing 

and standardizing their [architectural] use (Ibid.).  

7.3.2. SOAR architectural configuration representation(s) 

The consulted experts did not take issue with how the core features were 

represented within each flow-chart configuration of a virtual SOAR agent’s handling of the 

five contemplation scenarios.  However, one of the SOAR experts did take issue with the 

configuration representation(s) in terms of their modular components.  According to Van 

Lent (SoarTech), SOAR is better understood as a code-base with particular functions, 

operations, and features (I.e. the same features that could be represented as modularized 

nodes; paraphrased from Van Lent, 2017). In terms of features, this would describe SOAR 

although “[…] chunking is [an extra-architectural mechanism] primarily focused on 

procedures” (CQ; Van Lent, 2017). This again suggests that it is difficult to structurally 

understand contemplative intensity in SOAR when considering flow-charts at an 

architectural resolution level. 
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7.3.3. CLARION architectural configuration representation(s) 

The official CLARION expert explicitly agreed with the flow-chart configuration 

representation for the five contemplation scenarios (CQ; Licato, 2017). The other experts 

seemed to take no public issue with these represented CLARION configurations. 

However, most of the experts focused on the MCS as an independently salient modular 

hub that was mostly responsible for contemplative intensity [7.4.7]. 

7.4. General Findings 

This dissertation uncovered seven general findings [7.4.1-7.4.7] and two sub-

findings [within 7.4.1, 7.4.3] based on the original research assumptions [5.1, 5.2]. There 

is also an additional philosophical finding that addresses the expert opinions on Kantian 

architectural representations of "reason" and "imagination" and the expected cognitive 

interplay between them [7.4.8]. 

7.4.1. Hermeneutic Finding – Mentalism Identifies Contemplative 
Intensity in Cognitive Architectures for Virtual-Agent Minds 

The first hermeneutic finding qualitatively confirms through expert consultation that 

there is a mentalist (psycho-functionalist) way to design representations expressing the 

phenomenon of contemplative intensity without behavioral confirmation from a virtual-

agent acting in a virtual world. With mentalist perspectives, it is possible to design the 

cognition of a virtual-agent that can actually contemplate its virtual world (incl. its entities 

and assets).  A virtual-agent does not need to always “fake” contemplation through its 

externally perceived actions/behaviors to appear to be thinking deeply about something. 

The teleological value of engineering “deep thinking” is something to be taken 

epistemologically seriously by both the dissertation author and the experts.   

These experts have considered virtual-agent minds from a mentalist epistemology 

in that they consider these agents to be contemplating their own intentions and internal 

understanding of a world-state.  For example, consider the following expert response: 
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“Contemplation within the context of cognitive architectures, to me, means 

engaging in planning and simulating future outcomes with regards to either the agent's 

own (possible) intentions, or with the current understanding of the world state.  That is, the 

agent can either ask of itself the question ‘What will happen next?’, or it can ask 'What will 

happen next if I take action X', or it can ask what the consequences are of a new 

relationship or state in the world.’” (GF.6; Best, 2017).   

This response possibly indicates more than an anthropomorphicentric bias as this 

hypothesized contemplation process was tied to this expert’s previous mechanistic pre-

occupation with non-anthropomorphic planning and reasoning mechanisms (GR.1; Best, 

2017). These experts did not even insist there be an imperative for an operationalization 

of virtual-agent contemplation to meet empirical standards of externally perceived 

behavioral believability. In fact, the inverse seemed to be the case. Expert responses 

indicate that contemplation in a virtual-agent’s mind was seen entirely as an internal 

process that does not need to be externally verified to be seen as genuinely existing. For 

the CLARION expert, it was not even clear to him why “[…] the [the dissertation author’s] 

definition [of contemplative intensity] would need to be linked to anything outside of the 

brain/mind” (GF.6; Licato, 2017).  Additionally, the general cognitive architectures expert 

confirmed Licato’s statement by stating that, “[…] contemplation is a form of cognition that 

focuses on problem solving, reflection, understanding, outside of the context of interacting 

with others, producing content or deploying solutions” (GF.6; Bach, 2017). Bach also 

indicated that a structural organizing of psychological theories using an A(G)I engineering 

methodological paradigm can “[…] explore theories that feature hidden states which 

nevertheless can be inferred from the data by specifying a functional theory that allows 

their derivation” (Ibid.).  Admittedly, Bach does imply that some of these engineered 

internal psychological states should eventually be verified at a functional level “[…] from 

first principles” if at all sufficiently tractable to do so (Ibid.).  In this case, additional studies 

as future work could be developed in order to see if there is a correlation between a virtual-

agent’s internal psyche and those externally perceived behaviors that seems to believably 

express these hidden mentalist states. One possible example would be having an 

architecturally enhanced virtual-agent contemplate within an imagined doubly virtual 

simulation-space before taking believably-verified action(s) [GF.6; Best, 2017; see 9.1.1]. 

Approaching mentalism as an epistemological paradigm for exploring hidden AI states 
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seems temporarily sufficient since according to Bach, “[…] we must constrain the space 

of theories” (Ibid.). Constraining the psychological theory-space to focusing only on the 

psyche through mentalism (psycho-functionalism) as a temporary measure to stimulate 

future work seems to be qualitatively valid within the AI cognitive engineering paradigm. 

 Bach supports this mentalist focus further to counter contemporary criticism from 

industry-related and academic virtual-agent designers who usually insist that behavioral 

validation must be a crucial hermeneutic component when verifying a virtual-agent’s 

internal process. For example, Bach insists that, “[…] we obviously cannot ignore the study 

of mental phenomena by focusing on external behavior if what we want to explain is the 

mind” (Ibid.). He also reassures the reader of the academic validity of an exclusively 

mentalist epistemology and the methodological deployment of creative introspection when 

he adds that, “[…] obviously we can introspectively perceive mental phenomena”, and 

that, “[…] the study of these [psycho-functionalist] phenomena is not unscientific […]”.  The 

reason why qualitative mentalist research can be considered scientifically valid is because 

this type of introspective hermeneutic research “[…] requires us to recognize that the 

relationship between phenomenon and ground truth might be rather complex and 

unintuitive.” (Ibid.).   

Mentalist sub-finding relating to virtual-agent mind design(s) 

There is also a sub-finding relating to the validity of the mentalist epistemology in 

this dissertation’s context. The consulted experts have experts have made qualitative 

statements indicating that a rudimentary finite-state machine virtual-agent is not capable 

of contemplating a virtual environment as well (i.e. as deeply) as one genuinely 

engineered with cognitive architectural enhancement and/or through an equivalent 

algorithmic enhancement. This is not to say, however, that architectural enhancement 

would be the most optimal way to allow a virtual-agent to contemplate deeply. For Bach, 

for example, cognitive architectures are still “too simple of getting there [i.e. contemplating 

deeply] by themselves, and they [cognitive architectures] are both sufficiently general that 

you could manually implement more complex cognitive strategies [to enable deeper 

modes of contemplation] within them” (GQ.2B; Bach, 2017).   

This possibility that cognitive architectures could partially assist in enabling more 

complex cognitive modes [i.e. contemplation] and the construction of internal cognitive 
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states is seen as a positive sub-finding from the dissertation’s perspective.  This sub-

finding is also important because this further validates this research’s exclusively mentalist 

epistemology as part of a valid methodology for assessing theoretically existing virtual-

agent minds that go beyond contemporary finite-state behavior(s).  

The experts seem to indicate that a virtual-agent – as long as they are more than 

mere finite-state machines - can indeed contemplate about something or someone 

“deeply” rather than having a finite-state machine just appearing contemplative by 

imitating this cognitive process through externally perceived behaviors. For classical finite-

state machines used in most contemporary industry and academic implementations, 

however, it is unsurprising to note that genuinely deep contemplation did not seem 

possible. Empirically perceived behavior, in this instance was possible and for generic 

finite-state implementations, the mentalist epistemology would not be as important.   

Firstly, there was an indication of the limitation of a finite-state machine’s mind 

being able to think deeply. For example, Licato mentioned that: 

 “[…] there are two senses in which an FSM can be said to be capable of exhibiting 

some [contemplative] behavior. In the first sense, we can say that for any behavior 

instantiated in the universe, there exists an FSM that can replicate it---after all, the 

universe itself can be discretized and modeled as a FSM, although it would be ridiculously 

large; so large, in fact, that it would be impractical to model something as complex as a 

contemplation. In that second sense, where we consider the practical limitations of a 

representational system compared to other alternatives, FSMs are *not* able to model 

most cognitive phenomena, because it would be too impractical and we would have to do 

all kinds of tricks to make it behave the way we want.” (GF.7; Licato, 2017). 

Bach provided the most eloquent concluding response to the question of whether 

finite-state machines (i.e. implemented as model-based reflex agents) were even 

mechanistically capable of intensifying contemplation beyond a mere call-and-response 

routine.  Bach was asked in a follow-up question whether these finite-state machine 

virtual-agents – commonly seen in contemporary video-games and social virtual worlds – 

could be capable of when considering action-sequences (or potential thoughts) while in a 

given state. In other words, Bach was asked whether it was always the case that a 
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contemporary virtual-agent can only mindlessly select an action over another while in that 

state or whether there exist mechanistic instances (using some heuristics but not 

necessarily whole architectures) where such a virtual-agent really thinks deeply about 

each of the actions/thoughts it ruminates over. Bach was also specifically asked whether 

contemplation be at varying levels of intensity based on this kind of finite-state mechanism.   

In response, Bach said, 

“The state machine agents in a computer game tend to have discrete global states, 

in which they exhibit a different set of behaviors based on the state. They are basically a 

bunch of different agents that switch over when a particular condition is met.  I usually 

think of human minds as having lots of local state[s] per mental module, and the global 

state is an emergent feature of the current configuration of local states. The global state 

usually does not switch as a whole but moves continuously, through a multidimensional 

space. The truth might be somewhere in-between, because on one hand, we are indeed 

the subject of continuous modulation, on the other hand, a single mental module often 

runs the show (similar to the Pandemonium model). Contemplation might be modeled as 

a particular module that is triggered when the [virtual?] agent does not have urgent 

external tasks to attend to, and senses a need to revise its strategies and models.” (GF.7; 

Bach, 2017). 

Secondly, it was confirmed that – beyond mere finite-state machine 

representations - there exist other architecturally enhanced virtual-agent minds that can 

genuinely contemplate psycho-functionalist phenomena (i.e. processed images) at 

different intensity levels. Ultimately, it was assessed that some cognitive architectures 

would be better than others at genuinely enhancing deep contemplation in a virtual-agent’s 

mind (Ibid.). 

7.4.2. Hermeneutic finding - The IIT Lens cannot sufficiently qualify 
architectural contemplative intensity 

The second hermeneutic finding extracted from both the solo hermeneutic 

exegesis and the expert interview consultation process is a negative but constructive one. 

This finding concedes that the IIT hermeneutic lens cannot sufficiently qualify architectural 

contemplative intensity for virtual-agent minds. This concession is especially firm when a 
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qualitative researcher attempts to analyze contemplation scenario flow-charts at an 

architectural resolution. 

Those experts with military-industrial contractor expertise primarily interpreted 

cognitive architectures as a little more than a dynamic model enhanced by a code-base 

library and not as a conceptual system to be analyzed a flow-chart representation. In this 

interpretation, the determination of contemplative intensity for a virtual-agent’s mind was 

more likely to be a heuristic to be discovered within the architecture’s expandable code-

library.  This disciplinary understanding of cognitive architectures as a canonical code-

base was even more conceptually rigid when discussing production-rule-centric 

architectures such as ACT-R (both versions) and SOAR.  For example, one of the Soar-

Tech contractors insisted that, “[…] a formal description of a concept in the context of a 

cognitive architecture is a detailed description of how that concept will be implement[ed] 

either in a cognitive model built in the architecture (such as Soar productions) or via 

changes to the cognitive architecture (such as changes to the C++ or Java codebase of 

Soar)” (GR.3; AR.2.1.1, CQ; Van Lent, 2017).  This expert further stated that, “[…] we [i.e. 

SOAR cognitive architects] always start by trying to implement the concept in Soar 

productions [aka. production-rules] and only fall back to changes to the cognitive 

architecture itself when absolutely necessary” (Ibid.).  Overall, this expert was not 

sufficiently convinced how “[…] phrases like “deep thought process” or ‘cognitively 

perceived subjects’ map to productions or code”. (Ibid.). In the expert’s opinion, the author-

provided definition of contemplation in terms of integrated architectural flow-intensity did 

not seem semantically correct in the context of a cognitive architecture as a code-base 

(Ibid.).  

This Soar-Tech contractor raised an additional issue with regards to the semantic 

tractability of the dissertation’s flow-chart representations (e.g. SOAR).  For this 

contractor, the actual modularity of a cognitive architecture (esp. with SOAR) was being 

questioned. This contractor took conceptual issue with hermeneutically seeing SOAR "[…] 

as a set of ‘specialized modules’ that can be connected like lego pieces depending on 

what you’re trying to get the architecture to do” (Ibid.).  While the expert did understand 

that the dissertation author had prepared SOAR flow-chart representations in order to 

represent “[…] a different way of connecting the modules of Soar in response to a specific 

cognitive scenario”; he clarified that SOAR is not modularized because, according to him, 
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these components are connected in one, fixed way that would only change if an 

architectural level change was made to Soar” (Ibid.). The only modular interpretation he 

would agree with is that SOAR can be conceptually decomposable into various 

components (e.g. working memory, long-term memory, episodic memory, decision 

process etc., Ibid.).  Despite the plausibility of SOAR being modularly represented, 

practical implementation of SOAR’s canonical features would require programming 

modifications to the entire architectural code-base as well as theoretically re-considering 

the entire testable SOAR-model. For this contractor, it is not simply a matter of enabling 

and disabling cognitive activity in particular modules (Ibid.). The expert insisted that the 

fundamental connective activity between each of the modules (if it had to be modularly 

represented) is as canonical as the architectural configuration and the only thing that 

changes is the core code-base. In other words, this expert felt that the SOAR-flow chart 

would look exactly the same (in terms of module-activity for every contemplative scenario 

(Ibid.). Consider this full statement on the subject by this SOAR-contractor: 

“Soar is an INTEGRATED cognitive architecture. It’s really key to the philosophy 

of Soar that everything is integrated and is always on. So, things like episodic 

learning/memory and semantic learning/memory aren’t components, but are integral parts 

of the architecture that are always there.  There’s no ‘configuration’ of Soar that can turn 

these things on or off.  So, Soar always has all these things.  If you’re thinking of Soar as 

a set of separate components then I worry you’re looking at Soar through the wrong lens” 

(GF.4; Van Lent, 2017). 

This hermeneutic interpretation of a cognitive architecture as a canonical code-

base and cannot be properly analyzed through the IIT graph-visualizer was confirmed by 

the interviewed ACT-R expert (contractor). For the ACT-R contractor, this architecture’s 

“[…] modules are all always active -- the information flow may stop, but they can't be 
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turned off -- and the pattern matcher never stops matching patterns […]” (GF.4; Best, 

2017).150   

This contractor gave this specific example when performing the same hermeneutic 

analysis on both ACT-R versions when considering the recursive self-improvement 

scenario:  

“[…] If the diagram is signifying no processing of the manual module via the manual 

buffer, this might be one way to capture that, but it would be better to represent it through 

showing which arrows are conveying [semantic] information and which are not.  Setting 

that aside, this flowchart corresponds to many possible models, one of which might be a 

model of self-improvement. There is no requirement that learning involve the manual 

buffer (or corresponding motor module), so the above flowchart is plausible [but too 

generic to show the characteristics of ACT-R]. [in response to another scenario] this 

flowchart might support almost any possible model realization, so it is [only] by its 

inclusiveness, plausible” (GF.4; Best, 2017). 

Similar to the SOAR contractor’s assessment on architectural modularity, the ACT-

R contractor agreed that one could prepare architectural flow-charts and “[…] think of each 

buffer for a module as a portal into that module. […]” (Ibid). However, this ACT-R 

contractor also agreed with the SOAR contractor in that each contemplative scenario 

should not impact the connective intensity between each represent module as this 

intensity would be architecturally uniform across all modules for all scenarios (Ibid.). For 

example, the ACT-R contractor was “[…] unsure of what it means to leave an architectural 

node active and firing [since] buffers are all active the entire time; they work in parallel” 

(ibid.). This contractor further indicated that ACT-R’s “[…] procedural nodes are also 

always all active […] what changes is whether and what information flows along the links” 

 
150 Perhaps, the issue here is that these architectural configurations are always flowing because 

the virtual-agent’s mind must often have to continually account for circumstantial relativity 
when deliberating and acting.  At first glance, it would seem difficult to mechanistically 
account for circumstantial relativity through mere architectural representations unless these 
representations explicitly addressed various circumstantial contingencies (Smith, 1986: 26).  
In order to explicitly address circumstantial relativity through explicit architectural 
representation(s), it has been suggested that a “self” must also be explicitly represented 
since “[…] that self is the source of the relativity” (Ibid.).  If this is indeed the case, then 
explicit metacognitive architectural representation(s) becomes that much more crucial for 
handling circumstantial relativity [see 7.4.7].        
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(Ibid.). In other words, this ACT-R contractor was in agreement with the SOAR contractor 

that scenario-specific contemplation would occur with semantic analysis happening at a 

sub-modular resolution (i.e. as code and/or as semantic content-activity being passed as 

cognitive signals in-between the modular nodes, Ibid.).  With this understanding of the 

semantics happening at a sub-modular level, “[…] any configuration with all modules 

present and connected would support any possible model written in ACT-R, making it 

plausible and appropriate” (Ibid.). Or, in other words, “[…] any configuration that involves 

all of the nodes would support any possible model of behavior” (Ibid.). One of the reasons 

why flow-charts generally do not seem to show the semantics behind the cognitive flow – 

when shown at a canonical architectural resolution – is that they do “[…] not tell us whether 

the knowledge in the system results in actual flow of information along those links” (Ibid). 

This ACT-R contractor clarified that this sub-modular information flow is really a “[cognitive 

information signal] response [that] is a continuous signal of varying intensity, so it doesn't 

conceptually make sense for a buffer to go into a standby state [so,] It's maybe more 

accurate to think of buffer state in terms of frequency of demand [i.e. capacity] on the 

system or use of that system than any change in state" (Ibid.). The CLARION expert 

agreed with the contractors by adding, “[…] If you just say that all subsystems and 

knowledge types are at least minimally activated, then it doesn’t tell us much about how 

the mind processes things”. He goes on to say, “[…] if there is a way you can show which 

of these subsystems/knowledge types are more active than the others during these 

scenarios, it would provide for a better model.” (GF.4; Licato, 2017). Licato also suggests 

that the contemplative intensity could be with the connections themselves and not the 

modular-activity. For future work, Licato proposes a similar hermeneutic study using 

enhanced flow-chart representations with “[…] line thickness, dotted lines with variable 

numbers of dots per inch [etc.]” (GF.4; Licato, 2017) [see 9.1.1]. These statements 

emphasize the need to also hermeneutically analyze the semantic valence and intensity 

of the information-signals themselves [see 8.3, 9.1.1] and not just which information 

processing modules they are flowing to and from.  From Bach’s perspective he felt that 

contemplative intensity “[…] does not map to ‘voltage of the neurons’ or even ‘number of 

currently active connections’, but rather to what part of the brain is currently being recruited 

to what degree for the contemplative process” (GF.4; Bach, 2017).  For Bach, cognitive 

architecture mappings are more likely relatable to: “[…] 1. how well the respective parts of 

the brain are trained to execute the contemplative function, 2. how much they are 
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requested by the current configuration of the brain to serve that function, and 3. how many 

distractions by other processes and mechanisms interfere with that function” (Ibid.). 

Interestingly, this additional insistence on contemplative intensity being tied to the 

overall meta-cognitive negotiation [7.4.7] of a virtual-agent’s attention and its relationship 

to computational resource-demand rather than varying the inter-modular activity intensity 

per scenario is mirrored with other expert responses about capacity being a better 

semantic indicator of contemplative intensity than informational encapsulation (GF.4; 

Best, 2017; see 7.4.3). As an example, the general architectural expert also suggested 

that, “[…] the intensity of contemplation seems to be more related to the degree to which 

cognitive resources are focused on the object of contemplation, i.e. which fraction of one’s 

mind is devoted to the task.” (GF.4; Bach, 2017). The ACT-R contractor agreed with 

Bach’s opinion. For example, this contractor critiqued the idea out forth by the dissertation 

author that architectural modules can be in a stand-by mode (state) by saying “[…] I don't 

think there's a semantic difference between actively receptive and passive from an ACT-

R perspective [because] I think we're circling the issue of attention here, and how it's 

allocated.  (GF.4; Best, 2017). 

An expert critique of analyzing flow-chart representations was not the only issue 

addressed by the experts when considering the IIT hermeneutic lens. There was also 

some expert skepticism suggesting that panpsychism and the integrated information 

theory itself might not really be the best candidate to qualify and quantify any complex 

modes of cognition – including contemplative intensity and the phenomenon IIT was 

originally formulated to describe, namely consciousness. For example, the CLARION 

expert said that, “[…] Oizumi et al.’s definition ties contemplative intensity to 

consciousness, which is already a dangerous step to take: a fully connected (and thus 

fully-convolved) neural network undergoing an incredibly intense level of calculation is not 

necessarily conscious” (GF.4; Licato, 2017). Licato elaborated on this statement on IIT by 

saying, "[…] I am a bit unclear on what it means for information to be convolved" (Ibid.). 

Even from a Kantian perspective, Licato explained, for example, that for him, “[…] 

‘reasonable estimation’, […] is independent from information flow convolution” (Ibid.). 

Bach also said that he did not understand the formal notion of ‘increasing convolution’.  

Bach, added, “[‘increasing convolution’] evokes a strong intuition, but I don’t trust intuitions 

when understanding complex mechanisms (GF.4; Bach, 2017). 
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The disciplinary hermeneutic paradigm from which most of these experts subscribe 

to relates to practical engineering considerations. This slight disciplinary bias might explain 

the focus on model-testing, computational resource constraints, and code-base updating 

over philosophical hermeneutics that look at contemplative intensity via illustrations of 

modular integrated information.  For example, the ACT-R contractor qualifies his criticism 

of the dissertation-author’s hermeneutic lens as a “[…] a quirk of modelling practice more 

than any architectural limitation” (GF.4; Best, 2017). This contractor goes on to say, “[…] 

since models are built to simulate human performance on tasks, knowledge (in the form 

of productions) is added (by the modeller) to correspond to the visual processing required 

for particular tasks” (Ibid.). This contractor also explicitly brought up his adherence to 

engineering imperatives and protocols when he said, “I cannot tell if the flowchart is meant 

to capture this level of knowledge within a model; if so I might hazard a guess that the 

links in the flowchart would cover this interaction, but it is extremely hard for me to 

determine this without actually building a model” (Ibid.). 

The consensus among these experts was that analyzing flow-charts at an 

architectural level of resolution using the IIT hermeneutic lens in particular, could not 

locate an engineering-inspired representation of “contemplative intensity”.  Bach indicated 

that “[…] there is no unified [disciplinary] standard underlying these flow charts” (GF.4; 

Bach, 2017). Bach contextualized this statement by discussing the results of his own 

philosophically-inspired dissertation research where even though he “[…] generated many 

flow charts for the different architectures and found that it is often possible to create 

mappings”.  Ultimately, however, Bach felt that “[…] the architectures have to be compared 

individually and in detail, not via flow charts. […]” (Ibid.). With his own PhD research, Bach 

explored the “[…] kind of phenomena [cognitive architectures] model and ignore, what 

functionality they can express, what underlying functional and philosophical assumptions 

they make, whether they take a brain inspired, functional or engineering approach, and 

what they have in common or where they differ” (Ibid.).  Having said all this, Bach was 

open to supporting the interdisciplinary value of this dissertation research and its 

hermeneutic focus on architectural flow-charts and modules.  Bach felt this new line of 

inquiry was worth pursuing – even without detailed implementations – since it offers the 

academic opportunity for “[…] comparing the different philosophies underlying the 
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architectures, and giving the reader a greater understanding of the subject of 

contemplation itself” (Ibid.).   

Overall expert opinions about the IIT hermeneutic lens for this dissertation has led 

to both positive and negative lessons to be learned for future research opportunities. The 

solo hermeneutic exegesis combined with the expert critiques from philosophy and 

engineering disciplines underscores the semantic and computational tractability limitations 

of cognitive flow-chart representations as viewed through IIT calculations. The semantic 

nuances required to determine where exactly contemplative intensity is located in any 

particular cognitive architecture can at least be discussed qualitatively but it seems that 

the same cannot be said for precise quantification without considering distinct architectural 

virtual-agent implementations separately. A possible research direction that could be 

undertaken where quantitative hermeneutic interpretations are applied to measuring 

architecturally enhanced virtual-agent minds has been reserved for discussion within the 

future work section [9.1.1]. 

7.4.3. Findings regarding contemplation and connectivity 

This finding addressed the initial research assumption that increased non-arbitrary 

connectivity between architecture modules encourages contemplative convolution. It was 

also originally thought that arbitrary and/or under-connectivity between modules might 

enhance cognitive expediency but consequently, would reduce the potential for 

contemplative convolution.  However, the experts tended to agree that with the possible 

exception of CLARION’s infrastructure, qualitatively linking contemplative intensification 

with inter-modular connectivity (esp. the IIT lens) was based on a flawed semantic 

assumption that the two could be correlated in the same way that quantitative measures 

of integrated information could link inter-connectivity and consciousness. There were even 

some issues with semantically interpreting what “contemplation” should formally mean in 

an engineering context (GQ.2; Licato, 2017). Having the experts point out this hermeneutic 

flaw further reinforced the negative finding that the IIT lens alone cannot sufficiently qualify 

the contemplative intensity of cognitive architectures for virtual-agent minds [7.4.2].   

The consulted expert interview process did lead to a possible re-discovery for one 

of the key reasons why cognitive architectures are not usually seen as being reducible to 
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general IIT (integrated information) flow-systems. The reason why cognitive architects 

cannot qualitatively analyze full architectures through the IIT lens is due to the fact that 

these canonical architectures are usually bundled with additional mechanisms, features, 

code-bases, and key algorithms etc. CLARION might be the exception because the RER 

algorithm and Q-learning features are considered an official (canonical) part of the 

architectural bundle and represents CLARION’s idiosyncratic identity. However, the other 

architectures do not really consider any features and code-bases as being part of its core 

architectural identity. Further, these bundled features (i.e algorithms), mechanisms, and 

code-bases, do not lend themselves to convenient architectural flow-chart representations 

that exist to represent an integrated control-flow of cognition. These reasons likely 

explained why cognitive architects did not bother previously to apply the IIT lens in order 

to assess the quantitative and qualitative power of their particular cognitive architecture. 

This also explains why the dissertation-researcher encountered insurmountable and 

intractable difficulties when trying to map the semantics behind each contemplative 

process while applying the IIT lens to analyze different cognitive architectures. 

The experts did at least give some token credence to the original assumption that 

architectural representations can still address contemplative intensity. From the expert(s) 

perspective, it would still be partially correct to say that those cognitive architectures that 

focus more on meta-cognitive planning and meta-reasoning are more likely to be able to 

intensify contemplation [7.4.7]. However, these experts (who each represent what the 

community considers to be the most canonical architectures) would say that this is less 

about control-flow integration and more about the meta-cognitive components (and 

possibly algorithms) themselves [7.4.6; 7.4.7]. This extra-architectural emphasis put forth 

by these experts almost unanimously, would put the whole IIT lens as a qualitative rubric 

sufficiently able to qualify contemplative intensity further into obsolescence.  

There is one exception to the expert-based extra-architectural perspective that still 

keeps the architectural cognitive convolution-flow idea part of an active and ongoing 

debate. This exception applies especially to CLARION and its interdependencies on 

particular architectural subsystems in order to enable the contemplative faculty in a virtual-

agent’s mind. The NACS in particular, seems to be a crucial subsystem for any kind of 

internal-state representation that would be required for contemplation to not only intensify, 

but occur in the first place. For example, the CLARION expert said, 
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“I don’t think that any inductive reasoning is possible without involvement from the 

NACS right from the start. […] In my understanding, any time you have declarative 

knowledge, you are using the NACS. If you are performing induction, you are taking 

declarative knowledge and turning it into (typically more generalized) inductive knowledge 

[…] I don’t know of any accounts of induction-like behavior that don’t involve declarative 

knowledge” (AR.3.1*; Licato, 2017). 

The ACT-R expert also reconsidered some of his critiques that involved extra-

architectural evidence indicating the engineered presence contemplative intensity.  When 

considering whether contemplative intensity would increase in strength during moments 

where a virtual-agent should intellectually resolve semantically and/or mechanistically 

convoluted thoughts and/or plausible actions whose cognitive representations and 

functions are typically situated across many different architectural modules 

simultaneously, this expert said this in reply:    

“[Contemplative intensity as being information-networked contemplative 

convolution] is the closest approximation to an understanding I can reach within the 

framework of production system models of thought (including ACT-R, Soar, ICARUS, 

CaMeRa, and such architectures).  The closest realization in a running model within these 

frameworks that I'm aware of is Herb Simon's work with CaMeRa, where he demonstrated 

an ‘imaginal’ component where an agent might propose a phenomena, and a deductive 

component where it then worked out the phenomena in detail. […] Maybe one way to 

answer this is to address how would ACT-R try and emulate the capabilities of CaMeRa - 

given ACT-R distinct architectural and mechanistic limitations (assuming you agree that 

ACT-R has distinct affordances that differ from say, Soar and CLARION).” (GF.1; Best, 

2017; see Tabachneck‐Schijf, Leonardo, and Simon, 1997).   

The last sentence in this ACT-R expert’s response seems to run contrary to an 

extra-modular insistence in other responses provided within the same interview 

procedure. This slight reconsideration indicates the possibility that ACT-R (and by 

implication, other architectures) are able to have their own idiosyncratic configuration(s) 

that can try and emulate the contemplative affordances of other architectural 

configurations.  This ACT-R expert left the semantic interpretation of the architectural 
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representation(s) of contemplative intensity to a matter of subjective opinion, rather than 

any objective authority.  

Sub-Finding - Connectivity based on architectural information convolution 
might be more about overall capacity than the modularity of a connected 
network  

The general architectural expert consulted for this dissertation was Joscha Bach. 

According to Bach’s interpretation, there is a sub-finding related to the idea that 

contemplative [connectivity] intensity based on information convolution might be more 

contingent on the virtual-agent’s overall cognitive capacity (i.e. computational and memory 

resources etc.) than the architectural modularity of a connected network. Having said this, 

Bach did indicate that there might still be qualitative differences between each canonical 

cognitive architecture where one architecture might be better at managing resource-

capacity over another architecture.  For example, when asked the question, “can a virtual 

agent’s mind use one architecture over another to focus on the object more intently and 

contemplate this object more intensely than another virtual agent even if the capacity 

resources are the same for each architecture?”, Bach replied, “of course. For the same 

reason that one program architecture can be better at processing images than another 

despite using the same computational resources.” (GF.1.1; Bach, 2017).  

Bach’s emphasis on contemplation as resource capacity management over 

architectural convolution seemed consistent even when asked to compare cognitive 

architectures over others. Bach first identify the relative strength of any given 

contemplative intensity as being contingent on the virtual-agent contemplator being “[…] 

tired or distracted” (Ibid.).  When asked about whether some cognitive architectures unify 

their resources better than other architectures for deep meditation purposes (for example), 

Bach did not rank architectures according to their modularized idiosyncratic infrastructural 

connectivity affordances but replied instead: 

”You will have to commit to a definition of meditation first. I suspect that meditation 

is a great set of techniques that have in common that they require control of attention, and 

are more focused on the mind’s functionality than on the content of experience (though 

there are focused types of meditation that are used for engineering or philosophizing of 

mentally held objects, and meditation may use external objects as an anchor.) If you buy 
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into that view, then a system with rich and controllable attentional resources would be 

crucial” (GQ.2; Bach, 2017). 

Bach elaborated on this quote by generally defining meditation in this context as 

“[…] a specific state of deep introspection or unified perception, in which all or most 

attentional resources are unified” (GF.1.1; Bach, 2017). Furthermore, Bach considered 

what one would call deep thinking as “[…] a form of contemplation, and contemplative 

intensity might be a way to describe quantitative differences in the general alertness and 

degree of focus on the contemplative object” (Ibid.).  

Bach’s opinions seem to add philosophical contextualization to the general expert 

consensus that the contemporary engineering approach tends to view contemplative 

intensity within cognitive architectures as corresponding closer to the capacity theory of 

attention (Kahneman, 1973) than to the modularity-of-mind paradigm (Fodor, 1983). With 

this paradigm in mind, Bach was then asked whether measuring the relative cognitive 

capacity of architectural modular components within each cognitive architecture a better 

way to compare architectures with one another.  It was also implied in the question 

whether cognitive architects should represent contemplative capacity when characterizing 

the various architectural modules and sub-systems or should these components remain 

agnostic to pre-parameterized capabilities. Bach’s response to this question indicated that 

for an ideal (virtual) agent, resources are meta-cognitively contemplated and managed in 

order to “[…] maximize expected reward” (GF.1.1; Bach, 2017). Bach added the following: 

 “The amount of contemplation one should do then depends on the agent’s 

estimate of whether it can reap more benefits by executing its known strategies or by 

revising them via contemplation. The question of whether our minds are ideal agents in 

this sense or have an individual bias that is regulated via evolution is an empirical one” 

(Ibid.).   

Attributing philosophical notions of contemplation, contemplative intensity, and 

deep thinking to resource capacity management rather than to architectural cognitive 

information convolution was reinforced by experts in the more practical realm as well. For 

example, the ACT-R expert took semantic issue with the idea that architectural modules 

could be in alternating between active and passive states. According to this expert, he felt 
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that “[…] we're circling the [practical] issue of attention here, and how it's allocated” 

(GF.1.1; Best, 2017). Best elaborated on this semantic issue about the attention-

awareness of modular states with the following example: 

“I can choose to focus on the sensation in my toes right now, and this will likely 

have some top-down impact on perception, but the bottom-up signal exists with or without 

my attentional focus.  I don't think ACT-R has a very nuanced view of these bidirectional 

influences, but neither do most neural networks (architectures such as Grossberg's 

Adaptive Resonance Theory certainly do account for such bidirectional information flow, 

but my understanding is that this is the exception rather than the rule)" (Ibid.). 

It seems that the cognitive engineering perspective – considered in both 

philosophical and practical terms – assesses contemplative intensity in terms of resource 

capacity allocation over architectural convolution. The other consulted experts also 

implicitly confirmed the sub-findings explicitly identified by these two key experts. 

7.4.4. Findings regarding serial convolution constraints 

This finding addressed the initial research assumption related to serial convolution 

constraints [5.2.2]. To elaborate, it was assumed that, while contemplating a limited task-

domain, those serial problem-solving cognitive architectures such as ACT-R and SOAR 

will likely display extra-modular evidence of contemplative intensity instead of architectural 

evidence. The experts confirmed this finding with many of them considering contemplation 

itself to be represented as some kind of extra-modular planning mechanism (and/or 

algorithmic process and/or additional problem-space).  In some instances, production-

rule-centric architectures are conceptualized in terms of an integrated and extensible 

code-base [7.4.2]. In another instance, the ACT-R expert was conceiving of an extra-

modular “plan space” where virtual-agent planners would “[…] assemble a sequence of 

causes and effects to eventually achieve some outcome […] often with many of the 

evaluated sequences resulting in failure, and then choose the best plan (or sometimes the 

first plan -- this depends on the planner) to actually enact." (GR.1; Best, 2017). When 

referring specifically to this dissertation’s Zen meditation scenario, this expert went 

continued to conceptualize the virtual-agent’s mind in terms of problem-solving and 

planning behavior by saying, “[…] an ACT-R agent might engage in planning type 
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behaviour (though again, I note very little modelling of planning behaviour has been done 

in cognitive architectures in general, and ACT-R in particular) as a means of directing itself 

away from available percepts [however,] both ACT-R and Soar are (implausibly) capable 

of doing this to the exclusion of external stimuli” (Ibid.; also GF.2). This extra-modular 

interpretation of planning behavior(s) seemed to be functionally independent of “[…] any 

inherent architectural constraint.” (Ibid.). These serial architectural constraints themselves 

point to the need for extra-modular mechanisms and algorithms so that cognitive 

processes can be in stand-by modes and not just continual firing modes.  When 

addressing the meditation scenario(s), for example, the ACT-R expert contractor did not 

believe “[…] the same architectural configuration would properly represent both the ‘Zen’ 

model that ignore stimuli, and the ‘Ascetic’ model that avoids stimuli” (Ibid.).  The apparent 

reason why a production-centered architecture like ACT-R cannot distinguish between 

ignoring stimuli through deactivation in the Zen-state and having the mind constantly 

activated to avoid stimuli in the ascetic-state was because, “[…] there is no [architectural] 

way to deactive [sic. deactivate] the procedural matching process – it runs continuously” 

(Ibid.). The reason for this perpetual cognitive continuity within a serial architectural 

configuration has mainly to do with the fact that, the “[…] matching cycle is, in effect, 

cognition at work, and is never suspended while running an ACT-R model (or, for that 

matter, any production system model of thought)” (Ibid.).  

This ACT-R expert contractor has reminded the dissertation-author on more than 

one occasion that production rule-centric serial cognitive architectures see contemplation 

as an extra-modular form of planning behavior.  This serial contemplative planning activity 

“[…] is limited by available time and cognitive (computational) resources” (GR.1, GF.2; 

Best, 2017) and must remain in an agreeable state so that it only “[…] exploit[s] relevant 

possible futures” in order so that the virtual-agent’s mind does not become lost “[…] in an 

infinity of futures” (Ibid.). This ACT-R expert contractor elaborated on this serial planning 

activity by saying: 

“Production system models of thought (cognitive architectures) are subject to the 

same practical constraints (as is human cognition). The hard constraints of practicality 

require focusing planning on likely or relevant outcomes.  Perception is often taken as a 

guiding factor in choosing which possible futures to contemplate.  So, for example, human 

chess experts examine far fewer possible futures then their synthetic AI opponents; they 
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are far superior at pruning away irrelevant futures and the cues for this are perceptual” 

(GF.2; Best, 2017). 

This sub-finding also indicates that contemplative intensification is also part of an 

extra-modular and cognition resource-contingent planning process. The ACT-R contractor 

expert confirms this by saying that, “[…] to the extent that a [virtual] agent can abandon 

acting to concentrate on planning, its contemplation could be intensified” (Ibid.).  This 

expert also gave an example of a SOAR virtual-agent that “[…] tried to anticipate the 

actions of opponents [and] actually had to stop moving to allow computations to focus on 

anticipation" (Ibid.). The SOAR Co-Creator saw this deeper deliberative planning behavior 

intensification in terms of an extra-modular “[…extended] sequence of primitive reasoning 

cycles [that] reflect by effectively calling themselves recursively on problems in 

deliberation” (AR2.1.2.2, AR 2.2.2, AF.2, GF.2; Rosenbloom, 2017). The final expert-

offered extra-modular representation that seems necessary for contemplative 

identification and intensification in serial production rule-centric cognitive architectures 

would be SOAR’s impasse mechanism. With the forms of impasse handling “’state no 

change’, ‘operator no change’, and ‘operator tie’” conditions; scenario contemplation 

would involve reasoning about the resulting generated sub-state (AR.2.1, GF.2; Van Lent, 

2017).  

7.4.5. Findings regarding dual and multi-process advantages 

 This finding addressed the third initial research assumption that dual and 

multi-process cognitive architectures would possess distinct contemplative advantages 

over single-process architectures [5.2.3]. It was assumed that mutual recursion and 

recycling in dual-process architectures, for example, would lead to higher probabilities of 

contemplative intensity to occur.  

The only expert indication that this assumption may have been correct was with 

regards to their choice of the dual-process architecture CLARION for handling deeper 

contemplation due to its meta-cognitive (MCS) subsystem [7.4.7].  Otherwise, the experts 

felt that extra-architectural algorithms, processes, and components were more 

responsible for identifying and intensifying contemplation than anything to do with 

particular architectural configuration affordances [7.4.4].  
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7.4.6. Findings regarding the exclusive use of reasoning modules 
and production-rules 

This finding addresses the fourth research assumption that [5.2.4] cognitive architectural 

configurations can also idiosyncratically address cognition, including being able to infra-

structurally organize capabilities of both reasonable estimation and the imagination. 

Reasoning modules and memorized production-rules were not seen to be exclusively 

responsible for addressing contemplation in cognitive architectures for virtual-agent 

minds.  

In the engineering context, the experts disagreed with this assumption – especially when 

considering production-rule-centric architectures such as ACT-R and SOAR [7.5]. 

Generally speaking, they felt that contemplation is usually the exclusive domain(s) of 

reasoning and planning mechanisms (or algorithms). When it specifically came to 

CLARION, the experts were more open to architectural considerations of how the 

imagination could be balanced with reasonable estimation. However, their focus on 

CLARION had more to do with isolating particular subsystems such as the NACS for 

thinking things though and the MCS for organizing (i.e. thinking about) the rest of the 

architectural subsystems [7.4.7]. It was only due to CLARION’S particular idiosyncratic 

architectural components where the experts felt that production-rules themselves did not 

play a crucial role with identifying and intensifying contemplation within a virtual-agent’s 

mind.   

7.4.7. Findings confirming that metacognitive modules (sub-
systems) play a key role with intensifying contemplation 

This finding deals with the fifth initial research assumption that meta-cognition is 

primarily responsible both for contemplation and the act of intensifying it [5.2.5]. It was 

also assumed that cognitive architectures must have an architectural representation for 

meta-cognition in order to properly identify and manage contemplation. All but one 

consulted expert answered in the positive about this finding. One SOAR contractor 

declined to continue corresponding on the subject at the time this metacognition question 

was asked due to a busy schedule and to the fact that he felt the topic’s scope was starting 

to go beyond his particular domain expertise.  The CLARION expert agreed to the finding 

based on this initial research assumption on condition that metacognitive contemplation 
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was semantically correlated with “[…] reflective abstraction” (GF.5; Licato, 2017). The 

ACT-R contractor agreed that meta-cognition could intensify contemplation although he 

felt this meta-cognitive reflection process would occur more at the model-level than the 

architectural-level (GF.5; Best, 2017). In fact, this contractor pointed to previous research 

that additionally showed how meta-cognitive “[…] reflection is possible in a logical system 

in a narrow domain” (Ibid.; see Tabachneck‐Schijf, Leonardo, and Simon, 1997). This 

expert contractor and the general architecture expert (i.e. Bach) provided interview-

evidence to elaborate on this initial research finding confirmation.  This expert-majority 

positive finding also partially supported the assumption that CLARION and its meta-

cognitive capabilities would make it the most optimal canonical cognitive architecture for 

having a virtual-mind contemplate at different intensity levels [5.2.1, 5.2.3]. 

Semantic and engineering elaborations on the necessity for contemplation having 

a meta-cognitive layer were provided in the most detail by the general architecture expert, 

Joscha Bach and the ACT-R contractor, Bradley Best.  Even on an extra-architectural 

resource-capacity management level, one “[…] should be able to recruit different amounts 

of [one‘s] cognitive resources for metacognitive processing” (GF.5; Bach, 2017). When 

asked to explain an example where a particular architectural configuration contributes to 

this intensification process; Bach provided a response contingent on meta-cognitive 

affordances by saying:  

“Every situated learning system needs to capture the invariances of its 

environment into a model [incl. an architecture]. Ideally, this model should capture 

probability distributions. If the system is a [virtual] agent, it also needs to [meta-cognitively] 

reason over these models [i.e. sometimes represented as architectures], and identify 

policies that it can implement over them” (GF.5; Bach, 2017). 

Meta-cognition was also described as essential for helping determine the semantic 

nuance(s) a virtual-agent’s mind would have to grapple with when contemplating 

paradoxes generated by multi-dimensional cognitive input(s). The ACT-R contractor 

provides an example for how easily basic percepts becomes re-imagined as semantically 

multi-dimensional when parsed by an architecturally enhanced virtual-agent’s mind. The 

detailed example provided is as follows: 
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"If you imagine any of these architectures encapsulating some piece of explicit 

knowledge, for example ‘the sky is blue’, you can see where they'd all come off the rails 

when trying to reflect on this fact.  The sky isn't always blue, so an architecture like SOAR 

would either have to ignore history, or have a way to integrate contradictory information.  

CLARION and ACT-R should be able to form base rates of how often the sky is blue, but 

both would likely be confounded by asking the question, why is it blue?  Neither is 

architecturally designed to be able to propose a cause for anything.  My example is 

obviously a toy example, but reasoning around cause and effect is something I would think 

is essential to contemplation, and therefore implicates metacognition as required for 

contemplation.  These architectures we're talking about here focus around knowing and 

acting, but aren't known for being able to explain why they do what they do or know what 

they know” (GF.5; Best, 2017). 

The above example’s concluding statement about cognitive architectures not 

usually being able to explain knowledge-ontology and knowledge-epistemology at an 

idiosyncratic infrastructural level prompted a follow-up question. This follow-up question 

asked whether or not this statement also applies to discussions of CLARION and its 

Metacognitive MCS subsystem.  This follow-up question probed this ACT-R contractor 

further as to whether CLARION’s MCS was also architecturally limited to focusing on 

knowing and acting but not being able to meta-reason over this ontological and 

epistemological knowledge. This contractor replied by conceding that his expertise is 

usually limited to the ACT-R architecture but did indicate that CLARION’s MCS “[…] 

performs the same role as an execution monitor in a planning system” (Ibid.).  Elaborating 

further based on his specialized engineering expertise, this contractor also indicated that, 

“[…] an execution monitor [i.e. CLARION’s MCS] evaluates ongoing progress against 

goals and allows an agent to interrupt itself and escape "trap states", where a local goal 

is unachievable, or goals that no longer serve the overall plan (for example, when the 

world changes in a way that makes the original plan useless)” (Ibid.). This meta-cognitive 

notion of CLARION’s MCS escaping “trap states” semantically correlated well with 

SOAR's handling of impasse conditions via automatic sub-goal generation. 

 This contractor was then asked a clarification question to confirm that his original 

statement that all cognitive architectures (incl. the CLARION MCS) really do exclusively 

focus “[...] around knowing and acting, [and not] known for being able to [meta-cognitively] 
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explain why they do what they do or know what they know” (Ibid.) even when both the 

CLARION MCS and the SOAR’s decision cycle have an architectural way of overcoming 

this ontological and epistemological impasse though a meta-cognitive monitoring and 

executional route. This contractor implied that meta-cognitive processes were happening 

in both CLARION and SOAR and that meta-cognition was intended to be present as an 

architectural design choice. However, this contractor felt that more discussion details and 

implementation results needed to examined in order to be convinced that CLARION (and 

presumably also SOAR via its automatic sub-goal generating impasse mechanism) can 

indeed meta-cognitively explain its multi-dimensional semantic-parsing processes as well 

as merely monitor and manage the execution of them (AF3.1, GR.1, GF.5; Best, 2017).  

This contractor was more reserved with his meta-cognitive assessment of ACT-R. 

This assessment further confirmed the finding that explicit meta-cognitive capabilities are 

crucial for intensifying contemplation since ACT-R seemed much more competent with 

meta-cognitively superficial “information seeking” activities than with any sort of deep 

contemplative activity worthy of intensification (GF.5; Best, 2017).  

The point was made overall that those architectures with in-built meta-cognitive 

layers were more competent at engaging in both deep contemplation and the 

intensification of said contemplation. In fact, meta-cognitive capabilities are considered to 

be a base requirement for cognitive architectures to enable AGI-minds (Laird and Wray, 

2010: 87). 

7.4.8. Philosophical Finding – Kantian Framework 

This philosophical finding features a minor critique of the importance of Kant’s 

notions of imagination and reason when referring to the complexity and intensity of 

contemplation. There is also a research finding shown with one of the most engineering-

centric expert responses indicating that rudimentary finite-state machine architectures 

were actually designed to resist contemplative intensification accelerating towards a 

transcendent sublime threshold (GF.K; Best, 2017).   

This sub-chapter will first discuss the minor critique and then will conclude with the 

research finding regarding contemplative intensity and finite-state machine architectures.   
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The dissertation’s original understanding of contemplative intensity was that it 

would involve a cognitive interplay between two deeply intertwined states of imagination 

and expectation and that this interplay would be mediated through reasonable estimation 

[see 1.4.1]. The dissertation’s original philosophical inspiration came from a cognitive 

interpretation of the aesthetic tension(s) between imagination and reason (aka. 

comprehending and apprehending) as described in Kant’s Critique of Judgment (1790).  

For example, it was speculated that a virtual-agent’s mind might contemplate at a 

transcendent sublime contemplative intensity during moments when this virtual-mind can 

barely cognitively estimate the multi-dimensional semantic phenomenon being 

experienced (e.g. in the agent’s imagination). This speculation was presented to those 

philosophically-minded experts. Those particular experts were asked to ponder whether it 

made sense for a virtual-agent to be thinking more intensely about a situation where 

something that is conceivable in the imagination seems to cognitively push the limits of 

reason, practicality, computation, and quantifiable estimation. 

Reasonable estimation on an architectural level can be represented as an 

application of “Bayesian priors to operators (incl. production rules)” and architectural 

imagination would operate in a doubly simulated virtual world that would be represented 

as the virtual-agent’s internal cognitive realm(s) (GQ.3.1 ,GR.1, GF.6, GF.K; Best, 2017). 

Imagination might push the limits of reasonable estimation when the virtual-agent needs 

to simulate and evaluate a large corpus of new (not necessarily Bayesian) operators for 

application while contemplating from within this internal virtual world (i.e. not the same as 

an empirically perceivable virtual world; Ibid). This imagination might be further pushed 

towards a contemplative threshold if this virtual-agent’s mind tries to imagine the private 

internal states (i.e. artificial psyche), operators, and actions of another virtual-agent’s mind 

(Ibid.). When it comes to the architectural mediation of this cognitive interplay between 

imagination and reasonable estimation for an agreeable contemplative intensity, a couple 

of these experts have hinted that most cognitive architectures exist to reduce 

contemplative intensity and to optimize functional interactivity. Cognitive architectures are 

only supposed to allow for accelerating higher intensities in those instances where the 

virtual-agent must consider semantic multi-interpretations of externally perceptual and 

internally deliberated phenomena [7.4.7]. In this case, the virtual-agent’s mind intensifies 

architectural contemplation about the overall integration of the various semantic 
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viewpoints being considered but is not necessarily intensifying contemplation for the 

purpose of restoring and conserving cognitive order [7.5]. For this instance, a cognitive 

architecture becomes desirable for deeper convoluted semantic deliberation and should 

be designed as such (i.e. when this is desirable for designing a virtual-agent’s mind). This 

Kantian cognitive acceleration when deliberating semantically rich perceptual and 

internally cerebral content helps justify the rationale for analyzing qualia versions of flow-

chart representations and also helps to endorse a qualitative Humanities-based 

hermeneutic perspective. The need to occasionally parse semantically rich content also 

should compel cognitive architects to reflect on designing new architectures that can 

address multi contemplative intensities such as the “transcendent sublime”, rather than 

merely the agreeable. 

The imperative to design cognitive architectures that can and should handle 

transcendent sublime contemplative intensities was felt by Joscha Bach to only be 

applicable and salient to a minority demographic of teleologically disinterested cognitive 

architects. For example, Bach surmised that, “[…] the brain of an autistic philosopher like 

Kant (or me?) [i.e. Joscha] may assign a much higher relevance to figure out the nature 

of meaning and truth than the brain of a person that optimizes for social or economic 

success” (GF.K; Bach, 2017).  The mind of a genuinely deep thinking virtual-agent then, 

would probably be similar to that of the Kantian philosopher’s “autistic” mind.  Both the 

truly deep-thinking virtual-agent and the devoted Kantian philosopher would mutually 

engage in a disinterested teleological search for multi-polar semantic notions of truth and 

meaning rather than for superficially self-interested functional (i.e. agreeable) concerns 

with social and/or economic success.   This is not to say, necessarily, that the Kantian 

transcendent sublime is a concept that is exclusive to a deep-thinking elite. For Bach, 

even the seemingly disinterested teleological pursuit and interest in contemplating the 

transcendental sublime might actually be thinly concealing the truth that the virtual-agent 

is actually acting according to its own conceited self-interest.  For example, consider the 

following observation by Bach: 

“It is not harder to think about the transcendental sublime than to think about how 

to lead an army or to build a business. In fact, many lesser minds are fascinated by that 

topic, so it does not so much seem to be a function of intellectual sophistication and 

prowess, but of motivation, personality and biographical circumstances.” (Ibid.).  
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Now to a discussion of the research finding that discussed contemplation and 

contemplative intensity in relation to the architectural affordances of virtual-agent minds.  

According to one expert contractor, he believed that “[…] the ‘F’ in FSM [Finite State 

Machines] is about avoiding these infinite [cognitive] pitfalls, while contemplation is about 

reaching out towards infinity” (GF.K; Best, 2017).  If this is the case that the act of 

contemplation tends towards thinking about infinity and semantically infinite concepts and 

percepts, then this would imply that the transcendent sublime can indeed be conceived 

as a mechanistic cognitive threshold as well as an aesthetic and philosophical one. Not 

only this, but this type of answer also qualitatively indicates that deep contemplation 

belongs to a supersensible teleological imperative to mechanistically initiate a cognitive 

acceleration process towards a threshold of imagination and reasonable estimation that 

can be directly mapped to Kantian aesthetic intensities.   This answer also suggests that 

cognitive architects should still be in future demand to assist those higher level virtual-

agent minds (i.e. those that belong to learning agent categories or higher) that would need 

to transcend contemporary finite-state architectures. Without these cognitive architects 

and other AGI cognition engineers, we might not find the mentalist imperative to design 

virtual-agents truly capable of contemplating at all. The alternative would be to perpetually 

interact with cognitively stunted non-contemplative virtual-agents for entertainment, 

philosophical, and companionship purposes. This finding underlies the assumption that 

state-of-the-art virtual-agent minds that rely on FSM architectures can only emulate 

contemplation but can never truly sufficiently contemplate percepts with any degree of 

semantic complexity. If one is content with finite-state architectures intentionally limiting a 

mind where a virtual-agent can only behaviorally “fake” contemplation for shallow 

purposes of believability, then one is also comfortable with the reality that these virtual-

agents will never be capable of actual contemplation, let alone “deep thinking”.     

7.5. Assessment of the Canonical Cognitive Architectures 

This chapter deals with solo hermeneutic and expert assessments regarding which 

canonical cognitive architectures were most amenable to contemplative intensification for 

use by virtual minds (if one had to choose an architecture). While CLARION was the 

preferred cognitive architecture for contemplation purposes [7.5.1], other architectural 

assessments are also dealt with in this chapter [7.5.2].  
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7.5.1. CLARION as the Contemplative Architecture 

CLARION was confirmed by three consulted experts (two experts left the interview 

process before formally considering this question) as being the most capable architecture 

for managing contemplation (and possibly also, intensifying it) in a virtual-agent’s mind 

(AQ.3; Bach, 2017; Licato, 2017; GF.5; GF.5+; Bach 2017, Licato, 2017, Best, 2017). This 

type of contemplation would include the plausible capability to allow a virtual-agent’s mind 

to act as a meta-cognitive C-state maximizer (based on GAQ.1, GF.5*; Bach, 2017). The 

only minor exceptions to this consensus were that the ACT-R expert found that 

“information seeking” is the architectural definition of “contemplation” in this context and 

that it was CLARION’s MCS and not CLARION itself that maximized the proliferation of 

contemplated-states (AF.3.1; AQ.3; Best, 2017). The CLARION expert went even so far 

as to deliver this self-contradicting statement: “[…] I am not aware of any work in CLARION 

[as a holistic architecture] to model self-awareness” (GF.5*; Licato, 2017). If not read as a 

self-contradiction from his other statements thinking that meta-cognition exists and was 

essential in CLARION’s architecture, then it could be interpreted to mean that this self-

awareness modeling occurs only within the MCS (when occurring in CLARION). Either 

way, the focus for self-awareness and contemplation was on the MCS and not CLARION 

as an architectural whole. 

The ACT-R expert seemed to share this MCS-focus although he would have 

preferred to have spent more time verifying the MCS’s capabilities. Overall, however, he 

did point to claims about the MCS’s intended functionality (AF.3.1; Best, 2017; Sun, 2007: 

63-75). There definitely seemed to be an overall agreement between the ACT-R-expert, 

CLARION-expert and the general (philosophical) cognitive architecture expert about the 

preference for CLARION as the most contemplative canonical cognitive architecture. The 

general cognitive architecture expert believed that ACT-R and SOAR were, relatively 

speaking, were not sufficiently dedicated architectures for contemplation. For this expert, 

this is because ACT-R and SOAR are “[…] more symbolic programming languages, and 

don’t have a detailed model of attention, which would be required for modeling 

contemplation as opposed to other modes of deliberation” (GAQ.1, GF.5+; Bach, 2017).  

This expert qualified this statement by adding, “[…] one might argue that under some 

contexts, problem solving in ACT and Soar is sufficiently close to contemplation to 

constitute a valid model” (Ibid.).  This expert confirmed that CLARION is more likely to be 
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able to architecturally represent and intensify contemplation than with the aforementioned 

architectures.  For example, he said that “[…] If you want to model contemplation with a 

variable degree of intensity, you probably need attentional modulators, and CLARION 

might offer better ways of implementing those” (Ibid.).  The CLARION-expert agreed with 

this statement by saying, “[…] I think CLARION has the most flexibility to model this sort 

of thing [i.e. contemplation/deep thinking/contemplative intensity]” (GF.5*; Licato, 2017).  

These experts have already indicated that a meta-cognitive layer is crucial for 

intensifying contemplation (i.e. intensifying C-states) in a cognitive architecture for virtual-

agent minds. In the Zen meditation scenario, for example, the CLARION-expert felt that 

the CLARION’s MCS would be highly active (Ibid.).  If this is the case that meta-cognition 

must be highly active then, some meta-cognitive component would at least need to be 

present in the other architectures for even Zen contemplation to occur properly in a virtual-

agent’s mind. CLARION’s NACS was also seen as independently responsible for “deep 

contemplation” of any kind – especially if it was communicating in concert with the MCS 

performing “reflective abstraction” (Ibid.).  Similar to the necessary activity of the MCS, 

CLARION’s NACS “[...] is still needed to store and process the products of meta cognitive 

reflection” and “[…] should at least be active enough so that the structured knowledge it 

stores can be called on from time to time" (Ibid.). 

The possible reason why ACT-R and SOAR were not architecturally designed to 

perform meta-cognition is that these architectures’ particular research communities (e.g. 

the Cognitive Psychology Communities and the Military-Industrial Complex) preferred 

actionable expediency over deep thinking for its own sake.  ACT-R and SOAR are seen 

as being specifically engineered to efficiently solve problem-spaces and handle target 

tasks along with their associated percepts. Efficiently problem-solving a state, condition, 

action, and/or operator does not require deep teleological contemplation (based on GF.5*; 

Best, 2017). This task-centric design focus from these research communities “[…] reduced 

the [architectural] emphasis on modeling [,] planning [,] and imaginative activities in ACT-

R [and via similarity, Soar], and perhaps stunted [ACT-R’s and SOAR’s] development in 

metacognitive directions” (Ibid.).    

This CLARION assessment will now conclude with some decisive remarks from 

the ACT-R expert about which cognitive architecture he would choose to handle deep 
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contemplation. For this expert, he requires three capabilities.  These capabilities are the 

following: “[…] the ability to tune in on statistical regularities of the environment (implicit 

learning); the ability to form explicit representations corresponding to the learned implicit 

patterns; [and] the ability to propose novel operations and then consider possible the 

outcomes (based on likelihood of success, so incorporating statistical regularities of the 

environment, or at least hypotheses concerning them)” (Ibid.). This expert did not feel that 

there was a single canonical cognitive architecture that possess all three capabilities. 

However, he decided that ACT-R and CLARION can tune into statistical environmental 

regularities, while CLARION can also form explicit representations from corresponding 

learned implicit patterns. SOAR did not seem to possess either of these capabilities but 

was the only one to propose novel operations and carefully consider (i.e. deliberate over) 

possible outcomes (Ibid.). Overall, he felt that because the high-level description (i.e. flow-

chart and writings about) CLARION possess most of the three capabilities, he would 

choose CLARION as the most contemplative architecture “[…] in a forced choice scenario 

(and hope for the best)” (Ibid.). Despite reluctantly choosing CLARION, this ACT-R expert 

also felt that in some ways, SOAR had more unique quasi-meta-cognitive capabilities for 

proposing and contemplating new operators than what was provided architecturally with 

CLARION. For this expert, only SOAR can deeply contemplate questions of the “[…] what-

if variety)” (Ibid.).  The reason why CLARION was still preferred over SOAR despite 

SOAR’s unique quasi-meta-cognitive capabilities to contemplate and propose new 

operators was described as such: 

“[SOAR] can't evaluate operators based on statistical hunches (at least that was 

my most recent understanding of it), so it can propose the operators, but won't internalize 

base rates of success (or even really learn that some proposed operators are useless, 

which is why this is a little used aspect of the architecture).  Neither ACT-R nor SOAR can 

generate explicit representations that correspond to implicitly learned patterns like 

CLARION can, but this is probably the least useful of the three things on my wish list for 

a contemplative architecture" (Ibid.). 

7.5.2. Other Architectural Assessments 

The expert opinions on whether other cognitive architectures outside of the three 

canonical ones were deliberated upon but the experts generally preferred to assess extra-
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modular components and code-bases as well as general considerations as to how 

architectures function conceptually.  SIGMA was brought up by SOAR’s Co-Creator as an 

architecture that can reason in a similar manner to SOAR, so it might be comparable to 

SOAR (AR.2.1.2.2; Rosenbloom, 2017). CaMeRa was also an architectural model related 

to ACT-R that could mechanistically represent a virtual-agent’s imagination [7.4.3].  

ICARUS was also namedropped as an additional production-rule-centric architecture, but 

no other assessment was provided [also 7.4.3]. 

  An open question still remains some professional skepticism as to whether 

architectures can “[…] model different degrees of intensity of contemplation” (GAQ.1; 

Bach, 2017).  The experts generally felt that meta-cognition by itself would at least, be 

responsible for the intensification of contemplation. Bach summarized the experts’ majority 

opinion with the following quote: 

“I don’t know what John Anderson [ACT-R’s creator] would consider to be an 

idiomatic way to express cognitive intensity in a system of production rules, or how Soar 

would do it, since they appear to be mostly concerned with problem solving and not with 

allocating resources to dynamically spawned metacognitive considerations” (GAQ.1; 

Bach, 2017). 

These experts still managed to assess the three canonical cognitive architectures 

with regards to contemplative intensity in virtual-agent minds despite their collective 

skepticism of the hermeneutic utility of distinct architectural configurations.  

Findings regarding ACT-R (all versions) 

The findings about ACT-R’s overall configuration rationale when contemplating all 

but the virtual beach scenario, were determined alongside expert advice from the ACT-R 

expert. Since this expert did not provide feedback about both ACT-R versions for the 

virtual beach scenario, it was assumed they considered all the other scenarios to be issue-

raising and more discussion worthy with regards to ACT-R’s over-arching architectural 

contemplative affordances. The following expert critiques seemed to apply to both Classic 

and higher versions of ACT-R as the fundamental action-taking imperative of ACT-R 

remained the same (as far as this expert was concerned). 
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The virtual-agent ascetic meditation scenario emphasized the expert-

confirmations that ACT-R’s fundamental focus is on perpetually paying attention to 

production-rules and taking empirically observable action(s), rather than trying to minimize 

actionable thoughts. In the ACT-R expert’s words:  "I cannot conceive of a way, within the 

ACT-R architecture as it currently exists, to mediate attention away from perceptual inputs. 

They are perceived if there is a goal to do so and they are perceptible, and they are not 

perceived if there is no matching [actionable] goal" (AR.1.2; Best, 2017). 

 The virtual-agent Zen meditation scenario shows even more expert indications that 

ACT-R and other production-rule architectures cannot architecturally represent 

architectural intensity.  In the ACT-R expert’s words: “For a ‘Zen’ virtual agent that was 

ignoring external stimuli, the link from Vis and Mot to Buff would be ignored (and might be 

removed from the [ACT-R Classic Zen Scenario flow-chart] diagram)" (Ibid.). Such a 

severe modular pruning decision would likely cripple the cognitive capabilities of the 

virtual-agent’s mind rather than allow the virtual ACT-R agent to pick and choose which 

stimuli to attend to and which to conveniently allow to pass by. Making such a pruning 

choice would also likely lose the idiosyncratic architectural characteristics of ACT-R.  

 The virtual-agent simulation-awareness scenario further indicates ACT-R’s 

architecturally limited contemplative capabilities.  The ACT-R expert did not believe that 

ACT-R is even “[…] capable of assessing whether it resides in a simulation or not” (AR1.2; 

Best, 2017). This expert elaborated on ACT-R’s key contemplative limitations within this 

scenario by saying that, “an ACT-R virtual-agent] can be given knowledge on how to 

deduce such a[n] [ontological] fact [that it resides within a simulation], but that knowledge 

would consist of a chunk of declarative memory, and would not have any bearing on 

whether it was actually in a simulation or not” (Ibid.). Despite ACT-R’s fundamental 

contemplative limitations; the dissertation-author’s flow-chart representation of a virtual 

ACT-R agent in this simulation-awareness scenario where all conceivable modules were 

activated “[…] would represent a reasonable architectural configuration for deducing 

whether the agent resided in a simulation” (AR.1.1.1; Best, 2017). At the very least, […] 

“this answer also assumes the [virtual] agent has the knowledge of how to deduce that 

from the simulation itself; that a percept exists in the simulated world that can cue the 

agent that it is in a simulation, and that it has knowledge about how to seek out and obtain 

that perceptual information” (Ibid.). This ACT-R expert acknowledged that: “[…] the 
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knowledge would flow from DEC to the retrieval buffer and/or goal buffer, and engage the 

pattern matcher [because] this is where the knowledge that the model was in a simulation 

would reside” (ibid.). This expert ultimately determined that in the simulation-awareness 

scenario, “[…] there would be no use for the Mot and Vis modules, since the knowledge 

that the agent is in a simulation is already predetermined” (Ibid.). 

ACT-R in the context of the virtual-agent recursive self-improvement scenario 

seemed semantically ambiguous from the expert’s perspective - even when self-

improvement activities can involve the contemplation of strategic action-taking. For 

example, the ACT-R expert indicated that he was, “[…] not aware of any ACT-R model 

that simulates goal directed self-improvement, and [he was] not sure what form that 

improvement might take”. This expert added, “[…] the architectural means for 

improvement within ACT-R are learning, either of productions (procedural memory), or of 

knowledge (declarative memory) [which] by necessity, both of these means of learning 

involve pattern matching” (AR.1.1.1; Best, 2017). 

 The ACT-R expert also responded to this dissertation’s hermeneutic 

understanding of the universal contemplation scenario. Responding to the instance where 

the virtual ACT-R agent would not be overloaded by a modular information flow but 

instead, would only superficially focus on guessing true actionable environmental 

distributions [see ACT-R 5.0+ and the integrated buffer network; 6.5.1, 6.5.2].  The ACT-

R expert seemed to confirm the superficiality of guessing actionable outcomes but without 

needing to also consider the expedient architectural pruning of cognitive information. 

Consider, for example, his final speculation on the matter: 

 “I'm not aware of a mechanism within ACT-R that can be used to expedite 

cognitive information flow.  Perhaps the following might be close to what you had in mind, 

though. As part of a NASA project, we simulated pilots seeking information across displays 

in a cockpit and showed that, if we modelled the successful acquisition of new information 

(that is, a changed reading on a display) as a reward, we could develop an eye gaze 

pattern that corresponded to the actual gaze pattern of expert pilots.  The model thus 

learned to sampled the environment where there was information to be gained.  This was 

achieved through production learning, propagating the reward signal back to the 

procedural knowledge responsible for scanning specific displays.  This process depended 
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heavily on pattern matching, and influenced which patterns would match (that is, it was bi-

directional)” (AR.1.2.2; Best, 2017). 

Suggested Improvements for ACT-R (all versions) 

There are no suggested improvements for the overall ACT-R architecture.  It was 

determined through solo hermeneutic exegesis and through expert opinion that ACT-R is 

more suitable for virtual-agent minds engaging in expedient action-taking than for virtual-

agents contemplating deeply. 

Findings regarding SOAR 

The findings regarding SOAR’s configuration rationale and architectural 

intensification affordances during virtual-agent contemplation scenarios were determined 

alongside ACT-R and SOAR expert contractors. 

The SOAR expert contractor was consulted to determine the best architectural way to 

define contemplation in SOAR. Taking a skeptical approach, this expert contractor 

decided that SOAR tackles contemplation at a sub-architectural level. For example, 

SOAR’s impasse and sub-state mechanism would work to resolve a contemplative task 

“[…] if two [cognitive] operators are proposed with no preferences indicating how to break 

the tie”.  In this instance of a decision stalemate, “[…] Soar reaches an operator tie 

impasse and creates a substate to resolve this impasse” (AR.2.1; Van Lent, 2017).  For 

this expert contractor, this impasse-breaking decision procedure and the reasoning that 

“[…] goes on in this substate [would express] Soar’s way of contemplating which operator 

to select” (Ibid.).  If this is the way to correctly interpret contemplation in SOAR, then this 

expert contractor provided a sub-architectural micro-heuristic for identifying contemplation 

in a virtual SOAR-agent’s mind. This expert contractor described this micro-heuristic as 

such:  “[…] for each of your scenarios I’d consider trying to map the situation to one of 

Soar’s various forms of impasse (state no change, operator no change, operator tie…) 

and then think about how the reasoning in the resulting substate might fit the 

contemplation you describe” (Ibid.). 

The virtual SOAR-agent, in order to intensify contemplation activities in some 

meaningful way and at a sub-architectural level, must first show that it is focused on 

particular goals, states, operators, and actions over others. This would mean that a virtual 
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SOAR-agent would have tendencies to prefer particular operator-types (e.g. using 

SOAR's decision cycle, reinforcement learning, and other procedural mechanisms).  

The Zen meditation scenario context actually had an implementable precedent 

where the virtual-agent was easily overwhelmed with focusing on environmental (task-

centric) predictive operators and could not contemplate any internal states. This 

meditation scenario implementation episode was recalled by the ACT-R expert 

(interestingly, not the SOAR expert) and involved “[…] a Quakebot written for the Soar 

architecture engaged in simulating the actions of its adversaries to predict their likely 

course of action (AR1.2; Best, 2017; see Laird and Duchi, 2000 :58; Laird, 2001) [3.2.2 -  

Architecturally Enhanced Virtual-agent Minds]. When tasked with meditative 

contemplation, this virtual SOAR-agent “[…] was unable to engage in this contemplative 

activity while processing the environment, so it would cease moving when simulating the 

opponent (it was effectively blind [from seeing its internal thoughts] during that period of 

time)” (Ibid.).  

Some additional reflections need to be stated about SOAR’s decision cycle capabilities 

and their relationship to the sample contemplation scenarios. A virtual SOAR-agent can 

use scheduler and monitoring commands to oscillate the speed of its decision-cycle.151 In 

other words, a virtual SOAR-agent can schedule the amount of time it takes to propose 

and select preferred operators. This virtual-agent can then map rules to actions to make 

its thought processes seem rapid, yet unpredictable. Making quick and robust decisions 

would be useful for the virtual beach scenario and would also make universal induction 

scenarios much more tractable. Despite the speed-increases in the decision cycle for 

deliberating (operating on) universal knowledge, the sheer vastness of potential operators 

will make the virtual SOAR-agent seem more contemplative, less behaviorally reactive 

and also, less prone to over-fitting domain-dependent knowledge. It should be added that, 

for safety reasons, making impulsive and quick domain-dependent decisions might not be 

recommended when contemplating the recursive self-improvement scenario. Making 

quick and impulsive decisions might enable risk-taking behavior which could result in 

 
151 http://www.isi.edu/soar/soar7-manual-pages/monitor.html - Accessed online October 21, 2014. 

http://www.isi.edu/soar/soar7-manual-pages/monitor.html
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unintended virtual consequences for the virtual-agent, another agent, and/or its virtual 

environment.  

The universal contemplation scenario is one of the most ambitious when it comes to 

understanding SOAR’s upper architectural bounds. To contemplate universal knowledge 

properly, the virtual SOAR-agent must have stored within its memory banks, an extremely 

large (e.g. seemingly infinite) amount of: operators, variables, states, and rules. The 

virtual-agent and/or the programmer also needs to determine how this universal 

knowledge would be symbolically grounded as cognitively tractable (task-represented) 

variables.  

SOAR is known for micro-managing a large number of production rules.152  However, 

SOAR resembles other cognitive architectures in that “the need to maintain reactivity in a 

learning system is challenging because as an agent’s knowledge increases, the time 

needed to find knowledge that is relevant to the current situation usually increases, 

slowing the response time of the agent” (Laird, 2012: 13).  Slowing the response time 

might behaviorally provide the illusion of the virtual-agent contemplating its environment 

but such a perceivable (believable) action does not really help allocate more rapid meta-

cognitive processes towards internally contemplative mechanisms. The virtual SOAR-

agent quickly risks cognitive and computational paralysis if it contemplates too many 

operators and/or if the universal knowledge to be contemplate is not sufficiently grounded 

in task-tractable SOAR symbols.  

Suggested Improvements for SOAR 

The SOAR community is mainly comprised of private contractors and military-funded 

academics.  However, some public suggested improvements can still be made for SOAR 

despite not being able to access proprietary research. If one assumes that response-time 

issues will one day be resolved via Moore’s Law acceleration and/or massively parallel 

computing (see Moore, 1965; 1997); SOAR should ideally contain enough rules to account 

for numerous conventional and stochastic contemplative situations. Further, each 

production rule-set would need to become bundled to at least handle pre-coded 

 
152 E.g. TacAir-SOAR (8,500 production rules) and NL-Soar (3,500 production rules). (Laird 

2012:13).  SOAR-agents generally have “episodic and semantic memories that contain 
millions of elements” (Ibid). 
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contingencies based on common-sense reasoning. SOAR’s rules can also be made to 

prepare for situations that do not even exist yet, and/or are fictional to give the illusion that 

the agent has more interactive capabilities than it really does. This mirage of interactive 

potentiality especially applies to relying on those states, operators, and rules that handle 

reified imaginary/fictional content. Firstly, a successful virtual SOAR-agent implemented 

in this manner will appear to have its own imagination. Secondly, this imaginative virtual 

SOAR-agent will break the "fourth wall" that is represented by mundane task-driven 

expectations that an agent usually holds about the world as part of its closed-world 

assumption. The virtual SOAR-agent transcends its ontological assumptions by accessing 

perceived cognitive functionality beyond its intended story-world function and domain (see 

Riedl and Young, 2005: 1719).  

SOAR is an ideal cognitive architecture for managing a large amount of knowledge-

elements about a world without wasting computational processing cycles. Unlike many AI 

architectures, SOAR can manage a large number of both world-relevant and world-

irrelevant (or world-transcendent) percepts. By doing this, SOAR can oscillate between 

open and closed world assumptions without causing significant performance issues. For 

example, the virtual SOAR-agent could propose additional operators that only apply to 

fantasy or hypothetical situations. The virtual SOAR-agent could even deliberately conceal 

operator proposal and selection processes from the interactor to have the interactor 

imagine what other operators the virtual SOAR-agent might propose. In contrast, unpoetic 

states merely possess a large amount of decontextualized mundane facts about domains 

outside of the virtual agent’s own task-domain and story-world.153 If contextualized 

properly, having a virtual-agent contemplate these vast stores and expressions of fictional 

and functional knowledge relate to the immersive ludic experience of an encyclopedic 

nature (Murray, 1997 [2017]: 105). 

When contemplating a recursive self-improvement improvement scenario, it would 

be helpful if the virtual-agent possessed additional faculties of autopoetic (self-designing) 

 
153 For example, Burden’s conversational SL-bot study “Abi” (2009) demonstrated that 

possessing an over-abundance of mundane declarative facts outside of Second Life simply 
makes the agent less-believable as a character existing within Second Life rather than 
appearing transcendent of Second Life. Abi’s ability to instantaneously retrieve these 
ontologically external declarations made her appear little more than the embodiment of a 
google search. 
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agency. Ideally, a virtual SOAR-agent would be able to use generative processes to create 

brand-new operators, preferences, selections, memory banks, and actions from scratch. 

However, this stretches SOAR's current capability and would eventually be both 

computationally expensive and difficult to scale upwards. The idea of evolving new 

operators or states would be an example of the virtual SOAR-agent displaying creativity 

via its internal processes. As a workaround, the virtual SOAR-agent could express 

operators and states that - due to their idiosyncratic nature- appear not to have been 

created by the original programmer. Instead, such operators and states would appear to 

have been generated creatively by the virtual SOAR-agent’s mind. For example, the virtual 

SOAR-agent might develop an unusual preference for poetically reified operators and 

abstract actions. Generally, however, this parameter is difficult to convey in an explicit 

manner that is understandable by both cognitive architects and interactors. This is 

because most virtual-agents usually rely more on their aesthetic output than their internal 

processes to convince interactors of their creative potential. 

The biggest challenge from this dissertation’s overall hermeneutic analysis is to 

envision and articulate ways that SOAR can use its current architectural components to 

convey the psycho-functionalist aspects of contemplative intensity to other agents without 

resorting to easily observable superficial behaviors and actions performed in the virtual 

environment.  The following reflections here could be applied to any of the contemplative 

scenario categories discussed in this dissertation. 

The first reflection deals with the recursive influence of episodes and predictions 

(aka. prospects) on the SOAR’s decision cycle. There is already discussion of prospective 

(predictive) memory being cyclically dependent on recursion through working and episodic 

memories for multi-domain environment modeling (Nuxoll and Laird, 2012:35, 47).  If these 

memory capabilities become more concrete in the near-future, the virtual SOAR-AGENT 

could behaviorally emphasize this recursion process as what would explicitly appear to 

interactors as a seemingly infinite recursive loop cycling between these memory banks. In 

other words, the virtual SOAR-AGENT would show the interactor that it is recalling 

predictive actions that it may have already thought about in its other memory banks and 

vice-versa - cyclically and seemingly infinitely.  By explicitly showing the interactor these 

infinitely recurring connections between its memory banks and the breadth/depth of its 

emotional state-hierarchy (super and sub); the virtual-agent would appear to have an 
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omniscient emotional mastery over its past, present, and future states. Proposed and 

applied SOAR operators as well as decision trees would be mirrored across the virtual-

agent entire artificially intelligent architecture.  This type of enhanced SOAR cognitive 

process would show on a mentalist level especially, an architecturally mediated 

contemplative acceleration towards the transcendent sublime threshold. 

The problem with making this cyclical dependency explicit is that it might give away 

the possibility that the virtual-agent is over-fitting its memory capability.  The over-fitting 

would occur for sure if too many preferred operators existed via SOAR's reinforcement 

learning feature.  In fact, this situation could be even worse if the virtual-agent explicitly 

stated that it preferred every single operator being deliberated over within its cross-

referencing memory banks. Also, the constant recycling of memory-bank dependent goals 

and decisions might appear redundant instead of accelerating towards a sublime threshold 

(e.g. expectimax search tree policy/Markov Decision Process/MDP).154  

The second reflection is that an interactor might be more impressed by the virtual-

agent's emotional depth, ambition, and knowledge, if the virtual-agent shows the interactor 

both the deliberations and the actions in a very focused and explicit manner For example, 

this SOAR-enhanced virtual-agent could tell the interactor that it has already deliberated 

on the expected emotional state and has also listed emotional alternatives for deliberation 

- before allowing the interactor to observe it deliberately proposing and applying a SOAR-

operator. If this was expressed through text-string outputs, for example, the interactor 

would be able to access the mentalist internal workings of this virtual-agent mind in run-

time or real-time as this virtual-agent proposes, selects, and applies an operator.   

These findings and reflections underscore suggested improvements for SOAR 

both architecturally and on a sub-architectural level.  

Findings regarding CLARION 

CLARION already has a separate sub-chapter dedicated due to it being 

considered as the most contemplative canonical cognitive architecture [7.5.1].  However, 

 
154  http://youtu.be/i0o-ui1N35U - apx. 22:00...A sublime rather than stuplime alternative would be 

for an agent to utilize the Partially Observable Markov Decision Process in order to handle 
stochastic environments with unforseen rewards and costs. 
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additional solo and expert assessments of CLARION’s configuration rationale and 

contemplative affordances are discussed within this sub-chapter.  

On the implementation level, CLARION has already been mentioned in the 

literature as likely […] better suited to emergent narrative approaches in which [virtual] 

agents are given initial personalities and behavioral suites and are thereafter allowed to 

interact with other agents (and the player) without supervision from a 'drama manager' or 

similar component" (Lynch et al., 2011: 460). More theoretical findings regarding 

CLARION’s contemplative abilities – independent of a virtual-agent’s idiosyncratic 

personality traits - have been discussed with this dissertation’s CLARION expert.  

Other experts have pointed out the importance of reasoning modules and extra-

modular aspects as being just as important for contemplative intensity as meta-cognition.  

The CLARION expert indicated areas where CLARION can handle inductive reasoning in 

its own uniquely architectural way. For example, this expert insisted that he did not think 

that “[…] any inductive reasoning is possible without involvement from the NACS right 

from the start” (AR.3.1*; Licato, 2017). According to his particular expert understanding of 

CLARION, “[…] any time you have declarative knowledge, you are using the NACS. If you 

are performing induction, you are taking declarative knowledge and turning it into (typically 

more generalized) inductive knowledge” (Ibid.). 

The last additional findings regarding CLARION involved a brief discussion on 

CLARION’s architectural configuration scope and how much direct (or “close-to-direct”) 

influence CLARION would architecturally have on a cognitive variable when a virtual-agent 

would be engaging in contemplative activities (AR.3.1.1; Licato, 2017). This expert felt that 

CLARION would have direct influence on cognitive variables such as “[…] the activation 

level of a particular chunk or neural cluster [because those have] direct causal effect on 

other things in the system” (Ibid.).  In terms of the reasonable estimations of how the 

contemplated cognitive variables themselves would play out when making actual 

deliberations and inferences, however, this expert felt that these evaluations would occur 

not at an internal architectural level but at the level of the virtual-agent’s individual mind, 

another agent’s mind, or at a “[…] standard outside of an agent” (Ibid.). This expert 

qualified his opinion by stating, “[…] it doesn’t seem psychologically plausible to assume 

that there is some mechanism that directly measures whether an inference is ‘reasonable’ 
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(Ibid.).  All of these statements by the CLARION expert underscore the importance of key 

CLARION subsystems while critiquing the CLARION’s overall architectural influence.  

Suggested Improvements for CLARION 

The main suggested improvements for CLARION have already been articulated 

by the selected experts in this dissertation’s heuristics chapter [8.2]. However, there are 

some minor independent speculations also made about ways in which CLARION could be 

slightly improved. 

One could envision a separate episodic memory component reserved just for the 

NACS (rather than the conventional association with the ACS). This additional episodic 

component could chunk new episodes generated from the virtual-agent's percolated 

imagination and fantasy ideation (i.e. not necessarily based on any direct empirical 

experience). This type of ideation could involve memory, rehearsal, and consolidation 

while transcending a task-driven teleology. On a technical implementation level, chunks 

and their weights/activations could mediate fabricated (invented) memories percolate 

recurrently and therefore, create imagined episodes in a virtual-agent’s mind. If the MCS 

was directly responsible for monitoring these chunks and imagined memories, this might 

help a virtual-agent achieve some architectural representation of self-awareness.  

Findings regarding non-canonical architectures 

The experts only gave cursory answers with regards to any findings about non-

canonical architectures and their flow-chart representations of contemplative intensity for 

virtual-agent minds. For example, the SOAR-contractor conceded that he was “[…] not 

aware of a cognitive architecture that would be more modular in the way you describe” 

(GAQ.2; Van Lent, 2017). The general cognitive architecture expert agreed with this 

assessment by qualifying, “[…] any architecture that allows the formation of 

representations containing objects and the extension or manipulation of these objects 

through some kind of reasoning with variable attention might be suitable [for deeply and 

intensely contemplating virtual environments, entities etc.]”. Bach mentioned MicroPsi (his 

architecture; Bach, 2003), NARS (ca. 1995; Wang, 2000), and OpenCog (Hart and 

Goertzel, 2008) as suitable examples while admitting that there exists “[…] a variety of 
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[equally suitable] architectures [that he is] not [currently] aware of” (GAQ.1, GAQ.2; Bach, 

2017). 
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 Contemplative Heuristics for 
Cognitive Virtual-Agents 

The literature review, solo hermeneutic exegesis, and expert opinions have all led 

to the emergence of seven high-level design heuristic considerations for identifying and 

engineering contemplative intensity in virtual-agent minds. These heuristics account for 

meta-cognitive design imperatives [8.1], direct architectural modifications [8.2], alternative 

hermeneutic resolutions [8.3], and intensifying contemplation through Kantian means 

[8.4].    

8.1. Heuristic for Contemplative Virtual-Agent Minds 

The first heuristic might be seen as self-evident but should still be considered when 

a virtual-mind designer decides to design a virtual-agent capable of genuine mentalist 

contemplation. This expert confirmed heuristic can be stated as the following: 

  If one wishes to create a contemplative-agent for the AGI community and/or 

for socially stochastic entertainment worlds, then one should create components 

and/or algorithms that can account for meta-cognitive capabilities (with or without 

explicit architectural enhancement). 

The following sub-heuristic should also be seriously considered in this context: 

 The more that these engineered meta-cognitive processes operate 

recursively, and the more that the teleology of the cognitive content being 

contemplated is disinterested, the more likely it is that contemplation will intensify. 

8.2. Architectural Heuristic – Include Decision Cycling into 
CLARION to Intensify Contemplation in Virtual-Agent 
Minds 

This architectural heuristic was considered privately during the solo-hermeneutic 

process – especially during the reflections on the recursive self-improvement and 
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universal induction scenarios (e.g. Kantian Interpretation of CLARION for Scenario 4; 

Configuration Rationales of CLARION for Scenarios 4-5; Cox and Raja, 2011: 4) [7.4.7].  

Further, this private assumption was brought up independently from the ACT-R expert 

[7.5.2] (GF.5*; Best, 2017).  

This heuristic can be formulated as the following: 

If one wishes to intensify contemplation for a virtual CLARION-agent, try 

modifying the architecture to include SOAR-like decision cycles with many operator 

types in-between the NACS and MCS. 

CLARION’s conventional configuration a rudimentary decision cycle 

representation that mediates between the NACS and ACS, where thoughts are considered 

for action(s) (similar to SOAR). However, there is currently no explicit architectural inter-

communication representations for deliberations via the internal contemplative regions 

between the MCS and NACS. 

8.3. Hermeneutic Heuristic - When Identifying 
Contemplative Intensity in New Cognitive 
Architectures, Consider Hermeneutic Levels that 
Address Polysemy and Semantic Valence 

This chapter brings forward a proposed research direction which suggests an 

alternative hermeneutic analytical resolution for qualitatively assessing cognitive 

architectures with regards to virtual-agent minds.  

This alternate hermeneutic heuristic can be formulated in the following way: 

To hermeneutically identify contemplative intensity within cognitive 

architectures for virtual-agent minds, do not analyze flow-chart illustrations at an 

architectural level but rather, at a level where signal-strengths, valence-intensities, 

and interconnections based on polysemy (multiple semantic interpretations) are 

graphically highlighted.  
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This particular hermeneutic heuristic directly informs this dissertation’s limitations 

[9.2.1] and could be used as part of future work (see Joglekar et al., 2018; Oltramari and 

Lebiere, 2011, 2013; Petersen et al., 2010; Matthews, 2004; Hudlicka, 2002; Destun and 

Kuiper, 1999; Tschacher and Scheier, 1999; Brendl and Higgins, 1996; Deane, 1988; 

Rfiéicka, 1978).  

8.4. Kantian Heuristics 

These four heuristics were inspired by the solo exegesis performed throughout this 

dissertation.  These heuristics can be formulated according to each of the various Kantian 

contemplative intensities as the following: 

For Mundane Virtual-Minds 

An architectural representation of a mundane virtual-mind for contemplation 

purposes is not deemed to be necessary. However, if one still wishes to architecturally 

design a virtual simple-reflex agent’s mind to function at a mundane contemplative 

intensity level, then one needs little more than a crude interface between perceptual 

input, a motor-module, a production-rule storage hub, and a procedural execution 

mechanism for autonomic action-taking (i.e. output).  

Representations of drives and motivations for a mundane virtual simple-reflex 

agent would not be necessary for this cognition-level since such an agent does not even 

have enough awareness of a world-model to be engaged in self-interested pursuits.  

Mundane virtual-minds could function on the lower end of the model-based reflex agent 

category. However, this type of finite-state machine virtual agent would only select 

particular actions within a state without any particular hierarchical consideration [4.2.4].  

This extra cognitive capability is reserved for virtual-minds operating an 

agreeable/disagreeable intensity level.  Existing cognitive architectures equivalent to ACT-

R Classic or lower (e.g. YMIR, Ng-Thow-Hing et al., 2009; Thórisson and Helgasson, 

2012) would be more than sufficient for this subsumption-level contemplative intensity. 
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For Agreeable/Disagreeable Virtual-Minds 

The agreeable contemplative intensity architecturally requires that a model-aware 

virtual-agent acts rationally and consistently according to its own self-interest. To 

architecturally maintain the agreeable intensity, consider the following heuristic that has 

been sub-divided into two parts: 

 If one wishes to regulate a virtual model-based reflex-agent’s contemplative 

intensity to an agreeable/disagreeable (i.e. self-interested but model-aware) level; 

try anchoring self-interest through prioritizing the sensory apparatus as well as the 

architectural and sub-architectural interconnected usage of: reinforcement signals, 

declarative memory banks, and well-defined production-rules.  

To perform the same agreeable regulation for a goal-based agent’s or utility-

based agent’s contemplative intensity; try ensuring that drives, motivations, and 

non-recursive meta-cognitive monitoring capabilities (i.e. meta-cognitive buffer) are 

also included as a design priority.  All of these more deliberative capabilities could 

be mediated by a decision cycle.    

Action and operator recommendations are common in those finite-state machine 

virtual agents operating at a model-reflex level or higher. Ultimately, a decision cycle such 

as the one present in SOAR is highly recommended.   

All three cognitive architectures are capable of maintaining a basic level of 

agreeable intensity. However, within the agreeable spectrum, there are varying sub-

intensities that deal with the degree to which a virtual-agent would be a superficial actor 

or “deep thinker” acting within its own self-interest.  ACT-R Classic, for example, has been 

optimized for superficially agreeable thinking since it requires no excessive deliberation 

before production-rule matching and firing. However, ACT-R can only handle the lower 

levels of agreeable cognitive capabilities since the virtual ACT-R agent is not likely to have 

knowledge of its own architectural representation of itself to align its more deliberative self-

interest(s) to. SOAR is more as an agreeable deliberator in this context.  Agreeableness 

in an architecture equivalent to SOAR can include the recommendation of the most 

appropriate operators and actions while in a certain finite-state. This recommendation 

capability allows for agreeable virtual-agents to operate within the goal-based and utility-
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based categories.  Some rudimentary meta-cognitive monitoring is useful at these higher 

and deeper agreeable deliberative levels to ensure that all goals and drives align with the 

virtual-agent's self-interest. Ideally, a non-recursive meta-cognition buffer is more useful 

for agreeable intensities than relying on an elaborately convoluted meta-cognitive 

information processing hub. SOAR can already reach lower levels of the agreeable 

through production-rule matching and can also attain deliberative aspects of an agreeable 

intensity. Despite these deliberative advantages, state-and-event-driven architectures 

modeled like SOAR still have difficulties maintaining even higher levels of this agreeable 

intensity due to a lack of explicit meta-cognitive components. For example, a virtual 

SOAR-agent could become paralyzed due to meta-cognitive failure and/or can be stuck 

in a recursive quasi-meta-cognitive loop assessing whether ill-defined production rules 

elaborating on a target state has been sufficiently operated on enough in order to reach 

an ideal self-interested state. Ironically, a virtual SOAR-agent’s imagination and 

reasonable estimation - without sufficient meta-cognitive monitoring and regulation - would 

accidentally veer towards, and even completely bypass transcendent sublime 

contemplation.  Without the necessary cognitive subsystems, well defined production 

rules, and meta-cognitive capability to maintain this contemplation intensity level, SOAR 

is not likely architecturally stabilize at higher and deeper agreeable intensities.  CLARION 

is only likely to be proficient at agreeable stabilization if the meta-cognitive monitoring 

capabilities are non-recursive for instances where an agreeable state was intended to be 

maintained.  Otherwise, a virtual CLARION-agent might overthink its self-interest due to 

the convolutional influence of its meta-cognitive processing subsystem (MCS). 

Overthinking in this way might cause a cognitive acceleration towards the transcendent 

sublime contemplative threshold.  

For Beautiful/Ugly Virtual-Minds 

This beautiful/ugly intensity level only differs from the agreeable/disagreeable in 

that imagination and reason are focused on disinterested contemplation.  Therefore, this 

heuristic is a slight variation on the previous agreeable heuristic.  In this case, the following 

heuristic advice applies:  

If one wishes to architecturally mediate a virtual-agent’s mind such that it is 

functionally stable (i.e. a balance between imagination and reason) but still will 
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allow virtual utility-agents and learning agents to contemplate disinterested content 

while operating at a beautiful/ugly intensity; try utilizing the previous heuristic for 

deeper agreeableness but also try to ensure that drive strengths are minimized 

(weakened) and/or declarations and/or production-rules are semantically 

formulated to convey abstract concepts rather than clearly defined tasks and goals.  

Reinforcement signaling can also be used to reward those disinterested 

contemplation activities that do not lead to any discernable or functional semantic 

outcome.   When possible and available, try using architectural mechanisms 

representing a virtual-agent’s self-interest against its own self-interest. 

SOAR is better than ACT-R at disinterested contemplation (assuming that the 

symbol grounding has been represented properly). With ACT-R Classic, only pattern-

matched functional production-rules directly related to practically acting (and not merely 

abstractly contemplating) can be operationalized. Conversely, SOAR can be 

constructively modified to operate on any computationally tractable state that has been 

defined and represented in terms of tasks, even if those “tasks” are merely to contemplate 

cerebral concepts and other disinterested (aesthetic) content. A virtual SOAR-agent, 

though, can quickly contemplate outside or beyond the beautiful/ugly intensity towards the 

transcendent sublime threshold (or become cognitively paralyzed) if it cannot determine 

whether these abstract task-representations for abstract ideas are sufficiently tractable for 

production-rule operationalization. CLARION is likely the most ideal candidate for 

maintaining disinterested contemplation as its meta-cognitive capabilities (in the MCS) 

can monitor for preventable activities that too clearly lead the virtual-agent’s mind towards 

pursuing self-interested ends.  Another way the MCS or an equivalent meta-cognitive 

representation (i.e. a meta-cognitive buffer) can minimize self-interest is to ensure that the 

virtual-agent’s motivation signals and drive strengths (in CLARION, these would exist in 

the MS) are being consistently weakened.    

For Transcendent Sublime Virtual-Minds 

The highest intensity involves the cognitive interplay threshold between 

imagination and reasonable estimation (aka. reason). It is possible for utility-based virtual-

agents to accelerate reason in the service of an imagined and dynamically shifting 

utilitarian value but this intensity is usually reserved for deeper thinkers.  This heuristic 
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goes beyond contemporary practical applications and should only be seriously considered 

if one wishes their virtual-agent to explore the cognitive limits of mentalist contemplative 

experience. This heuristic can be worded in the following way: 

If one wishes to design a deeply contemplating virtual learning agent or 

knowledge-seeking agent for AGI mentalist purposes that can accelerate towards 

the transcendent sublime threshold without bypassing it entirely; try applying the 

previous heuristic for the beautiful/ugly intensity but also allow the meta-cognitive 

representation (e.g. subsystem) to engage in recursive processing activities (i.e. 

acting more as a full processing hub than as a mere buffer). It would also be useful 

to try removing any reinforcement signaling mechanism and have the virtual-agent 

rely more on the semantic ambiguities formulated as distinct episodes that are 

stores in some kind of episodic memory bank. If computational resources allow, 

finally try and add as many decision cycles between as many subsystems as 

possible – preferably between acting and thinking mechanisms/systems/modules 

as well as between a meta-cognitive hub and the aforementioned thinking 

mechanisms/systems/modules etc.  [8.2 - Architectural Heuristic]. 

A new hybrid cognitive architecture that combines the canonical features of SOAR 

and CLARION would be most apt for virtual-agent minds designed to encounter the 

transcendent sublime contemplative threshold. 
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 Conclusion  

This final dissertation chapter discusses future work [9.1] and concluding remarks [9.2]. 

These concluding remarks in particular, discuss the limitations of this qualitative 

hermeneutic study [9.2.1] as well as its overall speculative design impact on state-of-the-

art virtual-agent minds [9.2.2]. This dissertation also reflects on why it was important to 

endorse the academic value of further developing cognitive architectures for AGI-enabled 

virtual-agent minds [9.2.3]. Concluding reflections also include a case for why Kantian and 

Crawfordian hermeneutic lenses can be successfully harmonized to address the semantic 

nuance(s) of contemplative intensity in cognitive architectures [9.2.4] as well as general 

reflections on the overall value of this dissertation research [9.2.5].    

9.1. Future Work 

This dissertation proposes a research direction for future work based on the 

outcomes of the solo hermeneutic exegesis and expert opinions.  This dissertation also 

proposes alternate research topics which could be used as dissertation titles [9.1.1]. 

These topics could one day be written by this dissertation and/or with other academic 

researchers in this field. This future work section also proposes ideas for academic and 

non-academic agent-based projects that could be inspired by this dissertation’s topic 

[9.1.2]. The future work section concludes with a brief brainstorming session that 

conceives of new cognitive architectures [9.1.3]. This final future work sub-chapter will 

showcase cognitive architectures imagined by the dissertation author. 

9.1.1. Alternative Dissertation Suggestions 

This dissertation’s monograph already contains a text-extensive exegesis of a 

topic. This dissertation’s length remains relatively long compared with other dissertations 

even after its scope was exhaustively constrained [1.3]. Having said this, there are still 

other related topics to explore for additional dissertation theses.  

The following sub-headings address possible related thesis directions other 

researchers could undertake – especially those researchers with access to additional 
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computational resources, and/or or a computer science background, and/or with a 

personal focus on quantitative methodologies. Many more possible research directions 

can be conceived of as directly and indirectly resulting from this particular dissertation 

research. However, only a few candidate examples will be formally mentioned within this 

dissertation. 

Identifying Contemplative Intensity in Constructivist Cognitive 
Architectures 

This dissertation has limited its scope to only identifying contemplative intensity 

within constructionist and hybrid cognitive architectures.  There are a few established (but 

not necessarily canonical) constructivist cognitive architectures that are not amenable to 

flow-chart representations but plausibly could be capable of contemplative intensity 

(Thórisson, 2009: 179). The most worthwhile architecture to study for this topic would be 

the constructivist architecture, AERA (Nivel and Thórisson, 2013). However, expert 

knowledge of the contemplative affordances of AERA would also involve an in-depth 

hermeneutic exegesis at an atomic resolution-level of AERA’s required Replicode code-

base (Nivel et al., 2012).  Because of the uniform fine-grained nature of Constructivist 

architectural configurations (Nivel et al., 2013: 8), it would be a hermeneutic convention to 

assume an analysis of a code-base as well as the core architectural categorization. 

This alternative topic could be further reduced in scope only address contemplative 

intensity in virtual-agent minds, rather than agent minds in general.  

Identifying Contemplative Intensity in AIXI for Virtual-Agent Minds 

This dissertation attempts to identify contemplative intensity in cognitive 

architectures for virtual-agent minds. However, an additional dissertation could spend time 

focusing on where contemplative intensity resides in those virtual-agent minds that use 

model-free UAGI (Universal Artificial General Intelligence) formalisms such as AIXI [1.3, 

1.3.9, 1.7.3, 3.2.2, 6.5].  A possible variation on this research topic could also involve AIXI-

inspired and/or AIXI-influenced cognitive architectures such as SIGMA (Rosenbloom, 

2013; Ustun and Rosenbloom, 2015, 2016). 

 AIXI is supposed to be architecture-agnostic when engaging in universal induction 

(and also likely, recursive self-improvement). However, valid research questions arise 
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regarding how exactly would a virtual-AIXI agent contemplate the other scenarios 

mentioned in this dissertation. Other research questions might ask, for example, in what 

manner contemplation would intensify during Solomonoff induction and/or what it would 

mean for a virtual-agent to contemplate universal induction while being ontologically 

separated from its computable contemplated (virtual) environment? Is meta-contemplation 

and regular contemplation even tractable at pure (ideal) AIXI or AIXI t/l virtual-agent 

implementations (Hutter, 2005: 25)? And if yes, would such intensities always remain at 

transcendent sublime Kantian contemplation levels? How would a diluted and practically 

tractable virtual MC-AIXI agent (i.e. the kind being designed by Google’s DeepMind) 

contemplate this dissertation’s scenarios (Veness at al., 2011)? On a qualitative level, how 

does contemplation meaningfully intensify when calculating and ranking the Kolmogorov 

Complexity of bit-strings? On a mixed-methods level, what are the correlations between 

contemplating bit-string length and semantic complexity? On a quantitative level, how 

would contemplation and its relative intensities be numerically represented as bit-strings 

for consideration by a virtual-agent’s mind? These kinds of questions could be addressed 

in such a dissertation. 

A Quantitative Hermeneutic Analysis of IIT-Theory for Determining 
Contemplative Intensity in Cognitive Architectures for Virtual-Agent Minds 

This study initially considered and then ultimately jettisoned the idea of using the 

IIT hermeneutic lens and PyPhi to quantitatively measure contemplation in the same way 

as was originally intended for measuring consciousness. The reason why a quantitative 

interpretation did not seem tractable was due to the exponentially vast state-space of 

modular affordances within each cognitive architecture (e.g. the computer would have 

taken years or decades to calculate each answer). Another reason why the quantitative 

methodology fell out of favour was that the dissertation-author did not feel that numerical 

quantities could account for the semantic nuance(s) that each inter-modular calculation 

would address. However, another researcher (and/or research team) could find an 

alternative way (that was not initially conceived of by this dissertation-author) to use the 

same quantitative aspects of the IIT lens and PyPhi calculator in order to measure the 

contemplative intensities of each cognitive architecture for use by a virtual-agent’s mind.  

One way to do this might be to assess each modular activity level in terms of hard binary 

on/off states and by measuring conventional logic-gate functionality rather than any 
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semantic contingencies that might complicate the mechanistic aspects of the 

contemplative processes. From this type of logic-gate hermeneutic analysis, one could 

exhaustively extract deterministic values subject to information entropy [2.3.1].  

Conducting this research in purely quantitative terms will require more thought on the 

researchers’ behalf as to how this methodology would allow for a proper semantic 

comparison between various cognitive architectures. 

Correlating a Virtual-Agent’s Psyche with Believable Behaviour in Virtual 
Worlds 

This dissertation limited its hermeneutic scope to a mentalist epistemology. 

However, another researcher could invest in exploring the behaviorist and functionalist 

aspects of the same dissertation topic. In other words, this alternate research would 

explore ways in which a virtual-agent appearing to contemplate would generate 

observably manifest evidence in order to verify that it may as well be a “believable 

contemplative [cognitive] agent” in a virtually empirical world. In this context, an 

architecturally-enhanced virtual-agent would use one architecture over another to better 

“fake” and/or emulate contemplative acts without needing to resort to genuinely 

possessing internally evident contemplative affordances. Exploring closely the 

architectural affordances of how a virtual-agent internally processes hidden-states for 

functional ends has already informed part of the state-of-the-art within this additional 

dissertation topic. For example, the ACT-R contractor has pointed to previous research 

where a virtual ACT-R agent simulated actions in its own imagination in order to perform 

the most perceivably intelligent behaviors (GQ.3.1, GR.1, GF.6; Best, 2017; Kennedy and 

Patterson, 2012; Kennedy and Trafton, 2007: 253-254). This type of dissertation would 

not even need to reply on an analysis of cognitive architectures.  Subsumption and even 

pre-AI approaches would be worth analyzing as mechanistic solutions for implementing a 

virtual-agent’s believable expression of (the appearance of) cognition, rather than “actual” 

cognition.  

This type of alternate dissertation topic would be much more immediately 

applicable for state-of-the-art analysis and near-term recommended heuristic 

enhancements for industry and entertainment applications than this current dissertation. 

This behaviorist topic also would not necessarily require the readership of the AGI 
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community as the narrow AI (esp. contemporary Game-AI) scholarship demographic 

would be sufficient to find value in this particular parallel topic. 

Assessing Canonical Cognitive Architectures According to the Consscale 

There might be a future research opportunity to expand on the initial research into 

assessing cognitive architectures and the overall cognitive capabilities of virtual-agent 

minds according to the Consscale rubric. The following are some initial qualitative 

assumptions based on a cursory assessment of the Consscale’s ability to assess the 

overall capabilities of cognitive architectures.  

Generally speaking, production-rule driven architectures such as ACT-R classic 

and SOAR operate at higher levels of top-down deliberation than with subsumption 

architectures that are dependent on reactive reflexes for functional interactivity.  Most 

ACT-R and SOAR agents are likely to comfortably operate between levels three (adaptive) 

to five (executive) of the generic Consscale.  For example, ACT-R classic at the very least, 

specializes in level three’s architectural components that address: basic hierarchical 

spatial planning, proprioception and navigation, as well as the deliberate selection of 

appropriate sensory and motor information. However, ACT-R classic agents are not 

usually credited for handling affective states and abstract learning that are essential for 

membership in levels six (e.g. the emotional level) and beyond. Recent versions of SOAR 

(e.g. SOAR 9) are at least making the claims that this architecture can parse affective 

states.155 Overall, SOAR’s trademark decision cycle has a distinctly instrumental task-

driven focus that often hovers around the executive level (level five). SOAR’s decision 

cycle and input elaboration capabilities also do not usually account for handling more 

abstract ontological cognitive concepts such as self-awareness156, advanced linguistic 

capabilities and social learning. 

 
155 See Laird, J. E. (2008). Extending the Soar cognitive architecture. Frontiers in Artificial 

Intelligence and Applications, 171, 224.  In addition to this, it is worth noting this SoarTech 
powerpoint presentation - Jones, R.M., Henninger, A & Chown, E. et al (2001).  “Emotional 
Interactive Agents”. 
http://web.eecs.umich.edu/~soar/sitemaker/workshop/21/Randy_Jones_soar-01-emotions.pdf  
accessed online on March 02, 2016. See also Jones et al., 1999. 

156 The concepts of “pain”, “pleasure” and “confusion” outlined in the above powerpoint 
presentation suggested the presence of what the authors called “personality parameters”.  
However, the sense of actual self-awareness was vaguely explored, at best. 

http://web.eecs.umich.edu/~soar/sitemaker/workshop/21/Randy_Jones_soar-01-emotions.pdf
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Hybrid cognitive architectures such as CLARION [see subchapter___ CLARION] 

contain multiple subsystems – each with their own distinctive architectural components 

that would represent different Consscale capabilities and levels. CLARION communicates 

between bottom-up connectionist approaches at the implicit level of cognitive 

understanding while creating classical top-down explicit production rules that are 

continuously refined and subsequently generated from this implicit (more intuitive) 

understanding. CLARION’s implicit learning mechanism encompasses Consscale 

architectural components relating to sensory machinery, sensorimotor coordination 

machinery; whereas CLARION’s explicit learning procedures can involve a specialized 

attention mechanism as well the various Consscale mechanisms relating to self-

representation. CLARION uses connectionist subsumption sensory machinery together 

with an attention mechanism for refining salient connectionist interactions into top-down 

production rules. In tandem, CLARION’s implicit and explicit learning features 

communicate in such a way as to plausibly allow for a CLARION-agent to implement the 

Consscale ideal of running and synchronizing “[…] several streams of consciousness in 

one self” (Arrabales et al., 2008: 62). 

 At a finer analytical resolution, CLARION’s four sub-systems [3.3.3] specialize 

handling particular Consscale architectural components and levels.157  CLARION’s action 

centered sub-system (ACS) deals with acting upon acquired and generated knowledge 

(both from an agent’s own thoughts and from its environment).158 Therefore, the ACS 

specializes in handling Consscale architectural components from the reactive, adaptive 

and executive levels (aka. Levels two, three and five).  

CLARION’s motivational sub-system (MS) deals with drives, rudimentary goal-

setting and other primary impulses. To manage these impulses, CLARION’s MS requires 

at the very least, the reactive and attentional Consscale levels. Any CLARION-agent 

functioning at a higher level of impulse control might also draw from the emotional, self-

conscious, empathic and social levels. However, this type of higher cognitive activity 

 
157 From the perspective of the IIT lens, each isolated sub-system could be evaluated as 

processors of effective rather than integrated cognitive information. Having said this, 
CLARION’s sub-systems already contain a relatively sufficient level of information integration 
– relative to the other canonical architectures. 

158 An “action” can also be an observation performed by the agent. 
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usually occurs when the MS successfully communicates with the MCS (meta-cognitive 

subsystem) and vice-versa.   

CLARION’s non-action centered sub-system (NACS) deals with having an agent 

deliberate (think) over knowledge-elements such as declarations, production rules, mental 

imagery (imagination), logic and sensory experience before acting in the world. 

Consequently, the NACS communicates closely with the ACS.   Most narrow and strong 

AI agents think before acting. This particular sub-system does not necessarily specify the 

cognitive complexity of the knowledge worth thinking about although in principle, this 

deliberative knowledge can be scalable according to the available tractable knowledge 

representations and allocated memory resources.  Therefore, the NACS could feasibly 

incorporate any of these Consscale components and levels (with the exception of the first 

decontrolled level and the second reactive level). For this sub-system, the agent-driven 

interactive context determines what percepts and knowledge elements are thought about 

and whether any action in the environment is required at a given time. 

 CLARION’s meta-cognitive sub-system (MCS) deals with monitoring the other 

sub-systems, and the mechanistic conversion from effective to integrated cognitive 

information. Ultimately, this level is concerned with meta-cognition or “thinking about 

thinking”. Therefore, the MCS specializes with overlapping levels such as the adaptive, 

attentional and executive levels (three-five) as well as those hypothetical levels - in theory 

- related to human-like and super-conscious capabilities (i.e. ten and eleven).  The 

particular interactive configurations of these CLARION architectural components and the 

ways and times in which each CLARION sub-system communicates with each other 

determines the overall Consscale level. More than ACT-R and SOAR, the interactive and 

semantic context determines the Consscale capabilities of a CLARION-agent. 

Cognitive virtual-agents that are optimized for quickly matching particular facts with 

specific procedures correspond quite naturally to the adaptive level (level three) on the 

Consscale [Appendix A].  ACT-R’s pruned modular connectivity allows for buffed pattern 

correlations to be adapted for functional expediency. ACT-R First-Person Shooter NPCs, 

for example, easily meet the requirements for adapting to new reactive responses as well 

as selecting relevant: sensory, motor and memory information. In fact, ACT-R has pruned 
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its modules in such a way as to specialize in the Consscale sub-level known as “CS3,7”.159  

This cognitive sub-level ensures that the virtual-agent selects only those items absolutely 

required by its memory modules – without the extraneous semantic convolution that this 

memorized information might suggest on the content level. 

ACT-R agents are also assumed to be able to encapsulate some elements of 

higher-level cognition. For example, the most optimal ACT-R agents also specialize in 

some sublevels from level 4 (the attentional) such as “CS4,2” (“directed behavior towards 

specific targets” etc.), “CS4,4” (“basic planning capability; calculation of next n sequential 

actions”). It is further assumed that ACT-R agents like these also draw from most sub-

levels of level five (the executive level) with the exception of “CS5,4” (“autonomous 

reinforcement learning”) and “CS5,6” (“ability to generate selected content with grounded 

meaning”). 

ACT-R’s architectural affordances seem relatively fixed upon very particular sub-

levels of the Consscale, when compared with CLARION. CLARION’s cognitive capabilities 

– as long as each modules’ hyper-connectivity does not lead to cognitive information 

saturation - can vary from the lowest to possibly, the highest Consscale levels. 

 One of the many reasons why Consscale architectural assessments are outside 

this dissertation’s scope is this rubric’s inability to discuss whether a CLARION-agent can 

become conscious or “super-conscious”.  Despite this, it is certainly assumed that quasi-

consciousness and quasi-super-consciousness belong to Consscale levels that are 

plausibly achievable by some CLARION agents. In purely Kantian terms, cognitive 

information that is semantically vast enough to overwhelm an agent’s mathematical 

estimation capabilities would be considered “supersensible” and possibly, even sublime. 

In Consscale terms, however, the more cognitive information a virtual-agent can 

successfully parse, the higher levels up the Consscale it is. For example, if over-

communication occurs between explicit and implicit knowledge-percepts, then virtual-

agent might experience confusion rather than ontological transcendence. Consequently, 

a perpetually confused virtual-agent would only measure at lower cognitive levels of the 

Consscale. Hypothetically, a CLARION agent will need to cognitively function at least at 

 
159 All quotes here are from the http://www.conscious-robots.com/consscale/calc_30.html rubric’s 

online text - Accessed online May 27, 2016. 

http://www.conscious-robots.com/consscale/calc_30.html
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the executive level (level five) in order to even parse this hyper-connected dual-process 

information – let alone begin to cognize that it might be eventually overwhelmed (in a 

sublime way) by a supersensible phenomenological experience. Otherwise, the 

CLARION-agent is simply confused by the in-flux of too much cognitive information.  

A CLARION-agent that is confused by cognitive overload would cross the 

threshold of even sublime comprehension and might not even be able to handle a basic 

competency at Consscale level three (the adaptive level). Achieving level three might be 

too ambitious for this hopelessly confused CLARION-agent because it would have even 

difficulty determining which information is the most semantically salient. Further, this 

CLARION-agent would also struggle to determine which memory banks should even store 

this semantically complex cognitive information. And yet, most organisms (esp. humans) 

can take for granted their ability to coordinate implicit and explicit cognitive information 

and determine the most semantically salient information to memorize. 

Virtual-agents that enhance their minds with dual and multi-process cognitive 

architectures are assumed to reach higher Consscale levels (i.e. level four, at the lowest 

if no cognition information saturation occurs).  It is unclear whether a CLARION-agent 

could eventually achieve the highest Consscale level relating to super-consciousness 

since the phenomena of genuine consciousness is beyond the scope of this dissertation 

[Appendix A].  However, it is assumed the modular structures are in place with multi-

process architectures like CLARION where a CLARION-agent could eventually reach 

human-level equivalent cognition (level ten).  Superintelligence or supercogniton is still an 

ambition-in-progress that is likely to involve extra-architectural aspects such as 

computational resources, information compression heuristics and brute-force search 

algorithms. In fact, some might even endorse a model-free approach as a viable 

supercognitive alternative to architectural representation (see Dreyfus, 2004; Anderson in 

Huret, 2016: 95). Having said this, CLARION’s RER algorithm is a feature that could allow 

for recursive self-improvement and therefore, higher Consscale capabilities. For example, 

a CLARION-agent might consult its meta-cognitive subsystem (MCS) to coordinate the Q-

learning and RER algorithms. Through this coordination, a CLARION-agent would 

discover the best way to transform the automatic conversion process from trial-and-error 

experience to logical inferences into a reproducible production rule that recursively 

formalizes and optimizes this conversion process. 
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 Across all of the Consscale level categories, there are some sub-levels that do 

not explicitly apply to the architectural affordances of CLARION in particular but might 

apply to other dual or multi-process cognitive architectures.  It is unclear whether a 

CLARION-agent can merely simulate the emotional level (level six), or will genuinely 

achieve affective capabilities in the way humans understand them.  Certainly, CLARION’s 

motivation subsystem (MS) can represent behavioral drives and motivations that are often 

construed by others as having affective content.  Additionally, a imagination could be 

feasibly simulated but might not correspond to genuine visualized internal states (see 

CS7,6 – use of imaginational states in planning).  Despite the semantic difficulties with 

identifying genuine human-like cognition, a CLARION-agent can use its inter-processing 

modular communication capabilities to “represent and self-report mental content” (see 

CS7,8). The capabilities to develop civilizations, culture, and pass the Turing test are 

outside the scope of this dissertation and cannot be definitively confirm those the presence 

of those Consscale sub-levels from the hermeneutic lenses alone. 

9.1.2. Design Inspiration for Virtual-Agent Minds 

There is an expectation that this inter-disciplinary hermeneutic research will be 

useful for designing virtual-minds at a mentalist level of analysis with most of the benefit(s) 

given to the AGI community in the long-term. This research also provides short and longer-

term academic insight as to the degree to whether such contemplative virtual-minds 

require architectural enhancement or not. The kinds of appropriate virtual-minds to 

consider designing when inspired by this research would operate at least at a utility-based 

level but ideally at learning and knowledge-seeking levels. This is because these are the 

levels where deep human-like contemplation are most likely to artificially occur.   

9.1.3. The development of new cognitive architectures 

This dissertation research might inspire the development of new cognitive 

architectures and/or the recommendation of pre-existing non-canonical architectures.  

Such cognitive architectures created for contemplative purposes would likely act as a 

hybrid mixture of the capabilities seen in all three of the canonical architectures but with 

an emphasis on meta-cognitive layering.  A new cognitive architecture designed to 
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maximize convoluted contemplation would likely include at least two separate (and 

occasionally recursively acting) decision cycles.    

9.2. Concluding Remarks 

Concluding remarks will now be provided to articulate: the study’s limitations 

[9.2.1]; impact on the state-of-the-art [9.2.2]; the value of further research into developing 

cognitive architectures [9.2.3]; a case for synthesizing hermeneutic rubrics from diverse 

disciplinary origins [9.2.4]; and finally, one last mention of this dissertation's intellectual 

contributions and intrinsic academic value [9.2.5]. 

9.2.1. Limitations of this study 

This study encountered subjective hermeneutic limitations. These limitations 

restricted the methodological scope to qualitative analysis and also kept this topic within 

philosophical and theoretical domains [1.3.5, 1.3.10]. Given the academic constraints of 

writing a defendable dissertation and given the financial and computational constrains as 

well, this document did not include the creation of implemented cognitive virtual-agent 

minds. The fundamental limitation of the IIT lens for quantitatively (as well qualitatively) 

understanding the integrated affordances of cognitive architectures when handling 

contemplating intensity became a perpetual hermeneutic issue for this particular research 

[2.3.1]. 

There were also epistemological limitations due to the common-sense constraints 

that naturally occur during any selected expert interview process. Higher level cognitive 

architecture development is a niche field with relatively few qualified experts. As this 

template interview insisted on semantic nuance and qualitatively detailed prose-answers, 

this expert interview process could not have been practically undertaken with a massive 

sample size of participants or with crowdsourcing techniques. Due to the proprietary and 

classified nature of this field, only a small handful of these experts would be willing to 

volunteer their expertise without substantial financial compensation and legal contracts 

already in place.  Those experts that were sufficiently qualified and available for 

interviewing in a voluntary capacity (for full academic credit) are extremely pre-occupied 
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with their own independent research agendas and deadlines.  These extra-dissertation 

considerations meant that each expert could not answer every single question with 

sufficient semantic breadth and depth. Many of these experts are from cognitive 

engineering and psychology disciplines. Because of this limited domain-fluency, most of 

the experts only felt comfortable volunteering time to answer engineering-related 

questions and also saw the research assumptions and definitions through an engineering 

lens.  Only one of these experts felt sufficiently confident to also assess the 

interdisciplinary (i.e. philosophical) aspects of this dissertation’s research questions and 

flow-chart exegesis.  

9.2.2. Design Impact on State-of-the-Art Virtual-Agent Minds 

This dissertation has raised some questions about how systematically identifying 

contemplative intensity might influence state-of-the-art virtual-agent minds in the 

foreseeable future. What does it mean for a cognitively advanced virtual-agent to think 

deeply about itself, its own thoughts, and its empirically accessible virtual surroundings? 

Can virtual-agents ever use architectural enhancements to transcend the practical 

interactive entertainment paradigm where virtual-agent minds are perpetually constrained 

by the expediency of finite-state machine architectures?  These are only some of the 

questions that can be posed to the next-generation of cognitive architects and virtual-mind 

designers. 

One particular question raised by the AGI community via the topic of a long-waited 

intelligence explosion is pertinent to this dissertation’s future research considerations and 

the eventual design impact on virtual-agent minds. This question asks whether 

architecturally-enhanced contemplation is more intense when the environment is slower 

than the mind or the other way around. Marcus Hutter, for example, has considered this 

temporal relationship between the virtual-agent and its environment.  In a virtual 

environment that runs at a computationally faster rate than the virtual-agent, only the 

virtual-agent’s behaviour slows down.  What will not slow down is the virtual-agent’s own 

mind. In fact, contemplative intensity is likely to increase because this virtual-agent “[…] 

will receive more information per action, and can make more informed decisions, provided 

[it] is left with enough [computational resources] to process the information” (Hutter, 2012: 

9-10). In the case of knowledge-seeking virtual-agents contemplating a universal induction 
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scenario [6.5] with minds that operate much more quickly than a virtual-world, a kind of 

cognitive information singularity might take place. In this ideal instance, the virtual-agent’s 

mind would have virtually instant omniscient access to knowledge about all assets and 

percepts contained within its virtual world (Ibid.). If this is the case, then contemplation 

would not intensify since the quality of intelligent decision-making has indeed been 

increased and that the virtual-agent does not need to think too deeply about what it has 

acquired through rapid knowledge inference consumption. Contemplative intensification 

in this case might only occur due to the virtual-agent’s search space-capacity (i.e. the sum 

of all of its memories and memory banks). And yet paradoxically, a cognitively hyper-fast 

virtual-agent with sufficient memory and information compression capabilities to handle 

the absorption of all these virtual assets and percepts would have increased leftover time 

and “[…] capacity to process and think about his observations” in a more reflective 

manner.   There might be temporal freedom to reflect on a rapidly acquired episodic history 

and expedite the quality of contemplated decision-making processes but perhaps not 

enough remaining storage space to absorb additional information (based on Ibid.). If the 

virtual environment is presenting itself with perceptible degrees of latency then, the virtual-

agent might get too impatient to receive salient information.  If the virtual world presents 

itself without latency but allows full percepts to slowly unfold, then the virtual-agent’s mind 

might intensify its contemplation in a disinterested manner towards the beautiful/ugly and 

the transcendent sublime cognitive threshold but might not be capable of stabilizing 

agreeable reasonable estimation.  Hutter’s observations about virtually omniscient virtual-

agents correlate well with expert opinions indicating that architectural buffer states should 

actually be represented in terms of extra-architectural frequency of demand on the system 

instead of being architecturally represented as a decision state-change (Ibid.; GF.4; Bach, 

2017; Best, 2017; see also Laird, 2012: 13) [7.5]. Regardless of mental and environmental 

speed(s), the future state-of-the-art of learning and knowledge-seeking virtual-agents will 

likely need some situated meta-cognitive and semantic layering so that it can fully reason 

over virtual world-models and identify implementable policies (based on GF.5; Bach, 

2017). 
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9.2.3. A Case for the Further Development and Deployment of 
Cognitive Architectures 

The AGI community is still having a decades-old debate as to the continued 

relevance of classical (psycho)-functionalist structural mediations of artificial cognition 

(aka. “good old fashioned” A(G)I, or GOFAI; see Adams et al., 2012: 2;-28, Johnson, 1997: 

13-14; Winograd, 1997; Dreyfus, 1992 [1972]). Some think that connectionist systems 

provide better alternatives for classical cognitive architectures. However, cognitive 

architectures are still useful for understanding representations of cognitive capabilities and 

their relationships, even if the structural underpinnings will eventually no longer need to 

be explicitly represented (e.g. as a cognitive architecture). At the very least, architectural 

representations still provide discussion inspiration for those who wish to design virtual 

AGI-minds that transcend such systematic representation(s). 

Findings from this research as well as hypotheses from the literature provided so 

far, suggest that cognitive architecture development still has a viable future in at least, the 

near-term of AGI virtual-agent development. Perhaps, cognitive architectures could be 

supplied to a virtual-agent’s mind as boot-strapping resources for AGI recursive self-

improvement.  Having said this, cognitive architectures by themselves cannot represent 

contemplative intensity nor can they generate AGI-minds by their infrastructural 

capabilities alone. Instead, it is increasingly apparent that "[...] significant bodies of 

knowledge in combination with the architecture are required for many of the cognitive 

capabilities needed to achieve human-level performance [such as] natural language 

processing, logical thinking, qualitative reasoning, and multi-agent coordination” (Laird 

and Wray, 2010: 84). 

9.2.4. A Case for the Unification of Qualitative Hermeneutic 
Rubrics  

A general endorsement of merging qualitative hermeneutic rubrics is in order since 

interdisciplinary perspectives allow researchers to uncover new formal relationships that 

might not have been clearly foreseen within one restricted knowledge-domain. New 

knowledge acquisition can involve the combinatorial synthesis of established ideas, 

rubrics, and correlations.  As far as academia is concerned, this conceptual 
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interdisciplinary synthesis is a form of combinatorial creativity (which can also be modeled 

in virtual-agent minds; see Boden, 2010: 246).   

This research provides a working example showcasing how concepts from other 

disciplines can be synthesized and re-applied to yet another discipline. Fortunately for this 

study, two particular hermeneutic concepts were semantically familiar enough for a 

convenient correlation.  For example, Kant’s definitions for comprehension and 

apprehension were suitable matches for Crawford’s definitions of conceivable and 

accessible states.  Semantically, these definitions also had much conceptually in common 

as they were both describing oscillating cognitive polarities of imagination (expectation) 

and reason (estimation). Unification of Kantian and Crawfordian hermeneutic rubrics 

became a workable endeavor since this allowed the solo hermeneutic exegesis to have 

interdisciplinary accounts regarding such architectural representations for: reason, 

imagination, expectation, estimation, and their respective structural inter-relationships. 

Kant and Crawford both talked about the dynamic interplay between conceiving 

(expecting) what was possible and reasoning (estimating) about what was actually 

available.  It followed then that this cognitive interplay can then be structurally organized 

and mediated in a cognitive architecture. In all of these disciplines, cognitive attributes, 

properties, and polarities inspired each of these authors’ particular discussion topic. 

Overall, it is hoped that researchers will retain this fusion of Kant’s and Crawford’s 

cognitive relationship rubric(s) for analyzing other artifacts and phenomena from other 

disciplines aside from Cognitive Science and Artificial Intelligence domains.  

9.2.5. Results Overview and Research Value Summary 

This dissertation will conclude by reminding the viewer of the intellectual 

contributions and reflect on the overall value of this research. 

Summary of Intellectual Contributions 

This dissertation’s intellectual contributions were already articulated in detail 

[1.7.2].  However, a brief reminder of these contributions are in order.  From the onset of 

writing, this dissertation had outlined three intellectual contributions.  
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The first contribution brought forth an exclusively qualitative and mentalist 

interdisciplinary approach to a hermeneutic understanding of cognitive architectures and 

their contemplative affordances for speculative use by virtual-agent minds. 

The second contribution philosophical combined cognitive engineering with 

philosophical aesthetic principles for AGI-level architecturally-enhanced virtual-agent 

minds.  A sub-contribution of this inter-disciplinary cross-pollination was the construction 

of a design-poetics that can be presented as, “aesthetic cognitive engineering” [1.7.4]. 

The third contribution was produced from an interdisciplinary breeding between 

two rubrics for assessing the relationship(s) between cognitive and functional interactivity.  

Throughout this dissertation, hermeneutic correlations were made between a Kantian 

philosophical rubric and Crawford’s more practical interactive-media rubric. Crawford’s 

rubric in particular, was re-examined to determine the teleological utility of reversing his 

ratio for interactive excellence by privileging conceiving conceivable states (C-states) over 

accessible states (A-states). 

The outcome of the qualitative triangulation of the solo expert exegesis and expert 

interview process also led to the inclusion of seven practical heuristics. These generated 

heuristics can be considered as an additional intellectual contribution [Chapter 8]. 

Summary of Methodological Contributions 

This dissertation deployed a hybrid interdisciplinary methodological framework 

known as PCHE (Philosophical Computational Hermeneutic Exegesis) [2.3]. The 

contextualization of PCHE involved creative introspection [2.3.6], synthetic judgment 

[2.3.4], and a multi-disciplinary lens [2.3.4; 2.3.5] in order to qualitatively manipulate, 

configure, re-configure, and scrutinize flow-chart representations of various cognitive 

architectures. For each of the five contemplation scenarios [Chapter 6], the dissertation 

author/researcher used determinative judgment [2.3.4] to virtually configure architectural 

modular activity until the desired configuration was amenable to reflective judgement [also 

2.3.4].  After the dissertation/author felt that a sufficient amount of synthetic judgment was 

conducted, the next step was to engage in solo semantic exegesis.  
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These flow-chart representations (rendered with the PyPhi Online Graph 

Visualizer and Calculator) [see 4.1 - IIT; 4.1.2 = IIT graph visualizer] and the associated 

semantic exegesis (as prose) was all submitted as one multi-page illustrated questionnaire 

to a Kantian “sensus communis” of experts for peer-validation (Kant, 1790: 66-68; 2.4).  

Once these experts answered this questionnaire, the dissertation author/researcher 

performed a second round of synthetic judgment and solo semantic exegesis. To engage 

in dialogical reasoning [2.3.2] via a disciplinary contextualization through the 

Groundcourse paradigm [also 2.3.2], this exegesis was then recycled back to the experts 

as in-depth follow-up questions.  Accordingly, a final solo semantic exegesis was 

generated which led to prose for the dissertation’s final draft [see Figures 2 A & B, as well 

as Figure 3 for illustrations]. Out of this methodological process, the dissertation author 

was able to generate findings and heuristics [Chapter 7]. 

Overall Research Value 

This sub-chapter expands on the immediate intellectual contributions by summarily 

reflecting on this dissertation’s overall research value to virtual-agent mind designers, 

cognitive architects, and to the cognitive science academic community in general and the 

AGI scholarly community in particular. This teleological summary outlines the hermeneutic 

value in qualitatively researching: cognitive architectures; contemplative intensity; and 

virtual-agent minds.  

Value of a qualitative hermeneutic rubric for identifying and explaining 
contemplative intensity 

Contemplation and its associated intensification processes are very difficult to 

articulate when assessing computational systems such as cognitive architectures for 

virtual-agent minds. This is why some kind of rubric is desirable for addressing and 

evaluating the systematic construction of artificial contemplation.  This hermeneutic study 

showed both when qualitative and quantitative rubrics would be semantically useful and 

also, why they can be problematic in this context. 

Value of a qualitative hermeneutic analysis for cognitive architectures and virtual-
agent minds 

These scenario findings have underscored the issue that a reliance on any 

quantitative aspects of virtual-agent minds -such as via the IIT lens - will be ultimately 
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insufficient to measure all the semantic contingencies inherent within the underlying 

cognitive architecture. This is especially the case for identifying something as “qualia”-

specific as the contemplative activity within all complex and cognizant minds – including 

virtual-agent minds that inhabit emergent and stochastic virtual worlds. 

Final Concluding Statements 
 

This interdisciplinary dissertation identified contemplative intensity in canonical 

cognitive architectures (ACT-R, SOAR, and CLARION) as well as sub-architectural 

elements and processes for virtual-agent minds. Through a mentalist epistemology, this 

research qualitatively combined philosophical and practical hermeneutic lenses to assess 

the semantics behind the cognitive interactivity, architectural presence, and intensification 

of agent-based contemplation in a virtual world. 

This research highlighted the qualitative and semantic limitations of integrated 

information theory (IIT) PyPhi representations when speculating on how an architecturally-

enhanced virtual-agent would contemplate five different scenarios.  These limitations point 

to the renewed infrastructural salience of signal strengths, mechanisms, algorithms and 

other non-architectural or sub-architectural processes. These non-architectural and sub-

architectural elements more likely contribute towards a qualified understanding of 

architecturally-mediated contemplative intensity. These hermeneutic limitations as well as 

a total of eight findings and seven heuristics were qualitatively distilled from a combination 

of solo exegesis and expert opinions. Aside from the findings that underscored the 

hermeneutic limitations of this study, the experts also discussed positive findings ranging 

from the epistemological validity of mentalism [7.4.1] to the key contemplative role(s) of 

extra-architectural algorithms, sub-systems, and processes [7.4.6, 7.4.7]. Out of these 

discussions the experts had confirmed that CLARION would be the most suitable cognitive 

architecture for identifying and intensifying contemplation within a virtual-agent’s mind 

[7.5.1].   

Two heuristics from this study included ways to improve virtual-agent minds and 

cognitive architectures (CLARION in particular) [8.1, 8.2].  One heuristic dealt with a way 

to tease out more expedient and qualitatively meaningful hermeneutic findings from 
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cognitive architecture flow-chart representations [8.3]. The final four heuristics addressed 

mapped architectural design suggestions to the most canonical Kantian aesthetic 

contemplative intensities [8.4].  These research findings and heuristics even provided at 

least five viable alternate dissertation topics for future work [9.1.1].  

The anticipated teleological value of this dissertation research is that it ultimately 

provides salient academic departure points.  These discussion departure points would 

ideally lead towards future philosophical and practical means to elevate the cognition of 

virtual-minds from acting like mechanistic finite-state machines to genuinely deliberating 

like contemplative “deep thinkers”.  At the very least, these academic speculations will 

give the interdisciplinary AGI community more to contemplate about in the near and far 

term.  
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Appendix A: Additional Scope Considerations 

This appendix discusses additional scope considerations such as: story-world 

constraints and issues with assessing Super-Turing machines.  This scope appendix also 

mentions earlier considerations for using the Consscale Online Calculator as an 

alternative hermeneutic rubric to the PyPhi Calculator and its associated IIT framework.  

Story-world Constraints 

 

A virtual-agent’s contemplative affordances might be constraints by its embedded 

overall narrative which might include a: story-world (setting), plot, and story. Narrative is 

defined broadly as a "[...] chain of events in [a] cause-effect relationship occurring in time 

and space" (Bordwell and Thompson, 2008: 75). However, many designers of virtual 

environments with a definite story-world setting constrain narrative affordances to 

manipulations of story and plot. Whereas story is an interpretation of narrative elements 

in the mind of the perceiver or author; many designers focus on having assets convey 

plot-points as they make the story-world more comprehensible. Plot-points allow the 

conditions for meaningful interaction to be more explicit (Miller, 1990: 75-76). Therefore, 

story-world and ludic mechanics usually provide the boundary conditions for most virtual 

experiences centered around entertainment.  This dissertation has limited to scope to 

exclusively focus on mentalist cognitive interactivity independent of explicit story-world 

associations. However, these constraints should still be kept in mind for future documents 

that consider the ways in which a virtual-agent mediates its cognitive interactivity and 

contemplative capabilities within a constrained story-world. 

Story-world identifiers 

This sub-chapter is more about the human-interactors’ biased expectations and 

limitations for the contemplative affordances of a virtual-agent’s own mind although there 

do exist instances where story-world identifiers also help limit the virtual-agent’s mind. To 

facilitate story-world immersion, virtual-agent designers often employ visual and 

behavioral identifiers. These identifiers exist to ontologically anchor the virtual-agent into 

a fixed ludic role where its contemplative capabilities are intentionally constrained by 

design. Most virtual-agents in MMORPG worlds are semantically identified as being 
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automated characters through icons that appear above their head. Without these 

identifiers, the player might inadvertently interact with the virtual-agent as if they were a 

human-controlled avatar. Doing so, would set too many behavioral expectations for 

human-level interactivity that cannot be fulfilled by any state-of-the-art virtual-agent. In  the 

multi-player role-playing game “World of Warcraft”160 for example, a question mark icon 

above a virtual-agent’s head appears when a quest is available to the player. Also, an 

exclamation mark might eventually appear to indicate further quests or the possibility of 

"cashing in" a previously assigned quest. These symbolic identifiers have been designed 

to cognitively limit the interactive possibilities to that of the intended story-world. In games 

like these, virtual-agents have been designed to placate the player’s needs for functional 

ludic interactivity, rather than cognitive interactivity and contemplative intensity for its own 

sake.  

These symbolic indicators are useful for human interactors who desire ontological 

certainty in advance about whether the virtual-agent they encounter is likely to be 

contemplating at the level of a finite-state machine or something more human-like with 

regards to its perceived contemplative capabilities. These symbolic markers set up 

cognitive expectations for either cognitive or functional modes of interactivity. 

Philosophically, these functional modes of interactivity are related to Kantian notions of 

apprehension and reasonable estimation of this particular virtual-agent’s cognitive 

potential (see Kant, 1790). Otherwise, a discussion about the role of these ontological 

identifiers is outside the scope of this dissertation. 

Other Characters Influence Narrative and Contemplative Trajectories 

Many players and other virtual-agents have their own narrative agendas to either 

preserve or subvert the virtual environment's story-world setting and possibly, plot-

elements. Other characters, agents and/or interactors can also play a role in interrupting 

the convoluted flow of contemplation – thereby, reducing its perceived and/or actual 

intensity. 

 
160 Blizzard, 2004. 
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Cut-scenes control the levels of interaction between a virtual-agent and player. 

The virtual-agent's own contemplative agency in video-games and interactive 

narrative experiences (see Murray, 1997 [2017]: 180) can be behaviorally foreshadowed 

in cinematic cut-scenes but is not explicitly apparent on this behavioral level until "game-

play" has been initiated (Klevjer, 2002; Cheng, 2007). Therefore, in generic interactive 

encounters common in video-games and pre-designed virtual narratives, conceivable 

expectations for interacting with a virtual-agent are heavily mediated by the interplay 

between passive cut-scenes and active real-time environments. This dissertation scope is 

limited to a mentalist understanding of a virtual-agent’s cognitive processes and not its 

narrative and graphical representation within a virtual environment. Therefore, cut-scene 

scenarios involving virtual-agents were not discussed in this dissertation. 

Issues with Assessing Super-Turing Machines 

The difficulty of conceptualizing Super-Turing machines seems to be a perpetual 

issue among methodological approaches to artificial contemplation and complex 

cognition. In the quantitative realm especially, it is not entirely clear whether metrics based 

on say, Integrated Information Theory could capture the ɸ of Super-Tasks and Super-

States generated by Super-Turing Machines – unless consciousness strictly resides in the 

domain of Super-Turing Intelligence.161 However, the qualitative reason for limiting this 

dissertation’s scope to Turing Machines is that too much elaboration – outside of what has 

already been discussed – would be needed to envision lower-level pseudo-tractable 

implementations based on hyper-computational machines.  Instead, a reliance on the 

Turing Machine metaphor allows the reader to more clearly understand how some AGI 

architectures and algorithms can be scalable and at least, theoretically tractable. It is 

suggested that such an elaboration of this dissertation – based on hyper-computational 

principles – be deferred as “future work” in side-publications and complimentary research. 

Such future work can speculate on the sublime attributes of the concepts behind Super-

Turing machines and hyper-computation without being too concerned with tractable virtual 

mind implementations. 

 
161 This is not even a claim that Tononi makes. 
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The Consscale Online Calculator – An Alternative Hermeneutic Rubric 

This dissertation had initially consulted an online calculator for assessing a virtual-

agent’s capabilities for cognitive interaction – with or without a cognitive architecture 

(Arrabales et al., 2010). The possible use of this calculator, hermeneutic lens, and rubric 

was initially compelling because of the possibility of measuring contemplative intensity in 

terms of a virtual-agent’s cognitive capabilities.  As with the PyPhi calculator, using the 

Consscale calculator was also originally seen as a possible avenue to investigate 

contemplative intensity using a mixed-methods approach. The Consscale calculator was 

also a salient hermeneutic tool due to the fact that currently, only cursory academic 

research has been conducted with regard to the connection between the Consscale rubric 

and established cognitive architectures.162 

This “Consscale” calculator163 has two versions – both of which were intended the 

measure the panpsychist consciousness of any intelligent agent (including a biological 

human). The first version has a rubric that can be applied to measuring the consciousness 

of any agent or entity. The second version is a specialized rubric for measuring the 

consciousness of virtual-agents who reside in first-person shooter (FPS) games.164  This 

second calculator is almost identical to the first calculator except that this specialized 

modification allows a virtual-agent to also consider obstacles, an inventory, as well as its 

own ludic capabilities that have been engineered for combat. The FPS calculator assesses 

a virtual-agent’s overall cognitive capabilities based on the assumption that this agent has 

a representation of self-preservation as well as having the minimum cognitive capability 

for triggering particular finite-states related to game-related intelligent deliberation and 

action (Ibid: 203).The rubric from both calculators gives the reader an overall quantitative 

impression of how to assess the full cognitive capabilities of ludic and non-ludic agents 

residing within various virtual environments. 

 
162 see Arrabales, 2013 for a general discussion on this theme. 
163 http://www.conscious-robots.com/consscale/calc_30.html is an online calculator that measures 

consciousness in any agent. 
164  http://www.conscious-robots.com/consscale/calc_embed_fps_30_en.html is an online calculator 

intended to measure virtual-agents in FPS video-games.  Both accessed online on February 26, 
2016. 

http://www.conscious-robots.com/consscale/calc_30.html
http://www.conscious-robots.com/consscale/calc_30.html
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This hermeneutic rubric and calculator can be quantized in terms of both degrees 

of functional and cognitive interactivity. Arrabales’ “Consscale” measures the degree to 

which a virtual-agent’s capabilities (related to agency and autonomy) are dependent on 

either internal thoughts and/or external actions (i.e. behavioral output) in order to be 

perceived as genuinely cognizant by interactors.   

The Consscale considers all agents (artificial and/or biological) and potentially 

personified entities as being capable of possessing at least some level of cognition that 

would approach what humans would consider to be either self-awareness and/or 

“consciousness”.  The Consscale itemizes a total of fifteen architectural components165 

and eleven levels of relative consciousness (Arrabales et al., 2010: 196). The architectural 

components relate an agent’s ability to exist within, process and memorize its environment 

– whether virtual or “real”.  Generally speaking, these fifteen components include those 

related to: embodiment, sensory processing, action-potential, coordination (including 

proprioception), memory, context representation, self-representation, other-

representation, reporting and multitasking multiple streams of “consciousness” (Ibid: 

197).166 The eleven levels representing the cognitive skills of an agent range from 

complete environmental (and mental) isolation from internal and external cognitive 

processes at its pre-reactive lowest level (i.e. level zero) to the sublime ideal of super-

consciousness at its highest level (i.e. level eleven).167 Specifically, these eleven levels 

are: disembodied/decontrolled (level one), reactive (level two), adaptive (level three), 

attentional (level four), executive (level five), emotional (level six), self-conscious (aka. 

 
165 These fifteen components are: “E (environment), B (physical or simulated software body), 

Spropio (proprioceptive sensory machinery), Sext (exteroceptive sensory memory), A 
(action machinery), R (sensorimotor coordination machinery), M (memory), Mn (capability of 
multiple context representation in memory), Att (mechanism for directing S and A to a 
specific attention mechanism), SsA (self-status assessment mechanism), I (mechanism for 
representation of self), O (mechanism for representation of other selves), AR (accurate report 
mechanism), AVR (accurate verbal report mechanism), & Rn (mechanism to run and 
synchronize several streams of consciousness in one self).” Consscale Calculator version 3.1 
(Raúl Arrabales, updated January 2016). http://www.conscious-
robots.com/consscale/calc_30.html Accessed online March 07, 2016. 

166 Ibid. 
167 Ibid.  

http://www.conscious-robots.com/consscale/calc_30.html%20Accessed%20online%20March%2007
http://www.conscious-robots.com/consscale/calc_30.html%20Accessed%20online%20March%2007
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self-awareness, level seven), empathic (level eight), social (level nine), human-like (level 

ten), and super-conscious (level eleven) (Ibid: 197). 

The Consscale online calculator allows the researcher to assess168 a virtual-

agent’s mind by manually selecting amongst a long list of cognition checkboxes.  The top 

list corresponds with checkboxes for tallying the architectural components that contribute 

to the virtual-agent’s cognitive (but necessarily, philosophical) capabilities.  Scrolling down 

this list, the researcher then can select a number of checkboxes corresponding to each 

Consscale level and corresponding sub-levels of cognition. These levels hierarchically 

increase in cognitive value from the lowest level at the top of the list, down to the highest 

level at the bottom.  The researcher can choose to select all the sub-levels corresponding 

to a particular level or just select individual sub-level checkboxes from any Consscale 

level. Importantly, individual sub-level checkboxes in a particular level can be selected 

without needing to be contingent on having checkboxes selected in a lower cognition level. 

The operational checklist from both Consscale rubrics for measuring virtual-agents’ 

cognitive capabilities was deeply considered when assessing the most appropriate virtual-

agent cognitive-architecture interface scenarios. It was ultimately discovered that any 

qualitative understanding of the Consscale calculator’s check-list line-items were 

semantically orthogonal to hermeneutically assessing a virtual-agent’s contemplative 

state according to the PCHE methodology. 

Hermeneutic Issues with the Consscale Calculator 

The biggest issue with using the Consscale for measuring specific contemplative 

states and their relative intensities in this dissertation turned out to be one of semantic 

ambiguity. Hermeneutic assessment of the check-list items in particular became the most 

apparent issue as the semantic underpinnings of particular checkboxes ran counter to the 

philosophical aspects of computational exegesis. Specifically, there was semantic 

ambiguity regarding whether an environmentally disembodied cognitive virtual-agent with 

no obvious discernable measures of external functional interactivity can score higher 

capability levels on the Consscale.  If anything, the first checkbox clearly indicated that 

 
168 Details on how the Consscale calculator assesses each Consscale level and sub-level are 

available at http://www.conscious-robots.com/consscale/rating.html - Accessed June 17, 
2016. 

http://www.conscious-robots.com/consscale/rating.html%20-%20Accessed%20June%2017
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introspective contemplation did not even count as a cogniscient activity worthy of cognitive 

ascension on the Consscale. The Consscale’s check-list items and cognition levels did 

not seem to indicate any contingency for particular situations where a virtual-agent was 

intensely contemplating its own recursive thoughts and state-configuration. Consequently, 

the Consscale’s hierarchical rubric hardly seems compatible with a clear-cut distinction 

between a virtual-agent’s conceivable and accessible interactive states either. A 

qualitative assessment of a virtual-agent’s private introspective states without behavioral 

(and functional) embodiment seems semantically orthogonal to the Consscale’s 

mechanistic assessment of exclusively embodied cognition as an accurate measure of 

intellectual complexity.  

There are other issues with the Consscale that generally do not make it amenable 

to qualitative hermeneutic exegesis. Generally, levels one through five can be explicitly 

mapped to accessible states and functional interactivity while the other levels allow for the 

selection of conceivable states and cognitive interactivity (Arrabales et al., 2008: 61). 

However, the Consscale is not consistent on whether embodiment is a pre-requisite for 

an agent having higher cognitive capabilities – independent of explicit functional 

interactivity.  

The Consscale, ultimately, only considers those cognitive complex virtual-agents 

with externally perceivable embodied agency. This Consscale claims to assess a virtual-

agent’s overall cognitive capabilities but cannot qualitatively account for the private 

introspective contemplation-states and their respective intensity levels with any semantic 

depth. For example, level zero on the Consscale considers environmental disembodiment 

to be on par with a complete lack of cognition (Ibid.). If one unchecks the embodiment box 

on the Consscale list, the Consscale defaults the overall agent’s capabilities to level zero 

with a reminder that an agent must be embodied to even quantitatively register on the 

scale at all. However, disembodied contemplation can actually be rather intense and will 

likely involve architecturally complex cognitive convolution that effects the mentalist 

aspects of the mind (but not necessarily the externally perceived environment). In the 

ascetic meditation state, for example, a virtual-agent would be trying to configure its 

modular architecture in order to reduce, minimize or even eliminate notions of perceived 

embodiment (asceticism is environmental escapism) even if it still actually has a body in 

the virtual world.  So, the virtual-agent in that state would intentionally not have any 
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modules relating to embodiment active in the selected flow-chart. As far as the Consscale 

is concerned though, a virtual-agent that contemplates private and ontologically escapist 

introspective states during an intense ascetic meditation ritual would be labeled as “brain 

dead” and “mindless”.  Part of this semantic ambiguity comes with an anthropomorphic 

bias towards intelligent agents possessing some sort of observable body with well-defined 

ontological and environmental boundaries. In other words, a Consscale-approved 

cognitively capable agent must also be a situated and embodied agent (Ibid: 62).  

The Consscale is superficially able to associate higher cognitive functions such as 

consciousness exclusively to human and super-human level attributes (Ibid.). However, 

the Consscale loses its semantic coherence when we consider the fact that level eleven 

expects the virtual-agent to multi-task between several streams of consciousness using 

some delimited (and presumably centralized) physical (or quasi-physical/virtual) body and 

brain. If anything, the limitations of a particular situated body-schema might even restrict 

the agent from accessing the computational limits of universal knowledge and parsing 

competing streams of consciousness. Unfortunately, the Consscale does not seem to 

address this ontological contingency that is crucial to an understanding of some scenarios 

related to intense modes of contemplation. Many human mythological belief structures 

have even occasionally speculated on the possible existence of omniscient disembodied 

rational beings as if pure rationality can function best when it is spiritually freed from any 

particular situated body.169 When considering the limits of pure intelligence, some believe 

that pure classical rationalism can sometimes be divorced from empirical expectations.  

Despite this, the Consscale implicitly asserts that a truly intelligent agent must extract 

empirical knowledge as a result of possessing some type of sensory apparatus (related to 

observation of an external world, at minimum).  

The Consscale cannot qualitatively comprehend semantically unusual cognitive 

states. Instead, the Consscale can only measure the total ontology of the agent's cognitive 

capabilities (i.e. whether it ultimately has a body or can ultimately use a memory etc.).  This 

Consscale cannot measure what happens when the agent is in a particular state and 

wishes to architecturally reconfigure its modules to optimize an ideal contemplative state 

 
169 The cognitive capabilities of mythological and other non-scientific speculative agents are not 

addressed by the Consscale. 
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for a given scenario. While the Consscale is a powerful quantitative tool for measuring the 

overall cognitive capabilities of a virtual-agent, the Consscale is one of many quantitative 

cognition-measuring rubric tools that cannot qualitatively calculate cognitive complexity 

(even consciousness) according to particular state-characteristics/properties (e.g. a 

contemplative state). 

This semantic ambiguity involving phenomenological and ontological issues of 

body-delimitation and embodiment is unlikely to be resolved within the limited scope of 

this dissertation. This scholarly focus on internal thoughts and deliberations will occur 

regardless of whether the outcome of these cerebral processes have any 

anthropomorphically observable or actionable impact(s) on the (virtual) environment. 

Therefore, the Consscale - along with the PyPhi calculator - will be discarded as an 

appropriate contemplation measurement tool and rubric. Admittedly, some architecturally-

enhanced virtual-agents are more likely to be optimized for actionable results in a task-

environment (i.e. SOAR-agents) whereas other virtual-agents (i.e. CLARION-agents) 

should be able to deliberate over its inner cognitive processes without any particular 

externalized function or purpose in mind.  The Consscale will still be mentioned in the 

future work section since there is still academic merit in discerning the levels of 

embodiment within each virtual-agent type that can use a cognitive architecture to execute 

any number of generally embodied interactive states [See Future Work - Alternative 

Dissertation Suggestions]. For future work, it is better for the Consscale to architecturally 

assess how cognitive competent the virtual-agent is, no matter the state it could be in. 
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Appendix B: Elaboration(s) on Established Disciplinary 
Concepts 

This appendix contains didactic material that helps educate an inter-disciplinary 

reader on some of the concepts being discussed with this dissertation. This didactic 

material includes discussions on: reasoning categories, rule-chaining, and the history of 

the ɸ symbol in the context of gestalt psychology and integrated information theory (IIT). 

Deductive, Inductive, and Abductive Reasoning 

Many AI and AGI researchers associate artificial or human rational agents with 

three types of logical reasoning capabilities that can be computationally modeled. These 

processes are of a: deductive, inductive and abductive nature. Deductive reasoning 

follows from pre-established axioms, tautologies, and top-down rules. Deductive 

reasoning also involves a linear chain from clear premises that can be classically reduced 

to true or false Boolean conclusions. By contrast, inductive reasoning allows an agent to 

develop a generalized (or generalizable) logical model of the world based on the 

acquisition and analysis of empirical evidence and experience. Unlike deductive 

reasoning, induction allows for the use of a probability distribution to predict the likelihood 

of logical outcomes, based on the available evidence. Although most inductive reasoning 

is derived from sensory empirical data, some inductions can occur based on simulated 

evidence (i.e. the computational equivalent of the imagination). 

Abductive reasoning is a more complex process that can invent logical conclusions 

from an initial sense of total uncertainty about the world.  Similar to induction, abductive 

reasoning will make use of the available empirical evidence and a probability distribution. 

In addition, abduction is an active process that converts empirical observations into a 

hypothesis (or hypotheses). From this constructed hypothesis, the agent can “guess” the 

most plausible conclusion and investigate further.  On a technical level, inductive 

reasoning – where one generalizes from cases to rules - can be formed from the 

hypothesis generative activity of abductive reasoning through the process known as 

Bayesian reasoning (Poole, 2000: 153).170 

 
170 Also based on personal correspondence with Ethan Soutar-Rau. July 05, 2017. 
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Rule-Chaining 

There are ways in which an artificial or human agent can compute a step-wise 

chain of logical rules as part of a learning procedure. The boundaries of an agent’s reason 

are often defined by linear171 rule-chaining procedures known as forward chaining and 

backward chaining.172    

Forward Chaining 

Forward chaining is used when the very first learning step is taught in a clear and 

informative enough that it catalyzes the agent to figure out the rest of the logical rules on 

its own. The teacher (or the environment itself) can then guide and evaluate the agent’s 

progress from that first step and provide either positive or negative reinforcement to 

ensure the agent is on the correct path.  

Backward Chaining 

Backward chaining does not imply that this is exactly the same process as forward 

chaining but merely a reversal from the end of a rule-chain back step-wise to the very first 

learned rule at the beginning. Rather, this is more about placing an emphasis on 

reinforcement, reflective search and evaluation reflection based on those steps that the 

agent had remembered the most. Just like forward chaining, the agent learns the very first 

rule and is provided a (hopefully positive) reinforcement for it. The agent learns to 

memorize the hardest steps that are usually towards the end of the chain by receiving a 

special associative stimulus that will remind the agent of what comes next in the chain. 

The goal is to make the last step the most memorable to the point where every previous 

causal step is associated with the terminal step via the virtual-agent’s imagination and/or 

 
171 One exception is Replicode and its constructivist cognitive architecture, AERA (Nivel et al., 

2013: 5) where the chain matches rule-patterns in either direction (parallel), rather than in a 
strictly linear fashion although the process is still technically linear (left to right or backward to 
forward etc.) at each discrete time-step. 

172 Based on online information provided by Cheryl Gray. 
http://www.cherylgray.com/cheryl/BIA2_Wk9_lecture_chaining.htm - Accessed online June 
13, 2014. 

http://www.cherylgray.com/cheryl/BIA2_Wk9_lecture_chaining.htm
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reason. Backward chaining has more flexibility because the associative nature of the 

reinforced rules derived from the rule-chain can be stored in episodic memory for later 

retrieval via rule-chunking [see 3.3.3 - SOAR] or lay as dormant code until it is suddenly 

associated with a matching rule-pattern from the environment [see 5.4.3 – Seed AGI and 

Sublime Recursive Self-Improvement].173 

ɸ - The Gestalt Phenomenon  

Historical contextualization 

The symbolic application and grounded representation of the ancient Greek letter 

“ɸ” (phi) was first provided in the dissertation’s context from the discipline of Gestalt 

psychology.  Gestalt psychology was exclusively concerned with a holistic approach to 

understanding seemingly disparate perceptual and conceptual phenomena. The idea of 

the Gestalt before the psychological reification of the concept, began with a popular 

paraphrased assertion misattributed to Aristotle that “[…] the whole is greater than the 

sum of its parts”.174  Inspired by this popular and clichéd hermeneutic misinterpretation of 

Aristotle’s quote; the Gestalt psychologist Kurt Koffka clarified the apparently ambiguous 

Aristotelian relationship by claiming instead that, “[…] the whole is something else [i.e. 

something ‘other’, not necessarily ‘more’] than the sum of its [constituent] parts” (Koffka, 

[1935] 2013: 176).  With a softer emphasis that the emergent Gestalt phenomena was not 

hierarchically more or better than its parts but instead, simply “other”; the Gestalt 

psychologist Max Wertheimer developed the ɸ phenomenon (1912). The ɸ phenomenon, 

true to Gestalt principles, described (possibly illusory) apparent perceptual and dynamic 

cognitive movement that would otherwise be seen as unmoving and static. 

The Gestalt psychology discourse has over the years, declared a crucial semantic 

difference between the functional β phenomena (aka. optimal [actual] movement) and 

cognitive ɸ phenomena (aka. apparent movement) (Boring 1942 in Steinman et al., 2000: 

 
173 One key example is the constructivist programming language, Replicode which is used for the 

cognitive architecture, AERA (Nivel et al., 2013). AERA, however, will not be covered by this 
dissertation [see 1.3.2]. 

174 The actual quote from Aristotle is the following: 

“In all things which have a plurality of parts, and which are not a total aggregate but a whole of 
some sort distinct from the parts, there is some cause” (Aristotle Metaphysics, Book 8, 1045a 
in Edel, 1967: 340). 
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2259). While the β phenomenon describes contemplating real-world movement, the ɸ 

phenomenon in particular describes contemplating only that type of apparent movement 

that “[…] is said to be perceived when no stimulus actually moves (changes position over 

time) in the visual field” (Steinman et al., 2000: 2257).  For Wertheimer then, apparent 

movement is considered to be “an illusion’ because this perception of motion is not 

‘veridical’, i.e. the percept does not agree with conditions present in the physical world” 

(Ibid.). Wertheimer chose the ɸ symbol for two plausible reasons. Firstly, ɸ has historically 

symbolized “[…] ‘pure’ movement in the sense that the movement is perceived in the 

absence of any object seen to be changing position in space” (Ibid: 2258). Secondly, ɸ 

also refers to the term “phenomenal” when describing “[…] an unanalyzable mental state” 

(Ibid.). 
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Appendix C:  Additional Details on the State-of-the-Art 

This appendix addresses tangential examples of the state-of-the-art with regards 

to virtual-agent minds.  This list includes: STRIPS and GOAP, Hierarchical Task Networks 

HTNs), and SHOP 1-2.  This appendix also discusses thematic tangents relating to this 

state-of-the-art, such as: the initialization and operation of Gödel machines, combat and 

cognition in ACT-R, and the enhancement affordances of CIBRE.   

STRIPS and GOAP 

STRIPS (aka. “Stanford Research Institute Problem Solver”, Fikes and Nolsson, 

1971) is a state-behaviour-action planner that “[…] consists of goals and actions, where 

goals describe some desired state of the world to we want to reach, and actions are 

defined in terms of preconditions and effects” (Orkin, 2006: 4). One selected action made 

by the NPC directly creates a new state-transition that determines the next available world-

characteristics and accessible action sequences. Unlike Finite-State Machine (FSM)175 

states which are strictly procedural in nature; STRIPS’ interpretation of states involves a 

working memory of ontological facts that literally bind world-attributes (e.g. current 

position, shape, colour, drives, behaviour) to variables (Ibid: 4, 10). In other words, a FSM-

enabled agent merely responds with a limited action sequence to the current state-event 

in the world that was usually triggered by another agent whereas a STRIPS-agent can 

reason about the current world-state (Ibid: 17). When the next event occurs, a new state-

transition is created, and the FSM-agent then has, at best, a few different action 

sequences to choose from (e.g. if touched and while feeling “tender” - run and scream, if 

tired, sleep and snore).  

The FSM-agent typically only has one action-animation sequence to choose from 

in each event-triggered state. Conversely, a STRIPS-enabled agent can decide its own 

available animation-action sequences based on the facts it has received so far about the 

world it is embedded within. For example, the agent could shake hands with other agents 

but only if it is currently wearing a business suit and is at a networking party with at least 

two other strangers wearing similar suits. Usually, a FSM-agent’s state-behavior and 

 
175 A minor variant on FSMs are Hierarchical Finite-State Machines (HFSMs). HFSMs in a 

sufficiently large state-space will suffer the same types of limitations as simple FSMs.  
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affective-state (“mood”) is determined causally by the actions of other agents whereas a 

STRIPS-agent can make its own determinations based on the resources it currently has 

available (e.g. inventory) and the “mood” it is presently in (e.g. hungry or tired). After goal-

based actions have been taken, the agent updates its affective state and is then presented 

with a new batch of available actions and decisions (Orkin, 2006: 5). Each STRIPS-agent 

may contain its own representation of actions and decisions that influence its affective 

state-transitions.  In a video-game, for example, an NPC might have affective preferences 

for particular objects, agents or resources (Ibid: 6). Also, each agent expresses its unique 

personality through the different ways it can interpret a goal and decision through its 

particular action-animation list. Even if it satisfies the same types of goals as another agent 

(e.g. killing an enemy agent); it might use a different action-animation list to achieve this 

such as flying towards the enemy rather than running on the ground (Ibid: 6-7).  

If the goals and actions are too intertwined and the planning is too generalized to 

all types of agents via an augmented Finite-State Machine system; then some agents 

might not be able to properly follow through on their goals (Ibid: 7-8). For example, an 

agent that always reacts and responds when being touched might not be appropriate for 

agent-archetypes that require the ability to pretend they are dead. Ultimately, STRIPS 

provides each agent archetype to possess their own action-set (Ibid). These actions-sets 

can be modular and have sequential components that can be shared across character-

archetypes for the quick generation of new hybrid archetypal variations. For believability, 

it is also important that a STRIPS agent is notified of each state-transition to ensure that 

one action sequence has been completed before a new action sequence can be accessed 

(Ibid.). 

The first video games officially credited with an NPC-planning structure inspired by 

STRIPS is “F.E.A.R.” (Ibid.) and “F.E.A.R. 2: Project Origin” (Orkin, 2009). In this case, 

the creators of the F.E.A.R. made their own derivative system called Goal Oriented Action 

Planning (GOAP, Ibid: 10). The GOAP system interfaces a STRIPS-like planner directly 

with a Finite State Machine to exploit the advantages of both approaches (Ibid: 12-13). 

The adversary AI characters in the F.E.A.R. franchise employ GOAP to continuously 

search “[…] through possible actions to find a world state that matches with the goal 
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criteria”.176 GOAP differs slightly from STRIPS in that it also includes a cost function for 

each action taken by the agent as well as adding “procedural preconditions and effects” 

(Ibid: 10-11). GOAP procedures include completing path-finding routes as ludic pre-

requisites for the NPC’s goal-satisfaction. Most importantly, GOAP’s goals are “[…] 

decoupled from the action set”.177 In other words, different plans can be deployed to solve 

one particular problem.178 An NPC’s goals at any particular moment could be emergently 

managed without human programmer supervision by multi-agent systems such as in-

game NPC “squad management” organizations.179 

GOAP-NPCs can use the A* search algorithms to heuristically navigate through 

an: action-sequence space; affective state-space; as well as the conventionally used path-

node space (Ibid: 11).  A* in the context of GOAP, ensures that an NPC can choose the 

lowest “[…] cost sequence of actions to satisfy some goal” (Ibid.) These F.E.A.R. NPCs 

would adjust their list of appropriate goals, decisions and actions in real-time based on 

their weapons, ammunition situation, health levels and relative proximity to other agents 

(such as players) (Orkin, 2006: 6, 9).  GOAP, however, has some crippling limitations. For 

example, the A* state-search only works when agents navigate a very confined world 

containing very few environmental-states and associated action sequences (Thompson, 

2009).180  

Hierarchical Task Networks (HTNs) 

Hierarchical Task Networks (HTNs) are extensions of serial STRIPS-like planners 

with the added feature that agents can negotiate decisions and actions in the form of 

 
176 Champandard, Alex J (March 08, 2013). "Planning in Games: An Overview and Lessons 

Learned".  Online article - AIGameDev.com. Accessed online December 08, 2014 from: 
http://aigamedev.com/open/review/planning-in-games/ 

177 Thompson, Tommy (March 16, 2014).  “The Minds behind the War for Cybertron”.  
http://t2thompson.com/2014/03/16/ai-of-transformers/ - Accessed online December 18, 2014. 

178 Ibid. 
179 Ibid. 
180 Ibid. (March 12, 2014).  “Facing your F.E.A.R.”. Online article. Accessed December 23, 2014 

from http://t2thompson.com/2014/03/02/facing-your-fear/ 

http://t2thompson.com/2014/03/16/ai-of-transformers/
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parallel sub-tasks (Orkin, 2006: 15; Lekavy and Navrat, 2007; Thompson, 2009). 

Essentially, HTNs transform GOAP-planners into behaviour trees. HTNs employ 

decomposition methods that function as constraint-driven heuristics for sub-dividing more 

complex goal-satisfying action-plans into simpler tasks (Nau et al., 2005: 34, 36-37). 

These elementary tasks, - simple in their structure – reduce computer memory 

requirements and latency.  HTNs can handle macro-actions (aka. “compound tasks”, 

Thompson, 2009)181 and increasingly abstract micro-actions. Any definitions for what 

constitutes a particular “task” can be derived from pre-existing tasks and action sequences 

(Ibid.).  

At runtime, a virtual-agent using an HTN has already generated a symbolic 

representation of an initial world-state for further contemplation. Before spawning into the 

virtual world, the agent has also retrieved a list of plans and actionable operators yet to be 

executed via the satisfaction of “true” conditional statements (Ibid.). In fact, this HTN-agent 

will even have a rudimentary model of the expected consequences of following particular 

actions (i.e. instances of operators) over others (Ibid.). Lastly, HTNs are occasionally 

bundled with core axiomatic declarative knowledge. This core knowledge-store handles 

prior assumptions about those expected world-states the agent(s) should expect to 

receive via empirical analysis and exploration (Ibid.).  

The advantage to processing an agent’s plans in run-time instead of real-time is 

that one can pre-render long complex plans without having to “[…] continually re-plan in a 

reactive manner” (Thompson, 2009)182. A key feature of HTNs is their use of “partial-order 

planning” (POP). With POP, an agent can execute non-linear plans and partially complete 

task-lists based on decisions made at run-time. (Ibid.).  For multi-agent HTN 

implementations, agents can decrease action-redundancy in their swarm-behavior. For 

example, agents can communicate amongst themselves their proxemic relation between 

 
181 An action containing a sequence of smaller actions (e.g. autonomic sensory-motor actions) 
182 Thompson, Tommy. (March 16, 2014).  “The Minds Behind The War For Cybertron”.  Online 

article.  Accessed online December 23, 2014 from: http://t2thompson.com/2014/03/16/ai-of-
transformers/ 

http://t2thompson.com/2014/03/16/ai-of-transformers/
http://t2thompson.com/2014/03/16/ai-of-transformers/
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each other and their adversary. HTNs allow multi-agent systems to collaboratively decide 

which actionable tasks take priority over others (Ibid.). 

SHOP and SHOP 2 

Some variants on an HTN architecture led to an award for the best GAME AI of 

2012.183 Domain configurable planners (Nau et al., 2005: 36) known as “SHOP” (aka. 

“Simple Hierarchical Ordered Planner”) and “SHOP2” are among the most popular for 

Game-AI.184 SHOP and SHOP 2 are popular because they maintain a ludic balance 

between domain independence and “domain specific control knowledge” (Ibid.). These 

SHOP planners can be generalized enough to be applied to handle the various planning 

problems and knowledge-bases common within most virtual environments while allowing 

for some measure of manual customization or human-programmed “tweaks” to the basic 

plan-layout (Ibid.).   

The SHOP planners differ from more generic HTN implementations in that the 

decomposed sub-tasks are also hierarchically ordered to reveal the world-state at any 

given discretely planned time-step (Ibid: 34). With sufficient actionable knowledge of the 

world-state at a given time-step – even if these new atomic knowledge elements exist at 

a low space-time resolution - an agent can reliably execute most action sequences in a 

linear fashion (Ibid.). This way, an agent will always be able to act on at least a minute 

amount of “correct” inferences about the world – even if this knowledge is not entirely 

complete or observable. These executed action-sequences lead to an increased local 

empirical knowledge about the virtual-agent’s situated world.  

 
183    Ibid. The acclaimed games in question are: 

       Transformers: War for Cybertron (High Noon, 2010) & Transformers: Fall of Cybertron (High 
Noon 2012).  http://aigamedev.com/open/editorial/2012-awards/#tech – Accessed online 
December 16, 2014. 

See also: 

      Reeves, Ben (October 20, 2011). “The Enemies & AI of Transformers: Fall of Cybertron”. 
Game Informer. Online article. Accessed online December 16, 2014 from: 
http://www.gameinformer.com/b/features/archive/2011/10/20/clever-devils-the-enemies-and-
ai-of-fall-of-cybertron.aspx 

184 Champandard, Alex J. (February 14, 2008). "SHOP - Simple Hierarchical Organized Planner". 
Online article - AIGameDev.com. Accessed online on December 08, 2014 from 
http://aigamedev.com/open/article/shop-htn/ 

http://aigamedev.com/open/editorial/2012-awards/#tech
http://www.gameinformer.com/b/features/archive/2011/10/20/clever-devils-the-enemies-and-ai-of-fall-of-cybertron.aspx
http://www.gameinformer.com/b/features/archive/2011/10/20/clever-devils-the-enemies-and-ai-of-fall-of-cybertron.aspx
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Ultimately, the SHOP planners allow the agent to act upon “workable” stochastic 

knowledge rather than complete deterministic knowledge. In this case, an agent uses a 

SHOP planner to act from micro-deterministic empirical knowledge within a relatively 

stochastic virtual world. Ironically, these SHOP planners are able to derive micro-

deterministic knowledge at each time-step but the SHOP creators have not yet found a 

way to explicitly represent the concept of time itself to be shared across multi-agent 

networks (Ibid: 40-41). However, SHOP’s creators have already suggested that adding 

time-stamps for each observable time-step would at least partially solve this issue (Ibid.). 

How do Gödel machines initialize and operationalize? 

Gödel machines recursively search for a provably better re-write by operating 

axiomatically. For Gödel machines to stay intact without inadvertently destroying its core 

functionality, it needs to fundamentally address axioms that preserve and compare the 

core functionality of state-transitions. Otherwise, the Gödel machine cannot reason and 

prove the functional value or robustness of any programs it runs – including the proof-

searcher program itself. The Gödel machine, when initialized, must also have core axioms 

that recursively describe the initial program that caused it to be initialized in the first place. 

Ultimately, stochastic environments contain the most raw learning potential for a Gödel-

enabled agent so there should at least be some rudimentary axiom describing the 

expected semantic properties resulting from the virtual-agent’s first scan of the (virtual) 

environment, once initiated. At the very least, for the virtual Gödel-agent to learn properly 

without being immediately overwhelmed with information (unless that is the purpose), its 

initial state must also contain a utility function that can assess the relative values of its 

subsequent actions in the world. Most importantly, the virtual Gödel-agent’s utility function 

must be able to assess the degree to which finding a better proof may or may not currently 

tax the agent’s own computational resources (Schmidhuber, 2003: 4). 

 In practice, a virtual Gödel-agent would use its utility function to convert percepts 

from its environment into numerical representations of positive or negative reinforcement 

(e.g. rewards). Ideally, the virtual Gödel-agent predicts the utility of its future thoughts and 

actions as the sum of all possible positive rewards.185 Unlike more limited agents, virtual 

 
185 The Gödel-agent would also tally negative rewards to best determine how it might learn from 

its mistakes. 
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Gödel-agents would have a variable conception of time as it is utility-driven and looking 

for both short and long-term improvement over its entire (predicted) life-time. For example, 

one way a virtual Gödel-agent can assess its future utility by simulating an elaboration on 

what the next set of instructions, conditional statements and sub-routines should be. This 

structural elaboration expands on what it currently knows in its working memory 

represented as accessible branching decisions. A linear and hierarchical version of this 

expansion is known in computer science as a “continuation” which “[…] can be seen as 

the opposite of a call stack; instead of showing 'where we came from,' [it] explicitly shows 

'what is going to happen next'" (Steunebrink and Schmidhuber 2012: 175).  Further, each 

reinforcement signal would be given after the execution of a particular instruction at run-

time – rather than after every millisecond happening in real-time (Ibid.). 

Combat and Cognition in ACT-R  

In MOUT, bots could communicate with each other using the text-messaging 

system and had access to the template inventory weapons as well as could “[...] crouch, 

jump pivot, sidestep, run, swim, look up or down, and even feign death” (Best et al., 2006: 

191). In addition to basic motor-actions, gestures and poses, these MOUT-bots can 

communicate with other via “[...] signaling, acknowledgement, sending and receiving 

orders, communication of intention, and specification of the type and location of a contact 

(e.g., friendly fire, from location (x,y,z).” (Ibid: 205). ACT-R even supplies these MOUT-

agents with sample production rules for both attacking and opposing situations (a list of 

these sample productions are available on Ibid: 196).  For attacking, these agents rely on 

team-prioritized behaviours to optimize official military strategy and for optimizing combat 

formations etc. (Ibid.).  Similarly, using a framework custom-tailored for the XNA Game 

Studio, other virtual-agents (bots) responded to basic motor commands such as: 

"‘MOVEFORWARD’, ‘LOOKLEFT’, ‘MOVERIGHT’, [and] ‘SHOOT’” (Smart et al., 2014 [2]: 

1). With the MOUT-bots in particular, the server/client communication only sent in-game 

semantic information to each bot in isolation in order to force each bot to only share 

information with each other in-game (i.e. no cheating, Best et al., 2006: 192).  Military 

applications of this kind have an idea of using cognitive architectures to be able to switch 

from “[...] structured doctrinal behavior to unstructured reactive behavior” (Ibid: 195). In 

cornered combat spaces, those resisting an ambush are obviously more likely to resort to 

reactive behaviors over doctrinal ones (Ibid.). ACT-R in MOUT models the subtasks 
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representing those official top-down doctrinal behaviors while handling route planning 

(Ibid.).  

ACT-R has also been deployed to enable a combat-driven virtual-agent with 

object-detection and spatial representation abilities for: path-finding, navigation and 

strategic planning opportunities. For example, ACT-R agents in MOUT use the 

“ActivMedia” robotics platform for converting spatial coordinates to lines and can map the 

space at a higher-level of representation in order to determine its current relative location 

in real-time (Ibid: 200-201). Wall-finding is used via a hierarchical binary space partitioning 

tree (BSP tree, Ibid: 201).  In addition, these ACT-R enabled MOUT-bots can use path-

nodes and episodic traces of those nodes including historical traces of other agent 

presences and items etc.  (Best et al. 2006: 205). Using what is effectively a form of 

stigmergy, agents can successfully navigate between previously encountered and new 

rooms by creating “[...] a chunk in declarative memory corresponding to that path [thereby] 

allowing an overall map to be built” (Ibid.).  From ACT-R’s perspective, these maps 

essentially are emergently built from visual and location-coordinate chunks.  In XNA, ACT-

R agents also possessed a virtual camera-agent - which could perceive in the present 

moment by encoding those “[...] features of game object [...] [chunks] that are visible within 

the camera’s current field of view” (Smart et al. 2014 [2]: 1).  The MOUT-bots holistically 

plan their combat strategies by analyzing visual and path-node chunks that have been 

encoded into declarative memory.  These declarative chunks contain slots that describe 

the visual, factual, actionable (e.g. movement suggestions) and rudimentary semantic 

characteristics representing the virtual environment (Best et al. 2006: 208).  

Action-centered approaches towards cognitive interactivity (e.g. the above 

examples) ultimately, favour “do-ers” rather than “thinkers” as preferable archetypes. 

Archetypes amenable to contemplation and deep deliberation are seen as “poorly trained” 

(Ibid: 212) in this act-first, think later militaristic context. Consequently, those using ACT-

R to act in the moment more than think deeply will find ACT-R’s innate rule-firing and 

declarative chunk retrieval latency to be a functional hindrance rather than a story-world 

contribution towards a character’s human-like believability.  Other contexts such as 

intelligence gathering and acting (for entertainment benefit and/or for modeling 

believability) benefit more naturally from ACT-R’s inherent deliberative latency. 
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CIBRE – Inspired by ACT-R 

The focus for this dissertation is on the canonical structural representation of ACT-

R.  However, ACT-R’s canonical structure is also known for inspiring what is essentially, 

a hybrid architecture that dynamically draws from both symbolic and statistically tunable 

sub-symbolic representations of memory and cognition (Best et al., 2006: 188). This 

“lightweight” and “scalable” but more flexible hybrid version of ACT-R is known as, 

“Cognitive Instance-Based Rule Engine” (CIBRE, Adcogsys, 2010).186 CIBRE’s creator, 

Bradley Best, describes CIBRE as combining “[…an] HTN planner and an instance-driven 

machine learning system (which, frankly, is not all that different from the ACT-R 

declarative memory representation)”.187 

ACT-R’s canonical symbolic representations are represented as non-biological 

factual declarations and procedures (Best et al., 2006: 189). By contrast, CIBRE has also 

deployed a sub-symbolic knowledge representation hub that takes the biologically inspired 

form of “neural activation processes that determine the speed and success of access to 

chunks and productions.”  (Ibid: 189). A CIBRE-agent learns by updating its top-down 

deductions, action-sequences and inferences while tuning its neural activation weightings 

(Ibid.). As a hybrid, system, CIBRE can overcome the limitations of purely connectionist 

systems by also employing hand-coded domain-specific knowledge that cannot be quickly 

learned by quasi-neurological structures (Ibid.). 

In ACT-R, it seems to be that doctrinal behaviors combine declarative and 

procedural memory elements (e.g. storing official factual ways of carrying out actions) 

(Ibid. 2006: 207). However, ACT-R’s declarative and procedural memories do not usually 

communicate with each other. However, CIBRE-agents can actually interface with a more 

practical approximation of the ACT-R architecture. As a workaround to ACT-R structural 

partitioning between declarative and procedural memory stores, CIBRE permitted 

“[...] proceduralized plans to retain the flexibility of interpreted plans” by enabling “[...] 

production rules with the same kind of flexible matching primitives as declarative memory” 

(Best et al. 2006: 212). 

 
186 http://www.adcogsys.com/CIBRE.html - Accessed online September 13, 2016.  
187 Email conducted with ACT-R/CIBRE private contractor, Bradley Best (AdCogSys) - 

http://www.adcogsys.com/ - September 13-16, 2016. 

http://www.adcogsys.com/CIBRE.html
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 The use of production rules to negotiate between procedural and declarative 

information were especially useful when interfacing with a motor-command module. 

CIBRE’s most notable contribution to ACT-R’s legacy was to model the functional 

equivalent of a case-based reasoning system. This system uses fuzzy-rules and 

resembles CLARION’s similarity-based reasoning capability (Ibid: 214).  With regards to 

this capability, the CIBRE creator has also elaborated that “[…] production systems can 

do an excellent job of representing expert knowledge where it's often described as reactive 

planning (for example, the TAC-AIR-SOAR pilot simulation), but limited future search 

capability can make simulating a novel situation challenging.  Planning systems like HTNs 

offer much more flexibility in planning for possible futures, but the challenge there is to not 

plan for all futures for an infinite amount of time.  We've tried to thread that needle, and 

we're still learning how to do so”.188 

 
188 Email conducted with ACT-R/CIBRE private contractor, Bradley Best (AdCogSys) - 

http://www.adcogsys.com/ - September 13-16, 2016. 
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Appendix D: Expert Answers – Raw Qualitative Data  

This appendix shows the raw qualitative data (i.e. full expert-quotes for answered 

questions) drawn from a formal and detailed correspondence questionnaire between four 

key experts: Joscha Bach, Bradley Best (ACT-R), Michael van Lent (SOAR), and John 

Licato (CLARION). A fifth expert, Paul Rosenbloom, also provided minor back-up 

correspondence via email to contextualize information provided about SOAR (as 

Rosenbloom was the co-founder of this architecture).  However, Rosenbloom did not 

officially participate in the expert-questionnaire study.  All of Rosenbloom’s quotes have 

already been included in the body of this dissertation’s main prose.  

During dissertation-writing, this appendix material acted as a process document 

(ca. November 30, 2017) that collected and grouped these raw answers into over-arching 

themes which were later used for semantic exegesis and prose-writing. Originally, this 

document was colour coded in order to emphasize positive and negative 

findings/confirmations as well as to indicate redundant answers that could later be 

compressed during the semantic exegesis and prose-writing. However, this font-colour 

has been neutralized to allow for the standard thesis formatting convention (i.e. using 

black text). The occasional use of underlining, margin-spacing, and font-bolding occurred 

in order to account for qualitative emphasize and to indicate headings (incl. subheadings). 

The dissertation author/researcher was responsible for bolding, spacing, and underlining 

these expert-answers. This formatting has been preserved to archive the framing process 

for semantic exegesis. The content within the square-brackets and the < > brackets 

indicates process-notes written by the dissertation author/researcher (incl. notifications of 

redundant expert-answers). Occasionally, the reader will notice simple YES, NO, AGREE, 

DISAGREE, and UNSURE confirmations listed within this document.  These confirmations 

are not part of the quoted material provided by each of these experts.  The dissertation 

author/researcher collected their occasional confirmations and placed them into the 

appropriate questionnaire category.  For the sake of page-space and document size, this 

appendix has been edited to exclude unanswered expert-questions.  

Process Document for Semantic Exegesis – Primary Themes   

Interviewer: Jeremy O. Turner 
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Experts:  

Brad Best (ACT-R [Classic & 5.0+]; Best, 2017)… 

Mike van Lent (Soar; van Lent, 2017)… 

John Licato (CLARION; Licato, 2017)… 

Joscha Bach (General; Bach, 2017)… 

Paul Rosenbloom (Soar [& SIGMA]; Rosenbloom 2017)… 

Legend:   

Category.1…2..3…n 

CQ: Configuration question asked… 

GAQ: General architectural question asked… 

AQ: Specific architectural question category asked… 

AR: Specific architectural theme-related expert response … 

AF: Specific architectural theme-related research finding… 

GQ: General question category asked… 

GR:  General expert response (theme-related)… 

GF:  General theme-related research finding… 

Configuration Question (CQ): 

Is the canonical architecture configuration provided for each architecture the 

correct modular configuration for the expert to make a coherent hermeneutic 

analysis?  
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(ACT-R Classic/5.0+) - YES with minor extra-modular caveats: 

“Prior to ACT-R 5.0, modellers had been implementing many of the “new” 

architectural features of ACT-R 4.0 in an ad-hoc way to approach individual modelling 

problems.  ACT-R 5.0 thus pushed many of these modelling paradigms from the model to 

the architecture, formalizing and standardizing their use.  The integration of these aspects 

of models went from shallow ad-hoc integration to deep architectural integration, allowing 

for the accumulation of knowledge and understanding of the modelling community.” (CQ; 

Best, 2017). 

Soar – YES (in terms of features), NO (in terms of modular components) 

 According to Van Lent (SoarTech), Soar is better understood as a code-base with 

particular functions, operations and features (I.e. the same features that could be 

represented as modularized nodes…paraphrased from Van Lent, 2017). In terms of 

features, this would describe Soar although “[…] chunking is primarily focused on 

procedures” (CQ; Van Lent, 2017). 

CLARION - YES 

(CQ; Licato, 2017). 

[Use the bolded square-bracket convention below with Ibid. convention for 

the category and number etc.] 

General Architectural Question (GAQ): 

[GAQ.1: “Which canonical architecture best identifies contemplative 

intensity for virtual agent minds?”] … 

YES (CLARION) 

“As far as I know, ACT and Soar are more symbolic programming languages, and 

don’t have a detailed model of attention, which would be required for modeling 

contemplation as opposed to other modes of deliberation. However, one might argue that 

under some contexts, problem solving in ACT and Soar is sufficiently close to 

contemplation to constitute a valid model. If you want to model contemplation with a 
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variable degree of intensity, you probably need attentional modulators, and CLARION 

might offer better ways of implementing those.” (GAQ.1; Bach, 2017). 

UNSURE 

“I don’t know if these architectures offer ways of modeling different degrees of 

intensity of contemplation.” (GAQ.1; Bach, 2017). 

Please clarify…In the previous question you said ‘yes’ to the idea that 

representations cognitive architectures could identify contemplative intensity. 

 “I don’t know what John Anderson [ACT-R’s creator] would consider to be an 

idiomatic way to express cognitive intensity in a system of production rules, or how Soar 

would do it, since they appear to be mostly concerned with problem solving and not with 

allocating resources to dynamically spawned metacognitive considerations.” (GAQ.1; 

Bach, 2017). 

[GAQ.2: “If none of the canonical cognitive architectures identify 

contemplative intensity for virtual agent minds, is there any cognitive architecture 

that you know of that can do this?”] 

“I’m not aware of a cognitive architecture that would be more modular in the way 

you describe.” (GAQ.2; Van Lent, 2017). 

[Bach agrees with GAQ.1 but has this comment also related to GAQ.2] 

“Any architecture that allows the formation of representations containing objects 

and the extension or manipulation of these objects through some kind of reasoning with 

variable attention might be suitable [for deeply and intensely contemplating virtual 

environments, entities etc.]. This includes MicroPsi, NARS, OpenCog, and a variety of 

architectures I am not aware of.” (GAQ.2; Bach, 2017). 

 [AQ2.2:  Soar related question – “If Soar can or cannot accurately represent 

contemplative intensity on an architectural level, are there any other architectures 

you know of that might do this”?] 

CLARION (implied – see Bach’s answers for GF.5 and GF.5+) 
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(AQ2.2; Bach, 2017)…. 

[AQ.3: CLARION related overall question - “Can CLARION architecturally 

represent contemplative intensity for use by a virtual agent’s mind?”] … 

JB – YES (AQ.3; Bach, 2017)… 

JL – YES (AQ.3; Licato, 2017)… 

BB – Maybe (although he thinks it is more for information seeking than 

contemplation) (AQ.3; Best, 2017) 

MvL - <answers pending> 

[AQ.3.1: CLARION related overall question - “If yes, is there a particular 

module, sub-system, algorithm, or mechanism that does this or does CLARION’s 

architectural configuration do this as a whole?”] 

MCS- see Bach’s and Licato’s responses on GF.5, GF.5+,  

(AQ.3.1; Bach, 2017)… 

Specific Architectural related expert response (AR):   

 [AR.1.1.1: There is no particular ACT-R Classic module/mechanism etc. that 

is responsible for contemplative intensity but ACT-R Classic can still identify 

contemplative intensity architecturally] 

“The knowledge would flow from DEC to the retrieval buffer and/or goal buffer, and 

engage the pattern matcher.  This is where the knowledge that the model was in a 

simulation would reside.  In this case, there would be no use for the Mot and Vis modules, 

since the knowledge that the agent is in a simulation is already predetermined.”  (AR.1.1.1; 

Best, 2017). 

“[…] this [simulation-awareness scenario where all conceivable modules were 

activated] would represent a reasonable architectural configuration for deducing whether 

the agent resided in a simulation.  This answer also assumes the agent has the knowledge 
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of how to deduce that from the simulation itself; that a percept exists in the simulated world 

that can cue the agent that it is in a simulation, and that it has knowledge about how to 

seek out and obtain that perceptual information.” (AR.1.1.1; Best, 2017) 

[regarding the self-improvement scenario] “I am not aware of any ACT-R model 

that simulates goal directed self-improvement, and I'm not sure what form that 

improvement might take.  The architectural means for improvement within ACT-R are 

learning, either of productions (procedural memory), or of knowledge (declarative 

memory).  By necessity, both of these means of learning involve pattern matching.”  

(AR.1.1.1; Best, 2017). 

[AR.1.2: ACT-R Classic related response – ACT-R Classic (alone) cannot 

architecturally represent contemplative intensity for virtual agent minds] 

[regarding the ascetic meditation scenario]  

"I cannot conceive of a way, within the ACT-R architecture as it currently exists, to 

mediate attention away from perceptual inputs.  They are perceived if there is a goal to do 

so and they are perceptible, and they are not perceived if there is no matching goal." 

(AR.1.2; Best, 2017). 

[regarding the Zen meditation scenario]  

“I believe not [i.e. Best states that ACT-R Classic as it exists cannot architecturally 

represent architectural intensity] .  My answer here is primarily a repeat of the previous 

answer, and also applies to other production system models of thought.  In the previous 

case, however, the agent was avoiding stimuli, while in this case it is trying to ignore it.  

For a “Zen” virtual agent that was ignoring external stimuli, the link from Vis and Mot to 

Buff would be ignored (and might be removed from the diagram above).  For example, a 

Quakebot written for the Soar architecture engaged in simulating the actions of its 

adversaries to predict their likely course of action.  It was unable to engage in this 

contemplative activity while processing the environment, so it would cease moving when 

simulating the opponent (it was effectively blind during that period of time).”  (AR1.2; Best, 

2017).   

[regarding the simulation scenario] 
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“I don't believe any ACT-R model is capable of assessing whether it resides in a 

simulation or not.  It can be given knowledge on how to deduce such a fact, but that 

knowledge would consist of a chunk of declarative memory, and would not have any 

bearing on whether it was actually in a simulation or not.  I suspect I misunderstand the 

question”. (AR1.2; Best, 2017). 

 [AR.1.2.2: There is also no particular module/mechanism within ACT-R 

Classic that could identify contemplative intensity] 

[In response to a particular Universal contemplation scenario where the agent is 

not overloaded by a modular information flow…In this case, the agent only guesses true 

environmental distributions based in an efficient but superficial/shallow manner] 

“I'm not aware of a mechanism within ACT-R that can be used to expedite cognitive 

information flow.  Perhaps the following might be close to what you had in mind, though.  

As part of a NASA project, we simulated pilots seeking information across displays in a 

cockpit and showed that, if we modelled the successful acquisition of new information (that 

is, a changed reading on a display) as a reward, we could develop an eye gaze pattern 

that corresponded to the actual gaze pattern of expert pilots.  The model thus learned to 

sampled the environment where there was information to be gained.  This was achieved 

through production learning, propagating the reward signal back to the procedural 

knowledge responsible for scanning specific displays.  This process depended heavily on 

pattern matching, and influenced which patterns would match (that is, it was bi-

directional).” (AR.1.2.2; Best, 2017). 

 [AR.2.1:  A particular Soar module/mechanism/cycle etc. is responsible for 

contemplative intensity] 

“[….] one way you could define contemplation in Soar is linked to Soar’s impasse 

and substate mechanism.  For example, if two operators are proposed with no preferences 

indicating how to break the tie then Soar reaches an operator tie impasse and creates a 

substate to resolve this impasse.  I can imagine calling the reasoning that goes on in this 

substate Soar’s way of contemplating which operator to select.  So, for each of your 

scenarios I’d consider trying to map the situation to one of Soar’s various forms of impasse 

(state no change, operator no change, operator tie…) and then think about how the 
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reasoning in the resulting substate might fit the contemplation you describe.” (AR.2.1; Van 

Lent, 2017), 

[AR.2.1.1: There is no particular Soar module/mechanism etc. that is 

responsible for contemplative intensity, but Soar can still identify contemplative 

intensity architecturally] 

[Duplicated from GR.3 and GF.4 but can apply to AR.2.1.1…This was 

contradicted and/or recanted/retracted in a follow-up question…see AR.2.1)] 

"A second issue is how you describe Soar, which carries over into part two of your 

questions.  I get the impression that you see Soar as a set of ‘specialized modules’ that 

can be connected like lego pieces depending on what you’re trying to get the architecture 

to do.  I think each of your flow charts represents a different way of connecting the modules 

of Soar in response to a specific cognitive scenario.  While Soar does have components 

(working memory, long-term memory, episodic memory, decision process…), these 

components are connected in one, fixed way that would only change if an architectural 

level change was made to Soar.  I wouldn’t call them ‘modules’ because that implies a 

level of modularity that isn’t how I view Soar. […] changes to the cognitive architecture are 

a ‘big deal’ because the choices made in designing the architecture (what components 

are included and how they work together) are deep theoretical investigations (which is 

why we always start by trying to implement concepts in a model rather than changing the 

architecture).  Taking episodic memory as an example, the addition of episodic memory 

to Soar involved many years of research and a number of different Ph.D. dissertations.  

Interestingly, other cognitive architecture research groups (such as the ACT-R group) 

have settled on a pretty similar set of components and connections suggesting that the 

theoretical choices implemented in Soar are not specific to the Soar community.  So, I’d 

say that there’s one right flow chart and it would be the same for all six of your scenarios."  

(AR.2.1.1; Van Lent, 2017). 

[AR.2.1.2.1: Soar related response – There are sub-architectural/sub-

modular processes/algorithms, features etc. that are bundled as part of Soar’s 

canonical configuration that identify contemplative intensity] 
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“The SOAR agent that I mentioned that tried to anticipate the actions of opponents 

actually had to stop moving to allow computations to focus on anticipation.” (AR.2.1.2.1; 

Best, 2017). 

[AR.2.1.2.2: Soar related response – Supplementary mechanisms, modules, 

algorithms, add-ons, can allow Soar to represent contemplative intensity for virtual 

agent minds] 

“Soar could create a model of ‘self’ in working memory and operators could act to 

change that model.   There’s no explicit model of self built into the architecture.” 

(AR.2.1.2.2; Van Lent, 2017). 

"What I do know though that might be relevant is that both Soar and Sigma 

deliberate via a sequence of primitive reasoning cycles, and reflect by effectively calling 

themselves recursively on problems in deliberation.  Both can lead to extended reasoning, 

with reflection being deeper in at least one important sense.  One or both of these may 

map onto what you mean by contemplation, but that is all I can provide you at this point" 

(AR.2.1.2.2; Rosenbloom, 2017). 

[AR.2.2: Soar related response – Soar (alone) cannot architecturally 

represent contemplative intensity for virtual agent minds] 

[Duplicated from GAQ.1 but this seems more important to confirm the GF.5* 

findings about CLARION and meta-cognition. This can be applied also to GR.1, AR2.2 

and AR2.2.2]… 

“I don’t know what John Anderson [ACT-R’s creator] would consider to be an 

idiomatic way to express cognitive intensity in a system of production rules, or how Soar 

would do it, since they [ACT-R and Soar] appear to be mostly concerned with problem 

solving and not with allocating resources to dynamically spawned metacognitive 

considerations.” (AR.2.2; Bach, 2017). 

 [AR.2.2.2: There is also no particular module/mechanism within Soar that 

could identify contemplative intensity] 
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[Duplicated from GAQ.1 but this seems more important to confirm the GF.5* 

findings about CLARION and meta-cognition. This can be applied also to GR.1, AR2.2 

and AR2.2.2]… 

“I don’t know what John Anderson [ACT-R’s creator] would consider to be an 

idiomatic way to express cognitive intensity in a system of production rules, or how Soar 

would do it, since they [ACT-R and Soar] appear to be mostly concerned with problem 

solving and not with allocating resources to dynamically spawned metacognitive 

considerations.” (AR.2.2.2; Bach, 2017). 

[Duplicated from AR2.1.2.2 but also could be interpreted to apply to AR 2.2.2] 

“Soar could create a model of ‘self’ in working memory and operators could act to 

change that model.   There’s no explicit model of self built into the architecture.” (AR.2.2.2; 

Van Lent, 2017). 

[Duplicated from AR2.1.2.2 but also could be interpreted to apply to AR 2.2.2] 

"What I do know though that might be relevant is that both Soar and Sigma 

deliberate via a sequence of primitive reasoning cycles, and reflect by effectively calling 

themselves recursively on problems in deliberation.  Both can lead to extended reasoning, 

with reflection being deeper in at least one important sense.  One or both of these may 

map onto what you mean by contemplation, but that is all I can provide you at this point" 

(AR.2.2.2; Rosenbloom, 2017). 

 [AR.3.1*: Cognitive processes that lead to contemplation are dependent on 

either an architectural configuration and/or a particular CLARION 

module/subsystem etc.] 

“I don’t think that any inductive reasoning is possible without involvement from the 

NACS right from the start. […] In my understanding, any time you have declarative 

knowledge, you are using the NACS. If you are performing induction, you are taking 

declarative knowledge and turning it into (typically more generalized) inductive knowledge. 

I don’t know of any accounts of induction-like behavior that don’t involve declarative 

knowledge.”  (AR.3.1*; Licato, 2017). 
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 [AR.3.1.1: There is no particular CLARION module/mechanism/subsystem 

etc. that is responsible for contemplative intensity, but CLARION can still identify 

contemplative intensity architecturally] 

“Regarding my inside/outside distinction: think of it as whether a variable is 

something that a cognitive architecture should have direct (or close-to-direct) access to. 

For example, the activation level of a particular chunk or neural cluster is something that 

has direct causal effect on other things in the system, so it’s reasonable to assume that 

the activation level is an ‘internal’ variable. However, ‘the reasonability of an agent’s 

conclusions’ is something that is evaluated by some agent or standard outside of an agent. 

It doesn’t seem psychologically plausible to assume that there is some mechanism that 

directly measures whether an inference is ‘reasonable’. Therefore, it is an external 

variable.” (AR.3.1.1; Licato, 2017) 

Specific Architectural related research finding (AF):   

 [AF.2: Soar related overall research finding- A Soar-agent has no 

mechanism for self-cognition or meta-cognition but could contemplate the self if 

represented as an ontological task to be operated upon via its decision cycle.] 

[Duplicated from AR2.1.2.2 and AR 2.2.2 but could also be applied to AF.2] 

“Soar could create a model of ‘self’ in working memory and operators could act to 

change that model.   There’s no explicit model of self built into the architecture.” (AF.2; 

Van Lent, 2017). 

[Duplicated from AR2.1.2.2 but also could be interpreted to apply to AR 2.2.2] 

"What I do know though that might be relevant is that both Soar and Sigma 

deliberate via a sequence of primitive reasoning cycles, and reflect by effectively calling 

themselves recursively on problems in deliberation.  Both can lead to extended reasoning, 

with reflection being deeper in at least one important sense.  One or both of these may 

map onto what you mean by contemplation, but that is all I can provide you at this point" 

(AF.2; Rosenbloom, 2017). 
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 [AF.3: CLARION related overall research finding – CLARION is the most 

adept canonical cognitive architecture at locating contemplative intensity] 

JB, JL, and BB confirm on GF.5 and GF.5+ 

 >MvL’s answers are pending> 

[AF.3.1: CLARION related research finding – Contemplative intensity is tied 

to meta-cognition and therefore, is mostly likely located in CLARION’s MCS] 

JB and JL confirm on GF.5 and GF.5+ 

BB – Is skeptical but says the MCS might be responsible for this…  

[Duplicated from AF.3.1 but also applies to ___] 

"It's hard for me to provide as informed an opinion about CLARION's MCS 

as you might want.  I can tell you that it's *intended* to handle some of the issues 

you're concerned with, and the authors claim that the agent's MCS allows it to 

explain why it does what it does.  See this paper for details: 

https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/9fd3/51c71b8dabd09f131d9ee01807674a91

c381.pdf 

The linked book chapter above is heavy on the general description, and light 

on the concrete details, unfortunately.  I haven't seen a paper that describes this 

capability in enough detail to really evaluate or understand the MCS.  (I'm not saying 

that one doesn't exist; just that I haven't come across it.)"  (AF.3.1; Best, 2017). 

<MvL’s answers are pending; Rosenbloom decided not to answer> 

General Question (GQ) Themes:   

[GQ.1 “Can contemplation be intensified under certain designed conditions 

for use by a virtual agent’s mind”?] 

JB – Yes 
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JL-   Yes 

BB – Yes 

MvL – Unsure (elaboration pending) 

Rosenbloom decided not to answer)… Perhaps under task-representation 

conditions, this would apply to Soar… 

[Duplicated from AR2.1.2.2, AR 2.2.2, AF.2 but could apply in some way to GQ.1] 

“Soar could create a model of ‘self’ in working memory and operators could act to 

change that model.   There’s no explicit model of self built into the architecture.” (GQ.1; 

Van Lent, 2017). 

[GQ.2 – “Can contemplative intensity be identified within any architectural 

representation for use by virtual agent minds?”]  

Related expert question: Would you agree that contemplation be properly 

represented architecturally in such a way as it can be intensified under certain perceptual 

conditions? 

[GQ.2A IN THEORY: 

“Is the question whether contemplation can be properly represented, or whether it 

should? My answer to the former is yes (depending on the well-formedness of its 

definition); my answer to the latter is that I’m not yet convinced of a yes or no.” (GQ.2; 

Licato, 2017). 

[Duplicated from GF.1.1 and GF.7 but can also apply to GQ.2] 

Can a virtual agent’s mind use one architecture over another to focus on the object 

more intently and contemplate this object more intensely than another virtual agent even 

if the capacity resources are the same for each architecture?  
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“Of course. For the same reason that one program architecture can be better at 

processing images than another despite using the same computational resources.” (GQ.2; 

Bach, 2017). 

“I fear I don’t know enough about what behavioral properties a proper account of 

contemplation needs to capture. I usually start listing these properties before I create a 

computational model of some phenomenon.” (GQ.2; Licato, 2017). 

Do some cognitive architectures unify their resources better than other 

architectures for meditation purposes? Why or why not? 

”You will have to commit to a definition of meditation first. I suspect that meditation 

is a great set of techniques that have in common that they require control of attention, and 

are more focused on the mind’s functionality than on the content of experience (though 

there are focused types of meditation that are used for engineering or philosophizing of 

mentally held objects, and meditation may use external objects as an anchor.) If you buy 

into that view, then a system with rich and controllable attentional resources would be 

crucial.” (GQ.2; Bach, 2017). 

[GQ.2B IN PRACTICE:  

YES, but architectures are not comparable with another: 

[contradiction?] 

“You might want to interview the authors of Soar and Clarion about that [i.e. for 

assessing if they are better at contemplation than regular finite-state machines].. I don’t 

see how you would compare implementations of contemplation in these architectures, 

because they are still too simple of getting there by themselves, and they are both 

sufficiently general that you could manually implement more complex cognitive strategies 

within them.” (GQ.2B; Bach, 2017). 

Thematic Sub-Question = [GQ.2.1 “If yes, where might a tractable 

representation of contemplative intensity be architecturally located?”] 
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[Duplicated from GF.7 but applies also as a partial conditional confirmation for GQ 

2.1] 

“The state machine agents in a computer game tend to have discrete global states, 

in which they exhibit a different set of behaviors based on the state. They are basically a 

bunch of different agents that switch over when a particular condition is met.  I usually 

think of human minds as having lots of local state[s] per mental module, and the global 

state is an emergent feature of the current configuration of local states. The global state 

usually does not switch as a whole but moves continuously, through a multidimensional 

space. 

The truth might be somewhere in-between, because on one hand, we are indeed 

the subject of continuous modulation, on the other hand, a single mental module often 

runs the show (similar to the Pandemonium model). Contemplation might be modeled as 

a particular module that is triggered when the [virtual?] agent does not have urgent 

external tasks to attend to, and senses a need to revise its strategies and models.” 

(GQ.2.1; Bach, 2017). 

[GQ.2.2 “If no, is there another way contemplative intensity can be modularly 

or non-modularly represented?”] 

[Duplicated from GF.4 but also applies to GF.1.1 and GQ.2.2] 

“The intensity of contemplation seems to be more related to the degree to which 

cognitive resources are focused on the object of contemplation, i.e. which fraction of one’s 

mind is devoted to the task.” (GQ.2.2; Bach, 2017).  

Can modular representations capture the “scruffiness” of semantic complexity 

when it comes to proper contemplation routines? Can the brittleness of modular-

represented architectures sufficiently capture this kind of “scruffy” stochastic intensity that 

pose a challenge to symbolic architectures?   

“This depends on the nature of the model. For instance, we seem to have different 

kinds of reinforcement circuits that enable learning of different kinds of behavior and 

knowledge. It is possible to conceive of each of these reinforcement circuits together with 
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the attached functionality as a cognitive module, even though its implementation is rather 

scruffy” (GQ.2.2; Bach, 2017). 

[Duplicated from AR2.1.2.2, AR 2.2.2, AF.2 but could also apply to GQ.2.2] 

 “Soar could create a model of ‘self’ in working memory and operators could act to 

change that model.   There’s no explicit model of self built into the architecture.” (GQ.2.2; 

Van Lent, 2017). 

[Duplicated from AR2.1.2.2, AR 2.2.2, AF.2 but could also apply to GQ.2.2] 

"What I do know though that might be relevant is that both Soar and Sigma 

deliberate via a sequence of primitive reasoning cycles, and reflect by effectively calling 

themselves recursively on problems in deliberation.  Both can lead to extended reasoning, 

with reflection being deeper in at least one important sense.  One or both of these may 

map onto what you mean by contemplation, but that is all I can provide you at this point" 

(GQ.2.2; Rosenbloom, 2017). 

[Duplicated from GF 4.1 and GR.1 but also applies to GQ 2.2] 

“As far as intensification goes, acting and planning both take resources. Planning 

in an infinite space can consume an infinite amount of resources or, in the case of an 

agent with resource constraints, at least all available resources.  To the extent that an 

agent can abandon acting to concentrate on planning, its contemplation could be 

intensified.  (As an example, the SOAR agent that I mentioned that tried to anticipate the 

actions of opponents actually had to stop moving to allow computations to focus on 

anticipation.)” (GQ.2.2; Best, 2017). 

[GQ. 3 – “Is there is a Mentalist way to design representations expressing 

the phenomenon of contemplative intensity without behavioral confirmation from a 

virtual agent acting in a virtual world…For example, can a virtual agent actually 

contemplate and not just fake contemplation through its external perceived 

actions/behaviors?]:… 
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An expert question based on GQ.3 had the expert explain what a non-

contemplative virtual agent would be (under the hood) as compared with a 

genuinely contemplative agent … This relates to GF.7… 

“A non-contemplative agent mechanistically parses cognitive thoughts merely as 

input to some functionally accessible output without having its internal states deal with 

much willful convolution.” 

In response, Brad Best said, “I would describe such an agent as a reactive agent.  

Many models within the framework of production system models of thought are in fact 

developed in a reactive paradigm even though the framework naturally supports 

contemplative agents as well” (GQ.3; Best, 2017) 

“This definition makes me think of a non-contemplative agent as one that behaves 

as a stateless input-to-output black box. If that is the intent, then this seems fine to me. 

[...] A simple FSM is by definition a state machine. So if we know what those states 

are and when it’s in those states, then it’s not really a black box. But if we treat it as a 

machine to which we feed an input string and only receive word on whether it did or did 

not accept that string, it’s more like a black box” (GQ.3; Licato, 2017). 

Thematic Sub-Question = [GQ.3.1 If there is not a clear way to measure every 

aspect of contemplation in Mentalist way, can other-sub-processes related to 

contemplation be present in an architectural and/or sub-architectural 

representation?] 

"ACT-R is able to perform 'reasonable estimation' in the sense of applying 

Bayesian priors to operators (productions).  What it lacks, however, is a good source for 

these priors when we're talking about a new operator.  If it could apply the operator in the 

world and see what works, it could then update the priors with actual information.  To do 

this without actual experience, an ACT-R agent would need to be able to simulate the 

world internally, play out the actions, and then learn the consequences. I believe Bill 

Kennedy did something akin to this, having an ACT-R agent encapsulate a second ACT-

R agent that it learned from.  The internal ACT-R agent worked on a simulated world and 

tried out what the external agent wanted to estimate.  The idea, as I'm reconstructing from 
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memory (and I may be confabulating), was that a low fidelity caricature of the environment 

was run in the internal agent before the agent actually tried anything in the high fidelity 

external environment.  Why I may be confabulating is because this is consistent with many 

descriptions of imagining, where we essentially simulate things in a low-res internal 

version (naive physics experiments and demonstrations take advantage of this, for 

example)" (GQ.3.1; Best, 2017). 

General Response (GR) Themes: 

GR.1 – Contemplation is a problem solving [or planning] process and not 

clearly architecturally represented… 

“Taking contemplation as a form of planning behaviour, planning is limited by 

available time and cognitive (computational) resources.  In general, AI planning 

approaches a potentially unbounded problem (the future is infinite), and some means of 

constraining the planning process must be adopted in all AI planning systems as a means 

of terminating the algorithm.  Production system models of thought (cognitive 

architectures) are subject to the same practical constraints (as is human cognition).  The 

hard constraints of practicality require focusing planning on likely or relevant outcomes.  

Perception is often taken as a guiding factor in choosing which possible futures to 

contemplate.  So, for example, human chess experts examine far fewer possible futures 

then their synthetic AI opponents; they are far superior at pruning away irrelevant futures 

and the cues for this are perceptual.  Thus, if contemplation is taken as planning 

behaviour, it must be guided perceptually so as to exploit relevant possible futures without 

becoming lost in an infinity of futures.” (GR.1; Best, 2017). 

[Duplicated from AQ 2.2.2.1 and GF 4.1, but also applies to GR.1] 

“(As an example, the SOAR agent that I mentioned that tried to anticipate the 

actions of opponents actually had to stop moving to allow computations to focus on 

anticipation.)" (GR.1; Best, 2017) 

"When I think of contemplation as a form of planning, I'm thinking of how planners 

assemble a sequence of causes and effects to eventually achieve some outcome.  They 

do this in 'plan space', often with many of the evaluated sequences resulting in failure, and 
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then choose the best plan (or sometimes the first plan -- this depends on the planner) to 

actually enact." (GR.1; Best, 2017). 

[regarding the zen meditation scenario] 

“[…] an ACT-R agent might engage in planning type behaviour (though again, I 

note very little modelling of planning behaviour has been done in cognitive architectures 

in general, and ACT-R in particular) as a means of directing itself away from available 

percepts.  Both ACT-R and Soar are (implausibly) capable of doing this to the exclusion 

of external stimuli.  My conjecture is that this is a result of lack of focus on such issues 

rather than any inherent architectural constraint.” (GR.1; Best, 2017). 

“Synthesizing my prior two answers, I do not believe the same architectural 

configuration would properly represent both the ‘Zen’ model that ignore stimuli, and the 

‘Ascetic’ model that avoids stimuli. Further, there is no way to deactive the procedural 

matching process – it runs continuously.  That matching cycle is, in effect, cognition at 

work, and is never suspended while running an ACT-R model (or, for that matter, any 

production system model of thought). I believe there is also a problem in annotating Prod 

M, Prod S, and ProdEx as independent entities.  The procedural module uses the 

production matching mechanism and the production selection mechanism to mediate 

among the items in its memory (procedural memory).” (GR.1; Best, 2017). 

[Duplicated from GF.5 but also applies to GR.1] 

"[…] Maybe the term continuous is misleading here.  Imagine, if you will, that 

you're driving a car and I ask you how fast you're going.  The speedometer is providing a 

continuous signal, but at the moment you perform a reading of it, it's essentially discrete.  

In ACT-R, once a buffer value is extracted, it's discrete, even though it might be 

sampled from a continuously varying value." (GR.1; Best, 2017). 

[Duplicated from GAQ.1 but this seems more important to confirm the GF.5* 

findings about CLARION and meta-cognition. This can be applied also to GR.1]… 

“I don’t know what John Anderson [ACT-R’s creator] would consider to be an 

idiomatic way to express cognitive intensity in a system of production rules, or how Soar 

would do it, since they [ACT-R and Soar] appear to be mostly concerned with problem 
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solving and not with allocating resources to dynamically spawned metacognitive 

considerations.” (GR.1; Bach, 2017). 

[Duplicated from GF.4.1…It is more important to use this for GF.4.1 but this could 

also be applied to GR.1] 

“Every situated learning system needs to capture the invariances of its 

environment into a model. Ideally, this model should capture probability distributions. If the 

system is an agent, it also needs to reason over these models, and identify policies that 

it can implement over them. Thus [,] categories of likely, functional and practical should 

naturally emerge for learning agents.” (GR.1; Bach, 2017). 

[Duplicated from GQ.3.1 but could also be applied to GR.1] 

"ACT-R is able to perform 'reasonable estimation' in the sense of applying 

Bayesian priors to operators (productions).  What it lacks, however, is a good source for 

these priors when we're talking about a new operator.  If it could apply the operator in the 

world and see what works, it could then update the priors with actual information.  To do 

this without actual experience, an ACT-R agent would need to be able to simulate the 

world internally, play out the actions, and then learn the consequences. I believe Bill 

Kennedy did something akin to this, having an ACT-R agent encapsulate a second ACT-

R agent that it learned from.  The internal ACT-R agent worked on a simulated world and 

tried out what the external agent wanted to estimate.  The idea, as I'm reconstructing from 

memory (and I may be confabulating), was that a low fidelity caricature of the environment 

was run in the internal agent before the agent actually tried anything in the high fidelity 

external environment.  Why I may be confabulating is because this is consistent with many 

descriptions of imagining, where we essentially simulate things in a low-res internal 

version (naive physics experiments and demonstrations take advantage of this, for 

example)" (GR.1; Best, 2017). 

[Duplicated from GF 4.1 but also applies to GR.1] 

“My (very limited) understanding of the MCS in CLARION is that it performs the 

same role as an execution monitor in a planning system.  An execution monitor 

evaluates ongoing progress against goals and allows an agent to interrupt itself and 
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escape "trap states", where a local goal is unachievable, or goals that no longer serve 

the overall plan (for example, when the world changes in a way that makes the original 

plan useless)” (GR.1; Best, 2017). 

[Duplicated from AF.3.1 but also applies to GR.1] 

"It's hard for me to provide as informed an opinion about CLARION's MCS as you 

might want.  I can tell you that it's *intended* to handle some of the issues you're 

concerned with, and the authors claim that the agent's MCS allows it to explain why it does 

what it does.  See this paper for details: 

https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/9fd3/51c71b8dabd09f131d9ee01807674a91c38

1.pdf 

The linked book chapter above is heavy on the general description, and light on 

the concrete details, unfortunately.  I haven't seen a paper that describes this capability in 

enough detail to really evaluate or understand the MCS.  (I'm not saying that one doesn't 

exist; just that I haven't come across it.)"  (GR.1; Best, 2017). 

“[…] contemplation requires chaining causes and effects, creating 

connections among facts already known, and generating new facts through deduction.  I 

don't know that this is possible using a finite state machine.  Planning systems, expert 

systems, and rule based systems generally all have to have a way to work within 

potentially infinite spaces.  Most AI game playing systems, in fact, must deal with this -- 

they can't cope with analyzing all of the possibilities in complex games, so they prune the 

search space to ignore some possible futures. 

To make this concrete, imagine the path you follow to get from your home to your 

office.  That is one of, in fact, an infinite number of ways you could get there and you could 

contemplate many alternatives.  I'm sure you could enumerate many of them, but there's 

not enough time in the universe to consider all of them.  As one absurd example you 

almost certainly wouldn't contemplate, you could fly to Bangkok, by a sailboat, take that to 

Los Angeles, and then take the train up the coast.  That act of generating and considering 

alternatives is inherent in planning systems (which are just rule based systems working in 

future plan space rather than current action space).  I don't see how you might build an 
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FSM to do this.  I think the ‘F’ in FSM is about avoiding these infinite pitfalls, while 

contemplation is about reaching out towards infinity. 

As far as intensification goes, acting and planning both take resources. Planning 

in an infinite space can consume an infinite amount of resources or, in the case of an 

agent with resource constraints, at least all available resources.  To the extent that an 

agent can abandon acting to concentrate on planning, its contemplation could be 

intensified.  (As an example, the SOAR agent that I mentioned that tried to anticipate the 

actions of opponents actually had to stop moving to allow computations to focus on 

anticipation.)” (GR.1; Best, 2017). 

GR.3 Contemplation is not sufficiently understood and/or defined to be 

captured in a cognitive architectural representation… Contemplation could be 

understood in terms of sub-architectural representations though… 

“For me, a formal description of a concept in the context of a cognitive architecture 

is a detailed description of how that concept will be implement either in a cognitive model 

built in the architecture (such as Soar productions) or via changes to the cognitive 

architecture (such as changes to the C++ or Java codebase of Soar).  We always start by 

trying to implement the concept in Soar productions and only fall back to changes to the 

cognitive architecture itself when absolutely necessary. Looking at your proposed 

definitions, I’m not sure how phrases like “deep thought process” or ‘cognitively perceived 

subjects’ map to productions or code.  So, in my opinion, you haven’t yet defined 

‘contemplation’ in the context of a cognitive architecture.” (GR.3; Van Lent, 2017) 

"A second issue is how you describe Soar, which carries over into part two of your 

questions.  I get the impression that you see Soar as a set of ‘specialized modules’ that 

can be connected like lego pieces depending on what you’re trying to get the architecture 

to do.  I think each of your flow charts represents a different way of connecting the modules 

of Soar in response to a specific cognitive scenario.  While Soar does have components 

(working memory, long-term memory, episodic memory, decision process…), these 

components are connected in one, fixed way that would only change if an architectural 

level change was made to Soar.  I wouldn’t call them ‘modules’ because that implies a 

level of modularity that isn’t how I view Soar. […] changes to the cognitive architecture are 
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a ‘big deal’ because the choices made in designing the architecture (what components 

are included and how they work together) are deep theoretical investigations (which is 

why we always start by trying to implement concepts in a model rather than changing the 

architecture).  Taking episodic memory as an example, the addition of episodic memory 

to Soar involved many years of research and a number of different Ph.D. dissertations.  

Interestingly, other cognitive architecture research groups (such as the ACT-R group) 

have settled on a pretty similar set of components and connections suggesting that the 

theoretical choices implemented in Soar are not specific to the Soar community.  So, I’d 

say that there’s one right flow chart and it would be the same for all six of your scenarios."  

(GR.3; Van Lent, 2017). 

General Research Findings (GF): 

[GF.1 – 1. Increased non-arbitrary connectivity between modules 

encourages contemplative convolution. Conversely, arbitrary and/or under-

connectivity between modules might enhance cognitive expediency but reduces 

the potential for contemplative convolution.] 

---based on this expert definition of contemplative intensity--- 

“Contemplative intensity increases in strength when an agent (virtual or otherwise) 

is required to intellectually resolve semantically and/or mechanistically convoluted 

thoughts and/or plausible actions whose cognitive representations and functions are 

typically situated across many different architectural modules simultaneously.” – [Expert 

Definition C]   

“Answer C [related to the above finding about information-networked 

contemplative convolution] is the closest approximation to an understanding I can reach 

within the framework of production system models of thought (including ACT-R, Soar, 

ICARUS, CaMeRa, and such architectures).  The closest realization in a running model 

within these frameworks that I'm aware of is Herb Simon's work with CaMeRa, where he 

demonstrated an ‘imaginal’ component where an agent might propose a phenomena, and 

a deductive component where it then worked out the phenomena in detail.  Thus, a 

simulated economics expert was able to draw a graph depicting supply and demand 

relationships, and then explain what might happen if the graph were drawn differently. […] 
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Maybe one way to answer this is to address how would ACT-R try and emulate the 

capabilities of CaMeRa - given ACT-R distinct architectural and mechanistic limitations 

(assuming you agree that ACT-R has distinct affordances that differ from say, Soar and 

CLARION).” (GF.1; Best, 2017) 

Thematic Sub-Finding = [GF.1.1 This connectivity based on information 

convolution might be more about overall capacity then the modularity of a 

connected network but the basic conceptual idea is still the same] 

[Duplicated from GF.4 but also applies to GF.1.1] 

“The intensity of contemplation seems to be more related to the degree to which 

cognitive resources are focused on the object of contemplation, i.e. which fraction of one’s 

mind is devoted to the task.” (GF.1.1; Bach, 2017).  

Can a virtual agent’s mind use one architecture over another to focus on the object 

more intently and contemplate this object more intensely than another virtual agent even 

if the capacity resources are the same for each architecture?  

“Of course. For the same reason that one program architecture can be better at 

processing images than another despite using the same computational resources.” 

(GF.1.1; Bach, 2017). 

‘Contemplative intensity must increase in strength…’ would work, but as it is, it 

often does not increase, for instance because the contemplator is tired or distracted.” 

(GF.1.1; Bach, 2017). 

Kahnemann’s capacity theory of attention comes to mind. Is measuring the relative 

cognitive capacity of architectural modular components within each cognitive architecture 

a better way to compare architectures with one another? Should cognitive architects 

represent contemplative capacity when characterizing the various architectural modules 

and sub-systems or should these components remain agnostic to pre-parameterized 

capabilities? 

“In an ideal agent, resources are being used to maximize expected reward. The 

amount of contemplation one should do then depends on the agent’s estimate of whether 
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it can reap more benefits by executing its known strategies or by revising them via 

contemplation. The question of whether our minds are ideal agents in this sense or have 

an individual bias that is regulated via evolution is an empirical one.” (GF.1.1; Bach, 2017) 

“Meditation: would start from the usual distinction between focused and awareness 

meditation. More generally, meditation is a specific state of deep introspection or unified 

perception, in which all or most attentional resources are unified. Deep thinking is a form 

of contemplation, and contemplative intensity might be a way to describe quantitative 

differences in the general alertness and degree of focus on the contemplative object.” 

(GF.1.1; Bach, 2017). 

"As for modules being in stand-by, no I don't think there's a semantic difference 

between actively receptive and passive from an ACT-R perspective.  I think we're circling 

the issue of attention here, and how it's allocated.  I can choose to focus on the sensation 

in my toes right now, and this will likely have some top-down impact on perception, but 

the bottom-up signal exists with or without my attentional focus.  I don't think ACT-R has 

a very nuanced view of these bidirectional influences, but neither do most neural networks 

(architectures such as Grossberg's Adaptive Resonance Theory certainly do account for 

such bidirectional information flow, but my understanding is that this is the exception rather 

than the rule)." (GF.1.1; Best, 2017). 

[GF.2 – Cognitive architectures optimized for serial problem-solving in a 

limited task-domain (i.e. ACT-R and Soar) will likely show extra-modular evidence 

of contemplative intensity instead of architectural evidence.] 

[Duplicated answers from GR1 – this can be related to GF.2] 

“Taking contemplation as a form of planning behaviour, planning is limited by 

available time and cognitive (computational) resources.  In general, AI planning 

approaches a potentially unbounded problem (the future is infinite), and some means of 

constraining the planning process must be adopted in all AI planning systems as a means 

of terminating the algorithm.  Production system models of thought (cognitive 

architectures) are subject to the same practical constraints (as is human cognition).  The 

hard constraints of practicality require focusing planning on likely or relevant outcomes.  

Perception is often taken as a guiding factor in choosing which possible futures to 
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contemplate.  So, for example, human chess experts examine far fewer possible futures 

then their synthetic AI opponents; they are far superior at pruning away irrelevant futures 

and the cues for this are perceptual.  Thus, if contemplation is taken as planning 

behaviour, it must be guided perceptually so as to exploit relevant possible futures without 

becoming lost in an infinity of futures.” (GF.2; Best, 2017). 

[regarding the zen meditation scenario] 

“[…] an ACT-R agent might engage in planning type behaviour (though again, I 

note very little modelling of planning behaviour has been done in cognitive architectures 

in general, and ACT-R in particular) as a means of directing itself away from available 

percepts.  Both ACT-R and Soar are (implausibly) capable of doing this to the exclusion 

of external stimuli.  My conjecture is that this is a result of lack of focus on such issues 

rather than any inherent architectural constraint.” (GF.2; Best, 2017). 

“Synthesizing my prior two answers, I do not believe the same architectural 

configuration would properly represent both the ‘Zen’ model that ignore stimuli, and the 

‘Ascetic’ model that avoids stimuli. Further, there is no way to deactive the procedural 

matching process – it runs continuously.  That matching cycle is, in effect, cognition at 

work, and is never suspended while running an ACT-R model (or, for that matter, any 

production system model of thought). I believe there is also a problem in annotating Prod 

M, Prod S, and ProdEx as independent entities.  The procedural module uses the 

production matching mechanism and the production selection mechanism to mediate 

among the items in its memory (procedural memory).” (GF.2; Best, 2017). 

[Duplicated answer from GR3 – this can be related to GF.2] 

“For me, a formal description of a concept in the context of a cognitive architecture 

is a detailed description of how that concept will be implement either in a cognitive model 

built in the architecture (such as Soar productions) or via changes to the cognitive 

architecture (such as changes to the C++ or Java codebase of Soar).  We always start by 

trying to implement the concept in Soar productions and only fall back to changes to the 

cognitive architecture itself when absolutely necessary. Looking at your proposed 

definitions, I’m not sure how phrases like ‘deep thought process’ or ‘cognitively perceived 
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subjects’ map to productions or code.  So, in my opinion, you haven’t yet defined 

‘contemplation’ in the context of a cognitive architecture.” (GF.2; Van Lent, 2017) 

[Edited excerpt duplicated from AR.2.1 but can still apply to GF.2] 

“[…] for each of your scenarios I’d consider trying to map the situation to one of 

Soar’s various forms of impasse (state no change, operator no change, operator tie…) 

and then think about how the reasoning in the resulting substate might fit the 

contemplation you describe.”  (GF.2; Van Lent, 2017). 

[Duplicated from AR2.1.2.2, AR 2.2.2, AF.2 but could also apply to GF.2] 

"What I do know though that might be relevant is that both Soar and Sigma 

deliberate via a sequence of primitive reasoning cycles, and reflect by effectively calling 

themselves recursively on problems in deliberation.  Both can lead to extended reasoning, 

with reflection being deeper in at least one important sense.  One or both of these may 

map onto what you mean by contemplation, but that is all I can provide you at this point" 

(GF.2; Rosenbloom, 2017). 

[Duplicated from GR.1 but applies to GF.2] 

"As far as intensification goes, acting and planning both take resources. Planning 

in an infinite space can consume an infinite amount of resources or, in the case of an 

agent with resource constraints, at least all available resources.  To the extent that an 

agent can abandon acting to concentrate on planning, its contemplation could be 

intensified.  (As an example, the SOAR agent that I mentioned that tried to anticipate the 

actions of opponents actually had to stop moving to allow computations to focus on 

anticipation.)" (GF.2; Best, 2017). 

 [GF.3 - - Mutual recursion and recycling in dual-process architectures leads 

to higher chances of contemplative intensity to occur…There might not be many 

answers here either because I did not ask the experts this properly OR because this 

finding would relate to the IIT analytical lens which the experts unanimously did not 

favour] 
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 [GF. 4 - The IIT lens might be useful for measuring cognitive information 

integration on a quantitative measure but cannot entirely qualitatively identify 

contemplative intensity architecturally/modularly/as flow-charts]… [this finding 

was not anticipated by my initial assumption about the IIT lens] 

"[about how the IIT-inspired flow-charts cannot accurately represent ACT-R] ACT-

R modules are all always active -- the information flow may stop, but they can't be turned 

off -- and the pattern matcher never stops matching patterns […] when preparing 

architectural charts for ACT-R (and generally, I suppose) that you think of each buffer for 

a module as a portal into that module. […] That [cognitive information signal] response is 

a continuous signal of varying intensity, so it doesn't conceptually make sense for a buffer 

to go into a standby state […]  It's maybe more accurate to think of buffer state in terms of 

frequency of demand on the system or use of that system than any change in state" (GF.4; 

Best, 2017) 

“The flowchart representation, while it specifies possible links, does not tell us 

whether the knowledge in the system results in actual flow of information along those links.  

The possible action I could imagine implementing within an agent would be to seek 

isolation from those inputs (assuming such isolation was possible within the virtual world).  

That said, visual buffers are attended to according to goal focused activity, so an ACT-R 

agent with no visual goals will not process any perceptual information.  This is a quirk of 

modelling practice more than any architectural limitation, but since models are built to 

simulate human performance on tasks, knowledge (in the form of productions) is added 

(by the modeller) to correspond to the visual processing required for particular tasks.  I 

cannot tell if the flowchart is meant to capture this level of knowledge within a model; if so 

I might hazard a guess that the links in the flowchart would cover this interaction, but it is 

extremely hard for me to determine this without actually building a model” (GF.4; Best, 

2017). 

“I'm unsure of what it means to leave an architectural node active and firing.  

Buffers are all active the entire time; they work in parallel.  The procedural nodes are also 

always all active.  What changes is whether and what information flows along the links. 

That said, any configuration with all modules present and connected would support any 

possible model written in ACT-R, making it plausible and appropriate” (GF.4; Best, 2017). 
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“No [i.e. ACT-R cannot be represented when the IIT lens assumes that some 

nodes are on stand-by or inactive] for the same reason as several previous answers.  The 

pattern matching process works continuously, matching available productions with current 

matching buffer contents” (GF.4; Best, 2017). 

“Any configuration that involves all of the nodes would support any possible model 

of behavior” (GF.4; Best, 2017). 

“[…] buffers cannot be turned off.  If the diagram is signifying no processing of the 

manual module via the manual buffer, this might be one way to capture that, but it would 

be better to represent it through showing which arrows are conveying information and 

which are not.  Setting that aside, this flowchart corresponds to many possible models, 

one of which might be a model of self-improvement.  There is no requirement that learning 

involve the manual buffer (or corresponding motor module), so the above flowchart is 

plausible [but too generic to show the characteristics of ACT-R]. [in response to another 

scenario] this flowchart might support almost any possible model realization, so it is by its 

inclusiveness, plausible” (GF.4; Best, 2017). 

[Duplicated from GR.3 but also can be applied to GF.4] 

"A second issue is how you describe Soar, which carries over into part two of your 

questions.  I get the impression that you see Soar as a set of ‘specialized modules’ that 

can be connected like lego pieces depending on what you’re trying to get the architecture 

to do.  I think each of your flow charts represents a different way of connecting the modules 

of Soar in response to a specific cognitive scenario.  While Soar does have components 

(working memory, long-term memory, episodic memory, decision process…), these 

components are connected in one, fixed way that would only change if an architectural 

level change was made to Soar.  I wouldn’t call them ‘modules’ because that implies a 

level of modularity that isn’t how I view Soar. […] changes to the cognitive architecture are 

a ‘big deal’ because the choices made in designing the architecture (what components 

are included and how they work together) are deep theoretical investigations (which is 

why we always start by trying to implement concepts in a model rather than changing the 

architecture).  Taking episodic memory as an example, the addition of episodic memory 

to Soar involved many years of research and a number of different Ph.D. dissertations.  
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Interestingly, other cognitive architecture research groups (such as the ACT-R group) 

have settled on a pretty similar set of components and connections suggesting that the 

theoretical choices implemented in Soar are not specific to the Soar community.  So, I’d 

say that there’s one right flow chart and it would be the same for all six of your scenarios" 

(GF.4; Van Lent, 2017). 

“Soar is an INTEGRATED cognitive architecture.  It’s really key to the philosophy 

of Soar that everything is integrated and is always on.  So, things like episodic 

learning/memory and semantic learning/memory aren’t components, but are integral parts 

of the architecture that are always there.  There’s no ‘configuration’ of Soar that can turn 

these things on or off.  So, Soar always has all these things.  If you’re thinking of Soar as 

a set of separate components then I worry you’re looking at Soar through the wrong lens” 

(GF.4; Van Lent, 2017). 

[Duplicated from GF.1.1 but also applies to GF.4] 

"As for modules being in stand-by, no I don't think there's a semantic 

difference between actively receptive and passive from an ACT-R perspective.  I 

think we're circling the issue of attention here, and how it's allocated.  I can choose to 

focus on the sensation in my toes right now, and this will likely have some top-down impact 

on perception, but the bottom-up signal exists with or without my attentional focus.  I don't 

think ACT-R has a very nuanced view of these bidirectional influences, but neither do most 

neural networks (architectures such as Grossberg's Adaptive Resonance Theory certainly 

do account for such bidirectional information flow, but my understanding is that this is the 

exception rather than the rule" (GF.4; Best, 2017). 

[Duplicated from GF.5, and GF.1, but also applies to GF.4] 

"[…] Maybe [when explaining why architectural nodes are always “on” - similar to 

what MvL also said] the term continuous is misleading here.  Imagine, if you will, that 

you're driving a car and I ask you how fast you're going.  The speedometer is providing a 

continuous signal, but at the moment you perform a reading of it, it's essentially discrete.  

In ACT-R, once a buffer value is extracted, it's discrete, even though it might be sampled 

from a continuously varying value. 
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I will note that the variation on discrete buffer values can be put to use.  In a model 

of 737 pilot scan patterns I worked on with Christian Lebiere, we designed the model to 

seek novel information.  If it looked at a flight instrument display and the value was the 

same as the last value extracted (that was already available through memory), that 

counted as a failure, while displays that provided new information were counted as 

successes.  By doing this while tethered to a flight simulator, starting from an unbiased 

scan pattern (where looking at all displays was equally likely), the model learned a scan 

pattern of display elements that prioritized more rapidly changing displays.  This turned 

out to match the visual scan patterns of experienced pilots with a surprisingly high degree 

of fidelity. 

Thus, the agent was choosing to update the discrete values it extracted from the 

visual buffer conditioned by the likelihood that particular values would have changed.  This 

is more information seeking behavior than contemplative behavior, but it might 

illustrate what I was saying" (GF.4; Best, 2017). 

“Oizumi et al.’s definition ties contemplative intensity to consciousness, which is 

already a dangerous step to take: a fully connected (and thus fully-convolved) neural 

network undergoing an incredibly intense level of calculation is not necessarily conscious. 

(GF.4; Licato, 2017). 

[Duplicated from GF.6 which is a better place to put this quote but it applies as part 

of GF.4 as well] 

“[…] am I right in understanding that contemplative intensity is meant to serve as 

a sort of operationalization of contemplation? If so, it is not clear to me why the definition 

would need to be linked to anything outside of the brain/mind. For example, (A) defines 

contemplative intensity using an internal measure (how convolved the information flow is) 

whereas (C) ties it to ‘reasonable estimation’, which I would think is independent from 

information flow convolution” (GF.4; Licato, 2017). 

"I am a bit unclear on what it means for information to be convolved" (GF.4; Licato, 

2017). 
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“[…] an important note is that such a model loses some of its explanatory power. 

If you just say that all subsystems and knowledge types are at least minimally activated, 

then it doesn’t tell us much about how the mind processes things. If there is a way you 

can show which of these subsystems/knowledge types are more active than the others 

during these scenarios, it would provide for a better model.” (GF.4; Licato, 2017). Licato 

also suggests that the intensity could be with the connections themselves and not the 

modular-activity…This could be plausible with the IIT (sort of)… Licato suggests an 

enhanced flow-chart representation with “[…] line thickness, dotted lines with variable 

numbers of dots per inch [etc.]. (GF.4; Licato, 2017).  

“[…] consciousness [and any other higher-level representation describing 

circulatory cognitive information flow – based on expert question IIA] does not so much 

stem from the intensity of contemplation, but from the level at which it takes place 

(qualitative, not quantitative).”  (GF.4; Bach, 2017). 

“I don’t understand the notion of ‘increasing convolution’. It evokes a strong 

intuition, but I don’t trust intuitions when understanding complex mechanisms. What would 

be a formal definition for that? Looking at implementations, it seems somewhat clear that 

‘contemplative intensity’ does not map to ‘voltage of the neurons’ or even ‘number of 

currently active connections’, but rather to what part of the brain is currently being recruited 

to what degree for the contemplative process. In other words, it should relate to 1. how 

well the respective parts of the brain are trained to execute the contemplative function, 2. 

how much they are requested by the current configuration of the brain to serve that 

function, and 3. how many distractions by other processes and mechanisms interfere with 

that function.” (GF.4; Bach, 2017). 

“The intensity of contemplation seems to be more related to the degree to which 

cognitive resources are focused on the object of contemplation, i.e. which fraction of one’s 

mind is devoted to the task.” (GF.4; Bach, 2017).  

“There is no unified standard underlying these flow charts. In the course of writing 

my PhD, I generated many flow charts for the different architectures and found that it is 

often possible to create mappings. Ultimately, I think that the architectures have to be 

compared individually and in detail, not via flow charts. […]Back in the day when I was still 
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comparing cognitive architectures, I was interested in what kind of phenomena they model 

and ignore, what functionality they can express, what underlying functional and 

philosophical assumptions they make, whether they take a brain inspired, functional or 

engineering approach, and what they have in common or where they differ […] Ultimately, 

one would need to give detailed implementations. However, an exposition at the level of 

flow charts and modules might be elucidating, by comparing the different philosophies 

underlying the architectures, and giving the reader a greater understanding of the subject 

of contemplation itself.” (GF.4; Bach, 2017). 

GF.5 – Meta-cognition is responsible for contemplation and the act of 

intensifying it so cognitive architectures must have an architectural representation 

for meta-cognition to properly identify it… 

YES – JB (GF.5; Licato, 2017), BB (with a caveat that it can be a model and 

not a full-blown architecture… 

"I think a metacognitive layer is absolutely essential for contemplation.  If you 

imagine any of these architectures encapsulating some piece of explicit knowledge, for 

example "the sky is blue", you can see where they'd all come off the rails when trying to 

reflect on this fact.  The sky isn't always blue, so an architecture like SOAR would either 

have to ignore history, or have a way to integrate contradictory information.  CLARION 

and ACT-R should be able to form base rates of how often the sky is blue, but both would 

likely be confounded by asking the question, why is it blue?  Neither is architecturally 

designed to be able to propose a cause for anything.  My example is obviously a toy 

example, but reasoning around cause and effect is something I would think is essential to 

contemplation, and therefore implicates metacognition as required for contemplation.  

These architectures we're talking about here focus around knowing and acting, but 

aren't known for being able to explain why they do what they do or know what they 

know.” (GF.5; Best, 2017) [with the exception of CLARION’s MCS?] 

[When asked whether or not this comment also applies to discussions of CLARION 

and its Metacognitive MCS subsystem?  Is the MCS also limited to focusing on knowing 

and acting but knowing why they know or know what they know etc?] 
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 “My (very limited) understanding of the MCS in CLARION is that it performs the 

same role as an execution monitor in a planning system.  An execution monitor 

evaluates ongoing progress against goals and allows an agent to interrupt itself and 

escape "trap states", where a local goal is unachievable, or goals that no longer serve 

the overall plan (for example, when the world changes in a way that makes the original 

plan useless)” (GF.5; Best, 2017). 

The way you describe the MCS is similar to Soar's handling of impasse 

conditions...So, are you saying that the CLARION MCS also focuses ‘[...] around knowing 

and acting, [and not] known for being able to explain why they do what they do or know 

what they know.’ in the same way as the other 2 architectures such as ACT-R and Soar? 

[Duplicated from AF.3.1 and GR.1 but also applies to GF.5] 

"It's hard for me to provide as informed an opinion about CLARION's MCS as you 

might want.  I can tell you that it's *intended* to handle some of the issues you're 

concerned with, and the authors claim that the agent's MCS allows it to explain why it does 

what it does.  See this paper for details: 

https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/9fd3/51c71b8dabd09f131d9ee01807674a91c38

1.pdf 

The linked book chapter above is heavy on the general description, and light on 

the concrete details, unfortunately.  I haven't seen a paper that describes this capability in 

enough detail to really evaluate or understand the MCS.  (I'm not saying that one doesn't 

exist; just that I haven't come across it.)"  (GF.5; Best, 2017). 

“[…] I would however, point you to Herb Simon's work with the CaMeRa 

architecture, where a simulated economics expert answered questions about why 

economics principles work the way they do; from a very high level, you could describe 

what it did as theorem proving, where the simulated expert would propose things might 

work a certain way and then pursue a course of logical reasoning showed why things 

worked the way they did, annotating on a simulated blackboard as it went.  This work (with 

Anthony Leonardo and Hermina Tbachnek, I believe, but double-check my spelling) 

showed how reflection is possible in a logical system in a narrow domain.  I'm not 
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sure it's as general as your interests, but it does show how you can perform reflection at 

the model level, rather than the architecture level, and that distinction is probably 

important to make and understand.  I'd suggest reading their conference paper, which 

should be useful to you" (GF.5; Best, 2017). 

Can you explain an example where a particular architectural configuration 

contributes to this intensification process?  

“You should be able to recruit different amounts of your cognitive resources for 

metacognitive processing” (GF.5; Bach, 2017). 

“Every situated learning system needs to capture the invariances of its 

environment into a model. Ideally, this model should capture probability distributions. If the 

system is an agent, it also needs to reason over these models, and identify policies that 

it can implement over them. Thus categories of likely, functional and practical should 

naturally emerge for learning agents.” (GF.5; Bach, 2017). 

MAYBE YES (if this has to do with “reflective abstraction”) – JL (GF.5; Licato, 

2017). 

*Asked MvL this question <Responses pending> 

BB – seems to indicate that ACT-R cannot handle meta-cognition but can 

handle “information seeking” tasks which might resemble meta-cognition… 

“Information seeking” seems more part of ACT-R than “contemplation” but it seems 

that even information seeking on a superficial level can address meta-cognitive 

tasks… 

"[…] Maybe the term continuous is misleading here.  Imagine, if you will, that you're 

driving a car and I ask you how fast you're going.  The speedometer is providing a 

continuous signal, but at the moment you perform a reading of it, it's essentially discrete.  

In ACT-R, once a buffer value is extracted, it's discrete, even though it might be sampled 

from a continuously varying value. 

I will note that the variation on discrete buffer values can be put to use.  In a model 

of 737 pilot scan patterns I worked on with Christian Lebiere, we designed the model to 
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seek novel information.  If it looked at a flight instrument display and the value was the 

same as the last value extracted (that was already available through memory), that 

counted as a failure, while displays that provided new information were counted as 

successes.  By doing this while tethered to a flight simulator, starting from an unbiased 

scan pattern (where looking at all displays was equally likely), the model learned a scan 

pattern of display elements that prioritized more rapidly changing displays.  This turned 

out to match the visual scan patterns of experienced pilots with a surprisingly high degree 

of fidelity. 

Thus, the agent was choosing to update the discrete values it extracted from the 

visual buffer conditioned by the likelihood that particular values would have changed.  This 

is more information seeking behavior than contemplative behavior, but it might 

illustrate what I was saying." (GF.5; Best, 2017) 

GF.5* (therefore, CLARION is the most contemplative canonical 

architecture)… 

AGREE 

The MCS would be highly active for the Zen Meditation scenario… [paraphrased 

from GF.5*; Licato, 2017]…  

"I would think of deep contemplation as involving the NACS, probably in interaction 

with the MCS. On its own, typically the MCS does not really do much more than allow 

something like what Piaget would have called ‘reflective abstraction,’ and the NACS is still 

needed to store and process the products of meta cognitive reflection.  

[The NACS] should at least be active enough so that the structured knowledge it 

stores can be called on from time to time." (GF.5*; Licato, 2017). 

“I think CLARION has the most flexibility to model this sort of thing, though I don’t 

know what the current state of its implementation is.”  (GF.5*; Licato, 2017). 

[Duplicated from GAQ.1 but this seems more important to confirm the GF.5* 

findings about CLARION and meta-cognition]…] 
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“As far as I know, ACT and Soar are more symbolic programming languages, and 

don’t have a detailed model of attention, which would be required for modeling 

contemplation as opposed to other modes of deliberation. However, one might argue that 

under some contexts, problem solving in ACT and Soar is sufficiently close to 

contemplation to constitute a valid model. If you want to model contemplation with a 

variable degree of intensity, you probably need attentional modulators, and CLARION 

might offer better ways of implementing those.” (GF.5*; Bach, 2017). 

[Duplicated from GAQ.1 but this seems more important to confirm the GF.5* 

findings about CLARION and meta-cognition]… 

“I don’t know what John Anderson [ACT-R’s creator] would consider to be an 

idiomatic way to express cognitive intensity in a system of production rules, or how Soar 

would do it, since they [ACT-R and Soar] appear to be mostly concerned with problem 

solving and not with allocating resources to dynamically spawned metacognitive 

considerations.” (GF.5*; Bach, 2017). 

"The architectures are shaped by the research goals of the research communities 

surrounding them.  In this regard, ACT-R does aim to be an engineering correlation, rather 

than just some useful abstraction.  This has driven the ACT-R community (in contrast to 

the SOAR and CLARION efforts) to focus on grounding modeling in behavioral and 

neuroscience data (and fMRI in particular).  Thus, most ACT-R models are fit very carefully 

to actual human behavior on a task. 

This in turn, has also reduced the emphasis on modeling planning and 

imaginative activities in ACT-R, and perhaps stunted its development in 

metacognitive directions.  The reason for this has to do with the difficulty of extracting 

commonalities from human behavior when a task is loosely specified.  In the vast majority 

of psychology experiments, the task is specified and any metacognitive behavior [when 

using ACT-R] is squeezed out.  I imagine it would be quite difficult to ask experimental 

participants to contemplate anything and not have them apply all kinds of idiosyncratic 

knowledge to the task, which would result in everybody heading off in a different direction, 

and little shared process to capture in a model. This is compounded by fMRI experiments, 
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where the task has to be extremely regimented to cause regularities in brain region 

activation across participants to emerge." (GF.5*; Best, 2017) 

"Regarding the first question (choose an architecture to handle deep 

contemplation), I would want three capabilities:  

1) the ability to tune in on statistical regularities of the environment (implicit 

learning), 

2) the ability to form explicit representations corresponding to the learned implicit 

patterns, and 3) the ability to propose novel operations and then consider possible the 

outcomes (based on likelihood of success, so incorporating statistical regularities of the 

environment, or at least hypotheses concerning them). 

Considering the three architectures, none of them cover my wish list completely.  

My take is that ACT-R and CLARION cover #1, CLARION covers #2, and SOAR covers 

#3.  It's possible CLARION actually does the best job, so while I'm more familiar with its 

high level description than actually having hands-on expertise, I might choose CLARION 

in a forced choice scenario (and hope for the best). 

My (likely flawed) understanding, however, is that CLARION lacks the ability to 

propose new operators (#3), which really makes in unsuited for true contemplation (of the 

what-if variety).  That's something SOAR included from its early days, even if it's little used 

now.  SOAR, however, can't evaluate operators based on statistical hunches (at least that 

was my most recent understanding of it), so it can propose the operators, but won't 

internalize base rates of success (or even really learn that some proposed operators are 

useless, which is why this is a little used aspect of the architecture).  Neither ACT-R nor 

SOAR can generate explicit representations that correspond to implicitly learned patterns 

like CLARION can (#2), but this is probably the least useful of the three things on my wish 

list for a contemplative architecture" (GF.5*; Best, 2017). 

*Asked MvL this question… <full answer pending>… 

DISAGREE 

UNSURE 
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[Contradiction from Licato?] “I don’t know enough about Integrated Information 

Theory to comment competently on it, but I can say that I am not aware of any work in 

CLARION to model self-awareness.” (GF.5*; Licato, 2017). 

Thematic Sub-Finding = [GF.5.1 – Scenarios that emphasize expected meta-

cognitive activities would best qualitatively test for the presence of contemplative 

intensity…This feedback has justified all of the dissertation’s contemplative 

scenarios for a virtual agent] 

GF.6 – There is a Mentalist (Psycho-Functionalist) way to design 

representations expressing the phenomenon of contemplative intensity without 

behavioral confirmation from a virtual agent acting in a virtual world…A virtual 

agent can actually contemplate and not just fake contemplation through its external 

perceived actions/behaviors… 

“Contemplation within the context of cognitive architectures, to me, means 

engaging in planning and simulating future outcomes with regards to either the agent's 

own (possible) intentions, or with the current understanding of the world state.  That is, the 

agent can either ask of itself the question ‘What will happen next?’, or it can ask 'What will 

happen next if I take action X', or it can ask what the consequences are of a new 

relationship or state in the world.’” (GF.6; Best, 2017) 

“[…] am I right in understanding that contemplative intensity is meant to serve as 

a sort of operationalization of contemplation? If so, it is not clear to me why the definition 

would need to be linked to anything outside of the brain/mind. For example, (A) defines 

contemplative intensity using an internal measure (how convolved the information flow is) 

whereas (C) ties it to ‘reasonable estimation’, which I would think is independent from 

information flow convolution.” (GF.6; Licato, 2017). 

“In particular, contemplation is a form of cognition that focuses on problem solving, 

reflection, understanding, outside of the context of interacting with others, producing 

content or deploying solutions.” (GF.6; Bach, 2017). 

“Truth, from the perspective of an observer, is the shape of the space of all theories 

that can explain the data. To get closer to truth, we must constrain the space of theories. 
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Psychology tends to abhor theories that have too many free variables, because that 

makes it hard or impossible to determine their explanatory value. The methodology of AI 

brings an element to the table that is absent in psychology: A theory in AI has to work, 

i.e. it must meaningfully and demonstrably replicate the desired functionality from first 

principles. This makes it possible to explore theories that feature hidden states which 

nevertheless can be inferred from the data by specifying a functional theory that allows 

their derivation. 

We obviously cannot ignore the study of mental phenomena by focusing on 

external behavior if what we want to explain is the mind. Obviously we can introspectively 

perceive mental phenomena. The study of these phenomena is not unscientific, but it 

requires us to recognize that the relationship between phenomenon and ground truth 

might be rather complex and unintuitive. For instance, our experience of being 

conscious of the present does not mean that we have to explain how we can be 

conscious of the present, but how we can have that experience (even though the 

nature and duration of neural processes preclude us from perceiving the present moment)” 

(GF.6; Bach, 2017) 

[Duplicated from GQ.3.1 and GR.1 but can also be applied to GF.6] 

"ACT-R is able to perform 'reasonable estimation' in the sense of applying 

Bayesian priors to operators (productions).  What it lacks, however, is a good source for 

these priors when we're talking about a new operator.  If it could apply the operator in the 

world and see what works, it could then update the priors with actual information.  To do 

this without actual experience, an ACT-R agent would need to be able to simulate the 

world internally, play out the actions, and then learn the consequences. I believe Bill 

Kennedy did something akin to this, having an ACT-R agent encapsulate a second ACT-

R agent that it learned from.  The internal ACT-R agent worked on a simulated world and 

tried out what the external agent wanted to estimate.  The idea, as I'm reconstructing from 

memory (and I may be confabulating), was that a low fidelity caricature of the environment 

was run in the internal agent before the agent actually tried anything in the high fidelity 

external environment.  Why I may be confabulating is because this is consistent with many 

descriptions of imagining, where we essentially simulate things in a low-res internal 
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version (naive physics experiments and demonstrations take advantage of this, for 

example)" (GF.6; Best, 2017). 

GF.7 – A rudimentary finite-state machine agent is not capable of 

contemplating a virtual environment as well as one with cognitive architectural 

enhancement. 

“[...] I'm interpreting the question here as ‘is it possible to construct an FSM capable 

of contemplation.’ There are two senses in which an FSM can be said to be capable of 

exhibiting some behavior. In the first sense, we can say that for any behavior instantiated 

in the universe, there exists an FSM that can replicate it---after all, the universe itself can 

be discretized and modeled as a FSM, although it would be ridiculously large; so large, in 

fact, that it would be impractical to model something as complex as a contemplation. In 

that second sense, where we consider the practical limitations of a representational 

system compared to other alternatives, FSMs are *not* able to model most cognitive 

phenomena, because it would be too impractical and we would have to do all kinds of 

tricks to make it behave the way we want.” (GF.7; Licato, 2017). 

[Duplicated from GF1.1 but also applies to GF.7] 

Can a virtual agent’s mind use one architecture over another to focus on the object 

more intently and contemplate this object more intensely than another virtual agent even 

if the capacity resources are the same for each architecture?  

“Of course. For the same reason that one program architecture can be better at 

processing images than another despite using the same computational resources.” (GF.7; 

Bach, 2017). 

In terms of creating artificial model-based reflex agents, what kind(s) of 

contemplation would basic finite-state machine virtual characters - such as the kind we 

create today in video-games etc. - be capable of when considering action-sequences (or 

potential thoughts) while in a given state? Is it always the case where a contemporary 

virtual agent can mindlessly selects an action over another while in that state or can you 

see mechanistic instances (using some heuristics but not necessarily whole architectures) 

where such an agent really thinks deeply about each of the actions/thoughts it ruminates 
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over? [Also] can contemplation be at varying levels of intensity based on this kind of finite-

state mechanism? 

“The state machine agents in a computer game tend to have discrete global states, 

in which they exhibit a different set of behaviors based on the state. They are basically a 

bunch of different agents that switch over when a particular condition is met.  I usually 

think of human minds as having lots of local state[s] per mental module, and the global 

state is an emergent feature of the current configuration of local states. The global state 

usually does not switch as a whole but moves continuously, through a multidimensional 

space. 

The truth might be somewhere in-between, because on one hand, we are indeed 

the subject of continuous modulation, on the other hand, a single mental module often 

runs the show (similar to the Pandemonium model). Contemplation might be modeled as 

a particular module that is triggered when the [virtual?] agent does not have urgent 

external tasks to attend to, and senses a need to revise its strategies and models.” (GF.7; 

Bach, 2017). 

[GF.K -Additional Finding…A critique of the importance of Kant’s 

imagination and reason when referring to the complexity and intensity of 

contemplation] 

Contemplative intensity can be framed as the cognitive interplay where an agent 

deeply deliberates between two convoluted bi-polar states of cerebral experience 

corresponding to imagination and expectation through reasonable estimation.  

I was inspired by Kant’s Critique of Judgment about the tension between 

imagination and reason (or comprehending and apprehending) when I formulated that 

question.  For example, an agent might contemplate the transcendent sublime when the 

agent can barely estimate the phenomenon being experienced (perhaps, in the agent’s 

imagination). Would it make sense for an agent to be thinking more intensely about a 

situation where something that is conceivable in the imagination seems to push the limits 

of reason, practicality, computation, and quantifiable estimation? 
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“An agent that results from an evolution that made it more likely that it inherits the 

properties of successful ancestors should assign cognitive resources in accordance to the 

perceived importance of the obtainable results. The brain of an autistic philosopher like 

Kant (or me?) may assign a much higher relevance to figure out the nature of meaning 

and truth than the brain of a person that optimizes for social or economic success. Kant 

had no evolutionary success btw.  

It is not harder to think about the transcendental sublime than to think about how 

to lead an army or to build a business. In fact, many lesser minds are fascinated by that 

topic, so it does not so much seem to be a function of intellectual sophistication and 

prowess, but of motivation, personality and biographical circumstances.” (GF.K; Bach, 

2017). 

[Duplicated from GQ.3.1 ,GR.1, and GF.6 but can also be applied to discussions 

about GF.K] 

About reasonable estimation - "ACT-R is able to perform 'reasonable estimation' 

in the sense of applying Bayesian priors to operators (productions).  What it lacks, 

however, is a good source for these priors when we're talking about a new operator.  If it 

could apply the operator in the world and see what works, it could then update the priors 

with actual information.  To do this without actual experience, an ACT-R agent would need 

to be able to simulate the world internally, play out the actions, and then learn the 

consequences. I believe Bill Kennedy did something akin to this, having an ACT-R agent 

encapsulate a second ACT-R agent that it learned from.  The internal ACT-R agent worked 

on a simulated world and tried out what the external agent wanted to estimate.  The idea, 

as I'm reconstructing from memory (and I may be confabulating), was that a low fidelity 

caricature of the environment was run in the internal agent before the agent actually tried 

anything in the high fidelity external environment.  Why I may be confabulating is because 

this is consistent with many descriptions of imagining, where we essentially simulate 

things in a low-res internal version (naive physics experiments and demonstrations take 

advantage of this, for example)" (GF.K; Best, 2017). 

About the imagination - [Duplicated from GF.5* but can also be applied to GF.K] 
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"The architectures are shaped by the research goals of the research communities 

surrounding them.  In this regard, ACT-R does aim to be an engineering correlation, rather 

than just some useful abstraction.  This has driven the ACT-R community (in contrast to 

the SOAR and CLARION efforts) to focus on grounding modeling in behavioral and 

neuroscience data (and fMRI in particular).  Thus, most ACT-R models are fit very carefully 

to actual human behavior on a task. 

This in turn, has also reduced the emphasis on modeling planning and 

imaginative activities in ACT-R, and perhaps stunted its development in metacognitive 

directions.  The reason for this has to do with the difficulty of extracting commonalities 

from human behavior when a task is loosely specified.  In the vast majority of psychology 

experiments, the task is specified and any metacognitive behavior [when using ACT-R] is 

squeezed out.  I imagine it would be quite difficult to ask experimental participants to 

contemplate anything and not have them apply all kinds of idiosyncratic knowledge to the 

task, which would result in everybody heading off in a different direction, and little shared 

process to capture in a model. This is compounded by fMRI experiments, where the task 

has to be extremely regimented to cause regularities in brain region activation across 

participants to emerge" (GF.K; Best, 2017). 

About contemplative intensity leading towards a transcendent 

(supersensible) cognitive process… 

“I think the ‘F’ in FSM [Finite State Machines] is about avoiding these infinite 

pitfalls, while contemplation is about reaching out towards infinity” (GF.K; Best, 

2017). 




